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PORTDRD

This study of price filing was prepared by Miss Enid Baird of the

Trade Practice Studies Section, Mr. Corwin D. Edwards in charge. The

statistical analyses and the chapter on Price Structures under Price
Piling were prepared by Mr. H. R. Hohat. The chapter on Price Publicity
was prepared by Mr. Daniel Gerig, and Sections B and C of Chapter VI. by
Morrison Handsaker, Mr. C. A„ Pearce, Assistant Coordinator of the section,
worked very closely with the Price Piling Unit in the development of the
report, and wrote Chapter II on the Statement of the' Problem. Appendices
on the Asphalt Shingle and Roofing and Steel Castings Industries were
prepared by Mr. Prank Stocking and Mr. Walter G-. Keim, respectively.

After indicating the character and legal status of pre-code price
filing systems, the study considers price filing ar a publicity device,
as a means of price control, and as a device under which there were cer-
tain changes in industrial price structures. The significance of price
publicity is analyzed, and as effort is made to state the degree to which
price filing systems achieved publicity.

The control of prices through price filing is considered both in

instances in which efforts were made to convert price filing systems into
systems of price regulation, and in other instances in which the admin-
istrative demands of effective price filing systems led directly to

supplementary price control. The use of price filing as an instrument
for policing other trade practice provisions is also described.

Changes in price structures under price filing are described in

a series of case studies of the movement of price levels, the degree
of uniformity achieved in prices and terms',' and the changes in the
relative treatment of different customer groups. -

The final chapter of the report gives an account of the character
of NRA' s administrative supervision of price filing activities and of
the gradual development of 1IRA policy toward price filing.

Appendices contain intensive case studies of price filing in the
Asphalt Shingle and Roofing and Steel Casting's Industries and an ac-
count of the methods used in developing this report.

Limitations of personnel and field work have forced the members of
this study unit to conduct their work on a smaller sample and with more
haste than was desirable. Their product is mimeographed as a definite
contribution to the literature of the subject and as a basis for futher
work by interested students. The opinions and findings are individual
and not official utterances.

At the back of this report will be found a brief statement of the
studies undertaken by the Division of Review.

L. C. Marshall
Director, Division of Re-

view.
March 24, 1936.
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Frice filing provisions ""ere among the most frecuent trade practice
provisions in NBA codes. In the Congressional ".ebates which preceded the

passage of the NIBA, it was indicated that price filing was expected to

be permissible in the codes. Pricr to NBA, there had been price filing
plans in at least 150 industries* Under the trade practice conference
procedure of the federal Trade Commission, Group II rules for the inde-
pendent publication and circulation of prices had been written in more
than 50 industries.

Since pre-code price filing, although generally based on the ideas
of Arthur Jerome Eddy, took various forms, and since the price filing
systems under the codes \:ere also various, pre—code and code price filing
systems differed to various degrees. In general, however, pre-code sys-
tems tended to cover the voluntary filing of past transactions and often
the circulation of price information without identification of individual
concerns. NBA price filing systems generally provided for mandatory fil-
ing of prices and terms of sale below which members could not sell, for
the circulation of this price information in the form of identified price
lists, and for prior announcement of any changes, with or without a wait-
ing period. Usually these NBA code systems were accompanied by direct
forms of price control, such as provisions against sale below cost or
provisions for uniformity in some of the terms of sale.

Although the pre-code legal status of price filing was not clear
because the leading decisions of the Supreme Court were subject to dif-
fering interpretations, it appears that to be legal a pre-code price
filing system needed to be divorced from use as a device for raising
price levels, and that if the system included the filing of future prices
or the identification of individual price lists, these charact eristics
established some question of its legality. By this standard, most NBA
price filing systems would have been of dubious legality.

Price filing was advocated under MIA as r_ means to promote competi-
tion by an increase in information about price, as a means to reduce dis-

crimination among customers, and as a means to stabilize prices. It is

not clear that an increase in price information necessarily has the effect
of increasing the competitive character of the market. Since modern mar-
kets are imperfect, rather than ccopetitive in the sense in which com-
petition is customarily described ^oy economists, there is a possibility
that increased information will be used in order to take more effective
advantage of the monopolistic elements in each concern's market position,
rather than in order to compete more intensively. There is also a pos-
sibility that increased information to buyers in the market may promote
uniformity of prices not only when discrimination is decreased by such
uniformity, but also when it is thereby increased. These possibilities
do not depend upon the character of price filing as such, but upon the

character and play of incentives in the industry to which it is applied.

The degree tc which any resiilt is achieved by price publicity, of

course, depends upon the effectiveness with which prices are made public.
In more than half the cases studies (a sample of 57 industries), relative-
ly little effective publicity of prices to members of the industry seems
to have been accomplished ''oy the price filing system. In a much
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larger proportion of cases, relatively little publicity of prices to

buyers seens to have resulted. In about a dozen cases, it appears that

substantially complete publicity was achieved.

The effectiveness of publicity under price filing systems depended
upon a series of factors.

1. The agency which collected the prices needed to be effici-
ent and also to function impartially. When the collecting agency was
composed of members of the industry, any leek of impartiality might con-
vert the system into a device by which favored individuals secured ad-
vance knowledge about prices* Difficulties in jfche establishment of

collecting agencies also appeared when choice has to be made between
local and national centers for price filing.

2. A second requisite of full publicity was the filing of
prices "bj all concerned in the market. In certain cases, difficulty
arose because distributors who sold in competition with manufacturers
in an industry were covered by different codes and could not be required
to file prices. Where efforts were made to solve this problem, they
seldom sxicceeded. Moreover, non-compliance with price filing provisions
by members of the industry was a. significant interference with publicity.
In nearl;- half of the cases, almost every one filed; in about 40^ of the
cases, somewhere between half and 9/ 1.0 of the industry filed; in about
15/o of the cases, a majority of the industry failed to file,

3. A third requisite of effective publicity is full informa-
tion about prices and terms of sale—technically very difficult to se-
cure. Terms of sale are so numerous that a full filing of them would
have been burdensome to the members of some industries. Moreover, in
relatively few causes did the industry both plan for a sufficiently com-
plete filing scheme and win ITRA's assent to its plan. Efforts were
constantly under way to extend the scope of price filing either by code
amendment or by rules issued b,r code authorities. A peculiarly difficult
problem in securing complete information was the filing of customer
classifications, since there are great difficulties in the way of estab-
lishing rigid customer classes, and since so long as any concern was free
to shift a, customer from one class to another it could use such shifts
to evade its filed prices,

4. Comparability of oro ducts was also a requisite of code
publicity. Difficulty arose both in determining how far price filing
should be erctend.ed in non-standard products and in finding ways of com-
paring the products of various producers when specifications were not
uniform throughout the industry.

5. A full statement of special types of transactions often
was necessary to publicity. Difficulties arose not only in the effort
to secure filing of distributor's prices, which has been mentioned above,
but also efforts to secure filing of prices made by a concern to its
subsidiaries, made in some industries to peculiarly large purchasers,
and made in several industries on long-term contracts. Reluctance to
make public certain prices and the inherent difficulties of applying the
filed prices of the present to contra.cts written in the past, were central
in this problem.
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In the majority of cases studied, however, it appealed that the
interest in such controls extended considerably past their uses as rids
to more effective and accurate comparability and publicity of trices and
terms. Interested code proponents were patently reluctant to place their
entire dependence *fo-r price stability and other ends of price control
upon the indirect end uncertain action of more complete exposure of
pricing practices. They sought, and often obtained, in the codal charter
for the price filing plan, specific limitations, or grants of power uhich
would permit them to place limitations, upon practices which they consid-
ered prejudicial to their individual and common interests. Without this
authorization the price filing agency frequently found it possible by way
of exercising necessary/- administrative discretion' to -impose, or suggest
strategic and complement ary controls over price levels, price changes,
methods of distribution, geographic relations, various elements of the

price structure, and even the division of business.

Price filing under NEA codes thus was not merely a matter of promptl} 7-

and full"" broadcasting prospective tricing practices of business rivals.
Rather in many instances it was a going cooperative effort wherein the

devices of publicity and. direct controls were functionally related and
joined in focusing on certain major group objectives.

i •

In other cases -or ice filing served clearly in a Capacity of policing
conformance to controls established by other code provisions or to more
or less precise standards of certain interests of the industry. As an
outstanding example, cost provisions were almost invariably accompanied
by plans for price publicity and intimately related- in their administra-
tion.

Although the waiting period was by no means always a necessary
element for either the -oublicit" or control program, it had a significant
and often strategic role to play in ea.ch.

The relative scarcity .of statistical material makes it impossible'

to present a. broad picture .of the movement of prices under price filing
in an adequa.te sample of different kinds of industries under different
kinds of price filing systems. Nevertheless, sufficient information is

available to make clear that variety, rather than similarity, character—
i^red such pricey movements. .

In certain industries, prices rose during the price filing period;
in others, they showed little change; instill others, they fell, some-
times sharply. There are cases in which, within the

1

same industry, .one

group of prices declined and even showed the characteristics of a. price
war, while other prices remained the same or rose slightly.

These changes in price levels were sometimes accompanied by a de-

crease in the spreaxl Of nrices from one customer group to another. In

other cases, the divergence of treatment among groups of customers in-

creased during the price filing -oeriod. . There' are instances in which,

under price filing, terms of payment, customer classifications, freight

charges, and the like became uniform. . There are other cases in uhich

efforts at uniformity in terms of sale broke down and were abandoned.

In some industries, prices and terms of sole remained unchanged during
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most of the code periodj in others, they c. r-.n ;ed frequently; and in still
others, an earls'

1 charge was followed b-r a period of relative stability.
It has not "been possible to analyze the individual cases to the extent
necessary to determine

, diether these varying results nay be correlated
with particular hinds of price filing systems or with particular charac-
teristics of the industries affected.

The imperfect drafting of price filing provisions, the lack of clar-
ity as to the permissible scope of price filing activity, the efforts by
code administrative agencies to extend their program of action beyond the

Units set by the e:;rct wording of the codes, and the frequent controver-
sies over the alleged effects of price filing pirns united to make the ad-

ministration of price filing provisions a major problem in the WXk» ?or
the most part, in the early period during which most of the codes were
written, price filing plans : "?ere adopted with very brief consideration
and without much evidence either as to the problems to which they would
be applied or as to the administrative machinery they would involve.
Even at the end of the code- period, the ERA had collected very little
information about the operation of price filing plans and considering
the number of codes involved, had engaged in relatively little formal
administrative action such as amendments, interpretations and stays of
code provisions or exemptions therefrom. An increasing effort was being
made, however, to. supervise the activity of code authorities in adminis-
tering open price plans, particularly for the purpose of preventing
actions not authorised ~oy the code. In certain cases, code authority
rules had been countermanded a.nd even the code provisions themselves had
been stayed, l.iore frequently, however, an informal administrative super-
vision had developed as a measure of prevention .gainst abuses.

Violations of open price provisions were among the most frequent of
code violations and ".emended a great deal of the attention of the compli-
ance agencies. About '!pg of the trade practice compliance cases were
violations of price filing provisions.

As experience accumulated', ISA began to develop a rather definite
policy about the purposes and extent of price filing. Opposition of cer-

tain advisory groups within NHA, and of complainants outside, first found
full expression in the price hearings of January, 133^» After these
hearings, a temporary policy of refusing to approve waiting periods in
new codes was inaugurated, a.nd studies of the operation of open price
systems were undertaken. In June, 193^» Office Llemoraudum No. 228 es-

tablished a definite policy as to price filing provisions. They were to

be approved in a form which was thought to make them useable as publicity
devices but not as a means of price control. In spite of widespread
opposition outside the ITZA and some reluctance to accept the policy on
the part of administrative personnel, this general view of the function
of price filing remained the official policy thenceforward. The appli-
cation of the poller" to codes already approved, however, was relatively
slight; for it was decided that existing provisions should be modified
only -'hen they showed clear evidence of abuse or of major administrative
difficulties.

As it became clear that Office Memorandum I!o. 228 did not change ex-

isting price filing provisions, the peculiarly difficult problem of tie
bids under price filing in the awarding of contr; cts ~oy "overnment pur-
chasing agents was dealt with by authorizing all bidders to quote as
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much as 15$ below their filed prices uoon such contracts. In spite of

very strong opposition, this authorization remained in effect during the
rest of the life of ERA.

In a series of decisions rbout various technical difficulties in
securing adequate publicity for terms of s-'le, NBA took the view during
the winter of 1934-35 that code authority action to require adherence to

a rigid set of terms of sale was not acceptable, hut that action to re-
quire fully descriptive filing of the terms in use hy particular concerns
was essential to the operation of price filing systems.

Shortly before the Schechter decision, a policy statement by the
National Industrial Recovery Board reiterated the view that price filing
is acceptable for purposes of price publicity, set forth certain techni-
cal essentials of a price filing plan, and held that, even when properly
limited, price filing provisions should apply only in industries in which
price competition tended to be excessive, and not in industries in which
there was danger of monopoly.

Appendices to this report contain detailed accounts of the exper-
ience of the asphalt shingle a.nd roofing and steel castings industries
with price filing provisions. A statement of the methods used in pre-
paring this report is also contained in the appendix.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I. THE INTRODUCTION OF PRICE FILING TO TEE NBA

The NRa was virtually committed to an experiment with open price

•olans "before- the National Industrial Recovery Act had "been approved by
Congress. Daring the debate between Senator Wagner and Senator Borah
over the addition of the words "price fixing and restraint of trade"

to thq anti-monopoly clause of the. Act, orice filing was cited by Sena-

tor Tfegner as one of the more salutary measures which should be permitted

under the codes, but one which because of Past anti-trust decisions,
might conceivably be denied tc industry if the anti-monopoly clause were

broadened to include a prohibition of activities in restraint of trade.

Senator Nagner explained that., what, he- wanted to see permitted
was the exchange of market information, such as was declared ellegal in

the American Linseed Oil Company Case.(*) Senator '."agner's comments
ignored the more liberal decisions of the Supreme Court in the later
Maple Flooring and Cement Cases, (**) in 1925, in which.it had been held
that such activities of onen Competition were not unlawful if properly
conducted without agreement or concerted action,, The choice of the

earlier case makes it fairly apparent that it was his intent to clear
away all doubts of the legality of open price activities under NRA by
placing them within the realm of discretionary suspension of the anti-
trust laws. (***)

(*) United States v. American Linseed Oil Company, (1923) 262 U. S.

371. This decision, rendered June 4, 1923, did not in the opin-
ion of most commentators actually declare the exchange of informa-
tion illegal, but condemned the total activities of the Asso-
ciation as constituting a combination in restraint of interstate
commerce within the meaning of the anti-trust axts, It did,

however, tend to discourage such activities by trade associations

, ;

until later decisions' covering price reporting and exchange of

statistics. See Section 'E below.

(**) Maple Flooring Manufacturers As s ociation v. U.S. (1925) 268 U.S. 563
Cement Manufacturers Protective Association v. U. S. (1925) 268 U. S-

See Section E below.

(***)Cf. Legal Division Bulletin Nq. 14, "Open Price Systems and Illegal
Price - Fixing under the MIRA with reference to Monopolies and
Restraint o:

H" Trade"; NBA Files.
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Congress, in defeating the Borah Amendment, seems to have
concurred in this sentiment. The way was patently clear for industry
to propose forms of or>en price activity to "be incorporated in codes of
fair conroetition, with every reason to "believe that these would "be accept-
able to the Administration. Indeed, one commentary "by an NBA legal coun-
sel suggested that approval of open price proposals was almost mandatory
in the light of the Congressional action reported above, (*) It is appar-
ent^ that price fixing, as such, was clearly condemned. However, it is

also quite clear that Congress definitely desired to avoid the former de-

cisions which outlawed any form of price listing, including the open
publication of prices. What the authors of the Act had in mind was price
stability to eliminate the evils of ruthless competition. Hen^e open
price systems, free from price-fixing, were valid under the NBA.

In the writing of the Codes price filing provisions were in-

serted on a wholesale scale, without show of need or P.ther special" plea.

The limited suspension of the anti-trust laws in the enabling Act removed,

the legal restrictions and uncertainties created by the Supreme Court's
open price decisions. Consequently, the typical NR" price filing plan,

as discussed in Section III-B of this chapter, represented a marked
departure from tradition.

There, was, in 1933, little information regarding the economics
of price filing,, whatever the type. The federal Trade Commission had
made a study of open price association in 1929, but the results of its

statistical analysis were admittedly "rather negative" . (**) Price
filing was still an experimental device. The present report adds to the

growing body of experience regarding price filing, the NBA experience
during the less than two years of operation. Efforts are made herein
to contribute to the understanding of price filing in general. Special
attention, however, is xe id to the type of price filing peculiar to

MA.

Price filing provisions appeared in the codes of four hundred
and forty-four industries. Three hundred and nineteen- of these made the

establishment of price filing mandatory, while one hundred and twenty-
five left »he question of actual establishment to the decision of the

Code Authority or to industry vote. The results of a questionnaire
sent to former co^" - , therity secretaries indicate xthafc many'"i ndustri*s -

never put these provisions into operation, even when the -code had made
them mandatory. Precise information is lac&ing upon the point, but from

the returns received, there are indications that in as many as one-third
of these industries price filing was never set up. This study has

]

; been confined to the experience in only fifty-seven of the industries

whose codes contained a price filing provision. The observations and

generalizations made herein are based upon this "sample", excepting where

(*) Undated memorandum entitled "Memorandum of Law Considering the

Legality of Code Provisions P.egarding the Piling of Prices" by
George J. Peldman, Assistant Counsel of Litigation Division of

NBA. In NBA Files.
(**) Open'' Price Trade Associations , Senate Doc. 226, 70:2, 1929, page 355.

See also Chapter I, section II below.
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otherwise noted. (*). Due to the care taken to select a sample which.

would "be, with respect to a number of diverse characteristics, a typi-
cal cross-sectiojtt of codified industries

?
it is felt, that the findings

rest upon a "base broad, enough to provide helpful suggestions relative to

industry generally. ,

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with a history of

pre-KRA price filing ;olans ard comparative descriptive definitions of
price filing before and under JGA. Only in this way can a degree of
historical perspective be gained o± price filing under iOA.

II, TJI3 EISTDHI 01 PltlCES FILIIJG "

A. Fre-5ddy Han s •
'

lit Ik c.gh Arthur Jerome il&dy was the first to set forth systematic-
al!;, thi : '.nanism of price filing itself as a device for the stabili-
zi?ia oi ' usinessj certain historical roots from which he probably re-
ceived his original ideas regarding the .new comp.et it-ion" have "been

pointed out-. These early developments are discussed by Milton ITelson

in hi? book, "o'^en Trice' Associations,". (**).
. Pehson. distinguishes

thice stages oi ;ooperatev"e deVelppnient' wHich a: . have- led 'v..p to she

as&c . . _. .. -. .-j.zecl by T^ic; ; these stages ^r* bes'i illustrated by
th'd .^ cor i

.-":".! Indus try . 'The first consists:', of combina.' iohs in

whi.h e.o.i: -_..'. -.:
n formt-.d, associations for the prime purpose oi fixing

pri es i ga'.^t'.' ig output; and dividing business or a percentage oasis.
Thi- -•.'::' ;.*sn approximately from 1397 to 19,0.4 These associations
wer. significant in the development of price filing because members
were required to report. non* hiy their output, orders taken,, and tonnage
shipped, ir. order that the'- controls could be administered. After being
checked and compiled by the commissioner administering the plan, the
compiled reports were sent to members,- ITelson believes that this report-

ing of statistics itaj h. ere given Eddy his original inspiration.

These associations, abandoned about 1904 as a result of more
vigorous Governmental efforts to enforce Mie Sherman Act, were succeeded
by tie 0- nailed Statie tical Associations., which contirued \mtil 1907 „

The reporting of production, orders, and shipments, v7a- continued. Ho Tr~

ever. chere were no binding agreements regarding' prices or to eduction,
backed >;j> iaoney penalty. The mora], obligation tomab«ide by che percent-
age allocations established earlier may have perslste<i..- The difference,
accoroiie, to ITei^on was that

"the purpose in d.o Txng so in 1:0 longer that cf determining what
penalties or credits may be dues members for exceeding or falling
of "'let !> ot?.« 1/ " .e keep in (.--;bj^ informed ar to whether
t.i. :

;.x -d.h..g the seee- elatlve positior in the

industry oner- tLey had previously occupied,'" (***)

(*) Sec a::..oei 0, l!'>hib.; t for list .:>- industries included in the

e*..', i and meb.ncc. f ne: '.ctien of sample,
(**) University of Illinois bodies in the Socnal Sciencss, Urbena.1923;

see particularly Chapter II
(***)0p, cit e , p. 32.
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The third stage was that of the "Gary dinners". These ran from
1907 until 1911, when the Government brought suit against the United
States Steel Corporation. It was from these, according to "elson, that
Eddy received most of his stimulus. Eddy was a close student of the
Gary methods and whs auick to appreciate the possibilities of legal
methods of cooperation. The two concepts introduced by Gary, which
Eddy/made the foundation stones for his own system, were the spirit
of com-oetitive cooperation and the free and frank exchange of infor-
mation "between conroetitors.

. B. The "Eddy Plan"

Ml*. Eddy invented the name of "open-price association" and expounded
the theory of open -orices ia a hook, "The New Competition", rjuhlished

in 1912. As a lawyer, he was particularly familiar with anti-trust
cases p.nd. accordingly with trade association activities. In advocating
the use of "open prices" he was speaking of "both a philosophy and a
particular mechanism. His philosophy of "open competition" has been re-

peatedly proposed by later exponents of the Plan and survives today,
almost unchanged. It is described as the philosophy of honesty and
openness in business — an openness defended on both economic and eth-
ical grounds as one that leads to cleaner competitive practices, to the

elimination of deception, secret prices, cuts, and rebates, and even-
tually to more stable and profitable business operations.

Eddy advocated cooperative methods for putting this philosophy in-

to practice through the open price association. This mechanism was de-

scribed in detail in his book, with instructions for using it in an in-

dustry such as the Construction Industry, where work is done on contra-

cts awarded on the basis of bids. He indicated that with certain modi-

fications the plan was adaptable to manufacturing and distributing indus-

tries as well, but did not set forth these modifications at that time.

Briefly, Eddy's plan encompassed a procedure somewha,t as follows:

(1) A unanimous agreement by me ibers of an association

to tell the truth about prices and other com-oetitive

elements.

(2) Selection of an absolutely impartial secretary to

receive information from members.

(3) Tiling with this secretary in a central office copies

of

(a.) all inquiries;
(b) all bids;

(c) all contracts.

(4) The corrroilation by the secretary of a weekly bulletin

which was to include an accurate estimate of volume of

work in sight. Eddy opposed the exchange of inquiries

for fear of collusive bidding.
(o) The exchange of information concerning bids on one

of three bases, as acceptable to members.
(a) After the contract is awarded;

(b) 3y interchanging bids as rapidly as they

are received; or

(c) .(Preferable but the most difficult to attain),

the open posting of all bids as received.
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(6) The reporting of the contracts as and when closed
to -oermit comparison with the bids.

Certain warnings given oj Eddy in connection with the open orice

plan were repented so emphatically that they "became almost parts of the

Eddy Plan itself. These include:

(1) No "bidder should be bound to adhere to his bid
for one fraction of a second.

(2) There must be no agreement or implied obligation
not to cut bids or to conform to any prescribed
methods of pricing*.

(3) The handling of reports should be a routine natter
with the Secretary's office acting only as a

clearing house.

(4) The introduction of the open price plan should
proceed slowly on the basis of a growth of mutual
confidence.

(5) Improved conditions should not be exoected immedia-
tely and relief in the form of better prices was uncertain.

In the later speeches and trade association practice Eddy
amplified his ideas somewhat, and gave some suggestions as to methods
of ooen price filing, in types of industries other than those using
contracts. The chief characteristic of such methods was to be the
prompt filing of list "orices end all variations from them as made.

As counsel for various trade associations, Eddy saw his plan out
into operation and subjected to the test of experience. As a result
ofttiis experience, his attitude regarding the disclosing of information
about future orices was apparently changed from a critical to a favor-
able one. With this • exception, the later expression of his views
is very similar to trie earlier ones* In the constitution of the Nation-

al Eence Manufacturers, for which grouo Eddy was counsel, the object of

the association was stated to be:

"The bringing out into the open of all competitive
conditions and the introduction of the ooen price policy,
to the end that whatever price. information is distributed
will be absolutely accurate and confined to purely statis-
tical information regarding sales and orices that have been
actually made. Nothing herein stated permits any member of

the institute to file any information regarding any orice
which he expects to make or would like to attain.

"Fo penalties : There are no penalties of any kind c
character with the operation of the institute. Members may
or may not, file information called for by the reporting plan
hereinafter set forth; if they do not file they get no infor-
mation; if they do file they get like information in return.
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"No Secrecy i There is nothing secret aboiit either the

meetings or the operations of the institute. All its pro-
ceedings are reduced to writing and carefully preserved in

the minutes and the same will "be duly filed with the Federal
Trade Commission upon their request.' .Customers may attend
meetings and "become familiar with the operations of the ogani-
zation uoon invitation. Members are free to Write competitors
who are not members to attend meetings.

"No restraint : Nothing in the olan or operation of the

institute shall be understood or construed as directly or in-

directly restraining the freedom of any member to at all times

quote such trices and terms as he pleases, provided he reports
to the secretary such transaction as herein provided in the

reporting plan. "(*)

C • Developments Subsequent to 1912

As Nelson has pointed out, the open price movement was further
popularized by the Babson Statistical Organization, which in both 1914
and 1915 devoted a session to it at conferences for manufacturers.
This organization also published, as a part of its services to manufactur-
ers, a series of bulletins intended as guides to those industries which
were ready to introduce m open price plan. Kany adaptations of tne Eddy
mechanism for _ price filing were gradually established. So-ae of these,
though called open price associations, abandoned many of the characteris-
tics specified in the Eddy Plan. Some of these changes were the result
ofthe extension of the plan to a wider variety of industries; others
were influenced by the intervening court decisions bearing upon price and
other statistical reporting activities. In 1921 the Federal Trade Com-
mission made a* short survey of open price associations, and on the
basis of questionnaire returns from 1515 trade associatians, report-
ed the existence of one Hundred and fifty open price associations which
were distributing or exchanging price information. At about the same
time Nelson listed one hundred .,nd seventeen associations which were
reputed to oe doing ooen price work. (**) The following fourteen in-

dustries included in the present study, were reported by him to be doing
open price work at that time: asbestos, met-1 lath, copper and brass
mill products, builders' supplies, paper rnd puIp, cordage and twine,

candy manufacturing, steel casting's and business furniture.

D. The "Cooperative Plan" of the Department of Commerce .

During his years as Secretary of the Department of Commerce, Hr.

Hoover was an active advocate of open price plans. In 1921 the Department
of Commerce began the publication of the Survey of Current Business,
based in la„rge part on trade association sta.tistics. A "Cooperative
Plan" for the distribution of statistics gathered ^y trade associations

was developed. In' this, the Department offered to receive, and give

(*) Federal Trade Commission, op. cit. P. 10.

(**) Op* cit . , Appendix, Exhibit I
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wide publicity to, the information on production, prices, shipnents,

capacity, stocks, orders, wages, etc., collected "by trade associations.
The three principal features of this plan were:

(l) Widest practical publicity

( (2) Ho indentification of the figures with the "business

of any individual, and

(3) The requirement that the other activities of the asso-

ciation "he reasonably far enough removed from the

twilight zone so as not to nahe the .association an
obvious target for legal attach, in the light of exist-

ing court decisions. While there is no legal immunity
afforded to any association which enters this coopera-
tive arrangement, the department obviously does not
care to cooperate with an association along statisti-

cal lines when the association's other activities are

such that night easily bring about prosecution." (*)

Pursuant to the point of view expressed in this plan, the Depart-
ment of Commerce expressed itself as not in sympathy with open-price
associations "which are collecting data on prices and sales of their
individual members and circulating such individual data again to their

members together ruth certain other activities." (**) The emphasis
in this statement was upon the questionable character of those open
price plans which included with the distribution of prices the identi-
fication of the seller.

The decisions of the Supreme Court in the American Column and
Lumber Company, and American Linseed Oil Company cases (***) created a
state of uncertainty regarding the future of open price systems. A
series of letters between Secretary Hoover and Attorney-General
Daugherty during 1022 and 1033 did little to clarify this situation, r

except to indicate the divergent views of the two correspondents on the
collection and dissemination to trade association members of detailed
trade statistics, including prices in closed transactions. (****) As
a result of the restrictive nature of the court decision in the
American Column and Lumber Corpoan:,'- case, Secretary Hoover in his annual

(*) The details of this plan are quoted, in Federal Trade
Commission, op. cit . , Appendix A, p. 377

(**) Statement of Secretary Hoover before trade association
conference in Washington, D. C, April 12, 1922, quoted
from Federal Trade Commission, o~o . cit .

, p. IS

(***) See Section 3 below

(****) See Federal Trade Commission, op. cit., p. 20ff.
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report for 1922, called for a modification of the anti-trust laws,
which, under the court interpretation, "in some directions are out of

tune with our economic development"; he distinguished between those
cooperative activities which redounded to the public benefit and those
which were made the occasion of abuse. (*) Following the sweeping
adverse decision in the American Linseed Oil Co . case, in his annual
report for 1924 he called for a new"legislative definition" of the per-
missible scope of cooperative activity, and cited over twenty functions
which cooperative procedure might well be allowed to perform. (**)

Professor Fetter has suggested that Justice Stone, who wrote the

majority opinions which substantially reduced judicial disapproval of
open price systems in the two subsequent decisions, may have been in-

fluenced by his earlier years in the ..Cabinet, as Attorney General at

the time when Secretary Hoover was expounding his views on open price
systems. (***) If this is true, the early attitude of the Secretary of
Commerce exerted great influence over the subsequent development of
open price systems.

E. The Supreme Court Cases

The United States Supreme Court has rendered four major decisions
which have broadened", the concept of open prices, and defined their
position in relation to the anti-trust laws. These were made between
1921 and 1925. The cases are discussed below. In addition, a discus-
sion of the Appalachian Coal s decision of 1933 is included, while not
concerned specifically with open prices, this decision throws light
on the recent trend of the Court's attitude toward cooperative activ-
ity. (****) Finally, there is included a brief summary of the issues
presented in the Sugar Institute case argued before the Supreme Court
in February, 1936.

1. The Hardwood Case.

In American Column end Lumber Company v. United States , 257 US.
377 (1921), the court was asked to pass upon the legality of the activi-
ties pursued by an association of hardwood manufacturers. The members
thereof, representing one-third of the hardwood output of the country

(*) Department of Commerce: annual Report of Secretary of Commerce,
1922, pp. 29-31.

(**) Pp. 22-24

(***) F. A. Fetter, The Masquerade of Monopoly , New York, 1931, p. 219
Earcourt Brace and Company.

(****) The following discussion of the five Supreme Court decisions is

quoted in large part from "Anti-trust Laws and Unfair Competi-
tion", by George J. Feldman, Worl: Materials, No 1, of the

Division of Review, ERA, July 18, 1935, pages 25-51 Legal
Studies.
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forwarded to the central office of the association elaborate statisti-
cal reports of stock on hand, production, shipments, 'prices, and names
of purchasers. The secretary of the association mailed to each con-

cern summaries of the statistical matter arid of reports containing the

vie^s of each member as to market conditions and production for the

following few months together with expert analysis of the reports, and
suggestions as to future prices and production. Members of the asso-
ciation held frequent meetings at which market conditions and produc-
tion were discussed. The majority of the court, speaking through
Justice Clark said at page 411:

"Convinced as we are, that the purpose and effect of
the activities of the 'Open Competition Plan' here-
under discussion, were to restrict competition and
thereby restrain interstate commerce in the manufac-
ture and sale of hardwood lumber "by concerted action
in curtailing production and in increasing prices, we
agree with the District Court that it constituted a
combination and conspiracy in restraint of interstate
commerce within the. meaning of, the anti-trust act, of
1890 (26 Stat. 200 ) and the decree of that court must
be affirmed. fl

The decision in this case was not unanimous; Justice Holmes and Brandeis
delivered dissenting aopinions. The former contended that a combina-
tion to distribute knowledge, notwithstanding its tendency to equalize
prices, was far from a combination in unreasonable restraint of trade.

Justice _3randeis, with whom Justice IIcKenna concurred, emphasized
that there was no coercion, monopoly, division of territory, or uniform
prices; that all information distributed under the plan was made public,
and all reports and market letters were filed with the Department of
Justice and with the Federal Trade Commission; that before the initia-
tion of the plan the large lumber dealers were able to take advantage
of the ignorance of the isolated producers; that editorial comment and
free discussion were essential to rational competition and intelligent
conduct of business; that the majority had misconstrued the evidence
in concluding that there was any purpose to curtail production, or that
such restriction was in fact realized; that

"there is nothing in the Sherman Law to indicate that
Congress intended to condemn cooperative action in the

exchange of information, merely because prophecy result-
ingffrom comment on the data collected may lead, for a
period, to higher market prices.... The illegality of
a combination under the Sherman Law lies not in its
effect upon the price level, but in the coercion thereby
effected. .. .The evidence in this case, far from establish-
ing an illegal restraint of trade, presents, in my opinion,
an instance of commendable effort by concerns engaged in
a chaotic industry to make possible its intelligent conduct
under competitive conditions;"

and that the court's condemnation of those activities was difficult
to reconcile with its toleration under the Sherman Law of powerful
industrial mergers and consolidations.
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2. The Linseed Oil Cane

The Linseed Oil Case , decided June 4, 1923, holds a special
interest for this study because of the reference made to it by Senator
Wagner in the debates on the national Industrial Recovery Act.

In United States, v. American Linseed Oil Co. , 262 U. S. 371

(1923), twelve manufacturers of linseed oil entered into an agreement,
with provisions for a financial forfeiture in case of violation, and
for the maintenance of a bureau which gathered and distributed infor-
mation among the members as to price lists. Members agreed to adhere
to schedules of prices and terns which they furnished to the ' bureau
and to give notices of departure therefrom. Thej vzere required to

report all variations of price, name of prospective buyer, point of
shipment, exact price, terms and discounts, whether sales were made to

jobber, dealer or consiimer, and to report all orders received, all such

information being treated as confidential and concealed from the bbuyers.

The information thus collected was reported to the members through
statistical surveys made by the bureau. Each member was required to

furnish the bureau, upon request, information with regard to any buyer
and might require the bureau to secure similar data f ro?n. all members
under specific conditions. The bureau made industrious efforts to pre-
vent sales at prices below the scheduled lists. Monthly meetings were
held, at which "matters pertaining to the industry" were discussed.
The Court decided unanimously that the scheme was an illegal combina-
tion under the Sherman Act, but the language of Justice McReynolds,
who spoke for the Court, reveals that the chief consideration was the

power which the combination was enabled to exercise over a competitive
market:

"With intimate knowledge of the affairs of other pro-
ducers and obligated as stated, but proclaiming them-

selves competitors, the subscribers went forth to deal

with widely separated and unorganized customers neces-
sarily ignorant of the true conditions. Obviously they
were not bona fide competitors; their claim in that re-

gard is at war with common experience and hardly com-

patible with fair dealing.

"We are not called upon to say just when or how far
competitors may reveal to each other the deta.il s of
their affairs. In the absence of a purpose to monopo-
lize or the compulsion that results from contact or
agreement, the individual certainly may exercise great
freedom; but concerted action through combination pre-

sents a wholly different problem and is forbidden when
the : necessary tendency is to destroy the kind of com-

petition to which the ioublic has long looked for pro-
tection. .. .Their manifest purpose was to defeat the

Sherman Act without subjecting themselves to its penal-
ties."
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3. The Maple Flooring Case

In Maple Flooring Manufacture s As sociation vs. United States ,

268,U.J5. 5^3 (1925) , the association distributed among its members in-

formation as to the average cost of production, which was "based upon
reports of individual costs of raw material and of operation. It

also compiled and distributed information concerning freight rates from
basing points to various markets, enabling members to quote delivered
prices.

Members reported information as to the quantity and type of
flooring sold, dates of sales and prices received, average freight
rates, commissions, stock on hand and unfilled orders, monthly produc-
tion and new orders. This information, which concerned only past trans-
actions and did not include names of purchasers or current prices, was
summarized by the Association and reported back to the members, without
revealing the identity of members in connection with specific informa-
tion. The reports prepared by the association were given wide publica-
tion through trade journals, and were communicated to the Department
of Commerce. Monthly meetings were held by the members of the associa-
tion at which "problems of the industry" were discussed, with no evi-
dence of discussion or agreement upon prices. The majority of the
Court decided that in these activities no violation of the Sherman Act
was involved. The Hardwood and Linseed Oil cases were distinguished
on the ground that the facts in those cases revealed "concerted efforts"
of the defendants to curtail production and raise prices. But this
distinction is by no means convincing, particularly because the lan-
guage of the Court approving the activities in the present case is vir-
tually identical in reasoning and point of view with the dissenting
opinions in the Hardwood case:

"Exchange of price quotations of market commodities tends
to produce uniformity of prices in the markets of the
world. Knowledge of the supplies of available merchan-
dise tends to prevent overproduction and to avoid the
economic disturbances produced by business crises result-
ing from overproduction. But the natural effect of the
acquisition of wider and more scientific knowledge of
business conditions, on the minds of the individuals
engaged in commerce, and its consequent effect in stabil-
izing production and price, can hardly be deemed a re-
straint of commerce or if so it cannot, we think, be said
to be an unreasonable restraint, or in any respect unlaw-
ful. .. .General knowledge that there is an accumulation of
surplus of any market commodity would undoubtedly tent to
diminish production, but the dissemination of that infor-
mation cannot in itself be said to be restraint upon
commerce in any legal sense. The manufacturer is free
to produce, but prudence and business foresight based on
that knowledge influences free choice in favor of more
limited production. Restraint upon free competition
begins when improper use is made of that information
through any concerted action which operated to restrain
the freedom of action of those who buy and sell.
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... .Persons who unite in gathering and disseminating in-
formation in trade journals and statistical reports on in-
dustry; TTho gather and publish statistics to the anount
of production of commodities in interstate commerce, and who
report market prices, are not engaged in unlawful conspira-
cies in restraint of trade merely because the ultimate result
of their efforts may be to sta.bilize prices or limit produc-
tion through a better understanding of economic laws and a
more general ability to conform to then, for the simple reason
that the Sherman La'? neither repeals economic laws nor
prohibits the gathering and dissemination of information."

4. The Cement Case.

The fourth in a series of cases involving open price filing
which came before the Supreme Court was Cement Manufacturers Protective
Association v. United States, 268 U. S. (1325) . In this ca.se the

Court approved the cooperation of manufacturers in gathering and ex-
changing information concerning production and prices in so called
"specific job" contracts, general statistical information, and informa-
tion about transportation costs from various points of production..
A specific job contract was a contract which obligated the manufacturer
to deliver at the stipulated price, to the contractor at some future
date, the cement required to complete a specified construction project,
with the understanding that the purchaser be allowed the advantage of
any decline in market price, and without obligating him to take the
cement if he failed to secure the bid or if for any other reason he did
not desire delivery under the contract. The details of such contracts,
including names of contractors and specified construction projects
involved, were reported by the members to the association; it employed
agents to visit the jobs, and reported back to the members full infor-

mation regarding the contracts and the use of the cement shipped under
them. These activities were pursued in order to prevent contractors
in a period of rising prices from obtaining more cement than they were
entitledtt>jby entering into contracts with several manufacturers for the

same specific job. This was considered sufficient purpose by the Court
to excuse the reporting of detailed information, including naies of

buyers and sellers, and what amounted to espionage by the association.
In addition to supplying information about specific job contracts,
members rendered monthly detailed reports concerning delinquent accounts
of their customers and concerning production, shipments, and stocks on

hand. The association compiled and distributed these, thus informing
each member of the source and amount of cement available. Meetings
were held at which minor subjects were discussed, but such dangerous
issues as current prices, production, or market conditions were care-
fully avoided. The association also distributed to its members freight
books listing rates from basing point to all markets. The Court found
that the freight rate book enabled the manufacturer to calculate a
delivered price on the basis of his own mill }3rice to points in noigh-
boring territory, and to determine the 'freight differential which he

must offset in his mill price in order to compete with manufacturers in

other territories. The Court refused to condemn the distribution of

credit information, on the ground that there was no evidence of any
unified conduct with respect to the persons to whom, or conditions
under which, credit was to be extended; and further that the credit
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information merely amplified the individual judgment of the manufac-
turers. The conpilation and distribution of general statistical infor-
mation, was approved or. reasoning similar to that in the Uaole Flooring
case. The Court declared that the tendency to bring about uniformity
in price, apart from any agreement or understanding for maintaining
prices, was insufficient to constitute a violation of the anti-trust
laws. The traditional theory that uniformity of price is evidence of
price manipulation was rebutted by the opinions of economists, who said,

in effect, that in the case of a. standardized product sold wholesale
to fully informed professional buyers, uniformity of price was a sign

of free and active corn-petition.
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5. Summary of the Four Cases

In attempting to arrive at an estimate of the Supreme Court's
attitude to^ ard open price filing, one must emphasize that the Maple
Flooring and Cement Cases are far more significant than the two
earlier decisions. In fact certain comment atorsnhave cohcludedhthathfche
two later coses effectually overrule the earlier ones. Though there
may "be no need to accept this contention, it is nevertheless true that
the distinctions advanced "by the Supreme Court itself, and further dis-
cussed "by commentators, are tenuous. The Court pointed out in the Maple
Flooring; Case that the reports of sales and prices were solely concerned
with "past and closed transactions" , as contrasted "by the facts in the
Hardwood and Linseed Cases . Again, the statistics reported "by the

Maple Flooring Association did not identify buyers and sellers, as was
true in the Hardwood Case . It is true that such identification was
present in the Cement Case with regard to specific job contracts, but
it was excused in view of the Association's commendable purpose in pre-
venting fraud by contractors. Furthermore, the data collected "by the
trade associations in the latter two cases were not treated as confi-
dential, in contrast to the policy pursued "by the Linseed combination.
The distinction, however, is of questionable soundness, for the

publicity afforded by the Hardwood Association was much wider than that

which the Court found, by inference, in the Cement Case . There was no

evidence in either the Maple Flooring or the Cement Case of any obli-
gation or understanding on the part of the members of the Association
to be guided in their business policies by the information supplied
through the Association. The distinction, however, is likewise diffi-
cult to follow, for the Court found such an understanding in the Hard-
wood Case , although there was no uniformity of prices, and refused to

draw the same inference in the Cement Case, where such uniformity
existed. In the Linseed Case the Court's finding of "concerted efforts"

was better supported by the fact that the combination was composed of a

small l ' number of pov;erful concerns, and that their obedience was com-

pelled by means of forfeitures and penalties. It is possible to

isolate the Hardwood Case , when it is considered that the Court stressed
the "comments" and "recommendations" with regard to production and
prices by and official of the Association. In the Maple Flooring and

Cement Cases the Court emphasized that at the periodical meetings of

members of the Association there was no evidence that prices were

discussed. And the Supreme Court has distinguished between reports
of "past" spies and "current" or "future" transactions. Finally, the

Court expressed disapproval of the industrious efforts of the bureau

in the Linseed Case to secure compliance with published prices.

Though it appears evident that the attitude of the Supreme Court

towards the reporting of trade statistics underwent a substantial

change between the two earlier and two later decisions discussed above,

and that the distinctions sought to be established between the cases

are in large part tenuous and without substantial basis, it is im-

possible not to conclude that a price filing scheme which is sought to

be used as a device for the raising of prices will be considered by the

Supreme Court as a violation of the Sherman Act.

A recent analysis of the anti-trust decisions relating to price
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filing has classified- the presumptively legal and illegal elements of

price filing systems. (*) In it are set forth in parallel columns,
as below, (l) a plan which is presumptively lawful, (il) a plan which
is clearly unlawful, and (ill) the modifications necessary to render
the second plan of probable legality

•

I . Presumptively lawful plan

1, Detailed reports to associa-
tion of all closed transactions.

2, Circulation of abstract,
statistical summaries.

3. Availability of reports to

customers and the public.
4. No agreement affecting free-

dom of price action.

II. Clearly unlawful plan

1.

2.

3.

4.

D.

D .

7.

Filing current and
future prices.
Circulation of prices
of individual sellers.
Non-dis closure of re-
ports to customer
and the public
Agreement not to de-
viate from filed prices,
without notification
of change to associa-
tion.
Immediate report by
association of all

price changes.
Waiting period.
Circulation of inter-
pretative com ents.

8. Penalties for non-
compliance with plan.

III. Changes necessary to render Plan II. presumptively lawful

1. Detailed reports of all closed transaction and filing
current and future prices.

2. Circulation of abstract, statistical summaries.
3. Availability of reports to customers and. the public.
4. No agreement affecting freedom of price action.
5. ITo waiting period.
6. No interpretative comments.

7. Penalties- for- not furbishing accurate. information.
8. Use of impartial statistical agency.

6. The Appalachian Coals Case.

The most recent decision indicating the attitude of the Court
toward cooperative activity is Apalachjan Coals, Inc . v. United States ,

288, U. S. 344 (1933). Competing producers of bituminous coal in the

so-called Apalachian territory formed a corporation to act as their
exclusive selling agent, with authority to determine the prices at

which the coal mined by the individual member corporations was to be
sold. The producers controlled 73'j of the commercial production in

the immediate region where they mined, but only 12f-> of the total

(*) Milton Handler, "The Sugar Institute Case and the Present Status
of the Anti-Trust Laws", - Columbia Law 3. eview , - January 1936. p.

9
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production east of the Mississippi River. The Court refused, to enjoin
the combination as a violation of the Sherman Act., on the ground that
the restraint upon competition was, in the circu-stances of the industry,
reasonable. The Court emphasized that the question of the application
of the statute must be determined, by "a close and objective scrutiny of
particular conditions 11

. It then described the grave economic conditions
with which- the industry was beset, because of over-expansion and over-
capitalization, diminishing consumption resulting from the use of sub-
stitute fuels, organized buying and. detrimental market practices.' The
Court emphasised the fact that the coal produced by members of the
combination was sold in competitive markets, and thata'vast volume
of other coal was actually and potentially available. In view of these
conditions it found that the elimination of price competition between
members of the corporation did not constitute a violation of the anti-
trust laws, saying, significantly, at page 373:

" But the facts found do not establish,
and the evidence fails to show, that any
effect will be produced which in the cir -

cumstances of this industry will be detri-
mental to fair competition..." (under-
scoring supplied)

The significance of this decision for open price systems is that
it indicates a more liberal attitude on the part of the court toward
cooperative activities, particularly when the economic circumstances of
the' industry "are taken into account; it is a further application of the
rule of reason. However, in the Apalachian decree it was significantly
recognized that relaxation of the anti-trust laws in the direction of
permitting greater cooperative activity must be accompanied by increased
public supervision.

7. Sugar Institute Case

On March 30, 1931 the United States filed a petition in the
Western District Court of New York requesting the.; dissolution and en-
joining of the Sugar Institute, and the enjoining of fifteen member
refineries and various individual officers from conspiring and violating
the anti-trust laws in the sale and distribution of domestic .refined

sugar. A decision was handed down .by Mack, C. J., in United States v.

The Sugar Institute, et al , D. C. S. D. N. Y. No. E-59-103, March 7, 1934
in which defendants were enjoined from carrying on ..illegal activities;
but the Institute itself was not ordered to be dissolved because some of

its activities were proper and desirable. The decision was appealed to

the U. S. Supreme Court by the Institute, was argued in February, 1936,

and the appeal is now pending.
.

. .

The defendants refine practically all the imported raw sugar

processed in United States and supply seventy to eighty per cent of the

sugar consumed in. United States. An elaborate price reporting plan was
put into effect by the Institute. Members agreed to sell only at

publicly announced prices and terms and not to deviate therefrom without
prior notice. Price changes were to be announced not later than three
o'clock of the day previous to the effective date of change except to
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me et competitors' announced 'prices. Members first announced prices

publicly, then notified" the Institute, which reported the information
to members and news agencies without comment. The District Court en-

joined this plan, upon the "basis that reporting of current or future

prices and agreeing not to deviate from them until new prices wore
announced were illegal under the anti-trust laws.

The Institute's practice of collecting and distributing to

members statistics on capacities, production, deliveries, stock on hand,
etc., was enjoined because the information was not made available to

purchasers as well as to industry members. A boycott and blacklist
of parties who insisted on functioning both as brokers and warehousemen
was found illegal. Agreements among members fixing commissions to be

paid to brokers and undertaking not to deal with any broker or warehouse-
man who did not sign an agreement to abide by Institute rules, were
found to be unreasonable restraints. A universal system of delivered
prices was found to be maintained by concerted action through the insti-
tute and was declared illegal; likewise an agreement for open announce-
ment of freight applications. In addition to the practices noted, the

District Court found the following to be illegal under the anti-trust
laws and specifically enjoined each of them; prohibition of pooling of

shipments by customers; agreement not to use truckers affiliated with
warehousemen or brokers; agreement not to absorb switching charges
from consignment points; agreement to reduce number of consignment
points; agreement to make extra charges on less than carload lots

ex-consighment ; implied agreement not to enter into contracts calling
for delivery mo ve than thirty days ahead; prohibition of quantity dis-
counts; prohibition of "tolling", in which members refined raw sugar
owned by non-refiners and retained part of sugar for their services;
prohibition of four--payment consignment plans; prohibition of split

billing; limitation of and agreed methods of computing cash discounts;
implied agreement to abolish price guarantees; prohibition of allowances
for used bags or containers; agreement not to sell under private brands;
limitations on resales for benefit of buyers; and requirement that

members report sales of damaged or frozen stocks to the Institute.

The decree of the District Court was so presented that- the

Supreme Court will of necessity have to render a separate decision on the
legality of each of the practices enjoined by the trial court (*).

F, The Federal Trade Commission Report

A comprehensive report on open price trade associations was made
by the Federal Trade Commission in 1029 in response to a resolution by
Senator McKellar in 1925. (**) The material contained in this report
is invaluable as a background for the present report, both as regards the
experience in individual industries and the comparative findings recor-
ded. The summary of conclusions and recommendations have been reviewed
here as a focus from which to record the experience disclosed in the
present report.

(*) See Chapter II, for a discussion of the significance of this case
in relation to the future of cooperative activities, including
price filing.

(**) Senate Document No* 226, 70th Congress, 2nd Session.
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1. Specific Observations Regarding Information
.

Work of Associations

The report states that the compilation and distribution of
trade statistics resembles standardization work, and that it can "be

most efficiently and economically performed by a trade association or
similar organization. That trade and price information as distributed
by a trade association can be used to facilitate illegal restraint of
trade is considered"no more fundamentally an argument against its com-
pilation and distribution than is the fact that standardization can
likewise be misused." (*) In support of this the Commission refers* <

;

to a familar principle of law; namely, that the purpose, rather than the
implement employed, determines the legality of an act. These con-
clusions nave been reiterated and confirmed in previous 1\TRA reports on
price filing. They are paraphrased here to distinguish the contribution
of the ERA experiment to the knowledge of the economic effects of open
price associations.

The following conclusions concerning the distribution of informa-
tion were made: (**)

1. Information should be given equal publicity
whether it records favorable or -unfavorable

trends, and should be dealt with objectively
and truthfully.

;
.

2. There is no economic ground for objecting to

the compilation and proper publication of ;
•;

general average market prices, provided the

average is correct and truthful.

3. 3oth cost and price reports are legitimate} .

any undue restraint in connection with them ,

is due to their use rather than their in-. . .

trinsic nature.

4. The tendency to regard information assembled
as for members only is one of the chief ob-
jections to the way it is used.

5. Greater uniformity of prices may be properly
expected to be the effect of price reporting;
seller out of line will tend to get closer to

the average.

6. Stability of the price level from month to .

month may also result, despite changes in costs
of production; this is due to the fact that

sellers are discouraged from cutting prices
by the knowledge that the lower level will be

_

met immediately. This is most prevalent in

(*) Page 351, Ibid.
(**) Pages 351-366, Ibid.
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forms of price reporting wherein deviations
from announced net prices are reported and
distributed as soon as made. This is economi-
cally less desirable than mere uniformity of
prices.

7. Prevention, by price reporting, of lower prices
to buyers who impose lower costs of distribution
on sellers is an illegitimate use and an improper
restriction of trade.

8. Full publicity of information to non-sellers, except
for cost reports, is of more significance to the

public generally than to expert purchasing agents.

9.: Because of the deterrent effect of the suspicions
evoked by compilations, the correlation of price
reporting with the violation of the anti-trust
laws through price agreements, is probably less

than that of general trade association work with

such violations.

10. If the public is adequately represented, stand-

ardization of trade practices such as credit terms,

period of forward-delivery contracts, methods of

computing prices, etc., is no more objectionable
and quite as desirable as it is for physical
commodities. The same dangers and the same elements

of justification hold.

11. Stabilization of a single line of business may be

obtained at considerable expense to the rest of

society; the problem of stabilization is much
larger and more complicated than is generally
recognized in trade association circles.

2. Economic Effects Indicated by Statistical Analysis

An effort was made by the dommission to determine through statistical
analyses the effects of the open-price jDractice. The conclusions arrived
at were admittedly negative. (*) The matter of price uniformity was
investigated thoroughly for only the Lumber Industry. In the branches
of that industry examined, no evidence of uniformity was found to show
that price reporting was being used as an instrument of price agreement.
Insufficient personnel prevented similar intensive investigations of
other industries.

The question of stability of prices or the degree of constance over
a period of time was treated in a broader field of investigation.

(*) Pages 355-358, Ibid
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Price series compiled by the government and other agencies

for various industries, and those obtainable directly from

the reports of open-price associations, were used. A compari-

son between wholesale prices of commodities of industries

with ooen price associations and those of commodities of

industries without open price associations also yielded

negative results. Prices of open price commodities showed

no greater stability then those of other commodities. In

fact, they showed a trifle less constancy in their movements

from month to month.

The output of members of open-price associations was,

found to be much less stable than their prices. Recognizing

the narrowness of the basis, a comparison between the stabil-

ity of operation (production, sales, shipments, etc.) of open

price industries and industries which used merely trade statis-

tics, indicated that the latter group achieved more stabil-

ity.

The section closes with the following comment apropos

the negative character of the results:

"A negative result is not a meaningless
or unimportant result. In this case it means

that open-price work is only one among a
multiplicity of causes affecting prices that

are at least equally important with it, or

else that there are one or two other causes

working in a direction similar to it that

are of sufficiently dominating importance to

swamp its effects. From this point of view,

the situation might well call for further con-

sideration from a different angle. "(*)

3. Recommendations (**)

IThe commission . recommended that Congress pass legisla-
tion requiring all trade associations whose members engaged in

interstate commerce to procure a Federal license. Among the
conditions proposed for this license was included the proviso that
all files, records, accounts, correspondence and other documents
of the association be available for inspection of specified Govern-
ment authorities, and that such associations make such periodic
or special reports regarding their organization, business, or
practices as may be required by such authorities. Duplicate
copies of all statistical reports submitted by members and of all

(*) Fage 358, Ibid.

(**) Pages 366-373,,, Ibid.
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compiled reports issued by the associations to members were to

be filed with such authorities. This recommendation was designed

to make available to the public more Information regarding trade

associations and to facilitate the supervision of their activities.

Ho modifications of the anti-trust laws or none distinctly

relevant to open price activity were suggested by the commission,

with one miner exception. It was recommended that legislation

be enacted clarifying the legal status of the practice- of identify-

ing the seller in disseminating prices, and that the preferable

solution was to forbid such identification. It stated that;

"The general purpose of identifying the seller
,

undoubtedly is to enable competitors to verify

rumors of prices made on particular contracts,

and especially to check up on the lying buyer'.

Whether that is all that is intended is the

critical point. If the information is used in

any way to bring pressure upon sellers who are

out of line, so as to make them conform to the

ideas of the majority of the association, in-

stead of each being allowed to act on his own

individual judgment, such purpose and use make

the practice illegal. If such employment of

the kind of reported data in question is usual
and to bo expected, the type of report should

itself be definitely branded as illegal. The

legitimate use it may serve should be provided
for in some other way." (*)

The alternative method of verification proposed was for sellers
to communicate directly with competitors. This method would be
more prompt and to the point, would lessen the possibilities of

coercion through an open price system, and could be used for
verifying allegations regarding quotations as well as closed
prices.

A third recommendation was that a law be enacted empowering
the Census Bureau to require monthly reports from individual
manufacturers, whether or not they were members of a trade asso-
ciation. This bureau was also to bo given the power to pub-
lish, in compiled form and without identification of individual
operations, the information received.

Finally, the necessity for a certain amount of governmental
supervision: was discvissed in general terms. It was urged that
supervision should increase in proportion to the degree of achieve-
ment on the part cf associations in stabilizing prices and price-

(*) : Page 369, Ibid
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making methods. As far as tho nature of this supervision is con-

cerned:

"Administrative supervision of the degree and

kind recommended.. .. .is primarily that the word
'supervision 1 in a strict sense means, namely,

comprehensive and adequate observation and know-
ledge of the facts, with only such elements of

control as enlightenment gives. To carry out

this conception of supervision, the principal
need is authority -to obtain full knowledge and
to keep the public informed. "(*)

4. Pre-URA Open Price Associations

In Appendix B of the report are listed 101 associations
which did open price work at some time or other during the

period from 1925 to 1928. Associations were doing such work in

the following industries studies in tho present report:

asphalt single and roofing
business furniture
candy manufacturing
copper
cordage and twine •. •..

.;; . '...':.

electric manufacturing
funeral supply
industrial ,alco" 1 •

,

marble quarrying and finishing .'
I

metal lath .** }:s
f i

paper and pulp
J

• salt producing •;.••... ..-. - .- ,-. ; r y

rubber manufacturing', < '-.•.'-.. •

steel casting • • r._

structural clay products
ta^ manufacturing - ,

•

G. Trade Practice Conferences of Federa l Trade Commis sion

Proceeding under the voluntary arrangment involved in the Trade
Practice Conferences held under the jurisdiction of the Federal
Trade Commission, a number of industries have since 1919 set up
rules of fair competition as a result of these conferences- An
analysis of the rules relative to open price systems, which were
formulated in these conferences was included in a current report
of the ]>TRA Division of Review. (**) This analysis covered the

(*) P. 373, Ibid.

(**) "Trade-Practice Conference Rules of the Federal Trade Commission
(1919-1936); A Classification For Compairson With Trade-Prac-
tice Provisions of NRA Codes", S. P. Kaidonovsky, February 29,

1926; (Trade Practice Studies Section, Division of Review).
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period from 1919 to 1936 and ineluded the rules of 143" conferences.

The rules wore classified by the commission into two groups;

"Group I" rules are those approved and accepted by the commission

as covering unfair methods of competition within the meaning of

the Act which are violative of law; "Group II" rules are those

accepted "by the commission covering practices not contrary to

law hut condemned by industry opinion as improper standards of

business conduct or approved as desirable standards to be fol-

lowed.

All but one of the provisions dealing with open price

systems fell into Group II. A provision requiring independent

publication and circularization of price lists by individual

members of the industry, was approved for fifty-five industries.

Aprovision making terms of sale a definite part of price lists

was approved for forty-nine industries. A provision requiring
the posting of prices by distributors at point of delivery was

approved for two industries. Strict adherence to published
prices and terms of sale was recommended in one industry. Devia-
tion from posted prices was condemned in two industries. In a
third industry, such deviation was condemned as an unfair trade
practice, and included among Group I provisions as contrary to

law.

III. THE nEPBTITICK OF P3IC3 FILIIJG

A. Prc-URA. Types of Price Filing

Any satisfactory definition of price filing must be derived
from description and example of typical plans. ' It is evident that
methods of price reporting used in the past were diverse in charac-
ter. Those advocated by Eddy for industries engaged in con-
struction or other contract work were described in Section II-B,
above. The more elaborate -"open competition" plans reviewed in
the Supreme Court cases have also been noted.

The formal definition of an open-price trade association
used by the Federal Trade Commission in its 1929 report was "one
distributing or exchanging price information. "(*) The commission
listed the following kinds of price information utilized ^oy such
associations:

"1. Price lists, whether gross or net, or changes
and modifications of price lists.

2. Specific prices on individual transactions,
including bids en contracts let.

3. Variation of prices, including frequency
distribution and range.

4. Average prices or average "values".
5. Indexes of changes in prices.

(*) See p. 36 Ibid .
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'6. Ac...rebate sales in dollars when accompanied
"by corresponding quantities, if the "emit of

quantity is tolerably homogeneous."

In Appendix 2 of its report the commission classified under
eleven types the ovaii price associations identified during its

investigation. This classification indicates more clearly
than any other the diverse forms of price filing in operation

during the period preceding 'the national Industrial Recovery
Act. The following different methods of price reporting were

recognized:

1. Associations- reporting or exchanging bids on

contracts (3ddy type)

.

2. Associations' reporting or exchanging all
deviations from net price lists previously
communicated (Sddy type operated by 0. 0.

•Moore, an associate of 3ddy)

.

o. Associations listing individual sales or
reporting sales with a high degree of
specialization - i.e., by grade, descrip-
tion, ©rigin, destination, etc. - and also
indicating those cf each member whether by
naming the seller or by classification or
distinctive marking of the entires (Version
of Eddy type)

.

..:.••
4. Associations listing individual sales but

so handling them that the reports contain
no internal evidence of the identity of the

sellers.
5. Associations reporting sales with a degree

•
• of specialization, i. e. , by grade, descrip-

tion, origin, destination, etc., but without
evidence of their identity.

6. Associations showing -prices in the form of a
list of quantities sold at each specific price
or of a frequency distribution, or showing the

range of pri-ces high and low with some division
by commodities or districts.

7. Associations reporting average prices or
average values for products that are compara-
tively homogeneous. . .

8. Associations reporting quantities scld and
corresponding aggregate prices or values for
somewhat homogeneous products.

9. Associations whose members eachange price
lists through the medium, of the organization
or receive compiled information referring to

such lists or changes in them.
10. Groups of subscribers to the service of some

p rice-reporting bureau

.

11. Associations not listed in the above groups that
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furnish, prico-information service utilizing data
supplied by members.

This classification should bo supplemented Ly a description
of a typical reporting plan in use by several trade associations
in 1929 which falls under the second typo listed above. This
type was distinctly of the zCddy sort, applicable to manufacturing
industries and based on the reporting or exchange of net price
lists and all deviations from such lists. The plan was used
in the Cash Check Manufacturers Industry and was organized by
Mr. 0. L. Moore. (*) The outline of this plan, prepared by this

associate, was as follows:

"1. Each member will file with the secretary a copy
of his complete price list, of what are commonly
known among the trade as tear-off and punch
checks, in force and in effect May 1, 1920, to-
gether with discount- sheets and any variations
and modifications in "orices, terms, deliveries,
etc., it being the intent of this paragraph that
each member shall file not only his current print-
ed list showing maximum and minimum prices but
also any discounts or other considerations he
may offer directly or indirectly to secure trade,
or any discretion he may allow his salesmen as
regards departures from the list or as regards
inducements to customers to secure trade. And
in this connection, each member will state
whether or not his company or his salesmen are
permitted to distribute any gratuities or gifts
for the purpose of influencing trade.

"2. In addition to the foregoing, each member will
file from day to day and as soon as made any
revisions of his price list, in whole or in
part, and any concessions from same that may
be made, in prices, discounts, terms, rebates,
allowances, inducements of any kind, or by way
of quantities or in the accepting of orders of
contracts.

"3. From the foregoing price information, the secre-
tary will compile the following:

"A sheet or report, showing opposite the
name of each member (which name may bo
indicated by number if desired), that
member' r; base price for each of the

(. ) P. 390, Ibid . Mr. Moore was operating similar plans in nine
trade associations at the time the Commission re-oort was pub-
lished.
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foilowing

"This compilation will "be mailed to each member

contributing his price information.

"Each revision of Trice list and each concession

therefrom' will be immediately reported by the

secretary to all members that are reporting

their price information.

"The secretary will obtain from members advise

as to their normal average monthly production
(both quantity and value) of flat tear-off

and punch checks.

Uach member will report to the secretary monthly
on blanks furnished for that purpose informa-

tion as to the actual quantity and value of

his shipments of flat toar-off and punch
checks for the current month.

"Jrom the information received from members,

the secretary will compile a monthly report

showing:

"(a) Quantity and value of shipments
reported by all members.

"(b) Percentage of each member's actual
quantity and value of shipments to

normal.

"ITo figures regarding a member's actual produc-
tion are to be disclosed to any other member."

Using a, functional basis of classification, the commission
divided open price plans into two main types, - the checking type and ti

market service type,(*) The systematic pooling of price lists
either by exchange or central filing, detailed price information,
and identification of the seller were deemed the prevalent char-
acteristics of the checking type plan. The basic puipose was
the checking of buyers' statements about prices charged by
competitors. The market service type often confined the in-
formation to average prices, indexes of price movements, or
total quantities sold and total dollar values, placing less
emphasis on detail and identification of the seller. The basic

(*) pp. 41-43, Ibid .
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purpose was to. throw light upon the gonoral price movements in

the market.

B. The H?A Syne of Price Filing .

The price filing plans established under H?A codes were no

more susceptible to' precise definition than were their prede-
cessors. However, they were fairly uniform in a number of parti-

culars, and by combining these a hypothetical but nevertheless
typical plan, can be offered which illustrates the HRA type. The

typical plan was mandatory as to establishment and participa-
tion by members. It required the filing of prices, and all
terms and conditions of sale together with any revisions thereof.
the code authority was designated as the central agency of ad-
ministration. Adherence to prices at least as high as those
filed was required at all times, but sales above filed prices
were frequently permitted. Before revision of prices the plan
required either prior an.iouncmcnt or a waiting period. Identified
prices were required to be distributed to members. The price fil-
ing plan was- usually accompanied oy some type of no-selling be-
low cost provisions, or limitations on indirect price concessions,
or both. (*)

It is evident that the HHA. type, when viewed from the
perspective of previous mechanisms, represented a very special-
ized and also a previously quite uncommon plan. The two major
characteristics sotting it apart from those existing before were
the reporting of present or future ;orices rather than past and
closed transactions, and the complete separation of price report-
ing of trade statistics. Provisions were included in a number
of codes for the collection of trade statistics, but they wore
not integrated with the price filing plan.

The detailed price information provided for by the H. R. A
plans suggests that functionally they belong to the "checking"
type of plan identified in the Federal Trade Commission report.

Two illustrative code provisions relating to price filing
are quoted below. These cannot be described as "typical" in the
senso that all of the codes were similar to them; but they do
indicate the general manner in which the "codes provided for
^rice filing. (**) The first provision quoted is that which was

(*) See Appendix C. Exhibit II for a tabulation of the frequency
with which the various elements of price filing appeared in
the 444 price filing plans.

(**) The model code provision, contained in Office Memorandum Ho. 228
which appeared in about ninety of the codes is reproduced in
Appendix C, Exhibit V. Other examples may be found in Appendix
3 for Steel Casting, Appendix A for Asphalt Shingle and hoof-
ing, and Appendix C, Exhibit IV for Folding Paper Box.
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in the Ladder Manufacturing Code;

"Since it has "been the general, recognized practice

of the industry to sell products on the "basis of

printed price lists with discount sheets distributed
to the trade, each. 'member of the industry shall,

within ten days of the effective date of this Code,

file with the Code Au-thority price lists and dis-

count sheets, showing his current prices and dis-
counts to the various classes of customers as herein-
before defined. Revised price lists and discount sheets

may "be filed from time to time thereafter with the Code

Authority "by any member of the industry, to become
effective upon a date specified "by such member of the

industry, which date shall not be less than ten days
after the filing of such revised prices at the office
of the Code Authority. Copies of such revised prices,
with notice ,of the effective date, shall "be immediately
sent to all known members of the industry, who may file,

if they so desire, revisions of their price lists and/or
discount sheets, which, if filed not less than five days
previous to such effective date, shall take effect upon
the date when the revised price list or discount sheet -

first filed shall go into affect.

"Ho member of the industry shall sell or exchange any
ladders or ladder products at prices lower or discounts

' greater or on more favorable terms than the schedules of
su.ch member en file at the office of the Code Authority "'

as hereinbefore provided.

"The operation of the foregoing provisions shall at all
times be subject to the approval of the Administrator. " (*)

.As an example of thosa provisions which left more .'.

detail to the discretion of the Code Authority, there may be
cited the one in the Set Up Paper Box Manufacturing Code: :

"3ach member shall, on or before 30 days after the

effective date of this code, file with the Code
Authority complete schedules in such form, and with
respect to such items as the Code Authority may pre-
scribe, of prices, terms, and conditions of sale for
domestic consxmrption (including all differentials,
discounts, trade allowances, special charges, and prac-
tice regarding samples) of all products offered for sale
by such member, and shall so file all subsequent changes

(*) Codes of Fair Corn-petition , as approved, Government Printing Of-

.. fice, Vol. II, page 627.
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therein or revisions thereof at least 24 hours
prior to the effective -'time of any such changes or

revisions. The Code Authority shall, upon request,

furnish any person concerned, whether or not a member
of the Industry, a copy of all such schedules and of

all changes and revisions thereof.

"3xcept in fulfillment of bona fide contracts existing
on the effective date of this Code, no member shall

sell any products of the Industry for domestic con-
sumption at a price or prices lower than, or upon
terms or conditions more favorable than stated in his
price schedules then on file provided, however, that
discontinued lines or damaged goods or seconds or
distress merchandise required to be sold to liquidate
a defunct business, may be disposed of in such manner
and on such terms and conditions as the Code Authority
may approve. "(*)

The actual form which the price filing provisions took in. the
cedes varied from simple announcmonts that prices were to be made
public to the most elaborate merchandising plans. The lack of uni-
formity in NBA. price filing plans is attributable to several
factors: The varying demands of the sponsoring group, the date
cf approval of the code in relation to developing NBA policy,
and the expansion or modification of the code provision by the
Code Authoritv.

(*) Codes of lair Competition , as approved, Government Printing
Office, Vol. IV, p, 250,
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CHAPTER II

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A study of price filing under IT.R. A. codes involves essentially the
same problems for initial investigation that are raised by any other trade
practice provision - e.g., to examine ,(l) the nature of the device and
its variations, (2) the industry situations to which it was addressed,
(3) the ends it was intended -to accomplish, (4) the machinery that was
devised for its administration, (5) the difficulties encountered in its
application and the way these difficulties were resolved, (6) the extent
to which the intended purposes were accomplished; as well as any other
effects not contemplated, (7) the comparative experience and results
under different codes, and under dissimilar circumstances, and (C) the

issues of public interest involved in the experience and results dis-
closed. As a basis for present discussion these have been more broadly
classified as the economic, the administrative and the legal problems.

I. THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM

A. Introduction

Although the vocabulary .itself was predominantly economic, the dis-
cussion, prior to the H.R.A., had revolved chiefly about the legal aspects
of the price filing device, and its status in relation to the .anti-trust

laws as indicated by the decisions in the four Supreme Court cases men-
tioned in the preceding chapter. Economists in general had given scant
attention to the economic implications of price filing apart from the
"abuses" that might accompany it, or which might arise from particular
structural aspects of the plan, such as the waiting period.

The economic status of the device, and its basic premises, had
never been carefully explored. As a result, in addition to differences
of opinion concerning the usefulness and desirability of price filing,
and its application in particular forms to particular industries, the
N.R.A. was faced with a complete lack of unanimity concerning the nature
and character of price filing, its objectives and its intended impact on
prices and competitive relations.

This was true, of course, to a lesser degree of other price pro-
visions, such as resale price maintenance, loss limitation clauses, and
minimum price floors. But such provisions were frankly recognized as

" regulatory" or "control" measures, meant to restrict price competition
and to confine it within certain defined bounds that could be judged
"fair". The initial objectives were clear however much disagreement
might exist concerning the need for achieving those objectives in par-
ticular industries, the feasibility of the particular device in question,

and the ultimate economic results of such regulation.
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Price filing has been variously regarded and described as a.'oprox-

iraating price fixing, or -as approximating' the ideal of the- open market;
as tending to control and limit price competition, or conversely, to

make competition more effective; as designed to protect sellers against
buyers, or, again, to protect buyers against sellers; to lov;er prices
or to raise prices; to accelerate the movement of prices in whichever
direction they are headed; or as encouraging or reducing discrimination
between buyers.

Examination of the ordinary price filing provisions incorjoratec'

in the codes resolves none of these parao.oxes. They stipulated only
that prices and price changes should be announced. Publicity v/as re-

quired as the initial objective— an end in itself. The expected or in-

tended effects of such publicity on competitive relations or on prices
v/ere not stated.

That there v/as no general agreement on, what those effects might
or should be is clearly evident from the expressed desires of code
proponents in submitting price filing provisions, and from the contro-
versial and involved discussions that preceded and accompanied the slow
development ef N.R. A. policy concerning price filing. (*)

One obvious part of the problem of price filing, therefore, is to

reconcile, or at least to explain, the diverse concepts about price
filing and its functions, and to try to integrate them into a coherent
statement of the economic role of price filing and its potential use-
fulness as a device for modifying or regulation competition.

The 1JIEB attempted just such an integration of view on prices
filing in the statement of Administrative Policy, issued April 23, 1955.

(**) This was written in the light of the accunmlated experience with
price filing under the codes, and undertook to translate that exper-
ience into a clear statement of the nature end objectives of price
filing, as accepted by the Administration, and to set forth specific
policy . criteria for the form and contents of open price provisions, and
the proper field for their application in codes. It was prepared and
issued as a working guide for the anticipated revir.ion of existing
price filing provisions and hence can not be taken as a complete or

weli-rounded discussion of the underlying economic concepts. But it is

by far the most explicit statement available of the NRA admini strati on
view of the purposes of price filing and the economic function it was
expected to perform. Lxcerpts of the statement, as included in the

(*) The various statements of purposes and the intended objectives
of price publicity by industry members are discussed on p. 79

Chapter III. The chronological development of i
TRA policy and a

discussion of its effects on code operations is contained in
Chapter VI.

(**) These views, of course, v/ere th^se of various administrative
officials and did not necessarily include those of in dust re-

members. See Appendix C Ex. V. for text of this statement.
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Summary of Policy Statements issued in May, 1935, are for that reason
reproduced here to -permit a. closer examination of the ideas °x-

-pressed. (*)

The statement "begins with the assertion that "open price filing
is a mere device", whose

"potentialities for "benefit or mischief d°-pend upon the purpose
to Hiich it is pxit and the methods "'hich attend its use. The

standard "by Hiich it should he judged is nric making similar to

that afforded bv an open and competitive market, such as an organ- '

ized commodity exchange .

"

" The ideal of an o-p°n and competitive market can seldom he fully
attained. It is hoped to approximate its objectives hv open -price

filing und°r appropriate circumstances. It is -possible for the

onen file to alio 1-' buyers and sellers to accomodate th°ir activi-
ties to competitive conditions, to fix limits on the s-pread of
quotations at any given time, and to tend to ma.ke price -perform

its industrial function . O-pen price filing should, so far a.s

possible b° made to furnish a public record of -price movements,
provide a check on discrimination among customers, give the small
enterprise information about the activities of his large'r competi-
tors, reduce the amount of deception among "buyers and sellers,
give the parties concerned a fuller knowledge of conditions
affecting the market, and promote and safeguard the integrity of
the -process of competitive -price making. " (**)

The broad range of economic id a ;?s touched upon by these -paragraphs

suggests the need of a -protracted excursion into the theories of
corn-petition, the industrial function of crice, and the intricacies of

price-making as a. -prelude to our study of -price filing experience
under the NBA. The necessity of just such a basic analysis was urged
by several economists mho were asked in February, 1934, by Leon
Henderson, to make suggestions concerning th° proper scone a.nd

direction of a special study of o-pen price associations to be conducted
by the NBA prior to the Code Authority conferences of Karch, 1934.

Two authorities were particularly insistent upon the need for
linking any study of nrice filing with a broader analysis of the entire

(*) The statement was necessarily a compromise of the opinions of
those individuals -participating in its -or°-paration, and. may in
certain respects balance administrative judgment against final
economic judgment.

(**) Summary of Policy Statements, compiled May 1935, bv Alvin Bro^-m.

Items 1710, 1711, p. 49.
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pricing system and ™ith the underlying economic philosophies of price
regulation, either under private or government auspices* (*)

(*) Lov^rett S, L^on, executive vice-president of the Brookings
Institution, later Deputy Assistant Administrator of Policy in the

NBA, wrote as follows in February 1934:

"It will be impossible" • he said, "to arrive at a really

satisfactory decision on oo°n trices unless the data ™hich are

disclosed "by an investigation are related to a clear under-

standing of the function of prices in our economic organization.
O-oen prices are "but one phase of a price structure. The o~nen

price association is but one method of price announcement. Any
judgment as to wheth Q r open price plans are desirable and in

what form, if at all, must be related to more general thought

on -orices. It will be of "orimary significance, therefore-
indeed, it will be essential to a satisfactory analysis of this

"oroblem - to "oroceed with a. thorough understanding of the role
of prices in an economic system... It will be necessary for
a satisfactory analysis of this problem to determine whether

prices are to be considered in relation to an economic system
of private enterprise, private ownership, and competition (that

is, essentially the capitalistic system) or whether they are to

be considered in relation to a plan which embodies increased
elements of governmental ownership or governmental price
fixing, cartelization, or so^ other form of economic order
mor socialistic than that to which we have been accustomed.
The role which can be assigned to prices, the effpcts which can
be achieved by them, differ according to the system in which
they operate. ..." (*)

(*) "Excerpt of letter contained in N.B.A. Press Relea §d N . 3473,
February 26, 1934.

Myron W. Watkins, Professor of Economics at N=w York University,
and author of 's°veral books on trade association activities, regu-
lation of competitive ^practice's and anti-trust legislation, also
urged the need of a basic analysis of thQ competitive structure
before any attempt was made to examine and evaluate the factual
experience of NBA with price filing provisions.

• • "The first problem for consideration in a study of price
policies under the codes seems to me to be that of determining
what method of price regulation the Administration has in view...
The futility of proceeding upon a concrete, detailed study of
pricing provisions in the Co^e S or noon a factual investigation
of how those provisions have worked out in practice, without
first disposing of this basic issue, if not finally, at least
tentatively, should be apparent. Not one of tha most common
types of price provisions found in the. Codes can b° said to be
either good or bad per se . Not ovn th° e SS ontial provision
of all open price arrangements; the obligatory filing at some
common point of th° price terms upon which alone • each of the
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various enterprises in an industry is prepared, to accent orders, can be
said of itself either to promote or to obstruct the. establishment of fair
prices. It all depends upon how one is endeavoring to insure fair prices,
in the first place, which in turn depends, or should defend, unon what one
conceives fair prices to be. That, finally, is a question of ethics; the
nature of the interests or values which one regards as deserving of para-
mount consideration " (*)

In lieu of the critical analysis of alternative economic ohilo-
so^lies suggested bv these 'Titers, it will be assumed that the intention
of WRA was (as clearly indicated by the statement on nrice filing quoted
above^1 to restoie and make effective free and open competition so far as
possible under mod.ern conditions of economic enterprise.

Even so it seems necessary to define just what is me-nt bv "free and
onen" conoetition as used here and to undertake an analysis of the inherent
possibilities and limitations of nrice filing as a means of attaining such
"free" .-nd "open" competition (**"> before a descrintiora. and evaluation of
the experience with urice filing plans under NBA codes is undertaken.

The need for such an analysi-s* exists quite a/Dart from the announced
objectives of a particular administrative organiz tion such as the lOA.
It is apparent even in the original thesis of Mr.. Eddy—that knowledge of
marked conditions is essential to true competit ion; hence the supplying
of that knowledge in the form of publicity (iorimarily of orices and price
offers^ will contribute a wholesale regime of fair competition based on
knowledge rather than on ignorance and. secrecy.

One.writer, Milton Nels Nelson, has assumed that Mr.. Eddy believed
his conception of knowledge, as an essential to competition, was an
original contribution ot economic thought, when in. fact it was merely a
reinteration of a well-known concent of classical eCorfo'mv. (*** >

i Mr.
Nelson ooints out that economists, in formulating the lai-'.cf "-oerfect"

competition, .based upon demand 'and "supoly relationships, have predicated
it unon the assumption that buyers and sellers h.Ve enough knowledge of

market factors to be conscious of their ovm interests. as bargainers and
have the. desire and enough freeaom of action to oursue those interests
intelligently. He' then oroceeds to criticize Mr. Eddy's theory of open
prices on the grounds that it leaves out of consideration the buying
class, and hence is utterly inadequate as a solution to the oroblem of

achieving true or "perfect" competition. So long as "knowledge" is to

be supplied onlv to sellers and is withheld from buyers, it can not contri-

bute to any nearer approach to ideal comoetitive conditions and will serve
only "to give redress to one industrial class, namely sellers ....." (****j

(*0 Ibid.

(**) See below,- pp. 62-4 for historical significance of the "free" and
"open" market.

(***) Nelson, p_p_. cit" ... p. 196.

(****0 See, also, Fetter, F. A., ^he Masauerade of Monopoly, po., 262-263,

(1931\ New York
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This criticism is obviously pertinent and was clearly, although
somewhat belatedly, recognized by the NHA, which sought in later policy
declarations to insure orice publicity to customers as well as sellers.

But there are other eoually oertinent observations that sould be made
concerning Lr. Eddy*S theory if it is to be analyzed in terms of the

theory of "perfect" competition referred to oy Mr. Felson.
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B. The Meaning of Publicity in Perfect Con-petition .

"Perfect competition" has, during the past 150 years, "been a
common field of speculation "by those economists who are nor; often la-
helled the "pure theorists." Starting with certain assumptions about
human nature and individual liberty, equality, and property, that
writers were concerned with demonstrating by a process of logic the man-
ner in which commodity values were determined and income distributed in
wages, interest, and profit. The assumptions, frequently not explicit
or well articulated, were the assumptions of perfect competition. The
deduction of the reasoning process was that perfect competition, more
surely than any other organized ion of economic activity and resources,
would maximize the wealth of the nation and most justly distribute this
wealth.

The "end" of perfect competition has ^oeen variously expressed as
maximizing the national income or individual utilities; securing to

each the product of his efforts; rewarding enterprise in proportion to

its eff iciency; distributing resources among different places and occu-
pations in such a way as to raise the nationa.1 income to a maximum po-
sition; and the minimizing of prices to a level which pays for expense
and trouble of product ion--which in turn, therefore, forces the great-
est efficiency and highest quality. The maintenance of an equilibrium
bet'reen various industries and lines of economic activity such as to

make impossible general or over-all depression was another beneficial
result sometimes pointed out.

Among other things, it was demonstrated that in any industry under
perfect competition prices are uniform (differing only by amount of
varying delivery costs) and are just sufficient to return to the most
inefficient producer his costs of production.

It is entirely clear that the assumptions of a perfect competitive
system have never ^oeen identical with the realities of economic beha-
vior. This is true, it nay be noted, if 1 for no other reason than that

the assumptions of perfect knowledge and perfect mobility of resources
from one industi-; 7 to another eliminate the essential fact of timeliness-
first ~b^ eliminating the uncertainties of the future and, second, by
supposing that movement is static. (*) The historical meaning of the

(*) In a perfectly competitive market deviations from equilibrium
price could not occur. "there would be neither movement towards
an equilibrium nor oscillations about it." It (the equilibrium price)

'_ 1 _,"wbuld~ " coexist with the market through the realization of sta-
bility at a. single stroke the market comes into existence. "

Chamberlain, Edward, Theory of Monopolistic Competition , p. 26

(1933) Harvard University Press.
Neo-classical economists, particularly Alfred Marshall (see his
Principles , 8th ed.

, pp.330~37S') have introduced timeliness
through the conceptual device of short and Ioiia- periods, conclud-
ing that the shorter the period of time the greater must be the

share of attention to demand; and the longer the period the more
important will be the influence of cost -production. This device
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concept of "Perfect competition" lies not in its use as a scientific ex-
planation of economic 'behaviour but rather in its meaning as a social
desideratum, an "ethical ideal- type" , a criterion for the control of
economic behavior, (*) Frankly recognized, as such, "perfect competition"
is a useful concept—not because it is strictly attainable but because,
within the limitations imposed by human nature, it may be possible to

approve,":, more nearly than before this widely accepted standard for control
of economic rivalry and bargaining in a system of private enterprise
and capitalism. (**)

Cont'd.

while recognizing that mobility and production are time consuming,
contains an important element of static anal/sis in that it carries
an assumption of constancy in the individual's reactions to a
changing social and economic environment, McMillan & Company,
New 7ork.

(*) ' Except as it may have been employed for "pedagogic illustration" —

See Commons, John R. , Institutional Economics, pp. .724-728 (1934);
also his discussion of "ethical i deal-types" , i bid . , pp. 741-748.

McMillan & Company, New York.

(**) Cp., ibid, pp. 342-3'.'.-8 and 711. ' The present report has in large part
been oriented to this end of public policy—not because the authors
necessarily prefer it to other possible ends— but because it makes
explicit a goal of regulation which appears to be the most v/idely

accepted and. one which legislators, courts, and the National Industrial
Recovery Board appear to have in mind when they refer to "promoting
competition", "eliminating monopolistic practices", the "ideal of an
open and competitive market", "competitive price making", etc. It may
be called and end nf "fair competition" in the sense that it represents
that balancing and. conflicting interests which is most widely accepted
as just and fair. This does not mean, however, that the reader will
not find in this report evidence bearing on the relation of price
filing to other specific goals of public policy (which may or may not
be compatible with the standard of perfect competition). For example,
scattered through the report may be found material bearing on the

incidence of price filing on the small business man; on the function
of price filing in reducing the social "illth" of secrecy and sus-
picion; oi" the social costs of bargaining and negotiating over a
urice.
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In order to indicate' the meaning of publicity in relation to
perfect competition, it is necessary "briefly to summarize the essen-
tial elements or attributes of this competition.. They may be called:
purity (from monopolistic elements); mobility (and fluidity of resour-
ces) ; and rationality and knowledge. (*)

1- Purity . "Monopoly ordinarily means control over supply, and
therefore over price. A sole prerequisite to pu.ro competition is in-
dicated—that no one have any degree of such control." (**) First, the
number of sellers and of buyers must he large enough that the influence
of any one of them on the total supply or demand, and hence on price,
is entirely negligible; or if not entirely so, too slight to make it

worth while for him to exercise it. A second requirement is that the
commodity itself must he perfectly homogeneous or standardized and ap-
'pear in the same market; otherwise the seller of a "different" product
would possess some degree of control over the price of his particular
species of product. Moreover, the seller must he perfectly standard-
ized. "Anything that makes buyers jgrefer one seller to another, he it

personality, reputation, convenient location, or the tone of the shop,

differentiates the thing purchased to that degree, for what is "bought

is really a bundle of utilities., of which these are a part." (***)

Finally, it should he pointed out that implicit in pure competi-
tion is the assumption of accessibility or of equality of opportunity—
that sellers and buyers have an equal opportunity to enter and particr~\
pate in a market. The possible obstacles are many but may in the main
be classified as follows:

(1) Pi s crim inat ion by which is meant a difference in price
"between customers which does -not reflect the difference in the cost of
producing for and selling to them or the value of services rendered
the seller by these customers.

(2) Erjadafoiry rvwipt i t.i nn which is the use of sellers (or buyers)
of superior resourced to handicap or ruin weaker competitors or to

prevent entirely a potential competitor from entering a market.

2- Mobility of resources . A second element of perfect competition
is perfect motility of resources to those industries which are making
a greater return on investment than is enjoyed elsewhere, and similar-
ly away from those industries in which the rate of return is depressed
"below the level found elsewhere. Under such circumstances the net
revenue of all industries will he identical, and variations will not
occur even momentarily. The forces of supply and demand guided "by

(*) Other assumptions which need not he discussed here include the

ahsence of fraud and violence and. the negotiability of commo-
dities and debts—see Commons, op_. .cit, pp. 33^-339 > 775"*77^.

(**) Chamberlain, op. cit • , p. 7

(***) Ibid , page g
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desire for profit and through the medium of mobility effect a perfect
equilibrium between industries, and society is supplied with the goods
it most desires at prices devoid of elements other than necessary costs
of production.

This assumes that capital is fluid or will move in precisely the
amount necessary to equalize the revenue of the attracting industry
with that of others, whether the amount he one dollar or one million
dollars. It assumes, moreover, that there will ..be no hesitation or
loss .involveo in abandoning productive equipment which for the moment
is failing to yeild a return equivalent to that which is enjoyed in

other places. Finally, as pointed out above, it contains the contra-
dictory assumption that movement is statiS or without element of time.

It has meaning only as an ideal which might be approached but never
attained.

3 - Rationality and knowledge . There is assumed finally an "eco-
nor.ic . man" who acts with perfect reason in the direction of his best
pecuniary interest and whose knowledge of opportunities—all of which
lie in the future— is complete. Here again time has "been left out of

the picture and again that which is presented is an ideal.

Applied, more specifically to the market this' implied that all

buyers-; know of the offers of all sellers and likewise sellers are a-

ware of the prices which each of the individual buyers is willing to

pay. The opportunities and freedom for trading or for moving to other
markets are complete because they are all known.

Where this .knowledge exists sellers have no interest in the pri-
ces obtained o^ competitors inasmuch as such implies that they have an
interest in maintaining or cutting prices, which is incompatible with
the assumptions of the purity of competition (*), viz.,' that the num-
ber of sellers is sufficiently large so' that no one can exercise any
control over supply and hence over price.

It is this element of knowledge which is the specific concern
of this report. Publicity of price offers is one method of promoting
knowledge of market conditions; and mandatory filing is a device for
effecting publicity of price offers. From this it might be reasoned
that because price filing expands the fund of knowledge it ex hypo-
the si contributes to a fuller realization of the ideal of perfect com-
petition. This reasoning has been widely embraced, even by critics
of open price filing, who have directed their Opposition to the mech-
anics of price publicity and its surrounding circumstances rather than
to the publicity itself.

Such a deduction involves the technique of static analysis, i.e.,

holding other factors constant except the one being considered and in-

vestigated. These writers, however, fail to make explicit the nature
of the assumptions of constant factors. Specifically, they have as-
sumed that the other elements of perfect competition are present and

(*) Above, p. 44.
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have ignoried.- completely the nature of other "imperfections" that may
exist in a given market.

If these imperfections are forces tending array from the true''

competitive price and are active in character, there remains the possi-
bility that price publicity will enhance rather than counteract their
effects. Thus to give equal knowledge of prices when there is unequal
influence or power to act on that knowledge might conceivably result in
a price further from the perfect competitive price rather than closer
to it. This possibility will be explored in the next section.

C . The Role of Publicity in Imperfect Corn-petition

Modern industry, with its concentration of production in large
units, the aggregation of tremendous capital assets under corporate
control, and extreme product differentiation backed by huge advertis-
ing outlays and other indirect forms of selling competition has so

hastened the trend away from conditions of "perfect competition" that
the assumptions of this theory have little in common with the facts of
the present business world. Every market is to a greater or less ex-
tent "imperfect. " Each producer is obligated to choose not only the
amount he will produce, but also a price ot prices at which he will
offer or sell his product at any time. Always he must choose that
price with regard to the amount and kind of goods others are produc-
ing and the prices they are quoting, since the pricing and production
fabrics of competitors can seriously affect his own volume of sales and
profits. (*)

(*) As Professor Chamberlain, in introducing his theory of "Monopo-
listic Competition", states:

"Because most prices involve monopoly elements, it is mono-
polistic competition that most people think of in connection
with the simple word "competition". In fact, it may almost be
said that under pure competition the buyers and sellers do not

really compete in the sense in which the word is currently used.

One never hears of 'competition 1 in connection with great mar-
kets, and the phrases 'price cutting' , 'underselling' , 'unfair
competition 1

, 'meeting competition', 'securing a market 1

, etc.

are unknown No wonder the principles of such a market seem so

unreal when applied to the 'business' world where these terms
have meaning. They are based on the supposition that each sell-
er accepts the market price and can dispose of his entire supply
without materially affecting it. Thus, there is no problem of

choosing a price policy, no problem of adapting the product more
exactly to the .buyers (real or fancied) wants, no problem of ad-

vertising in order to change their wante. The theory of pure
competition could hardly be expected to fit facts so far differ-

ent from its assumptions." See Chamberlain, op. cit . , p. 10

Cp, , Robinson,' Joan, The Economics of Imperfect Competition
,

pp. gS-90 (1933).
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An attempt trill ."Be rna.de in '.That follows to . indicate in summary
manner the possibilities offered by publicity through -price filing
and dissemination for strengthening-a tendancy array from perfect con-
petition or, on the other hand, for contributing to a greater attain-
ment of this end. [Daking monopolistic or "impure" competition as a

point 'of departure the approach nil! "bo to suggest, first, conditions
under rrhich publicity of prices (*) nay accentuate monopolistic price
formation; and, second, circumstances under v/hich it may promote or

prevent access to the market. (**)

(*) 3y sellers. Ho attempt uill be made to discuss the economic im-

plication of a possible system of publicity of "buyers' prices.

(**) The bearing of price publicity of the type provided for under NEA
codes upon a third attribute of perfect competition, viz. , mobil-
ity of resources (see above, pages 44-45 ) is too indirect and re-

mote to justify discussion in this report.
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1. price publi ci ty and i.
rono olistic. Price Formation

By reason cf the fact t'h«t iric r monopolistic or "impure" competi-
tion every seller has come degree of control over supply, the starting
point of a thecr'V of monopolistic xmpetition is not pure competition
but pure monopoly, price tuider pu:*o u-jtiopcjy is a calculated, managed
price set at a figure which will mci'omlze the monopolist's total revenue;
"he is able to maintain it there "because ex hypothesi there is no one to
cut under him it represents a "balance of opposing forces of loss
and gain, which renders the total profit a maximum." ('*)

The monopolist in setting his optimum price must consider two

things: one, the volume of sales that he may expect r
4
" ~~.y given price

—

which is a consideration of the competition of saibst" t 3 goods and of

elasticity of the demand for his product; and, two, m costs of pro-
ducing the goods which he can sell at any price which he settles upon.

If, however, there are competitors producing the same product (**)

he may, in fixing upon a price which will maximize his total net revenue,

take account not only of the elasticity of demand of the product and
his own production costs "but also of the policies which these rivals are
likely to follow as a consequence of his own actions.

"If each competitor assumes his rival's price will not "be changed,
he can, "by setting his own slightly lower command the market and dispose
of his entire output, increasing his profits virtually in proportion to
the increase in his sales. His rival making the same assumption will
cut still lower, and the downward movement will continue until no
further price change can "be made without disadvantage to someone, the
equilibrium price... ("being) the purely competitive one for unly two . .

sellers, and, of course, for any greater number. If the full power of
the seller to alter his price, even to the disadvantage of the buyer, is
recognized, however, price will oscillate over an area which becomes r~„

narrower and approaches more closely the purely competitive figure as
the number of sellers becomes large n(***)

(*) Chamberlain, op. cit., pp. 12-13.

(**) pew enough, however, as to give each of them some control over
supply and hence over price.

(***) Chamberlain, op. cit., pp. 36 and 54. For his demonstration see

pages 34-46.
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A much more realistic hypothesis, however, is that the seller

will recognize in determlnin his o i iolic7 that his rivals' policies

will be determined at le st in part oy his a n. For example, before

making a price cut to incre si ! is share of the market, he -111

probably consider nether such a red Lction all be met by his rivals

and thus prevent the accrual of - ny profit to himself, To render
his profit a maximum, the seller "ill take into account "his total-

influence upon price, indirect ?„s well as direct." As long as each
seller locks to his ultimate interest and knows that interest,
orices 111 be determined at a level which will maximize the total

profits of all—the level which would maintain if there were a

single seller controlling the entire supply. "If sellers have re-

pare for their total influence upon price, the price will be s

monopoly one." (*) It is this action which hereinbelow will be

called "honooolistic price formation."

Before preceding with this consideration, it is necessary to

point out that the discussion of price formation which has immedi-
ately preceded has -oroceded upon the assumption that the product
and sellers competing for a given market -"ere perfectly standardized.
Circumstances are much different: Either because a seller's pro-
duct is different functionally or in quality, in appearance or

style, or because he possesses a legally protected trade mark or

trade name, or because of his personality, race, color, or character
of establishment, it may be said that each seller enjoys some de-
gree of monopoly. Yet, even under "absolute" monopoly there is

not an entire absence of competition since there are always sub-
stitute goods—however imperfect.' The degree of competition be-
tween differentiated, products is an obvious function of the extent
of tiie differentiation.

"A en-ice cut by on^ utomobile manufacturer, for instance, af-
fects especially the sales' of those other manufacturers whose
product is in approximately the same price class, and probably
causes much less disturbance outside of these bounds,
Evidently, a (competitive) group may be large or small, depend-
ing upon the degree of generality given to the classification.

.

Characteristically, any individual seller is in Clp_se_competi-
tion with no more than a few out of the group, and he may seek
to avoid price competition for the very reason given as apply-
ing to small members—that his cut will force those in closest
competition with him to follow suit." (**)

Competition is not limited to price. Product differentiation
is a competitive device. The quality of the product may be im-
proved or deteriorated, its appearance changed, or a 'myriad of

(*) Ibid, p. 54; see also pp. 46-51.'

(**) Ibid . . pp. 102-103.
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additional services and extras added. What is more, it may "be of ad-
vantage to expend fund;.: in advertising.and other forms of sales pro-
motion in ,an effort to build up customer goodwill.

Theoretically, if each seller were fully advised of the pros-
pective price, product, and advertising policies of his competitors,
price, just as in- the case of the standardized products would "be a
monopoly one and product differentiation and advertising would be at

the level and of the kind, which would obtain under pure monopoly where
they represent .devices employed to attract the consumers' dollar from
substitute products. (*) But the problem of knowing the probable com-
petitive policies of rivals becomes infinitely more complex with three
variables to consider instead of the single one of price; and publi-
city of price offers as a mens of promoting this knowledge is mani-
festly of much less potential significance, "

.

Proceeding to the problem—the bearing of publicity of price of-

fers through price filing on the conditiens of monopolistic price
formation— there are three factors for consideration:

(a) The farsightedness and unanimity of rivrl sellers in

acting in the direction of their ultimate best interests;

(b) The extent of the price and, other dat a available, first,-

to rival sellers and, second, to buyers; and

(c) The interval before information becomes available to

. sellers and to buyers. (**)

a - The far sightedness of rival sellers . It has been seen
above that the degree of monopolistic price formation in any market de-
pends upon whether sellers take into consideration their "indirect"
as well a.s "direct" influence upon price. -There competitors independently
determine upon and adhere to that single price which will maximize the

total net return of the industry they will nave had regard for their
total influence , .upon.price—direct and indirect—and p.rice will be the

monopoly one. Under such circumstances price changes would be dictated
only by such, considerations as fluctuating costs and changing prices
of substitute products— the factors..which the pure monopolist looks to

in determining his prices. These price changes would be effected simul-
taneously and in the same magnitude by the independent movement of com-

petitors,

(*) Ibid. , pj. 100-104, 170-171. It should not be assumed that

prices under monopolistic competition will always be at a level
above costs. It is true, .-however, that costs will usually be

higher and production less, than under pure competition. I b1 d

.

pp. 175-176*.

(**) Cp, Chamberlain, op . cit. , p, 51-53. Since he does not mention it

specifically, evidently Chamberlain minimizes the practical im-

portance of the second factor as a condition to monopolistic price
formation.
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This, however, assumes a degree of farsightedness which
probably is not approximated in any of the contemporary markets. It

means that each rival is aware of the ultimate consequences of com-

petitive price cutting and will not, therefore, initiate any downward
movement from the monopoly price. This condition of joint interest
will "be violated when the individual rivals see no further than their

presumed immediate advantage of cutting 'under their competitors' prices
to enlarge thereby their share of the available market. However, even

though the individual seller were fully aware of the ultimate results
of such competitive price cutting—that the immediate advantages to

be derived will largely cancel out through competitive orice meet-
ing and prices will work downward until they reach the purely com-

petitive level where there are no monopoly gains—he may nevertheless
act contrary to his own best interest in maintaining his own price
if he is uncertain about whether his competitors are likewise

aware of the results of their price cutting. If there is a strong
presumption that these competitors have regard only for their im-

mediate interests it would be foolish for him to proceed del iberately
by maintaining his own price. (*)

Lionopolistic price formation then as one significant factor de-
pends upon the extent to which business rivals are mutually con-
fident that each is aware that immediate gains from price cutting
may not be realized because price reductions will be met and that

each is likewise aware that such competitive price cutting will in

any case eventually lower prices to a level which will only suffi-
ciently cover costs to justify remaining in business. The degree
of such awareness or farsightedness existing in business is largely
indeterminant. It depends upon a number of factors which them-
selves a.re not determinant—inasmuch as it raises essentially the

question of individual behavior in highly varied and changing en-

vironments. The number of sellers in any market may be so many as
never to raise the question in the mine of any one that his policy/-

may so affect- the market of his rivals that they will promptly meet
or follow the price which he sets. Or where product differentiation
and advertising are important competitive devices the seller may have
no reason to assume that a price reduction on his part will be met
by price cuts from competitors rather than by more energy devoted to

dressing up attractively their products or to persuading the con-
sumer of their particular merits. Or, again, individual sellers
may interpret the general market situation—and so their long-run
interest—quite differently some feeling, for example, that it is

best to unload their entire goods on hand whatever the immediate
cost, whereas others feel and act in directly the opposite manner.
Or, price cutting on the part of some may be interpreted to be de-
signed to open up a new market or secure large or special contracts
of another character to which the others may be, in one instance,
entirely indifferent or, in another instance, willing to enter into

(*) See Ibid. , pages 51-53 for discussion of this factor of un-
certainty.
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competition at whatever the possible immediate sacrifice.

It is probably true in air/ case that business rivals are not
conscious of the ultimate implications of competitive pricing e::cept

through long and difficult experience. A lesson once learned may "be

entirely forgotten because of the appearance of new and inexperienced
members or because of major industry upheavals brought about by
factors outside of the industry* s control. In the course of re-
peated experiences they may have learned that in the long run they
are best off and most secure by following the leadership of some con-
cern in whose judgment of market factors they have confidence or for
whose power for damaging retaliatory action they have respect. The
influence of the leader in monopolistic pricing is of particular
significance, it may be noted, where price increases are in question:

A concern, attempting to lead in a price increase, which commands
little, respect or has little po-er may fail in its purpose entirely
because of the immediate gain at its expense which rivals see in

keeping their price at prevailing levels. In the absence of an in-

fluential leader or in the absence of collusion or agreement price in-

creases may be made with great difficulty in an imperfect market.

• It is difficult to see wherein a system of a rice publicity
through price filing can in itself contribute to improving the "far-

sight edness n of business rivals in looking at the ultimately unfortunate
consequences to them of competitive price-cutting—except through
expanding the contacts and influence of the more enlightened members;

or, more probably,, in contributing to the experience of following a
leader -hose pricing policies are more precisely or extensively
publicised or who in turn become more fully aware of and hence
better able to act against those who wer.e. unwilling to follow.

It is probable, however, that much the more potentially im-

portant contributions of price filing to monopoly pricing.may come
from two other,: factors -referred to above, i.e., (l) by increasing
the, knowledge of competitors' prices and (2) by reducing the in-

terval or time lag before these prices became known. The
possible bearing of price filing on these factors will be dis-
cussed in the two sections which immediately follow.

Before proceeding, however, it must be strongly cautioned that

however great may be the. contribution of price filing to fully
and promptly to apprising sellers of their rival's price policies •.

it will not. follow that monopolistic price formation will thereby
necessarily be promoted. To the extent that "farsightedness",
viz* , the extent to which business men in forming their o ,fn price

policies axe aware of and consider possible reactions or prices
which rivals will make as a consequence of their own, is not itself
promoted by price filing, the result may be to intensify com-

petitive price cutting, inasmuch as competitors in their eagerness
for gain will know more precisely what prices to undercut; or if

competitors in another industry were already possessed with some

degree of farsightedness the result may, on the other hand, be a
very definite tendency towards monopolistic pricing because of the

appreciation that price reduction now openly publicized will be

promptly met.
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The indeterminateness of the problem makes it particularly im-

portant to ascertain in what proponents conceived to be the functions
of price publicity; whether for exam 1 they looked upon it as a

possible preventive of competitive -price cutting or as an aid to

price stability:-; or •/nether they minimised the publicity aspect and
sought through price policy plans a means to a more direct control
over prices. . /

b - .Extent of the -price and other data made available .

Economists in their writings almost universally have treated price as

a single datum (*)—a misconception which perhaps has been encouraged
by the prevalence of index numbers of simple price series. It is of

doubtful propriety to speak siirroly of "price" in the case of any
manufacturing industry today; what exists and what the business man
faces in determining his own policy is for a single concern and a
single, product a complicated "going" price structure which may be a
composite of so many distinct and flexible elements that ev<=n the

abstraction of a net -price has little meaning, and the list price is

nothing more than a point of departure piil. of the various elements per'

haps the least representative. (**)

(*) Or at the most what seem;:; to be a list price to the wholesale or

retail trade v_ith a few discounts that are handled merely as simple

constant adjustments to be applied to list prices throughout the

given period of time.

(**) As an example of the price structure of a. modern industry, the

structure for the "standard" companies in the original filing
by the Fractional Horse Power Motor Group of the Electrical Manu-
facturing Industry -under the. code involved the folio- ring: .

1. Customer classifications and the discounts to these
clr sses.

2. Terms of sale.
r ...

3. Delivery polic3r
.

4. Definition of the customer classifications,
5. "Multipliers" for certain individual purchasers wi th-

in .given customer classifications.
6. Quantity discounts to all classes for unit shipment

of 10 or more motors.
7. Discount plan for Class "G-" purchasers (resale ma-

Cjiinery manufacturers) based on quantity and shipping
requirements,

8. Motor prices (general purpose and special application
motor prices are both subject to discounts). , .

3. Electrical modif ica.tions
10. Mechanical modif ica.tions.
11. Motor dimensions.
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TThat has gi.ven rise to this ubiouitous method of indirect pricing
has never "been systematically explored (*) although the suggestion
may he made that it reflects in iart the deliberate confusion hy
"business rivals to conceal from one another the trae nature of their
price concessions, This concealment may have arisen, however, not
onl-/ as a device to reduce price without the knowledge of competitors
hut also of buyers. A reduction to particular "buyers or classes of

buyers is possible even where trie seller does not wish to go as far
as to reduce prices to all "buyers— if the actual orice can be con-
cealed "by such devices as rehates and special allowances. •

A second explanation of the prevalence of indirect oricing may
be the feet that buyers vary so greatly in circumstance that it is

more strategic, convenient or more economical to envoioy a price
structure flexible enough to allow for these variations. Obvious
cases in point are discounts for ca,sh pa^.onents and for quantity
purchases and allowances for advertising performed by buyers. Or
as has been frequently pointed out, the nominal price may become
customised and leave to the indirect elements the function of pro-
viding flexibility, A customary price may be established, because the

product is repeatedly purchased, as in the case of chewing gum, or
throu_gh nation-wide advertising as in the- case of cigarettes. Such
devices or premiums and free deals often accompany the sale of this
kind of product.

The variety of indirect price elements and other means of pro-
moting a. srle is well illustrated by the types of restrictions im-

posed in ERA codes. Among general types of codal restrictions (us\i-

ally applying irrespective of cla.ss or location of buyer) were those
primexil].* relating to (l) time of buyer's payment (**); (2) risks
of buyers (***); (3) giving of additional goods or services (****);

(*) See, however, Lyon, Le-erett, S. , Brookings Institution, Free
Peals (1933) and Averti sing Allowance

s

(1932)

(**) .E.g., ce.s'n discounts, periods of free credit, interest beyond
free credit period, datings, terms of installment selling, and
deferred payment, anticipation of- bills, etc.

(***) E.g., oroduct guarantees, maintenance guarantees', allowances on

defective goods or discontinued lines, price guarantees, resale

guarantees, aoproval selling, consignment selling, offers with-
out time limit, assuming liability for non-performance caoised

by non-controllable factors or for error in plans or. patent in-

fringements, agreements indefinite as to time and quantity, etc.

(****) E»g* t free deals, premiums, coupons, samples, p rices, sales

promotion awards, special containers, display materials, dem-

onstrating, estimating, inspecting, crating or packing, ware-
housing and storing, etc.
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(4) giving favors or financial assistance to "buyers (*); (5) payment
or diversion of Commissions or fees to customer (**); (6) allowances
for payments or value rendered, "by "buy r (***).

More intrinsically secret devices "by which concessions may "be

granted are illustrated "by the following devices which were often
prohibited or restricted "by 13_4 codes. (****)

1 Thus the seller in promoting his sales is "by no means con-

fined to reducing a hypothetical single—unit price. He may liber-
alise his terms of payment, make greater allowances, assume a greater
share of the "buyers' risks, "throw in" additional or

'
supplementary

goods or services; or, if he anticipates that his action would "be

nullified through "being promptly me "t ~°y competitors who have ways of

finding out about it, he still may resort to an understanding with
the buyer whereby the latter may avoid full performance with the
terms of the formal agreement or contract; or he may conspire with
the buyer to falsify the terms of the agreement; or he may make no

formal or written agreement. Publicity, if to be completely effec-
tive, implies, however, that every element of price and every under-
standing with the buyer be known.

But, a.s pointed out above, the seller who does not wish to

make the extensive price reduction which would be effective if

granted to all of his customers, may confine it to single buyers or

groups of buyers. Pricing devices such as quantity and volume dis-
counts, variation in trade differentials, diversion of brokers' feqs
and particularly any kind of rebate are directly and appropriately
adapted to the purpose as is the creation or "splitting off" of a
new classification of customers to whom it is desired to grant a
favorable price.

(*) E.g., entertainment, gifts, paying buyers' personal expenses,
subsidizing, etc.

(**) E.g., splitting of commissions, fee splitting, payment of brok-
erage to other than bona fide broker, etc.

(***) E.g. ,' for trade-ins, labels, advertising, containers, installa-
tions, space hired, cartage, etc.

(****) S»S»i departing from credit terms of contract, settlement of
old accounts at less than full value, permitting buyers' cancel-
lation, retroactive settlements or adjustments, etc.

Accepting in payment: Securities, real or personal property,
buyers' capital stock, etc.

Oral agreements, offers, orders, false billing, offers, orders;
misdated invoices, -.contracts, orders, offers; invoices, orders or
Offers omitting terms of sale, or specifications; split billing,
lump sum offers,, etc.
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The above examples should sufi* iciently indicate the number and
variety of the p'opor.tphities available to trie business man to effect
concessions "by mean's- other thru direct or nominal price reduction.
The immediate t-sk is to examine the problems which face systematic
price publicity in "bringing to light not only the nominal price changes
and changes in other fairlj^ obviou.s price elements but all of the

various and devious devices that may be employed toward the same end.

In the first place, the data must be filed in such a manner a.s

to be informative and readily intelligible to competitors. The very ./"

natu.re of certain terms of sale
r
may make this difficult. Terms of

payment which vary according to the risks represented by different
buyers, allowances for services rendered by various customers, the

assumption of liability for defective product through product guaran-
tees or through a policy of accepting or allowing for the return of
merchandise, the assumptions, through guarantees against price ad-
vances or declines, of the customer's risk of changing price levels

—

>

these are examples of terms the exact magnitude of which may vary from
buyer to buyer or which cannot be drtermined precise^ in advance of

the sales agreement. In filing, an industry member granting this
kind' of selling term may necessarily be limited to a general state-
ment that he e.g., will guarantee products against defects in

material or workmanship or -ill guarantee against price decline; or

he may e.g., file only the most favorable 'credit terms which he will
grcnt or the most liberal advertising or trade-in allov.'ances which he

will make. In both cases the competitor 'lacks the information with
which 'to ascertain or^cisely the actual price terras which will
close the transaction.

A more serious obstacle is the reluctance of the industry mem-
ber to file his pricing policies in an intelligible manner. ^Jhen they
are complex and varied he may deliberately confuse them or he may
consider it too hindersome to order them in a manner necessary

i

to

make them easy to comprehend and strictly accurate. This is, how-
ever, but a part of a. broader consideration of the willingness of the

industry member to adhere to his filed prices and terms. ".'Whenever

there is a prospect Of immediate .advantage through price reduction
there will be a, drive for indirect and secret pricing. This urge may
be intensified by systematic price filing and dissemination due to

the' fact that the knowledge of competitors' price offers obtained
from the filing agency may a.fford'a. more precise objective at which
to shoot—-a level of prices which may be undercut with profit.

_
It

may be that this will not be carried out by filing the price con-

cession for fear that competitors will retaliate; a. more effective
procedure may be to do it secretly without filing the new and lower
price; or the same end may be Accomplished 'by a. secret agreement with

the customer that the latter will receive a rebate or need not pay in

full the -price openly a.greed upon .^nd filed. This is a matter of e

ev-.sion of filed orices and may be accomplished by devices so illusive
in -character as to escape detection by the most efficient enforcement
agencies. It is to be distinguished from other cases of non-adherence,

amounting to complete indifference to the filing requirement, which
arises from the fact that the enforcement agencies are without suffi-

cient power, legal, economic, or moral, to force compliance with the
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rules established for filing and adherence, '

A third problem facing an organized program of price publicity
through price filing arises iron the diversity of products and sellers

which rre usually brought under the scope of a price filing system.

It is a problem of obtaining information which will describe the pro-
ducts or services which are offered in order that there can be a
significant basis for comparing the prices which are asked. This
problem would not exist if the price filing plan were confined to com-

petitors selling identical products or services. But it has already
been observed that, in most cases, vendors possess a product dis-

tinguishable in some respect from others either because of difference
in quality or function, in appearance or style, or in brand or trade

mark. In defining an industry for purpose of price filing it is not

feasible to draw lines according to sellers of identical products;
there are too few cases of such identity and what is more important,
the seller is vitally interested in the prices of at least some of the

most closely competitive, products. ".There industry lines are defined
without especial reference to price filing, as they were in most

instances under HRA codes, it is likely that there will be cases
of vendors having an interest in some but not all of the pricing
policies of other industry members—a Situation which will depend
upon the extent of differentiation in the products defined within
the scope of the industry (*) and cases, too, of members of some in-

dustries having a direct interest in the pricing policies of mem-
bers defined within the scope of another industry—a situation which
will depend upon the extent to which slightly differentiated but
closely competitive products are for some reason classified into
separate industries. This latter situation, it may be noted, may
cause serious difficulty or render filing without value, where the
price offers for the products of one industry are publicized through
price filing when those of closely substitute non-industry products
are not brought under the same plan.

Returning to the problem o f requiring information about the
nature of the products for which prices are filed, one expedient
which the industry may follow is to reduce the amount of product diff-
erentiation by establishing through o rgani ied. control a greater de-
gree of product standardization. It may fix rigid or absolute product
specifications from which members are prohibited from departing, or
it may adopt the more feasible approach of setting up minimum stand-
ards. If the latter, it is clear that only partial publicity of prod-

• uct characteristics will be afforded. IThere, however, it is not
possible or feasible to reduce actually the extent of product differen-
tiation through standardization! an effort may be made to force mem-
bers to file, together with price information* descriptions of the
products offered for sale. The need for such information, it may be
noted, arises particularly where products are going through a con-
tinued and rapid process of obsolescence and discontinuation. Such a
program fr.ee s the manifest difficulties of obtaining data which are
informative and readily comprehensivle as well as the possibilities of
evasion and non-adherence. Practically, this approach offers a solu-
tion only for those products which already possess many common charac-
teristics. Strictly non-standard, such as ma.de-to-order, products

(*) It is indeed quite likely that organized price filing will bring to
9825 light the existence of competitive products of which the competitor

had not previously been aware.



may never "be "brought, effect iv^ly, . within an organized plan of price
publicity*

In short, the industry may; have to rely in large part upon the

general and none~too—certain knowledge formed.by various members of

the" products' which are most closely competitive with their oun.

This means that 'the price 'data disseminated must "be identified "by

the name of. the concern .'filing them. Identification of the seller
"becomes an important part of the price information.

•Equally cogent reasons for seller identif ic- ti.on arise from the

fact '•that' even though the product may be standardized the industry
members may for reasons of reputation, personality, race or color
vary considerably in their ability to attract the buyer. The com-

petitor must kno-; not onl3r what prices but whose prices he has to

meet. Similarly, identification is essential where there is a rec-
ognised leader or where there is a dominating member -hose ill-mil
competitors will hesitate to incur. . .

Related to the problem discussed above % in that it arises out

of the manner in which industries are defined for purposes of price
filing and \-orth soecific mention because of the importance which it

assumed under IOA codes, is the situation faced by manufacturers
selling in direct competition with distributors ••hen the latter are
not within the scope of the plan, and especially '.hen in some de-
gree they have the benefit of the publicity of the manufacturers'
prices. This problem makes itself felt where some part of the pro-
ducts of an industry are sold directly to the consumer when another .

part are ; sold through intermediate channels such as wholesalers or

jobbers* It is sufficient to say, at this point, that if the manu-
facturers cannot force the distributors into the price filing plan
or are unable to control -their- prices, they may be •> sufficiently em-

barrassed by the competition of the. distributors -to abandon their
plan for publicity,

A fifth problem which a program of effective price publicity may
encounter grows out of the task facing the agency in disseminating
the information received. It has thus far been assumed -that every
bit of information filed with the agency is automatically distributed
to members. But where there a,re many industry members filing extensive
and complicated prices and terms on a large number of products, the

mechanical job of distributing all of the information to all of the

industry members is likely to be. too difficult or costly to carry
out. The ends of full publicity will be defeated to the extent
that such expedients as the 'following, are adopted: The distribution of

but wart of the filed information as, for example, the lowest price
on file; the distribution to .any/member Of data, on only those pro-
ducts which are directly competitive with his own;.- or -.the' requirement thai

members wishing to see the prices filed by rivals must come to the

offices of the agency where the filed information is made available
for inspection. The agency, moreover, even though it \-ere possible,
may not be interested in distributing completely the information
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filed with it. Specif i call.;' it ra^y "be more interested in using the

filed data as a me ms of determining the extent of departure from a

level of prices agreed by or imposed, upon the industry members. The

use of price filing as a means of policing ccliformance with standards
set up by the concerted action of the group is discussed below. (*)

Thus far the discussion has been confined to the problem of pub-

licising price information for the benefit of sellers. It has been
seen that the extent of monopolistic price formation through the in-

dependent action of competitors depends among other factors upon the

extent to which business men are aware of the prospective price
policies of their rivals. An organized program of price filing and
dissemination, while a potentially effective instrument in supplying
this information, faces certain fundamental difficulties in the way
of effective publicity which have been suggested. A remaining phase
of the problem of extent of publicity afforded and its bearing on
monpolistic price formation is the nature and extent of the information
made available to buyers.

Before proceeding to the question of publicity to buyers, how-
ever, it should be emphasized that price filing plans are limited by
their very nature to affording information about only one of the com-
petitive methods enroloyed by business rivals, namely, price com-
petition. Competition where products are differentiated may, as it

has been seen above, (**) take the form of varying the quality of

the product through improvement or deterioration; or of advertising and
other forms of sales promotion or persuasion. If these latter methods
are of strategic importance in an industry, price publicity will
have a limited signif icance; and price filing plans will fall short
of exposing completely competitive devices in use if it fails, as
by its very nature it will, to bring to light the product and adver-
tising policies of business rivals. Thus it may be that through
price publicity prices and terms of sale become completely stable and
uniform only to- result in' an intensification o f competition in p ro-
duct or advertising. It is perhaps with this situation in mind that
some industries consider as a necessary supplement to price filing a
plan for the collection and dissemination of data covering the pro-^

duction or sales of individual concerns in order that they may know
whether they are preserving their share of the total market. The
functions and uses of this supplementary control device are dis-
cussed in detail below. (***)

(*) Below, page 71.

(**) Above, page 49.

(***) Below, Chapter IV, pages 315-329.
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It remains to "be again .emphasized that price publicity through filing
and dissemination while, potentially" an instrument for promoting monopoly

price
i

cannot effectuate con .?.ete monopoly -power "because it aids in the

control of but one of ' three competitive devices which are employed in

many contemporary industries.

The customers interest in knowing the price offers of rival.

sellers is the o"bvious one of "being in a position to make the most
advantageous selection among potential opportunities, and, thus,
make the "best of possible "bargains. It does not follow, however, that

without such knowledge buyers will "be completely at the mercy of

sellers or that any pricp- may prevail in a market. As long as rival
sellers are aware of each others' price offers they will protect their
competitive position by making known to buyers their own prices and
terms; or eny buyer can presumably obtain the prices which com-
peting sellers will ask of him by asking for them. But to the extent
that buyers are not aware of the existence of all sellers in a market,
those sellers' to whOm they are confined by their own ignorance have
a degree of monopoly control which they would not otherwise possess.
Organised price publicity if extended to buyers, therefore, has a
potentiality for promoting competitive pricing. The extent of the

publicity to buyers will. depend upon the amount of information filed
by sellers and their adherence to their stated terms as mentioned
above. It will likewise depend upon the amount of information which
the filing agency—an agency of the sellers—is willing or his re-

quired to make available to then.

Prom the standpoint of the buyers and for implications res-
pecting the competitive market, two other aspects , of publicity to

buyers are significant. One relates to the Question of when the in-

formation is received by. buyers as compared with when it is re-
ceived by rival sellers—which is discussed in the next section; the
other is a matter of knowledge by the individual buyer of the prices
which are being. offered to competing buyers—a question of discrimi-
nation which is discussed further below. (*)

(*) Below, pages 63-67
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xrv?l before irfor i.r tion becomes available to

sellers and -so ".-i.iy'-rs*. If monopolistic Trices are to be achieved,

bUo^ness men ' uiu.sc not only be tuily^arare. pf the tricing policies of

rivals but also mast have this information in sufficient time to eliminate
the advantage of an:/; .one .of tftem in initiating a price cut. In other
words, to the extent there is a Ir-g between the time a price reduction
is announced by -a seller and time .the competitors learn about it there
is incentive for competitive price reduction by the. individual to en-

large his share "'of the available market. Price publicity through
organized filing will, .depending upon the speed ,,rith which filed in-

formation is disseminate, shorten this lag.

At one extreme are those plans which are limited to the collec-
tion and dissemination of past -prices or prices von closed transactions.
Under this arrangement some time, obviouslv, has elapsed between the

original making of a price ana when it becomes known by competitors

—

a lag.
fwhich always exists but which will vary according to the frequency

with which these prices are collected and the rapidity with which
distributed to trade members.

Price filing under NPA codes, however, extended in practically
every instance to the filing Ox price offers for all transactions taking
place in the future until a new price was filed. The lag here would
depend upon the interval befr een the time the price oifers became effective
and the time they are received by other industry members. Under the rules
of the filing plan, the effective date might be the time the price list
was mailed, or wired to the agency; when notification was received from
the agency that the list had. been received;' or when the distribution
of the list other industry memoers had been completed. The rapidity
of the distribution cf price lists-. would vary from the case where are
wired or telephoned immediately- upon receipt to the case where they
are not sent out at all but merely awaited. inspection by the interested
member in the agency's office. .

•

Where a waiting neroid of several days is provided before a

price may become effective, there is likely- to be no lag. Thus, in
many codes a waiting period of as touch as ten days was reoiired

—

ample time to distribute the lists. to all industry members. One
theory behind the waiting period is precisely tna t of affording
members opportunity to meet the- prices filed by. the competitors.
In this respect it loses much of its signifacance and meaning if the
lists are not immediately distributed to members but merely made avail-
able for inspection or mailed only upon specific request.

A given lag of time or absence of lag may, however, vary in
significance as between different types 01 industries and markets

—

depending upon, the speed of the buyers' adjustment to a new price as
compared with that of the sellers'.. To quote from one writer who has
commented, on this, point:

"Mr, Clark, thinks.' oi the waiting period as a

means of permitting simultaneous, and uniform price
change, as compared with the delay in the competi-
tive market between the initiation of price change
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by one concern and its imitation by others. This .

comparison seems to be brsed only upon the new op-
portunities which appears the seller's side of
the market. In cases involving a considerable num-
ber of small producers, doaotless it is true that a

waiting -period enables these enterprises t* kno^ of

price changes and to adjust their own price policies
much more raoidly than they could otherwise do. If,

however, the prices filed are available to buyers,
there may be an increase in the speed of the buyers'
adjustment to a new price as well as in the speed
of the sellers' adjustment thereto. In ainarket with-
out price filing the competitive incentive to reduce
trices, as described by Mr. Clark, would apoear where
the adjustments of sellers are sufficiently slow com-
pared to the adjustment made by some buyers that an
appreciable volume of sales is shifted to the concern
which initiates the price .reduction. In a market with price
filing and with a waiting period, the question it: still
one of the relative pace at "hich information spreads
on the two sices of the market. . Granted that all com-
petitive sellers adjust theiy prices vithin the wait-
ing period, it may be that buyers who modify their
purchasing plans when a price reduction is initiated
do not get' their information Quickly enough to modify
their -clans again as competitors meet the new price.
The degree to which buyers' adjustments are cuickly
made presumable depends upon the degree to which
purchase is mace by relatively few concerns in rela-
tively Iprge quantities.

-"All this seems to m.e to mean that wnen there are
lprge numbers of small tuyers ano sellers the waiting
period aoes not automatically deprive ouyers of an- incentive
to favor the concern which .initiates a price cut and hence
does not automatically deprive sellers of the incentive to

take the lead. l.hen ouyers 'no sellers are relatively
few and transactions relatively large, this fact in it-

sell interferes I'ith the type of competitive price adjustment
which Mr, Clark has in mind". (*)

(*) Memorandum from Corwin'D,' Edwards to L. C, Marshall, +'iir. Claik's
Theory Concerning tne naiting Period in Open. Price Systems",
pages 1-2 (October 7, 1935, ) in. KRA'files. Par Mr, Clark's full

statement, see Memorandum from L. C, Marshal], to All Section
Heads and Unit chiefs, "An Interesting Issue", (August 29, 1935),

mimeographed, in FEA files.
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Only one point needs mention in connection v:ith the above: Price
filing may change a previously existing relationship in an industry either

by speeding up 'relatively the sellers' adjustment or by speeding up
relatively the buyers' adjustment to price changes. This will depend
upon the extent and rapidity with which information is disseminated to

sellers as compared with buyers. Ta^ presumption* wherr* price filing

is administered by the sellers, is that the sellers will m this re-
spect be favored.

It has been shown that monopolistic price formation through the
independent action of sellers in a market depends upon the three factors
of farsightedness by business men in acting toward the end of their best
interests, the extent of the know] edge possessed about the pricing po-
licies of competitors and the t ime lag between the announcement of a

price change by one seller and the knowledge of this change by competi-
tors. Conditions under which price publicity through price filing and
dissemination may contribute to these ends have been suggested.

Implicit in pure competition and a necessary condition of perfect
competition is accessibility to the market on the part of buyers and
sellers. (*) In tne section which follows an atterru- .- will be made to

suggest the ways in which price filing may promote or prevent accessi-
bility on the part of buyers and sellers to a market.

2. Price Publicity and Accessibility to the Market.

(a) Introduction - historical meaning of a "free" and "open"
market.

The perfect market is a "free" and "open" market in the sense that

veryone has equal opportunity in or equal access to it. Rules governing
conduct in such a market had their origin in feudalism and early mer-
cantilism where "owing to the weakness of government and the violence
and perjury of the people, it was necessary to encourage powerful lords
to set up markets and to protect them from the inroads of robbers and
liars". (**) These markets were eventually governed by t he decision of
the common -law courts which developed the principle of the "market overt"

or the "public, free and equ-i.l market". In order that all traders might
have equal access to this market, the principle of publicity of trans-
actions was developed whereby the sales of goods must be in a place that

is "overt and open, not in a back room warehouse, etc." and "not in the

night" but between the rising and setting of the sun. (***)

Practices and customs preventing secrecy and concealment were up-
held in the case of one of the modern organized markets by the Supreme
Court in Chicago Board of Trade v. United States (****) wher-3 the rule
in question prohibited members from making secret sales and purchases
during the time when the board was not in sess* ">n. The Court in the case
upheld the purpose of equal opportunity or equal access to the market

(*) Above, page 44.
(**) Commons, op. ci't. p. 775
(***) Ibid, pp. 775-776
(****) 246 U. S, 231 (1918).
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to prevent monopoly -and discrimination through "publicity, or as nearly
perfect knowledge of all the facts by all parties as the circumstances
will permit." (*)

The bearing of publicity through organized price filing on the

issue of equal access to the market must be examined, however, with
competitive market situations vastly different from organized commodity
exchanges in mind. Specifically, the bearing of price filing on two

kinds of interferences prevalent in the unorganized and imperfect
markets with which N3A codes dealt must be investigated. These inter-
ferences may b called discrimination and predatory price cutting . (**)

(b)' Price filing 'and di scrim! .v. t ion.

One type of discrimination has already been referred to. (***)

This practice arises where the seller, to enlarge his share of the
market, reduces his price to single customers or classes of customers
without extending the reduction to others of his customers. It is a
strategic market device whereby the vendor may increase his portion of

business, without the need for changing or disrupting his entire price
structure. It may be accomplished through any one of a number of
devices such as lengthening of trade, quantity or volume discounts,
either with or without the creation of a new customer classification,
granting more liberal allowances, extending terms of payment, or as in
the case of single buyers rebating part of the original purchase price,
or moving the individual buyer from one classification of customers to

another which is granted a more favorable trade discount. It creates
a situation in which those buyers who are discriminated against have a
less favorable access to the market than those in whose favor the dis-
crimination i9 .made and gives to the latter a competitive advantage in
the resale of goods. It is made possible because the discriminatory
price is secret - a price of which the less favored buyers are ignorant.
It will not withstand exposure to these other buyers because they will
immediately demand, a similar concession, a demand which the vendor will
refuse only at the penalty of losing his business.

Price filing has an obvious and important function in reducing
this type of discrimination. The plan of publicity if it is to be
effective in this direction must, of coilrse, provide for complete and
effective dissemination of prices and terms to buyers. Dissemination
of only a part of the pricing policies of the filing sellers, or filed
prices to which the sellers in practice are not adhering, will make
questionable the attainment of this end as may such procedures as
limiting the dissemination to making the lists available in the offices
of the filing agency for the inspection of the buyers. This becomes
particularly true if the buyer is given, or is permitted to see, only
the prices filed for the classification of customers to which he belongs.
The discrimination may lie precisely between the group of customers
under which he has been classified and another classification the

sellers' trade prices to which he may not see. The refusal to concerns

(*) Commons, op. cit., page 713
(**) See above, page 44 for definitions.
(***) Above, page 55.
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"classed as " retailers" , for example,, ©f information about price terms
to concerns classed' as '^ mail order nouses" or "department stores", when
both are competing for the some market, may in effect entirely defeat
this function of price publicity. The buyers' sphere of indifference
to the price terms granted to members of other classifications is not

in fact, definitely determinable in advance. It is conceivable that

concerns designated as "wholesalers" or "jobbers", although not there-

tofore in such a position, may as a result of a special price be placed
in a position to compete directly with other establishments labelled
as retailers. Customer classifications do not necessarily have a

functional significance; they may for any seller represent a flexible
and strategic device designed to accomodate a changing price policy
with respect to individual customers.

Discrimination may be along geographical lines also. Unless com-
pensated for by differences in other elements of the price, any policy
which forces a customer to pay for more of the cost of transportation
than is paid by his competitors is a discriminatory one. Where freight
is a minor element in the cost of placing the product in the hands of

the buyer, this type of discrimination, of course, is not of great
consequence. In other cases it may be, and effective price publicity
to buyers irrespective of location may serve to reduce it.

It should not be concluded that sellers have no interest in the

kind of discrimination discussed above or that price publicity
limited to sellers will contribute nothing to its elimination. The

very incentive for the discrimination, as in the case of other price
reductions, may not exist if rival sellers are aware of it in time and
are in a position to meet. it. Whether they can meet it will depend upon
the possibility of establishing contacts with the buyers for whom the
discrimination is proposed.- which may be difficult, for example,
where 'the initiating seller has a long-established contact with a

large buying establishment. But if the initiating discrimination
should be met by competing sellers through extending similar terms to

buyers similarly situated, the incidence of the discrimination is the
more disastrous for those buyers against whom it is practiced.

Two other types of discrimination may be distinguished; for these
price publicity may be a very uncertain tool of correction. One of
these is discrimination where exercised by a seller who possesses
complete or a high degree of monopoly of the products of an industry.'
The motive is to maximize the total profits of the concern through
making the best price adjustment to the varying demands of different
classes of customers. The fact that those buyers who are discriminated
against are aware of this special price given to buyers with whom
they compete does not place them in a position thereby to correct the
situation; they cannot effectively demand similar concessions because
by the terms of the situation they are dependent upon the seller for
some, if not all, of their merchandise.

A familiar complaint by small manufacturers of discrimination as
practiced by certain of their competitors may arise from this situation.
It relates to a circumstance where a dominant member of a group of do-
minant members of an industry sell directly to large chain or mass
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. distributors'' who compete directly with jobbers or wholesalers and in-
dependent retailers through whom the complaining manufacturers distri-
bute their products. These sellers do not have sufficient resources
to meet or enable their distributors to meet consistently the lower
prices of their larger rivals; neither can they afford to ' abandon their
precent distribution channels and bargain for the business of the
large buyers in the same terms as their competitors.

Price publicity, however, is not without some bearing on the dis-
crimination of monopolists. If through price filing such discrimina-
tions are brought to light, they may become a target of impassioned
opinions and condemnation on the grounds of trade ethics - which may
ultimately lessen consumer goodwill for the products of the monopolist.
Or if discrimination is illegal, as it is under the' Clayton Act, price
filing may serve to call the illegal practice to the attention of the

enforcement agency. It is probable that any plan for making effective
publicity of such transactions would be forcibly imposed upon the
industry - without the consent of the monopolists and in face of their
probable sabotage.

A third form of discrimination may arise as a result of coercion
by buyers - either by single powerful buyers or by smaller buyers
acting in unison through medium of a boycott. Price publicity through
filing and dissemination if effective at all would, as in the case
above, serve as a corrective by exposing these discriminatory trans-
actions for condemnation by group opinion or by a public agency "

charged with the duty of administering a law which prohibits them.

In this connection should be noted a possibility that certain .

forms of price discrimination may be increased by price publicity.
Discrimination consists not only of unlike treatment of similar
customers, but of identical treatment of dissimilar customers. To

insist upon uniform prices might De as truly discriminatory as to

grant varying prices where no special advantage exists. Yet the

large buyer is often under attack by his smaller competitors re-
gardless of the efficiency of his buying practices. The seller may be
exposed to a tacit boycott if he is known to give the large buyer any
considerable advantage, wheth -;r legitimate or not.
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C. Price Pilio -- ncl Pre up tor Price Cut tin :.

The devices of predatory competition are various-. Of particular
interest here is >rice cutti lg for the purpose of preventing the entrance

of new member to a market or of ruining or driving out of the market an

existing come titor. Publicity of preda/tory -orices, it may be said at

once, will not >rin : m automatic corrective. That which makes ore-

atory competition possible is monopol;' >oWers. Except as publicity may
expose the guilty concern to the effective moral pressure of group
Ooinion or inspire a fear of prosecution its effect vn.ll he incon-

sequential.

On the other band, there is a probability that in some coses price
publicity will intensify or ins )ire predatory price cutting. A concern
actively interested in eliminating its weaker rivals )resumably will
attack their trices with more precision and economy if it knows
specifically T

"
Tha.t they are. Or it may be that price publicity will for

the first time bring to the -attention of a dominating concern the exist-
ence of small but ef 'ective competitors against whom it may proceed in an

aggressive campaign of extermination.

D

.

Price Publicity Under liJU. Codes - The Scope of the

Present Study

The ^receding section completed the summary of possibilities
offered by publicity through )rice filing and dissemination for strength-
ening a. tendency a,roy from perfect competition of for contributing to

a greater attainment of this ideal. It has been seen first that the

publicity of prices will accentuate monopolistic -orice formation defend-
ing upon its action on these factors:

(a) The farsightedness uith which rival sellers
behove in the direction of their ultimate
best interests.

It was concluded that the bearing of -orice filing on the mutual
rWareness ^oy business rivals of the consequences of their own pricing
on.", selling policies was probably negligible exce-ot as it contributed to

experience in following r,n industry leader, it ,_-as emphasised because
the degree of mutual awareness or foresightedness v;fs indeterminate
orice publicity through orice filing mig t result either in on intens-
ification of competitive >rice cutting or in monopolisitic pricing.

(b) The extent of the price and other datn
mode ava i 1 a ' )1 e

.

It was apparent that orice filing hod direct ond obvious function
in extending to sellers information about the prospective price
policies of cop. oetitors ond defending upon the degree of " farsighted-
ness"' possessed in promoting monopolistic, irice formation* It was
concluded, however, that most plans for orice filing o.nd dissemination
would encounter administration difficulties which would almost certain
defeat in >art the end of complete and effective publicity.
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Price filing had an obvious end, it was seen too, in jromoting
publicity of prices to buyers and, consequently, in preventing in
some degree monopolistic 'orice control; the obstacles in the way of
enlarging the publicity to buyers were considered to be greater even
than in the crse of sellers.

(c) The interval- "before the price information
becomes available to sellers and buyers.

-

On the interval, which would be shortened bv price filing and
dissemination, between the effective date of the orice list and the
dpte it '-'as received b" competitors depended the rabidity of price
adjustment and hence the extent of monopolistic srice formation.
However, even under a waiting )eriod where the interval might be
negative, it was found that incentive for initiating a price cut could
be ^resent defending uoon the speed1

, of the buyers' adjustment to a
ne^ orice co .wared with tin- 1 of the sellers'.

In the second place, it was observed that wrice publicity woiild

promote or prevent accessibility, c necessar - condition to a "free"
and "open" market, depending on the extent it reduced:

(a) Discri:iino.tory pricing-

It was apparent that where it dewended upon secrecy price filing
had a ';;ood chance of reducing or eliminating discrimination, the chief
qualification being the kind rno. amount of information mo.de available
to buyers; but that where discrimination was backed by monopoly power
possessed by either sellers or buyers the value of price publicity/: as
a corrective device was limited to affording a target for aggressive
group opinion or evidence for prosecution.

(b) Predatory >rice cutting.-

It was concluded that price, filing likewise might be significant
in exposing the guilty concern to moral pressure or prosecution; but
that, on the other hand, it might afford a dominating concern a more
precise objective on which- to focus its destructive tactics.

Limitation of material (*) and insufficient time have made it

impossible to explore little more than a fragment of the functioning
of price filing plana inder I1PJI codes in terms of the problem developed
above. Positive evidence with respect to either the effects of IRA
price filing plans on monopolistic irice formation or on the matter of

accessibility to the market was not readily available. This ^as
particularly true of the latter question and the important issue of

discrimination. (**) Informrtion which indicates the amount of

(*) See appendix C,Exibit I.

(**) This a difficult subject of investigation in any case (witness

the two-year investigation "by the federal Trade Commission into

the question of Goodyear' s allegedly discriminatory prices to

Sears Roebuck) because among other things of the need for pre-

cise and accura.te cost data.
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publicity achieved and ingorance eliminated particularly on the part of

buyers may* however, represent inmort nt evidence of an indirect charact-
er as to the elimination of tha.t hind of discrimination which denends up-
on secrecy.

Specifically, it rs ^ossiole to collect a considerable amount of

evidence bearing on trie amount of jublicity to industry members and to

customer which resulted from the operation of price filing plans. This
evidence is Presented in Chapter HI and covers the code provisions for
publicity, the adninstrative rulings expanding or modifying the code
provisions, the performance of members in filing complete information
~bout their tricing policies and in rdhering to these policies once

announced, and the manner, the extent of and rabidity with which the

filed information was distributed or made available to sellers and
to customers. The material bearing on the dissemination of filed inform*-

ation conto.ins much evidence of value on the question of the length of

the interval between the date )rice lists nere effective and the date
they '-ere received by industry members and customers. In the course of

presenting this material the difficulties encountered
:

by the filing
agency in administering the plan are touched on.

But even this evidence is not conclusive since it offers little
that is definite about the evtent of publicity t>rior to the incention
of the -orice filing plans. Some observations on this point are made.

Because of their importance in indicating not only the potential
or honed for results and thus amon : other things the degree of

"farsightedness" possessed, but ^ also as possible evidence as to the

actual results of price poblicity, considerable attention is given in

Chapter III to the intended functions of price -oublicity both as origin-
ally expounded by code oromonents and as signified^ in their behaviour
under the plans.

Attention has thus far been directed orinarily a.t what may be
called the "publicity function" of u"ice filing. There remains to be
discussed what has been termed the "control function" of orice filing.

E» The control function of orice f il.in : and the

•present s tudy

The nrima.rv and essential aim of price publicity under filing plans
to which attention thus far has been mostly devoted is pricisely that
of making known the aricing policies of sellers to their competitors
and to buyers; ore .tlti.a.te functions and possible effects of price
publicity have been suggested, To be distinguished are the control
functions of price filing plans whose primary alms are

(1) As a part of the -rice filing plan itself to establish
limitation on the tricing policies of participating
members and

(2) To supply information with which to police the observ-
ance of rules made outside, of the jrice filing plan.
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There must first, "be distinguished -from these essentially control
elements of price filing plans those rules and regulations established
to maize possible effective price •uublicity. Systems of price publicity
themselves are in part a composite of various working rules designed to
secure and distribute price information. Thus industry members are -pro-

hibited from making sales except at the prices and terms which they have
filed with the collecting agency.; and this agency is required to distri-
bute filed price lists 'to members and perhaps to customers, immediately
upon receipt. As obstacles to effective publicity arise new regulations
may be adopted.

However, as soon as these rules extend to the actual restriction of
elements of the participating members' pricing policies, they cease to

have the effect solely of promoting price publicity and represent in fact
a direct form of price control. In brief, that which could not be accom-
plished through a system' of mandatory price publicity, where restrictions,
are limited to, but may not properly extend beyond, exposing all elements
of a price policy or structure, is sought to be accomplished by the fixing
or "stabilizing" of r>rice g.r otherwise dictating the kind of prices which
can be ma.de.

Regulations then which in some manner determine the kind of or esta-
blish limits to the prices that may be charged by participating members -

whether these regulations are a "Dart of the original provisions or whether
they are issued by fiat in the administration of the system - represent the

first of the control phases of price filing. The variety which these rules
may take is limited only by t no variety of the elements which may prevail
in the price structure of an industry. As examples: Requirements may be
imposed as to the method of quoting for delivery - that prices shall be
on a delivered f.o.b. basis; that no freight shall be allowed or that freig]

shall be equalized; that cash discounts shall not be given or shall not be
greater than a specified per. cent; that product guarantees may not be grant
or the return of merchandise accepted; that free deals and premiums may not
be given; that advertising or trade-in allowances may not exceed a certain
maximum; that discounts for quantity or volume purchases may not be extendei

past a specified figure; or the manner in which members may classify their
customers may be rigidly defined as may the discounts which can be granted
to these customers. Stabilization of the elements of the price structure
either by the original provision or in the administration of price filing
plans under the NRA may or may not have been designed merely to make orderl;

publicity and comparability of filed prices possible. The essential point
is that they represented an integral part of the body of working rules go-

verning participation in the filing plan, and may not be disregarded in

interpreting the meaning and significance of price filing under NRA codes.

As such, these rules have the effect of modifying price competition
in a manner which is more direct and sure than the elimination of price
competition through publicity alone—which as was seen above depends for

its effectiveness on a large number of variables that are highly uncertain
in character.

It is true, of course, that provisions similar to the above were in-

corporated in NRA. codes quite apart from open price provisions and
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without any ostensible relation to the::. Although investigation of the

functions, operation, and effects of these code provisions was quite

"beyond the scope of the present s truly, sone observations are made in

Chapter IV as to their functional bearing; on price filing.

Another control aspect of >ricc filing, ho- -ever, relates direct-
ly to the functional bearing of orice filing on other code provisions
or schemes of -orice control in effect ^ithin an industry: It has been
called the policing or compliance function of -orice filing. Under the

codes price filing operated to supmly the enforcement agency of the

industr;r with information -ith which to checl: the members 1 conformance
to other code nrovisions. They were usually minimum price provisions of

which prohibitions against selling below cost represented the most im-

portant type; but in some instances they were more livited in scope
applying only to irice elements such as maximum terms of payments,

discoun t s , or all owan c e s

.

In so le case j the nrice regulations were not a;o-proved through
fornal code "orocedure but were established by the industry agency un-
officially and informally. The degree of nrecision enjoyed ^oy these
informal standards varied from omen promulga.tion and broad cost by the

code authorities to veiled suggestion on snecif ic occasion about the

desirability of maintainin
;
price. The sanctions employed against the

price cutter in these instances night range from the mere focusing of

group opinion to aggressive sales effort directed toward his customers.

The distinction between these two control functions of price
filing plans, while necessary from an analytical standpoint to dis-
tinguish clearly the control from the mblicity aspects of price filing,
has not ;een used formally in the organization of the evidence presented
in Chaptei IV.

"

Price Filing as a Control Device 1

^. It was frequently
impossible to distinguish the activities of the industry agency as be-
longing to one rather than the other category. The nr ice-filing agency
was usually the code authority which administered other of the code
provisions and served as the a /eney for establishing and enforcing in-

formal rules and agreements. Thus, the price data, collected may have
been used as a check on the conformance of members to restrictions
imposed in the administration of the price—filing plan, or of some other
code provision. In any case it seemed most significant to group the

evidence around the objectives of the c nitrols to which price filing was
related or was a part, indicating where possible the kind of a role

played in the entire going )lan of industry control.

It was found possible to state the role of price filing in effect*-

ing only some of the main objectives of industry control under the codes-

control over the price level, eve- mrice changes, oven various elements
of the price structure, over channels of distribution, and over the
division of business. This grouping of objectives though necessary for
analytical purposes is, of course, somewhat artificial. In each group,
moreover, only some of the various roles of orice filing were treated.
Thus the discussion of control oven the -mice level was confined to the
functional relationshi 3 of price filing to cost provisions and activi-
ties; and the control over -price changes to a discussion of the waiting
period. It should be noted at this point that other than purely control
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functions of -r.it in :
periods, including the important one of affording

time for distributing filed :rice offers oefore they become elective,

are discussed in Chapter IV r.s -veil.
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P. The Price Structure Under Price filing

By their nature, price filing systems become peculiarly rich re-

positories of information about the character and movement of prices.

It is possible to draw from them an unusually complete picture of the

price structure of an industry at the time wiien price filing began and
of the changes in that structure under the price filing system. Apart
from the administrative characteristics of price filing systems in en-

hancing general knowledge of prices, or in extending control over prices,

the character of the prices themselves must be regarded as a significant
aspect of price filing.

Of course, it is difficult, and often impossible, to trace the ef-

fect of price filing systems as such upon orices (not to speak of the

separate effects of the publicity and control aspects of price filing).
The price files revealed the joint effect of all code provisions calcu-
lated to influence prices and, in addition, the impact of the entire
economic environment upon the industry in question. If prices rose, it

may have been because a farm program made customers more prosperous, be-
cause prospects of an international war stimulated rearmament, because
a mandatory cost floor operated to require higher prices, or because the

gradual depletion of inventories forced replacements. If prices became
more uniform, it may have been because the leaders in price cutting were
suffering less economic pressure than at an earlier stage of the depres-
sion.

It is, nevertheless, theoretically possible to describe the charac-
teristics of price change in price filing systems in a variety of indus-
tries and to analyze this information in the light of what is known about
the purposes and activities of those administering the system and about
production, stocks, sales, end competitive conditions in the industry in
question, "without strong statistical correlation, one may yet achieve,
by analysis, persuasive results. The limitations of this report in de-
scribing the effects of price filing systems upon the price structure are
due primarily to the short time and small staff available for the work.

Even the most cursory survey, however, makes clear the variet3r of
price structures and orice movements which accompany price filing
systems. It is evident that no single development in the price structure
may be readily attributed to price filing as such. The characteristics
of the particular price filing system and of the particular industry to

which it is applied are evidently more significant than the mere fact
tha.t there is price filing.

The characteristics of the price structure to which attention should
be paid are as follows:

(1) Relative treatment of different customers by the same
concern.

(2) Degree of uniformity in prices among competing concerns.

(3) The degree of complexity in the price structure.
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(4) The frequency and range of price change.

(5) The direction of price movements.

It has not "been possible to give adequate treatment to these sub-

jects in Chapter 1, "The price Structure Under Price Piling." The ca.ses •

there presented are organized primarily to show the direction and extent
of price movements under price filing. They also give information about

changes in the treatment of different customer classes and about the ex*

tent to which uniformity developed in the- prices filed. However, these

subjects are not treated fully. Lack of time has prevented analysis of

data to indicate the degree to which the price structure became more con-
pie:: under price filing.

The complexities inherent in'- the five characteristics of the price
structure just listed demand some further consideration.

1. Relative Treatment of Different Customers by the Same Concern.

A significant characteristic of any concern's price structure is the

degree to which it treats various customers alike— particularly because
price filing is often advocated as a means of preventing or reducing dis-
crimination among customers. The extreme of equality, which is never
found, would be to charge the same price to all, regardless of the date
of payment, the quantity of purchase, the economic function of the buyer,
or any other variable. When price classes are established in recognition
of these variables, it is possible to enlarge or reduce the price advan-
tage given to a wholesaler over a consumer, or that given to one who buys
in large quantities, regardless of his function. Cash discounts may be

large or small, as may freight allowances, or any other variable based
upon differences in the character of a purchase. The treatments of the

most favored and least favored buyer may be compared, in order to indicate
any changes in the spread in prices under price filing.

2 • Degr ee of Uniformity in Pri ces Among Comp eting Concerns.

A second significant characteristic of an industry's price structure
is the variation of price from one concern to another. This variation
has many aspects. Different enterprises may establish price classes
among customers according to different principles of classification. One
concern, for example, may classify customers by quantity of purcha.se;

another may distinguish wholesalers and retailers; a third may make Quan-
tity distinctions among wholesalers while maintaining their functional
distinction from retailers; a fourth may recognize special groups of com-
mission merchants, brokers, and the like, not separately treated "oy the
others. The first necessity of price comparison, therefore, is to examine
the customer classifications prevailing at the beginning of price filing
a„nd to determine whether they become more or less similar during the
filing period.

A second range of comparisons is in terms of sale—quantity dis-
counts, cash discounts, freight allowances, and the like. Some of these
terms apply to all customer classes and so may be compared directly from
enterprise. Other terms, which are not open to all, must be compared for
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the particular customer classes to which they apply; so that one neces-

sary question is whether a given discount is offered to more customer

groups by one enterprise than "by another. Still other terms of sale

—

quantity discounts, for example—may not appear at all in the price

structure of certain enterprises. Two questions arise, therefore, in

comparison of terms of sale; First, the degree to which certain terms

of sale come to 'be used by the various concerns in the market; and,

second, the degree to which the price concession involved in a given
term of sale is of the same magnitude from one concern to another.

A much simpler type of uniformity is that in list prices. By them-

selves, uniform list prices mean very little. With uniform terms of

sale, uniform list prices necessarily produce identical net prices.
There may, however, be net price identity with widely varying list prices
provided the terms of sale are adjusted to compensate for the variations.

Met prices can be compered only with difficulty. If list prices are
identical, whereas some terms of sale are identical end some are not,

uniformity of net prices will exist for certain customers and not for
others. Question then arises whether the uniformities appear in the more
significant or less significant parts of the price structure. To answer
this question, one needs to know the volume of sales made to various
customers and under various sales terms, information which typically is

not available.

Judgment as to the significance of the degree of uniformity found
is beset with difficulties. The usual test for uniformity is to check
the prices of all manufacturers of a representative product as of the
same date. Where different producers sell to different customer groups
or to customers located in different parts of the country, et cetera,
this test may prove to be very misleading. It may well be that the group
of customers served by one producer or group of producers is sufficiently
isolated from the main market that when these customers are buying, other
sellers and buyers have little or no interest in the prices quoted to

them. Later, another group of producers and customers, or the entire
market, may become competitively active. This condition is especially
probable in an industry such as the Fertilizer Industry, where different
geographic sections of the country grow different crops, use different
kinds of fertilizers, and are interested in buying at different seasons
of the year. Under such conditions, a new price initiated by a member
of the group of sellers competitively active at a particular period may
not be met for weeks or even months by the members of other seller groups.
In fact, it may never be met at all if conditions should change, either
locally or nationally, in the meantime.
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Lluch the same condition as that outlined above may prevail in the

case of customer classifications. It often happens that producers are

interested in different channels of distribution. Under such conditions,

unless prices are compared for the same customer classes and the same

quantities, et cetera, the result has little significance except as a.

test of the range of prices in the industry.

Another consideration that -must be kept in mind arises from the fact

as discussed above (*) that competition takes place not only in price "but

through product differentiation— in the quality of the product, in trade

marking and use of brands, in supplementary services, etc., and in adver-
tising and other forms of sales promotion. In some industries there mry
be no products which are standard for all producers. Of if the product
is standard in terms of its physical characteristics, it may command a

varying amount of consumer preference, due to the good will established
through marking, branding, advertising, etc. In these cases, it is

probable that for ah identical product different prices may be commanded
by different vendors. Thus strict uniformity in prices for an identical
product is not inconsistent with the existence of differentials, and the
problem 'becomes one of determining whether there has been a tendenc3r for
the prevailing differentials to narrow or, on the other hand, to be
lengthened. A like problem exists in those industries where the basic
pnysical products, although similar and closely competitive as between
rival sellers, are enough different to result in price variation.
Finally, dominant concerns, in some instances, may disregard their im-
mediate advantage and voluntarily allow to smaller rivals producing the
identical product a slight price differentials, which becomes a per sis-
tent characteristic of the price structure.

3. The degree of compl exity in the orice structure.

A separate question is whether the trend of the price structure is

toward the inclusion of more customer classes and more terms of sale, or
toward reduction in their number. Insofar a.s the various price struc-
tures of competing concerns are publicised to buyers and sellers, it is
conceivable that eacn concern will make its price structure more complex
by adopting classifications which appear in the price structures of its
rivals; or, alternatively, that under pressure the more unusual customer
classes and terms of sole will be abandoned, and only those types of
variation maintained which are general in the industry. The first al-
ternative would produce a more complex orice structure, the second a more
simple one.

4. The frequency and range ef price change.

The characteristics of the price structure thus far discussed are
all aspects of the net change which occurred under orice filing. Ques-
tion also arises as to how often and within what range of fluctuation
changes occurred. This question gains additional interest because price
filing is often advocated as a me.mis of producing stability in prices.

An extreme possibility would be the aosence of all change from the

(*) Pages 49-50.
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initial filing of prices and terms until the end of the price filing

-oeriod. Only less- extreme would he the adjustment of the price structure

by one refiling in which every change is included. Usually, however,

there -"ere repeated alterations in the prices and terms of sale. When
these alterations occurred frequently at the "beginning of the price fil-

ing period, and less frequently at the close, it may he assumed that

relative stability •was developed. When the changes were not thus concen-
trated, "but the later variations filed were confined within relatively
narrow limits, the stability appears to have been different in kind hut

equally real. Absence of any stabilizing influence is indicated when
fluctuations were as wide in extent and as frequent at the end of the

filing period as at the beginning.

5. The direction of price movements.

A further question is whether net prices during the price filing
period rose, fell, or remained approximately the same. Where the trend
of price changes was relatively slight, the difficulty in determing net
prices obscures the character of the movement, and the price level may be
regarded as unchanging. Considerable changes in price levels may be
traced in spite of this difficulty.

price movements are more remotely connected with price filing than
are the internal adjustments of the price structure discussed in the pre-
ceding paragraphs. The price structure is sufficiently complicated that
price filing probably adds to general, knowledge about it; and in certain
cases the play of competitive imitation in the adjustment of parts of this

structure appears clearly in the filings. The broader movements of the
industry's price level, however, depend in large part upon influences in
the market to which price filing may have only a collateral relationship.
During the ERA period, for example, the trend of prices was generally up-
ward as a part of the emergence from depression. Hence only conspicuous
price changes simultaneous with marked alterations of the price filing
system are even presumptively traceable to price filing.
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Price Changes as Evidence of the hlonopclistic or Competitive Character
of Price Filing .

"""

Among the tests cf the monopolistic or competitive character of a
price filing system have been suggested (l) the level cf prices as
compared with the levels previously orevailing, (2) toe degree of uni-
formity or spread in the prices filed and (3) the ki.id of ^rice fluc-
tuation which takes place from tine to time. It is a -vrued that a higher
once level under a price filing system is evidence of collusive action
or coercive domination by huge enterprises, and the co itinuence of the
same or a lower level is evidence of competition. It is argued that
while the effect of -orice filing should be to reduce ths spread between
the highest and the lowest Price, it is unlikely that commodities will
be so standard and competition so perfect as to produce an absoluteidentity of the prices of competitors: and that such an identity there-fore Provides evidence of monopolistic orice fixing. It is argued; too,tnat simultaneous price changes filed by a considerable nimber of pro-
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relative weight to give tc uniformities in various terms of sale, uni-

formities in list prices, and uniformities in the net price tc import-

ant grcups of customers. It seems pro "battle that the exchange of price

information, even under conditions of the most intense conroetition,

would promote at least seme of these uniformities. If this probability

is granted, the question arises whether uniform cash discounts or freight

allowances are any more or less indicative of rconepcly than uniform list

prices or uniform net prices to quantity "buyers. Indeed, it appears that

in modern markets the practice is often to establish a price equal to

that of a competitor and to compete in quality or in terms of sale. There-

fore, while the presence of price uniformities is consistent with price
fixing, it is also consistent with various degrees rf competition in

the market.

If prices are changed by the simultaneous action of a number of en-

terprises, the probability appears that these enterprises have acted in

concert. It is apparent, however, that collusive price changing need
not take this form. In a price agreement one concern may readily lead
and others follow. Moreover, a price agreement may be consistent with
a willingness to let certain members of the agreement sell regularly at

a slight discount. In such cases price changes may be dissimilar not

only in time but in extent. Again, certain concerns sell to customer
groups some of which are sufficiently isolated from the rest of the

market that when sales are being made primarily to these customers other

producers have little competitive interest in the price; whereas later
when other customers begin to buy the price may be of general interest.
Under such conditions a price change becomes significant to different
sellers in the market at different points or at different -oeriods of
time. Hence it may well be that a new price initiated by one enterprise
in January need net be met by another enterprise, either under competi-
tion or under monopoly, until February, at which time the second concern's
markets become active.

Statistical tests of the extent of monopoly or competition appear,
therefore, to be very difficult. Information about the character of the

price structure in an industry under price filing may be combined with
an analysis of the organization of- the industry, the principle influences
bearing upon its market, the nature of the price filing system established,
and the apparent purposes of those administering the system. The statis-
tical evidence may be valuable to corroborate or refute a hypothesis based
upon the other materials. Except, however t in the case of two industries,
Steel Castings and Asphalt Shingle and Roofing, it has not been possible
to attempt to elaborate a sirrvey in this report. These two cases will be

found in the Appendix. The principal usefulness of the materials which
are filed is apart from their value as evidences of monopoly or competi-
tion. An appraisal of price filing necessarily includes an estimate of
its probable effect upon the degree of uniformity in terms of sales and
in net prices to various customers and upon the frequency, extent, timing,
and direction of price changes. The character of an industry's price
structure is significant in itself apart from the degree of monopoly or
competition which may lie behind it.
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II. THE ADMINISTRATIVE 3H03LEM

The administrative oroolem facing h.A in connection with price

filing was essentially that of any other substitution of government

for private regulation of business, aad the utilization of administra-

tive rather than legal agencies for effecting that regulation.

It has been stated that "It is a part of the American tradition

that it is the function of the Government to protect and foster the

public interest. " In 1933 the emergency ^'as sufficiently grave that

1JRA and the proposed "Partnership oetween &overnment and business, "

met with almost general acceptance as an instrument of the public

interest.

Whether the "partnership" as originally conceived and as embodied

in the codes was based upon a correct interpretation of the '.public

interest and its relationship to the conflicting private interests, is

a moot question not within scope of this study, which is concerned only

with the part played by price filing as one device utilized by that

partnership.

The forms of price filing utilized by NHA had previously been

condemned by decisions under the anti-trust law as involving "restraints

of trade" not consistent with the maintenance of a free and open

market. Their development had been suppressed and regulated by these

decisions as inimical to competitive price determination, and involving

a decree of price control by cooperative ^eans too great to be entrusted
to private hands.

The admission of these forms of price reporting to MRA codes
involved the partial suspending of the restrictions of the anti-trust
laws. The MA was, in effect, substituting a form of administrative
regulation for the previous legal restrictions. It was choosing to

permit certain forms of cooperative price control previously banned by
the anti- trust decisions (including future price reporting) but it was
not abandoning the ends of competitive price determination which those
decisions had presumably supported. (*)

The self-government of Codes of Fair Competition was to be carried
on only under administrative supervision. Price-fixing and price
control measures were to be admitted only under adequate safeguards to
insure that the prices resulting from them were fair and served so far
as possible the social ends of competitive prices, even though they were
arrived at by other means.

(*) National Industrial Recovery Board, New policy, Series, No. 1, p.

3

"The principle of price-making by competition in a free and open market
is established in the common law, the anti-trust acts and public policy."
Cf. also, Handler, Milton. "The Sugar Institute Case and the Present
Status of the Anti-Trust Laws." The Columbia Law Review , January, 1936,
page 7. "Whatever may be the advantage of a regime of administrative
price determination it is not the price pattern which the Sherman Act
presupposes. Even were the Sherman Act to be changed, price-fixing by
industry, however accomplished, co-old hardly be countenanced without
pervasive public supervision.

"
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The administrative problem was fundamentally one of maintaining

a "balance of conflicting interests among the members of the industry

concerned, between the industry and its customers (including dis-

tributors) and "between the particular industry and other parts of the

ecororric system. It entailed the most effective use of approved -nrice

filing plans to "bring about such salutary" "resuits as were to be ob-

tained through publici by and accessory controls, and yet the prevention
of undesirable results such as price-fixing, unduly high ^rice levels

or inequitable competitive pressures.

The problem of harmonizing or balancing those conflicting interests

was complicated by differences in the strategic positions of these

groups, their different degrees of cohesion and organisation, and the

resultant economic and political pressures which each could exert pur-
suant to their interests in the code-making and in the administrative
process . (*)

The cooperative nature of the 'rice filing mechanism, and the

avowed character of the N3A and the codes of fair competition as

measures of industry self-government, led naturally enough to the

actual operation of price filing plans by industry bodies.

The fact that price filing is a dynamic form of cooperative activ-
ity and not a static trade -practice prohibiti-oh with well defined char-
acteristics, rna.de this circumstance of self-government far more im-
portant in the case of ;"rice filing than in other price control devices.
Price filinf provisions vrero literally enabling nrovisions for the

setting up of "going price filin. plans."

The ultimate responsibility for the character of -thos-e plans and
for their operation in conformity with the enabling provision, and with
certciin standards of nublic iafcrcst, pror>crly remained with the admin-
istrative 'organization conferring the authority.

Experience with the nrice filing device under codes early indicated
the need for reexamination of the price filing device, both as a control
and as a publicity measure, and a repossessing of some of the discretion-
ary pov/ers and privileges bestowed in the early days of code malting.

Such reexamination led to formation of policy and its progressive modi-
fication and application through code revision and through supervisory
action.

A descriptive analysis and an appraisal of the KEA experience in

aioproving and in administering price filing provisions will be given in
Chapter VI, "NBA Admini strati on of Price Piling." This experience
focuses on a program of industry "oricc filing under public regulation
and supervision. It indicates many of the - roblems encountered in such
a program, and offers some apraisal of the adequacy of NRA's approach
to them, within the limitations imposed by the enormity of the taslc it-
self, the facilities afforded, the stress and haste of the emergency,
and the 5obscnce of any large fund of previous exocrience. (_*ji)_

(*) The advisory set-up utilized by the hBA was a recognition of these
conflicting interests. But final responsibility for administrative
decisions remained with the Administrator, and later with the 1TIPJ3.

(**) The Chapter deals entirely with the administrative problem from the

point of view of public regulation and supervision. The problem of code
authority administration and the smooth operation of the price filing
mechanism to the ends of publicity and of control arc treated in

Chapters III and IV.
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III. THE LEGAL PH03LSM

prior to the NRA the legal aspects of price filing ^ere foremost in

the ouolic attention, to the unwarranted exlusion of many of its economic

implications. Economic experience was limited, partly because of the

questionable legal status of various forms of price filing, and the

reluctance of indiistries to experiment or to invite public scrutiny to

such experiments as were carried on.

But the legal problem is essentially secondary in origin and im-

portance; it arose because the cooperative activity of exchanging market

information was deemed to have resulted in certain instances in restraint

of trade, such as was forbidden by existing law.

In none of the cases brought before the Supreme Court did the latter

rule upon the legality of price filing as such, nor on specific elements

of price filing plans. It has in every instance based its decision on
the economic purposes and results attributable to the plan, with results
that have been confusing and indecisive to the layman, and offer no

rule-of- thumb methods as to the probable position of the courts if faced
with other types of price filing plans, or the same kinds of plans opera-
ting in a different environment. One recent legal authority summed up
the situation as follows:

"It is the elimination of price competition, the curb upon free-
dom of individual action and the regidity introduced into the
price structure which have induced the repeated adverse rulings
of the court

"The Supreme Court has never catergorically passed upon the legality
of the separate, elements of a complicated price reporting plan.
It has not held that any single feature in and of itself is an
unlawful restraint of trade. The component parts of the plan
are but evidentiary of ultimate purposes and effects. The
essential issue is whether the plan inevitably tends to or does
eliminate price competition. "(*)

Under such circumstances it would be distinctly useless to
attempt to appraise the separate NRA price filing experiments in terms
of the fragnontp.jry precedents that have been sifted out of Supreme Court
decisions in the past„(**)

These more or less defined legal restrictions on price filing were
in aDayance under the NRA code provisions. Every price filing provision
introduced into a code represented, in one sense", a separate experiment
in price filing legislation. These experiments lapsed" legally with the
termination of KRA. If continued in use they are liable to review by
the Federal Trade Commission and the courts.

Milton Handler, "The Sugar Institute Case and the Present Status of
the Anti-Trust Laws", Columbia Law Review . January, 1936, pages 4,6.

(**) See page 14.
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The demand for price filing under the codes and the insistence

upon such regulatory features as the waiting period, indicate that

business Till probably be reluctant either to abandon those plans or

to prune them for the dimensions of assured legality. (*) •'.;..

This situation -wDuld seem to presage one 01 twe possible developments:

(a) >Tew legislation relative to price filing, or

(b) Modification of the present operative law
concerning the practice, either through new

test cases and new pronouncements of the courts,

or. new experiments under the auspices of the

Federal Trade Commission.

The Fertilizer Industry included a price filing plan in connection
with a voluntary agreement submitted to the Federal Trade Commissioner
on Nov. 8, 1935. That plan has not yet been approved by the commission,

nor has there been any definite indication of the attitude of that body.

The Sugar Institute Case, now before the Supreme Court, (**)

offers an immediate opportunity to discover the present attitude of

the Supreme Court, in that it calls for a separate court decision on

the finding of the lower court that the price filing plan employed by
the institute was in restraint of trade through the concerted action
in the .reporting and maintenance of prices and terms of current or

future transactions. The imminent decision in this c ase obviates the

necessity in this study for any extensive exploration of the trend of
legal philosophy and technique in the consideration of price filing.

The decision itself may and should serve to answer many of the

questions that have confused trade associations in the past, and offer
positive .guidance concerning the permissible forms of price reporting
under the law, and the standards that the court will apply to determine
the legality in any part ic alar instance.

If the decision indicates that factual evidence of the economic
and social results of price filing is to be considered as evidence of
intent and incidence, and hence of Legality , there will remain the

necessity of formulating the tests to determine those results, and
of providing some continuing administrative .guidance for applying them
to going open price plans, The significance of the decision in this
instance has been excellently set forth by Milton Handler, in the article
previously referred to;

"The court has two functions to serve in these cases; (1) It

must determine whether there has been any transgression of the

statute; (2) It must formulate economic policies regarding the

(*) Some form of open price filing provision was incorporated in 444
codes ^.nd- supplements out of a total of. .751 approved to April 25, 1935.

(**) See above oage 22 for description of the case.
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future, consistent with the basic purposes of the statute to

be in effect until Congress acts. It is idle to argue the de-

sirability of the court's exercising the second function. The

fact is that it does.'" It is not enough for it, sitting as a

trier of the facts, to find that a plan does not reasonably re-

' strain competition. Such a finding necessarily places a stamp

of approval upon the industrial plan in question. Consequently

if a' program involving future prices is ever sustained,-it is

not entirely clear that it should be— the minimum safeguards

upon which the court should insist are: (1) the use of an im-

iartial and disinterested, clearing house, and (2) full public

disclosure of all statistical reports. There is precednet in

the Appalachian case for qualifying approval of conditions de-

signed to protect the public. (*)

It is apparent that --whichever, attitude the court takes, the

decision is apt to be only a prelude to further action in the direction

of regulation by legislative action. A relaxation of the anti-trust

lavs, such' as ^oula be entailed by approval of future price reporting,

would create the need for effective public supervision such as was

deemed necessary in the Applachian Case, In that case responsibility

for exercising this supervision was lodged with the lower court, but,

as, MTi Handler points out, it would be entirely impractical for the

courts to carry such responsibilities in the event of any general

adoption of cooperative devices, such as future price reporting. Such
increased responsibility would. entail the delegation of supervision to

existing administrative agencies or the creation of a new agency.

A blanket condemnation by the court of cooperative activity, such
as that of 'the price reporting plan of the Sugar Institute, would
doubtless create a prompt demand for modification of the existing anti-
trust laws by legislative action and would create a similar need for
public supervision.

Since the legal status of price filing is thus susceptible to

alteration with comparative ease—witness the hiatus between conflicting
decisions of the cases considered above, (**) and the vastly altered
status of such plans under NRA codes, it has seemed more profitable to
focus this study on the economic and administrative, rather than the
legal, problems of price filing. The judgement as to whether practices
and their effects are or should be made legally .acceptable can well
await the consideration as to whether they are economically sound and
socially desirable.

The price filing ..study of IUA experience offers the best opportunity
to date to test with objective evidence some of the tentative working
assumptions of the courts about previously tabcod forms of price filing,

(*) Handler, 0p_. cit . , page 8,

(**) Page 14.
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and their incidence on prices and on competitive relations, and to define
so far as oossible the relationship of these urice filing devices to

other combinations of trade practices and to varying r».^tterns of indus-
trial organization and control.
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•
'• CHAPTER III

PUBLICITY UNDEB 1TIIA PHICS PILING- PLAITS

The single requisite of the publicity function of price filing is

the collection and dissemination of price information. The primary

objective involved is an expansion of the knowledge of the prices

among competing sellers and "buyers. This conception of price filing

was basic with Eddy and generally has formed the basis of the formal

expositions of the theory of price filing by its advocates in industry
and by others. However, it represents only one of the two main
functions of price filing under ]>TRA codes. The control function of

price filing is discussed in Chapter IY below.

It is the objast of this chapter to consider the publicity aspect
of price filing experience under HRA codes. It is extremely difficult
in most codes to isolate entirely the operation of this function of

price filing. In many cases the elimination of seller or buyer ig-

norance of prices was not the main or even one of the express pur-
poses of price filing. An exposition of the nature and extent of
publicity realized under the codes must, however, include both the
cases where this end was uppermost and the cases were it was only
incidental.

The record of experience available is confined for the most part
to the 57 industries included in the sample as explained in Chapter I

above. However, there will be occasion to refer to the experience of
other industries.

Publicity through price filing is a composite of many variables.
Among the Vc?„riables conditioning the relative degree of publicity as
between different industries, the following are most significant:
(1) type of information publicized, such as net prices, prices and
trade discounts, or prices and some or all of the numerous supple-
mentary terms and conditions of sale; (2) types of products about which
there is publicity; (3) kinds of transactions with buyers about which
there is publicity; (4) extent of participation in filing by com-
petitors; (5) manner and extent of dissemination to sellers; and (6)
manner and extent of dissemination to buyers. This chapter represents
in large part an effort to summarize the code experience with respect
to each of these variables. Under each is discussed the significant
issued as they, arose at the time of the writing of codes and later,
the code requirements, the administrative modifications of the code
requirements, the degree of performance in relation to requirements,
and the reasons for non-performance. The material is organized under
two main headings as follows:

I. Collection of Pricel Information Under NBA.
II. Dissemination of Price Iuformation Under :!RA.

Before undertaking the discussion of the nature and extent of
publicity achieved under the codes it is essential to examine the
function of publicity as conceived and expressed by code proponents.
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I. JUNCTIONS OF PRICE PUBLICITY AS EXPRESSED BY CODE PROPOICTTS

An examination of the ends which publicity was ejected to ac-
complish constitutes a logical starting "p.oint for the development of

its study. This ombraces the stated objectives of publicity; and
evidence thereupon is drawn from expressions about the problems which,
it was hoped, publicity might solve and from the anticipated results
of publicity. In most cases the statements referred to "price filing"
and not to price "publicity"; it was seldom apparent, therefore,
whether the results were expected only from the publicity afforded or
also from the exertion of some type of control which was either an
integral part of the price filing system or supplementary to it.

Unless the expressions themselves or their context were such that it

is evident that the control function was specifically in mind, the

following analysis proceeds upon the assumption that price filing and
price publicity were identified in the mind of the author of the ex-
pression. This is not entirely a realistic procedure, as the results
will indicate, and naturally qualifies conclusions arrived at.

One significant finding may be recorded at the outset. In many
industries the price filing plan was put into the code with little
or no discussion at the hearings about the reasons for including the

plan or the objectives which proponents hoped to achieve. In other
cases,- the need for and justification of a price filing system were
phrased in such general terms as to throw no light uoon the specific
objectives which, proponents had in mind. Likewise, it is reasonable to

assume that in some cases the formal statements made served merely as
window-dressing to conceal other expected functions.

The statements made by the spokesmen of various industries varied
widely in their wording and in the extent to which they were general
or specific. It is possible ,' however , to distinguish four main functions
to which the statements, with variations, were addressed: (l) t he-

maintenance of the price level; (2) the elimination of secrecy in
business practices; (3) the elimination of discrimination; and (4)
the advancement of buyer knowledge.

A. Maintenance of the pri ce Level

1. Blanket Statements

A number of the discussions attributed an influence over the
-price level to price filing without explaining in what way this would
work out.- The most common cla.im of these broad statements was that
price filing would "stabilize prices" or end "destructive price cutting."

In some instances it was clearly stated that publicity alone would
achieve this' result; in others, it is not' entirely apparent whether the

proponent was thinking exclusively of publicity or. of the combined
effects of publicity and control measures; and in still others, it is

obvious that control measures were uppermost in the mind of the pro-
ponent. The latter statements are not included here. According to the
statements made, it is evident that some code proponents believed that
mere knowledge of the prices being' quoted by competitors would in some
fashion exert certain influences over the level of -prices.
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As an example of the blanket statements, there may "be cited a

brief filed by the code authority of the folding paper box industry

in which it was stated that!

"An open price plan adaped to the needs dL'this industry

is essential if the conditions of vindictive price cut-

ting and destructive competition which existed in the

past shall be avoided in the future. . ." (*)

Likewise, the chairman of the code steering committee of the metal
window industry stated at a public hearing that the' filing provisions
of the code "are intended as a temporary means of eliminating the

ruinous- price-cutting tactics so prevalent (in the industry)." (**)

The function of stabilizing prices or stabilizing the market was

claimed by representatives of various industries without elaboration
of what stabilization meant or how price filing might achieve it. .

Where the elimination of destructive price cutting was the ex-
press object in securing price publicity, it is clear that the pro-
ponents thought of publicity in terms of maintaining prices at more
"profitable" levels. But precisely what was meant by "stabilization"
is less clear. Stabilization, strictly defined, means the smoothing
out of fluctuations upward and downward from some kind of a form.
Perhaps proponents would accept that definition from a long time point
of view and contend that their proposals Were for the purpose of
smoothing out the downward fluctuations. But from a short-run point
of view, it is probable that, where publicity was sought as a means of
effecting "stabilization", it was not solely for the purpose of elimi-
nating short-term fluctuations in prices, but also for the purpose of
maintaining them at a level higher than that at which they would be in
the absence of publicity. As pointed out, however, it was not in-
dicated in many statements how this alleged relationship between
publicity and maintenance of prices would work out.

2. Elimination of panic, Uncertainty .and Suspicion

Among the expressions which advanced some explanation of the
possible relationship between publicity and price movements a common
one was that which contended that knowledge of competitors' prices
would remove uncertainty, suspicion, and panic, and that the result of
this would be to check the headlong fall of prices. Sellers hearing
wild rumors of price cutting by competitors might in turn lose con-
fidence in the situation and recklessly slash their own prices.
Factual knowledge of precisely what the price policies of competitors
were, it was claimed, would alter this fear induced by psychological
factors. And, as a net result, the price situation in the industry
would be much firmer. Thus the secretary of the marking devices code
authority stated that: ,

( * ) Brief dated "January 10, 1935; (In NBA Files).

(**) Transcript of Hearing, October 11, 1935, Metal Window Industry,
p. 10, NBA Piles.
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". .The real benefit of this publicity about prices
is the banishment of Fear and Ignorance 'regarding your

Competitor's Prices. If he intends to quote a price
lover than 3

rours, at least you know his talent, and
fin* ther, you know just how low his quotation will be.

You do not feel forced to mrke a blind guess at his

price and probably overshoot the mark." (*)

The same tenor map be noted in the speech of the Executive Director
of the Fertilizer Trade Association made at the price hearings held by

ERA in January, 1935.

3. Elimination of Indirect Concessions.

Another argument occasionally advanced in support of the

effectiveness of price publicity as a means for maintaining prices was
that the publicity thus given to various types of secret' concessions
would actually end the granting of such concessions. This point of

view assumed that the granting of certain types of secret rebates," secret
services, or secret discounts would not bear investigation, and that
the prospect of publicity would entirely discourage sellers from ren-
dering them - possibly because they would exocct sellers to meet them
promptly. Since these concessions amounted to a cutting of the final
net price to the customer, their abandonment would tend to bolster up
the price structure as a whole. Closely related to this line of

reasoning were arguments that the required filing of all of the various
obscure methods of influencing a. sale, even though not as a. rule done
secretly, might result in effecting their discontinuance. Thus, the
President of the Copper and Brass Mill Products Association argued for
the filing of prices paid for scran bought from customers on the grounds
that otherwise it' would be used as an indirect method-, of price cutting. (**)

It was occasionally claimed that if members were required to file
information about premiums or other free goods given, the effect would
be to lessen the amount actually granted. Such charges, of course,
exert a strengthening or " stabilizing" influence over final net prices.

4. Protection from Ilisrepresehtatioii of or Coercion by
Buyers.

Another way in which it was argued that nrice publicity would
serve to maintain prices' was "by providing protection from various mis-
representative or coercive activities of buyers which often drove prices
down. One type of such activity frequently mentioned is described by a
traditional phrase— the "lying buyer." The complaints were that buyers
went from one seller to another', misrepresenting the price quoted to
them \rj other sellers; the sellers, thinking to meet competition,
lowered their own prifce to meet the fictitious price, and as a result
prices were forced to lower* levels. Price filing, it was claimed, by
furnishing knowledge to sellers of their competitors' prices, would
supply an immediate means of checking the accuracy of statements by

(*) Letter to members of industry, Nov;'. 2, 1935. (in I7BA Piles)

(**) -Transcript of Hearing, Aug. 31, 1933, Copper and Brass Mill
Products Industry, ERA Piles.



buyers. Accordingly, the practice would be stopped at once. A brief

submitted by the code authority of the folding paper box industry in

support of a price filing plan ointed out that

:

"This condition made the industry a victim of rumors

and misleading information arising between buyers and
salesmen, and the absence of known market levels resulted

in a condition of uncertainty and the complete lack of

factual information existedto such a degree that many
shrewd buyers developed a condition where the members
of the industry were competing only with themselves,
and oft en -at prices below cost." (*)

Likewise, a spokesman for the paper distributing trade pointed out in

the public hearing preceding approval of the code that price filing
would protect:

"
. .members of the trade from unscrupulous buyers who

may play one member of the trade against the other in
an attempt to break down the whole price structure.
We have had buyers go to the extreme of sending them-
selves telegrams purporting to come from a competitor
of ours, quotiny conditions: of sale which were fic-
titious, misleading and dishonest. V/e have had buyers
change the written quotations of our competitors, in
order to mislead our salesmen that there were better
terms and conditions than actually existed. I could
go on and name many more' such unethical methods used
by purchasing agents to tear down a trade. I am
sure we are all familiar with many of them." (.*.*)

The proponents in some cases claimed that price publicity might
further end the 'practice of buyers playing one seller against another,
even if the element of misrepresentation were absent. In a few in-
stances, it is at least implied that price : publicity would afford some
protection against the bargaining power of very large buyers, who were
previously able to obtain contracts at extremely low prices because of
the size of their mirchases—prices so low as to cover little more
than variable costs. Price publicity might accomplish this end, it was
inferred, through providing a united front where there would be no
uncertainty as to what competitors were doing. The "shopping" of
buyers, they reasoned, was possible only because the competing officers
of sellers were never directly focused' against each other. Price
filing, by setting up openly announced schedules of prices to which
members engaged to adhere, might encourage sellers to resist efforts
of buyers to bargain at a' lower- price and discourage buyers from
trying to do so-; for sellers would knew at o.ll times precisely what the
pricing policies of their conroeti-tors were. The version of this prac-s
tice which appeared in the construction industry was known as "bid
shopping". It was particularly troublesome there because of the wide-
spread use of the scaled bid method of selling. Spokesmen for that
industry proposed a method of bid checking as a substitute for price
fili n^, due to the peculiar nature o f quoting methods, in order to
(*) Submitted Jan. 10, 1935; (in KBA Files)
(**) Statement by L.B.Majon, Trans criot- of Hearing, Sent.28, 1933, p. 101.

ITBA Files.
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A statement by a representative of the candy manufacturing industry

at the "ire—code hearing illustrates the expressions regarding this

protection against bid shopping by lar--c buyers. Ee stated that:

"by '.large buyers' is meant chain store buyers of large
• ne.il order house buyers. These buyers are the prin-

cipal beneficiaries of secret prices. These buyers
under existing conditions obtain price quotations
generally and under the present pla,n of secret price
quotations they have opportunity to bring pressure to

bear on competitors for the purpose of forcing prices
down regardless of economic justification therefor.
Such buyers may do so directly or indirectly. The
usual method employed by then is to inform the seller
that his price is out of line. . . .The secret price
quotations enable the buyer to force the prices down
whether honestly or dishonestly to the detriment of

the entire industry. The secret price quotations
operate very much on the line of a gambling game with
marked decks and the cards are always stacked against
the seller. The seller does not know his competitor's
price and depends solely on the information he re-
ceives from the buyer. In other words the secret price
quotations create what is known as a buyer's market.
Merchandise is not sold according to its cost of pro-
duction and distribution but is sold at z price set by
the buyer." (*)

Price publicity was urged by "him as a means of eliminating this situa-
tion.

Among the more elusive lines of reasoning implied in some of the
claims nia.de for publicity as a stabilizing device was that some price-
cutters simply did not know better. Smaller member s, not knowing
accurately their own costs, might through full knowledge of com-
petitor's prices conclude that the:" were selling tuo low; or the price
cutter night net be willing to incur the ill will of his fellow com-
petitors, which he might feel as a result of dissemination of price
reductions. Cr, an incipient follow the leader nolicy might be much
strengthened by publicity; the leaderless members, formerly addicted
to price cutting, might desist as soon as the prevailing nrice was
shown to them through the medium of nrice publicity.

3 • Elimination of Secrecy in__Comoct it ion

The feature common to ell of the other statements regarding the
functions of publicity, so far as sellers were concerned, was their
emphasis on the feet that publicity brings competition out into the
open and eliminates secret and uninformed competition. As contrasted
with the above when the effect of the elimination of secrecy upon price

(*) Transcript of hearing, March 13, 1934, pp. 262 et ff, 1TRA Files.
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movements was recognized, in these statements the substitution of open

for secret competition was sot forth as an independent end. The

variations noted below all represent different ways in which this

general objective was stated.

1. Elimination of secret concessions.

The most common statement of this function appeared in the

assertion that price filing would end the practice of secrecy in the

granting of. price concessions of one sort or another, especially of re-
bates. This practice has long been,.regarded by many business men not

only as uneconomic but also as somewhat unethical because of its
vicious and underhanded nature. Business custom has tended to stamp
it as a practice beneath the dignity of an honest business man. To

be sure, on the economic side it represented a form of price cutting
which proponents might wish to check. But greater emphasis has been
laid on the secrecy and deviousness involved, implying less objection
•co the concessions if made openly. Price publicity, its advocates
urged, would end this underhanded method of doing business and so raise
the standards of business conduct. Thus, the code authority of the
vitrified clay sewer pipe industry stated that:

"Replacing secrecy with openness tends to minimize
deviousness and puts the purchs.se and sale of
goods strictly on the merits of goods and services.
Light destroys harmful .bacteria in business and puts
emphasis on health and efficiency." (*•)

2. Making Competition hore Intelligent

One somewhat general and vague, but nevertheless independent,
function occasionally assigned to price publicity was that of making
competition more intelligent. Without knowledge of competitor's, prices,
business men must make decisions more or less in the dark. With such
knowledge individual decisions may be ma.de on an informed basis and com-
petition as a whole may become more orderly. The shift from speculative
guesses to rational judgments, it was asserted, is one of the con-
tribution of price filing. This argument is quite similar to the more
specific arguments often advanced for the dissemination of trade sta-
tistics of all sorts as a means of aiding business men to plan for the
future. Knowledge of production, stocks on hand, shipments, unfilled
orders, etc., may be of great help to business men in planning their
production and making committments for the future. Knowledge of pre-
vailing prices cf competitors has a far more tenuous connection with
planning for the future. Probably these statements were concerned
chiefly with the increased intelligence of business men in making de-
cisions as to their imr.iedia.te pricing policies. This is a different
function from that of providing a guide to producers in formulating
their long-run policies.

^Those arguments for price publicity which cite as one of its
functions the promotion of comparability of prices and terms belong to
this same category. By bringing the "orices and terms of each seller

(*) Brief submitted October 30, 1933; (in HRA Piles)
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into direct focus against those of other sellers, "business men are en-

abled to compare item by item the variances as between sellers. Thus,

all differences will stand out in clear light, whether they be of

services rendered, or discounts or allowances granted or interest rates

charged.

In defending price filing as a means of insuring intelligent
management, a representative of the paper distributing industry stated

that "it will permit members of the trade to complete intelligently in

the light of all the facts. (*)

A spokesman for the Fertilizer Industry pointed out similarly that

the purposes of including a price filing provision in the code

"were to bring out into the open the prices and
terms ashed by different producers; to require each

producer to issue a schedule and mail a copy to his

competitors so that competitors can hnow what his
prices and terms are at a»$" given time....; con-

seo_uently cor.voetition will be met with full knowledge
of "the fact. «"(**)

The executive director of the code authority of this same industry
stated at the price hearings of January 9, 1935 that

"Open pricing is a device whereby producer, dis-
tributor, and consumer may act intelligently in

making business decisions, particularly as to all
matters that involve price." (***)

Statements of similar import were made by proponents of a number
of other industries. Their central theme is always, however, the in-

creased intelligence which price filing affords to the conduct of
business without specific indication, however, of the benefits expected
to f.ccrue from such.

C. Elimination of Discrimination

One of the functions most commonly assigned by code proponents to

price publicity was the elimination or lessening of the amount of dis-
crimination between buyers. Generally there was very little definition
or clarification as to the exact nature of the practices which the pro-
ponent had in mind. From the viewpoint of buyers for resale or for
furtherindustrial utilization, discrimination is objectionable because
it means that certain of their own competitors are able to buy their
merchandise more cheaply and accordingly arc enabled to undersell all
other buyers. Thus, whose who do not receive the lower and discrimina-
tory prices have a direct interest in securing the equitable treatment
of all knyers. Host of the statements, as ma.de by code proponents,

(*) Statement by L. -3.' Hahonv Transcript of Hearing,. September 2%,

1333, p. 101,. 1TBA Piles.

(**) Statement of " A.. 3,, Strobber, Transcript of Hearing, September 6,

1953, pp. 187 ff, ERA Files.
(***) Transcript, Vol. I, p. 131, ERA Files.
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citing the elimination of discrimination as one of the major roles of

price publicity, stressed the benefits which buyers would thereby

receive. A typical statement was that contained in a brief submitted

by the code committee of the machine tool and Forging industry subse-

quent to the public hearing on the code on October 2, 1933, which de-

fended the price filing provision by stating that it:

"assures to all the customers of the industry,

exactly equal treatment in negotiation with a
given manufacturer covering the prices, terms,

and conditions of sale of the particular type of

machine.

"

Aside from code proponents, the elimination of discrimination has

long been regarded as one of the major contributions of price publicity
by representatives of consumer interests, by organization of trade
buyers and by non-partisan students of price filing.

A possible explanation of the importance which code proponents as

sellers attached to this function of publicity is found in the fact
that sellers often make price reductions to individual buyers which
they would not be willing to make if it were necessary to offer them
to their whole market. For a time after these reductions are made it

may be possible to confine them to a few buyers. But eventually the
pressure from, other buyers may turn these limited reductions into
general reductions. Thus, if in some fashion the entering wedge of early
discriminatory reductions can be checked, a general reduction to all
buyers may be prevented. Similarly, if one member discriminates between
his customers, the competition of those customers receiving the lower
prices with the distributors of other sellers of the industry may force
the latter to reduce their prices. Thus, the sellers' advocacy of
price filing because of its effect upon discrimination may be a matter
of maintaining the industry price level.

Price publicity, according to its proponents, eliminates dis-
crimination either by immediately discouraging sellers from further
granting those concessions which will not stand the light of day; or
by informing buyers for the first time as to the prices at which certain
competing buyers purcha.se, so that they in turn may demand similar-
prices. Discrimination then may be ended either by the granting of
similar low prices to all purchasers or by the withdrawal of the
abnormally low prices extended to the few. It may make little difference
to buyers - particularly those buying for resale or for use as raw
materials - just what price they must ^ay, so long as they know that
none of their competitors are paying less. This point of view has
often been expressed by purchasing agents. (*)

It may be noted in this connection .that certain classes of buyers
opposed the mechanism of price publicity by means of which others
hopes to end discrimination. The Hail Order Association of America

(*) Letters received in. answer to questionnaire concerning price
filing and uniform bids; see Consumers' Advisory Board renort,
"Experience with IIFA One;i Price Flans , hay 1, 1934, UFA Files.
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in one connection stated that:

"A confidential relationship is created when a retail

merchant purchases goods from a manufacturer or dealer

and "business ethics and the welfare of industry and of

general business require that the details of such
transactions should not be made public, nor come to

the knowledge of their competitors. ... (Price Publicity)
simply places in the hands of the competitors in-

formation with which to embarrass and hamper the or-

dinary flow of trade." (*)

They proposed that the price filing plan be modified to provide for

the exchange of price information only among manufacturers serving the

same distribution channels.

D . Advancement of Buyer Knowledge

The other main function which it was claimed price publicity
would perform was to make buyers generally more informed, so that they

could buy more intelligently and not be mislead oy inaccurate state-
ments of competing sellers as to the selling prices of others. It was
asserted that price publicity would make it possible for buyers to

obtain at a giver moment an over-all picture of the prices and terms of

sale of all sellers. Again we find this point being advanced by in-

dustry proponents. Thus, a brief submitted by the cordage institute
of the cordage and twine industry defended a proposed price filing
provision by stating that it would "result in simplicity of comparison
of conditions, enabling a consumer without difficulty to determine that

quotation which is to his best advantage." (**)

The executive director of the national .Fertilizer Association, in

a statement at the price hearings of January 9, 1935, said that open
pricing is a device whereby producer, distributor, and consumer may act

intelligently in making decisions. Again, consumer representatives and
impartial students have Ion;: recognized that the dissemination among
buyers of the information assembled in price filing plans would make
them more skillful buyers and enable thorn to obtain greater value for
money expended. This is especially true of relatively smaller buyers;
large buyers, such as federal or state agencies or very large corpora,-

tions, have the resources necessary to acquire a complete picture of the
price situation in an industry themselves. The small buyer on the other
hand may have grea.t difficulty in assembling by himself the necessary
comparative information and must rely upon the statements of a few sellers
with whom he comes in contact.

It is obvious that neither of the functions discussed immediately
above - elimination of discrimination and advancement of buyer knowledge,
have any meaning unless widespread dissemination to customers is in-
cluded in the price' filing -olan.

(*) Volume 3-2, document "oy 0. H. Kile: (in IJRA Files, Cordage and
Twi ne I ndus try )

.

(**) (in NBA Files, Cordage and Twine Industry), Volume B-2.
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II. COLLECTION OF PRICE IEFOBMATION TJFVER TBA.

Pric° filing in which oublicity is an avowed nnroose consists of two

processes. The first includes the collection or assembling of data "by

somq agency; the second includes the dissemination or distribution of the

data by this agency. The adecmacy of codal and administrative requirements

is nertin^nt to "both phases. But the success of the first defends ulti-

mately unon the actions of industry members and their performance in ac-

cordance with these requirements whereas the success of the second depends

upon the performance of the central agency. This section is concerned

with the first -orocess and accordingly is confined to a consideration of

matters relating only to the collection of price information.

The subject is treated under the following main headings!

A. Agency of Collection
B. Participants in Filing
C. Types of Information Included
D. Types of Products Included
E. Types of Transactions Included
F. Geographical Scope and Other Geographical Factors
G. Physical Mechanics of Collection
H. Adherence to Filed Prices

Discussion under each of thes° headings has, mhen t>ossible, been

organized around the following -ooints«" controversies and the issues re-

flected; code reouirements; expansion or modification of code require-
ments by code authority or : industry vote, together "ith. pertinent ;TPA

action thereto; performance by members in compliance with codal and
administrative requirements, and reasons for non-performance; and signifi-
cant principles emerging from the discussion.

The codes of fair competition contained the enabling -orovisions under
which the price filing systems wore established and urovided the frame-
work within which they were suouosed to operate. They also sought to
establish the limits of administrative discretion. Since, in practice,
many of the nrice filing systems developed in a manner not contemplated
by the codes and since the inability to include all details involved in
the administration of price filing left a certain field for justifiable
administrative discretion, a restatement of code provisions does not throw
great light unon what actually took place. However, it does indicate uoon
what matters industry and NEA agreed as of the time the code was approved,
and sets forth the mandatory rales under which price filing was intended
to operate. The administrative rulings took the form of expansion of code
provisions either in connection with certain discretionary functions
snecifically delegated by the code or in connection with certain -orooedural
and other matters upon which the codes were silent; or they were designed
to modify the original code orovisions after problems developed which were
not foreseen or adequately provided for .when the code was written; or when
the code authority or industry regarded a change from the code provision
as desirable.

Though a discussion of codal and administrative requirements should
eveal the actual plan of collection as eventually set up by the adminis-

tering agency, it does not ordinarily do so. Only where general compliance
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was good, do they throw 1 ight on the auestion; for performance then ™ould

approximate the announced requirements. To the extent that this is true,

an analvsis of administrative requirements serves as a substitute for a

prolonged and detailed analysis of actual price filings, for the purpose

of obtaining information as to performance uoon the aspects of -price

filing enumerated above. Th° evidence available for the sample as a

whole, which deals with what industry members actually did under price

filing, is largely confined to the questions of whether they filed at all

and whether they adhered to their filed prices. Evidence bearing upon the

more detailed matters of nature and extent of information filed, products

included, transactions filed, etc., is far more fragnentary except in the indus-

tries for TThich intensive statistical, studies were made. In cases where

such detailed information is lacking but whe~e general compliance with
respect to filing and adherence was good, it is fair to assume, that the

actual performance approximated the codal and administrative requirements
established.

A. Arencv of Collection

1. Issues and Controversies

The central . agency with which filings were made occupied an import-
ant place in the scheme of publicity, for a great deal of success of the
plan was dependent upon the technical proficiency with which the agency
set up and put into operation a workable plan, handled the mass of infor-
mation as it came in, and organized it in intelligible form for dissemi-
nation. An incompetent or diffident agency mifiht defeat the objective of
price publicity irrespective of how well th° members cooperated. The.

problem was essentially one of administrative detail rather than of tech-
nical statistical method such as. might have been the case where trade
statistics are filed instead of prices only. In addition to possessing
the necessary administrative qualifications, . it was of course, necessary
that the agency itself be sincerely interested in furthering publicity
and that it not regard publicity as incidental to or a necessary evil •

accompanying other functions of price filing. 'There was little discussion
regarding the technical Qualifications of a central agency during the..-,-

period of code writing and no particular policy was ever formulated by NBA
upon the point.

Considerably more discussion took place on the matter of the impar-
tial and confidential character of the central agency. Fairness requires
that the publicizing of information filed be accomplished simultaneously
for all members. If one or a few members receive the benefits of price
publicity before the others, they receive obvious competitive advantages.
This means that the character of the agency. . should be such that filed in-
formation is not available to any members of the industry before it is
available to all. This issue did not crysta.lize to any decree during the
early period of code formulation. Some protests were made, however, at
this early date by non-members of trade associations which were designated
by the code authority and thus the central agency for price filing.(*) ;

(*)

98?fi

See Code History of Gas Appliances Industry, pp. 7-9; such complaints
were also made by the circula.r knitters in the underwear and allied
products industry and by members of the Carbon Dioxide industry who did!
not belong to the Carbon Dioxide Industry.
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These protests, however, did not generally question specifically the in-

tent of the trade association to release oric.es' to its -members prematurely,

hut laid greater stress upon the dominating position of the -association

in the industry and the possibilities of control resulting;

The other issue involved in the establishment of the agency of col-

lection was whether regional agencies should he estahli shed, %-re there

Ffire a large number of small producers scattered over the entire country,

and where the competitive .-market of each was localized, it was felt that

regional agencies receiving- from and disseminating information to memhers

in a given district would. "orove more efficient. (*<)"• In -other industries

with fewer members, those memhers who were located at a considerahle dis-

tance from the central office' occasionally requested a separate agency for

filing puroos^s; that was Toartieularly true in the case of Pacific Coast

members. (**) .The time involved- in sending' reports" across the continent to

a New York, Washington, or other Eastern office and then in receiving them

from the East was claimed to place them at a substantial disadvantage.

This request was frequently opnosed, however, "by other members who wished

to maintain the entire industry within the sconoe of a single filing system.

2. Code Requirements

Of the total of 444 codes which contained -orice filing crovisions,

ahout three-fourths named the code authority of the industry as the agency
with whom members were 'to file their nrices.(***) Part of these provided
that the code authority might, if it chose, designate some agency other
than itself for this purpose. In an inroortant part of this group the

code, at the same time, designated the existing' industry trade association
as the code authority.' Most of the remaining fourth of the codes required
that the central agency he ,in

ff impartial and. confidential" agency. Nq

elaboration of the qualifications
:
necpssary -to make the agency impartial

and confidential were customarily .given.- • S^ven of the" codes' themselves
designated the agency to serve in .that capacity. Sixty-five of the others
provided that the code authority should-- select the agency thus specified,
or if it failed to do this, that the "-TA should make the selection. In
twenty-nine codes the code authority -alone was' given the responsibility of
selecting the impartial agent. ...

Twenty-two codes nrovided that -orice filing should he handled by .

regional agencies. The following codes among others contained such a

(*) E. g, , See Bulletin to. Members of Mayonnaise Code Authority from
Managing Agent",'*April 2.0, .1934; (in HRA Piles, Mayonnaise
Industry.) ...

(**) Minutes of Code Authority of Structural Clay Products Industry,
March 12, 1935; in NHA files, Also, Resolution of Code Authority

'

of Agricultural Insecticide and Fungicide Industry, February 20,
1935.

(***) See tabulation-in Appendix C, Exhihit II.
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provision: Baking, Bottled Soft Drink, Gypsum, Lime, Crushed Stone,

Structural Clay Products, Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe, Clay Drain Tile,

Bituminous Hoad Material, and a number of the codes for the wholesaling

and retailing trades..

3. Agency of Collection Actually Established

In forty- six of the fifty-seven industries studied the codes re-

quired that prices "be filed frith the "code authority". In ten of these,

national code authorities (as distinguished from trade associations)

were established which functioned as price filing agencies. These indus-

tries and the agencies which' received and disseminated the filings were as

follows!

Industry Agency

Business furniture National Emergency Committee—executive sec'y

Canvas goods Canvas Goods Industry Code Authority
Coffee Coffee Industries Committee
Cordage and twine Cordage and Twine Code Authority—managing

director
Funeral supply Funeral Supply Code Authority— secretary

Macaroni ... -Macaroni Industry Code Authority
Scientific apparatus Scientific Apparatus Code Authority
Shovel, .dragline & crane . Shovel, Dragline and Crane Code Authority

—

chairman
Valve and fittings . Code Authority for Valve and Fittings Manu-

facturing Industry
Wood cased lead pencil Code Authority for Wood Cased Lead Pencil

1 -anufacturing Indu s try

In addition, in five industries the national code authority appointed
regional agencies to. handle filings which were either regional code
authorities or agents other than "confidential and disinterested.".
These industries were crashed stone, ready mixed concrete, retail monument,
salt producing, and wholesale confectionary. In the baking industry,
members wore instructed to file two copies of price lists with the region-
al agency, ons of which was sent to the National Bakers Council, the
national cod© authority; if no regional agency was set up in any region,
filings were to be made directly with the National Bakers Council. (*;

Thus in sixteen of the industries studied, prices were filed as the code
required with the newly formed agency set up to administer the code.

In seven industries in which the code named the code authority or
some agency designated by it as the filing agency, distinctly different
types of agencies were actually set up. In four of these, folding paper
box, floor and wall clay tile,, .envelope, and the kraft paper and sulphate
"board divisions of paper and pulp, the firm of Stevenson, Jordan ahd
Harrison served as the central filing agency; this is a firm of management
engineers. (**). ,. '..

TV Letter from Eugene Lipp, Acting Chairman of National Bakers, Coun-
cil,, to mem&er.s. of

. industry, July 9, 1934; in NBA files, baking
industry.

See Chapter IV, v . 330ff for a partial account of the activities
of this firm in connection ^ith price filing.QQD£?
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In the gas arypliahce industry, the agency selected was the firm of Frazer
and Torbet, certified public accountants,- whose officers served as ex-

ecutives of the code authority although they were not members of the

industry. The candy "^nufact-nrjn* ?.r
Av^w ne]^ct?d Bun and Bradstreet

as the central agency to receive r^-~ 5istri"5ute filings. Reference is

made in the structural clay pro 'hiots f-i^es-to filings with the Consol-
idated Filing Bureau, Inc., of Cleveland hut the na.ture of this agency
is not clear from availahle materials.

The tyoe of agency most commonly set up as the filing agency in the
industries studied in 23 of the 57 codes was the trade association. In

most cases this was contemplated in the code where the association was
specifically designated as the price filing agency or was named as the
code authority, which in turn was so designated. In a few instances
"crices were filed with the trade association although th° code did not
clearly designate it as the code authority.

Industry

Agricultural insecticide &
fungicide

Asphalt shingle &' roofing
Carton Dioxide

Carpet & rug

Cast iron soil pipe

Copper & brass mill products

Electrical manufacturing

Farm equipment

Fertilizer
Fire extinguishing appliance

Ladder

Machine tool &• forging

Mayonnaise '

'•

Marking devices' •!.!

Metal window-
Nottingham lace curtain

Paper & pulp

Plumbing fixtures

Rubber manufacturing

Association

Agricultural Insecticide &. Fungicide
Institute

Asphalt Shingle & Roofing Institute
Carbon Dioxide Institute (first part

of period)
Board of Trustees of Institute of

Carpet Manufacturers of America
Cast Iron Soil Pipe Association- secre-

tary
. Copper & Brass Mill Products-Executive

Committee
National Electrical Manufacturers Ass 1^.

and subordinate supervisory
agencies

National Association -of Farm Equipment
Manufacturers and its successor,
Farm Equipment Institute

National Fertilizer Association
Chemical Fire Extinguisher Associa-

tion • •

American Ladder Institute-board of
trustees •

National Machine Tool Builders Asso-
ciation-executive secretary

Mayonnaise Institute
International Stamp Manufacturers

Association
Metal. Window Institute
National Association of Lace Curtain

Manufacturers
Subordinate associations pf American

Paper and Pulp Association
Executive secretary of the four con-

stituent associations
Rubber Manufacturers Institute
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Set up pan er box

Ste°l castings
Tag
Underwear & allied -oro ducts

National Paper Box Manufacturers
Association-executive conmittee

Steel Founders Society of America
Tag Manufacturers Institute
TTnderwear Institute

Six of the industries examined were required by their codes to set

up "confidential and disinterested" agencies for filing rmroos^s! "build-

ers sup-olies, carbon dioxide, cement, copper, industrial alcohol, and
lime. In two of these, "builders swolies and lime, such agencies were

to he regional. In the builders supplies industry, the national code

authority instructed its local representatives that local filing agents
must. not he members of the trade, and that where the local representa-
tive himself was a member, he must designate some one else as agent. (*)

The chairman and secretary of the national code authority designated
themselves as filing agents for certain territories, although presumably
they were members of the trade. (**) In the Carbon Dioxide Industry,
where, the requirement of a confidential agent wa.s set up in an amendment
incorporating Office "Memorandum No. 228, (***) the code authority pro-
ceeded to ap-ooint the president of the Carbon Dioxide Institute as the

agent. In the cement and industrial alcohol industries, the filings
seem to have been mailed to the office of the code authority; informa-
tion is lacking as to what segregation was made of the confidential
agent function and other code authority functions. Prices were filed
in the copper industry with the Sales Clearing Agent, Mr. R. R. Eckert,
who also administered the sales quota provisions of the code. In the
lime industry, where filing was on a regional basis, local confidential
agents were selected by the district control committee in each region.

4. Performance By Agencies

Detailed evidence bearing uoon the degree of technical proficiency
achieved by the various agencies is lacking. Without question there
were wide differences between 'the efficiency with which price filing
systems were operated as between industries. Some agencies aggressively
faced the uroblems of setting up en efficient and smoothly operating
system while others made little or no effort to effect some degree of
organization made desirable by the immense amount of data that had to
be handled. (***.*) The problems involved centered around such matters
as instructions to members regarding mechanics of filing, classification

(*) Code Authority Bulletin No..- 2, T All Code Authority Representatives
and Piling Agents, November 9, 1934; (in NBA Piles, builders supplies
industry.)

(**) Re-oort byAdministration Member C. S. Long to Deputy Administrator
P. A. Kecht, December 10, 1974; in NRA files, builders sup-olies
industry.

(***) See Appendix C, Exhibit V for .content of this memorandum.

v ;-cor an example of inefficient administration, see the Code History
of the Retail Monument. Industry, x>. 9 ff.
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of. products* uniform reporting fons, maintenance of files and the

distribution of. information. . The. difference beW^n desirable efforts

for the elimination of confusing and rulings which conceal some' kind

of control measure is very slight in isny instances. But there is a

considerable field within which a central agency may operate to produce

, a smoothly functioning mechanism for publicity without trespassing upon

the questionable domain of price control. The fragmentary evidence

yields the general, impression that many of the agencies might have done

a ,eood deal more toward establishing an efficient system of publicity

than they did. There is no doubt, however, that mechanical shortcomings

of the publicity plans in practice were often due mope to a lack of

interest on the part of the agencies in the publicity function of price

filing than to an inherent lack of ability. Protests from members that

filings were never received or that they were frequently delayed in

dissemination are examples of such short comings. (*) '.

The type of agency selected is, no' doubt,, an. important factor in

determining, the technical success of the plan. The newly formed code

authorities, which, were engaged in administering and. enforcing all of

the other provisions of the cod.es, were frequently too pre-occupied with

other matters to
t
give adequa.te attention to the mechanics of the'price

filing plan; and in those cases where a member of the trade served as

secretary and handled the price filings, little experience was brought
to the job. From the single standpoint of technical proficiency, the.

old established trade associations brought to the task a high degree of

organization and a staff trained in cooperative activities such as the

price filing plan involved.- The same observation is,pertinent to firms
of management engineers, such as Stevenson, Jordan, and Harrison. It

was the other objectives beside publicity which certain,. trade associa-
tions and management engineers read into price filing which raised
question about their usefulness as central filing agencies. The use of
a qualified statistical. firm, such as the candy manufacturing industry's
selection of Dun and Bradstreet, assured an agency which was technically
competent to organize and handle a. price filing plan.

Although there is no positive evidence, that discrimination was
practiced in the establishment of priorities in the time of release of
information as between members, in various industries the individuals
who actually handled the filings were members of the trade and according-
ly had advance knowledge of the prices reported by their competitors.
This situation existed in the crushed stone, retail monument, builders
supplies and shpvel, dragline and crane industries, among others. It was
thus possible for the filing agent or members of the Code. Authority to
use the information filed to their own advantage. Much opposition de-
veloped among members to filing in such instances and in some cases they

(*) See letter from National Foundry Co. to Ass't Deputy- Freund,
December 14, 1934, for complaint against the Code Authority
of the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Industry that it delayed or failed
to mail out price lists at all. Similar complaints from other

... members of this .industry are in the files. Letters from mem-
bers of the business furniture and shovel, dragline and crane
industries attest to the same situation.
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refused to file as long as the f i"1 in*- agent ^sss one of their competitors.!*)

In certain other industries'," 'n^tal^' carbon dip:-id*, non-members of the

trade association objected to" 'filing -ith the association on the ground

that it would be to their disadvantage.,'**), .
.

The discriminatory .activities of central agencies- in administering

the publicity features of price fil ing were among the factors which

promoted PBA to formulate a rigid policy, as of June 7, 1934, that

prices should be filed only with a "confidential and disinterested

agency." (***)

3. Participants in' Price Piling .

1. Is sues -and Controversies

A central problem existing in price filing plans arises from the

question as to what parties should file prices., once it is determined
to establish price publicity for a given product. If participation is

expressed in terms of "industry members", there remains, the- issue' of who

snail be regarded as industry members. Pour main- issues may be distin-
guished in the problem of participation which call for decision in the

setting up of a price filing plan. ' The first of these is the question
of whether all producers of a given -product shall file -orices or whether
there shall be a selective" plan in which some competitors are, for one
reason or another, exempted. The "second is whether filing of Prices and
general participation sha"1 1 be mandatory for each member or optional
only. The third is whether or not distributors of the industry should
be required to file prices "as well as" the manufacturers. Finally, a
problem appears where

. the products" of certain 'producers fall chiefly
in other industries but where a. certain part of their products compete
directly with the industry concerned.

Upon the first two points there was little argument or discussion
during the code writing period. That the price filing requirements
should apply to all members' and that the participation should be manda-
tory was never subject to particular question,

A great deal of controversy occurred, over the definition of enter-
prises which should come under particular codes, and the scope of the
price filing. "requirements" entered only as one of a number of considera-
tions pertinent to the issue, Factors peculiar to each industry precipi-
tated the discussion and determined the ultimate .solution. It is

(*) See Letter from administration member of Crushed Stone Code
Authority to Deputy Janssen, October 15, 1934; in HBA Piles,
crushed stone industry. Also Minutes of Betail Monument Code

Authority Meeting, November 24,.. .1934, .p. -271- in iPtA files.

(**) Report on Carbon Dioxide Industry, A. P. O'Donnel, Division
of He search and Planning, NBA, May 1935, NBA files.

(***) Policy Memorandum-No. 228; see Appendix C, .Exhibit V. See Chapter
VI, p, 461-474 for discussion of the application of this policy.
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impossible to allude here to the issn.es involved in each of these dis-

cussions; the end result, however, was that the scope of the codes

varied widely, some applying' to a very broad industry definition while

others ap->lied to a very nr r,
"
,*or*ly ^finer' and circumscribed industry.

These jurisdictional n.ontro m'sies -r-r t?:.3 scope of the codes presaged

future pro "bl eras as to the scope of the price filing requirements.

The issue as'-to -whettfer distributors of the. industry should he re-

quired to file under the sane plan as that under which manufacturers

filed reflected far more than a mere administrative prohlem. A numher

of industries claimed that the very success of any-kind of price pub-

licity ^as determined "by whether or not distributors were required to

file prices. This was most commonly asserted in industries where some

of the manufacturers competed directly with jobbers and wholesalers.

Advocates of the inclusion of distributors in price filing stressed the

relation of this to "the' publicity function of price filing as well as

the control function. 1 Thus, the Mayonnaise Code Authority, said.*

.

T1 ¥e feel that there cannot be open price competition for

a part of the Industry unless, there, is open price compe-

tition for all,.. The wholesaler can. sell, either- at the

manufacturer's own price or fil="his own price and such

orice- becomes' effective with the wholesalers. The sole

purpose of the amendment to be brief is to establish
open price competition all the way thro'ugh, which we

feel tends' to carry out this provision of the act in

all particulars.
"
'(*)

The requiring of distributors to file prices, according to one of the
largest members of the same industry, the. Kraft-Phoenix Cheese Corpora-
tion, was only designed

"to carry to the logical conclusion this.-.open price system.
We want to know what jobbers., who are competing with us in
selling to retailers or competing with. our distributors
in selling to retailers, have as a price." (**)

Efforts were also made by manufacturers to .include distributors under
the same code as themselves in order to bring them within scope of the
price filing requirements and other code provisions. The distributors,
on the other hand, were usually unwilling to file prices, with any agency
wherein they had no -representation and were averse to coming in under
the manufacturers' code. The MA acceded to the wishes of the .distribu-
tors in most nf these early controversies and did not, as a rule, urge' .'.

them to participate in the publicity plan provided for the manufacturers-.

(*) Transcript of Hearing on Am<>r\flmar\+.
, statement

. by w
.

'

P. L.
. Tuttle,

Managing Agent of Code Authority, April 12, 1935, p* 94, NHA files.

(**) In loco cit. . p. 99.

(***)See Chapter IV, p . 272-313 for full discussion 'of this point from
the aspect of price filing control.
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2. Code Requirements . .

Mandatory filing by members of an industry was provided for in prac-
tically all of the 444 jpen price coc.es. I'wenty-five codes provided that,
in lieu of filing, a member might accept as his :>wn the lowest price on
tile for other memDers. Among thi codes containing such a provision were
Iron and Steel, American Glassware, Folding Paper 3?,x, Tag, Envelope and
Glazed ana Fancy Paper. All d± the other coaes made filing t^y the indi-
viaual member ooligatory whenever price filing was actually set up. Only
three codes required that ce.rtain types of distributors file prices with
tne cantrtl agency of the manufacturing industry: the Agricultural In-

stcticiae aiiL Fungicide, Cork Insulation Division of Cork, and Piece
Goods Selling Division of Wool Textile Codes required thf t members enter
into contracts with their controlled sales representatives binding the

latter to file prices with the industry agency. (*)

3. Code Authority Expansion or Modification of Code Provisions

Because of the fact that 1GA price filing systems were typically
mandatory, insofar as filing by inc.ividu.al members was concerned, the
field for administrative discretion with respect to participants in the

price filing was small. (**) That is, there was little range for ex-
emotion of members manufacturing a particular product. Consequently,
in the code authority rulings examined, almost universally the instiuctions
were that all members should file. In the case of four .paper codes
studies, Envelope, Folding Paper B;,x, Paper Distributing; and Tag Manu-
facturing, the code provided that members need not file their own prices
if they chose to indicate, that they would not sell below the lowest price
on file for some other member. Thus-, in a simple physical- sense, the code
itself permitted some members to abstain from filing their own price
lists.

Asside from genuine members >f the industry, the question of filing
by ctrtain non-members causi d much difficulty. This was only a part of the
larger ane more fundamental roblem of classification of members into in-
dustries for cod- making purposes. A non- industry memoer for example,
mig.it devote a small

• p- it :f his efforts to producing goods classified
undei the industry in Question. It was. important to this industry that he
file prices with them, since his product would- be in direct competition
with those of industry members. On the other hand, he was under the jur-
iscicti n of another industry. This problem presented itself in the
scientific apparatus industry among others and a ruling was obtained from
ittiA that non-members of the industry must file prices with the code auth-
ority of the industry ii and when they sold industry products. (***] The
jpjpjbjem jo_e ca

m

e more complex wfcen it v^bs a question of .subst itute but no t

(*) See Chapter IV, pp. 280-293 f or '^discussion of other methods of
securing filing oy distributors.

(**
) It should be noted that in some industries the only sanction applied

to members .who die. not file was the withholding of price information
filed by other members. Thus, in actual practice, these plans really
operated as voluntary dans despite- code provisions to the contrary.

(***

)

lviejnorandum from ass't deputy chief, Government Contracts Division,
April 1?, 1935; in FRA Files, scientific apparatus industry. See
p. _2£

r
> concerning ruling that hardware wholesalers must file on

farm eouioment nroducts.
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similar products. Although this situation presented serious difficulties

in establishing and effectively operating price filing systems, it was

simply a part of the larger administrative problem of classification and

jurisdiction faced in the admini strati on of all trace practice and labor

provisions.

^fiorts were made by a riumoer of code authorities "of industries whose!
codes aid not cover aistri buto'rs to secure a ruling from NHA that dis-

tributors must file prices with them; this occurred in the floor and wall

clay tile, mayonnaise, ana vitrified clay sewer pipe industries among
others. NBA generally refused to grant such requests, however, and many
industries subsequently asserted that the effectiveness of their price
.tiling system was seriously impaired thereby. (*)

4. Performance By Members

Evidence pertinent to the question of the basic participation in

price filing, that is, tht proportions of industry membership which
fileo some kind of information, is largely qualitative in character and

gathered iron a variety of sources. The evidence obtained permits a rough I

three-iola classification of the proportions of members of industries
in the coae saoiole who filea their juices at one time or another. The

first group includes those industries in which almost all members of the

.industry had prices continuously on file for an extended period. On the

basis of available evidence about one-third of the industries in the

sample apparently fell 'into this category. The Code Authority of the

Agricultural Insecticide and Fungicide Inoustry reporteo on May 8, 1935
that ninety-nine percent of the industry were com ilyinn; while the status
of the other one percent under the cod.e was doubtful. (**) In the Fertil-
izer inoustry, where members exch^n^ed oriels directly, oar ticipation
in ouch exchange of schedules wrs reoorted to be practically 1004. (***)
The Administration Member of the Code Authority of the industrial alcohol
industry reported to NBA on May 6, 193;. that all members of the industry
had filed prices. In the minutes of a meeting of t:ie machine tool and
forging industry of October \ 1934, it wa reported that 259 out of a
total oi 272 members hac fil. c prices. The secretary of the Code Author-
ity of the Metal Window Industry reported in a questionnaire sent to him
in January, 1936, that, while only 36'. of the members of the industry
(both by numbers and volume) filed curing the- first half of the code period,
this grew to lUOf3 in the second half. The administration members of the
salt producing industry reported to NBA on May 15, 1935, that all members
of the industry had filed price's. The Coae Authority of the Scientific
Apparatus Industry reported on jJecember 7, 1934, aoout 95c

-> comoliance with
lhe_

requirement to file pr ices. (****) The manag e r_ of jth e Vi t ri f i e

d

(*) Exceptions to this policy are no tea in Chapter IV, pp. 278-281
ana the significance of the problem from a control standpoint
is discussed at length.

(**.. L~J^JeJl to c « N. Liqutd, (In NBA files, agricultural insecticide and
fungicide industry.

)

(***) Memorandum from Simon Whitney Chief of Fertilizer Price Filing
Study to L. "bairn, January 13, 193^; based on statements of offi-
cers to national Fertilizer Association, NBA files.

(*»**) Lett er 3 to Ass't Deputy Hand; (In NBA files, scientific apparatus
industry,) Repeated complaints that filings could not be obtained
fror.i resellers (supposedly subject of price filing) suggest that
this estimate does not include all of these.
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Clay Sewer Pipe Code Authority statec on November 27, 1934, that all
members of the Eastern r gi u had filed prices, (*) Almost all of the
memoers of the copper and. brass mill product's industry filed prices with
the exception of the Few York distributors in the brass division. A high
degree of participation was :.?chicv s in the va 'ious uivioions of the
paper and pulp industry excepting the tissuis paper ana bogus wrapping
paper aivisions. About all code members of the- Cjrcage ana twine industry
filed but eventually the competiti r. fr)m jrison-mede orocucts ana from
the Philippines aestr^yea th< effectiveness of price filing. (**) In
the crushea stone industry, statements oy twenty-one regional code auth-
orities to NBA field staff memoers indicate that in all but two or t'Tee
of these regions "between ninety-five ana one hunarea percent of the members
filed. Otner industries -in which practically all members filed prices
were asbestos, asphalt shingle ana roofing, cement, copper, electrical
iuanufac taring (in aivisions where estaolisnea) , farm equipment (***)

iuay^nnai se
, pliambing fixtures, (****;, steel castings j lime, metal lath,

nottingham lace curtain, and. the mechanical rubber goods division of the

rubber manufacturing. (*****)

Included in the second grouping of industries are those in which
compliance with the requirement to file was substantial but only fair -

where roughly from fifty to ninety percent only of the membership filed
prices. About f^rty percent of the industries in the sample fell into

this category. In the builders supplies inaustry a substantial volume
of filings were received by the middle of 1934. After the issuance of

Executive Order Fo, 6767 permitting quotations to governments at 15$ below
filed price, the code authority ruled that the code did net require price
filing anc returned all prices filed in an effort to end price filing;
filing by member:-, practically ceased thereafter. (******) j n -^he baking
industry an important share of the wholesale bakers filed prices but
several stays postponed, the requirement that retailers file; a consider-
able number of them did, however, continue to post prices as required. At
one time during the history of the Business Furniture Code, as much as
eighty percent of the membership filed, but the failure to secure approval
from NBA of a resale price maintenance plan caused a progressive abandonment
cf filing. In the col fee industry, with a total membership of about
twelve hundrea, 1030 members filed one or more price lists, 601 memoers
filed two or more, 287 filea five or more^ and only 125 members filed
10 ar mor e price lists during the year ana a quarter of code operatic^
(*~) Minutes of regional coae autnority meeting; in NBA files for

vitrified clay sewer pipe inaustry.
(**) Code History of Cordage ana Twine Inaustry, p. 12.
(***) With the exception of indepenaent wholesalers, nominally

subject to the .code. See Chapter IV, p. 280.
(****) With the exception of indepenaent wholesalers, nominally

subject to the coae. See Chapter IV, p. 274.
(*****) Sources of information regarding percentage of industry filing

prices in t.ose nine industries were either the respective
coae histories or the verbal statements of MA staff members
who were in Close touch with .the industry daring the code period.

(******) Code History for Builders Supplies Industry, Exhibit X therein.
("*******) "Price Control in the Coffee Industry," February, 1936, p. 53,

(Trade Practice Studies Secti >n, Division' of Review), a study
by Farry S. Kantor,
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In the candy industry's report by Dun and Bradstreet, the central agency

for that industry, for the three months period ending October 1, 1934,

indicated that 4-5? members out of a total of 75 ; had filed prices. (*)

Certain members of the carbon dioxide industry consistently refused to

file prices with the carbon dioxide institute; the administration member
in a report to V.'RA on April 25, 1935, estimated that eighty percent of

the industry were willing to file prices.

In the envelope industry, a substantial part of the membership did
not file prices of their own, but in accordance with the peculiar pro-
visions of the code, they were automatically deemea to have filed the

lowest price and the most favorable terms on file.

A brief filed by the Code Authority of the Folding Paper Box In-

dustry on January 10, 1935, stated that 212 out of a total of 292 members
were complying with the open price plan on made- to-order business. (**)

The funeral supply industry first set up its plan on a national scale
ana received over 10,000 filings; it was then found administratively
expedient to set up regional agencies with which large numbers of
members continued to file. Roughly one-half of the gas appliances members
filed prices during the latter half of the code period. A number of the
smaller members of the ladder industry refusec to file. A bulletin
issued by the Code Authority of the Macaroni Industry on May 17, 1934,
stated that 291 members had filed prices; the total membership of this
industry was somewhat over three hundred. A questionnaire answered by
the former secretary of the Code Authority of the Marking Devices Industry
in January 1936 stated that, curing the first half of the coco period,
sixty percent filed while during the second half of this figure rose
to sixty- five percent. A consic erable volume of filings was received in
various regions of the paper distributing industry but since members could
adopt the filed trices of others it is not possible to appraise accurately
the degree of compliance. In the retail monument industry the degree
of compliance with the filing requirement varied widely with regions
but inspection of figures for diffej ent regions tends to confirm the
reasonableness of the estimate of sixty percent quoted in the C de
History. (***) a bulletin of the Code Authority of the Shovel, Dragline,
and Crane Industry on Octooer 30, 1934, stated that twenty-one out of a
total of thirty- three companies had filed prices. Most members of the tag
industry did not file prices of their own but were (according to the
C ox provision) deemed to have filed the lowest priceon file. By February
19

• 1934, 123 members out of a total of 247 members in the valve and
iittings industry were reported to have filed prices. The refusal of
circular knitters in the underwear and allied products industry to file
prices decreased the compliance figures of that industry substantially.
In the wnolesale confectionery industry about 750 of the straight-line
confectioners and about 50Sa of the allied-line confectioners were reported
to have filed. (****)

In the third group, which ccftprises about fifteen percent of the
industries in the. sample, members &id not

r
file prices to any important

.

Research and Planning Division of NBA, code administration report,
April 1935, pp. 47-48 NBA files.

(**) The plan did not require filing on all transactions,
(***) P. 35

Code History of Wholesale Confectionery Industry, pp. 35-36.
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extent. In the canvas i i.rii a? try, members of the wholesale division,
fourteen in number, electee not to file prices at all; retailers, con-

sisting of three thousand to thirty-five hundred members, made an

attempt to operate their sy tern out al,
;

a small proportion of the total
ever filed prices. The foriu r Secretary , ; bin Code Aut Drity of the
Marble i^uarryiig ano. Finishing Industry statea that price filing was
never operative in that industry. (*) Relatively few of the l4u,O0C
units in the Retail Tire and Battery Inoi stry ever file< prices; filing
was attempted in only a few of the metropolitan area;-, and. only during
a period of four months when the emergency minimum price was in effect.
In the rubber footwear ana heel ana sole divisions of rubber manufactur-
ing the smaller members A the industry consistently refusea to file on

the grounds that their customary differential under the selling prices
of the better-known brands would soon disappear unaer price filing,

thereby depriving them of their accustomed share of business. The failure
of NBA to approve a mandatory cost estimating manual for the set up paper
box industry, which was for a time in use in lieu of price filing, was
followed by general non-observance of the price filing requirements.
In the structural clay products industry lack of product standardiza-
tion and failure of NRA to grant a zoning plan greatly retard.cd filing
of prices, (**) A letter from the former secretary of the wood cased
lead pencil industry on January 20, 1936, states that participation in
the price- filing system wa-s negligible because of the failure of NRA to

approve certain supplementary control provisions requested by the
industry.

Scattering returns to a questionnaire sent to former secretaries
of coae authorities of industries whose code contained a price filing
provision secured the following data for industries not included in
the code sample.

(
¥

) Bid filing was, on the other hand, well observed outside
Metropolitan Hew York.

(**) Minutes of National Code Authority Meeting, March 8, 1934;

( In LIRA files structural clay products industry.)
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: of Members Filing
1st half of Code 2nd half of Code

Inaustry . period •
. .

.period

Asphalt i mastic tile 100 100

Concrete mixer 9* • 100

Household ice refrigerator 8o 15

Metal tank 65 85

Motor fire apparatus 78 90

Pulp 6c paper mill wire cloth -6 97

.Jheet metal distrioutors 15

Talc ana soapstone 80 16

Transparent materials . 25 75

Warm air furnace 90 , 95

Water meter 100 100

Card clothing 1-"' 100

oliae iastener 100 100

Unit heater 6- unit ventilator 100 100

Commercial refrigerat or 50 30

Boiler manufacturing 80 95

Cutlery, manicure implement, etc. *jb 75

Cutting die 89
Perfume and Cosmetic — 85

Power $ gang lawn mower 80 80

Head machinery manufacturing 97 97

Tile manufacturing 31 81

Tool 6 implement mfg. 94 96

The evidence upon the extent to which distributors filed prices with
the central agency of the manufacturers is most negative. In various
industries where the codes provided that jobbers or other distributors
file prices, such as asbestos, farm equipment, carbon dioxide ana the
automobile fabrics division of rubber manufacturing few independent
and multiple-line distributors tiled orices. Voluntary filing by dis-
tributors was achieved in few industries. In none of the twenty-five
industries whose experience with respect to tnis ooint was included
in the questionnaires returned was it reported that distributors filed
prices with the industry agency. These remarks apply only to manufacturers'
codes. It is apparent that price filing in numerous distributing trade
codes covered the resales of many of these manufactured products.
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C • I nformation Included in Filing

1. Issues and Controversies

The term "prices" when used in connection with price
oublicity is not a simple concept, as "breif examination will make
apparent. Instead of there being only one variable in the case of the

price of a given product, actually there are a great number of "oossible

variables all of which constitute a part of the actual price of the pro-
duct. In the first place, different prices are charged to different
types of buyers "by one and the same seller. These may take the form
either of net prices to each class or of varying discounts from a" list
price or a master or gross price list in use by the entire industry.
In the second place, there are in any industry a great number of con-
ditions of sale respecting which sellers can vary the favorableness
of their terms. A change in any one of these affects to a greater or

less .degree the final net cost to the buyer and thus becomes a signifi-
cant factor in -orice competition. Some examples of these supplementary
pricing factors are quantity discounts, cash discounts, free credit
periods, product guarantees, price guarantees, supplementary services
rendered and allowances for services rendered the seller by the buyer.
TTithout price publicity these supplementary terms of sale may remain
relatively stable , so far as individual members and group practice are
concerned, or they may serve as the most active regions of price change.
Price filing makes changes in the nominal price a matter of more common
and more prompt knowledge throughout the industry, so that members
could, unless they were obliged to file such terras, resort to making
one term after another more favorable to the customer in an attempt to

find a tool of price concession which might be kept secret from competi-
tors. Thus, theoretically publicity of prices requires that all of the

supplementary factors be included within the scope of price filing.

The concrete problem, then, which faces those administering a
system of price publicity is to design means of bringing all significant
factors within the scope of the publicity plan. One element ./of'-iMs

problem is the question of whether nominal prices shall be filed in the

form of net prices or of discounts from a list price of some form.
Another relates to the degree of detail necessary in order to make the

filed information significant. A part of this, also, is the question of
what types of information, short of everything, are most important.
Finally, if it is deemed necessary to require the filing cf all pricing
factors, how possible is it to achieve this end? These are the important
considerations in determining what precisely should be included in the
filing of "prices".

No particular controversies appeared during the code-writing
period with respect to the scope of price filing so far as information
was concerned. In a few cases wnere the filing either of net prices
or of list prices and discounts was made mandatory, members accustomed
to quoting in other ways were not especially anxious to change to a
new method. In many cases the immensity of the problem ahead, that
of securing complete publicity of terms, was not fully realized at
the time, and so the issues were not crystallized. In cases where
it was realized, some members were dubious about the cost and effort
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involved in reporting detailed information, and the complexity of the

price files which would result was also a source of dismay. But in
general, there arose very little opposition to the inclusion of all
terms and conditions within the scope of the price filing plan. In
some industries efforts were made to dispose of certain types of con-

cessions as competitive factors by securing provisions in the codes
either prohibiting certain concessions or limiting their amount. The

NBA granted these readily in the case of a limited number of terms,
such as cash discounts or rebates, but became progressively reluctant
during the period of NBA to permit such artificial rigidities to be
introduced into the price structure on any extended scale. (*)

2. Code Requirements.

The inadequacies of a scheme of publicity in which only nominal
prices would be publicized was generally recognized in -the codes, as
is evidenced by the fact that only thirty-two of the 444 codes required
simply that "prices" be filed. Even in these instances, informal code
authority and NBA interpretations usually expanded this requirement to

cover pertinent terms of sale. The remainder of the codes prescribed
in either general or more specific terms for the filing of additional
information pertaining to the individual pricing policies. Three
hundred and sixty- two codes required the filing of "terms and conditions
of sale" along with prices; in almost no case was there further elabor-
ation of just what scope was intended. Two hundred and seventy-nine
codes required the filing of discounts, ninety-six the filing of allow-
ances and fifty-one the filing of reba.tes. Aside from these more
general items, the following items were specifically included in the
filing requirements of one or more codes; cash discounts, periods of
free credit, guarantees, product guarantees, price guarantees, firm
offers, money-back agreements, gratuities, premiums, sample policy,
prizes, accessories included, any unusual services rendered, installation
services, warehousing services, gifts, purchase of buyer's capital
stock, commissions paid to buyers, trade-in allowances, advertising
allowances, container allowances, cartage allowances, label allowances,
form of contract, definitions of customer classes, classified list of
customers, trade discounts- quantity discounts, equalizations of freight
rates, prepayment of -freight charges, freight allowances and freight
terms.

Thr^e codes left the decision as to what information should be
filed entirely to the discretion of the code authority. In this con-
nection, it should be noted that fifty-nine codes empowered the code
authority to prescribe the reporting form to be used. In practice,
at least, this privilege gave the code authority direct control over
the types of information within the filing requirements.

As has been discussed elsewhere, the "prices" to be filed were
almost without exception present or future ;orices. Only one code,
that for cotton textile, provided for the reporting of past prices
only. This is one of the important features in which price filing
plans under NBA differed from those existing prior thereto.

(*) See further discussion, pp. 269-272 and 483-484.
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3. Code Authority iyxoansion or Modi fication of Co de Provisions

The types of price information which the administering agency,
within the framework of code provisions, required to "be filed influenced
directly the effectiveness of filing as a means of securing publicity
of the price structure. As has been pointed out, most of the require-
ments in NEA codes were very broad upon this point; this observation
applies with equal force, to the codes in the sample analyzed. By far
the greater proportion of the codes in the sample stipulated that
"terms and conditions of sale" should be filed. Some enumerated cer-
tain specific items in addition to prices that must be filed out such
as discounts, quantity discounts, cash discounts, allowances, etc.,
and then added the catch-all phrase, "and all other terms and conditions
of sale" . In a minority the requirement was confined to the filing of

"prices 11 and "discounts", while in one outstanding case, the Machine
Tool and Forging Code, the filing of "prices" only was required. It is
evident that in most of the codes the range of information required
was almost unbounded.

An examination of code authority bulletins and letters to members
indicates that in most cases the administrative instructions to mem-
bers simply repeated the wording of the code. Members were . instructed
to file "current prices and terms of sale", or whatever phraseology
the code had used, and presumably it was left to the judgement of the
member to interpret these requirements. A number of the uniform
reporting forms drawn up by code authorities contained large blank
spaces lagelled "terms and conditions of sale" with no explanation as
to shat should be covered there.

There were, however, noteworthy exceptions to this. Some code
authorities specified a few items which they considered the major terms
of sale and required their filing; cash discounts, quantity discounts,
trade-in allowances, and transportation terms were common items thus
specified. This specification was accomplished either in a bulletin
of instructions to industry members or "by including blanks so labelled
on the uniform reporting form. A far more ambitious effort was made
by certain other code authorities who found it advisable to require
the filing of a very long list of specified terms of sale. Once em-

barked on such a program, it seemed to be necessary constantly to add
new items to the list as members used new types of allowances, services,

or credit terms to effect price concessions. The standard form in

use at one time in the carbon dioxide industry contained blanks calling
for the following information: terms, contracts, deliveries, country,
territory, cylinders, freight equalization on full cylinders, freight
on empty cylinders, privately owned cylinders, other equipment, cartage
allowances, shipments on consignment, additional terms, description
of free delivery zones, description of country territory and annual
purcha.se volume of each class of buyer quoted. Bulletin No. 11 of
the Macaroni Code Authority instructed members to file the following
information: whether prices list or net, discounts for each class of

buyer, delivery conditions, quantity discounts, territories to which
•orices apply, classification or grade of product, raw material used
in each grade or brand of product and pric« thereof, separate price
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for each style or "brand of product, separate prices for each size of

carton, case, or package, differential "between wood "box and corrugated

package, and exact character and weight of package and number per case.

Bulletin No. 2 of the Asphalt Shingle and Hoofing Code Authority, in

addition to a number of other items, required the filing of .commissions

paid, freight equalization, product guarantees, completing materials
supplied without charge, time finance plans, and price guarantee policy
in subsequent explanations on April 16, 1934, and June 4, 1934, they
added among other items cooperative advertising plans, and free train-
ing of buyer's employees. The fertilizer and gas appliance industries
provided other examples of such detailed instructions.

Efforts to influence the actual prices and terms of sale are a
part of the problem of the control function of price filing which is

discussed in Chapter IV. However, there are certain "borderline matters
as "between these two functions which should be noted here. Certain
types of requirements ostensibly concerned simply with furthering the

ends of publicity may actually represent control measures. For example,
the requirement that prices should "be filed on a delivered basis, such
as was made in the business furniture, crushed stone, sand gravel and
slag, fertilizer, and funeral supply industries, among others, may
exert extensive influence over the price level where shipping costs
bulk large among the total costs of production and distribution.

About a third of the code authorities in the industries examined
set up uniform reporting forms upon which members were required to file
prices. Such forms have certain admitted advantages from the view
point of mechanics; they facilitate physical handling by the central
agency and by containing blanks to be filled out, they help insure
that members will not neglect the reporting of desired items. But they
can easily be manipulated in a way that is open to criticism. For
example, members may thus be required to file prices by zones although
such a procedure was not contemplated by code. Likewise, some of the
forms set up in various of the paper industries contained in small
print on the back a wide variety of regulations or "trade customs" to

which members -assented by using the form; these contemplated a uniform-
ity of a wide range of selling practices which was entirely unauthorized
by the code. Wherever such uniform reporting forms are used, they be
subjected to careful scrutiny if they are not to include restrictive
features that will serve to limit individual freedom in pricing practices!

Certain other variations may be noted at this point without being
discussed in detail. Some code authorities insisted that net prices be
filed rather list prices with discounts. On the other hand, in the
metal windown industry a master price list was imposed upon the entire
industry and accordingly it was required that only discounts from this
list be filed. In the business furniture, copper and brass mill pro-
ducts and coffee industries, among others, the prices required to be
filed were base trices, applying to certain base products and to stated
base quantities; extras and deductions covering other products and <

other quantities' were formulated by the code authority and used by the
members in conjunction with base prices in computing their selling
prices. (*)

(*) The control elements of such provisions is discussed in Chapter
IV, pp. 231-242.
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In some cases filing was accompli slied simply by mailing a catalogue
to the code authority. In the machine tool and forging industry, where
a customary policy had "been built up of quoting only one "orice to all
buyers with no further discounts, only list prices were required to be
filed. (*) Efforts made in some industries to secure the filing of
costs in addition to or in place of price data are discussed in Chapter
IV.

4 . Performance by Members

A complete quantitative appraisal of the decree of performance
of industry members with respect to the detailed aspects of information
filed, is almost impossible. Such an appraisal would involve an in-

spection of the filings of each member, industry by industry, and item
by item, which would be a monumental task even if all filings were
available. In general, the codal and administrative requirements taken
in conjunction with the general compliance data as set forth above
throw the greatest available light on the question. Thus, in industries
where general compliance was good, one could expect to find the closest
correspondence in details between requirement and performance, so that
the statement of requirements also indicates pretty well what was filed.
However, there is presented below the fragmentary information available.

Ho generalization can be made regarding the precise form in which
prices themselves were filed. In some cases net prices were filed for
the different classes of customers and in other cases discounts;
nuraericalljr the latter were more important. There would, at any rate,
seem to be little deviation from the requirements set up on this point.
There is considerable evidence that great difficulties were met with
in attempting to have members file a substantial number of their terms
and conditions of sale. In the electrical manufacturing industry such
information filed was largely confined to cash and quantity discounts,
with payment plans, trade-in allowances and delivery terms being in-
cluded only in some few cases. (**) In the fertilizer industry con-
siderably more success was obtained along this line, for a wide variety
of terms, as prescribed by the code authority, were actually exchanged
among members. (***)

In the gas appliances industry the information varied widely among
members from very complete price lists to mere notices of change. (****)

(*) Bulletin No. 10, Supervisory Agency, February 28, 1934, To

members of the Industry.
(**) Study by Albert Caesar, Price Filing in the Electrical Industry,

Trade Practice Study Section, Division of Review.
(***) Simon Whitney, Trade Practice Studies Section, Division of

Review, Fertilizer Industry Price Study, Dec. 15, 1935, P. 7
(****) Inspection of small sample of actual price filing of this

industry in FRA files.
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In the mayonnaise industry many of the discounts and terms of sale were

omitted despite the instructions sent out. Many of the small members

of the retail monument industry had never crystallized terms of sale

into definite practice, a fact which made efforts to file their complete

pricing policy difficult. The dissemination sheets of some divisions

of the rubber manufacturirg industry indicate that some members, at

least, were filing changes in numerous and quite detailed terms of sale.

In the shovel, dragline, and crane industry the administration member

reported to NBA on December 21, 1934, that the majority were filing all

of the types of information requested, including extras, deductions,
special accessories, etc., out that the remaining minority filed the

basic nominal price on a standard machine and nothing else. In the

tag industry filing of component or ice elements and required adherence
to the combined total of this "lowest prices and most favorable terms",

resulted in the building up of very detailed and all-inclusive terms
and conditions of sale mandators upon industz-y members. This was not
accomplished, however, by the filing of complete individual pricing
practices. It was reoorted that filings in the vitrified clay sewer
pipe industry were quite incomolete in many cases. (*) In the agri-
cultural insecticide and fungicide industry, cash discounts, net due
dates, and F.O.B. points were filed. (**) In the marking devices
industry, the secretary reported in response to a questionnaire that
no information was filed other than actual prices. The suggested cost
and estimating manuals circulated to industry members indicated that
little information could be conveyed ~b}r filing of nominal prices. (***)

A questionnaire sent to former code authority officials in January
193G for industries whose codes contained price filing provisions
supplies some evidence regarding the types of information filed by mem-
bers- in those industries. Reoroduced below are answers to the question
of the form in which prices were filed and the terms, conditions, and
other information ordinarily filed:

Industry Form of Prices Tile s ' Information Filed

Paper & Pulp mill Net price (one ^price for Cash discounts
wire cloth all customers)

industry a(****) List prices with discounts Town payment require-

ment
Installment periods
Discounts
Special quantity
discount

(*) Minutes of Eastern Regional Code Authority, February 12, 1935, in
NRA files vitrified clay sewer pipe industry.

(**) Letter to C. Southworth from L. S. Hitchner, President, January
23, 1936, NRA files.

(***) See below, pp. 202-205.
(****) Requested that reports be confidential.
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Form of Prices Filed Information Filed

List prices with discounts Cash discounts
I.iotor fire apparatus List prices with discounts Cash discount schedule

quantity discount "

trade in allowance "

Deferred pay 1 t "

¥arm air furnace List prices with discounts Discounts
Freight allowances
Consignments
"All" other conditions

of sale

Lietal tank List prices with discounts Warranties

Industry B(*)

of
Discounts from Industry
fross or master price
list

List price with discounts

Industry C(*)

Slide fastener

FOE points
Conditional sale terms
Quantity discounts
Freight equalization
points

Terms of contract
Packing practice
Delivery terms
Terms of payment
Charge for "broken

package s

List prices with discounts Cash discounts
FOB points
Guarantees
Engineering data

List prices with discounts Complete schedules of

terms, discounts, &
conditions of sale

Sheet Metal Distributors Base prices with extras None
Talc and soapstone Base prices with extras Terras of payment
Transparent Materials List prices with discounts Differentials

converters Discounts
Trade allowances
Special charges

Card clothing List prices with discounts Cash discounts
Freight allowances

Wholesale monumental
marble List prices with discounts Cash discounts

Road machinery mfg. List prices with discounts All terms & discounts
to consumers

Industry D (*) List prices with discounts Terms of payment -

short and long
Power & gang lawn inower List prices with discounts Trade discounts

Terms of sale
Cutlery, manicure, implements,
& Painters and paperhangers tools List prices Cash discounts

with discounts or Freight allowances
Minimum net prices Terms

Household ice
refrigerator List prices with discounts Hone

(*) Requested that reports "be confidential
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Industry Form oi Prices Filed Information Filed

Ease Prices with extras

Asphalt & mastic tile List prices with discounts Discounts
Freight equalization
Terms

Concrete mixer List orices with discounts Pone
Air filter List urices with discouuts Gash discounts

This experience in industries outside of the. sample tends to con-
firm the impression which emerges from an examination of the evidence
in the industries stv.died that the supplementary information filed in
addition to nominal prices was quite limited in scope. This indicates
that where the requirements regarding information ran in terms of "all
other terms and conditions of sale" , members chose to construe this

phrase very narrowly- and failed to report more than a small part of
the variables which made up their pricing policy.

Note should be made at this point of certain types of filings in
which the information actually filed was rendered practically meaning-
less by the nature of the information. In some industries, notably in
valve and fittings, man.y members adopted the practice of making condit-
ional or qualified filings, in which they included that they would sell
certain accounts below filed prices if necessary, or that they would
sell any buyer below filed prices xvnder certain circumstances. (*)

The National Fertilizer Association was also forced to issue a rule
forbidding such a practice. (**) Likewise, in some industries members
persisted in filing what they described as minimum prices whereas both
the code and the code authority instructions called for actual prices.
In other cases where only the filing of minimum prices was required,
some members proceeded to file extremely high discounts or extremely
low prices. These were intended to "be nominal, those filing them never
expecting to sell as low as the prices indicated. Through the ability
to sell above filed prices, the member thus might sell at whatever
prices or terms he chose and accordingly he was able to defeat the
whole function cf price filing. Such practices appeared in the ladder
industry, in certain divisions of the electrical manufacturing industry
and in the canvas goods industries,among others; in the latter industry
minimum prices as low as 99$ off list were filed.

5 . Obstacles In the way of Including Full Price Information.

It is evident that any plan for publicity which nlaces sole em-
phasis upon price information, will face serious difficulties with
respect to the scope of information included. The very nature of such
a kind of price publicity makes it essential to include substantially
all of the factors which affect the final net cost to the buyer; other-
wise the significance of the partial information that is assembled is
greatly lessened by unreported price concessions, which by altering
the net cost to the buyer, will determine his ultimate decision as to
whose product he will buy.

,

(*) Minutes of Code Authority Meetings, Sept. 5, 1934, and Oct. 16, 1934,
In ERA files, valves and fittings industry, Eo. 21.

(**) National Fertilizer Association, Regulations covering the filing
Open Price Schedules, Section 4, July 11, 1934, ERA files.
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Opposed to this basic requisite are the difficulties involved in

securing complete coverage, and the factors which lead to non-performance
"by members. In tne first place, a.side from the question of general
willingness to participate in a price filing plan at all, many pro-
ducers aid particularly the smaller ones begrudge the tine, effort, and
expense involved in preparing a very detailed filing schedule and in
reporting each minute change in such a schedule. Protests from industry
members were frequent upon this score. The burden upon members may be

tremendous when separate filings are required for different products,
for different classes of customers, for different areas, etc. Ulti-
mately, the possibilities of any system are rigidly limited ~q~j what the

participants will willingly do.

Another difficulty encountered which varied in degree as between
larger and smaller members was the failure of members to have a clearly
formulated and consistent policy with respect to each of the variable
price factors. Accordingly, they found it difficult to set them down in
the explicit fashion which the system contemplated. The smaller members,
for example, might lack a consistent policy with respect to the accept-
ance of returned goods, special services rendered, or transportation
terms. Thus they would find it impossible to fornru.la.te the exact nature
of their policy. Closely allied to this difficulty was the intangible
nature of many of the supplementary factors which defied the efforts
of any member, large or small, to make explicit their pricing policy.
Such matters as special services rendered, training customers' employees,
practices with respect to. unpaid accounts, etc., cannot be covered with
a few words. Since, under the publicity function, this information is

filed so as to apprize competitors of such policies, it is valueless
unless it is in such shape that competitors can co:rorehend the matters
concerned.

It is evident from the experience under ITRA. that complete inform-
ation cannot be obtained by the central agency, simply through a blanket
request for the filing of "all terns and conditions". Instead, it was
found necessary to request specifically item ''oy item tne types of in-
formation wanted. This precipitated &. race between the code authority
and certain members — the former attempting to discover all possible
ways in which indirect price concessions coiild be made and to include
them specifically in the filing plan; the latter to discover new ways
to shade net prices to customers which the code authority had not yet
discovered nor brought under the searchlight of publicity. The macaroni
industry faced the problems of premiums, open-end contracts, and the

diversion of brokerage to tra.de buyers—all devices to make concessions
from the prices publicized hy the price filing system. In the floor and
wall clay tile industry and certain divisions of rubber manufacturing,
first grade products were sold at a. reduced price by calling them

"seconds". In the valve and fitting industry, sellers supplied free

"missionary salesmen" to buyers. In the gas appliance industry free

deliveries, and crating and carton allowances were methods used to

attract customers. There are, as a matter of fact, almost an illimitable
number of ways in which such indirect concessions may be made; and this

fact almost predestines the code authority to be the loser in its race

with industry members determined not tc reveal all of their pricing
elements to competitors. (*)

(*) Other examples of evasive practices are given in Chapter IV, ".

pp. 230-272.
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Granting that members are able and willing to supply full information,

there remain in any case the difficulties resulting from the great com-

plexity of detailed pricing information. This complexity would "be a

mechanical factor in the assembling of information, in its compilation

by the central agency, and in dissemination. The complexity would also

tend to impair its usefulness to members, for the greater the number of

items, the greater presumably the difficulties of comparison. These

considerations are always present when attempts are made to include more

than certain basic items within the price filing plan'.

There apparently was never an;- marked conflict between industry
desires and NRA "oolicy regarding the scope of price information which
was included in price filing. From the start NBA approved codes which
required the filing of all terms and conditions and in its authoritative
statement of policy in Office I.Iemorandum To. 228, issued June 7, 1934,
it was provided that filing should embrace prices, discounts, rebates,
allowances, and all other terms and conditions of sale. This was re-
affirmed in the administrative policy announcement of April 23, 1935,
"New Series No. l n

, in which it was stated that in industries where all
the factors helping to give identity to price could not be reoorted,
"it is questionable whether an open price system can be effectively
used". Industries proposed, however, on numerous occasions that some
of the difficulties cited above be eliminated by prohibiting entirely
or by limiting the amount of certain indirect concessions. In some
cases code authorities actually set up rulings prohibiting certain types
of concessions in an effort to remove them as competitive factors. KRA.

especially during the latter part of the code making period, refused to

sanction the rigidification of otherwise variable elements in the price
structure and insisted that they be reported through the mechanism of
price filing rather than being outlawed or severely limited. (*)

Office Memorandum No. 228 required that information filed "shall com-
pletely and accurately conform to and represent the individual pricing
policies of said member". Thus, there was a definite conflict of views
here with NBA stressing publicity as opposed to regulation.

D . Products Included Uithin Price Filing

(*) This policy was specifically stated with reference to free deals,
prizes, and premiums in ERA Policy Memorandum No. 316 on December 6,
1934, and with reference to advertising allowances on No. 326 on
January 5, 1935, NBA files.
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1. Isrr.es and Controversies

The range of products upon whic price filing wa -. established was

toother important factnr which conditioned the degree of publicity ulti-

mate!: realized. It was found that some types of products were not. adap-

ted to price filing, for one ree on or another, anc accordingly their

prices were excluded— either by the code, by the administering agenc J , or in

practice by the members themselves. The central problem in this connection

folates to tie kinds of products which lend themselves to price publicity

through --rice filing.

The question of whether price filing can be £ plied to all the

broducts 61 -:n industry is the other side of the 'question as to what pro-

ducts should, be excluded from the filing requirements. One issue t len

was whet! er filing shoulc appl t to all pro< acts or whether it should be

confined onl2 to "standard" products with the omission of non-standard
jaro ducts. Uhere products were macit to order on customer specification or

custom b ilt, it was argued that price filing could nnt be usee becau.se

of the impossibi lity of setting up bases of comparison. Likewise, Where
individual producers made products of "unusual nature, size or type, it

was sometimes felt the t
;

rice publicity would perform no useful function.
But opposed-, to these views were those which insisted upon including all
products of the industry within the scope of price filing because of
the possibility that products not included would be used as a means of
price-cutting .in joint crders. Also "in those industries where there was
a vcrp great number of products, the question of whether nr not it we,s

feasible to include all products arose. This wa resolved in a few cases
as in paper distributing by limiting price filin to the most competi-
tive products.

Disagreement occasionally arose as to how far an industry should po

in attemptin to include sub-standard products. It wa? felt by some that
the filing of all the different cut-rate prices at which seconds, used goods,
obsolete goods, etc., were sole, would unduly complicate filing without
contributing a great deal to price publicity. On the other hand, it was
pointed, out that the sale of these goods was oftentimes in competition with
the sale of first quality goods an t] at the Prices of the former exert an
influence over the general price structure. A similar problem existed in the
case of ,00 s which were sold in so-called non-competitive channels, such as
for export or for consumption, further fabrication or distribution by an
Integrated concern.

A further problem grist from the competition of similar or substi-
tute pro duct • produced by other industries. In some cares it was felt that
if price publicity could not bo secured for all products which competed.
Erectly or indirectly with inoustr products, it would do more harm than
good by making filed prices a. target for price cutting.

The ...a;ior difficulty faced, in c.ettrmining upon what products filing
should, be used, resulted from the diversity of products made by different
members anc. the difficulty of securing adequate o ses of comparison. This
Ecessitated, in the first place, the supplying by filing member- of fell
Rescript ive data in orchr that comparisons could be made. In some industries
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elaborate and. detailed information would "be necessary in order to

accomplish this. The other ne«d created was for a comprehensive system

of product classification or of product standardization. Where such was

not possible of achievement diversity of products with respect to physi-

cal form or quality easily could render worthless efforts at price filing.

2. Code Requirements.

About one- third of the price filing olans, or one hundred and forty-

four, provided that prices be filed on all products of the industry. In

forty-five the requirement was confined to the "standard" products, where-

as sixty- si:: included standard products and such "non-standard" products

as the code authority should designate. In a part of these, "standard"

was defined as products which were ordinarily sold upon the "basis of

printed price lists. A few cod's specifically named the kinds of products
to be included while a small number of others named the products to be

excluded and required that all other industry products be included. The

responsibility for designating the products for which prices were to be

filed was placed in the hands of the code authority in ninety-six codes,

while in forty-five others this respnsibility was left with industry
members on the basis of majority vote.

The codec for the industries in the sample commonly required either
that prices be filed for "all products of the industry", or that a member
file "his prices" without specifying for what products. A few of the
codec incorporated KRA Policy Memorandum No. 228 which limited the policy
to "standard" products and such non-standard products as should be desig-
nated by the code authority. Only the Canvas Goods Code enumerated cortafiv spt

cific products for which prices should be filed. Thus, in all instances
the ultimate responsibility of determining what products should be brought
under price filing was shifted from the period of coo.e writing to subse-
quent code authority and industry decision. The requirement that all prices
or prices for all products cold bB filed was specific in a sense but
failed to provide for those cases where filing was not found to be feasible,

3. Code Authority Expansion or Modification .of .Code Seguirements

In some of the industries it was attempted to cover all products in
the price filing plan originally set up. In the asphalt shingle and roofing

industry, in accordance with the cede, filings wore required on all pro-
ducts; no major obstacles were encountered relative to this point, due
perhaps "co the fact that products had been quite -standardized for some
years under the influence of patent controls and other factors. (*) The
scope of the candy manufacturing plan was all inclusive, the products .'

having been classified by Dun and Bradstreet into eighteen classes with
a miscellaneous class for all otherwise unclassifiable items. (**) Prices

(*) See Appendix A, Pri.cjD.Jp:I^ .

(**) Code Administration Bulletin, No. 1, Code Authority for Candy
Manufacturing Industry, NRA Piles.
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in the carbon dioxide industry were filed under two divisional groups, li-

quid a:u. solid; (*) As lr tc rs a year after the code went into effect,
the executive committee of the copper end brass mill products industry
required its members to file prices on all products which they sole; pre-
sumably, exceptions had not proved necessary during the first y*.er of
operation. (*'-) The Fertiliser Code required the filing of prices "for

all j'radc or kinds of mixed fertilizer, superphosphate, and for other fer-
tilizer material sold or offered c'or sale". In pursuance of this, it was

requires that prices be filed for all products sold, regardless of whether
or not a special type or formula; this policy was supported by T.rA rulings
to that effect. (**) Members of the fire extinguishing appliance manufac-

turing industry were instructed that:

"The filing of prices should include generators,
generator power, extinguisher brackets, repair
parts, recharging date tags, etc., — it being
the sense of the meeting that everyone was expected
to file a price on ever^ item which he manufactures
(or has mace for him to his own specifications or

formula) which comes within the definition of the

Code*"" (****)

In the steel casting industry members were required to file prices for

all types of casting; this was made possible by the product classification
set up in that industry just prior to the code and assiducusly refined
during the period of coex operation. ( * * * * * ) Similar instructions by code

authorities as to products included were issued in the gas appliances,
ladder, mar!ring devices, mayonnaise industries ana in certain regions of the

retail monument industry.

The field of administrative discretion entrusted by the code x- :

.

ef course, considerably broader when it provided for the filing of prices
en "st. ndiic." products only or expressly empowered the code authority to

prescribe the products. The Business Furniture Code Authority tried to

incla.de custom-built "specials" within the scope of "current standard lines"
but this was held unauthorized in an NBA interpret: ti on. (******) it was
decided by the electrical manufacturing industry that prices need not be

"tailor-made" products. (*******) The machine tool and forging

(*) Pre cribeel reporting form in NRA files.

(**) dalle tin Issued November 7, 1934, NBA files.

(***)Letter from deputy administrator to Fertilizer Recovery Committee,
April 1934i; (in ERA files, fertilizer industry.)

(****) Letter dated October 15, 19& from A. 0. Boniface, Secretary
of Cede Authority to Member of the Industry, (Bulletin ho. 80 )

;

( hi NBA files)

(*****) Co. aiercial Resolution No. 7 of Steel Casting Code Authority, NRA
files

(******) Administrative Order No. 88-27, November 30, 1934, NRA files
(***-***) niimtes of Executive Committee of N.E.i'.A. , Ntv. 23, 1930.-, NRA Files
3 8 25
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industry had- considerable difficulty in formulating e workabl e de fi ni ti on

of the )hrase "standard product, accessories, end/or attachments" : s used

in the price filing .rovision of the code. Eventually the followin
;
de-

finition was arrived at:

1. "A standard product is any machine, or any accessory or

attachment to which a manufacturer applies a designated

lumber, or si~e, or name, that might or should indicate

to an informed person, a specific type of machine, accessor;

o r a 11 a chine n t ; o r

2. Any machine, accessory, or attachment which is offered to

a customer a competitive style, type or design to

established product on which product a price has been

filed with the Supervisory Agency hy any member of the

industry

3. The addition to, or elimination from any machine of any

special feature shall not, ipso fecto , be considered as

excluding any machine from its classification as a standard

product." (*)

The Marketing Devices Code Authority seems to have left the final determi-

nation to the discretion of each member, for it required members to iile

prices o^I . for products "customarily" offered for sal e; for otlur items

they were simply required to file their "pricing formula". (**) In the

heel ant sole division of the rubber manufacturing industry, for which

the code prescribed filing only for standard, products, a controversy aroc

concerning quality standards which was partially responsible for the fin|

abandonment of price filing in the coco. The Hagerstown Rubber Jompany

maintained that its products were inferor in gradx to those of the sop

called "Dig 3" and refused, to file prices, contending tha.t they would
be met 'or the larger companies, ho thus, would effectively destroy its x.\ci

ket. The Valve and Fitting Coee required the filing of price- for

"product normally available to the trade." Consequently, the Code Au-

thority exempted from filings products of special design but required thsM

the prices uoted f or such special products be not less than prices on

file for "similar" products normally available to the trade. (***) The

main problem which was confronting the code authorities in each of these

industries war to exclude, in some ray, special items from price filing
without mekin , the definition so broad that certain genuinely competitive
items would be excluded also.

i'orc significant, perhaps, are the specific products which were
exenroted i rnm irice filing aid, the reasons therefor. The Cast Iron Joil
(*) Supervisory Agency Bulletin he. 25 to Ilembers of the Industry, Oct-
ober 10, ISg

; (in PEA files, machine and tool forging industry.
(**) ^ c - 1 1 . r , from the Code Authority to Llembers oi Industry, dated De-
cember 7, 19',, (in 1TPA files for marketing devie&s industry.)
(,*** )hett.r , dated April 20, 1934, from the Code Authority to Llembers of
Industry. (In PPRA files, valv^ em fittings industry. ) This inter-
pretation wa.s later objected to by the Administration.
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Pipe Code required the filing cf "orices on pipe ana fittings and service
valves, and roadway or meter "boxes. The coop authority called for prices
only for pipe and fittings and failed to require them for the other items.

Complaint was made "by members producing only the latter^ items that various
manufacturers of all industry products were supplying the latter items as
free goods, and that that fact explained why filings were never required
on them. The NBA pointed out these facts to the Code Authority and asked
for an explanation. (*) 'The following exemptions from price filing were
made at one time or 'another in the crushed stone, sand, gravel and slag
industry; chemical, metallurgical and similar products; products made from
State owned or controlled materials; products sold by a railroad from its
own quarry; and ground limestone produced as a by-product. In the farm
equipment industry materials and parts were not included in price filing
when used for further manufacture, for assembly replacements or for repair.
(**) The removal of tennis footwear from the price filing plan of the

rubber footwear division of rubber manufacturing was explained by the fact
that three members of the industry refused to participate in price filing.
(***.). The Code Authority of the shovel, dragline and crane industry
exempted some of the very largest products of the industry from price : -

filing while including all others, namely, machines of three cubic yards
of capacity or more, three motor electric machines, steam machines and
locomotive types. (****) After about six months of inclusion in the' price
filing plans, septic tanks were \ ithdrawn by the Code Authority of the

Vitrified Clay Sewer Fine Industry in Resolution No. 5^ dated May 24, 1934;
no reasor therefor was assigned. Price filing for school jewelry in the
Medium and L w Price Jewelry Code was never put into effect at all.

Finally, a shift in frshion may be credited for the eventual inclusion of
mono-tone covers in the price filing plan of the nottingham lace curtain
industry after it had once been excluded in favor of two-tone covers.

In a number of cas^s code authorities brought various types of sub-
standard products within the price filing plan. The motivating factor
in these cases was the fact that these products threatened to enter into
direct competition with first cuality products; complete publicity re-
garding all price factors in the market was thought to necessitate their
inclusion. Thus members of the steel office furniture division of the

business furniture industry were required by the code authority to file
proposed price li-sts with quantities of all de-standardized

(*) Letter dated March 13, 1935, from the deputy administrator to the

Coc.e Authority, (in NBA Files, c-.st iron soil pipe industry. No
record of the reply of the Code Authority can be found in the

'files.

)

.•*••
(**) Code. News ^Bulletin, September 4, 1934, issued by Farm Equipment

Institute to Members of Industry, NBA files.'

(***) Le_tter, dated August 20, 1934, from Chairman of the Code Authority"

A.L. Viles, to members of the Coo.e Authority, (in NBA files,

rubber manufacturing industry).
(****n Letter, dated November 13, 1934, from the Code Authority to

Members of the Industry, (in NBA files, shovel, dragline and
crane i ndus t ry )

.
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and obsolete merchandise. (*) 1 1 the electrical manufacturing industry i

was reouired that prices on obsolete stock: should be filed "but not distri

buted. The executive committee of the farm equipment industry required

the filing of prices for obsolete, shopworn, and "bargain" goods where
their quantity or manner of disposal were capable of demoralizing the

market for new goods. (**) The eastern regional committee of the vitrified

clay sewer pipe industry on October 9, 1934 received filings from a member

covering 25 carloads of culls; they decided not to accept-this for fear
tnat it would affect market conditions unfavorably. ' On November 13, theyl
again refused to accept the filing of a price for culls, stating that the]
use of such pipe for sanitary sewers was not recommended due to the doubt-

ful qualit"- of cull pipe. (***)

Another difficulty relatea to the typos of products included is one
that will inevitably face any program for mandatory price publicity. It

resulted from the fact that certain products of a given industry were
also produced in part by sellers whose major production fell in another
industry ana who, therefore, were under the jurisdiction of that inciustrjM

The same situation existed when closely substitute products were produced
in other industries. Unless publicity of prices applies to all producer™
of the -oroduct or closely substitute products within or without the in-

dustry, full publicity cannot be realized. A f»w examples taken from ex-«
periences under ERA will suffice to illustrate the point. The cordage and

twine:' industry was forced to exempt the International Harvester Company
from filing its prices on binder twine, because it was not successful in
inducing prison operated plants to file prices. Th n farm equipment industry

had difficulty with the lumber manufacturers who made farm equipment and
who did not wish to file. There was a considerable amount of direct compe-

tition between products of the floor and wall clay tile industry and
those of structural clay products and terra cotta industry. The industrial

alcohol industry insisted on delaying the operation of its price filing
on one form of anti-freczc until price filing for the same product was sej

up in the hardwood distillation industry and provisions were made for an
exchange of price lists between the two industries. The metal window
industry had similar difficulties in its relations to the all-metal inseM
screen industry. Other industries in the code sample which faced similar]
difficulties were the paper distributing industry, which could not secura
price filing by wholesale grocers; scientific apparatus in relation to
members of the chemical industry; and wholesale confectionery

(*) Bulletin issued by Code Authority to Members of Industry, August
7, 1934; (in NBA files, business furniture industry.)

(**) Minutes, January 34, and March lfi, 1934; (in NBA files, farm
equipment industry).

(***) Minutes of Eastern Begional Code Authority, January 17, 1935;
(in NBA files, vitrified clay sewer uipe industry).
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confectionai.. in relation to allied line wholesalers. These diffi-

culties xre of classification, jurisdiction and definition of pro-
duct, an. necessarily must have been settled upon factors peculiar to

each case. Regardless of the fact that r.o general rule can be me de

applicable, they constitute one of the greatest difficulties face, in

establishing s successful system oi mandatory price publicity.

Products which went into non- competitive ch nnels or which from
thoir nature were non-co::.p.:uitiv:; were frequently exempted fran

price fik'ui :,apuirements. Sales of carbon dioxide in small con-

tainerr to the medical fiele were exempted from filing by the Carbon
Dioxid.c Co* : Authority. (*) The Cora: c- rat Twine Code Authority
exempted yams, twines, and other products when used for the fnenu-

facture of carpets, rugs, an furniture. (""*)

note should" be taken at this oint of :. matter closely re-

lated to the ty es of infor lation that should1

b. filed. Many code

authoritier: required the filing of c.escribptions of products along
with price and sometimes set forth d.et il- ruler covering the /joint.

Tht, Asp! -It Shingle and Hoofing Coc c Autl >.pj fc,., required -one following
data descriptive of products included: rve . ci j;ht per square for
unit of sale, number of square feet supplied: at unit sale price, di-

mensions of shingles, number of shingles per s a r< , and number of

bund-lcs oei square. (***) Likewise, in the _uncral supply industry full

descriptions of products were required, with tin proviso that samples
or illuctratiens must c forwarc .

.. ii tnc artur »f the product mai :

descriptions impractical. A similar requlrcme a was madee by the

Marking D vices Code Authority. In the retail monument industry,
it ue.r. provided.. -.that '.'here a. full description of each type of monu-
ment war impossible, members sh ulc file unit prices for the consti-
tuent processes of sup lying material, cutting, polishing, lettering,
etc.

One 01 the major o.iffioultie ; in s ei< cting products upon
which filinis should be made vaa the diversity of roeucts z between
different members and the resulting lack of comparability of informa-
tion filea. Unless some common basis of .comparison between products
is possible, rice publicity is without meaning. The lack of similar-
ity between industry products in some industries discouraged efforts
at price publicity from the start and no provision wa placec in the
coder 01 these industries. Oth r industries tried price filin but
lack o.. ;:c nda.rdization fore d its abandonment or at least caused
grave difficulties. The remaining industries :ither were fortunate
enough to have a customary or well-established formal plan of stand-
ardization before their codes were

:
ec up, or the succeeded in devis-

ing a workable plan during the code period. The re i summarized below
the experience of the industries examined with res; ect to this problem.
It should, be emphasized that "standardisation" here refers primaril
to definitions and classifications for the purpose of filing anc only
incidental ly to standards of quality.
(*) i.Iinates, August 13, 1934, ^.a files
(**) ilinutcii, xp:; 15,10, 1534, . Hi filos • »"
(*ie*)_x:planati_.n issued by code authority, April a,.•19___11RA files
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!_-, t , iphalt shingle - ni roofing industr ,
s system of irod-

uct cl .fication and definition -x .. luite well established before the

code was a 'proved, due partly to the fact that a considerable propor-

tion of t c industry were working unc :-r the sane basic patentr. The

bakin istry in its uniform reporting form broke dov/n its products

into the following classes:

1. Bread
(a) White; (b) Pullman; (c) Vienna; ( d) French

(e) raisin; (f) whole wheat; (g) rye; (h) special

and other.

2. Rolls

3. Swebt dough goods

'.-. Calces

(a) pound; (b) loaf; (c) layer; ( d) cup.

5. Cookies

6. Doughnuts

7. Cre am goods
(a) puffs; (b) eclairs

S. Other products

All product' were to be classified under one of these groups or sub-

groups rn z price was filed, for the class only; however, provision
was made for indicating the weight of the item classified, the 'unit

price, the ..rice per pound. A set of symbols were used to indicate
whether the roduct was in wrapped wax paper, in wrapped cellulose,
sliced, or packaged. Thus, s workable classifier tion of products by
type was obtained, but- there wa.s still lacking a classification by
quality based on ingredients used.

She csndy manufacturing industry delegated the job of classifi-
cation to Dun and Eradstreet, which eventually established the fol-
lowing ei hteen classes of products:

Five and ten- cent Units
(Including ba± goods me
ihane packages)

counter goods
penny goods
pacha ;c go jds

butter cream goods
c a'i rmcl s ( w rapp e d

)

chocolate (bulk)
cocoanut work

erean work
e: 1 1 o- gums a nc". jellies

har d can dy- so 1 id , filled, mi x~
tare s

marshmal lows
lozenges
pan work
ieee. gooc s

licorice
chocolate moulded goods
miscellaneous

Thus
>

i d of attempting to have each member file prices for each
of his different products, it was requested that he classify his prod-
ucts under the above groups anc file one price for each group for which
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hc- sold products. (*)

A product classification sit up by the steel castings industry
in conjunction with s cost study facilitated the smooth operation of

price filin in that industry. Although there are some 120,000 possible
patterns which arc sole'., these, were ;rouped into onl; 1,200 cla.se: end
prices were filed only for these cla s. s. Tires, the average number o::

actual products represented by each cla; .
s ''ar one hundred. In the fer-

tiliser industry an established list of grade: " '. a proved, but diffi-
culties :. e- v.l ted f roi.i the miring of grades me the labelling of such
mixtures r "special formulae"; open fumre.le fertiliser could be sold
only if I', e schedule file set forth price clear1 enough so that an; com-

petitor cculc compute exactly wha.t the filer's price vvoulf be for ahy
combination. Detailed rules were issuei by the hhcaroni Code A> thority
setting up quality standards and labeling, and these were utilized in
the classification of products for filing purpose-. , vith such grrdes
as "semolina", "farina", "flour", anr "substandard", A gross price
list v/c :, developed in the metal window indu t-y over a period of ye rs,

from which members quoted their discounts; a t .o rough system of prod-
uct classification was thereby achieved. However, filing on non-ferrous
windows wa abandoned as impractical because some manufacturers in that
branch refuser' t© participate in efforts to set up product standardi-
sation-. (**) A "Book -;f Standards" seems to have been in wide use in
the vitrified clay sewer pipe industry, which undoubtedly provided some
measure of standardization of products.

In a number of other incur, tries, ! io'. . cv e r , price filing wa
hampered ey the lack of product classifications or standardization
Thus, in the east iron soil pipe industry, th r service valves am. road--
way or meter boxes produced by different members-were quite- dissimilar,
and difficulties of settiny op i plan of stgndar dization which could be

correlated with the system oi base prices and uniform differentials in
effect mare filing on these products ver;> difficult;- though specifieai ly
required .:, the code. The leek of uniformity in prouuet-s- maxtc- price
filing completely impractical in-nrancroi'.s product divisions" 'Oi the'
electrical manufacturing industry. A considerrblf proportion of the
folding paper box industry w; ; made- to- o reel to specifications o± c el.

individual customer; standardize ti on was practically impossible for
these, a fact which led the industry to propose a system of filing
c^sts instead of prices. This was also true n± the set up paper bo::

industry. Certain regional committees of the paper distributing trade
endeavour e< to classify products as filings came in, but their lack
of success, caused considerable difficulty in the operation of price
filing. It res been pointed out above in another connection that .price

filing in the heel and sole envision of rubber manufacturing was rendered
virtually unworkable by the absence oi' quality standards. The Code Au-
thority of the Shovel, Dragline ane Crane Industry attempted to achieve
a degree of product classification through listing certain produce
groups on the uniform renorting form devised; this met with oppos ition,
(*) Code Administration Bulletin ho. 1; (In NBA. files, candy manufac-

turing industry).
(**) Resolution of Code Authority, January 23, 1934 (in "Rule Book",

page 1), NBA files
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fron vrrious members on the ground that it "as unauthorized 'oy the

code, a fret nhich i roairod its effectiveness. Price filing in various
regions of the structriral clay products industry ' Tas greatly hampered
"by lack of classifications of 'brick for filing purposes. Other indus-

tries in 'Thich lad: of product standardization :^ade a smoothly tTorking

price filing Systran impractical included retr.il monument, scientific

apparatus, and canvas goods.

One of the greatest difficulties arising fro:: lack of specific
grading on product classification in sorie industries '"as the possibility
of evasion by the seller in supplying a product of r higher grade at the
price filed for a lo—er grade. The various divisions of the paper and
pulp industry devised very elaborate grading systens for industry pro-
ducts and attempted to secure approval for mandatory differentials for
size, Teight, color and other variations in specification. These dif-
ferentials •'ere disapproved 'oy MSA but --ere in large measure made ef-

fective by price filing forms md code authority regulations. Even so,

the possibilities of evasion remained. This difficulty \ras enhanced
by the provision that members coul< .justify filed prices as "meeting
the competition" of some other company. It ^as not feasible to deter-
mine mhen such filings actually met competition unless comparability
of grade could be ascertained. The coe'e authority in a proposed
revised code sought to include the requirement thr.t "samples" be sub-
mitted trith each filing.

It is clear from the evidence "resented that the agencies ad-
ministering price filing installed it vith lost success and frequency
for industry products that "ere directly competitive and 'mere the na-
ture of products made comparability and classification feasible. In
industries -here the number of products is great anc! natural groupings
do not e::ist

t
it seems doubtful whether a meaningful degree of price

publicity can be secured through a price filing system unless a system
of product classification and standardization is put into effect. (*)

-!-. P erfo r: lance ^y '. 'efo ers

.

As right be expected, the degree of compliance ^y lenbers vrith

coda! and administrative requirements regarding products included vas
greater titan in the ceso of requirements regarding information, that is,

aside from refusal to file rrsy prices. There is little evidence that
members arbitrarily refused to file prices for ccrtrin types of products,
*?hile at the same time filing them, for other types. This is probably
due to the fact that code authorities, generally did not institute price
filing in the first place -here difficulties of description, comparison
or classification '"'ere insurmountable. In those industries in "hich the
Code Authority required filings on all products, there is no available
evidence to indicate that members regulrrly and deliberately omitted
certain items. Homever, in some c^.ses the filings upon standard
products only '"ere satisfactory, "hile those on non-standard prod-
ucts mere net in a form v.hich Tould convey the price for this type of
product. This situation ercisted in the machine tool anc" forging, shovel,
dragline and crane, and agricultural insecticide and fungicide industries.

(
:

) ^lir; possible rigidities result in-; from such methods and their use
in conjunction 'itn fixed price differentials is discussed in Chapter IV,

pages 231-242

.
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Beyond this evidence, only a comparison of all products upon

which members actually filed a revealed by their actual filings with

a comprehensive list of industry products would reveal products excluded

from filing.

The obscurity of morning in individual filings and the lack of

comparability in the filings mace "by different members caused far more

difficulty. In some industries no descriptions of products were requested
or sup lied and, as a result, the publicity of prices realized was oi

little value, since members found it difficult to compare their own
'price vith others. In other cases, descriptions were requested and
filed, but frequently jroved to be too brief to oe of great help.

Where no .redact classifications or plan of strndarization were es-

tablished, the filings that were made - although frequently made in

ful accordance with requirements and fully disseminated - often failed
to convey to members the prices at which their competitors were selling

competing products. This deficiency was ofisct in some cases where
the attaching o: the maker's name or brand to his filed prices was
sufficient identification for his fellow competitors in the industry
or perha i even for customers. But where there were a large numb ere of
industry products or a large number of producers this factor did not
exist. Other industries in addition to those cited in which filings made
were unintelligible because of the absence of iroduct classifications
were structural clay products, scientific apparatus, and retail Monu-
ment,

In conclusion, it seems evident that, in determining upon
what products price filing may be fe." ible, there must be a. certain
amount 01 uniformity or standardization of products, or a practical
scheme of classification must be devised and full characteristics of
tne product be included along with the price information filed.
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3. Transactions Included Within Tr i ce ITU lug.

1. Issues and Controversies.

Unless trices are filed fo all classes of buyers, full public-

ity cannot be achieved, And if orices to cfeiftairi classes of buyers are

not publicized, the effects of such exemptions may be to render the par-

tial publicity realized for other transactions meaningless. Consequently,

the requirements and performance with res'cec't' io this matter are of
vital import in evaluating the degree of publicity obtained. The general

theory of publicity, as pointed out above, raised a presumption in favor

of including all "buyers, But opposed to this >ere armaments for the

exclusion of -orices to three types <3f buyersv' unlike some of the other

controversial points, these issues generally crystallized before per-

formance by members became a reality. This was because they involved

definite conflicts of interest, rather- than more purely difficulties of

operation.

*

The .first type of buyer whose prices it was frequently desired

to exclude was the rerj large buyer -ho was receiving an. extremely high

discount. The arguments advanced in fa^or of such exclusions were that

they would lead to agitation by smaller buyers, not really entitled to

the lower price, to receive the same prices as given to the larger "buyer.

It was argued also that an agreement with the "buyer, that the price be

kept confidential "bound the member. Thus a. member of the plumbing fix-

tures industry, in explaining his failure to file his contracts with
mail order houses, stated that f-

."

'
•''"''"'

"Our contract with the mail order customer predates the effective

date of the code and we must comply with cor.tra.ct-; are-existing
the code. Our arrangements With this mail cider customer go

bach as far as 1904; the selling price under this contract is

based en all costs plus a fair profit; also ties in with a con-

tract and Trust' Indenture for a one Mllicn dollar .bond issue
clue August 1, 1939, or as long as any of these bonds are out-
standing" (*)

Likewise, the Universal Sanitary 'fenufactui'ing Company stated,, in

Connection -ltd -the same issue; that-;

"This cosroany has gone on record as to its entire willingness to

file with the Administration member of the code authority or with
. the H3A. certain contracts of a highly confidential nature, en-

tered into in writing wrier to the effective date of the code.

This company does maintain that the filing of such contracts,
thereby making them available to the inspection of competitors

(*) Letter dated May 1, 1934, from Handle Manufacturing Company to

Assistant Deputy Jacob'/, filed along'with brief from five manu-

facturers, (in files, plumbing fixtures industry, Volume I-a)
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li -;ht ' 7ork a hardshir> upon the company and interfere in an un-

rranted manner with the merchandising and sales urogram of

the company as to matters wholly "beyond the purpose of the code."(*)

Opposed to the exemption of such buyers was the argument that

such an omission would destroy the value of publicity of other trans-

actions; end that it would defeat one of the major functions of price

filing, namely, the elimination of discrimination.

The second type of transaction which it v:as often desired to

exclude were transactions between industrjr members and with buyers

owned or controlled by members. The motive here was to preserve the

competitive a.dvantage of the integrated concern.

The third tyoe were transactions with buyers where these buyers

also purchased goods from intermediate distributors who sold in direct

competition with members and did not file their prices. It was argued
that mem>ers who sold directly to these buyers would be at a competitive
disadvantage if their competitors, the intermediate distributors, were
not required to file.

Another issue provocative of considerable discussion centered
around the problem of giving meaning to the classes of customers for which
prices were filed. Excepting in those industries where the classes were
firmly fixed and defined by customary usage, the uncertainty as to what

buyers or types of buyers were included within the classes for which
each member filed prices lessened the comparability of prices from the
standpoint qf publicity and permitted wilful evasion of filed prices.
Hot only was there lack of knowledge regarding the types of buyers inclu-
ded within each class, but different members classified their customers
differently in filing prices. For example, one member might file prices
for distributors, jobbers, wholesalers, and retailers; another member
might file for wholesale distributors, brokers, mail order houses, chain
stores, and dealers. From the names of the classes it was not clear what
customers .'ere included in some of these classes, and accordingl2r prices
filed by t i_p members could not be compared. When, as was a common prac-
tice, members filed different prices for different sub-groups of a given
class-such as "large", "meduim", and "small" wholesalers or "special" and
other jobbers, the boundary line between one grout) and another could not
be determined from the filings. Even "here prices were filed for iden-
tical classes, there remained the difficulty of "here any given buyer was
included. Was Chain Store X a mass distributor or a retailer? Was Mail
Order House Y a wholesaler or retailer? Was Company Z given the distrib-
utor, jobber, or wholesaler price?

An appreciation of this difficulty led to proposals to make cus-
tom classifications comparable. Varioiis methods were proposed and some
found their way into the codes. A sinrole listing of classes for which
members were required to file prices was proposed in some instances.
In others it was argued that there should be included with such a list
mandatory or suggestive definitions of each class- which incorporated
the qualifications necessary for the inclusion of a buyer in any given
class; these definitions were sometimes written into the code and some-
times -promulgated by the code authority. ?he most extreme measure was

(*) Letter to Assistant Deputy Jacoby, hay 1, 1S34, KRA files.
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the proposal that the code authority "be empowered to classify all of the
individual "buyers of the industry into such classes as it deemed proper.
The other general method of securing comparability which was proposed
was for members to file the definitions of the classes of customers for
which they filed, or to file the names of their customers to whom each
of the various prices or discounts were to be given.

Some of these methods were opposed by representatives of buyers
and by the NRA. The NRA, while sympathetic with the efforts to advance
comparability of prices, foresaw the possibilities of control over prices
and channels of distribution, and was accordingly reluctant to a.p Drove

most of the proposals.. (*) From the viewpoint of publicity, the problem
is analago"0-s to problems raised in connection with information and
products included in that comparability of information filed is without
doubt advanced by requiring uniformity of certain terms of sale, by class*

ifying products, or by securing uniformity of customer classifications;
but the advantages for -price publicity must oe balanced against the
price control which such measure may implement.

2. Code Requirements

The codes, as a rule, were fairly explicit u^on the matter of
transactions governed by the price filing provisions. Generally they
included all types of buyers and transactions within the scope of the
price filing plan . Out of the 444 codes, only fifteen enumerated cer-
tain specific classes of buyers for whom it was required to file prices.
The question of whether or not these enumerations omitted certain
classes is a factual question which depended upon the total number of
classes in each of these industries and accordingly, is not capable
of definitive answer. However, there is positive evidence that in some
of these fifteen industries, the prices to certain large buyers were
exempted from the filing requirement. Five codes specifically excluded
prices to governments and a few other codes made other specific exclu-
sions. Aside from this group of codes, the code filing requirements-
embraced prices to all types of buyers.

3. Code Authority Expansion or Modification of Code Requirements,

Generally in the industries studied, the instructions of the
code authority simply restated the terms of the code with respect to

transactions to be included. Instructions contained in bulletins and
letters to members issued by the code authorities for the following in-
dustries required the filing of prices for "all buyers" without particu-
lar qualification; asphalt shingle and roofing, builders surrolies, cor-

date and twine, electrical manufacturing, floor and wall clay tile,

macaroni, machine tool and forging, narking devices, baking, funeral
supply and valves and fittings.

(* ) The problem of customer classification is discussed in Chaoter IV

pp. 242—256 with especial reference to its control aspects.
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. The code authorities of a number of other industries issued

rules enumerating classes of buyers for which trices shall he filed.

The degree of compulsion upon members to observe these groupings or^

uniformly to classify specific customers into certain classes varied:

some were intended to be only suggestive while others provided complete

code authority supervision over the classification of specific buyers. (*)

Thus the agricultural insecticide industry required the filing

of prices to consumers, dealers, and jobbers, and also of commissions

paid to brokers. A resolution of the Asbestos Code Authority required
,

prices to consumers, dealers, and jobbers. Cods Administration Bulletin

So. 2 of the- Candy Manufacturing Code Authorty required prices for

wholesalers, wagon jobbers, retailers, large, medium and small chain

stores, large, medium and small ''syndicate stores, cooperative buyers,

concessionaire, and vending machine operators. In the canvas roods

industry the filing of prices only to retailers and wholesaler- was

required. The uniform reporting form of the carbon dioxide industry

contained blanks for consumer, chain store, and retail trices. The

envelope industry in Bulletin 17 c required the filing of trices to

wholesale distri outors , wholesale-retail distributors, commercial print-

ers and other retail distributors and consumers. The Farm Equipment

Code required filing of prices to jobbers and dealers, but the code

authority informed a member that he must file his prices to nail order

houses. (**) In the Fertilizer Industry, prices were required for

consumers, dealers, and agents.

Ruling Fo. 2 (Revised) of the fire extinguishing appliance in-

dustry specified distributors, jobbers, very large users, dealers
and general consumers, with elaborate definitions for each. Rule

Ho. 7 of the Gas Appliances Institute required orices for exoort sales,

large purchasers, wholesalers, jobbers, brokers, retailers and consum-
ers. The gas water heater branch of this industry varied the list

somewhat, as follows: exports, utilities, jobbers, mail order houses,
direct-to—you, plumbers, and consumers. It was also specifically re-
quired in this industry that prices for private brand or special label
sales be filed. The Mayonnaise Code Authority required prices to

wholesalers and retailers only out made mandatory the classification of
certain large mass distributors as retailers.

There is not much evidence that code authorities granted formal
and positive exemptions of prices to certain types of buyers, although,
as pointed out above, this may have been done indirectly by omitting
certain types from the lists issued. Specific rulings exenrotin^ prices

(*) See Chapter IV, pp 242 - 256 for full discussion of problem of
customer classification. ...

(**) Letter fram the Farm Equipment Institute to David Bradley Manu-
facturing Works, dated February 1, 1934 ( In 1TRA files, Farm
equipment industry.
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charged felloe manufacturers in the industry were raade in the agri-

cultural insecticide and fungicide, carton dioxide, floor and. wall clay

tile and valve and fittings industries. In the nlunbing fixtures in-

dustry, where such sales •"'ere quite important, the code authority attempt-

ed to set up a plan "by which -orices to felloe members were filed separate-

ly. Prices for products going into export channels were snecifically ex-
empted in some cases, notably in the farm equirrnent , the mechanical
rubber goods division of rubber manufacturing and the cconer and brass
mill products industries. ! Specific exemption was made in some cases for

prices at which affiliates or branches were billed. In the fertilizer
industry, filings on sales to wholesale cooperatives were not required
of members but these coooeratives in turn were required to file their
prices. Efforts were made in the fractional horse-nower motor division
of electrical manufacturing to secure the exemption of prices of sales

involving $100,000 or more but this was denied by NBA.

The evidence examined in the industries included in this study
indicates that filing of orices was generally required for all tynes of
buyers and transactions, ,_Tith only a. fe^ isolated exceptions. Genuine
price publicity could hardly be secured otherwise, for where there was
agitation for exemption, it w^s concerned generally with nrices to

buyers of the greatest volume.

4. Performance by Members

Code requirements for customer classification in most cases
were either vague or general.' Code authority rulings tended by enumera-
tion and definition to make them specific. In industries where the
code or code authority definitely orescribed end possibly defined the
varuiys cka.sses if buyers, filings were na.de on this basis. In indus-
tries where no list of customers was set forth, there was some variance
as to the practice. In some cases a considerable uniformity of classes
was observed as the resu.lt of customary and well established selling
channels being in use by the industry. In other ca.ses competition led
to the creation of new classes for the puroose of quoting lower urices
to certain tyoes of accounts. In the food service brance of the elec-
trical manufacturing industry, for exoxrole, at one time nrices were on
file for fourteen different classes of buyers — including hotels,
educational institutions, etc; one member having filed a. price for a.

new class, other members would folio-' suit shortly thereafter.

Prices to fellow manufacturers within the sane industry were
generally omitted. Not infrequently prices to the government agencies
were also omitted. In industries where manufacturers selling directly
competed with those who distributed through jobbers and wholesalers,
difficulties were often encountered in securing the filing of consumer
prices by the direct sellers since the distributors with vhom they com-
peted were not required to file. In some industries members selling
to mail order houses absolutely refused to file their prices to these
accounts. In the nlumbing fixtures industry members refused to file
the terms of their forward contra.cts with mail order houses, even in
confidence; they stated that there were clauses which nullified the
contracts if their terms were divulged to a third narty. Members of
the code authority accused of failure to file such contracts gave the
further explanation that mblication of th<-> very low prices would com-
pletely' wreck the price level for the industry. As a technical de-
fense against charges of code violation in failure to file, they in-
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dicated that the contracts were on a cost-olus "basis and that the transac-

tions would not really he completed until the end of six months, 'lien re-

hates were given to the mail order houses concerned. In the candy manu-

facturing industry members were very reluctant to file prices for certain

"-oet" accounts to whom they had heen in the habit of giving substantial

concessions. Likewise, in the wood cased lead pencil industry, the vir-

tual refusal of members to file special discounts given to preferential

customers was one reason why price filing in .that industry was ineffec-

tive. Finally, prices to jobbers were frequently omitted upon the basis

that they were under contract to one member and therefore not a part of

the regular competitive market. However, despite all of the exceptions

noted here, the evidence indicates that most typically members included
prices or discounts in their filings for all classes of customers to

whom they sold.

The replies from a questionnaire sent to former code authority
secretaries confirm-; both the observation that all classes were generallj7,

included and indicates the nature of the infrequent exceptions that were
made. These replies are tabulated below and represent experience in in-
dustries other than tho'se included in the code sample..

The important factors accounting for failure to file prices for
certain classes, or for at least a reluctance to file such. prices, are
of two kinds. In the first place, the fear that other buyers would in-
sist upon receiving similar prices led to a dislike of making mblic
the low prices granted to the most favored buyers. Also, no doubt, in.

some cases pressure was brought to bear "oy the recipients of these low
prices to keep them secret. In the second lolace, members were un-
willing to file prices to consumers or to certain intermediate classes
when they were in direct competition with distributors who were not
themselves filing their prices.
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Industry
Customer Classes for Which Customer Class for Which
Frices Ordinarily Filed Frices Ordinarily Quitted

Asphalt & mastic tile
Concrete mixer
Household ice refrigerator
Metal tank
Motir fire arroaratus

Cuntracters, dealers, consumers
Customer
AH classes
Jobber, wholesaler, dealer & con
Consumer (chiefly muni cioalitie

Fulp & paper mill wire clothConsumer
Talc & Soapstone Customers( chiefly manufacturer
Transparent materials Consumer, jobber, agent, broker,

chainstore
Warm air furnace Jobbers, dealers
Wholesale monumental marble •

r "V)lesalers
Card clothing . '^rs, users
Slide fastener ^ /Lasses
Industry C User, contractor, jobber

sumer
s)

s)

None
None
^one
?one
None
None
None

Industry A
Industry D
Cutlery, manicure,

implement, etc.
Industry B

Cutting die
Perfume & cosmetic

Power & gang Mower
Ho ad machinery manufacturer
Tool & implement
manufacturers
Air filter

Wholesaler, consumer
Consumer & intra-industry

Jobbers
Jobbers, manufacturers, catalog

houses, retailers, consumers
Manufacturers
Retailers, drug stores, departmen
stores, beauty parlors, chain
stores, syndicate stores, mail
order , wholesale houses

Jobbers, dealers, retail
Consumers

Wholesalers
Jobbers, contractors, users

None
Consumer
jione

None
None

Di stributor-under
contract to one
manufacturer

.

Hone
Hone

All others

None
None

t Private
brands not
distributed
oy member

None
Distributors
Dealers and
consumers
distributors

) Requested to be kept confidential.
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Gco;^:rr.^.iic Sco;oc of Pi ling.

1. Isaacs rm". Controversies--.

Problems frequently rros: in connection *7ith the area to -hich filed:

prices should apply. 'uh.cn. filings ™crc nade Tith one national agency,

r oucstion arose as to whether a single price nust "be filed to apply to

the -hole country or -hethcr different prices night "be filed for dif-

ferent locations. Sonc parties argued that filed prices should apply

uniformly throughout the country. Others argued for localized filings,

in order that ncrfbers night sell at different prices in different

regions as competitive conditions might necessitate, '..here filing \7as

rrith regional agencies, the problem of the relationship bctvrcen the
"orice filec "by the seller in his hone zone and his selling prices in

"foreign" zones presented itself. Shoulc* a seller bo pomittod to

sell in foreign zones trithout filing a price there? If he is not

required to 'file in the foreign zone, nust he observe his local price
'hen selling outside of his o- -n zone? If he is required to file in

foreign zones in -hich he sells, nust. he file the sane price as he has

filed in his hone zone? (*)

A far more hecnly debated issue centered around the question of
-hethcr it shoulc. be mandatory for filings to be made only upon a
delivered "basis as opposed to an P. 0.3, nil", oasis. "from the stand-
point of publicity it -nas argued that the filing of delivered prices
was necessary to secure comparability of filings. It was asserted-
that in incus tries -here shipping costs - -ere large relative to other
costs, the filing of P. 0.3. prices, to Thich large "but varying ship-
ping costs had to be finally added, touIg. provide publicity of United
vr.lue. And, alternatively, if shipping costs -'ere added in filing,
the result - rould be as many prices as there Tere destinations - a
filing \*hich roulc". be too conolc;: for practical handling or usc.(**)
Opposec". to these arguments -as the contention that the use of a manda-
tory delivered be sis of filing --oulc". vorli to the detriment of nany
nearby custoners, and furnish a device rrhich necessarily controlled,
inportant geographical differentials in each company's price structure,
and -hich night be used to establish collusive price uniformity.

2, Code Requirements,

The price filing provisions of the codes usually/- die not nention
the geographicrl scope to trhich filing1 should apply, Tnenty-t^o of
the 444 codes provided for regional price reporting, mith fourteen
mrescribing the regions to be set up. 'P'enty-five codes specifically
"ccrnittcd regional variations in price. Only four codes e::oressly re-
quired that filec. prices be uniforn for all regions. Only six codes
contained regulations of srles in foreign zones ^ producers fron other
zones.

(*) The question of the relationship bet"cen the prices v-hich an out-
side procucer nay file or ouote in a foreign zone to the filec. prices
of nerfoers of that rrenc is discussed in Chap. IV, yp. 265-270.

(**) Sec minutes of code authority mooting of structural clay products
industry, I larch S, 1?34; (in PEA files structural clop- products industry.)
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Li'xewise, only a very United number of codes required the fill::, of

prices on a delivered besis only.

5. Code Authority Expansion or hodification of Code Re-

quirements.

As to the questioa of the area of price uniformity, in the in-

dustries in the code so., role, :iost cor.r lonly regional variations v?ere

permitted either by stating in instructions that filings nust

snecify the territory to -iiich the;- apply or "by accenting loc-lized
filings. Thus, a resolution of the code authority of the agricultural
insecticide end fungicide industry on June 4, IS 34, accepted fili:i s

for localized territories but required that the territories or zones

established by each member not conflict with those based upon- "natural

trade conditions". The reporting fom set up oi
r the Carbon Dioxide

Code Authority contained f spo.ee for entering the region to which ihe

prices applied. A code authority bulletin of the coffee industry ex-

-ores sly stated that different price lifts night be issued for different
territories. Various discussions oi the Funeral Sup-oly Code Authority
as recorded in the minutes indicate that they contemplated and acceded
to the filing of different trices in different regions. The hacaroni
Code Authority instracted members to specify regions, states, or sales
territories to which their prices applied. The machine tool and forging
industry permitted reoponej variations only to the extent that members
night file special Profile Coast prices. The executive authority of the
boras wrapping and packin ; division of the paper and pulp industry re-

quired tho„t prices filed should be designated a,s to the zone or zones
in which effective. The Valve and fitting Code Authority at one tine
ruled against localized filings but subsequently a member asserted that
the code authority '-as accenting then. (*)

In contrast to this more common iractice, in a few industries code
authorities required fili . s to be uniform for the entire country. The

Pluibin fixtures Code Authority tooh this position and charged Pacific
Coast nanafrcturers who filed different prices in the East then in the
'.Test -"4th violating the code. (**) The fertilizer Code Authority per-
mitted the filing of different schedules for different zones but on

explanation issued b- 1TRA required that orices for a given class of buyers
nust be uniform ior all such buyers within the same area. (***)

14th respect to the question of inter-zone relationships, no un-
iform it: r is evident in the rulin.s established by code authorities uoon

(*) Letter dated December If, 1934, from Pittsburgh Valve and fittings
Bompray to G. V. Denny, secretary-treasurer valve and fittings man-
ufacturing industry. (In I*3A files, valve and fittings industry).

(**) Penort of administration member, ITo. 12 to Division II, ITHA,

October 17, 1954, (In Iff. files, plum ling fixtures industry,)

(***) Deputy administrator to fertilizer Recovery Committee, April 1954.
(In fPA files, fertiliser industry)
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tliis -'loi.nt. In some cases it rras specifically stated that each member

in selling in another zone must file a nerr price in that zone and in

each zone in vhicb he sold. (*) r/nore this "as done the code authority

sometimes ruled that prices thus filed in foreign zones rmst not he

belom the producer's price in his hone zone; this mas coiinonly the

attitude of the regional code authorities in the retail nonunent industry.

In some industries -here filing vras upon a regional basis, members mere

alio- ed to enter other zones end sell there rrithout filing a price in

that zone; but it -'as indicated that they must observe the prices nhich

they filed in their omn zone in that case.

The codes vested little aiscretionery po^.-er mith the code authority

on the quectionof ]p.0.3. vs. delivered basis of filing and quoting -prices.

Despite this fact these agencies frequently endeavoured to secure filings

uniformly on a delivered basis, either through formal ruling, informal

instructions, or by devising a reporting fori in mhich such p method mas

called for. (**) ITBA, though never having announced any formal policy
statements upon this natter, usually opposed efforts to limit the freedor.

of individual sellers *-ith respect to '-nether they mould file a.O.TJ. or

delivered varices. 'This vras true vrhether the method mroposed mas to pro-
hibit an F.O.B, basis ( or delivered basis ) or to malre mandatory a
delivered basis ( or 7.O.B. basis ).

.4. Performance by Members.

Little evidence is available concerning compliance ^qf members math
codal nd administrative provisions regarding the area of price uniformity
and inter-zone relational! js. aLiat indirect evidence has been found
indicates that localized filin :s by members mere quite prevalent but not
more so than the filin of a single uniform price for the entire country.
Lilrerise, as night have been exacted, the filing of prices on a delivered
basis tras quite common, re xrdless of the action or lack of action bv the
code authority on that point. In the cast iron soil pipe industry most
members actually filed on a Birmingham basing point. (***) a basing point
system ras alsoin operation in the cement industry, although not provided
for in the code lor that industry.

There is tabulated belot? the replies from former code authorit"
officials in ansmer to a questionnaire regarding the geographical scope of
prices filed and the basis uoon ahich they mere ordinarily filed.

(*) minutes of 17th meeting of Administrative Committee of Fertilizer
Industry, January 9, 1935.

(**) See Cheater IV, p. 256-266 for a discussion of the control aspects
of mandatory filing of delivered trices.

(***) Reports by administration lember to l-TA, February 18, 1935. (In
L7HA. files, cast iron soil t)ine industry-

.)
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is on vrhich Prices Scope of Prices riled,

Inc -lis try Ori.inr.rily Piled If on I. P.P. 1 .si"

.-.:-. ;li- it <1 n ,stic tile 3.0.1. National

Concretemixer 3.0.3. national

Household ice refrigerator 3.0.3. National

/.r.hirr devices Delivered
:ietal tank P.O.B. ".Tation 1-7. :;jer

ne ihers

Region il-s: r Her
ne foers

Ilotor fire apparatus delivered
Pulp & prper ill mire cloth Delivered
Sheet metal distributors 3.0.3. --legion',].

Tele . rd so pstone F.0.3. National

Trail rparent materials Doth (depending on
1 'eight of ship ' t . ) ITation -1

rm rir furn: ce Delivered
11 Dlesrle monumental marble F. 0.1. ITational

'Card clothing F.0.3. national
Slide frstener Delivered
Industry C(*) Delivered
Industry A F. 0.3. Doth

Industry D Delivered
Cutler;', manicure imp. etc. F.0.3. National
Cutting die 3.0.1. National
Perfume enc cosmetic 3.0.3. National
Pomei one gong notrer 3.1.1. National
Ro r d lachine :^,

r Del ive red
Air filter loth Regional

1. . .echmics of Collect ir
,
Prices .

1 . Iiit rodue t ion

.

A variety of decisions concerning rules oi mechanical procedure had
to :e made in putting the price filing systems into operation. lost of

these reflected no conflicts or issues over fundamental principles "but the

erztent to mhich smooth].:" functioning plans of procedure Here established
and complied r/ith by members ment a long naz to Tr

. rd influencing the ultimate
effectiveness of the publicity plan as a mhole. Among the more important
matters rel .tin ;

to mechanics mhich mere the subject of codal or administra-
tive ction --ere the following: Number of copies of price lists to be
file! oy members, methods of copying irice lists, physical form oi filings,

procedure -hen revising part of filings, rid" methods of communicating prices
to central agency and of acknowledgement ~ay the latter.

(*) Requested to be heVc confidential.
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2. Core Provision-.

It ras obviously irrorectical to ,ttempt to include rithin the codes!

detailed rules covering tiie lulfcitude of mechanical natters involved in

the collection of price data. Mere no definite grant of authority/ -; s

en, it was probably . ssu ec~ that such nattershould be left to the dis-

cretion of the administering agency. Hegardless of the possibilities of

abuse, it ras entirely impossible to avoid leaving a considerable field

for ad -ini strative discretion. Aside iron natters discussed in the

earlier sections of this chapter, the only matter of pure mechanics in-

volved in the collection of data which was covered to any degree in the

codes ras that of the number oi price lists to be filed. Forty*-:?our

codes required that the number of price lists filed be equal to the

num )er of the members in the industry. Only t"0 codes required a numbeij

sufficient to supply a copy to all members o.nd customers of the inc.ustrjl

fifty codes specifically empowered the code authority to prescribe the

number. The remainder of the four hundred and forty-four codes "ere so

vrorded as to imply that oni; r one or a very fe^ lists needed to be filed*

It should be noted that seventy-eight codes provided that complete net?

price lists should be filed whenever any hind of a revision ras made.

3. Come Authority Expansion or modification of Code Pequire-
nents

Tne absence of specific code provisions placed upon the administer-
ing agencies the responsibility for formulating necessary rules of pro-
cedure. In those industries 'here thousands of filings rere handled
each - onth by the central agency, it vras found necessary to prescribe
quite rigid and also very detailed rales. In other industries rhere the

number of members was small and changes "ere less frequent, less formal
and complicated arrangements sufficed.

One hind of ruling related to the number of copies of price lists
that had to be filed. In some industries the code authority took upon
itself to reproduce the prices by mimeographing or otherwise, disseminat-
ing either enact copies, a summary thereof, or notifying member of the .

receipt of filings oy letter; in such cases members rere required to
file only one or a very fern conies. This ras true, also, uhere price
date rere not distributed beyond tne central office, hut more commonly
members rere required to file enough copies to supply all of their
direct competitors; this resulted in requests for as many as- -one hundred
copies.

Lore or less detailed rales rere laid dorn concerning the physical
fori of the filing. A frequent requirement ras that Og" x 11" paper be
used. It "as uniformly required that filin s be either nrinted or i^oe-'i
ritten. It -as often required that sheets filed be numbered serially

throughout the year and, in some cases, paragraphs and. sections also be
serially numbered. The fertilizer industry specified the minimum size
type to he used, whether printed or typewritten. In some cases it ras
required that paper below a. certain minimum weight should not be used.
Prices "ere generally to be reported on the letterhead of the fin filing.
In some cases prices for different classes of buyers and for different
products rere required to be listed on separate sheets, hechonical x-~o-

cedure for revising prices ras prescribed, such as indicating for compar-
ison new prices and previous prices: The fertilizer industry found it
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expedient to require- the filiii Df c mpletc v - schedules ever- tine the

slightest chan ;e r*as m de in any tern or price, regardless of the labor

involved. On the other hone, the industrial alcohol industry required

on n
-; that ever;- three months members file completely neu schedules,

'-hile change s made in the interim '-ere simply entered as corrections on

the schedule. In some cases onl - catalogues rrere accepted as the filing

document; in others only price lists. 'The asphalt shingle and roofing

industry pen itted the filing of • merchandising plan to cover some of

the terns of sale. (*)

Lore significant exceptions as to fom -ere node in the paper

distributing anc" retail monument tr. rc.es uhere the code authorities in

sone regions or districts permitted joint or group filings, meaning

that a single filing could be signed by v. number of members; moreover,

in the paper distributing trade members needed only to signify their

acceptance of the la "est price on file by another member. The valve

and fittings industry allcec members to adopt list prices of another

member anc" file only discounts.

Generally, it ras required that filin s be transmitted to the

central agency by first class m il. In some instances, however, it vras

provided that changes transmitted by telegraph and even by telephone

rrould he accented, hours of filing -ere usually specified, ~ith the

•precise date of filing being he time of receipt by the agency rather

then the time of nailing. Uhere iDrices did not become effective until

tae filer received acknowledgement from, the agency, certain rales of

iroce.hvre vrere established, Sometimes acknowledgement 'as to be b";
r

tele ;raph, vhich in the fertilizer industry Ta,s to be sent collect.

On the other hand the administration member r
.'a„s forced to criticize a

ml in • in the builders supplies industry- --hich provided that filing

agents should take at lea,st fort ;r-eight hoars to examine, prepare, and
record filed, prices before acknO' ledging them; the code provision in-

duced no 'u.iting period.

The uniform forms for re lorting of prices, discussed at various
places in this report '/ere of course, the most significant of all of the

mechanical factors concerned. In some cases the,/ became far more then

purely procedural aids. At le \st one- third of the industries in the

code sample used them., though in some eases their use vras suggestive end
optional and not mandatory. "Jhether or not used as a mart of a control

mechanism, they rrere helpful in f - cilitating the mechanical operation of

price filin •.

h. Adherence to filed ?pxa,n.

1. Issues and Controversies

The question of adherence to filed prices involves the -.'hole

(*) her further example of the setting up of elaborate end complex
rules of procedure relative to the mechanical operation of price
filing, see the bulletin iss Led to members b T ~ the Folding horn

Authority in Appendix C, Exhibit IV
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question of the accuracy of the information filed. If the selling

orices of members bear no relationship to the ;nrices which they have

reported to the central agency for distribution to members, the

collection and dissemination of such prices fails to throw light on

actual pricing nolicies nnd the end of publicity is thus defeated.

It is not too much to say that the filing of prices then is actually

harmful, for the absence of information is better than copious infor-

mation which is misleading to competitors and others.

It is necessary at this point to dra- a distinction between
"peri ormance" and "adherence". 3y the former term is meant compliance

rith the codal and .administrative requirements established, whether
they prohibited only those sales which were below filed prices or pro-
hibited sales either above or below filed -Trices. "Adhererce" refers
to the selling below filed prices— regardless of recpiirenents or ner-
formance relative to sales aoove filed prices. In a good many cases
members sold above filed prices; in some cases this represented a
violation of requirements and in other cases it did not. Quantitative
evidence bearing upon the precise extent of such practice is ladling
because of the fact that less emphasis -as placed upon it in adminis-
tration than in sales below filed prices, ao-ever, from the stand-
point of the publicity function of price filing, the seme inaccuracy
results when sales are made above filed prices as when made belo-.
The fact was recognized in _~RA policy making, for Office Memorandum
ilc,228 forbade sr.les at nrices not in accordance ~ith those filed.
The discussion in this section is chiefly concerned with the question
of adherence to filed -»rices, that is - whether or not members sold
belorr filed prices. The omission of ex~oerier.ee relative to sales
above filed prices, is of course, less significant to the extent that
minimum prices is practice became actual prices.

Another issue centered around exemptions granted or requested
from the requirements of adherence. These exemptions mere not fre-
quently concerned with sales of certain special goods, generally of
sub-standard quality. The manner of meeting competition of another
member who was selling at lo'-er prices -Aether oy filing a new
price or ~oy selling below filed prices also -as the subject of
controversy -and nil in -,s.

It should be noted that the question of adherence arises only
when prices were actually filed. '.There there mas no compliance with
the basis requirement to file in the first ulace, the question of the
degree of adherence was non-oxictant. The discussion below thus
applies only to those members who filed, regardless of the degree of
original participation.

The practice oy members in various industries of selling jy means
of "firm" contracts created an issue which caused much controversy
These contracts involved the guarantee by the seller of a stimulated
mrice for purchases made over an extended period of time. In some
cases, as in the so-called "open-end" contracts, no limit was placed
on the duration of the offer or upon the volume of purchases which
could be made under it. In entering into these contracts, members
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s to supply goods at the contractual price regardless
of subsequent changes i& their other prices. Thus, although the
contract may have originally ^c^cn taken at the current price on file for

the : nticr, '"hen filed prices vrcrc changed shipments made under this
contract - Tcrc still "billed at the 'previous price. blion the filed price
rras raised, shipments at such prices thus represented a t-pe of non—ad-
herence* The sane situation prevailed after the establishment of price
filing pirns -vith respect to contracts ••hieh \70rc in c::i stance before
the code. This failure Of actual prices charged to correspond iith
filed prices lessoned the publicity \hich might otherwise have ooca
rehieved.

Considerable controversy between members in certain industries -as
engendered, over this point. Tjhosc members irno sold on a long term basis
or "?ith price guarantees -.'ore umilling to abandon this practice, as-

(Sorting that they rrould lose custoncrs if they could not grant such
inducements. On the oth;r hand other members ,-ere equally insistent
that the/practice should be restricted because of the indirect conces-
sions involved vrhich prevented full information regarding pricing
policies. It "as proposed by the latter members that there should be

Irritton into the codes limitations on the length of forward contracts
rith fixed prices or on tho. curation of price guarantees. This --/as

done in a number of cases* V.licro this solution -vs not available, an
efPort to secure the filing of such contracts rrm their fisseiiination
alonp: -ith other price information filed. In thosi cases -iiere the
contractual price vas a : ia::i;.vx 1 price only and '-hofcc there pas a provi-
sion '"or rebating later to rial:e adjustments for price declines, even
the Piling of such contracts die

1

not provide full publicity, Lienbers,

too, -:crc often. reluctant to Pile such contracts for the reason that it

»?oulc reveal the names of their customers and other intimate details of
the transaction. (*) Price publicitj* is lessened vherovcr long tern con-
tracts ere in use "^j some members or Thcrovcr it is common to e::tend

price guarantees, unless provision is mad.e for the Piling 0:" such con-
tract?, an uarentecs ancP of all rebates granted thereunder.

The problem of adherence to manufacturers' filed prices by distribu-
tors, arose in those industries here different channels of distribution,
mere used sicPc b;r side by members. in the same industry, (**) In some cases
pert of the members sola directly to dealers •?hilc others sold to

/jobbers or to -b.olcsa.lcrs flic resold to Scalers; the competition of
Bobbers or rrholesalers then presentee a problem to those members
self ing directly to dealers* In orther industries part of the members
sole, directly to consu:ers rhile others distributed through middlemen
of some sort; here the pricing policies of all middlemen including re-

(*) See Section S of this chapter for a ciscussion of this issue from
the standpoint of the filing of contracts taken at a very lor? price.

(**) The question of mother or not distributors should" adhere to the
piled resale prices oP :anu"acturcrs shoul'" not be confused mith that
of -mother distributors themselves should file prices rith the manu-
facturers' code authority, as discussed above in Section II B.
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was whether . distributors should bo required to adhere to the filed re-

sale or list prices of neuters. Direct sellers of course were the nost

vocal in proposing; such adherence. Their argument was that publicity

of their orices for direct sales was unfair to then if the prices of all

competitors in their market Tore not publicized; , and unless distributors

filed prices, such publicity could be achieved only if they adhered to

the resale or list prices filed noy manufacturers.

2. Code Requi rorients.

Two hundred end forty-four codes required that nenbers sell at the

prices end terns which they had filed and prohibited deszlrtions above or

below. On the other hand, one hundred end sixty-eight codes prohibited
nenbers fron selling below their filed prices or upon norc favorable
terns, and thus ~oy implication permitted sales rV>ve their filed prices

or at less favorable terns. There ere no codes which permitted nenbers
to sell at any tine below their filed price, since such a provision ob-

viously would render the price filing system neaninglcss. However, twenty-

three codes pcrnitted. sales as low as the lowest price on file, even
tho\igh this price was below the filed, price of the nenber hi.ns.olf ; und_cr I

the provisions of the other codes, in order to achieve the sane end, it

-ould. have been n^cesse.ry to file new prices. Likewise, fifteen codes

pcrnitted the sale of certain specified- types of substr.ndr.rd goods below
filed erices, which under other cod.es could only be a.cconplished. by fil-
ing separate prices for such good.s.

As for the: natter of adherence by distributors to the filed prices
of nanufacturors , five nr:oufecturing codes prohibited sales to buyers not

adhering' to nanuf r.eturcrs' published, prices; seven manufacturing codes
rcauired members to enter into contracts with buyers which bound the
letter to adhere to the nenufecturer' s published, prices; seven codes
prohibited se.lcs to controlled, sales representatives (rgents, brokers,
affiliates, etc.) -'ho d-id. not so adhere, enc- four codes required, contracts
with then which would, force then to adhere. Finally, five distribution
codes prohibited sales by nenbers at other than the nenufacturcr' s pub-
lished prices.

3. Heocutivc Order No. 6767.

On June 29, 193^ ^d Enccutive Ore.cr was promulgated, which provided
that sellers in any industries with price filing could quote and sell to

federal, state, or lunicipal governments at -orices as low as fifteen .

percent belc filed prices. Provision was also wade that if this tolcrm
resulted, in the judgoncnt of the Administrator, in d -structivc price
cutting, said administrator might reduce the tolerance to as low as
five per cent. This order thus effected a limited exemption fron adherer
ce requirements, en exemption traceable to the federal government, rather
than the administering agency of the industry. (*)

k. Code Authority Expansion or Modification of Code Rcquirc-
men b

.

Little evidence was found that code authorities varied to any

(*)For a longer discussion of this order, see Chap. VI, pp. 477-483 below.
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iroortrait degree the code requirements concerning adherence to filed

voices. -he most frequent case ras that in -hich the code uthority in-

structions sec-sin h required the reporting of r ctual prices 'Thereas

the code celled for the filing only of mini rum prices and the most favor-

able terras. Tor example, the Cordage and Toine Code Authority, rrhose

code called for - ctual prices, specif ically required its nenbers to file

a nev irice if they nislied to sell a certain oustoner above their pre-

vailing filed prices. (*) As a rale the code authorities simply trans-

ait ted in their instractions the adherence requirements set forth in the

code.

Aside fron regulations concerning general adherence "oy members to

filed prices, various rulings rcere made by code authorities relative to

adherence j under certain special circumstances. One group of these

rulings permitted the sale of types of substandard goods belo^ filed

prices; occasionally it uas required that such sales had to be reported

to the code authority after they "ere consunated.

The plumbing fixtures Code Authority permitted sales belov; the

member's filed price to meet competition; but in most industries members
trere instructed to file nc-- and lo^er prices if they vrished to meet

lover 'Trices of corroetitors.

iLtj. "0. 5767 per :it ting

sales to governments at fifteen percent belov filed price, no cases "ere

found in "hich code authorities arbitrarily ruled that certain special

buyers rithin a given class could be sold belorr filed prices—excluding,

of course, those classes of buyers orices to vrhom nay have been exempted
originally from the filing requirement s*

The field in vhich code authorities nost commonly attempted to

expand the code requirements *"ras that of adherence by distributors of

the industries. Code authorities in r number of industries more or less

aggressively tried to secure adherence of distributors to the filed
prices of manufacturers or attempted to secure vrhat is more commonly
h-no'-n as resale price maintenance. (**)

5. Adherence of members.

Types of evidence lead to a classification of industries into four
groups, based on the relative degree to vrhich members adhered to filed
prices. The first group includes those industries in v.'hich adherence
r;as practically one hundred percent. Thus in the agricultural insecticide
and fungicide industry, the admini stration member on hay 2, 1935, re-

ported to NBA that all but one member of the industry vrere abiding by
their filed prices and discounts. The administration member for the

carbon dioxide industry reported to II?A on '.^" G, 1935, that all nenbers
had been adhering, although there vras a tendency on the part of snail
members to break array A3 thu extension of the coo.e became uncertain.

(*) Letter dated August 10, 1934 to Cordage and "Trapping Ttrine

Division. (In IT?A files, cordage and trrine industry.)

(**)This subject is discussed fully in Chanter IV, p. p. 280-313.
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Similar reports on about the sane dates were made by the administration

members of" the industrial alcohol and salt producing industries, although

in the latter industry a few exceptions v/ere noted. The manager of the

Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe Code Authority stated in a code authority

meeting on November 27, 1924, according to the minutes, that there were

practically no cases where members had refused to observe their filed

prices. The other industries in which virtually one hundred percent

adherence existed were: copper, copper and brass mill products, cement,

electrical manufacturing, ladder, machine tool and forging, metal lath,

metal window, nottingham lace curtain, and the mechanical rubber goods

division of rubber manufacturing. (*)

Under another group may be classified slightly more than one-fourth
of the industries studied. In these adherence was fairly general,
ranging from perhaps fifty to nine by percent, .

with those not adhering
representing a mirority. This was true in the fertilizer industry, for

example, where long delays in meeting price changes of competitors, as

noted in an intensive study of actual filings, were explained by the
fact that members went ahead and sold below their own filed prices
without bothering to file new prices which met the competition. (**)

A letter from the administration member reporting a code authority meet-
ing in the cast iron soil pipe industry on I larch 20, 1935, states that
the code authority believed that a number of companies were selling
below filed prices. Adherence in the business furniture industry
was quite good with the exception of a minority group, until the
competition of distributors led to general non-adherence and ultimately
a stay of the adherence requirements themselves. Likewise, in the
cordage and twine industry, adherence was good until competition from
prisons and from the Philippine Islands led to a complete breakdown.
Other industries falling- into this main category wore: asbestos,
asphalt shingle and roofing, builders' supplies, carpet and rug,
crushed stone, farm equipment, fire extinguisher, folding paper box,
funeral supply, gas appliances, paper and pulp, scientific apparatus,
shovel, dragline and crane, steel castings, tag, and valve and fittings, (*"

A third group of industries includes those in which adherence was
quite poor, somewhere below fifty percent, on the part of those who
filed initially. In the baking industry posted prices were, of course,
closely followed when nested- publicly; but adherence to schedules filed
with the national bakers council was poor. The secretary of the coffee
industries committee stated in an interview that towards the end of the
code period at least seventy-five percent of the industry could have
been cited for no n-adherence; this he explained by the failure of EEA
effectively to prosecute the early violators. In the macaroni industry,
and particularly in the Hew York area, large numbers early in 1935 were
failing to abide by filed prices; this was accomplished in many cases

The sources for this statement are chiefly ITPA code histories
and verbal statements of ERA staff members intimately connected

r**>
T

-

it:
"

tilC °Peration of thc codes, in these industries.
\*

)
Whitney, Simon, Fertilizer Industry Price Study, Trade Practice

C***n ^
tucics (Division of Review, December 15, 1935). p. 58.

^ '
Th° sources for this statement are chiefly ITPA code histories
and verbal statements of ERA staff members intimately connected
with thc operation of the codes in these industries.'
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through the giving of premiums, frequently of considerable value, al-

though the code contained a provision restricting the use of premiums. (*)

In the plumbing fixtures industry, non-adherence was most widespread
in the brass group. But in other groups as well, the. effort to meet

the competition of wholesalers who did net file prices and the pro-

visions Permitting sales below filed price to meet prices of other

members selling below filed prices, eventually led to a cumulative dis-

regard of filed prices which culminated in c complete breakdown of the

plan. Other industries in which adherence was poor were: envelope,

mayonnaise, paper distributing, ready mixed concrete, retail monument,

footwear and heel and sole divisions of rubber manufacturing, set up

paper box, structural clay products, and wholesale confectionery.

Compliance with the initial requirement to file prices was ;ooor in

these industries, a fact which discouraged those members who did file

from careful observance of their filed prices.

The fourth group comprises industries in which there was little
or no adherence, reflecting chiefly the fact that very few members
ever actually filed their prices. This group includes canvas goods,

marble quarrying and finishing, (**) marking devices, medium and low

priced jewelry, retail tire and battery, and wood cased lead pencil.

The above classification is based upon the degree of variation
between prices and terms reported and the prices and terms at which
sales were made. Thus, there is omitted the entire field of evasion

—

where members reduced prices to buyers through granting indirect or

secret concessions which were not embraced "oy the price filing system.
The ways in which sellers could effect indirect and secret concessions
are almost limitless and there is evidence that many of them were re-
sorted to. Varying one of the credit terms, excessive product guaran-
tees, open-end contracts, conditional sales, giving free goods and
premiums, special accessories, equipment, or services, diversion of
brokerage or commissions, excessive allowances, selling of first
quality products as substandard, accepting securities in payment at

excessive valuations— each of these constituted in effect a method of
reducing prices which, unless specifically included in the open price
system, might render the information filed and the adherence thereto
of limited value. Where there was a real desire on the part of in-
dustry members to evade the filing requirements by resort to such
methods, the administrative agency had little recourse except to extend
the filing requirements to the point of homeless complexity. Ho factual
summary can be made of the amount of sue! 1 evasion, but that it was
general in some industries is borne out ~by the very considerable exten-
sion of filing requirements by code authorities to cover various forms
of indirect pricing and ^oy the frequency of reference made to secret
rebating and price concessions.

With respect to performance under Executive Order Po. 6757, there
was a tendency for competition to drive quotations to the government
down to the full fifteen percent tolerance allowed. In some industries
tacit agreements not to take advantage of :he tolerance succeeded for a
time but eventually broke down. Full publicity was of course defeated
to the entent that there was uncertainty as to the tolerance granted in

(*) Memorandum dated January 1, 1955 from Assistant Deputy H. S.Scott
to Deputy W.M. Stevens, (in HRA Files, macaroni industry).

(**) This industry operated a successful bid checking system, however.
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quo tat ions to government s. In industries where governmental units con-,

stituted the greater part of the market, a period of time after the

issuance of the order elapsed during which filed information was of

limited value. TThere actual quotations eventually settled uniformly
at fifteen percent bclov. filed prices, whether or not new and higher
base prices were filed for governments, the informative character of

filings were restored and price publicity was again possible. There
remained, however, the same limitations that existed when members were
required to file only minimum prices; namely, that members might at

any time sell above the figure of fifteen percent below filed prices.

Full adherence of distributors of industry members to filed prices
of manufacturers was not '."cry common in the industries studies. The
issues of price control raised by this problem are treated critically
in Chapter IV. ITotc may be made of the fact, however, that non-ad-
herence of distributors to manufacturers' filed prices was prevalent
and caused difficulties in the following industries falling in the code
sample: asbestos, business furniture,- farm equipment, floor and wall
clay tile, copper and brass mill products, fire extinguishing appliance,
plumbing fixtures, auto fabrics division of rubber manufacturing,
valve and fittings, and vitrified clay sewer pipe.
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III. US IikTIO 01" ? I Z Ii^OEJA 10' U1ID" 11LA

The collection of dat~ is the first b~sic c^teo in accomplishing
price publicity, but the extent to which 'enuine oublicity is ultimately
secured depends more fire tl- uoon the actual extent and nature of the
dissemination of such data. :o >atter ho i_T thorow5h.lv and completely
information is assembled in a central point, if it is not distributed in
intelligible form over a sufficiently extended are' , the objective of
publicity are defeated. The thoroughness with which information -v^" r be
collected depends finall"" upon the cooperation furnished by al 1 of the
members of tae industry. But the responsibility for the success or
failure of dissemination r~sts apon the centra"1

- a~ency, for this con-

stitutes the chief function of such an agency, failure to secure the

fullest dissemination, at least as required by the code, may be due
either to an incompetent agency, to a lack of interest in publicity, or
to a deliberate effort to sabotage the objectives of publicity.

A. Issues and Controversies

The main Issues relating to dissemination center around (l)

the procedure, (2) the parti--? mho receive tae information, pad (3) the

information disseminated. These issues existed in the c°se both of

industry members ?n~~ customers. The is^ue v7iti regard to the procedure
for dissemination was whether it should be automatic, in which case in-

formation w-s sent out without cost as soon as it was received; whether
it should be sent only upon request or payment of the costs of dissemina-
tion, or whether it should be confined to inspection of the arice files
of the central agency. The second issue involved the question of whether
information should be klsseninated ('1) to ••'•1' members or customers, (?

N
>

to producers or buyers of orocu ts similar ro "those on which filing was

mace, (3) to oroducers or customers located in the sr>me region a? the

filer, or (4) to producers selling the same customer class or buyers in

the same class as that for which prices wi re filed, ZTin-^lly, there is

tne question of whether all filed information should be disseminated or

whether onVr certain parti- 1 information should be released such as

the lowest mrire filed, prices to part of the customer "lasses, a list

of changes without details, etc.

The manner is which the e issues were worked out in the dif-

ferent 'industries studied is discussed in this section. These actions

reflected the attitude of the code authority of the industry to 1 a."" the

issues cited above. Aside from the occasional objections to dissemina-

tion to customers, few formal pre-code statements "'ere made which reveal

earl -
-- attitudes regarding the form of dissemination, ~~ith respect to

buyers the president of the National Confectioners Association stated,

at the cod.e hearing, that

"(it vras) of no special value to the great number of buyers

who, fro-) the standpoint of curiosity, like to know what

orices suppliers are furnishing them with. It wpuld create end-

less controversey", I shifting of buyers' .between wholesalers, and

endeavours to chisel wholesalers. ... Knowing retailers, the

benefit would be cancelled- by bickering and disturbance by
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customers to get the wholesalers to reduce trices." (*) like-

wise, the Co:"e Authority of the Ladder Industry objected to

including Office "eworandum ""o. 228 in the Code with its oro-

visio:i for dissewin-tion to customers, statins thpt it "ps
rot "ore distributor's business what prices "pre emoted to

other distributors" , and that confusion aid dissatisfaction
t'ou'c r^su1 1 if price infoma,tion ^ere supplied to buyers.

filth reference to one issue frequently' raised in connection "ith

dissemination, there was no variety of experience under the ITRL. This

is the question of rhether or not the member filing information should
be identified in the dissemination of that information. It ^as argued in

sur/oort of s...cn a practice that, unl- ss products vere commletel^ standard-

ized, publicized prices would ha.vc little value where nemo?" s did not
lmo\ to what member's products they applied, and that buyer misre"ores~nta-

tion of prices could not be prevent ed if members cou 1 d not ascertain which

were the filed prices of the various cowpetitoi s. Ou th- other hand, it

'.as argued, chiefly "by the Consumers Advisory 75o n rd, that identifier-ion
facilitated coercion of sellers who -riled trices which were regarded as

being too low. The Federal Trace Commission had taken a similar posi-
tion in regard to dissemination of past prices and trade statistics. (**)

'

In practice, however, this issue was largely ignored since no restrictions
on identification "ere written into the codes. Prom the available evi-

dence it appears that filing members v<ere always identified, except in
the paper industries, Vthore onl^ the lowest filed price vbs disse -

;in^ tec.,

a*d in the Nottingham lace curtain industry. Consequently, this issue
is not pursued further in the discussion of publicity. Identification
of filers was an integral part of the type of price filing establ ished
under

" TH4 codes.

'Z . Sissenin-'tion m o "embers

1. Core Provisions

Code provisions defining the mem >ers of the industry
to "hoi prices should, be released -"ere of major importance. One hun-
dred and sixt-"--four codes, or somewhat over one-third of the wric~ filing
codes, required, without further qualification, that the central agency
send, out the filed information to all mem vers of the industry. One hun-
dred and ten other codes limited such distribution to manufacturers of
products similar to those for which prices -'ere filed; that is, if a
member of the industry die not produce certain products on which fellow
competitors filed prices, he was not eligible to receive these filed
prices. Ten codes' specifically restricted the distribution to members of
the same region. Eighteen code- orovided that distribution "as no* to ;e

automatic ..ut only uoon a specific request made in each separate instance.

Statement by i'r. williaison, President of :
Tationa"i Confectioners

Association, Transcript of Hearing, pp. 257 ff . ,
m& files

(**) Ooen Price Trade Associati ons. (1929), wage 3SS.
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Finally, ten codes required that prices "be distributed to '.embers upon the

payment of the coots involved in preparing and nailing the information.

Thus ahout seventy percent of the price filing plans provided for sone

type of distribution of filed data to the competing members of the in-

dustry.

Of the remaining thirty percent of the codes, one-half, or sixty-

ei ;ht, required the agency to malce price filings available for inspection

Id
r lembers at the central office. Sight codes left the natter of dis-

semination to lembers entirely to the discretion of the code authority,

Finally, sixty coues failed to provide for any type of dissemination to

members. It is evident that if the code provisions were exactly adhered

to, price filing undei these sixty codes need not nave produced any pub-
licity of prices whatsoever. The effectiveness of the price filing plans
as instruments for securing price publicity was also limited by the scope

of dissemination, as noted above, and by various obstacles placed in the

way of full dissemination, such as distribution of prices only upon for-

mal request, requiring prepayment of costs, and permitting inspection
only at the central office (perhaps hundreds of miles distant).

A few codes provided for certain substitute methods of effecting dis-

semination either in addition to or in lieu of filing with a central agency.

Two codes required, in addition to filing, that members send copies of

their price lists directly to all fellow members. Sight codes specified
that members must "post" prices in addition to. filing. Likewise, eighty-
eight codes required that prices be "published" in addition to filing.

Four codes which contained no provisions for the filing of prices required
that members post their prices in a conspicuous place. One code without
price filing required that members exchange prices directly, and one other
specified that prices must be published in a trade periodical.

Despite the complexity of code provisions concerning information to

be filed, little detailed instruction was specifically given in the codes
as to what information was to be disseminated, presumably, in most cases
it was assumed that whatever information was filed should be disseminated,
not in summary form but so as to include all prices and terms of sale filed
^oj each and every member. Two codes provided that only the lowest price
on file for each product should be disseminated, 'dine codes specifically
prohibited the adc.ition of comments ~oj the central agency in the dissemina-
tion process.

The codes were typically silent upon theqnestion of whether or not the
party filing the information should be identified in dissemination, ho
codes providing for the filing of current prices prohibited the identifica-
tion of filing members. Seventy^five codes apparently made such identi-
fication laudatory, while eight codes made it optional with the code
authority. The rest of the codes, well over three-fourths of them, did
not allade to this matter at all. Presumably the central agency, at its
own discretion, might release the names with the data or else compile an
unidentifiable summary as it chose.

Considerably over half of the codes required that the central agency,
in distributing prices to members, send them "immediately" or "promptly".
On the other hand, eight codes provided that the dissemina-
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tion be by -•'.ail.. The reminder of tiie codes contained1 no orovision unon

this ^abject, The oresence or absence of such provisions -as of p->rticul»

significance ".here member's of a highly competitive industry -ere ridely

scattered, so that a difference in tine of receipt raignt vork to the

disadvantage of distant members. Seventy-six codes prohibited the re-

leasing of information to any member or members until released to p!1

mercers concurrently.

2. Performance by Agency (as Conditioned by Code

Authority Rulings vac'-. Incustry Vote)

A discussion of the performance "by the central agencies

of the dissemination function should round out the factua 1 ans- r to the

question of the amount of oublicity r "lized under :TRA nrice filing olanaj

The amount and nature of the information actuall* 7, filed d-- members .°nd

assembled -ith the agency, of course, represented the up~>er limit to the

amount of information that central agencies could disseminate. Conse-

quently, the discussion following i elate- to the dissemination of such

information as "as successfully assembled. In this c--se the forma"1 rul-

ings of the code authority and its actual, performance are practically
indistinguishable; the evidence, accordingly, is based partially on

announced mles and in other cases unon concrete performance. A1 though

in several instances agencies did not alvays adhere entirely to their

announced policy, this v.a.s too infrequent to "arrant separate treatment
of rules and performance.

In sone of the industries of the code sample, full
price information -as automatical"1

' sent to all members of the industry
•ho had filed prices, rrithout charge and rithout requiring specific
requests. In the asphalt shingle and roofing and the ladder industries,
the code authority simply mailed out to all members the actual physical
price lists submitted by members. Also, in the industrial alcohol and
nottingham lace c irtain industries, copies of all information filed -ere
automatically sent to all industry members; in the former industry,
members received conies of the price lists of members of the hard—ood
distillation industry as rell. Conies -ere rotoprinted in the envelope
industry and sent out to all members. In the steel castings industry

,

the code authority sent out daily a bulletin to all members notifying
thorn of chang s made bj any producer, ruth symbol references to n. master
industry price list vhich conveyed the na.tur-: of the change; Quarterly
summaries v r also issued vhich recapitulated prevailing prices for
each of the products. The sal s clearing -gent of the coroner industry
distribute prices to all members. In the fertilizer industry mem era
mailed pric< lists c-ir ctly to all other members in the same zone, -hilo
filing one copy at the same time vith the National "ertilizer Association;
the association also sent c"aily to each member a list of all revised
schedules filed. The codes for carpet anc rug pnd. mot»l lath industries
required that al 1 data filed be sent to all members; but no evidence is

available concerning the extent to vhich this -as done.

Full a :id automatic r isscui v-tion -as also provided in
other industries but only to members producing products similar to those
upon -hich prices -ere filed. This -as the general oolicy in the electri-
cal manufacturing industry but the diversity of ^otfucts often ma^'e such
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limitation difficult to apply, so that schedules were often sc it to nem-
0'. rs not producing the ;ivcn products, i'any bound and unopened filings
"ere founc in the fil s of the na.tional electrical manufacturers associa-
tion in the course of the ""?..! price filing study for that industry —hich
indicates tha.t dissemination did not always telle place. The code author-
it:.'" of the fire extinguishing aopliance industry wired, all producers of

similar products rega.rd.ing changes of any member. Fembers in the folding
paper box industry vers reeuired to "register" for various products and
customers, when registered, received, all revisions of prices and terns
filed by other members in connection with such products. In the gas
appliance industry, producers of heaters, boilers, furnaces, conversion
burners, radiators and thermostats received from the code authority
duplicate conies of all price list for such of those products as they
produced; disseninatien on other products of the industry '.'as not auto-
matic but '"as only upon request. In the machine tool and.' forcing industry,

actual price lists filed. ~'oy members ""ore sent to all direct competitors,
the list of such competitors being submitted by the member "ho filed.

In the automobile fabrics division of rubber manufacturing the code
authority sent to producers of similar products a letter transmitting
all details of changes as soon as they were filed. In afd.it ion, in the

paper Se pulp, tag and farm equipment industries, dissemination was re-

stricted oy the cod. s to producers of similar products.

Dissemination in some cases "as confined nnh r to members located
in the same region as the filer. In the fertilizer, crushed, stone &
cement industries full information 'as sent to members selling in the

same region; statements made "o~~ tr 'enty-one regional cod.e authorities of
the crush 5 stone industry to ITRA field staff members indicate that in

all but one region, the Omaha district, prices were sent out regularly
and. prompt!" to all members of the region. Partial dissemination to

members of the region existed, in the funeral, suool", retail monument and
wholesale confectionery industries. The codes for carbon dioxide and
reade r mixed concrete provider for ful 1 dissemination to all members of
the re -ion but evidence is lacking as to performance.

In three industries studied, it """as the announced policy of the

code authority to send full information to all members, but occasional
complaints from members indicate that at least some of the members who

filed prices did not regularly receive the filings of others. These

industries "ere business furniture, cast iron soil pine and shovel,

dragline and crane. . In the second industry the complaint "as made that

prices '"ere not sent to those ''ho failed to us a prescribed, uniform
filing form which '.""as not sanctioned by ":TPJ..

In a large group of industries, there ""as automatic disscnination
to all members, but the information forvard.ee" ras not as complete rs that

filed. In the asbestos industry prices filed to squipraent manufacturers
•cere not distributed. In the funeral supply industry, "here over 10,000
filings were received, on the original price call and members complained.

of the volume of data received, it was decided, to distribute onl" r orices
on staole and highly competitive items. However members "ere permitted
to inspect all filings and ould be sent upon specific request any data
required; ES& approved charging for such additional data, vhen the ser-

vices requested, exceeded an amount agreed upon h?/ the code authority.
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The Code Authority of the ' ayonnaisc Industry sent out letters summariz-

ing changes filed rithout giving details; moreover, local changes -ere

not thus distributed but loci mroducers could inspect then at regional

offices. In the metal rindor iidustrv initial revisions of discounts

rere distributed but not those filed to meet revisions, and no attempt

ras made to distribute day-by-day discount schedules as received. The

code authorities in the paper distributing trade sent out only the lorest

filed price and a representative medium price to all members -ho had paid

their assessment; a siiv dollar annual charge ras made to rholesale groc-

ers for continuous service on such dissemination. In the plumbing fix-

tures industry all data : ore sen- to all members exceot the special dis-

counts to special buyers. In some regions of the retail monument trade

it -/as decided not to disseminate prices rhich '"'ere more than fifty per

cent off list. In the tag industry only the lorest price and the most

favorable terms filed by miy member on a given product rere sent out.

The Code Authority of the Valve & Sittings Industry distributed a "bulletin

notifying members that changes had been made but giving no details. In

the vitrified clay se er pipe industry, the code authority distributed

condensed analyses of each member's filings.

Another type of procedure used in some industries involved auto-
matic notice to all members rf changes, rith the opportunity of getting
further information upon request. Thus, in the agricultural insecticide
& fungicide industry a letter ras sent to all members listing schedules
filed; members could then notify the code authority as to rnich on- s they

-."'anted and it rould mail them out or rire the data as reauested. Like-
rise, members in the macaroni industry rere notified of changes and could
obtain desired data by request. A bulletin ras periodically sent out to

all members in the rholesale confectionery trade listing; all revisions,

copies of rhich '."ere available to members at ten cents a copy. The "arm
Equipment Institute issued reekly to all members a "Price Chan-ze bulletin 11

rhich listed members, dates, and products involved in revisions during
the reek but rhich contained no price data; it ras stater" therein that
producers of similar products could inspect ne'e schedules at the institute
office. A ten dollar annual subscription price ~a.s charged for this
bulletin rhich ras included in the institute's dues.

This concludes the list of industries in rhich information or
notification ras sent to all or some of the members aut omat i cally exceot
rhere the central agency deviated from its an -ounced policy. In a num-
ber of other industries information ras sent out only uoon request but
rithout notification of nrr filings. This '"as true in the coffee industry
ehere filings "ere supplied by mail, telegraph or telephone, as re-
quested; the secretary of the code authority stated in an intervier that

fer requests rere ever made since changes "ere rapidly communicated by
salesmen. In the copper & braes mill products industry in addition to
supplying filings on request, inspection of filed data '"as permitted.
Prices rere sent out in the retail monument trade only uoon request and

;

unon payment for costs of copying; the code authorities reported that
fe" inquiries rere made. The Set-Up Paper Bos Code required that prices
be furnished members on request but no evidence is available as to per-
formance of the code authority on this point.
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Similar arrangements "'ere made in certain other industries, ex-
cepting that the requests had to be for a specific filing by a particular
mnufrcturer on a 6 signated product. This "rs t.y situation in the

builders' supplies industry'", 'here the local agencies "ere confidential
agents; inspection enC. oral dissemination "ere forbidden in favor of

"nail and telegraphic dissemination. A charge of ten cents per page vas
mode for filings requested. In the candy industry, members could obtain
from Eun ft Bradstre^t filed prices only for the classes of trac": e to vhich
the members sold and all requests had to name the filings of specific
manufacturers. A charge '.vas made for such information, either at so

much per page or on a flat rate per manufacturer for continuous service,

regardless of the number of items. Telephone requests vere granted upon
proper identification. A report made by Dun ft 3radstreet at the end of
the first three months of price filing st vted that 162 members had made
inquiries in three months for prices of only thirteen firms, and that

sixty percent of the requests vere for full lis g and the remainder for
partial lists or specific items. Fo inspection of the files '."as permitted.

Similar limitations came to exist in the macaroni industry, -.hare

members had to specify the manufacturer the product end the grade in re-

questing prices; this' vas made necessary b" the large volume of general
requests vhich overtaxed the facilities oh the code authority. In the

scientific apparatus industry, product and manufacturer had. to he speci-
fied in requests and a five cent charge oe: T>age vas made for photostatic
copies; data vere Tivcn only in vriting and. not transmitted by tele-
phone. In the under/ear industry, members hac to state the ""r^snn for
the request ana no specific prices vere given out, the agency only stat-
ing ' hether the particular price in question vas above or belov the one
stated by the inquirer. lTo information vac regularly disseminated by
the Coc.e Authority of the Salt Producing Industry but a feT " special re-

quests vere supplied.

Prices vere not distributed in any of the other industries studied.;

inspection vas permitted in a fev, he ever. In the canvas goods industry
the code authority on"1

\

r permitted inspection of prices at its office. The
structural clay products code required that prices be "available" to mem-
bers, but there is no evidence as to hov ti.e" r '"ere mpd.e available. The
National 3ar.".ers Council oermitted i v- oection of its files by members hav-
ing a "legitimate interest" therein and reported that very fe- incuiries
vere made by members to ?ee the filings. It should be noted, hovever,
that posting of prices "as required of members vhich provided, some public-
ity to other members. The Cordage & Tvine Code required prices to be
"available to any one in interest" vhile the Floor ft Tfe.ll Clay Tile Code
permitted, "inspection by inter sted. parties" but evidence is lachin-r as
to the manner in vhich these provisions ' sre carried, out.

Ho release of filed data, either through distribution or inspection
vas effected in the remaining industries studied. This vas true in the
marv i -.•- devices industry "here it -a r- stated tha,t dissemination voxild be
too expensive; members "ere, hovever, required to post prices. In the
Retail Tire ft hatteiyCode no provision vas made for dissemination to
members, and. no evidence vs found that the central agencies did. re-
lease any filed information, ho dissemination vas effected in the
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marble quarrying ft finishing, medium ft lor priced jerelry and rood cased!

I pencil industries because no rorth-rhile amount of data ras ever

filed.

Thus it may he seen that in half of the industries studied, fairly .

effective oubliaity to members ras achieved through corrolete dissemina-

tion or through t ! ie possibility of obtaining data by request. In some

of the other industries, price publicity ras partially defeated by the

rithholding of certain types of information from members. In other in-

dustries, obstacles placed in the ^:sc T of ridespread dissemination inter-

fered rith price publicity — the inability to request any but very speci-

fic data, the expense of dissemination involved, or the need to go to

the agency office, perhaps in a distant city, to obtain the information.

Of course, the objective of price publicity ras absent in those price

filing systems rhere there ras no dissemination.

The fer requests for information reported in those cases rhere in-
j

formation ras disseminated1 on the basis of requests or inspection is of

significance to the question of the ultimate value of price publicity
and is discussed further in later sections of this chapter,

C. Dissemination to Customers

1. Code Provisions

True price publicity requires that filed information be re-

leased to buyers of the industry products as rell as to sellers. Code
provisions, horever, did not effectively provide for this t T<-pe of pub-
licity. Onl Tr tro codes required that filed data be sent regularly and
automatical!;' to all customers. About one hundred codes required such
dissemination upon request and uuon payment of the cost involve^. T^o
hundred and eleven required that the filing? be made available for the
inspection of all customers in the central office. Twenty-three other
codes permitted such inspection but expressly stated that each custom-
er might see only those prices for the customer class to "hich he be-
longed. Tlev.en codes left the matter entirely to the discretion of the
code authority. Finally, one hundred and fifty codes failed to make
provision for an;- kind of dissemination to buvers.

Eighty-eight codes required that the filed information be
released to customers at the s-ne time that it ras released to members
of the industry. Only tro codes specifically provided for release to
customers at a date later than that of the release to members. On the
question of time of release to customers the other codes rere silent.

2. Performance hj Agency (as Conditioned b- Code
Authority Rulings and Industry Vote)

Although'^ not universally conceded, one of the prime func-
tions assigned to pric< f il iv<: is that of increasing buyers' kndrled.ee of
prices to the end that they may ouy more intelligently and that dis-
crimination nay be lessened. The codes, horever," failed to require full
publicity to buyers. In practice, as is evidenced belor, only a very
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limited de ree of dissenin-tion to buyers ras achieved in the industries
included in the code s a role.

There rere no instances rhere the central agency automatically
forrarded fil id lata to all customers. In a fern industries, informa-
tion ,_as, horever, nailed to customers umon request. The carbon
dioxide agency, according to the administration member, res"oond.ed to
the fer inquiries from buyers that came in. The Code Authority of the
Copper & Brass Uill Products Industry stated that information vou1

c> be
cent upon request to customers or others "having need for such informa-
tion" and that inspection of files would be permitted under similar
circumstances; it also instructed, members to notify their ovn dis-
tributors immediately of changes in price. Code authority minutes for
the industrial alcohol industry indicate that prices ^ere furnished to

customers -urjon reouest. A Questionnaire answered b^ the former secretary
of the scientific apparatus code authority states that "prices rere mail-
ed to customers rhen requested and upon payment of the costs thereof
and that inspection of the files ras oermitted but that very fe,_ such
requests rere ever mace.

The codes of certain other industries required that filed price
data be furnished customers on request but adequate evidence is lack-
ing as to hor: extensively this ras done. In the envelope, paper &
pulp and -oaaer distributing industrii s the supplying of information ras
limited by the code to "persons concerned"; in folding oa^er box to

"non-members"; and in the set-up paper .me and wholesale confectionery
to "buyers". It ras required that buyers pay for the cost of answering
reouests in three of these: envelope, folding paper box and rholesale
confectionery. Inspection of filing ras a

-1

so provided for in the latter
code. Fragmentary evidence indicates that the code authorities in the

paper industries r, er-- generally rilling to release information to custom-
ers but that rherc only the lorest f i 1 ed. prices mere disseminated even
to members, the customers readily obtained the information elserhere.

In three industries information mas sent to customers on reouest
but it ras confined to prices filed for the class of buyer to rhich the

inquirer belonged. Thus , the regional confidential agents in the
builders' supplies trade mere instructed by the national cod.e authority
to restrict dissemination in this ray and then only rhen the request
named a specific filer; a charge of ten cents per nage ras prescribed.
Inspection and oral dissemination mas prohibited. Likerise, in the
candy industry rhere dissemination re.s confined to "direct buyers" re-
quests to Dun & Bradstreet had to specify the prices of a particular
manufacturer, and prices applying to the inquirer's classification rere
sent; a charge ras made, either per page 01 a flat rate for continuous
service, on the filings of a manufacturer, regardless of the number of

filings. The Dun & Bradstreet report, issued after the first three
months of operation stated that only three direct buyers had requested
information during this period. In the comer industry onlT? the signers
of permanent buying agreements rere upon request riven the brsic prices
of a specified member. The clearing agent published the average relent-
ed mrices filed in ner'S"oa;oers daily.
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Some a. enci- itt i spection of the prices at the office of

tlie centre.] agency but vould not sen"- out orices on request. Thus the

Fertilizer Association emphasized that its price files r-e re opgj

to an-one but various regional offices reported that fev requests for

inspection -ere made. The i'eta] 7ind.ov Code Authority permitted in-

ction by interested parties but the -"oner secretary, in replying

to s questionnaire, stat ' that very fev parties applied for inspection.

The crushed stone filings vsre availaole for inspection by customers at

the offices of the regional code authorities; statements by fr enty-one

re lonal code authorities to ERA field staff members indicate that in

about half of the re ions customers made frcouent use of this privilege,

vhile in the rest there -as little or no inspection. The Ready Hixed

Concrete Code required that filed i ata 'be "available for public informa-

tion" but there is no evidence as to hov full-- this vas carried out.

The rational 3akers Co^mcil permitted persons having a "legitiri-ta

interest" in the filings to have access to their Price files but noted

that th'-re vere only a fer inouiries made. Tan-'- members, in addition

posted cornier, of their price schedules in their places of business, as

r-~uested by the council-, rhich presumably resulted in some degree of

publicity to custom' rs. The codes of four other industries, cordage

and tvine, floor and vail clay tile, metal lath end retail monument

provided that prices should be available to anyone "in interest" or

"interested" but there is no evidence a,s to the degree of inspection
actually permitted..

Limited inspection by customers of prices applying to their ora

class vas alloved, in a small group of industries. The members of the

asbestos industry voted, as the code prescribed that jobbers might in-

spect all jobber prices filed, and that dealers might inspect all d.eeler

prices filed., but that consumers should not be permitted inspection;
this limited inspection vas granted despite the plea, of the largest
member of the Industry that all price publicity should be deferred.
Regional offices vere set up in the mayonnaise industry for the express
purpose of permitting "trade buyers end local manufacturers" to inspect
filed prices, but the files vere not open to actual consumers. The
structural clay products industry made consumers prices available to
the district representatives of the build.ers' supplies industry r'ho -ere
.:

: e^lers in the industry products. The racaroni Code provide;1 that prices
should be available to all trade ouyers and specifically prohibited
inspection by consumer buyers.

The only dis seminet ion to custom- rs effected, by the Code Authority
of the Agricultural Insecticide and Fungicide Industry vas the veehly
publication of "going quotations" vhich summarized the current filings
in the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter.

In almost one-fourth of the industries studied, the central agency
disseminated no dtata to buyers, but the members themselves -ere required
by the code to secure publicity for their price changes. Paeh member
of the asphalt shingle anr roofing industry vas required to "publish"
his prices to his trade, each bujrer to receive the prices for his class
only. Tlie Business Furniture Code Authority refused to release in-
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formation to customers, le code rec dr."". members to "publish"
prices. Other industries in rhich the centre! agency made no in-
formation available to non-members but in rhich the code reauired mem-
bers to "publish" prices rere: carpet and rug, plumbing fixtures,
salt producing, shovel, dragline and crane and valve and fittings.
There is little evidence as to the nature or degree of compliance rith
this codal requirement. In three other industries, funeral supoly,
retail rubber tire and "battery and narking devices, customers could
not obtain data from the code authority oat, operating under a codal
requirement, great numbers of members "posted" their prices in con-
spicuous places and thus effected some pub] icity to buyers. Like-
rise, in the machine tool anc1 forging industry, members rere re-
quired to "announce" prices and in the cement industry to "broadcast"
prices; compliance rith this by members constituted the only nrice
publicity available to customers.

In eight other industries there is positive evidence that the
central arency released no filed data to buyers. In only one of these,
the coffee Industry, did the code require that prices be available to

purchasers; the secretary of the code authority stated in an enter-
vie-:, horever, that customer':' made no effort to obtain information be-
cause ners of price changes traveled so rapidly through salesmen and
otherrise that dissemination by the agency ras unnecessary. The codes
of the other industries made no provision for availability to buyers.
The rational Electrical ranufacturing Association opposed publicity of

prices to buyers at all ti tes and its representatives asserted that
price filing ras not carried on for the benefit of buyers. The same
attitude existed in the Farm Equipment Industry '"here even jobbers
rere refused information regarding jobbers' prices filed end in the
gas appliances industry rhere it ras resolved that jobbers and other
distributors be denied information. The other four industries in rhich
there ras no dissemination of prices to buyers anc

1

no codal injunc-
ion upon members to publish trices '""ere: canvas goods, ladder, steel
castings and under" ear.

In six industries rhere no provision ras made for dissemination
to buyers in the code, evidence is lac1 * ng as to rhether or not the

central agency rent beyond the minimum requirements p:iC. actually re-

leased date to buyers. The absence of positive evidence that dis-

semination occurred taken in conjunction rith the absence of r code

provision for dissemination creates a. presumption that information
actually ras not released. The si: industries rere: cast iron soil

pipe, fire extinguishing appliance, lime, .nottinrhan lace curtain,

rubber manufacturing and vitrified clay sever pipe.

Finally, in three industries, marble quarrying and finishing,

medium and lor priced jerelry, and rood cased lead pencil, practically
no filing res made by members, so that dissemination to buyers ras of

course non- exi s t ent

.

There is tabulated belor the results of a questionnaire sent to

former code authority officials for industries rith orice filing
systems rhich rere not included in the code sample. The replies are in
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answer to the question of the extent to which customers availed themselves

of the opportunity to inspect or request that prices be sen*

Industry

Air filter
Concrete mixer
Household ice refrigerator
Metal tank
Motor fire apparatus
Pulp & paper mill wire cloth

Sheet metal distributors
Talc and soap stone

Transparent materials converting
Uater meter manufacturing
Card clothing
Industry C

industry A
Industry D
Cutlery, manicure implement, etc.

Cutting die
Perfume and cosmetics
Road machinery

Answer

Very infreauent
Very little
Very few asked for them
Fo requests
No reauests
Practically none

None
Fone
Very little desire

None
Fo reauests
Six Requests
One reouest
Very small extent
Fo requests
Fone
Fot more than 100 requests
Practically none

It is apparent from all of the evidence above that not a great deal
of nrice publicity to buyers was achieved as a result of price filing
in the industries studied. In an important share of the industries, pub-
licity was deliberately denied to buyers, while in most of the remainder
of the industries it was either limited as to scone or obstacles were
placed in the way of obtaining adequate information. However, there is
the fact that buyers frequently did not fully avail themselves of exist-
ing opportunities for obtaining information; this seems to be confirmed
by the re-plies to the Questionnaire as tabulated above. To some extent
this seeming lack of interest was the result of difficulties in obtaining
information - the need of going to the agency office in a distant city,
the expense involved or other factors; but on the other hand it is ex-
plainable on the basis that necessary information was readily and
customarily obtained through other channels.

It should be pointed out in conclusion in order to avoid any mis-
apprehension upon the matter, that prior to the NBA, publicity to buyers
had never been a feature of organized price publicity. Even Eddy's plan
never included distribution to customers — partly because some incentive
was needed to get members to file and exclusive use of the data repre-
sented such an incentive. N3A, it may be said, did contribute and em-
phasize this idea.

(*) Requested to be kept confidential.
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RECAP ITULAT1>I T
0.7 EVIDENCE 3EAEIi!C Oil MATURE AND EXTENT OF

PUBLICITY PROVIDED :BY PRIC 1 flLHTG PLAI"S

A. Publicity to members

Price filing, as it operated in the Selected sample of fifty-
seven indust: ies, by no means afforded complete publicity of pricing
policies. The substantial c.eficiencies of the assembled information
were accentuated oy the fact that much of it never reached the hands
of competing members. In a few cases, competitors were able, through
price filing, to obtain substantial, complete knowledge of sellers'
pricing policies. These were the exceptions. The average results fell
far short of that mark.

There is presented below a recapitulation of the known factors in

the industries studied which ooerated to detract from full price public-
ity to members. The information has been compiled from code require-
ments and. from available records of actual performance, but in the ab-
sence of a systematic survey by questionnaire to check the extent of
adherence to code requirements, the tabulation is subject to omission
and. other possible errors.

Agricultural Insecticide & Fungicide (100 members)

Filings on non-standard products incomplete
Only a few terms of rale filed
Minimum and not actual prices r,ere filed
Members received filings only uoon request but were notified

b.y letter of new schedules filed.

Asbe stos (50 members)

Some non-adherence to filed prices
Host competing distributors did not file prices
Prices to automobile manufacturers not disseminated regularly

Asphalt Shingle & Roofing (">5 members)

Some non-adherence to filed prices

Baking (25,000 members)

Very few retailers filed and 60 percent of wholesalers did
not file

At least half of those filing did not adhere
Lacked necessary ingredient standards to make filings comparable
Only inspection of files permitted and this confined to persons

having "legitimate interest"
Only a few requests for inspection

Builders' Supplies (40,000 members)

Very few filings after first month of operation (because of

code authority ruling that price filing not mandatory
after Executive Order 6767)

Some non-adherence to those prices filed.
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Members received filings only upon request and at 10 cents

per page; in requesting required to designate filings
or specific member

Busine ss Furniture (150 members)

Small minority never filed and many eventually stopped filing
(because of refusal of IHA to aoprove mandatory resale
price maintenance)

Adherence gradually broke down until adherence requirement
finally was stayed (breakdown caused by necessity of

meeting distributors' prices)
Custom-built products excluded
Complaints from some members that prices were not sent to them

Candy Manufacturing (1000 members)

Two-fifths o^ membership never filed
Members received filings only -croon request and payment of

costs; required to designate filings of specific member;
could get filings only for trade classes to which they
sold

Only 162 requests in first three months and for prices of
only 13 firms

Canvas^ Goods (15 wholesalers; 3,000 retailers)

"..'holesalers never filed and very few retailers did
Very poor adherence on the part of those filing
Lacked workable product classification
Dissemination confined to inspection

CaJbon_ Dioxide (40 members)

Twenty percent of members never filed (due partially to dis-
like of filing with trade association hy non-members)

Competing distributors did not participate in latter part of
price filing period

Sales in small containers to medical field e±cluded from
filing by code authority

Dissemination only to competitors in same region

Carpet and Rag, (50 members)

Srne non-adherence to filed prices
Prices filed were minimum and not actual

Cast Iron Soil Pipe, (35 members)

Considerable non-adherence to prices filed
Some products designated by code excluded from filing require-

ment by code authority (lack of standardization or be-
cause multiple-line producers were using them as free
deals)
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Disseraination to non-nembers of tr de association often de-
layed and at first refused entirely

Cer.ent (100 nembers)

Disseminated only to competi cor in sar.:e region

Coffee (1,200 members)

Only the larger members filed at all regularly
At least 75 Per cent not adhering: in later period (code author-

ity explains by failure of IDA to prosecute early
violaters)

dissemination only on request :d. for: requests made

Copper d Drass ilill Pro ducts (50 menbers)

Competing distributors did not file though many re-e bound
to adhere by contracts with : -nufacturers

Dissemination only upon request or; by inspection

Cor da.ye rnd Twine (25 members)

Adherence good for a time but ;r C:c. lly broke down until
filing provisions deleted r ' axa'aent

Cpnpeting prisons and Phillipir.e proc .cers didn't participate
'"'hich let to breakdown

Pro "nets used for manufacture of C'-rpets, rugs, and furniture
excluded from filing by _o . authority

Crushed Stone, Sand, Gravel and Sir'. (-1,500 members)

So:ie non- adherence
A few products excluded from filing by code authority
Dissemination only to competitors in me region

11 e c t ri c al I ianuf a c tv.r i ng ( 1 , J+00 ne '

i 3rs)

Piling established only for part of in .ustry products
Only three or four terms of sale included
Diversity of products and lac 1

: of standardization impaired

comparability of filings
Prices filed "'ere minimum and not actual

Disseminated only to producers of si::ilar products and not all

filings sent out

Dnrolo'oe (175 members)

hany adopted schedules of others

Poor adherence to filed prices
Only lowest filed price and most favorable terns disseminated

Prices filed were minimum and not actual

IT-ames of members adopting lowest filed price not disseminated
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Farm Equipment (200 members)

Some non-adherence
lTot all of comoeti.ng distributors participated

Lumber manufacturers producing inius try products did not

participate
Prices filed were minimum and not actual

Inspection of filed data at Institute Office the only dis-

semination, tnough weekly bulletin listed members

reporting changes and products involved

Fertilizer (800 members)

Sone non-adherence
Filings on special formulae caused difficulties of compar-

ison with standard preparations
Prices to wholesale cooperatives not filed

Fire Extinguishing Appliance (30 members)

Some non-adherence
Competing distributors didn't participate
Prices filed were minimum and not actual

Floor anc Vail Clay Tile (50 members)
Some evasion through selling first grade products as "seconds"
Competing distributors didn't participate
Producers of similar products in Structural Clay Products and

Terra Cotta industries didn't participate
Prices filed were minimum and not actual
Piles dats open to inspection only

Folding Paper Pox (300 members)

Number of members didn't file
Considerable non-adherence
Very little filing on non-cci-yc citr'.ve' products; only on those

for which some member chose to register
Little similarity of products since most of industry products

made-to-order
Prices filed were minimum and not actual
Sent only to producers of similar product who were "registered"

for such products or for specific customers

Funeral Supply (10,000 numbers)

ITumber of members did not file
Some non- dherence
Prices filed ^ere minimum and not actual
Sent out only prices on staple and highly competitive items:

rest on reouest and payment of cost
Sent only to producers of same region and of similar products
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Gas Appliances (1,300 members)

Half of members did not file
Much evasion of filed prices through indirect concessions

such as free deliveries, crating and carton allow-
ances .

Ilany terms omitted in filing despite instructions of code
authority

Prices filed were minimum and not actual
Dissemination on most -products only on request

Industrial Alcohol (15 members)

Heaninglessly low minimum prices filed by some
Ilumber of smaller producers did not file

Macaroni (350 members)

Some members did not file
Considerable non-adherence to filed prices
Widespread evasion through giving of valuable premiums , open-

end contracts and diversion of brokerage to trade buyers
Members notified of changes but could get details only on

request and were required to specify individual filer,
product, and grade when requesting data.

Number of requests received overtaxes agency's facilities

Machine Tool & Forging (225 members)

ilon-standard products not included and definition of stand-
ard products ambiguous

Sent only to producers of similar products

Marble Quarrying and Finishing (200 members)

Mo filings made

Marking Devices (1,100 members)

One-third of members did not file
Very little adherence to filed prices
Non-standard products excluded
No terms of sale filed
No dissemination of information in any way

Mayonnaise (375 members)

Widespread non-adherence to filed prices
Competing distributors did not Participate
Fe' " terms of sale filed despite instructions
Details not disseminated, only summarizing letter; local

price changes only available for inspecticn at re-

gional offices
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Medium and Low Priced Jewelry (650 members)

No filings were made

: !etal Window (25 members)

Producers of similar products in All Metal Insect Screen

Industry did not participate
Non-ferrous windows excluded from filing

Prices filed were minimum and not actual

No revisions filed to -neet first revision of discounts
v ere disseminated

Paper and Pulp (425 members)

Lack of product standardization impaired comparability of

filings in some product divisions
Dissemination chiefly on request and few requests made

Prices filed were minimum and not actual

Paper Distributing (1700 memo e r s

)

Many members did not file
Many adopted schedules of others
Widespread non-adherence to filed prices
Competing wholesale grocers did not participate
Absence of product classification impaired comparability

of filings
Prices filed were minimum and not actual
Only lowest filed price and "representative medium" price

disseminated
Names of members adopting lowest filed price not dissem-

inated

Plumbing fixtures (.250 members)

Non-adherence was widespread (due to competition of whole-
salers and provision permitting sales below filed
price to meet competition; most common in Brass Group;
eventually broke down completely)

Competing distributors did not participate
Members refused to file prices to mail order houses
Special discounts not disseminated

Ready Mixed Concrete (350 members)

Filings made only in several metropolitan areas

Retail llonuraent (2100 members)

Forty Percent of the members never filed
Adherence by those who filed poor
Diversity of products retarded filing and impaired value

of filings, made
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Many filings omitted terms of sale (small members hadn't
formed consistent policy with respect to many terms)

Prices filed were minimum and not 3.ct"ual

Z'o dissemination unless requested and cost of copying paid
Low -or ices not always disseminated
Dissemination only to members of same region

Retail Rubber Tire & "attery (140,000 members)

Filings largely confined to metropolitan areas
Adherence to filed prices v.

ras poor
No evidence cf dissemination

Rubber I'anufactm^ing-Auto Fabrics division (60 members)

Competing distributors did not participate

Rubber ilanufacturing-Footwear division (15 members)

Rubber ranufactur ly-Heel & Sole division (60 members)

Small members refused to file (asserted they would lose

differential to better known brands and be wiped out)

Hon—standard products excluded
Lacked quality standards
Adherence was poor

Salt Fr odue i

n

a (50 members)

Ho dissemination of filed date except for a few special

reauests

Scient if ic Apparatus (450 members)

Some non-adherence
Producers of similar pad substitute products in other in-

dustries did not participate
Lack of product classification and diversity of products

impaired comparability of filings made

llo dissemination except uoon request and payment of five cents

per page; in making requests members required to designate

specific manufacturer and specific product

Set Uo Paoer Box (1000 m 2 1 foers)

Very few members filed (due to failure of HRA to approve

mandatory cost accounting manual)

ITo dissemination except upon reauest

Shovel, Dragline arid Crane (35 members)

Almost one-third of members did not file

Some non-adherence by those who filed

Some members failed to file on non-standard products

Largest products excluded by code authority

Filing hampered by lack of workable product classification;

oopg some members refused to cooperate in classification
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Some of filings oraitted all terras of sale

Prices filed we;e minimum arid not actual

Dissemination withheld from those not using uniform form,

which was not sanctioned by code

Steel Castings (200 me ml: err,)

Some non-adherence

Structural Clay Products (400 members)

Large number of members did not file

Adherence "ooor on r>art of those filing
Producers of similar products in floor <x wall clay tile

and terra cotta industries did not participate
Lacked workable product classification
Lack of delivered basis and zoning plan impaired comparabil-

ity of filings (due to high shipping costs per unit
and impracticability of filing trices for hundreds of

destinations)
Dissemination confined to inspection

Tag Manufacturing (50 members)

Many adopted schedules of others

nly price elements were filed
Only lowest filed price disseminated and only to oroducers

of similar products
Prices filed were minimum and not actual
Names of members who a.dopted lowest filed price not

disseminated

Underwear and Allied^Products (400 members)

Circular Knitters did not file (possibly because of dis-
like of filing with trade association)

To dissemination except upon reouest and where adeouate
reason was given; no specific prices ever given out,
but only the information as to whether a filed "orice
was above or below the -orice suggested by the inauirer.

Valve and Fittings (250 members)

One-half of membership did not file
Some non-adherence and evasion through indirect concessions
Competing distributors did not participate
Products of special design excluded from filing
Conditional or qualified filings prevalent
Prices filed were minimum and not actual
No dissemination of details but only a bulletin notifying

members of changes

Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe (100 members)

Competing distributors did not participate
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Seotic tan7:s excluded from fi n ing "by code authority, and

filings on culls were refused
Many filings omitted terms of sale or were quite incomplete

No details disseminated, "but only condensed analysis "ore-

pared by code authority
Dissemination confined to members of same re ;ion

Wholesale Confectionary (12,000 members)

About one-fourth of straight-line wholesalers did not file

About one-half of allied-line wholesalers did not file

Non-adherence was widespread
No dissemination exceot uoon request and payment of 10 cents

tier page; bulletin from code authority notified

changes as made
Wood cased Lead Pencil (15 members)

Practically no filings received (because of failure of KRA to

approve supplementary control provisions and refusal

of members to file special discounts to preferential
customers)

It may be seen from the above summary that in more
than half of the industries studies the price filing system
failed to make available to the members of the industry any
appreciable knowledge of competitors' prices. In at least six

industries there was nc publicity at all and in perhaps ten

more the publicity achieved was quite insignificant. In not
more than a dozen of the industries could price publicity be de-
scribed as substantially complete. It appears then that in these fifty
seven industries the publicity function of price filing was com-
paratively unsuccessful

.

The above summary indicates some of the many factors
which in combination accounted for the ineffectiveness of price
filing in achieving publicity of prices. The chief of these
may be summarized as follows:

One general factor was the failure of a number of
the members of various industries to file any information at
all. A number of reasons may account for this. It was found
that in industries with a relatively large number of units,
many of which were small in size, the filing of information was
partic-.ila.rly incomplete. The lack of success in the baking,
builders supplies, canvas goods, marking devices, paper distri-
buting, retail monument, retail robber tire and battery, and
wholesale confectionary industries illustrates this point. It

was often found difficult to induce proprietors of very small
businesses to participate, even in industries with a smaller
membership. Their markets were chiefly local, their pricing
policies often not always sufficiently explicit to report them
indetail or to undertake to adhere to them.

The poor response to the requirement to file was
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froquently attributed by industry members to h'HA's failure

effectively to prosecute the few early violators. This encour-

aged others, some of whom were tempted by the advantages of

secret oricc cutting whereas others were confronted with the

necessity of meeting the competition of earlier violators. In

other instances apprehension about the use that was made by the

central filing agency of the filed information explained refusals

to file. In some cases members found the expense and effort involved

in preparing information for filing too burdensome. Many members

refuse to participate in any of the cooperative programs because

they disapproved, for reasons not always expressed, cither of the

principle of NRA or of price filing. The aggressiveness of the

code authorities in urging members to file influenced greatly the

degree of compliance obtained. Failure of the code authority to

induce members to file may have been due cither to the code author-

ity's inefficiency or its lack of interest, insufficient funds to

enforce the filing requirement, or the failure of the ERA Adminis-

trator to support its compliance activities. The code authorities

and industry members lost their enthusiasm and interest for price

filing in certain industries when TO. refused to approve various

supplementary control provisions; this is exemplified by the wood

cased lead pencil and set up paper box industries.

Failure of members to adhere to their filed prices was

a, second general factor which frequently detracted from the pub-
licity achieved. To a considerable extent the factors presented
above a.s explaining the failure to file prices explain also the

failure to adhere to prices once filed. In addition it may bo
stated that members who had filed prices were in some instances
impelled to abandon adherence in order to meet the competition
of enterprises not coming within the jurisdiction of the code.

This was most often the situation in industries where some mem-
bers distributing their own products directly to the consumer
faced the competition of intermediate distributors employed by
other members.

The third general factor defeating publicity was the
failure of central agencies to provide full dissemination of
the information received. It was not possible in most cases to
ascertain the reasons for non-performance by the agencies; on the
basis of available evidence, however, these explanations are
suggested: The clerical cumbersomeness due, in some industries,
to the large number of members filing prices, and in others to
the volume of filings received from each member, interfered with
the complete dissemination of the price information received. In
some cases, the expense involved in full dissemination would have
far exceeded the funds at the disposal of the agency. Finally,
some code authorities simply were not interested in price pub-
licity and accordingly made no real effort for adequate dissem-
ination.

Part of the poor record of publicity is directly at-
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tributablo to the failure of members to seek the information.

This applied in industries whose codes provided for the in-

spection of price lists at central points and those which
provided that the information would be sent only when request-

ed "oy members. Failure to take advantage of the information

was in some cases duo to the expense involved in cither paying
for sheets to be mailed or sending someone to obtain the in-

formation. In some instances it appears that the lack of in-

terest was explained by the fact that members either had al-

ready obtained the information through other channels or could

do so more easily than through the price filing device.

In addition to the above, there were several
reasons why in certain of the industries effective publicity
was not obtained. The filing of terms of sale, which fre-

quently constituted significant variables in real prices,
was in some cases excluded hy code authorities; in other cases

efforts to include all of the significant terms of sale met
with failure. In a number of industries minimum rather than
actual prices were filed. It was usual. to exclude from the scope
of pilce filing some products — particularly non-standardized
made-to-crder ones. Where non-standard products were listed
the lack of comparability ofton made existing filings without
value. Prices to certain types of buyers were occasionally
omitted and the classes of customers were frequently not well
defined. The geographical scope of the plan often was limit-
ed. When freight was an important item of cost, comparability
of prices was impaired when filings were on an f. o, b. basis.

B. Publi ci ty to luyer

s

The publicity afforded to buyers by price filing in
the industries studied was even less than that realized by in-
dustry members. The deficiencies of the information assembled
lias been summarized in the preceding section. The smaller amount
of publicity realized by buyers was the result of the more limit-
ed dissemination of information to them. To some extent
this was due to the fact that the codes made no provision for
publicity to customers. In other cases the industry agencies
made no effort to perform in accordance with their responsibility
to distribute information to customers. Finally, it was ofton
the case that although provision was made tc customers by the

industry agency for obtaining information through specific re-
quest or by inspection the customers cither lacked interest or
found it inconvenient or too costly to avail themselves of these
opportunities.

Taking into account the limited amount of data col-
lected and the limited degree of dissemination, the evidence in-
dicates that in fully half of the industries studied little or
no price publicity was afforded by the price filing plans to buy-
ers; and in no more than ten of the regaining half of the industries
was the publicity afforded of any substantial utility.
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CHAPTER IV

price jIli:-:o ,,s a control device

i . introduction

All price filing is for the purpose of 'control 1 - if control is

defined as influe ice over prices and pricing -oractices, and/or competitive

relations. Price publicity in itself operates as a corrective or control

measure by altering the i tmosohere of business operations, i.e., bv remov-

ing doubt and uncertainty, secrecy and ignorance in business dealings.

Such e means of regulation is directedpresumaolv toward "fair" com-oeiition

for all, with no ulterior industrv ouroose to regulate the making of t>rices

the freedom of individual orodiicers to alter their -orices at will.

Mr. Eday offered orice filing to business men as a legal method of

attaining control - a method that defended uoon the natural proohylactic

effects of publicity, rather than on the artificial price-fixing agreements

which were both illegal pnd ineffective. In advocating the open orice

policv, he devoted some large amount of tine pnd soace to its ethical values,

"the ne ,-T competition which is to eliminate 'vicious' Didding, secret re-

bates, concessions and graft, to end fraud and misrepresentations and the

lying buyer who claims to have a lower bid when he has not, and ' to make

business life a little better worth living'."

There is no reason to doubt the sincerity of this economic philosophy
as propounded oy Lr. Eddy; but neither is there any reason to minimize the

practical considerations that accompanied his advice. The existence of the

anti-trust laws was in a larg--: part responsible for the guiding principles
set up by Mr. Eddy in recommending this type of coooerative activity as a

remedy for disturbing price competition. His admonitions were to avoid
mandatory actions, to avoid collusive agreements, and even the appearance
of evil, Dv disseminating orice lists widely, with no suggestions as to

their meaning or as to their desirable or undesiraole characteristics. In

other words, memoers of industry were to be led into coooerative exchange
of price lists and were to be led only as far as the light on the legal
horizon guided the way. In his own words:

"The theoretical proposition at the basis of the open price
policy is that knowledge regarding, bids and orices made is all that
is necessary to keep orices at relatively stable and normal levels.
No agreements to maintain orices are necessa.ry; they are not only
unnecessary but detrimental." (*)

Publicity was advocated Dy Eddy as a cardinal princiole - as a measure
of protection from the anti-trust laws as well as a means of building co-
operation and confidence of oarticioants in the plan.. It was to demonstrate
to a suspicious mblic that orice filing was not akin to price fixing and
utilized no controls other than that of oublicity itself.

("0 Federal Trade Commission Report, Open Price Trade Associations ,
page 6,

paragraph 2.
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11All that is done must be done openly. In order to avoid misunder-
standings by members, bv customers, bv the public, it is necessary
that the constitution and by-laws be carefully drawn so as to exoress
in full the purposes of the association and every agreement underlying
its organization. This is advisable everywhere. It is doubly advisable
in this country where the law regarding restraint of trade is so strict
and the public so suspicious. Both the safety and strength of the

association lie in publicity. This means that, once organized, the

records of all meetings, all transactions, must be so kept that they
set forth accurately every act of the association that has any bearing
upon prices, conditions of trade and the objects of the organization

—

Hold meetings With open aoors - literally, not figuratively; invite
competitors to attend as visitors whether they wish to join or not;

and urge any curious or doubting customer to come and observe what is

done. Do nothing you are afraid to record';, record everything you do,

and keep your records wnere any public official in the performance of
his duties mav have easy access to them. In short, preserve so carefully
all evidence regarding intentions, acts rnd results that there will be
no room for inference or argument th t anything else was intended,
done, or achieved." (*

The possibilities cf open orice filing for controlling prices, or at
least for encouraging more uniform and profitable price levels, and for use
in securing compliance with orice control measures such aa allocation of
production, basing points, etc., had appeared in some detail in the Suoreme
Court Cases, but the use of price filing to these ends was limited by the
pervading restrictions established ag: inst coooerative measures in restraint
of trade, and the inability to comoel all members to participate in -orice

filing or any other program of control. The fact that 1II3A provided for

some relaxation of the anti-trust laws made it less necessarv to proceed
with the caution advocated by Mr. Edo,y., and less necessary to depend upon
voluntary cooperation.

The tftLk codes offeree the opportunity to make participation in price
filing and adherence to published orices mandatory, through the legal pen-
alties of code violation. "ven so, code proponents were obviously reluct-
ant to iepend uoon oublicity alone to stimulate the initiative and judgment of

separate producers in the direction of more stable and more profitable prices.
It was recognized that publicity was not a sure remedy against the disrup-
tive practices of ignorant or recalcitrant members, nor was it a protection
against such independent members as might find their individual interest
not in accord with the general group program of stabilization. For these

reasons, price filing was bolstered with other prohibitory code provisions; -

prohibition against selling below cost, various restrictions on terms and
conditions of sale, resale price maintenance, and other forms of distributor
controls were common. In other words, because members might not automatically
be enlightened to act in their own (or the groups} best interest by the

fuller knowledge given through publicity, certain barriers to their freedom
of action were incorporated with the publicity reouirement.

As it became increasingly hard to secure administrative approval for

formal code controls, more and more reliance was placed on the price filing

("0 I bid
, page 8, paragraph 4.
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device to achieve the same or similar results. In addition to serving as

a check of compliance with accessory code controls, it became a ground for

various limitations en merchandising end orice practices. (*)

These reouirements oro.inarily involved restraints on the individual

member in the determination of what orices and terms he could or must

Dublish in the first place, his freedom to deoart from or change those

orices or terms once they had been filed, and his right to aooly them to

such customers or localities as he chose.

Perhaps the best reason for e^oloring the control aspects of price

filing in relation to other code provisions is that "going" ocen orice

plans offered the most oovious opportunities for extending other measures

of control. If these vere sanctioned by the code, this extension was

essentially legal even if no sufficient account had been taken of the

cumulative economic effects of such measures in the industry concerned.

If these other controls were not granted in the code, they could in nany

instances be introduced extra—legally in the form of rules and regulations

(governing the manner of quotations, the essential elements of acceptable

filings, etc.) or by concerted action to follow certain group practices.

Price filing obviated une of the weakest factors of such concerted action

as volant" rv agreement for orice control. Once agreement had been reached,

orice filing auolicized the first deviations tnerefrom and, because of

the requirement to adhere to orices on file, afforded leg/1 recourse agains!

any member that was inclined to weaken or to make an exception' in the case

of a oarticularly desirable order. Hence only onen- departures from such

agreements, properly filed, were iiamune from legal penalties.

The rules and regulations oursuant to price filing requirements
often had the trappings of authority if not the official seal, This wac

a significant element in orice control during early months of code operation

although of decreasing importance as a deterrent in later months. Vague

or general cowers to administer the price filing olans, or the assumption
of such oowers in aooarent good faith, offered a real protection to those

code authorities that wanted to regulate orices or pricing methods. So

long as the rules were pseudo-administrative in character, those issuing
them entailed no real risk Deyond official aisancroval and oossible rebuke

from NRA officials supervising the operation of the plans. Even this risk

was minimized by the absence of contincus supervision and the existence
in other codes of provisions sanctioning the same tvpe of control activity.

(*) See above for a discussion of the two control functions of orice
filing: That cf oolicing other code restrictions or regulations
of orice; and of serving as a means for inoosing various orice con-
trols - either through their incorporation in the original code
provision or bv the industry agency administering the -elan. As
oointed out there, this distinction, while necessarv from an analytics
standpoint to distinguish clearly the control from the publicity
function of orice filing, has not been formally used in the organ-
ization of the evidence oresented inthis ch-pter.
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* The very real difficulties 'encountered in the operation of price
filing plans within the code limitations could often "be cited to demon-
strate the need for additional legal controls to ensure the "beneficial

publicity values of price filing. Industries might thereby gain a
sympathetic hearing and sanction from ERA for additional powers to

that end. The significance here is that measures facilitating the

publicity function of price filing, i.e ., classification of products
customer classification, price filing by distributors, uniform terms

and methods of quotation, are commonly the same measures that facilitate
the control function of price filing, or overt price fixing by collu-
sion. In an administrative regime highly dependent on blanket policy
rulings, with only intermittent supervisory contacts, the matter of

intent and conseauent effects could not "be determined with any high
degreo of certainty or promptness. If the industry or code authority
was reasonably discreet in behavior, cooperative action in price con-
trol was relatively easy to conceal under tke guise of price filing.

It is part of the function of this chapter to explore the activities
that were initiated and carried out in the name of price filing, not for
the purpose of allotting responsibility for the developments, but to

present some perspective of the ramifications of the device as a
regulatory measure and, if possible, to indicate also, v/hich of the

developments are non-essential to the publicity device and hence avoid-
able under a better administrative regime, and which are more basically
related to the publicity device and must be allowed for and anticipated
in the use of price filing as a cooperative device.

II. THE PATTERN OF COKTROL ESTABLISHED BY THE CCQES

The forms of control in which arice filing plans played important
roles appear in at least five major groups:

(1) Control over the price level

(2) Control over price changes

(3) Control over the price structure

(4) Control over channels of trade and distrihutors

(5) Control over division of the business

Only the more salient aspects cf these inter-relations can be
dealt with here. Other studies in the trade practice field will
develop in more detail the functional aspects of various measures other
than price filing in promoting these ends. It is the intention here
only to describe the nature of the use to which price filing, as one
of the several measures, was put in bringing about an attainment of
these objectives.

A. Control Over the Price Level - Relation of Price Piling
To Cost provisions

1. Introduction

The general expectation that price publicity would serve as a
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deterrent. to destructive price cutting was noted in Chapter III. But
f

few industries were content to rely on this more indirect and uncertain

means' to a more favorable price level. There was a demand for the im-

mediate elimination of sales below cost—aJ-demand which had been anti-

cipated and tacitly approved in the Congressional debates ^receding the

enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act. ("O

In the absence of out-and-out price fixing by the OBtAhlishnont -of

minimum orices, the most obvious prop for the price level was some kind

of cost floor below which members were not allowed to quote. The exirt-

erice in a code of such a cost floor, and its observance by members,

would introduce some deterrent to price cutting and some control of the

price level whether open price filing was present or not. Hence, if

there is to be obtained any realistic appraisal of the role of price

filing in the control of the price level, the prevalence in open price

codes of various types of no-selling-below-cost and other minimum price

provisions cannot be ignored. The following discussion will be confined

in most part to the relation of orice filing to selling-below-cost pro-

visions, since these latter provisions represented the principal type of

regulation designed to exercise a direct control over the price level.

The close relationship between cost comparison work and price fil-

ing had been noted by the Federal Trade Commission in its report of 1929.
~"(*+) The general observation was made that the two were similar in nature

in that both had for their objectives an improvement in general market
information which would lead to more intelligent pricing practices.
Educational cost work had been frequently utilized by open price associ-

ations; but the essential duplication of effort and expense invol/ed in

organized cost comparison and price reporting led the Federal Trade Com-

mission examiners to the conclusion that these two activities were apt

to be alternative rather than joint methods of cooperation, with cost
comoarisons more commonly used in industries whose oroducts were not

sufficiently standardized ">r comparable to make or ice comnarison easy. (*** >

The fact that complete cost figures (based on uniform cost formulas in-
cluding all indirect as well as' direct costs) might serve as suggested
prices and be used for concerted price control ouite as easily as might
price reporting was recognized by the commission' s report, but the elimin-
ation of ignorance concerning costs was generally considered a sufficient
motive and justification for such activities.

The cost provisions in NBA Codes, however, were not designed sole-
ly for use in the elimination of ignorance. Like the price filing pro-

(*) Congressional Record . 73rd Congress, First Session, 5373. Cf. page 32

ff. Nelson, Saul, Minimum Pric e Regulations Under Codes of Fair
Competition (February, 1936^

(**) Op, city ., Chapter IV, page 161 ff.

(***) Separate cost elements rather than prices were filed under a
number of NBA price filing plans. These ordinarily were indus-
tries having non-standarized or made-to-order oroducts, or were
competitive bidding, based on cost estimates, was the usual method
of price quotation.
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visions they contemplated a mandators restraint on members not ready to

act in accordance with the laiowledge of their own or others' costs. There
is no indication that cost methods and orice reporting were regarded as
substitute provisions in the drafting of codes of fair competition. There
was never any apparent inclination to discourage their simultaneous use
in codes. A "no selling below cost" provision, together with authorization
for uniform accounting methods to be developed and approved by the Adminis-
tration, was a most frequent accompaniment of a price filing provision.
Minimum price and cost provisions appear more frequently in early price
filing codes than in cedes without price filing provisions. As is illus-
trated by the following statements, the combination of "no selling below
cost" and price filing provisions was regarded generally as the ordinary
and basic element of code control against "destructive" price cutting and
price instabilitv.

In a report submitted to the Code Authority for the Retail Monument
Industry by Mr. Donald Blake, on March 26, 1935, when he submitted his
resignation as chairman and as a member of that code authority, he stated:

11 ....when we attempted to 'reprimand' some of oar members for
selling below cost we were advised that 'cost' was such
an indeterminate and vague term the provision could not and
would not be enforced unless and until a 'yardstick' of costs

or a cost finding system had been adopted and approved by the

Administration. Months of effort and hundreds of dollars have
been expended in a futile effort to secure 'the bureaus' approval
bf a 'yardstick' or cost system - although the orovisions of our

original code definitely stated that it was one of the 'duties' of

the Code Authority to preoare and adopt such a system, The failure

of the 'selling 'gel ow cost' provis ion and the refusal of the T TRA to

approve a cost system have vitiated and voided the purpose and effect

of the -price filing system . Thus, today, so far as orice stabilization

is concerned, we find ourselves in precisely the same deplorable

position we were in prior to the Code." (*)

The Administration member of the code authority for the marking de-

vice industry, Mr. F. D Hansen, in a letter to Mr. J. R, Swift, the chair-

man of the code authority for that industry, on September 7, 1934, dis-

cussed the question of the price level in the industry and the relation

of the cost formula and price filing to changes in that price level. After
reminding Mr. Swift that administrative approval was necessary for the cost

formula, Mr. Hansen, referring to a letter he had previously received from

Mr. Swift said:

"....The filing of prices can, of course, be called for by

the Code Authority at any time, out until the cost finding system

is established, apparently this will not help matters, and I quite

agr?e with you in this opinion " (**)

Clearly both Mr. Hansen and Mr. Swift regarded price filing as an adjunct

of cost finding systems, designed for and useful for enforcing cost formulae,

(*) Report in NRA Files, Retail Monument Code. (Underlining supplied)

(**) Letter in NRA, Files, marking devices industry.
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At the hearing on the code for the paper and pulp industry a state-

ment made by one of the chief proponents of the code similarly stressed

the importance of the price control which the industry expected to achieve

"by virtue of the combination of price filing and "no selling below cost"

provisions. Hr. S. L. Willson, President of the American Paper and Pulp

Association stated at this hearing:

" To facilitate the rehabilitation of the Industry to a

point where it may pay its proper dividends to the

thousands dependent upon such incomes for livelihood and

to protect the level of wages herein provided, the Code con«

tains provisions for open price records and restraining

provisions against selling below cost. It provides for the

necessary protection of its competition from the relative

few who, with or without reason, have in the past initiated
unfair price cutting.. . ." (*)

The structural clay products industry attempted to link price filing,
and minimum price fixing. At the hearing 01 this code held on August 23,

1933, it was proposed ~oy the code committee that the proposed code be re-
vised to include the following:

" The Regional Recovery Committee shall have power on its
own initiative or on the complaint of any manufacturer to in-
vestigate any price for any product shown in any list filed by
any manufacturer . . . . If the. . .Committee after such Investiga-
tion shall determine that such price is an unfair rice... the
Committee may require the said manufacturer .. .to file a new
list showing a fair price... If such manufacturer shall have not,
within ten days after notice- ... .filed a new list showing such
fa,ir price... the said Committee shall have power to fix a fair
price for such product, which fair price, however, shall not be
more than the price of any other manufacturer at that time
effective for such product .. .The deplorable condition of this
Industry requires this revision and it is included with the
understanding that it is subject to review by the Administrator
after a nine months period...." (**)

The code authority for the macaroni industry even attempted to use
price filing to make certain ret ions of industry members code violations
retroactively. The code for this industry contained a rather ambiguous
provision which permitted members of industry to sell below" individual
cost to meet "...the price of a competitor which is not in violation of
this code." (***) The code authority, amplifying this provision ad-
vised members of the industry as follows:- .

(*) Transcript of the Public Hearing on~the code for- the paper and pulp
industry, September 14, 1933, page 25-26. (in KRA files'", Paper &
Pulp Code.)

. ) ,

(**) Transcript of the Public Hearing on the Code for the Structural
clay products industry, August 23, 1933, pages 249-251. (in NRA
files .)

(***) See Article VII . Section 5 of the code for Macaroni Industry,
Codes of Fair Competition, as approved, Government Printing Office,
Volume V, eage 534.
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"Pending investigation of erica lists which ao jear below cost,
we will hold that.... any member who .neets a price which is under
investigation will also be -out under inves tigation. If the price
being investigated, later proves to be in voilation of the Code,
the member meeting such a price will also be alleged to be in
violation of the Code. This is a, drastic ruling, but is abso-
lutely necessary to clean up the chaotic condition now existing.
'Je hope you will see the necessity for this " (*)

The original code provision made it virtually impossible for a mem-
ber safely to meet a lower price since it would be impossible to ascertain
definitely if that price were in violation of the code. The code author-
ity ruling would either hcve forced higher prices or made a large number
of industry members liable for coue violation retroactively. (**)

The importance of the combination of cost ana irice filing pro-
visions can not be measured solely by the frequency with which it occurs,
but involves also the function. .1 relationship a.s established by the

various cedes.

2. Prevalence of Cost ana Minimum Price Provisions in Codes in

the Stud,'' Sanrle

The most common form of cost limitations were those prohibiting
sales below cost. Such provisions appeared in 47 of the 57 codes in

the sample. TCith the exception of the Farm Equipment Code, all of the

forty-seven codes prohioiting selling below cost provided also for the

establishment of uniform cost accounting systems as a basis for deter-

ming cost. Only eleven of these cost methods received 1<TRA approval;

in five instances the approval was conditional. (***")

(*) 'Bulletin Mo. 27, August 2'), 1934, issued by Macaroni Industry Code

Authority, In IRA. Piles, macaroni industry.

(**) Other evidence of the use of orice filing to effect price control

are given below in Chapter "I, '.Thile these instances do not always

indicate an explicitly stated desire to use price filing systems

for price control objectives, they do indicate the actual use of

such systems in that manner and are, therefore, perhaps of even

more significance than mere statement of intent.

(***0 No. of Kame of Code Date ap- Administrative

Code proved Order No.

67 Fertilizer Industry 2/24/34 67-4

234 Macaroni 3/31/34 234-4

265 Coffee 3/31/34 265-4

128 Cement 5/12/34 128-9

333 Canvas Goods 5/ a/34 333-5

134 Gas Appliance & App. 6/ 7/34 134-9

98 Fire Extinguishing Appliance 7/20/34 98-5

176 Paper Distributing Trade 9-19-34 176-21

156 Rubber Manufacturing 9/25/34 156-37

204 Plumbing Fixtures 9/14/34 2-">4-14

37 Builder's Supply Trade 12/3/34 37-23
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Thus the Standard Principles of Accounting for Determination of Costs

for the Gas Apoliances ana .Apparatus Industry were sanctioned, with the

proviso that if within a period of four months it was determined that

inequities were created by the use of such principles, the approval would

be rescinded. The plumbing fixtures industry, received approval for their

cost accounting system on condition that the code authority endeavor to

improve the system and report to the administrator within six months.

The administrator's order of approval of the Elements of Cost for the

Macaroni Industry limited the effective periodto 90 days. The terms of

the order approving the Uniform Accounting Manual for the Rubber Manu-

facturing Industry specified that the divisional code provisions' pro-

hibiting sales oelow representative costs were to be deleted, that the

method of calculating the cost of certain items be revised, and that the

code authority report the results of the use of such manual to the divi-

sion administrator within 90 days. The approval of the Uniform Account-

ing Items for the Builders' Supplies Trade indicated that each member of

the trade should utilize such methods "to the extent found practicable."

Prohibitions of destructive price cutting, either general in form

or in accordance with Office Memorandum 228, which permits complaint

and final ERA determination as to the destructive nature of the prices,

appeared in nine of the fifty-seven codes. (*

;

Provisions permitting the declaration of an emergency, and the

determination of minimum prices to apply during such emergency, were

contained in eleven of the fifty-seven codes. The Copper Code, Canvas

Goods Code, the Mayonnaise Code, Baking Code, Candy Manufacturing Code,

Tholesale Confectionery Code and the Agricultural Insecticide Code,

contained provisions similar to that set forth in the Office Memorandum
of February 3, 1934, which granted to the code authority the right to

determine the existence of an emergency and; subject to NRA approval,
to establish minimum prices based on lowest reasonable cost. The Lime
Industry Code, Cast Iron Soil ripe Code, Builders' Supplies Trade Code,

and Retail Tire and Battery Trade Code, contained provisions similar
to that set forth in Office Memorandum No. 228. In these provisions
the NRA reserved to itself the power to declare an emergency and to es-
tablish the minimum price. Price emergencies declared on the basis of
these provisions resulted in the establishment of minimum prices in
three of the above codes for the periods indicated:

period Admin. Order No.
Agricultural insecticide & fungicide ll/ll/34 to 2/9/35 275A-11
Cast iron soil pipe 7/16/34 to 10/13/34 18-8
Retail tire and battery 5/14/34 to 10/1/34 410-3 &

410-15

The candy manufacturing industry asked for an emergency declaration on
certain products on two different occasions, but the NRA denied the
amplication. The mayonnaise industry cede authority also requested an
emergency price declaration, but just previous to the date set by the

(*) Sop copper, coffee, builders' supplies, cast iron soil pipe, mayon-
naise industry, canvas goods, industrial alcohol, lime, carbon
dioxide and retail tire & battery codes.
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NRA. for a herring.. on this request the code authority withdrew its appli-
cation, stating that the situation complained of had been adjusted. The
hearing was accordingly postponed indefinitely.

Most of the codes exemplified by that of the metal window industrv,
simply provided that "no member of the industry shall sell any industry
product at a price below his own individual cost", with an equally gen-
eral provision that the code authority should provide for the formu-
lation of a uniform cost accounting system to be used, after ITHA approval,
as a guide for determining such individual cost. Members were forbidden
to sell below such costs and, of course, to file prices lower than such
costs, frequently, this limitation, was modified to the extent that
members were permitted to file below cost to meet a competitor's re-
vised price that was net in violation of the cost provisions of the code.

Other cost provisions stipulated the factors that must be included
in the cost calculations or cost formula to determine the individual
minimum costs which must be covered by filed prices.

that:

Thus the Asphalt Shingle and Roofing Code provided in Article XII

"It shall constitute a violation of this code for any member
of the industrv to sell any product at a net price which shall
be below the said aeniber' s 'direct cost'. Such 'direct cost'
shall include the sum of the following items chargeable to the

operation of such member' s business in conformity with sound
accounting practice, during the preceding calendar month.

(A
v
) Direct raw material cost (inclusive of transportation

and shrinkage** , plus
(3) Direct labor cost, plus
(C) Manufacturing Dure en (inclusive of power and stoam,

factory overhead, maintenance expense, technical con-
trol, factory warohous , and factory shipping charges'),

plus
(D) Fifteen (15} percent of the 'Total Manufactured Cost';

(i.e., the sum of the items 'A' plus 'B' plus 'D'^

provided that depreciation tax^s, insurance, preserves
of any character, interest on investment, selling and
administrative expenses, and prior operating losses,
likewise intjrest charges on funded or other debt shall
not be included in 'Manufacturing Burden' ; and provided,
further, that any member of the Industrv may sell below his
own 'direct cost' under the following circumstances:

"(a) to meet competition on prices established on
products of competing grade and Quality filed by another
memoir of the Industry pursuant to Article VII hereof,
and not directly or indirectly investigated by the party
desiring to m^ot such competition, or

"(b) to me3t competition in violation of this rule
concerning which he has made complaint to the Code
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Author i ty, or any authorized agency thereof, but only pending

action thereon.

"

^Underlining supplied)

Lowest representative costs as a basis for doterming the minimum

price was provided for in the Cod: for the Fire Extinguishing Appliance

Manufacturing Industry (Cod So. 98). This method is described under (e

of Article VI:

"The Code Authority shall proceed to establish a uniform

system of cost accounting in conformity with accepted standards,

for use by the; members of the Industry. TTpon approval by the

Administrator, such system of cost accounting shall be used
by each member of the. Industry- in determining his costs. Each
member of the Industry shall report his individual costs, com-

puted in accordance with said system, to a disinteres ted and
impartial agency assign? ited by tne Code Author it;/. Such Agency
shell determine the costs of that repr esentative member of the

Industry wncso costs are lowes t. Such representative costs shall

be oubliehed to the Industry . No_ mem b er of the Industry shall

sj 11 -products of th- : Industry below such representative costs .

Such representative costs shall be revised from time to time at
reasonable intervals. The term 'representative member of the

Industry 1 is defined as being one who manufactures within his
own plant a representative line of the products of the Industry,
who maintains research and development departments for improve-
ment in the art of fir 3 extinguishment, and who through educat-
ional publicity and sales promotion broadens the market and de-
velops business for all members 6f the industry." (Underling
supplied) (*)

The Structural Clav Products Industry Code (123) provided for the'
development of a uniform cost accounting system within 120 days after the
effective date of the cede, to be used in determining the individual cost
of each member of the industry. In the interim, an ."average cost" system
was established in the following manner:

"After a survey of the estimated cost, both direct and indirect,
of the reasonably efficient plants then in operation within that
region und-r the terms of this code, the regional committee may
recommend to the Code Authority for its approval, subject to
review by the Administrator, an allowable cost, provided that
such allowable cost, shell not include any reserves for purposes
other than depreciation, or any allowances for interest on in-
vested capital or for developmental expenses, and. provided furthei
that the distribution of indirect expenses -oer unit of product,
shall b. on the estimated basis of an average rate of utilization
of plant facilities by such reasonably efficient plants during
the period 1927-32. Upon approval by the Code Authority of any
such allowable cost, no member of the Industry shall sell, or

• publish a price-; fcr .-,ny such product below its allowable cost
so arrived at, except to absorb transportation charges to meet
the publi shed price of any othir member of the industry for such

(*) The application of this provision by the Code Authority beyond code
powers is described in a subsequent section.
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product ." (*)

The P~oer and Pule Industry Code also provided for preliminary cost
rules to b; sot up by the code authority pending submission and approval
of a uniform cost system. These preliminary rules renuired no NBA anproval
and were in effeetiv use during most of code period. The most important
item in these rules required that raw materials b3 included in cost at
current market price, whether purchased or produced. This effactively-
equalized the cost floor for integrated and non-integrated mills and acted
as a bar to any drop in prices below the cost of the non-integrated mill.

3 - Cod e Provisions Conveying: power to Challenge and Void Prices

Examples of code orovisions formally conveying to code authorities
the right to apply tests of cost, and to void prices on the basis of find-
ings, without the necessity of formal charges of code violation, will
illustrate the functional relationship of such powers to price filing, and
their potential influence over the level of prices as filed. It should be

observed that in many instances the burden ofpro of " was placed on the mem-
ber whose price was challenged to show that his erice was a"bove cost, rather
than en the code authority to prove that the price in question was below

cost and in violation of the code.

Inasmuch as these powers were -oarticularly restrictive of individual
freedom in filing prices, additional examples have been cited from some

codes outside the study sample.

The Iron and Steel Code, as approved en August 19, 1933, contained
in Schedule U, Section 5, the right of th board of directors on its own

initiative, cr on complaint, to investigate any base price on file and to

require the member to furnisn cost data. If the base price was judged

unfair for such product at such basing point and liable to result in unfair
competition, the be .id of directors could require the member to withdraw it

and file a new t~.\.r case price to become effective immediately. If
.
such .new .

price was not f il .e v Lthin ten days, the board of directors could set a

price, not more than any other acceptable price en file for such a product

at such a basing point. Notice of all decisions, together with the reasons

therefor, were to be filed with the President. This provision was annulled

in ttu amendment approved on May 30, 1934.

The Canvas G-oods Code permitted an extension of the waiting neriod

for an additional ten days to investigate a filed price? The Oil Burner

Code provided further that if a price were found to be below cost, the list

was to be withdrawn and a revised list submitted.

The Gas Cock Industry Code orovided that where the Governing Committee

! found that any price would cause instability of the ma.rket, it might re-

quire a member to show that such or ice did not involve a net return less

than cost, or it might require him to file a revised price.

(*) Article VI, Section (e), Code for Structural Clay Products Industry.

Underlining supplied^ Codes of "air Competition, as aporoved,

Government Printing Office, "olume Page
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Such an alternative suggests the possibility that choice night veil

have been influenced by the degree of difficulty encountered or antici-

pated in convincing the- code authority that a price -as not belor cost,

or by the adequacy of a member's cost records to satisfy such an inves-

tigation. In "this case the provision did contain the safeguard that

the arice -:as to regain in effect until shorm to be "oelovr cost. The

Gasoline Pump Code contained a similar provision.

Three similar codes for the compressed air, heat exchange and

pump mfg. industries, rrhich operated under the sane supervisory agency,

gave this agency the right to investigate any filed price, require cost

data, and if the price rras unfair, having regard to cost, to require

the filing of a neu price. If the ne<7 price -as not filed in ten days,

the agency could fix a fair price, but not no re than any other unchal-

In the Cement Industry Code, approved November 27, 1333. Article

IX, Section 5, provided that if the code authority had reasonable

cause to believe that any price filed at its office -as in violation of

any provision of the code it : light extend the effective date of such

price for a period of not more than ten (10) days in order to investi-

gate the member's costs.

The Precious Jewelry Producing Code, Schedule A. 5, provided that

any filed price belo i7 the member's cost, as shown by his certified cost

sheets, (available to .code authority upon request), should be held in

abeyance by the code authority -osnc.iv.^ submission of a revised price
based upon the cost of each article.

The Rubber Poot-ear Division of the Pabber Ilanufacturing Code
introduced a nore positive dependence bet—een filed prices and costs ~bj

m

a provision which United revisions of prices to neet those of a conpe-
titor, to a period of thirty days after the filing of new annual prices.
"Thereafter any changes in Schedules must be supported Qj cost date to

-arrant such changes, submitted to the Divisional Authority."

The Paper and Pulp Code added to a very elaborate price filing
provision the porrer for the paper industry authority to investigate
any filed price, require cost data and upon stated cause nake void such
price. Power to suspend the price pending such investigation was lod-
ged with the administrator, but there was no specific provision for his
revievr of the decision arrived at by the Code Authority. (*)

The envelope manufacturing, folding paper bo::, tag industry and
sone thirteen other paper codes incorporated the requirement that
filed prices must be justified either h" individual costs or by the
schedule of a conoetitor vmo wa.s not selling belo- cost. The provisions
all read substantially as follows:

(*) There was, o^ course, else/here in the Code, the usual clause
giving the administrator right to review code authority actions.
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"All schedules to be justified as (a) not below
own cost, or ('b) not below lowest competitive
filed price; if latter, the competitive schedule
to be identif ied», . ,i .'embers nay file to neet
revisions, effective date, Schedule justified
"by another schedule as in (b) above, to become
void upon revision upward or cancellation of
justifying schedule, ...Code authority nay in-
vestigate any filed pi ice, require cost data,
and if violation is found notify member and
price thereupon becomes void. "(*)

One obvious advantage to such an interlocking requirement is the
isolation of the -low cost filer, 3y linking all the lor? prices to his
schedule there would be an automatic cancellation of the lower prices
of all members who had used his schedule to justify their own, at any
tine he chose, or uas persuaded, to raise his price to a higher one.

The paper distributing trade included similar requirements of cost
justification, with the provision that after 25$ of the members in
number and- dollar volume had filed, all other members were automatically
bound by the lowest price on file unless individual filings (justified
by costs) were filed. The presence in the Paper Distributing Code of a
stop-loss provision, based on replacement costs plus a minimum labor mark
up, gave immediate meaning to this cost determination, particularly in
the case of sales ''oy wholesale grocers and others uho mere prone to cut
prices below the accepted levels.

In anticipation of an approved standard accounting -system, the

Foundry Supply Code provided that each member shoxild thereafter file
with price lists a statement of whether the price uas justified upon
his own cost or on a previously filed competitive price. No price
justified by the latter uas to be less than the lo v,est justified price
of the product previously filed and still in effect.

The Ilachine Knife and Allied Steel products Code gave the code

authority the power to require any member to show that a price uas not

belo'7 cost, if they found that it uould cause instability in the rn.arh.et.

Under the Upholstery Spring and Accessories Code, the code autho-
rity might require any member to submit data on cost of production of
any product for which prices had been filed and might, to prove the

accuracy thereof, examine so much of the member's books and records as

necessary; notification was to be given all members if such data, were
required. If the code authority found that the filed price violated
the code, such price uas to become non-effective, and after notification
from the code authority, the member uas to file a new price list

complying with the code. All such decisions of the code authority,

together with reasons therefor, mere to be filed with the administrator,

subject to suspension and cancellation.

(*) "Cost provisions of approved Codes," He port No. 3S ^o~j Post Code

Analysis Unit of Research and Planning Division (in NBA files)
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4. Code Authority Application of Cost Provisions .
•

The functional relationship of cost provisions to filed prices

was in many cases not set forth in detail in the code. -Presumably,

however, the delegation to code authorities of the right to administer

and to secure compliance with the c-des would include the implied right

to prevent and check violations of the cost .limitations as revealed by

prices filed with them or other agency under the pric<= filing provisions.

Specific administrative powers to apply these cost restrictions "by in-

vestigating "books and "by suspending o.r voiding filed prices were granted

in relatively few codes, "but experience would indicated that the presence

or absence of these loowers in the c~de was no measure of the actual

powers exercised by code authorities in challenging, investigating, de-

laying and rejecting filed prices which were believed to be below cost

or at least below the level the Code Authority had decided was accept-

able. '
•

The fact that such cowers were approved by the Administration in

a number of instances may have seemed sufficient precedent to Thermit

similar Dowers in other industries, inasmuch as the date of code appro-
val or other chance circumstance led to the inclusion of such powers
in some codes and their omission in others. Some industries that did
not ask such powers when the open price provision was written assumed
them either as necessary adjuncts to code enforcement or as a convenient
means for keeping prices in line with some predetermined level. Thus
in the coffee industry the approved cost formula forbidding sales be-
low the replacement cost of green coffee, to be published bi-weekly by
the cede authority, was extended to an arbitrary cost floor which was
used in checking filed prices. In an endeavor to fix minimum prices to
en extent beyond that allowed by the formula, the bi-weekly bulletins
announcing the replacement prices of green coffee included also minimum
mark-ups for roasting 'set by the code authority. Sales at lower prices
than those suggested were to be considered prima ficie evidence of vio-
lation and any prices filed below the established figure were to be
challenged as below cost. Revisions of filed prices to recognize in-
creases in the published replacement costs could also be checked by this
means.

Actually, the cede authority did not attemot to secure general
compliance with the nrice filing requirement but focussed attention only
on the more significant competitive units (large national distributors,
important local distributors, and those units reported to be cutting
prices). In this manner price filing served as a check on compliance
with an arbitrary cost floor set by the code authority. The knowledge
that prices below the established floor -would result in a complaint and
cost investigation was in most cases sufficient to deter the filing of
prices lower than the allowable costs set by the code authority. (*).

(*) Memorandum, dated 9/25/36 from M. D. Kossoris Chief of Minimum
Price Unit, on "Interview with Secretary of Coffee Trade Association,

Monday, September 23, 1935" (in MEA files Coffee Code).
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The gas appliances and apparatus industry provided for a test of
costs in Rule 9 - Approval of Prices, issued to the industry on December
9, 1935, Bulletin 5:

"All prices as filed shall be subject to the approval of
of the Gas Appliances Committee and the Committee shall be
authorized to investigate the prices to determine if they
will result in the customer paying for the goods received
less than the cost to the seller.

"Each employer in the industry shall furnish the Committee a

certificate certifying that the trices as filed are not con-
trary to the provisions of Art. VIII cf the Code and that they
will rot result in the customer paying for the goods received
less than the cost to the seller. This certificate will
be accepted by the Committee as the basis for its initial
and temporary approval of the prices."

This ruling was ordered withdrawn by the N.R.A. at a meeting en
January 8, 1935. (*).

The ultimate refusal of the Administration to approve mandatory cost

accounting systems nnd cost formulas prepared in accordance with enabling
code provisions tended to make cost limitations legally inoperative
in the majority of open -orice codes, but did not entirely nullify their
effects. Particularly during the early days cf the codes, thy were in

common use as propaganda for higher prices and not infrequently as coercive
devices to prevent the filing of low prices, even under codes that did
not convey to the code authority specific controls over costs.

The Cede Authority of the Mayonnaise Industry issued repeated bul-
letins to members warning them that increasing costs should result in

the filing of new and higher prices to avoid "engaging in destructive
price cutting cr selling below your full cost."

Release No. 27, dated November 19, 1934, was a specific "reminder",
and in addition disseminated information on pending price changes. The

release advised that Kraft and Best Poods Companies were increasing their

prices effective November 20, mayonnaise prices on a dozen 8-cunce jars

to $1.55 and on salad dressing to $1.35. It continued as follows:

"To avoid selling below erst and engaging in destructive price

cutting such firms as Kolsum, Blue Seal, Standard Brands, and
others, have filed new prices on private labelled, unadvertised
brands of salad dressing as follows:

3-ounce $1.25
15-ounce 2.07

32-cunce 3.50

All of which is subject to a disccunt cf 2- per cent...." (**).

(*) See below page 245 for code provision.

(**) The waiting period in the Code was stayed in the Order of Approval.

L_ QQO£
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A later release, No. 37, cites three cases in which, prices which

the code authority regarded as too low were associated with sub- standard

salad dressing and mayonnaise. Since the standard requirements of the

code are mandatory, this communication might also he deemed a warning

that too low prices might lead to investigation and changes of code

violation (*).

The following extracts from the Minutes of the Meeting of a Re-

gimal Committee of the Code Authority for the Retail Monument Industry

further illustrates this point;

"The most important thing for the dealers around New York City
is to know whether the prices of monumental work can he stabilized

at a minimum figure below which no one can sell?

"The Memorial Associates, Inc., with a membership of sixty in good
standing - after months of work on the part of certain members -

agreed upon and adopted a price cost schedule, which each member
was to file as an individual or firm.

"Many did just what they agreed to do. Some did and subsequently,
withdraw their prices and filed lower schedules. Others merely
did not keep their word-just went ahead and filed lower schedules.

"Before adopting these orices it was. agreed that it was absolutely
essential to stabilize the price level, so that all work sold
should at least bring in the overhead cost. About fourteen men
got together, so-called leaders, and after much discussion, final-
ly agreed upon what the average overhead is. The idea was not'' to

exploit the public at all but to establish that minimum below
which it would not be possible to get even an overhead cost. Mem-
bers could sell at that or above as the situation called for. They
all agreed that with this minimum it would be possible to get a

fair or ice for a monument, so that the man quoting a fair price
would not be made to look like a robber by some one -outting in a

ridiculously low price in competition.

"This has net worked out. Th-se who filed lower prices are con-
sistently taking away business from those who kept their word. It
is not nossible to meet lower prices when one does not know when
the low filer is quoting. Therefore, the chiseler has had all the
advantage because he has been able to keep his volume and add to
it, while the honest nan's market is being taken away from him
by these seekers after volume." (**).

Mr. Althauff went on to suggest that the quickest solution to the

(*) The further use of suggested price fleers in the Mayonnaise In-
dustry is discussed on pages 285-287 below.

(**) Minutes , December 10, p. 4 (In NliA files) These remakrs were
made by a Mr. Althauff who is not identified in the Minutes.
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above situation would "be for all dealers to withdraw their filed prices
and file new cnes to meet the lowest competition. He admitted that
this would he ruinous to many members, hut that it would teach the low
filers a well needed lesson and that once their volume had fallen off
they would he ready to listen to a reasonable plan for the stabilization
of the industry. He indicated further that if the organization in
New York did not take some such action he would do it on his own account,
since he" could no longer tolerate the conditions described or as he
put it:

"In the meantime we cannot be put in the position of losing the
business, and getting the name that we are high priced people
and have these people seeking business on the ground that I am
a member of the Code Committee and can't cut my price down to
meet theirs." (*).

In Region No. 39 the Retail Monument Code Authority for Region
No. 3, voted an extention of 10 days' time after May 9th, 1934, during
which members could comply with the price filing requirement. The chair-
man suggested that assistance should be offered the dealers by enclosing
in the letter a copy of the cost price figures adopted by the Memorial
Associates, Inc. The supervisor of Memorial Associates, Inc. was asked
to explain the figures of his organization and to serve en a committee
to prepare the statement suggested above.

Gn April 10 1935, a letter was sent to the regional field offices
instructing them not to attempt to enforce cost limitations not based
on approved cost accounting plans, bat priort to that time charges of
selling below cost were occasionally filed -<nd adjusted by the Com-
pliance Division on the basis of arbitrary assumption of cost control
on the -cart of the code authority. (**). These complaints were, in

some instances, filed by the code authority with the Government Con-
tracts Division. Since certification of compliance was necessary
before awards were made, prompt decision were necessary to ascertain
the legitimacy of the bid, and were occasionally rendered without due
regard for approved standards for cost determinations.

5. The Piling of Costs and Use of Price Filing in Connection With
Costs Lists and Cost Manuals .

In many instances even m^re intimate relationships between "orice

filing and costs were developed by the methods prescribed for operation
of the open price plan. These plans usually involved the filing of

cost elements or cost factors to be used in estimating prices on made-

to-crder goods. In other instances the filing of prices was linked to

some gross cost list or uniform cost manual from which members could
file discounts or deviations to indicate their individual selling pri-
ces.

These plans were variously conceived and introduced to industry
practice, and were not always contemplated by the code itself. Three

examples will illustrate.

(*) Ibid, p. 4.

(**) e. g. Set-Up Paper Box Industry.
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a. The Malleable Iron Industry.

The Code for the Malleable Iron Industry makes no provision for a

price filing plan. It does provide that the code authority, in accord-

ance with an approved cost accounting system could determine periodi-

cally a schedule of fair and reasonable costs in the industry and that

it should be a violation of the cede for any member to sell products of

the industry at prices below the aforesaid schedule.

After a. long process of negotiation cost schedules were submitted,
and were to be multiplied by a figure 2^ times the fair average costs,

to constitute list costs from which a discount would be figured to

arrive at the fair and reasonable cost. The purpose of this weighted
schedule was stated to be to remove the circulated cost figures suf-

ficiently far from the actual cost level to deter the tendency to re-
gard them as suggested prices at which products were to be sold. The

initial discounts broadcast to the industry by the code authority were
to be those which would result in costs based on the fair and reason-
able cost determination and might be expected to be used as a minimum
price level.

To mitigate the price fixing element of this process a procedure
was approved by which members could sell below these costs by filing
all quotations made below these figures with full identification of
the transaction including the name of the customer. The individual
member was obliged, whenever question was raised, to establish the fact
that his quotation was above his individual cost. By this process a
virtual price filing system was set up, under which members abided by
the fixed price level (not cost). A member could sell below such sche-
dule only by filing with the code authority the customer's name and
pattern number with respect to such sale, and being prepared to prove
that it was above his own cost.

With various modifications and details, this method was in use
from April, 1934, to the termination of the Act. The deputy administra-
tor and others criticized the plan on a number of occasions because it
required identification of the customer for all quotations below the
fixed level. A memorandum from J. E, L. Santos, Assistant Deputy, on
November 12, 1934, stated further that "the trouble involved in esti-
mating and filing has tended to make the majority of orders in the
industry based not on the individual member's cost, but on the schedule
of Fair and Reasonable Costs formulated by the Code Authority." Ne-
vertheless, this same memorandum recommended extension of the procedure
for another period of 60 days beyond November 12, 1934.

This cost filing procedure copied the ordinary price filing provi-
sion further by establishing, through code authority ruling, the obser-
vance of a five day waiting period before filed quotations could become
effective. (*).

b. Marking Devices Industry.

The Marking Devices Industry Code contained a price filing provi-
sion in Article VII requiring the filing of -price lists and of costing
and pricing formula e for pro ducts net usually sold from urine lists.
(*) Bulletin 3, malleable iron industry. In NRA files.
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It provided also for a .cost-finding system to be approved by the Admi-
nistrator. A Bulletin issued by the cede authority on December 23,
1933, (*) carried the information to members that;

"....a new and .very comprehensive plan was adopted for our National
Costing and pricing Guides. The Plan is outlined in the attached
memorandum and has received tentative approval by the Administra-
tor. .... It is a natural development of the open price plan. The
necessities of our Industry, including the circumstances under
which our made-to-order products are sold and manufactured, require
special interpretations of the usual operations of the Open Price
Plan.

"National Costing and Pricing Guides

"national Costing and Pricing Guides shall constitute the standard
estimating and pricing guides for all of the Marking Devices In-
dustry throughout the United States. A map of the United States
has been laid off in certain areas and Adjustment Factors have
been allotted to each of these. These factors will compensate for
inequalities in the inherent total business volume available in
each given area. Also there have- been ,et aside certain metropo-
litan areas where the total volume is of such significant charac-
ter with respect to the balance of the area that it needs separate
adjustment.

"The theory behind the use of these factors is that so far National
Schedules have not given consideration to the important effect of

territorial volume upon costs; and if planning did include this
consideration, a single National Schedule would have to be issued
on many different standards. Also, it is felt that territorial
volume is a definable measurable influence upon costs, particular-
ly in our Industry, that a large metropolitan area offers to the

members of our Industry supporting volume on which to set up faci-
lities, skills, volume purchasing, field organizations, cataloging,
and the like, which would not be warranted in smaller volume areas;

that because we have previously failed to take heed of the heed of

the influence of inherent volume upon our costing, our National
Schedules have failed to meet the needs of the country,' and there-

fore have not had general acceptance and use.

"Therefore, hereafter our National Schedule (which will be called

National Costing and Pricing Guides), will be standardized, sim-

plified, and comprehensive guides from which Local Schedules and
individual price lists and catalogs can be made. All customary
products and services will be described and priced either through

list prices and discounts or through formulas for estimating prices,

They will show the unadjusted standard prices at which goods can

be sold across the United States without selling below cost on a

containing basis, by the average well managed member of this In-

dustry; and when treated by the territorial factors these National

Schedule Prices will be adapted to the conditions of the given

areas, which can and will be supported by the buving customs and

standards of that area.

.

(*) In NRA files, marking devices industry.
QQOC
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"Products and services will not be permitted to be sold in any-

designated area at prices lower than those reached by the National

Costing and Pricing Guides when adjusted to that area by the ma-

ximum factor permitted in that area and by such quantity factors

and/or conditions of sale factors or discount Plans as are autho-
1 rized by the Guides approved by the Code Authority.

'
' '

:

"There is no objection to the issuance of Local and/or the filing
of • individual Price Lists and Catalogs at price levels reasonably
above the National Schedules as adjusted in the above manner, but
any Local Schedules and any individual Price Lists and Catalogs,

not "oreviously approved by the levels than those set up by the

National Schedules, so adjusted, will be immediately looked upon
with suspicion and investigation will be made to ascertain:

.

"First ; — whether such schedules could result in sales below
cost with respect to individual transactions or individual items;

• and

" Second : — whether selling at the levels indicated will be
harmful to the average member of the Industry; and

" Third ;. — whether discrimination is indicated between pur-
chasers of the same class or quality.

"If any filing offends in any of these three particulars, the Code
Authority will issue a cease and desist order, and -a refusal to file
a corrected schedule will result in a request for prosecution by
the Administrator."

The threat of immediate investigation in the event prices were filed
below the national schedules should be noted, as well as the three
tests to be applied to such prices. The determination in every instance
that the challenged prices would be "harmful to the average member"
might be anticiapted, since the National Guides were supposedly fair to
the "average member.

Among the five things listed as being of primary importance to the
industry by W. S. Lord, Secretary of the Code Authority in a letter to
Falter Mangura, Assistant Deputy, May 8, 1934, (*) were:

1. The right to' establish and enforce minimum prices for the
customary products, and

2. The right to compel the proprietorial type of firm to charge
into its costs the time of the owner at a fair rate.

(None of the other three listed had any reference, to cost or price).

It should be noted that the bulletin quoted above stated that the
plan had received "tentative"" approval by the administrator. Later,
objections were raised by the NPA. which sought to forbid the use of
;hese manuals. The industry resisted all efforts to eliminate the

(*) In NBA files, marking devices industry.
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scherae, on the grounds that the pricing manuals were necessary, had -"been
in use in the industry in some form for. 25 years, and were really only
suggestions for costing and accounting. Such importance was attached
to the list that one letter from J. a. Swift, Chairman of the Code Au-
thority to A. D. Ferguson. February 28, 1935, contained an indirect
gesture to sacrifice the price filing provisions if necessary to secure
the approval for the guides. The refusal of the industry to abandon
the manuals led to a stay of the price filing provisions of the Marking
Devices Code in March 1935. The records available do not indicate
whether the price schedules continued to be used.

C. The Folding Paper Box Industry.

The open price plan of the folding paper box industry is of parti-
cular interest because of the ingenuity of the plan itself in applying
a hybrid cost-price filing system to an industry having' both standard
and non-standard items, and, second, because of the graphic illustration
of inconclusive and conflicting administrative action' in relation to
its adoption and use by the industry. The plan, itself, as it was put
in operation .by the code authority agents, Stevenson, Jordan, and Har-
rison, is included as Exhibit IV, Appendix C, because of its intrinsic
interest as a complex variation of the Ordinary open price plan and as
a point of reference for the brief chronological references and descrip-
tion given here.

The enabling provisions of the open price article in the Folding
Paper Box Code were almost identical with these for the other paper
codes, in that it was permissive with the code authority tj establish it,
to designate products on which prices were to be filed, to determine the
form of filing, and to investigate prices alledgedly below cost.

An early account of the proposed plan was found in a memorandum
from the Research and Planning representative (}.:. D. Kossoris) who had
been asked to submit his recommendations. The memorandum was dated
July 1, 1934, and'was addressed. to "J. 7. Pickard, Deputy Administrate

r

of the Paper Division. (*).

The proposal of the folding paper box industry was summarized as
follows:

"No member is to go on the open price basis as long as he estimates
his prices'' by using the standard conversion rates formulated by the

Code Authority as well as the current market price of raw materials .

The standard conversion rates are based on the opera-ticn cf a syn-

thetic and efficient mill . But when any member wants to disregard
- these rates and use lo ,_Ter rates which he can actually justify by
his costs, and when he wants to use either because he can buy them
cheaper or because he .manufactures them himself - he must go on the

open price basis. On that basis he may sell down to actual cost,

(*) i\TRA files, folding paper box industry.
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both as to conversion and raw materials.. When quoting on the open

price basis he must file the nrice. he is offering and expose him-

self to the price corn-petition of all competitors; interested in the

particular type of business." (Underlining supplied)

The purpose of the proposal was described as two-Fold;

"(1) To oermit the combined mills i.e. the mills which both make

their own' paperboard and convert it into folding boxes - to sell

all the way down to cos
f
t so as to be able to service large customers

at urices satisfactory to them (or they will set up their own pla&ts)

and (2) to permit some degree of uniformity of estimating with the

door wide open to fall below the standard figures 'whenever actual- ,

cost permitted. When using the standard factors, everyone would

know '-the basis on which everyone else estimated his prices, without

haying to analyze hundreds of conversion factors filed by the other
industry members. When on the or>en price basis, everyone - who in-

terested himself in the particular kind of business would' know the

exact'- price his competitors offered." (*)

The - recommendation of the Research and Planning adviser contained
no basic objection to the combination of cost and price factors in this
plan, but objected only to the waiting period. * ;

"The objection to this proposed combination of standard cost factors
and open price limited by cost lies in the waiting period which
must be observed when filing a Brice. According to Article VI of
the approved Code, five days must elapse before a quoted price

"~

becomes effective. This period, in effect, carries with it'
:

a >pu- - ••.

nitive- result in view of the particular nature of
:

the industry.

1,As already indicated, all production is according to customer spe-
cification. Identification of the specific product ' for which' an
open price is filed is impossible without naming the 'customer. In
quoting a price, a producer would be compelled to say l T am 'bidding
X dollars per thousand for 100,000 of Arnour'g 2 '"'lb.

' sausage cartons.'
In effect this will mean 'Boys, this is my 'price to Armour. Come
on in and see if you can do better.

"The result may be heavy price competition with combined mills or
even pure converting mills joining. The latter, in order to get
into the business, will in turn exert pressure on the paperboard
mills to lower prices - and the result may well

1

be that it will be
the paperboard mills which may carry the brunt of this. type of
competition. '

,.,

"Much of this can be obviated if the waiting period is eliminated.
Then a member will be able to file his price and have it effective
at once. If he can sell to the customer at that price, well and
good. If the customer wants to shop for other' bids, he 1 may do so,

(*) 0p_. cit , above
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but if the price is satisfactory tc both customer and bidder, the
latter ought not to be exposed to the sharp shoo ting of his com-
petitors. "

Other memoranda from Research and Planning supplemented this pre-
liminary report, but did not approve the plan. Nevertheless, the plan,
somewhat revised, was launched by the code authority during August, 1934.

A letter sent out by the code authority to members on August 7, 1934
announced the postponed effective date of August 27, 1S34;

OPEN PRICE PLAN

"In order that members of the industry may have further opportunity
to register their customer and products in accordance with the nro-
cedure established and to allow time to complete arrangements for
the operating organization, the effective date for the Open Price
Plan as declared in ERA Order No. 12, is postponed from August 1C,

to August 27, 1934.

"As quickly as possible after forms are received, members sh"uld
begin registration of customers and products with the Agent of the

Folding Box Authority."

On September 4, 1934, a memorandum from Blackwell Smith, Legal- Di-

vision, to the code assistant of Division III, indicated disapproval
of the plan as constituting a code amendment:

"I concur in the statement of the Review Officer that this plan
should not be approved. Approval of the Plan would amount to amend-

ment of the Code and it would be in no sense an Open Price Plan

procedure under Article VI of the Code.

"This comment is made without in any way discussing the objections

which might be made to the Plnn', even if offered in the form of an

amendment."

There were two further memoranda of the same date, September 7, .

1934. One w^s from G. K. Ramill, Research and Planning Adviser, to

II. D. Kossoris, then Assistant Deputy Administrator, Paper Division.

"This is in reference to the Rules for Defining Cost Plan of Pro-

cedure adopted by the Folding Paper Box Code Authority as received

from E. R. Bc/lan, Administrative Member, under date of July 28,

1934.

"There is no authority in the Code for establishing methods for

arriving at prices or rules governing the operations of members

under their own costs. Consequently, this Division regards the

matter covered by the "Plan of Procedure' as ones which properly

should be handled as modifications of or amendments to the Code.

The 'Plan of Procedure' is therefore disapproved as not falling

within the scope of an open price plan of selling as provided for

in Article VI, Section 2, of the Industry's Code."
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On the same date, September 7, 1934, Mr. Kossoris addressed a

memorandum to Robert J. Keebler, Legal Division, confirming an opinion

as to the power of the code authority to establish the plan under the

code grant of authority, without further action of approval; (*)

"On this basis of these facts y^u advised me that this type of

open price provision as proposed by the Industry was within the

power given in the approved Code to the Code Authority to declare

an open price method of selling and that no approval on the part
of the Administration was required."

The plan was in effect for several months prior to January 1, 1935,

when the Code Authority for the Folding Paper Box Industry presented
a brief at the Public Hearing on Policy relating to Price Provi-
sions in Codes of Pair Competition. This included some description
of the plan, and expressed full satisfaction with its operation
as follows:

"3. That there has been developed and put into operation an open
price plan suited to the conditions ofthis industry, and particular-
ly adopted to the made-to-order characteristics of those products
which are produced and marketed to fit the particular needs of •

each customer.

"4. That the application of the open price plan now in operation
fits the needs of industry, has reduced vindicative and destruc-
tive price cutting, has stabilized labor conditions, and has
brought into being conditions of known market values where no
such knowledge had previously existed, and that without such know-
ledge neither stability nor fair competition may be enjoyed.

.Dated just six days before the presentation of the above brief,
January 4, 1935, a memorandum from 1. J. Brown, Deputy Administrator,
to Captain J. P. Battley, Acting Division Administrator, protested a
pronouncement by members of the Legal Division that the open price plan
as set up was illegal and unenforceable. (**). Excerpts from" that me-
morandum are self-explanatory:

"The plan briefly, is this:

"1. On products for which no one has filed an open price, no com-
petitor needs to file any price. But as soon as any Industry mem-
•er files a price for the particular product, everyone else selling
that product cannot sell at a lower r)r ice without so filing.

I
2

'
Products on 9* open price basis may be treated in several

different ways: (a) A member may choose to indicate his urice
level by using the current market price of raw material with con-
version factors based on the costs of a theoretically efficient
plant. The combination of the two would permit anyone to compute,

(*) In NEA files, folding paper box industry.

(**) In NBA files folding paper box industry.
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within a fairly narrow range, the price of- a competitor using
this system, (b) A member may simply indicate the "oroduct,
identifvin.-:' it by customers, since 'each of these has his own
specifications. Any member selling to this customer or having
an inquiry from, him is at once notified of the prices on file.

"In connection with the presently operative open price method
of selling in use in the Folding Box Industry, several questions
have been raised because of the Industry* s effort to obtain com-
pliance. The issue resolves itself into whether or not the
Legal Division can' run counter to the emir ess lanuiage in the
Code."

(There follows a recital of the code provisions empowering
the code authority to put an open price plan into effect,
and notes that the Industry had proposed a plan but that
it had met with objection from severe! of the Advisers).

"The Industry then developed another plan which met with the
tentative approval of the Division of Research and Planning which
recommended approval for a trial period of si:: months, frankly
recognizing the experimental nature of the plan, (*) The pro-
posal was discussed with R. J. Keebler, Counsel on Policy, who
advised that the proposal needed no official approval as the
language of the Code adequately covered it. A neao confirming
this discussion was sent to Mr. Keebler on September f t 193^.
and a receipted copy left in our files."

"Recently the Code Authority sought to obtain compliance against
a member who refused to file any prices at all. The regional
counsel, Iir, George Lronz, refused to proceed on the grounds that
in his opinion the language of the Code was not siifficiently

broad to enable the Code Authority to prescribe the open price
plan in question. In doing so, of course, hr. Bronz puts his
own interpretation on the mechanism of an open price plan."

"Mr. Bronz was reruested to submit his objections for instructions
from the Legal Division. In considering it, LIr. Scott, Managing
Counsel of the Division, railed that no Industry had the right to

put into effect any hind of open price plan without specific WRA
approval, in spite of enabling language of the Code.

"In view of the past developments in connection with the open

price plans, and the specific wording in the Code, the attitude

of both hr. Dronz and Mr. Scott appear to be uncalled for. I

request that this matter be taken up with the National Industrial

Recovery Board to determine whether or not the legal advisers can

impose their own views upon an industry in spite of any express

language in the approved Code."

(*) The memorandum referred to 'ms not located in the file.
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The records available now do not show the results of this, memoran-
dum, nor the effects upon the folding paper box industry and the opera-
tion of the price filing plan. Comments in the Code History would
suggest that voluntary compliance permitted its continuance, tut efforts
at enforcement were abandoned by the industry. (*)

(*) Farther exploration of many of the points vrould be desirable, as
well as further information on the performance of the unique plan.
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B. CONTROL OVER PRICE CHANGES - THE 'VAITIl'G PERIOD

The most immediate effect of the mandatory price filing requirements

in KRA codes ras to limit the freedom of an individual seller to alter his

own prices or terms at will. The traditional prerogative «f "-prices sub-

ject" to change without notice," no louger existed under price filing plans

which stipulated that all sales must be in accordance with filed prices,

and that all changes in prices must be filed with a central agency before

they could become effective to the trade. ( *) This limitation existed

whether or not there was a waiting period; its importance was, of course,

magnified by the presence of a waiting period.

The waiting period was the most obvious feature for control over

price change in ERA price filing plans; and, for this raason, the most con-

troversial element involved. In the following discussion attempt is made to

determine the significance of the waiting period in the light of its role in

price filing activities. The waiting period may be defined as that period

between the filing of prices and price terms with the code authority or

other agency and their effective date. The term applies to the period

between the' original filing of prices and their effective date as well as

to the period that must elapse before price revisions can become effective.

1. Waiting Period Requirements in Codes

Requirements in codes varied from the simple prior notice to the

code authority or other confidential and di stinterested agency to waiting

periods of from 1 to 20 days before the filed price could become effective.

Of the total 444 open price codes, 136 made no orovision for a waiting

period. The preponderance of this number, 103, provided that prices were

effective immediately upon receipt by the agency, 6 required acknowledgement

of the filing by the agency before becoming effective, and 27 permitted

prices to be effective even before receipt by the agency. One hundred and

forty codes provided for a waiting period before any revision of Prices;

113 of the se' were stayed in the Order of Approval. One hundred and thirty-

two codes required waiting periods before downward revisions only, of vhicn

provisions 70 were stayed. In 23 codes not specifying a waiting period,

provision Was made for the establishment of a waiting period at the dis-

cretion of the code authority. Administrative approval for this action

was required in most instances.

Of the 272 codes which required waiting periods either before any re-

vision or before downward revisions, 212 allowed for a shortening of the

period for trices filed to meet competition. One hundred ana twenty two

permitted Prices to become effective on the same date as a revised compe-

titive ^rice, if such prices -ere not lower than the prices being met,

77 codes permitted revised prices to become effective on the same date

as a previously filed change without specifying that it must not be below

such competitive ;orice; 13 required that prices revised to meet competition

(*) See the Table in Awpendix C, Exhibit II, for a list of the few

industries oermitting change without notice.
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be filed '"before a certain ijart (1 or more days) of the waiting period
required of the first file! revision had elapsed. Thirty codes authorized
the code .authority to lengthen the waiting period with administrative
approval generally required in most instances. (*)

A majority of waiting periods incorporated in codes, it may be seen
from the above, were stayed by the Administration. . After the passage of
Office Memorandum No. 228 in June, 1934, few open price provisions were
approved which contained waiting periods. The Administration except during
the first six months was on policy grounds consistently opposed to their
inclusion in codes. (**)

Industry attitudes, on the other hand, were preponderantly favorable
towards waiting period provisions at all times. The arguments for waiting
periods remained constant from the pre-code period until the last of code
days. Proponents of the waiting period maintained that their original
contentions were borne out by operating experience - that the economic
effects of operating under waiting period provisions justified their origi-
nal attitudes. The force with which waiting periods were urged by industry
members is illustrated by the following statements:

In the brief filed by the Code Authority of the Diesel Engine Manu-
facturing Subdivision of the Machinery and Allied Products Industry, it was

stated, "We feel also that a waiting period is a most essential part of an
open price list exchange for best results. «(***) Much stronger was the

expression in the brief filed jointly by the supervisory agencies of the

compressed air, heat exchange, pump manufacturing and laundry and dry clean-

ing machinery industries: "In so far as the waiting period is concerned
the four industries in question state unqualifiedly that without the

waiting period the filing and distribution of price lists would be a useless

expense in so far as chiseling and destructive price cutting is concerned."

Condemnation was directed at the Administration for denying or staying

waiting period provisions by several industries:

"By denying us a waiting period of at least 10 days, the NBA has made

possible the bulk of our chiseling to date." (*****)

(*) Division of Research and Planning, NBA, Analysis of Trade Practices,

Provisions Relating to Open Price and Bid Filing Systems - Appendix

C, Exhibit II.

(**) Exceptions to' Policy were made in a few instances, notably in the

lime and cement industries. See page 476 below.

(***) Transcript of public Rearing On Price Provisions in Codes of Fair

Competition, Volume S-IX, page 2806, NRA files.

(****) Transcript of public Hearing On Price Provisions in Codes of Fair

Competition, Volume S-VI, page 2060, NRA files.

(*****) statement of H. H. Harris, member of the alloy castings industry

code authority transcript of public hearing on price provisions

in Codes of Fair Comoetition, Volume H-HI, page 1363, NBA.
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"...if honest manufacturers are to have any protections from 'chiselers'

it (open price provision) not only is worthless hut has developed into

a real menace because of the suspension of the waiting period."

"...unless the suspension is lifted from the Halting period, the filing

of prices wiil become entirely valueless if not destructive and rill

have to be given up." ( *)

"The one unfortuante part about the open price filing codes is the

fact that they took the waiting periods array from us. The experience

that I have had in our industry definitely indicates the need of a

waiting period to prevent the mentally dishonest member of the industry

from taking advantage of the mentally honest ones." (**)

The central issues around which controversy over the waiting period de-

veloped were two: (1) its use as a periodof pursuasion or coercion against

members reluctant to adhere to price standards or levels conceived to be

prooer by the agency or by certain members or groups of members within, the

industry; and (2) its use as a period within which to publicize fully the

price offers of competitors before permitting them to become effective. (***)

The material presented below is largely of a qualative character, re-

presenting in considerable part a statement of the arguments of both op-
ponents and proponents of waiting periods as derived from the testimony at

the Price Hearings held by the national Industrial Recovery Administration
from January 9 through the 12th, 1935. At this time both opponents and
proponents could base their arguments on experience. The evidence is sup-
plemented by correspondence and records of the administrative agencies which
indicated the use to which the waiting period was put and from complaints of

industry members indicating the extent to which they had actually been in-
fluenced in their price behavior by the existence of the waiting period -

either through voluntary choice or because of pursuasion or coercion from
others.

(*) Statement of D. S. Hunter "representing 8 comparatively small indus-
trial groups which have supplementary codes under the Fabricated
Metal Products Manufacturing Industry". Transcript of Public Hearing
on Price Provisions in Codes of Fair Competition, Vol. S-V pages
1544 and 1546, NBA. files.

(**) Statement of Frank A. Bond for the Chain Manufacturing Industry Code
Authority. Transcript of public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes
of Fair Competition, Volume H-III, page 414, ERA files.

(***) The latter issue concerns more the publicity than the control func-
tion of price filing. Its discussion, however, has been confined
to the present chapter because the extended controversies that de-
veloped make it desirable to bring together in one place all of the
material bearing on the waiting period.
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2. Use as r Device ?or Coercion

The fact that coercion existed in connection 'ith some open price
plans was rather clearly established in the report on open price filing
Blade by the Consiuiers' Advisory Board in May, 1C34. This present study
has not added any significant amount of evidence on the prevalence or

location of specific cases of such coercion and no attempt has "been made
to summarize the material elsewhere available. (*) Such evidence was
obtained chiefly from those members of open price industries who ex-
perienced such pressure.

(*) See: Experience with the Op en price Provisions of Approved Codes
,

Consumers' Advisory Board, Report, Kay 24, 1934, pages 4-10 Chapter
II deals' with The Prevalence of Coercion . A complete record of

cases of pressure against low price enterprises which were reported
by industry members in response to a questionnaire sent out by the

CAB is attached to that Report as Appendix B. On page 4 of the Re-
port the following summary of industries reporting such cases is

presented.

Code iTo. 'Industry Ho. of Cases

4 *Electric 4

26 Gasoline Pump Mfg. 1

55 Compressed Air 1

57 Pump Manufacturing 2
58 Cap and Closure • 1

39 , '•Marking Devices 1

62 Steel Tubular . and Firebox Boiler 1

63 Plumbago Crucible 1

66 Motor Bus 1

77 ' Crown Manufacturing 1

81 * Copper and Brass i.iill Prod 1

88 *3usiness Furniture, Storage Equip. 3

90 *Funeral Supply 3

98 *Fire Extinguishing Appliance Hfg. 3

99 •. *Asphalt Shingle and Ro.qfing 1

107 *Ladder Manufacturing 3

108 • 'Motor Eire Apparatus Mfg. 2

109 * Crushed Stone, Sand, Gravel & Slag 1

120 * Paper and palp (Cardboard Mfers, Div. ) 1

123 * Structural Clay Products 1

136 *Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe Mfg. 1

137 Warm Air Furnace Mfg.

'

1

149 Machined Waste Mfg. 2

156 *Rubber Manufacturing 4

176 *paper Distributing Trade
'

1

186 ind Grain Strip Wood Bloc^ 1

187 Cotton Cloth Glove Mfg. 1

205 *Metal Window 1

236 Cooking and Heating Appliance Mfg. 1

* Industries included in _oen Price Filing Study sample of 57 codes.
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One specific illustration of pressure is included here because the

incident itself revealed the unusual incentive to coercive pressure arising

from the knowledge that a proposedlow price would he widely publicized. (*)

A large distributor was anxious to contract with a member of the industry

for its complete supply of the product over a period of a year at a price

which was below the prevailing level of filed prices. The manufacturer con~

sidered the price to be above his cost and, therefore, filed this price with

the code authority.

The receipt of such a price caused the code authority secretary to

make personal contact with the manufacturer. In the meeting which followed
between representatives of the manufacturer, the purchaser and the code
authority secretary, the latter objected strongly to the filing of the new
low price on the grounds that, if published, this price would be immediately
met by all members of the industry. The fact that there was a ten-day
waiting period served to intensify the probability that competitors would
meet the cut and there would be no limit to the price cutting which would
follow.

One observation should be made in respect to the illustrative material
included in the 1934 Report of the Consumers* Advisory Board, as well as
other material examined and the case described above. The material suggests
that general code authority rulings compelling adherence to arbitrary group
standards of price or pricing methods were far more common sources of coercion
than were all night sessions of persuasion or attempts to black-jack a low
filer with threats of economic sanction. Such rulings avoided the direct
frontal attack on the low filer since the procedure became technically one
of enforcement, although in reality it was illegal coercion to force compli-
ance with unauthorized code regulations. Such rulings were associated with the

the pseudo-administrative power of the code authority or its agent, and hence
did not depend for success or threats. Such regulations naturally hampered
most the members who engaged in aggressive price competition, who were less
willing to abido by uniform group rules and to forego any competitive advan-
tages. In the words of many industry members, they were the ''chi sellers, "

who might well have been subjected to crude coercive measures if there had
not been available the safer and more effective methods of eorrroelling compli-
ance with the desired standards. (**)

The effectiveness of such extra-legal requirements as coercive devices
was, of course, reduced as members became more familiar with their rights
under the code and more read;' to appeal to the Administration to assure them

(*) A Resume of the Conversation between members of the companies and
the code authority secretary was submitted to the Consumers Advisory
Board, 12/28/33. with the request that the names be kept confidential.

(**) Cf. Illustrative material in sections on customer classification,
cost floors, distributor controls, product classification in this
chapter.
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those rights. Nevertheless it is fair to assume that many members subject-
ed to such arbitrary requirements were not clear as to the scope of code
authority powers conveyed in the code, and that others were intimidated
by potential economic pressure from exercising their privilege to lower
prices below the group standard.

The form of coercive activity discussed above has no necessary or
direct relationship either to the waiting period or to the identification
of sellers in disseminating price information, although both of these el-
ements may facilitate the process. The remedy would seem to lie in a care-
ful drafting of price filing provisions to delimit code authority powers
strictly in terms of procedural detail and content and to maintain continu-
ouse public supervision of price filing operations.

Attempts were made at the January, 1935, Price Hearings by industry
representatives to refute the charge that waiting periods were used to pro-
vide a period during which competitors may coerce or -oersuade a member of
an industry into withdrawing a newly filed lower price before it becomes ef-
fective. The brief filed by the Cement Code Authority maintained that this
contention was never demonstrated in practice, continuing that "On the con-
trary, it would seem that any fear of retaliation which influences a mem-
ber of industry in determining the price of his goods exists without refer-
ence to any waiting peviod or even to any open price plan." (*)

Herman H. Lind, Executive Officer of the Machine Tool and Forging
Industry said that "a careful analysis of price changes filed in our office
indicates only a single instance of a price once changed being withdrawn
either during the waiting- period or for a short time thereafter, and the
single change was the result of an error." However, he suggested that "If
there are indications that the waiting period has been used to bring pres-
sure to bear by competitors on sellers who have reduced their prices to

have them change them that abuse could be avoided by a provision that price
changes once amended cannot be withdrawn before the expiration of the
waiting period except where obvious errors have been made." (**)

The code authority secretary of the brake-lining division of the
asbestos industry made the following comments on the use of the waiting
period as a deterrent to price change. (***)

(*) Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Fair
Competition, Volume X-III, page 830, HPA files

(**) Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of

Fair Competition, Volume H-I, pages 66 and 67, USA files

(***) I.Iinutes of Division Meeting, January 9, 1935, 1IRA files
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"The objection raised "by iIRA. theorists is that if

anyone files a lower price, some one else cones along,

threatens hi-- and forces him to revise his price "before

the five days are up. I don't "believe .such threats will

ever "be effective in this industry. As it stands now

anyone can go in and arrange, verbally the details of an

order, then file the price and no one has "been given an

opportunity to meet the price. Everyone I have consult-

ed feels that one of the things to he done was to make

everyone realize that if anyone should cut the price, he

would promptly he met and he would not get the order."

The manager of the lahoratory supplies section of the scientific ap-

paratus industry also stated that in his experience there has "been no pres-

sure "brought to hear during the raiting period to coerce any memher to re-

vise prices upward or downward, but the procedure did ten! to prevent vio-

lent and unjustified daily fluctuation to secure a particular order. (*)

The executive chairman of the Ice Code Authority denied the contention

of opponents of waiting periods that waiting periods promote collusive price-

fixing. He said:

"This provision does not serve to promote collusive
price-fixing in any degree. On the contrary, it very de-
finite^ serves to prevent the development of those dem-
oralizing and destructive market conditions which tend to

force competitors into collusive agreements in order to

save their economic lives. Because of the standard nature
of the products and other characteristics of the industry
which we have already discussed ice prices must necessarily
"be uniform in any market where a destructive price rar is

not in effect— the lowest orice-minded memher of the indus-
try in a market, therefore, establishes the price for the
entire market. .. "(**)

The vice chairman of the Retail Lumber and Building Material Code
Authority made a statement which suggested that the waiting period might
be used to fix minimum prices when he said, "We favor the fixing of minimum
prices, but if such a method of cost protection is not feasible or is deem-
ed contrary to the public interest, then we favor and strongly recommend
open price filing with a reasonable waiting period." Later he stated that
the only reasons for asking for a waiting period were to allow time neces-
sary to notify and so that price "will become effective, and in an enforce-
able way, and without expense." (***)

(*) Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Pair
Competition, Volume S-VI, page 2068, HBA files.

(**) Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Pair
Competition, Volume H-III, page 1132, ERA files.

(***) Transcript of Public; Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Pair
Competition, Volume H-IV, pages 1769 and 1772, ERA files
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Because of the comprehensive and constructive nature of the state-
ment of the President of the Machinery rnd Allied Products Institute,
Mr. O'Leary, that portion of his statement dealing with the waiting neriod
is quoted rather fully as follows:

"Ue know of no abuses that have occurred in our industry
(in connection with open price filing), and we "believe that
we should follow and definitely carry out open price filing
in every one of the industries that desire it, with waiting
period.

"The waiting period provisions have "been stayed in the
great majority of the codes applicable to subdivisions of
this Institute. Accordingly, "e have had little opportunity
to observe the effect of such waiting periods in practice.

"As illustrative of a broad principle of code administra-
tion, however, the variety of need of open pricing with wait-
ing periods among the 58 subdivisions of our Institute is

worthy of attention. Some of these subdivisions feel strongly
that their products are so far from standardization, so special
in their adaptation to the needs of particular installations
that neither open price filing nor waiting periods can be heln-
ful in their pricing problems. Other subdivisions hope that
as tine goes on they may be able to develop sufficient standard-
ization and classification of -oroducts that such provisions will
prove beneficial. Others again feel that both provisions are
absolutely imperative if their industries are to be saved from
an endless struggle that not only eats uo the slender working
capital that remains to them after these years of adversity,
but stifles new design and all other orogress in the develop-
ment of their products and their market.

"This variety of experience, within the confines of a

single and reasonably well coordinated group of industries,

demonstrates the value, perhaps even the necessity, of giving
careful consideration to the particular situation and needs of

each narrow type of industry in seeking suitable regulations

of its pricing policies.

"The Administration has shown its scepticism as to the

effect of waiting period provisions by originally staying

their operation as to all codes adopted subsequent to the date

of the stay, and by keeping that stay alive to the present time.

"T7e do not wholly share the doubts of the Administration as

to the advisability of these provisions, out submit that this

again is a matter requiring treatment in view of the varying

circumstances of the industries. It is clear that if it should

be made the rule in any industry that the manufacturer cannot

change a filed price until after his new price has been filed

for some specified number of days, that waiting period does

offer an opportunity for his competitors to present arguments

to him as to the fairness and propriety of his new price.
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Such provisions may also be onen to other so-called abuses

of which we are not aware. Nevertheless, such a waiting

period has very distinct advantages and it is our feeling

that such provisions should be given a broader trial, eli-

minating any abuses which may develop, while still conserv-

ing their advantages.

"We wish to suggest the following considerations in

favor of further and broader tests of the waiting period

provisions:

"(a) A mere requirement for the open filing of prices

without a waiting period leaves open the possibility that

any manufacturer may make a special price to one consumer

merely by filing that price for a brief period and promptly

withdrawing it. A waiting period does have the advantage

of eliminating that possibility. Prices must be effective

for some definite period of time, at least sufficiently

long to permit other competitors to come in on as favorable

a basis as every other.

"(b) Host of the manufacturers in our subdivisions

distribute their products over wide areas and many of them

have national distribution. In order that competitors a^

well as consumers may be advised of filed prices, it is

necessary that information as to such prices shall be dis-

tributed by the Code Authority over large areas. It is not

practicable to advise all parties by telegraph or telephone
of constant changes in price. The waiting period does of-

fer an opportunity for distribution of this information so

that employers and consumers on the West Coast will be ad-
vised of the new prices equally as advantageously as em-

ployers and consumers on the East Coast or in the Middle
States.

"(c) A waiting period does tend to equalize the op-
portunities for both larger and smaller employers. Busi-
ness is always in flux; changes are constant in prices of

materials and in methods of manufacturing and distribution.
The small enterprise is often at a serious disadvantage in
reflecting these changes in the price of its product. The
larger enterprise usually has a correspondingly larger staff
of estimators and is often more alert to make its prices fit
the current conditions. The waiting period does give the
smaller manufacturer an opportunity to notice price changes
by its larger competitors and a corresponding opportunity
to change its own prices to meet the new prices filed by its
rivals.

"(d) From the standpoint of consumers there is an ad-
ditional advantage in the waiting period. Prices may go .

up as well as down. The machinery buyer requires time for
the study of competitive design of products, .'relative effi-
ciency and price. The fact that prices cannot be changed
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for a limited ^period should operate to give the "buyer

an opportunity to compare the relative merits of pro-
ducts that are offered to him with the assurance that
there will be no adverse change in price during the
period in which he is engaged in such studies." (*)

After the completion of his statement, Mr. O'Leary was questioned by
Mr. Smith and Ilr. Henderson on the subject of his attitude toward the wait-
ing period provision. His attitude during this questioning is summarized
in his statement, "Open Price policy, definitely, is not of great value to

many industries without a waiting period and of no value to our industry."
(** \

The above denials of the use of waiting periods as periods of coercion
or persuasion serve to show the emphasis which proponenets placed upon an-
other function of the waiting period, viz., to provide sufficient time to

publicize fully the price offers of competitors before they become effec-

tive. Evidence bearing on the significance and uses of the waiting period
in this connection is presented in the following section.

3. Use As A Period To Publicize Fully The Price Offers

Of Competitors.

a.
,
To Afford Ample' Time For Dissemination.

The number and geographical distribution of industry members, in any

other than a small, highly localized industry, it was claimed, makes a

waiting period imperative in order that all members may have an equal op-

portunity to become acquainted with the competitive facts as well as that

all customers and other interested parties may have an equal opportunity

to be made aware of price changes. The number and geographical distribu-

tion of industry members should be largely the determining factor with re-

gard to the length of the waiting period. "If the open price plan itself

is economically sound, all interested parties must have as equal an op-

portunity as possible to avail themselves of the current conditions of

competition. The more this is assured, the more competition there "ill be,

for competitors cannot compete if they do not know. when, where, how or with

what to compete." (***)

The candy manufacturing industry is an example of an industry which,

it was asserted, would have benefited from a waiting period because of its

geographical structure. The Code History discusses the problem as follows:

(*) Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Fair

Competition, Volume K-I, pages 103-07, NRA files.

(**) Ibid, page 119.

(***) Brief submitted ^y the Code Authority of the Cement Industry

Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Fair

Competition, Volume S-III, page 831, ERA files.

(****) pp. 78-80 Note: Waiting period stayed in the Order of Approval.
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"In an industry of this size scattered as it- is over-

almost all of the 48 states with sone members distri-

buting through the country and others only in their

own locality, an open price plant without a waiting

-period merely puts a premium upon the last in turn

. to meet the precise terms -of the filing of a change

in price at a later tine when the competitors learn

of the change in price. During this period the

member is in a position to "clean uo" because of

his lower price which other members of the industry

might readily have met had they known of the change

prior to the effective term of such change. Hence

in this industry the absence of a waiting period has

served to keep the price structure "churning" rather

than to stabilize it. Had the Code continued, it is

likely that an application for the stay or the elimi-

nation of the open -orice plan would have been made by

the Code Authority.

"

P. Sims McGrath, attorney, representing the Asbestos and Asphalt and

Shingle Hoofing Industries Code Authorities, defended the waiting -oeriod

in his reply to I'r. Thorp's question as to how important he felt that 5

day waiting period is to the functioning of the o-oen r>rice system. He

said,

. "Hell, the members of the industry feel that it is

important, but I do not feel that it is as important
as in some industries. Nevertheless, take the Asphalt
and Shingle Roofing Industry. The manufacturers who

compete with each other are scattered all over the

country. It does take a few days. It need not be
5 days—perhaps 3 days would accomplish it; but in all

of them it takes some period of time to notify them,

so that they can lower tiieir price to meet the lowered
price of the competitor and -prevent a raid. How that

is what I suppose all business men like to prevent

—

the jackal practice of somebody who jumps in and gets
some business at a low price from a competitor and
immediately puts his price up again. They don't like
that, and it seems to me that also leads to discrimi-
nation." (*)

The above statements illustrate the need felt in some industries
for a period to disseminate price lists before their effective date. The

alternative suggested, and indeed provided in Office Memorandum No. 228,

that price lists be wired or telephoned immediately upon receipt by the

(*) Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Fair
Competition, Volume H-III, pages 1449-50, HRA files.
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price filing agency, was so.id to "be impracticable and costly, particularly,
where there were a large number of members scattered widely throughout the
country and where price charges occurred with great frequency.

b. To Afford Opportunity to Meet Price Charges
Instituted by Competitors and Thus to Promote
Stability in Prices.

Several statements of industry members quoted above, (*) in which it
was denied that waiting periods were used as period of coercion, throw
light on what is probably the more significant function of this aspect of
price filing plans. One aspect was stated clearly by the Code Authority
secretary of the Brake Lining Division of the Asbestos Industry when he
said that:

"As it stands now anyone can go in and arrange, verbally,
the details of an order, than file the price and no one
has been given an opportunity to meet the price. Every-
one I have consulted feels that one of the things- to be
done was to make everyone realize that if anyone should
cut the price, he would promptly be met and he would not
get the Order » (**)

To be distinguished is the following statement of Mr, O'Leary, Pre-
sident of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute, in that it does
not say definitely that the waiting period will result in price mainten-
ance but emphasizes rather its function to give competitors an equal op-
portunity for securing particular orders:

"A mere requirement for the open filing of prices without
a waiting period leaves open the possibility that any manu-
facturer may make a special price to one consumer merely by
filing that price for a brief period and promptly withdraw-
ing it. A waiting period does have the advantage of eli-
minating that possibility. Prices must be effective for
so r

.ie definite period of time, at least sufficiently long
to permit other competitors to come in on as favorable a
basis as others". (***)

These two statements have the one thing in common that they look to

the waiting period as a device to promote stability in prices , one by
eliminating the incentive for price reductions, the other by reducing the
incentive for special r>rice concessions to secure particular orders fol-
lowed by prompt withdrawing of the price. That waiting periods would
promote price sta-bility was frankly and frequently urged by industry mem-
bers. The exact manner in which this would occur was less often made

(*) See pp., 217-221 above.

(**) Above.

(***) Above,
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explicit. The following quotations are tyoical.

Mr. Bladwin, Executive Officer of the Code Authority for the Radio
Broadcasting Industry, in reply to questioning "by Mr. Smith as to the re-

lative importance of the waiting period and the simple announcement of

current offerings of price, said,

"Well, I think, l!r. Smith, generally the waiting period
tends to substitute prevention for cure. And I am speak-
ing now of our own industry. If a radio "broadcasting
station, under this code, is going to be permitted to

change its rates at will without filing over a 15 day per-
iod, then there can be no stability in rates whatever, he-
cause with that, the seller-by that I mean the salesman
who is working for the Commission or for the station—
every time that he meets with a tough customer, he knows
that under the code he is permitted to establish a new
rate. He ean file it today or he can file it tomorrow.
Now, *hen that happens, every broadcasting station in that
trade area must do exactly the self-same thing, and we
might go hack to the days when one salesman will he fol-
lowing the other all over town, trying to find out just
exactly what price ho is selling at." (*)

The Code Authority for the Lime Industry maintained that since chisel-
ing was effectively eliminated through these provisions, "reasonable price
levels, therefore, are maintained, and price wars, both offensive and de-
fensive, no longer prevail. The effectiveness of these open pri3e pro-
visions lies in the waiting period. YJere that to be eliminated, the open
price policy would become worthless overnight." (**)

Although not making it entirely clear why the waiting period is es-
sential to the fulfillment of the obligation of natural resources indus-
tries, the Lime Industry Code Authority further claimed,

"There is a deep moral obligation upon all natural resource
industries to make available as raw materials, the natural
products which are our heritage, and to furnish these pro-
ducts as efficiently, as economically, from the standpoint
of conservation of natural resource, and at as low a cost
as possible and to produce as high grade products as human
ingenuity can devise. Furthermore, such raw materials should
be distributed to consuming industries under conditions where-
in a degree of stability will be imparted to such consuming
industries. To ensure the fulfillment of this obligation,

(*) TranscriDt of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of
Pair Competition, Volume H-IV, pages 1652-53, NRA files.

(**) Brief, Transcript of public Hearing on Price Provisions in
Codes of Pair Competition. Volume S-VIII, cages' 2443-45
MA files.
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and to "bring about a permanent degree of stablization,
the open price provisions of the code, together with a
suitable waiting period and the basing point provisions
are necessary "(*)

In certain service industries, when the service offered is an in-
tegral part of the cost of the customer's product, it was argued that
it is necessary for the customer to know the amount of this expense item
in order to compute costs intelligently and set prices accordingly.
Thus, instead of a gradual downward adjustment in prices that may be set
in motion by the occasional granting of more favorable transactions here
and there, there is a greatly enhanced value put on the first transaction
that is legally completed at a lower price, and correspondingly great in-
centive to every individual in the group to refrain from that first "bar-
gain" regardless of whether or not there is a waiting period. This the
customer cannot do if prices fluctuate from day to day. The merchandise
warehousing trade offers an example of this type of industry. The secre-
tary of the code authority said,

"It is economically unsound for rates and charges in public
warehouses to fluctuate, from day to day. It is necessary for
manufacturers, importers and other warehouse-users to know
in advance of their sales what the cost of delivery is to be.
There is need for them to know what the warehousing factor is

in their distribution expense, just as they know what the rail-
road rates are for the transportation of their products. They
want to know also that their competitors are paying no less than
they are for public warehousing service in their various competi-
tive markets. It is, therefore, in the interest of the public
served that the rating procedure in the Merchandise Warehousing
Trade have stability, and that changes in rates and charges be

made by orderly process, just as with other agencies utilized
in the movement of goods from factory to consumer. We know
of no other way by which this stabilization may be maintained
except through the publication and filing of tariffs; and a

30 day waiting period, usual ^'ith other agencies in distribution
would be more efficacious than a 10 day period that the trade's
code now provides for." (**)

The Code Authority for the Corrugated Pipe Industry was more specific

about its experiences since the stay of its waiting period:

"The experience of this Code Authority during the past six

months, attempting to operate under an open price policy
without a waiting period, has created two significant de-

velopments: First - a general lowering of "orices all along

the line until products are now being sold at a level below

(*) Brief, Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes

of Fair Competition, Volume S-VIII, page 2453, NRA files.

(**) Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Fair

Competition, Volume H-III, pages 1424-25, KHA files
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the cost of doing business, this, in -spite of the fact

that demand and volume have shown an increase; Second -

the trend of "business is moving toward the larger manu-

facturers and "being lost "by the smaller companies. Al-

though the first chisler is usually the small producer,

he creates a situation wherein the larger companies must

continually lower their price level in order to compete.

Since a large company can exist longer and more success-

fully under a price war, the small producers are grad-

ually forced out of business. This latter trend is also

definite, and the smaller manufacturers in the industry

have indicated in no uncertain terms the need for a wait-

ing period under the open price policy." (*)

The Code Authority for the Scientific Apparatus Industry claimed,

"Our records show 'that such price changes as have been re-

gistered with the filing agency are not upward, but down-

ward revision. Many of our products are sold exclusively

to Governmental Purchasing Agencies, where the lowest price

is the determining factor in the award. If downward price

revisions were to become instantly effective—without a

waiting period— it would simply constitute an inducement

for members bidding on Governmental contracts or purchases

to immediately file and bid below the: lowest prices on file,

for the purpose of securing a particular award, and at once

refiling increased prices for use in the general market.

Our industry has already suffered much from this kind of

practice on the part of those not oreviously known as

members of the industry. The result, in most cases, has

been to take work away from those in our industry who are
being paid skilled workers wages and give it to those out-
side the industry where a much lower wage scale is in

effect...." (**)

It was claimed also that members may be prevented from making a
rash change on any sudden impulse of anger or suspicion by the presence
of a waiting period. It was stated that in an industry such as the ice

industry, where the basic elements of cost vary little, there i s no

economic justification for any rapid fluctuation in price. (***)

(*) Brief, Transcript of Public Hearings on Price Provisions in
Codes of Fair Competition, Volume S-II, page 692, NBA files.

(**) Brief, Transcript of Public Hearings on Price Provisions in. Codes
of Pair Competition, Volume S-VI, page 1751, 1TBA files

(***) Statement of Mount Taylor, Executive Chairman, Ice Code Authority
Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Provisions in Codes of Pair

Competition, Volume H-III, page 1131
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In other cases, especially where the -product was complex and required
much engineering, it was contented that the waiting oeriod was essential
to prevent "blind and haphazard meeting of prices. The situation of the
diesel engine industry is a case at point:

"We have stressed in the foregoing the complexity of our
situation and have mentioned the thousands of parts in-
volved in a large diesel engine. Whether these are "bought
or manufactured, the labor of estimating the cost of an
engine is great. Some time should be allowed for this
after knowledge of a competitive price change, in order that
each manufacturer can appraise his situation in the light of
facts rather than follow competitive prices up or down in
"blind fashion. " (*)

The machine tool and forging industry is another which said that a
vast amount of engineering, which is a matter of cooperation between the
technical staffs of the buyer and the seller for the purpose of deter-
mining proper tooling and arrangement, necessitates that time he allowed ,.

for adjustment of prices to costs.

It should not he concluded from the statements presented above that
price filing with a waiting period will always work towards a greater
stability of prices. It has been seen that theoretically the effect of the
waiting period in reducing the initiative for price change depends upon
the rapidity with which sellers receive notice and adjust to price changes
as compared, on the other hand, with the rapidity with which buyers re-
ceive notice and object to price changes. (**) The practical importance
of this consideration, however, is diminished by the fact that evidence
indicates that few buyers under codes received price information. (***)

Two other factors are pertinent in consideration of the function of the
waiting period in promoting price stability. One is the extent to which
a competitor may have the farsightedness to know that price reductions,
for example, may be met by competitors and that the consequence of such
meeting of prices may be unprofitable to him. (****) The other is the
extent of the information which he receives about the pricing policies of
his competitors. Obviously if he is suspicious that his competitors are
not adhering to their filed prices and terms or are granting secret prices
which are not in any manner filed he too will resort to secret pricing,

(*) Brief submitted by the diesel engine industry
Transcript of Public Hearing on Price Divisions in Codes of Fair
Competition, Volume S-IX, page 2806, NBA files.

(**) Above, pp. 60-33.

(***) Above, pp. 158-162.

(****) See above, pp. 50-52.
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There is evidence to indicate that secret pricing was prevelent under
certain NRA price filing plans. (*) In such a situation the waiting .period

can have little if any significance as a deterrent to price changes.

On the other hand, it should not he concluded that without a waiting
period price filing can have little or no deterring effect upon -orice

charges. Consideration of the possible influence of a requirement for
prior notice of change in deterring individual price changes has, under
the ITPiA, "been confined largely to the effect of a "waiting period". It

was the latter device that was most commonly recognized as the "control"
element in price filing. The announcement of policy against the waiting
period which accompanied Office Memorandum 228 was considered hy many to
constitute a definite retreat from the control to the simple publicity
function of price filing, and a restoration of the Uddy plan of price
filing for information only.

Actually the retreat was far less significant than that, even as a
policy decision. (**) The elimination of the waiting period did not re-
sult in a change from the reporting of future prices to the reporting of
past prices. It did not, strictly speaking, result even in a change from
future to current prices, "because members were, according to the model
provision, obligated to adhere to their filed prices until notice of an
impending change had actually reached the administrative agency or code
authority. In some instances, it was required that the member must await
notice of receipt of the changed orice before nutting it into effect.
(*** \

This filed price indicated not only the current price at the time of
filing, hut the price until further notice. The waiting period was ex-
tremely foreshortened hy the new policy hut its influence was not entirely
eliminated, if we consider its orimary function to act as a deterrent to
price changes and not as a period of coercion or persuasion.

The requirement in the Sugar Institute plan, that price changes he
posted not later than 3 P.M. preceding: their effective date was, in effect,
little more than a requirement of prior notice such as was provided for
in Office Memorandum 228. But the decree handed down hy the lower court
in the Sugar Institute case would appear to deny the right of concerted
action by an industry to file either current or future prices. The con-
trolling feature, according to one writer, was the agreement to adhere to
the posted -pric e -pending notification of change . The decree expressly ex-
cepted only past or closed tranactions. (****)

(*) See above, pp. 147-150

(**) The practical significance of the decision on existing price
filing plans was, of course, minimized by the limited application
of the new policy, See. pp. 465-477 below.

(***) This might perhaps be implied by the requirement in Office Memoran-
dum 228 that the administrative agency must notify the members by-

telegram or equally prompt means of the time of arrival.

(****) Cf. Handler, op. cit., p. 11 and the discussion of the Sugar In-
stitute case, pp. 22-23 above.
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The later statement of policy, in the statement of the National
Industrial Recovery Board, April 23, 1935, decried the use of a waiting
period "because it was "likely to freeze a competitive process which should
be kept active." It stated further that:

"In an open' price market there is no counter-
part of such a devide. While prices are ris-
ing a flood of orders during a waiting period
may unsettle a future market, -When prices
are too high the incentive to reduce them in
order to get more volume of sales may "be

lessened "by the knowledge that price reductions
will not become effective until competitors,
by similar reduction, have destroyed most of
the sales advantage,"

The same remarks are, to a lesser degree, applicable to any price
filing plan that requires prior notice of change. The communication
facilities of telegraph and telephone can reduce any period of sales
advantage after prices reach a central agency to a negligible period.
If sellers are widely scattered, filing on a regional basis can be es-

tablished. The publicity given to any lower price assures that it may
become generally known and that repercussions in the way of general re-

ductions of prices or retaliatory price cutting are more immediately
probable.
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C. Price Filing and Control over Certain Elements of the Price

Structure .

1. Introduction.

As contrasted with efforts to control price levels, which have "been

generally regarded as price fixing, industries have, in the past, "been

allowed some degree of freedom in efforts to regularize their price

structure through standardization of products, cost formulas, trade

differentials, contract forms, and methods of price quotation. As vol-

untary activities of trade associations such effort had "been encouraged

in some instances through trade practice conferences conducted "by the

Federal Trade Commission.

It is not necessary to explore here the incentives, the origin, or

effects of such voluntary activities except as they affect or are modi-
fied "by price filing. Some indication of the relationship of cost form-

ulas and gross cost lists to price filing has "been given in a previous
section. It is apparent that plans such as those described in the

malleable iron industry and the marking devices industry (* ) introduce
a control over the total structure or pattern of price relationships
within the industries far beyond that of a simple no-selling-below-cost
provision. It is proposed in this section to explore means of regular-
ising certain specific elements of the price structure, as they are re-
lated to price filing, including (1) product classifications, (2) customer
classifications,

' (3) geographic pricing devices, and (4) discounts and
similar terms and conditions of sale.

The advantages of regularization of the price structure in con-
nection with the mechanical operation of and effective publicity under
an open price plan have been recognized by previous commentaries on open
price filing and have been touched on in Chapter III (**). Comparability
of prices and price terms is extremely difficult unless some standard-
ization of products, price elements and methods of quotation exists.
The publicity associated with the price filing procedure cannot be at-
tained without some common understanding of product, grades, miality
and other specifications, and the mechanics of filing and disseminating
prices are much simpler when the variations in pricing practices are few
and publicity can be limited to changes in one or a few elements of price
rather than variations in a multitude of price elements unrelated by any
fixed pattern.

Such standardization eliminates many of the causes for incomplete
filings and limits the possibility of evasion or secret price-cutting
through substituting a product of higher grade or quality for one of a
lower grade, by applying a wholesale discount to a retail order, etc.

On the other hand, such a regularization may involve a control or limit-
ation of the individual's pricing policy in a manner which confines
competitive pricing within very narrow limits or prevents it entirely.

(*) Above, pp. 201-211.
(**) Above pp. 118-119.
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Many of the gross price lists, product classifications, and trade prac-
tices made mandatory under codes were elaborations or continuations of

methods that had been worked out some time previous to the NBA. The
effect of the price filing plan in these industries was to make mandatory
the use of such pricing practices oy the entire industry rather than by
that portion of it that had voluntarily adhered. With price competition
confined to a relatively few elements, complete uniformity was much more
readily attained, both in those instances in which it arose from the
voluntary re- filing to meet the prices of competitors, and in those in
which it was deliberately sought by agreement. When there are multiple
elements of price, many intermediate steps of uniformity are involved in

the creation of a uniform net price between competitors and many more
price elements are available for juggling by competitors seeking a more
advantageous combination of terms, discounts, differentials or allowances.

There is some reason to believe that industries with very simple
price structures or those whose price structures had been formalized by
means of gross price lists, cost manuals, or well established product
classifications and trade practices, faced fewer problems in the opera-
tion of their price filing plans under the codes than did industries with-
out such simplified or formalized price structures. This conclusion ex-

tends not only to the mechanical operation of the plans, but also to the

publicity achieved.

The effectiveness of standardized price structures in facilitating

control over the price structure of individual members of the industry

depended, too, in large part upon the extent to which those structures

represented a codification of customary methods of pricing as opposed to

new methods not well assimilated in industry practice generally. A

mandatory code requirement that prices be fixed differentials or extras

be applied to a filed base price afforded an excellent frame work for

controlling the structure of price lists and the relationship of the

several component prices making up the price lists of individual filers.

In many instances, however, the very circumstances involved in efforts

to achieve standardization - e.g., excessive product differentiations,

complex marketing structures - are circumstances unfavorable to success-

ful price filing operations. Hence the failure of elaborate product

classifications, customer classifications, etc., to achieve a high degree

of control over the price structure in such industries is not surprising.

Such failures indicate the greater difficulties of price control in such

industries, difficulties whicth would appear even under mandatory price

fixing regulations. In other industries in our sample, efforts at con-

trol of the price structure by means of such standardization of products,

customer classes, terms and conditions of sale have been highly success-

ful.

2. Product Classifications.

Industries which had already developed formal product classifications

were successful in many instances in introducing the requirement that

filed prices be expressed in terms of discounts from gross list prices.

In other industries, price filing was a direct impetus to product class-

ification. This did not necessarily or usually focus on quality stand-

ards, but rather on the classifying of products into identifiable groups
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suitable to express price or cost differentials. The reqairement (either

"by code or code authority) that such differentials "be made uniform and

mandatory was not unusual. (*)

Approximately one-third of the 57 industries included in the price

filing sample attempted or accomplished some control over the price

structure through the establishment of product classifications.
.

The form of control varied from a, general classification or defin-

ition of the products of an industry to a complicated and comprehensive

classification with the establishment of uniform extras and deductions
to be applied to base prices. As an assisting device for price control,
product classification was especially significant in the metal window
industry, the steel castings manufacturing industry, the business fur-
niture manufacturing industry, and the gas appliances and- apparatus
industry.

a. Metal Window Industry.
The gross price list adopted by the Metal Window Institute under

trade practice conference procedure of the Federal Trade Commission in
1929 and revised on later occasions was incorporated by reference in .

the code for the metal window industry, to be followed uniformly by all
members of the industry. (**) The price filing plan required only the
filing of quantity and installation discounts from this gross price
list. The gross price list included standard specifications for in-
dustry products and fixed differentials for classes of trade, special
finishes, special non- standard! zed products and other terms and conditions
of sale.

The ''Gross List Prices" represented an extensive compilation of
the base list prices for the "Standard" and "Special" products of the

• industry, with the inclusion of "Standard List Extras" and "Special
List Extras" to permit the determination of a list price for any re-
quired product. (***)

In the furtherance of its control over the price structure through
a system of product classification, the code authority adopted a reso-
lution requiring an industry member to secure the permission of the

(*) E.g., business furniture, Paper and Pulp Manufacturing 'Code, en-
velope industry, tag manufacturing, metal window, steel castings..

(**) Section 1, Article VIII, Code of Eair Competition for. the Metal
Window Industry. '

,

(***) Gross List Prices, dated August 1, 1933, issued by Metal Window
Institute, p. 100, (in KHA Files, Metal Window Industry Code)
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commissioner of the code authority in order to depart from the "Gross

Price Lists" in quoting prices on a project involving the use of industry
products in excess of "limiting sizes". The commissioner in such cases

was to furnish the industry member with the "basis for estimating the

list prices for the special requirements in question. (*)

The individual member was not privileged to establish his product
classifications under the Metal Window Industry Code, nor was he priv-
ileged to vary the price relations between products. His discref
filing was limited to the filing of discounts.

ion in

The importance attached to such product standardization is indicat-

ed by the desire of the code authority to stay price filing on a group
of products not covered by the gross price lists. Standardization had
not been accomplished for non-ferrous window products prior to the Code.

The difficulties of price filing in this Division led to a resolution
by the code authority on January 23, 1934, requesting that members be
relieved from filing prices on these products, until such time as the

coordination committee could study the non-ferrous products, and through
cooperation with all producing manufacturers establish a practicable,
general standardization of such products on a basis similar to that then

in effect for all steel products. This was sought in order that there

might be "some basis upon which discounts to the trade may be intelligent-

ly established". (**)

b. Steel Castings Industry.

The steel castings industry is an excellent example of an industry

that established such a formalized product classification just prior

to the code and utilized it in connection with the price filing plan. (***)

The price filing provision' of this code was permissive, with the agency

of the sub-division or product classification empowered to establish

price filing. It stated only that after it had been determined to es-

tablish price filing each member manufacturing products within such sub-

division or product classification "... shall within ten days after notice..

...file with the agency a price li s t ... showing its current prices, and

the agency shall immediately send copies thereof to all members of the

industry engaged in the manufacture of such specified product. " A ten

day waiting period was provided for revision. Adherence to these price

lists was also a matter for decision of the agency of the sub-.division

or product classification concerned. The code provided that if the

agency so desired "no member of the industry within such sub-division

(* ) See Rule Book, supra, p. 22.

(**) "Metal Window Industry Rule Book", p. 1, In NRA filas,' metal

window industry.
(***) See Appendix B. • -
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or product classification shall sell directly or indirectly by any means

whatsoever, any product of the industry included within a sub-division

or product classification ... at a price less than the price shown for

such product in the list filed by such member. 1 '

There is no mention in this price filing article of any industry

price list or other limitation on the freedom of individuals to quote

their prices according to any method they chose. The Steel Castings

Industry Code designated the board of directors of the Steel founders'

Society as the general agency for the administration of the code and
empowered the board to ,!make such rules and regulations subject to the

approval of the Administration as may be necessary for the Administration
and enforcement of this Code." (*)

On February 13, 1934, the Code authority adopted Commercial Reso-
lution Na. 16, which made it mandatory for members to file prices on
the basis of schedule letters representing a comprehensive system of
product classification. The development of these schedules as a measure
for regularizing the price structure in the industry had followed a
series of experiments with price filing and cost work. (**)

The Steel Founders. 1
. Society had engaged in price filing activities

under an old Eddy Association some twenty years before, in whish in-
dividual reports were collected and circulated back to members. This
plan was abandoned after the decision in the Hardwood Distillation and
Linseed Oil cases. It was followed later by a plan for exchange of data
on past transactions. Those "closed business reports" were likewise dis-
continued in 1924. Other intermittent efforts at exchange of prices took
place at one time or another but were abandoned because the members were'
not sufficiently interested to participate. The efforts of the Society
were apparently turned toward cost studies and exchange of cost informa-
tion. In March 1923 a book of "notification blanks" based on the last
published prices of the American Steel Founders were circulated to mem-,

bers of the Steel Founders* Society. Members were later asked to report
on the quotations and orders for the apparent purpose of showing devia-
tions from the notification levels that had been sent out. The price
level notification was abandoned in April, 1924, because it was not very
generally used by members. This background of early experience of price
filing and cost studies (***) explains in part the methods used by the •

Citeel Founders' Society in setting up the price filing methods in the
industry after the code was approved. On the basis of cost determination
schedules, made up in 1926, the institute set up an elaborate classifi-
cation of products according to their industrial use and devised a master

(*) Section 1, Article V, Code of Fair Competition for the Steel Cast- <

ings Industry.
(**) See Appendix B, p.. 5B-9 ff.
(***) Information taicen from the Federal Trade Commission's report

"Ojen Price Trade Associations", page 387. The association at
that time consisted of only 49 members, constituting about 22$
of the concerns in the manufacture of steel castings.
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schedule for gross price lists on the basis of these classifications.

Some eighteen price schedules were designed to furnish means for a ready
calculation of the list price on a weight and number of pieces basis,
and, as an initial suggestion, the known 600 classifications of products
were assigned to the various schedules on a basis of their relative costs.

These scnedulea were identified by letters ("A", "B", "C" etc.) and
individual founders were urged to file the desired schedule merely by
indicating the pertinent letter. Later, by means of commercial resolu-
tions, the code authority for the industry made it mandatory to file on
the basis of these established schedules, although members were still
free to indicate the particular schedule to be applied. This mandatory
requirement was disapproved by some of the advisory boards, but no ao-i

tion was taken by 1TRA to forbid the ruling.

While standardizing the products and the extras for weight and
number of pieces, the code authority also found it necessary to set up
a classification committee to review the new classifications submitted
by members. On May 7, 1934, the code authority adopted Resolution No.

22 which provided for a committee on definitions and classifications to

serve and to meet at least once each quarter for the purpose of review-
ing, all steel castings classifications filed by members of the industry. (*)

This committee had power to disallow such classifications as in the

judgment of the committee, after due consideration of all facts present-

ed by the member of the industry filing such prices, were either dup-

lications of pre-existing approved classifications or not properly

definitive.

It was further resolved that sucl committee might require members

of the industry to define new classifications and might formulate def-

initions to apply to any classification filed, such definition to be

controlling in case of disputes regarding improper classification of

castings for pricing purposes. It was also resolved that no new class-

ifications should be accepted, published, or used as the basis for making

quotations until they had been approved by the committee on definitions

and classifications. (**)

c. Business Furniture Industry

The code committees of the steel shelving and other divisions of

the business furniture industry were granted the power under the code

to establish the minimum additions to and the maximum deductions from

the base prices of the various lines of the industry product. (***)

On May 11, 1934, the code committee approved a list, recommended by the

industry's planning & classification board, of uniform extras and deduc-

tions, comprising 38 pages, to be added to or deducted from the base

prices of fourteen standard products.

The legality of the exercise of this power by the code committee

was questionable in that the uniform extras and differentials were to

(*) See Appendix B, pp. 583-607.

(**) Ibid.,
(***) Article VIII, of Exibit C, Divisional Supplemental Code for Steel

Shelving Industry, Code Fair Competition for the Business Furni-

ture, Storage Equipment and Filing Supply Industry Code.
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be based on the direct cost thereof and no cost accounting system had

"keea approved.

d» Gas Appliances and Apparatus Industry

The Gas' Range Institute members, who operated under the Gas Appli-

ances and A pparatus Industry Code, on November 19 and 20, 1934, at a

meeting attended by representatives of over 90$ of the gas range pro-

duction agreed to a product classification and to a minimum price plan

which was designed to afford a complete price control. The following

excerpts from the minutes of the meeting present a detailed picture of

the nature of this agreement. (*)

" Three Levels of Base Costs

There was a unanimous agreement reached that the confidential agency

should use three cost levels, which are as follows:

1. Exclusive metropolitan New York and Philadelphia low market

base for the apartment house trade.

2. The Cleveland base for the average quality range.

3. The Detroit base for standard quality ranges.

"Metrc
;

- T.lltan Low Market Base Cost .

It was agreed that • a total manufacturing and selling cost of not
less than $27.50 be applied to both the sonsole range and 'the table top
range manufactured exclusively for the metropolitan apartment house trade
in New York and Philadelphia territory. This is subject to either (1)

a deduction of $1.00 for manufacturers selling direct who are not nation-
al advertisers, or (2) a discount of not more than 20^ to jobbers and
public utilities. This means that under no circumstances will the costs
of the manufacturer to the apartment house or building trade with respect
to direct sales be less than $27.50, with the exception of the $1.00
differential above specified. It was agreed that the minimum base cost
in any case would not be less than $32.00.

"The following specifications apply to both the console and table
top range;

1. 36" in length (end shelf and heat regulator not included
in measurement),

2. Oven size: 16" wide.

3. Pull porcelain outertrim with japan cast frames when used
in constructions.

(*) Bulletin, dated November 23, 1934, issued by the Gas Appliances
Institute (In NRA files, Gas Appliance and Apparatus Code, Volume
A, part 2)
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4. Stipple or mottle enameled oven and "broiler linings*

5. Japan grates and Burners.

6. Enamel burner box linings or bowls.

7. Semi- insulation — Oven top and two front doors of oven .

and broiler.

8. Any kind top burner lighter.

9. Storage drawer type.

10. Drop door conventional broiler (not pull-out).

"Any additions to or deductions from the above specifications should
be figured in accordance with the Cleveland base.

" It was further agreed that advancing co sts would necessitate a
5,$ increase over this base befo r e or by December 15th, 1934.

"This establishes a minimum cost of $28.88, after December 15th,

1934, subject to either (1) a deduction of $1.00 for manufacturers
selling direct ?/ho are not national advertisers, or (2) a discount
of not more than 20% to jobbers and public utilities. This means that

under no circumstances will the costs of the manufacturer to the apart-

ment house or building trade with respect to direct sales be less than

$28.88, with the exception of the $l. nC differential above specified.

Thus, the minimum Dase cost in any case after December 15th will be not

less than $23.10,

"A permanent committee was appointed for the purpose of holding

semi-monthly meetings with reference to this metropolitan New York and

Philadelphia Low Market Base. • •

"Tiie Cleveland Base

"The Cleveland base is for a full enamel range and represents the

costs of employers who manufacture for average markets. It does not

include the manufacturers under the Detroit base. The base cost was

agreed to be $22.00 for a console and $23.25 for a table top. The

specifications for both the console and table top stripped ranges are

identical to those above illustrated for the Metropolitan New York and

Philadelphia Low Market Base, with the following additions and deduc-

tions:

1. Add 50^ per inch-body measurement - over 36".

2. Add 50^ per set for enamel grates.

3. Add 50^ per set for enamel or alloy burners.

4. Add 75^ for loose enamel lift cover.

5. Add, $1.35 for lift hinged cover or attached.
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6. Add 75<£ for pull-out broiler.

7. Add 75^ for raise or lowering broiler.

8. Add 37-^ each for Duplex or Harper burners.

9. Add $4.00 for any type oven- beat control.

10. Add 25^ per side and back for insulation.

11. Deduct 25^ each for one piece swing storage compartment

of oven and broiler combined door.

12. Electric lights including brackets and cord— clocks— condi-

ments, etc.', shall be added at cost plus 20*6.

"These costs are the extreme low and can apply only to goods of
second quality. Costs must be graduated upward in accordance with the
quality of the merchandise. The standard quality manufacturers subject
to the Detroit base agree that their costs are at least I2g$ over these
Cleveland base costs.

"I t was further agreed that advancing co st s would necessitate a
bjo increase over this base before or by December 15th. 1934. Thus, the
Cleveland base, effective not later than Decembe'r 15th. 1934. will be
the following ;

Average quality full enamel console $23.10

Full enamel average table top range 24.41

AH costs F.O.B. factory."

"The Detroit Ease .

"The Detroit base was reaffirmed by the manufacturers of standard
quality ranges. Ems, the base costs were agreed to be $39.00 for a
console range and $43,50 for a table top range, with the following specific-
ations:
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Detroit Base Console Ranee Specifications .

1. 40" in length (end shelf a.nd neat regulator not included
in measurement )

.

2. Oven size: 16" wide by 14" high.

3. Jananned grates and japanned "burners.

4. Drop door (conventional) broiler.

5. Any kind of top burner lighter.

6. Oven heat regulator

7. Full oven insulation

Detroit Base Console Ranee .Additions and Deductions

1. Add or deduct Si. 00 oer inch over or under 40" in length.

2. Deduct 25c£ ner inch for oven height under standard 14" height.

3. Add 50'^ for enameled grates.

4. Add 50^ for enameled burners.

5. Add 75^ for loose enameled cover over cooking ton burners.

6. Add $1,50 for hinged or attached enameled cover over cooking
top burners.

7. Add 50^ for pull-out broiler.

8. Add ^1.00 for raising and lowering mechanism in broiler.

9. Add 37^ each for duplex (harper type) burner.

10. Deduct not more than $8.00 for heat control.

11. Deduct 63-l/3(* for less insulation in each body side.

12. Deduct 63-l/3^ for less insulation in body back.

13. Deduct 30^ for less insulation in oven ton.

14. Add ^2.53 for electric light (including bracket and cord)

15. Add 20^ per piece for condiment set.

Detroit Base Table Ton Ranee S-necifications

"The specifications of the standard table ton ranee are identical to

the standard console ran?e as stated above '-1th the following excentions:
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1. Any kind of cover top over cooking top "burners, and

2. Two service drawers or equivalent service compartment.

Detroit Base Table Top Range Additions and Deductions.

"Sane ar for console range except no extras need to be added for en-

ameled cover over cooking top burners, the cover top being regular equip-

ment on table top ranges. The 30^ deduction for less insulation in oven

top on console ranges does not apply to table top ranges.

"The above additions and deductions apply only to the qualities of the

Detroit base, and are not to be used in commuting the Cleveland base which

applies only to ranges of average quality. Any manufacturer claiming the

'average' quality differential of lZ'.-fo should use the Cleveland "base.

"The costs for both console and table top ranges are computed P-.0.B,

factory.

"T
To additions or deductions specified in the Cleveland "base can "be

applied to ranges under the Detroit base or to the promotional number.

"It is further agreed that advancing costs would necessitate a 5^ in-
crease over this base before or by December 15th, 1934. Thus, the Detroit
base, effective not later than December l^th, 1934, will be the following:

Standard quality console ranges $40.95

Standard quality table top range 45.68

" Filed Prices

"The Gas Appliances and Apparatus Industry Code requires all
selling prices to be filed with a certificate' that they are all-
above costs. Your immediate attention is directed to the necess-
ty of filing new prices in line with the costs which have "been •

illustrated above."

In summary it may be said that in the metal window industry product
classification served to make possible the establishment of a gross price
list setting forth list prices to be followed by all members of the industry
in filing. Price freedom was limited in the main to changing of quantity
discounts. In the steel castings industry, price filing on a complexity
of products was facilitated by an initial classification of products by the
industry agency and by a close control over the manner in which members
classified new products. This scheme of classification was supplemented by
various schedules of net price differentials for quantity (number and weight
purchases which 1;he agency applied to the various product classifications.
These net price schedules for the various product classifications in turn
were suggested for adoption by industry members. The business furniture
agency controlled price filing on a variety of products by establishing uni-
form extras and deductions from base prices on standard products, to be used
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in determining the prices of unstandardized "orodxicts, which were, in turn,

listed and defined "by it. The Gas Range Institute, in the administration
of the price filing plan, attempted to fix prices for "base products which
it defined and in addition to ap;oly additions and deductions for products
which varied in some particular from these "basic ones.

In each of the above cases product classification was established
as a nart of the -price filing plan and was used as a "basis for determining
for,- or suggesting to, the industry member prices to be filed on the var-

ious products which he made.
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3 - Cu s tome r Classificatio n

• a* 'Introduction

Some kind of classification of customers is implicit in any price

filing plan if it is assumed that publicity is not expected to destroy

the prevailing practice of selling products at varying prices according

to the quantity purchased, the geographic location, or the trade status

of customers. The grouping of customers is primarily for the purpose

of setting up price differentials, which are reflected in filed prices.

Theoretically these price differentials are based on the relative cost

of serving the different classes or on the relative advantage to the

seller of disposing of his products to a particular class - an advantage

usually arising because of services that may be rendered in the distri-

bution of the goods to the ultimate consumer (*)

.

The term "customer classification" has ordinarily been reserved,

in NBA discussions and elsewhere, for the grouping of customers

according to trade status, rather than according to size of purchase

or of location, and for a formal, organized classification rather than

the independent flexible groupings adopted by individual sellers.

Customer classification may consist in the listing of those classes of

customers to which members may sell, either with or without the de-

finition of these classes; or it may extend to the placing of indi-

vidual buyers into the classification established. U.S.A. policy,

as expressed in Office Memorandum 267, issued July 20, 1934, de-

clared against provisions in codes establishing or permitting the

establishment of mandatory customer classifications. Suggested
classifications could be prepared, and approved by HHA, but there was
to be reserved to each member the right at all 'cimes to classify his
own customers in accordance with his own judgment. Coercion or in-

fluence to limit this freedom or to bring about uniform or stipulated
prices, discounts or differentials, was prohibited, as were suggested
classifications leading to resale price; maintenance or discrimination
against any customer or class of customers. (**)

It was in part because the prevalence of uneconomic discrimination
was recognized that Office Memorandum Uo . 267, which permitted suggestive
customer classifications, was promulgated. On the other hand, the

extreme difficulties of determining and measuring the cost of serving
various classes of customers or the value of the services rendered by
these groups on the one side, and rigidifying the distribution structure
and of discriminating against certain individual concerns and classes
of customers on the other, led the Administration to avoid the responsi-
bility of approving binding classifications, under any circumstances. (***)

The policy statement represented an admission that price publicity in
itself would not in many instances end uneconomic discrimination (****)

(*) Quantity differentials may be used instead of functional
trade discounts, or be calculated roughly to recognize differ-
ences in service, or they may exist concurrently with them.

(**) Sec Appendix C, Exhibit V, for Office Memorandum 267.
(***) Interview with C. A, PeaTce, who participated in the dis-

cussion preceding the formulation of this policy statement.
(****) See Chapter II, above, pages 64-66.
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and that such' publicity might be helpfully supplemented by positive

controls, if it were possible to formulate them with necessary safe-

guards, -he device of suggestive or educational classification v;hich

was approved represented a compromise between acceptance of the urgent

need for positive controls over discrimination and conviction that it

was impossible for an agency such as the NHA to measure this discrimina-

tion precisely enough to justify the mandatory control of one of the

most significant elements of competitors' pricing policies. (*)

This policy announcement, however, caused numerous protests which

served to focus attention on another intimate relationship between

price filing and customer classification as mutually dependent measures

for promoting price publicity, viz.,

That the requirement that members adhere strictly to prices

as filed is difficult of enforcement without some accepted

uniform definition of customer classes, since sellers can

violate the requirement by giving a favored buyer an indi-

rect price concession at any time simply through shifting

him into a customer class for which he did not normally

qualify., or by creating a new customer class and filing

whatever price he wished to apply to it. (**)

It is this point which raises the issue pointed out in other connec-

tions and illustrated further below and which was prevalent in connection

with most price filing plans rnider ERA codes, namely, that price publi-

city may depend for its effectiveness precisely upon the establishing

of controls over, or the regular! zati on of, those elements of pricing

policies which are subject to manipulation to avoid or evade the require-

ment established; but restrictions of any of the elements of pricmg_

policies may represent to that extent restriction of competitive pricing

and, moreover, may represent that one element of stabilization that is

necessary to perfect a complete pattern of control over price competi-

tion. It was this objective rather than full and effective price publi-

city in which codified industries were often interested. Attempts, for

example, to stabilize the price structure by minimum prices, uniform

trade discounts and other terms and conditions of sale, either by code

provisions or extra-legally, called obviously for customer classixication

to prevent evasion. In other cases, customer classifications were

more directly the tool of certain groups within an industry to preserve

or otherwise make more secure their own methods of distribution or

marketing,

TT) Even so it may be noted, by accepting the responsibility of

approving non-mandatory classifications the Administration pre-

sumably did not avoid the difficulties of determining classifi-

cation of customers along lines of cost serving or functions

performed. The fact that Office Memorandum Ho. 267 was em-

braced in only a few instances by industry perhaps prevented

this issue from coming to the foreground.

(**) See in this connection Chapter III, page 132 ff.
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Whatever the immediate or ultimate objectives of the industry in

establishing partial or conplete customer classifications or devices

with similar effects, price filing plans served as a logical and ready

means for establishing these controls—in some cases by their incor-

poration in the plan itself and in others by rulings made informally

pursuant to the administration of the plans. In both cases, price

filing had, of course, the supplementary function of checking the

compliance of members with the classifications established. In other

instances, price filing served primarily in a policing function, i.e.,

by checking the conformance of members in adhering to classification

standards established by other code provisions or by dominant members

of the group. As an aid to the policing function of price filing, it

was frequently provided that members file the definitions of customer

classes used or the names of specific buyers classed under the general

groupings established. Many illustrations are available o+" the use

of price filing under NUA. codes in connection with customer classifi-

cation or similar devices. No attempt is made in presenting the cases

which follow to classify them according to the objectives which their

proponents may have had in mind—whether primarily to promote more

effective publicity through eliminating avenues of evasion or to

promote a scheme of more effective price control or stabilization or

to protect or otherwise make more secure certain methods of distri-

bution. In many instances it is not possible to state the objectives;

in other instances they may be clear.

b. Illustrations of the Use of Price Piling Plans
in Connection with Customer Classifications

The Lime Code provided that no builders' supply dealer or agri-

cultural dealer should, be classified, as an agent for agricultural,
industrial or chemical lime, or as a jobber for "building lime in the

trading area in which he operates as a retail dealer, unless approved
by the district control committee involved . This requirement was meant
not only to prevent evasion of the j)rice filing reouirements by mis-
classification but also as part of a program of control over resale
prices. The issuance of Office Memorandum No. 267 resulted in a stay
of this provision pending further consideration of policy. The Code
History, however, reports that customer classification was discussed at

almost every meeting of the cod': authority and that vague, indefinite
and improper classifications were common and interfered greatly ?ath the
workings of the open price policy. (*)

The farm equipment industry required each manufacturer to submit
a list of jobbers with whom he did business in order that "an accurate
list of jobbers" could be obtained. These jobbers were then required
(by the code) to file prices to dealers. Any manufacturer selling to
other persons at jobber discounts would be violating the code.

The proposed, revised code for the paper and pulp industry, presented
at Public Hearing, June 29, 1934, would have included extensive controls
over distributors, including the filing of the names and status of all
persons gr, nted distributors' discounts and allowances. (**)

T*) Page 109 a
~~ ~

(**) Transcript of Hearing, 1JRA files
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The asbestos industry required the filing of all accounts, except

dealers, to he kept confidential in case of dispute or upon reques, of

a member as to the classification of a particular buyer by anotner

IZv It was also proposed to compile a list of jobbers to be re-

^zed oy tS ££•« bat it was feared that non-members of the asso-

ciation, including affiliates, would not observe the list.

The Gas Appliance and Apparatus Industry Code, Article IX

suggested ?hat sales prices and terms "may provide reasonable diffaren-

cefas to (a) export sales, (b) sales to large purchasers, (c) sales to

wholesalers, jobbers and brokers, (d) sales to retailers, and e)

airecTsales to consumers." (*) It provided further that "puolished

till vvicel and terms of any employers applicable to one class are

not a^licablfto any other class, .and if so used shall °e a violation

of that code."

This code provision was amplified by code authority action in

Rule ^established December 4, 1933, providing that sales prices and

terms for gas water heaters should be classified as:

(a) Export sales

(b) Sales to utilities

Sales to jobbers

Sales to mail order houses

Direct to you sales

(c) Sales to plumbers

(d) Sales to consumers.

later extra-legal attests -re made to inpoee fixed discounts

on different classes of trade. (**)

i y cation 2 of the Mayonnaise Code, provides specifically

that ss*££•:?- 5U.t(k:^jsr*3?£zrsr

published."

•4-. foif rnnt this -provision was outweighed
Apparently the eodeautnoyeltjoat £.£ ^ ^ ^^

by Article X, Sec. 6, ™:
C
"J™ service price unless it was a ge-

should offer or make a 7"*"^°" Hlfinea such a genuine price to

nuine «^ibu«on servrc e p -; -*^ upon ^ reaaonaDiy .ensured

%1 Xtantfafdifferfnce in the distribution service rendered.

Whatever the supposed authority for the action the "^authority

evidently did establish a ?!«.*£•*£» ^ ?f ioial 'bulletin Ho. 3

— 777777 « armroved. Government Printing
(*) Codes of Fair Competition, as approv.

Office, V
°V "hlTctto^'is contained in "Price Tiling in

(**) The account oi that £tion ^ fUes) §

Gas Appliances Industry ,
o.
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stores. (*) This read in part:

"There has been referred to the Code Authority the

-natter of classification of syndicate stores to he

followed by members of the Industry in filing their

schedules of prices and discounts and in making their

sales to such stores. Such syndicate stores include

such companies as F. W. Woolworth and Company, McCrory,

Kresge, etc., and other establisnments of similar

nature, who do not operate their own wholesale ware-

house but which buy direct from manufacturers for

direct shipment by the manufacturer to the indivi-

dual stores. It is the official opinion of the

code authority that such companies must be classi-

fied as retailers and that they may not be classi-

fied as wholesalers. Therefore, in selling to

such stores, yoiir sales must be at retail prices..."

Difficulties were experienced in enforcing such trade classifica-

tions in this industry and various attempts were made by the code

authority to urge manufacturers to take action to reduce discounts

that might result in price cutting in the secondary market.

In code authority release No. 14, dated August 23, 1934, Mr.

W. F. L. Tut tie, the code authority secretary, wrote to the members of

the industry:

"... if a wholesale distributor consis teiitly gives
away t

o

the retailers a large portion of its distri-
but ion s ervice discount, this is prima f icie evidence
that the discount allowed the whole saler by the manu-
facturer is excessive and. not genuine. Ph el- sfore,
in such cases, the manufactun3r would be and is
obliged to reduce the discoun t allowed t e such whole-
sale buyers. "

(Underlining by Mr. Tut tie)

"In order that the meaning of this bulletin shall be
very clear, let us emphasize that a cash and carry
wholesaler is not entitled to the same distribution
service discount that a service wholesaler receives...

"Another apparent violation of this code would be
where a chain store purchases quarts Salad Dressing
at $2.90, less 15$, and sells to the consumer at this
figure or less. In such an instance, the chain s1 ore
would be giving away all of its distribution service
discount because it would have added no mark-up to
cover its retail costs. Therefore, the distribution
service discount vould be an excessive one."

T*) In NBA files

ii
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Mr. Tut tie goes on to say that until this code provision (and
apparently, the rules he had clustered around it) was complied with,

11 ...there can he little stability in this industry
and manufacturers of private label and branded
merchandise would not he able to protect their own
full-service wholesalers against the price cutting
methods of other non-service wholesale buyers..."

On January 24, and again on March 22, 1935, Mr. Tuttle wrote
to manufacturers on this subject, referring particularly to chain
stores, large independent retailers and cut-price wholesalers as those
improperly receiving and utilizing excessive distribution service
discounts or prices. (*)

The asphalt shingle and roofing industry provided for the
filing with the code authority of the qualifications set by individual
members for determining the prices, terras, and conditions of sale made
applicable by them to the different classes of trade. The names and
locations of their customers were likewise to be filed, grouped accord-
ing to their stated qualifications. These names, with their ratings,
were to be made available to the trade and to industry members without
disclosing the name of the manufacturer submitting them (except to the
extent necessary to prevent violations) . This provision effectively
disclosed and prevented any evasion of filed prices by secret shifts of
classification, while ostensibly preserving the freedom of individual
manufacturers to classify their customers as they wished and to change
their trade qualifications at any time. Actually the provision led to

close regulation and a uniform customer classification enforced by super-

vision through "Mis-Classification" meetings held at periodic intervals
under the auspices of the cot e authority. These meetings were unautho-
rized by the code and their discontinuance was ordered by the MA at

one time (**)

The valve and fittings industry code contained definitions both
os markets and of classes of trade factors, and provided in Article IV,

Section 1, on "Published Price Policy", that:

"members should file their prices to each of the trade

factors defined in Article II, provided that the lowest

prices that may be filed shall be the prices at which he

shall sell his products to his distributors."

The primary market was defined as that in which a distributor pur-

chases from a member of the industry, a secondary market as one which

may be served by a distributor.

The code, as first proposed, contained a provision permitting the

code authority to establish differentials in price between various

types of buyers. This was not approved, but a provision was submitted

(*) See pp. for later jjroposal to amend code to bind

distributors to resale price maintenance contracts.

(**) For details, see Report of asphalt shingle and roofing

. industry, Appendix A, pp. 544-546.
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authorizing a market sudy to determine the "basis for fixed differentials.

No recommendations were ever made. The short-line producers in the

industry opposed fixed differentials on the ground that they would pro-
vide price uniformity, detrimental to the opponents "because jobbers

preferred to obtain a full line from one producer if prices were equal.

Without approval of mandatory differentials, the industry attempted
to encourage the existing follow-the-leader tendency to utilize the

Crane Company list with appropriate discounts to the various trade

factors. A proposed mandatory price filing form, including i further
"breakdown of customer classes than was provided in the code, with rigid
definitions of these classes, and a specific reference to the Crane
Company list, was disapproved by the NRA. The attempt to establish
fixed differentials and control over the sales in the secondary (distri-
butor) market had been accompanied in the early code proposals by a de-
finite resale price maintenance policy. This was likewise opposed by
short-line manufacturers because it did not limit direct sellers (usually
the full-line manufacturers) from lowering prices to the consumers, and
was omitted from the code as approved. Later, movements were made to

develop a plan for resale price maintenance contracts to bind distri-
butors to filed prices, but this plan was not submitted for approval
before the end of code operations. (*)

The envelope industry illustrates clearly the informal activities
of code authorities in setting up customer classifications in connection
with the administration of the price filing plan. The lack of definite-
ness of one provision in this code opened the door for this activity.
Article VII, Paragraph 4 of the code reads:

"...All such schedules (filed) shall be in such
form as the code authority shall prescribe...."

The code authority apparently took this as a basis for issuing
mandatory customer classifications. Such classifications were the source
of considerable complaint from customers; but the office of the
assistant deputy administrator was inclined not to takf action con-
cerning these complaints (**) although the Legal Division, the Research
and Planning Division and the Consumers' Advisory Board expressed dis-
satisfaction with the manner in which the price filing plan was operating
and in particular with the action of the code authority in imposing
customer classifications through price filing forms. (***)

As a result of the issuance of Office Memorandum No. 267, the
industry found that it had less compliance with the classifications
established by the code authority; and partly because of this failure,
on April 25, 1935, the code authority voted to suspend the open price
plan. Because of the imminence of new legislation at that time, the

(*) See page 297 * Por reference to this section see Report on
Valve and Fittings Industry, prepared by Marvin L. Shirley,
Distribution Relations Unit.

(**) See memorandum from Asst. Deputy Admin. G. K. Hamill, to W. J.
Brown, Deputy Administrator, April 15, 1935, in NRA files
envelope industry.

(***) See memoranda to Asst.Deputy Hamill from the Legal Division April
16,1935; from Research and Planning Division, March 28,1935, and

9826 from Consumers Advisory Board,Apr. 23, 1935. In NRA files, en-
velope industry.
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office of the deputy administrator took no action on this decision by

the code authority. (*)

The Wood Cased Lead Pencil Code as proposed provided in detail for

terms and discounts to apply to types of customers, including dealers and

consumer s.(**) These were suspended in the Order of Approval, with

the exception of cash discounts and credit terms. (***) The provisions

were meant to stabilize prices by standardizing quantity and trade dis-

counts, so that the "relative" prices to customers would be maintained

even though the list prices to which they wer applied might be altered

by the individual manufacturer under the price filing provision. The

list price was defined as the price at which the manufacturer would sell

one gross to the consumer. Quantity discounts were provided for direct

sales to consumers, graduating upwards to a maximum of 33_l/3$. Minimum

price schedules were also approved originally in the code but were sus-

pended. Price filing was apparently intended in this code to serve as

a purely checking device for adherence to established controls, for the

failure' of the NRA to allow these provisions to operate led the code

authority to request the suspension of the price filing provisions. (****)

The Candy Manufacturing Code did not provide specific customer

classifications but Section 1 of the open price article stipulated that

all filed price lists should include all discounts and allowances, —
which should be uniform for all buyers of the same class under like

terms and conditions in the same marketing area.

In order to effectuate this provision the code authority listed

and described by functions the classes of buyers recognized in the

industry, including wholesaler, wagon-jobber , independent retailer,

chain store, syndicate store, concessionaire, and vending machine

operator. These classifications were released in Code Administration

bulletin Ho. 1, entitled the Open Price Plan, bulletin No. 2 lurther

classified buyers as small chain store, medium chain store, large

chain store, cooperative buyer, concessionnaire, and vending macnine

operator, with definitions. The independent retailer class was expanded

to include the "variety store" and "the department store .

Difficulties with these classifications were constant. The code

authority rejected a proposal to incorporate the provisions of Office

Memorandum No. 267, on the grounds that it appeared not only to permit

but to encourage discrimination in the price at which new merchandise

is offered to the several classes of buyers. It was arguedtnat the

opportunity to quote an independent retailer as a large chain store,

or to quote him the same price or prices, actually fostered discn-

mination.

(*) CoTe History for the Envelope Industry, page 9 - 10

(**) Codes of Fair Competition, as approved. Government Printing

Office, Vol. VII, P. 109

****) summary of Report on Wood Cased Lead Pencil, prepared by

Distribution Relations Unit, Division of Review.
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A few members of the industry insisted on filing prices to an
additional class of "buyers known as "supply jobbers", to whom they
quoted a 25 per cent discount as compared- with the "service jobber"
quoted the usual 20 per cent discount. The code authority sought ^

to obtain .• n interpretation of Art. VII, Sec. 1, quoted above, which
would have compelled manufacturers to "justify" their classification.
The Code Histroy reports that this interpretation could not be handed
down because of policy limitations, but contained the further observa-
tion that: "It must be recognized that the coce provision is impossible
of enforcement if members are left free to set up artificial classi-
fications of customers and to classify customers artificially."

code authority action to handle the situation was reported in the

minutes of the meeting of September 30, 1934. (*) A telegram was read
from one of the field men of the coce authority stating that a manu-
facturer had filed prices with Dun .& Bradstreet, Inc., allowing
an extra five per cert trade discount to "'supply jobbers' sometimes
called 'supply houses' and in some territories knovm as ' sub- .obbers'

.

It v?s stated that members of this industry were permitted to classify
buyers according to their own judgment, but that if any classification
was adopted other than those defined by the code authority, the manu-
facturer (member of the industry) might justify the classification by
defining it specifically when filing his price list. If the definition
submitted did not definitely create a different class of buyers than
those defined by code authority, the manufacturer filing such prices ,

had violated the code in that his prices were not 'uniform for all
buyers of the same class under like terms and conditions in the same
marketing area.' The minutes then stake:

"In the opinion of the code authority the so-
called supply jobbers (supply houses or sub-
jobbers) in fact do not perform functions other
than those applied to jobbers as defined by the
Code Authority. Motion by Mr. Voneiff seconded
by Mr. Bunte that the code authority instruct the
Managing Director to notify members of the industry
or -at his discretion to instruct Dun & Bradstreet
to notify members of the industry that in all such
cases they must be governed by the fact stated
above. Motion carried." (**)

This action was tantamount to enforcing a mandatory customary classi-
fication, in that the Code authority was made the sole judge of a proper
classification.

One instance will suffice to show the influence of provisions
designed to prevent discrimination in leading to control over customer
classes and the prices filed to thy several classes.

(*) Code History, Candy Manufacturing Industry, op. cit .

(**) Minutes of the meeting of the code authority for the Candy
Manufacturing Industry, September 30, 1934, in IRA. files.
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Article VII, Section 9 of the Fire Extinguishing Appliance Code for-
bade "Discrimination in prices or terms of srle between purchasers of
the same class,., whether by misclassification or otherwise." These trade
classes were to be defined by the code authority with standard different-
ials to be fixed by that bods'", subject to approval of the administrator.
Such* approval was never given, but the code authority on its own re-
sponsibility classed manufacturers as in grade A or 3 according to the
size of the sales organization and the extent to which they supplemented
their line with products from other manufacturers, and defined distri-
butors, jobbers, very large users, dealers, general consumers, and govern-
ment agencies. These definitions were naturally arbitrary in character.
For example, "very large users" were not defined ^oy quantity but as
specific types of purchasers, municipalities of 250,000, utilities, trans-
portation agencies, chains, etc. mail order houses were included under
the jobber classification. Distributors were to act as manufacturers'
branch houses under contract and were (by code authority ruling) to be
limited to 85 per manufacturer, nor more than 6 in any one state. (*)

A hearing to consider these rulings was held on April 30, 1934, and
was followed by KRA disapproval of the classifications on June 7, 1S34.

Nevertheless, they were adhered to in large part by association members.
Evidence indicates that the code authority attempted throughout to en-

force its classification and differentials. The alleged basis for such

attempts was found in the anti-discrimination clause cited above. Bul-
letin ITo. 7, en-titled Discrimination between Purchasers, stated "It is

clearly the intent of the Code of Pair Competition of the F. F.A.I, that

all members of the industry shall operate on a uniform basis with respect

to classification of customers end this conform with Section 9, Article
VII of the dode.

"

The Research and Planning code administration stud:?- of the rubber
manufacturing industry contains a detailed account of customer classifica-
tion and its relation to price filing in that industry. This statement of

the experience in that industry merits quoting in detail:

"....Pom" of the nine Divisional Codes (in the Rubber Manu-
facturing Industry) namely, the Flooring, the Rubber Footwear,
the Heel and Sole, and the Mechanical Rubber Goods Divisions,
provide for mandatory customer classification, but are effect-

ive in only two Division, viz., Flooring anid Mechanical Rub-
ber Goods.

"For the Flooring Division, definitions of classes of customers

are set forth in the Code but for the other Divisions, the Code

Authorities are authorized to submit to the Administration rec-

ommended definitions of customer classif ications. The Code Au-
thority of the Footwear Division has never submitted for Admin-

istrative approval group customer classifications. This con-

dition was brought about by the fact that the price filing

(*) For references see Bulletins 11 and 25, Fire Extinguishing Ap-
pliance Code Authority, 17RA files.
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provisions are not in effect. Customer classifications for

the Heel and Sole Division were approved by Administrative
Order Ho. 156-43, November 2, 1534, But, inasmuch as the

open price filing provisions in this Division were stayed on

February 1, 1935, the customer classifications are inoperative.

"Customer classifications for the Mechanical Rubber Goods

Division were approved "by Administrative Order Do, 156-36,

October 2, 1934.

"The customer classification definitions, as recommended by
the Code Authority were contrary to policy and, to overcome
the objections of the legal and Research Divisions, the

following paragraph was inserted in the de'finitions.

"'ITothing contained in these definitions is to be construed as

prohibiting the official filing of different prices for

customers in any class and of different prices as between
classes of trade based on differences in cost and on services
rendered or on quantities purchased,'

"Soon after Office Memorandum Do. 267 was issued, stating
that it was against the policy of the Administration to ap-
prove codes with mandatory classifications, a member of the

Mechanical Division wrote directly to President Roosevelt
protesting against this policy of eliminating price fixing.
This letter stated that the various ''embers after much effort
and expense had established the rubber industry on a profit-
able basis and were just reaching the point where most com-
panies were beginning to show a profit, and that the new
policy of the Ad-ministration threw the price situation wide
open and would naturally reflect on labor costs. The members
could not understand, the letter continued, why more consider-
ation was not given the matter before adopting the elimination
of price fixing. The letter to the President was answered
June 19, 1934, stating that the new policy applied only to
Codes not yet approved, • ••

"The Legal Division of the NRA had found it necessary to call
the attention of the Deputy to actions of Code Authorities in
relation to customer classifications which 'were illegal. On
December 13, 1934, the Loyal Division stated that practice
of the Code Authority of the Mechanical Division as indicated
by their circular letter Do. DD 14-36, by definitely fixing"
the classification of a named account was illegal because it

prevented the flexibility upon which the Administration ap-
proved the classifications

"In conclusion, the evidence indicated that customer classifi-
cations are desired by Industry only when there is an effective
open price filing system, and, as soon as open price filing
becomes inoperative, customer classifications arc ineffective."
This was illustrated by the Footwear Divisions which declined
to submit to the Administration recommended classifications
after their open price filing systems became inoperative.
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Likewise, in the Heel and Sole Division, after the suspension
of open price filing, customer classifications "became meani -
less." (*)

The minutes of the meeting of the Divisional Code Authority for
the Mechanical Rubber Goods Industry, held on March 30, 1934, amplify
one of the points mentioned in the Research and Planni] vision
report. At this meeting the divisional code authority was informed
that the flat "belt group, molded hose group, and the miscellaneous
hose group, members of the mechanical rubber goods sub-division, had
passed a resolution to the effect that members of these groups would
refrain from quoting "distributors" on a "distributors" price basis
without having first secured the divisional code authority's approval
of the classification of the given account as a "distributor".. The
divisional code authority, by formal motion duly adopted, approved such
a procedure. (**) Clearly in this instance permissive customer classi-
fications were so utilized as to be made mandatory.

Another instance of arbitrary action against a certain type of
customers is evidenced in the case of the Code for the Business
Furniture Industry.

The customer classification in this code was mandatory. Recom-
mendations on problems concerning the classification of specific
customers were made by a "Planning and Classification Board." Various
interpretations were made by this board. Concerning these interpre-
tations, the Research and Planning Code Administration Study for this
industry says: "...persons not regularly engaged in the resale of in-
dustry products , including architects, equipment engineers, and con-
tractors are (classified as) consumers arid not brokers or dealers and
must be sold on a one-order-one-delivery basis J ... .any purchasirg agency
that is organized "by consumers to buy at less than retail prices shall
be regarded as a consumer. Changes in customer classification and dis-
counts granted thereby (relate to) institutions of learning, collf
book stores, and various state purchasing departments. There is little
doubt that it has caused" a reclassification of many buyers as contrasted
with their pre-code classification. One example is that of very large
consumer buyers, not for resale, who are lumped together with all other
consumers. Several protests from large educational institutions and
many states bear evidence to this fext. Another type of protest is

that from equipment engineers who formerly sold some products but now
are included as a consumer only, one such concern claiming that they
had been -out out of business because of the discount 'basis adonted. .

." (***)

(*) "The Administration of the Code for the Rubber Manufacturing
Industry", MRA Research and Planning Division Code Administra-

tion Study, prepared by 77. H. Cross, March 1935. Page 50-52.

(This study in 1TRA files rubber manufacturing industry.)

(**) Minutes of Meeting of Divisional Code Authority, 1TRA files.

(***) "The Administration of the Code for the Business Furniture In-

dustry", Research and Planning 'Code Administration Study Sec-

tion, in NBA Research and Planning Library, pages 67-68.
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Finally an example of the use of price filing plans or police
conformance to standards established "by dominant members may "bo given.
In the carbon dioxide industry, there were numerous complaints that
discriminatory prices for solid carbon dioxide (dry ice) were being
filed and charged to purschascrs owning 'converters' for reducing dry
ice for use in carbonated bcvcra&cs, etc. The prices charged to this
class of customers were maintained at a. level much higher than those
for the product to purchasers using dry ice for packing ice cream and
similar uses. The differential, which was substantial, was evidently
maintained by means of the separate customer classifications and ^oy

economic pressure from dominant producers interested in preserving the

market for liquid carbon dioxide and protecting the heavy investment
in containers, which was threatened by any general increase in the use
of dry ice in converters. The -rice filing mechanism was, of course,
only a device in this control program. The code did not sanction
mandatory customer classification, although the price filing forms
issued by the coec authority contained a suggested classification.
But with dominant industry numbers intent on ""-reserving the differ-
ential, the price filing system offered a convenient moans for check-
ing the behavior of those members of the industry or distributors in-
clined to reduce the differential and to sell solid carbon dioxide to
converters on terms similar to those accorded other purchasers. (*)

(*) For complete account of attempted control in. this situation by
dominant producers, see Research and Planning Report, Price Piling
and Customer Classification in the Carbon Dioxide Industry, Refer-
ring. to this study, which was conducted by A. P. O'Donncll, of the
Chemical Unit of the Code Administration's ecfion of the "

Hfcsoarch
and Planning Division, T. R. Snyder, Assistant Chief of the Code
Administration Section said in a Memorandum dated May 29, 1935,
"Due to the customer classifications, practiced by this Industry,
particularly discriminatory with reference to the use of dry ice
in liqucficrs or converters, -repeated allegations of monopoly had
been mad... This survey by Mr. O'Donncll included a field study
in New York City for price filing and general information, to-
gether with an examination of the file in the Federal Trade Com-
mission, the Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange
Commission on this subject...."
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4. Geographic r rice Arrangements.

In discussing the interrelationships between price filing and geo-
graphic pricing practices, it seems desirable to accept the general group-
ing devised in the report on "Control cf Geographic Price Relations
Under Codes of Fair Competition." (*) In this report these -oracticcs
are classified as (l) those regulating the amount and incidence of trans-
portation charges and (2) those which define the geographical areas in
which certain. phases of the price making process are regulated.

Within the first group fall those provisions requiring cither
f.o.b. or some form of delivered pricing and those regulating the nature
and extent of freight allowances. Methods of delivered pricing include

(a) Prices varying in direct proportion with actual
transportation charges

.(b) Prices uniform for zones or for the vhole country
(c) Prices with freight equalization permitted, usually

with. the most favorably located competitor
(•d) Basing point delivered pricing

Practices regulating the price—making process within certain areas
include (l) price filing zones (with certain limitations) and (2) anti-
dumping zones, natural marketing areas, etc. These arrangements are
usually accompanied ^oy regulations regarding transportation allowances. (*•*)

A further distinction is made between practices which tend to sharpen
price competition and thus to force price levels down, and those which
tend to curb price competition and to facilitate price leadership and
agreements as to price-fixing', production control and ether controls.
In the former group are placed freight allowances (coupled with either
f.o.b. or delivered pricing), among them the frequently used practice
of equalizing freight with more favorably located competitors. To the

extent that freight allowances are regulated or systematized they acquire
certain control characteristics. Anti—dumping zones and (tentatively)

price filing zones are placed in the second category, as arc all limitations
on freight absorption, inflexible and controlled basing icint systems, and

uniform delivered prices for the whole country or for certain geographic
zones. (***)

(*) Division of Peview, IIPA.

(**) See Preliminary Heport, on. cit., pages 3-4 for descriptions of

these types and the basis for the classification.

(***) F.o.b. mill pricing, flexible basing point systems and other forms

of delivered pricing are given an intermediate and indeterminate

position, dependent upon the circumstances of their applicati n

in particular instances. The basic for these classifications is

fully set forth in the Preliminary Report, op cit., pages 3-12
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Since this section is concerned with the control aspects of price-

filing in relation to these geographic pricing devices, attention '"ill

be focussed on the extent to which price filing facilitates the oper-

ation of those practices which tend to restrict competition, and the

extent to which price filing requirements have been used to secure the

adoption of such practices in industries in which they were n*t form-

erly prevalent, or whose codes did not sanction them. One impact of

control, "hich may operate with respect to any of the practices listed

above is the tendency of price filing (and of rules and regulations

governing price filing) to encourage uniformity of price, and of the

component elements of price. Such uniformity (if maintained by price

filing, waiting period, no selling below cost, etc.) has been found

useful as a means of tempering price competition, and of encouraging

stability of prices at a profitable level. Hence uniformity in the

amount of transportation charges as an element in price (as by sys-

tematic freight eoualization), or uniformity in the practice of freight

allowances, may contribute to a general program of price control and
price uniformity, even if the particular geographic practice carried on in

an unregulated manner would belong to the category of practices tending

to further competition. Any mandatory regulation of transportation
terms in connection with price filing has, of course, the effect of add-

ing one further element of inflexibility to the Price structure. (*)

a. The filing of Prices on a Delivered Basis

The intent to eaualize price competition by reauiring uniform
terms and conditions of sale is very apparent in price filing regulat-
ions. In the realm of transportation costs such eoua.lity can not be
attained without sume arrangement for the leveling out of differences
in price arising from the locations of the different sellers with res-
pect to the potential purchaser. Since the essential point of comp-
etition is at the point of delivery, these arrangements have led usu-
ally to delivered price systems or (what is the economic equivalent)
to f.o.b. pricing, all freight allowed.

It lias freouently been 'argued in connection with price filing,
that the use of delivered prices simplified the filing procedure, and
made prices more intelligible for customers who wished to compare with
prices quoted by several companies, and were interested not in f.o.b.
prices but in what the product cost on their omn premises. Delivered
pricing was further regarded as a useful means of preventing secret
allowances in the form of transportation or freight, and hence the
evasion of filed prices. (**)

It is apparent that delivered prices do simplify the price struct-
ure and thus contribute to ease of filing, and dissemination of filed
prices. The argument that they .facilitate comparison by a customer of the

(*) Cf. with section below, "Terms and Conditions of Sale" pp. 269-27^,

(**) See in this connection Chapter 111, above, page 138.
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filed -orices of several manufacturers is likewise true, in that th<=y

obviate the necessity of calculation and comr>a--ison of transportation
terms. But if such terns can "be clearly and comoletely filed the added
convenience of delivered filing is hardly sufficient to outweigh other
factors of consumer consideration. Delivered trices do not in many inst-
ances reveal the constituent elements of transportation and mill nrice
and hence do not convey complete market information, particularly as to prices
paid. - for the same nroduct "by othe^ customers of the same class, loc-
ated in different areas. Price discrimination between sales regions
may easily exist under such pricing practices, and cannot be disclosed
under many tyoes of delivered -orice quotations. Even when the discri-
mination is airoarent (as in uniform size differentials) it is -oeroet-

uated by tile geogra-ohic oricing -oraetice to which members adhere, an^

may destroy natural advantages of location that would exist for certain areas
under different pricing. practices. This "meeting of price competition"
at the rioint of delivery is the main incentive to freight equalization
and delivered nrices. To the extent that the practices are systemati c-
ally followed, they lead directly to uniformity of sellers' urice quo-

tations at any specific t>oint. Publicity and the existence of a writing
period, of course, contribute to this end. Hence the filing of deliv-

ered prices (other than those based on actual transportation costs) is

a distinct aid to complete uniformity of price quotations by sellers.

While this uniformity is not of itself evidence of -orice control, if

such prices are flexible to changes in cost, market conditions, etc.,

neither is the fact that delivered r>rices (e.g. basing -ooint prices

or uniform zone r>rices) are immediately met when filed under an onen

price tilan, evidence of conroetition. As the re-nort of the Geographic
Price Structure Unit indicates:

" The question as to whether the formation of -prices is

competitive or controlled, relates exclusively to a stage

of the Process which -orecedeS any filing or publishing of

-prices.

" It is true that the existence of basing points facilit-

ates price leadership, if such exists, but nothing

suggests that the institution of basing r>oints alone can

bring about -orice leadership or any other form of price

control. There is a functional inter-relationship between

basing joints and measures tending to maintain high and

stable prices, but no necessary sequence running from basing

-ooints as a cause, to -orice control as effect."

"The essential and significant competition occurs in the

formation of the price and in its responsiveness to changes

in market and cost conditions, and has nothing to do with

the fact that all producers must meet it, once it is set".(*)

i

(*) Preliminary Re-oort, oo. Cit . , -o"o. 22-23, p. 65,
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b. Price Filing and Basing Point Prices

Price filing was used in each' of the four industries that had spec-

ific basing point provisions. It served to Perfect the structure of price

uniformity "and to equalize competition at the point of delivery. By pro-

viding for publication of basins point prices it effectively prohibited

rebating to local customers and other practices that had tended in pre-

code days to break down the formal price structure contemplated by

these systems.

The actual method of price filing used "oy basing point industries

varied considerably. Thus the Iron and Steel Code ' reouired the filing

of prices F.O.B. the base point nearest to a member's plant. All rail

freight, extras, deductions, etc., were established by the code and

authorized code authority rulings, so that price competitions was con-

fined to the filing of base trices, with prompt uniformity appearing

through a orocess of price leadership and the meeting of filed prices.

A ten-day waiting period, facilitated this arrival at uniformity before

"orices became effective. (*)

The code as written provided that if a producer did not file upon

a' basing point in the area. in which he- was selling, he should sell at a

price in that area not lower than the lowest filed price. The code

authority interpreted this to mean that producers filing on basing points

other than their own must file at a' price not less than the lowest price

filed by members subject to that base -ooint. By this means, any reduct-
ion of base prices had to be initiated by producers situated in the immedr

iate price area for any basing -ooint. The number of producers particip-
ating in the -or ice-making -orocess at that basing noint was thus effictive-
ly limited. Such a limitation was not warranted by the code; it was dir-

ectly instrumented by the price, fili ng provision.

In the iron and steel industry, price filing served' as an automatic
impersonal mechanism to' record .and to perfect the -orocess of price lead-
ership, already -dominant in the iron and steel industry. It contributed
to the efficiency and smooth operation of the basing point control by pre-
venting secret price cutting and local rebates, which had been in part
induced by the basing point practice which tends to discriminate against
purchasers located near a non-basing-point mill. By reouiring adherence
to base price s, the price filing provisions prevented open as well as
secret departures from the basing point structure. Producers wore less
willing to cut a base price, which meant a cut to all consumers within
the area, than they were to absorb freight in individual instances.

The practice of published .prices had been general in the industry
since the era. Of the Gary Dinners, so that price filing served largely
as a mechanism for facilitating orderly changes in uniform prices, al: -

ready well established by price leadership and by the basing point
structure. The maintenance of these filed prices by distributors fur-
ther preserved the pattern, and Periodic re-filings paved the way for
simultaneous changes.

(*) This waiting period was later deleted.
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The Cement Industry Code omitted mention of any basing point sys-
tem. The code did provide in Article X, 3, 4, d. that it was an Unfair
Practice:

" To divert or permit purchasers or users of cement to divert
shipments of cement from one destination to another destination,
the result of which will enable the -purchasers or user to secure
cement at less than the member of the industry's published market
price at the point of final destination."

In this industry, the burden of maintaining the basing point prac-
tice was assumed, so far as the code was concerned, by the -price filing
arrangement. Prices filed were destination prices in every instance.
The "meeting" of filed prices at the point of destination led to eoual-
ized prices for all producers, although the net returns to producers
differed according to transportation costs to the destination. Basing
points were multiple (approximately fifty). Base prices were not filed
but could be easily ascertained by non-basing point mills, (about seventy
in number), by a. process of calculation from the destination prices and
the official freight book compiled and disseminated by the Cement Inst-
itute.

The -process was essentially similar to that followed r>rior to the
code, although the medium wns somewha.'t cha.nged. An intricate system of
salesmen's reports had been used prior to the introduction of H. "R.A.

price filing to keep producers (particularly non-basing point mills)
informed of changes in base prices. (*.) This wps done by means of imm-
ediate reports from any salesmen confronted by bids at any destination
point which were different than that arrived at by the previous base
price plus applicable freight. An immediate check with salesmen in

otae^ localities ^ould reveal other changes in destination quotations,
and permit a simple mathematical calculation of the new base price.

The filing of destination prices under the code obviated the need
for the continuous watchfulness of salesmen and insured a systematic
record of all Quotations. A change in a basing point price could be
calculated instantly and the opportunity to meet destination prices in

ever?/ instance was assured.

The increased convenience of this system to producers and. its . •

improved facilities for checking compliance with the basing point form-
ula are obvious. The failure to file base prices and changes therein
was unimportant to them, but it. ma.de the increase in publicity negli-
gible so far as consumers were concerned. Destination prices on file
were not all changed simultaneously with a change in the governing base
price, but only as quotations were made for a new business at the loc-
ation. Hence the consumer was still dependent upon salesmen's quotations
for information. This probably was of minor importance, because of the

general spread of such knowledge by salesmen, but it does emphasize the

subordination of the general publicity function of the price filing
plan to the checking function for the benefit of sellers.

(*) See p. 18 Chapter 1, for account of earlier experience with price

reporting in the Cement Industry.
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Destination orices were filed under the code for some 100,000

different destinations, by those -producers interested in selling at

particular points. The waiting -oeriod permitted "refilings to meet

any destination price, so that these were characteristically uniform,

calculated at that casing point price plus freight which would result

in the lowest destination price, all "basing points considered.

The insistence that filed prices be delivered destination pri-

ces was explained by the code authority chairman, in a letter to the

deputy administrator, on January 24, 1935, on the grounds that other

forms of price quotation would defeat the premise that every market
should be an open market, and that regardless of freight advantage
or disadvantage a manufacturer should be free to compete wherever he

desired.

Such arguments are essentially those voiced in favor of, any
basing point system. To the extent that the basing points in the

cement industry were fixed and controlled by dominant industry lead-
ership without the code, the filing of destination prices according
to the basing point 'formula served the same ends of discipline as

were achieved, by the combined basing -point and price filing provis-
ions of the Iron and Steel Code. A potential flexibility in the num-
ber and location of basing point mills would tend to reduce the cont-
rol element, but it is difficult to determine the actual extent of
flexibility existent in the industry.

Participation in the price-making process for any destination
was not limited in the cement industry either by the code or by -price
filing regulations. 'Actually, price leadership operated to a high
degree in the initiation of prices. The number of mills following
such leadership at a given destination point de-pended on those willing
to serve the market (or to quote on a particular bid), and to meet the
filed price by accepting a lower mill net for the shipment.

Destination prices were necessarily uniform. The intention of
the industry to keep all elements of corn-petition uniform is evidenced
by other code -provisions covering terms and conditions of sale, dealer
relationships, etc. It is further indicated by the efforts to require
the filing of destination costs to the United States government, and
thus to prevent differences in bids that might arise through the ap-
plication of land, grant or other special freight rates. The practice
permitted members to submit bids to the Government, based on a price
F.O.B. shippers' mill, that would result in the ultimate destination
cost quoted in the bid, when the freight rate was applied to the F.O.B.
mill price. This Practice was specifically authorized by the code as
revised on May 11, 1935, but the provision was stayed in the Order of
Approval for further study of its- possible effects.

The cast iron soil pipe industry and the copper industry both per-
petuated previous basing point systems by means of the price filing reo-
uirement in the code. In the former indistry, a single producing center,
Birminghpm, Alabama, was used- as the base point, with an assumed base
price of $100. (*)

(*) Frenuent violations and evasions of filed prices were charged but
the discounts on file were identical in most instances.
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Trade discounts were deducted from this base, and freight from
Birmingham to destination was added for the delivered p^ice. If the
shipment was made from a point other than Birmingham, the actual freight
was absorbed by the shipper. The result ^as uniform delivered -orices by
all -producers at any -point in tli£ United States. Members of the indus-
try who objected to the practice claimed that although the use of the
Birmingham base was not provided for in the code, they were warned
that economic pressure in the way of destructive price cutting would be
used against any member who did not conform to this practice. (*)

A basing point system was established in the copner industry by
means of Regulation No. 3, Filing of Prices , which reauired that :

"Prices filed shall be for electrolytic confer on the basis
of Connecticut Valley delivery and shall include differentials
for all other grades, shapes and points of delivery. The Sales
Clearing Agency shall promptly advise all members of all such
filed prices and differentials and by whom filed."

c. Uniform Delivered Pri ce Zones.

This particular form of delivered pricing contemplates eoual-
ization of freight costs by ef'ch -oroducer, so that all consumers located
anywhere within a defined zone will be auoted the same delivered, price
regardless of actual freight costs. Presumably, the freight element is

arrived at by some method of averaging freight cost upon all shipments
to those located within the territory.

Essential administrative difficulties in enforcing such a method
of freight equalization are obviously lessened by the use of price fil-

ing, with delivered prices filed a-pplicable to the defined area (whether)

filed regionally or centrally). Meeting of competition at the point of

destination becomes -possible by the meeting of one delivered price app-

licable to an entire zone. Price uniformity among -producers is then

easily maintained. (**) An?/ natural geographic advantages so far as

freight costs ar? concerned are nullified, and the -price structure is

at the same time simplified for purposes of filing and dissemination
of price information.

In addition to the advantages offorded by price filing to approved

systems of uniform delivered zone -prices, there are instances under NRA

codes in which price filing reouireraents were utilized to set up such a

zone system without code sanction.

(*) Letter to deputy from administrative member, May 2, 1935 (in

NPA files). Letter from Walker Machinery and Foundry Co.,

Roanoke, 7a. to deputy, May 19, 1934, 1TRA files.

(**) The term "uniform delivered zone pricp" in itself refers to uni-

form -prices quoted by one producer to all customers in a zone.

Uniformity among producers for standard products is a natural

and expected result of such a -process of freight eoualization.

It is facilitated and perfected by price filing.
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The "business furniture industry included in certain divisions of

its proposed code (including steel office furniture, shelving and vis-

ible filing equipment) , a provision that a zoning system he incorporat-

ed in connection with price filing, inasmuch. as

"Differences in freight r^tes and costs of transportation necess-
arily result in discrimination as between -ourchasers in different

localities. In order to minimize such discrimination each member

shall publish a price list for each of the following zones "

The system was to include uniform mandatory freight differentials

to be added to the base prices, which were to am->,ly to the Eastern Zone.

None of these zone plans was approved by F1A but they were out into

use under the orice filing olan by code rulings and recommendations
drawn up by the planning and classification boards, on the assumption
that authority was conveyed in the following provision in Scliedule A:

"The price and/or selling of any item of industry products
below member's cost to the ultimate consumer as determined
by the cost accounting methods set up by the Code Committee
and subject to approval by the Administration, in the quantities
and under the conditions and at the points of delivery involved
is an unfair method of competition.

"

The code authority ruled that no member of the industry could file
orices on other than a delivered basis, and reinstated the zones and
zoning differentials proposed before. An opinion given by the legal
advisor on the code indicated that this ruling could not be supported
and that members were entitled to quote either on a delivery or F.O.B.
basis. The cost accounting methods had never received NRA. approval, so
that justification for the mandatory recommendation did not arise from
the above provision. (*)

The Paper and Pulp Code . as approved, provided for the calcula-
tion of prices on a delivered basis, with cost of distribution to be
included as a part of cost. It did not specifically require the filing
of delivered prices, but gave to the code authority the right to pre-
scribe the " form" in which prices should be filed. The fair trade
practice provisions presented by the sub-code authorities for various
product divisions in January, 1934, proposed for several divisions a
complete zoning system, with all quotations to be P. 0.3. mill, carload
rate of freight allowed. Pour zones *- Eastern, Central, Mountain and
pacific - were established, with the requirement that the price base
for aj^jnembers was for' deliveryVin the "-.Eastern zone, with specific
zone differentials to be added for other zones. Such a system of uni-
form delivered zone filing was maintained by code authority rulings
and industry practice despite the fact that the trade, practice provis-
ions were disapproved by the Administration. The power granted under

(*) Memorandum from Julian Johnson, Legal Advisor to Deputy Adminis-
trator, September 13, 1934, hllA Files.
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the code for the code authority to prescribe the forms of filing may well
have "been deemed sufficient sanction for prescribing delivered price
filing, by zones, but it did not in any degree sanction the reouire-
ment that uniform zone differentials be added to the price for the base
zone. Such an end could have been achieved onl/ through ^rout acceptance
of the trade practice provisions, under code authority direction, or by
tacit process of follow- the-leader.

A similar restoration of price filing by zones was accomplished
in the envelope industry after NltA. sanction of a proposed zoning
system was withheld and it was deleted from the code. (*)

( d ) Other Forms of Telivered Trie ing .

The use of delivered prices and freight equalization rps not limited
to those codes providing specifically for casing points or uniform
delivered price zones. The fertilizer industry provided for the division
of the industry into marketing areas for pur-coses of administration.
These areas were ordinarily based on type of crop and soil, and differ-

ences in freight charges. Tney were not set up in connection with any
specific device to govern geographic price relations,- although it "?s
provided in the code that regional committees might adopt uniform rules
governing transportation which would be binding upon members after thev

had been approved by the MA. Such rules "'ere never submitted for 1-TRA

approval, although the -practice of filing ^prices on a uniform delivered-
to-the-farm base within zones was developed by a process of concerted

action and Trice leadership under the price filing plan. (**) Members

could file prices applicable to any zene or to any sub-division within

a zone, but could, not sell in any area without filing. Transportation

charges were uniform in almost every area, with -provisions for allowances

for truck transportation and other transportation services rendered

by the consumer. cny manufacturer could equalize freight charges to

meet the lc-er price of a competitor more iavoraoly located, by absorbing

the freight charge and filing the lower price set by his competitor.

The adoption of the delivered-to-the-farin basis of pricing was ostensibly

for the purpose of simplifying the price structure and facilitating

the comparison of filed prices. The practice probably contributed to

this effect, although the ability to eliminate the distributor as an

uncontrolled element in price competition was probably a more compelling

argument. ..

(*) See below p. 321- The cork industry also proposed a zone delivered

price system on the grounds tnat it was an existing practice in the

industry. The provision was not approved by MKA.

(**) The resolution passed at the one administrative committee meeting

is recorded in the minutes of July 11* 1934, calling for delivered

to the farm basis of ouotation, the schedule to show allo-ence for

delivery from railroad or bo; t landing to farm. Decision as to the

time of forwarding notice of action to the KRA was left to the

executive director.
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The Steel Castings Code Authority likewise required Dy regdlatior

that prices filed by a member should be uniiorm delivered prices (with

freight included) to all customers. This, was cart of the general

tormalized price structure set up by the incustry for price schedules. (*)

The 3 ode Authority of tne Copper and -rass Mill Proouctc Industry

issued a Bulletin of rules and regulations on November 7, 1934, inotuxiinJ

i eqiirements for delivered prices on all shipments of 100 lbs. or over,

with prepayment oi freight, as follows:

"Rule No, 9. Freight Allowances. Terms oi sale shall

include prepayment oi freight to any destination in the

United States on shipments oi 100 rounds net or more with

the understanding that the shipper reserves the right to

control the routing. Quotations shall provide: 'The

prices quoted are f.O.c. (insert destination)./ "here

other than shipper's regular method of shipment is used

. terms shall be f.o.b. mill with actual freight allowed

but at not more tnan the lowest eublishec rate. Quotations

for each shipment shall provide: "The prices
quoted are f.o.b. mill, freight allowed".

""p.nuf acturers shall not make any allowance to a customer
who provides his o^n carriage Oi a shipment from the mill

or anv intermediate point,

"All shipments under 100 pounds snail' be f.o.b. mill, but

if delivery of such shipments is aexie by seller a minimum
charge oi $1 shall be isde, except that in the case of

parcel nost and express shipmehts the actual cost of

delivery must be charged; provided, however, that such
minimum charge shall be applicable o^ly to shipments
from the mill.

".Excess transportation charges assessed by railroad or

steamship companies covering shipments requiring special
equipment in handling or transporting shall be charged
to customers.

"

The code for this incustry, in Article IV, contains autnorization
for this action, since it requires 'manufacturers to adopt and maintain
equitable uniform contract terms and conditions to be establisned by
the executive committee and since it states that it is the "policy of

this code" to bring about uniformity in regard to consignments, freight
allowances and other sales practices. Specific NhA approval oi the terras

adopted was not required, -although they could, under the provisions of

Article XV, have been disapproved. No evidence appears that the freight

regulations were 'ever formally reviewed.

The Asphalt Shingle and rooting Code contains no reference to

(*) See report, Appendix 3, F, 705,
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transportation provisions other than a provision in the price filing
article requiring distribution to e-^ch class 01 trace of the prices,
terms and conditions of sale, aifecting each such class 01 trade "in the
territory to which such prices, terms and conditions of sale apply 11

.

This provision was apparently in recognition to the prevailing industry
practice of freight equalization, '"Hereby prices were ouoted i.o.b.
factory plus a delivery charge cased on rates that would apply if the
customers oought from the factory nearest to him. A zoning plan proposed
by the industry in its merchandising plan (submitted in iarch, 1934, but
never accorded Vl-J, approval), would have simplified and. systematized
tnis practice by setting up a zoning plan. Under tnis plan each plant
or group of plarts in close proximity was made the certer of a zone
having an average carload freight of 10c* per hundred weight. Shipment
to zones located at greater distance from the plant or £toup 01 plants
required successive freight oiff erentials oi* 5c5 per hundred weight
to be added t? the delivery charge. In filing delivtrv terms prices
could thus have been eaualized in brackets of 5^ per hundred weight
rather than by the nearest amount of actual freight rate. The essential
features of this plan were in force through the individual filings of
industry members. further detailed regulation of freight allowances
according to customer classifications was also proposed in the merchandis-
ing plans. (*)

The vitrified clay sewer pine industry attempted varied mandatory
regulations of transportation ter is by code authority action. Thus on

December 1?, 1953, the eastern regional cooe authority voted certain
regulations - to oe in effect for a trial period of 30 days including the
recuirement that (with minor exceptions, noted) manufacturers ;nust cuote
and sell pipe on the basis of ]f„0,B. cars nearest rr.iJroad. station or

spur, and that, for purchasers coming, to the plant "?ith a truck, under
no circumstances was the price to be lower than "Schedule #1, no freight
allowed". At the same meeting it i,ras resolved that the secretary should
require all firms to file in writing by December 14, 1933, schedules of

prices of pipe delivered on the job. .

Later, <on June 27, 1934, manufacturers were iniormed by letter
of Resolution No. 65, that the regional committee could establish
delivery terms in the various trade areas which should ' be minima man-

datory i or manufacturers who quote celivered prices beyond the rail

point nearest to the customer - i.e., l.o.o. job site dealers' yard,

etc. Resolution lTo. 67, established, such minima at 2 points of the

list (2yo). This was to apply to some thirteen eastern states. Later,

4 points of the list was established as a similar minimum charge
applicable to Ohio. Each manufacturer was required to add these charges
to his individually filed f.o.o. car prices.

These regulations were adopted pursuant 'to 'Article XI, section 1,

which authorized, the regional committee to establish "standard terms

of sale" subject to review by the Administrator, but were issued to the

1 *^ See Appendix A for detailed account of the operation of these

practices.
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industry without prior review. (*)

The account of these and other activities of this industry in

seeking to establish control over prices indicates the value of delivered

pricing and the importance of mandatory regulation of transportation

charges, as a means to preserving uniformity of filed prices and '

competitive terms. (**)

(e) Frice Filing Zones and Anti-Dumping Zones

A number of YtA codes provide that prices shall oe filed according
to esta ilished zones or areas instead of with a central national agency,

or that prices shall be filed to apply to separate areas, even though
recorded with one national office. Such price filing zones do not imply,

of necessity, any process of freight equalization or other regulation
of transportation allowances (such as was described in the svstem of

uniform delivered price zones) although sone systematic regulation may
oe undertaken in connection with them.

The reasons for such divisional organization are ordinarily given
as the necessity for simplifying the procedures of filing and. disseminat-
ing prices. The practical considerations are oovious when there are many
producers and many product classifications. Il competition is more or

less localized or if the points of supply are well scattered over the
country, competition may be naturally limited to those producers in a co minor,

market area. Under such circumstances it is neither necessary nor useful
to disseminate prices that are applicable in iar distant regions. '***)

There is a further positive advantage so far as the industry is

concerned resulting from the more friendly cooperative relations that
can be built up within a smaller group. This element was highly em-
phasized by Mr, Eddy and the early advocates of price filing and has a
distinct significance in forwarding the success oi the mechanism as a

stabilization measure, in that it emphasizes the interdependence between
competitors and the values of cooperation. The opportunities for ef-
fective education and propaganda are much better in small units, with
the further advantage, recognized in several codes, of adjusting particular
market regulations and/or prices to local competitive circumstances.
So long as such price filing areas are purely administrative in character,
the advantages of smoother operation and less complicated mechanism for
filing and oisseminating will warrant 'their use. If price liling is
intended primarily to serve as a stabilization device, such regional
areas may further the desired voluntary restraint in price cutting better
than would a system of national filing.

'*) See letter from J. Tv Lynch, Assistant Deputy to D, M. Strickland
Manager of the Eastern Regional Committee, 7-21-34, HHA filed.

(**) See pp. 300.-312.

(***) See Chapter III above p. 98.
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In two other respects price filing zones may involve definite
control of competitive pricing. In many instances price filing zones
are used similarly to anti-dumping zones to limit the participation of
outsiders in the formation of the price level. This is accomplished
eitner by the simple device of forbidding producers to file prices
in zones in which they are not located, or' bv requiring them to
file prices no lower than the lowest price filed by a producer located
in thac area. (*)

The anti-dumping and price filing zones in the salt industry were
synonymous in geographic area, with the code providing that a producer
outside of a geographic area could not give a more favorable price to
a purchaser in a given area, than that purchaser could get in the area
in which he ivas located. The restrictive effects of this segregation
of price-making into areas were felt in particular instances in the dis-
continuance of commissions that had formerly been granted by outside
producers to particular customers, including farm cooperatives. (**)

In one instance complaint was mrde to NRA that nrices on one
product in a particular area were controlled exclusively by a single
producer, who had increased prices unduly ?nd was able under the terms
of the code to maintain them at that level because no Outside company
could file or sell in the area below the price established by this
local producer. (***)

The prevailing practice of the industry for years prior to NRA
had been to. issue published price lists for the marketing areas in which
a member desired to sell and to compile state freight rate books for
use in arriving at deliverer prices at any po^nt within such market area.
Freight rates v ere calculated per 100 pounds from the nearest producing
fields. The result of these practices was uniformity of prices for all
producers to customers located at each point of delivery, but no uniformity
between prices charged to customers located at different points of
delivery. The extent to whichcompanies would absorb freight was a
matter 01 individual company policy in extending the sales area by
meeting competition at the point of delivery. Prior to approval of the
NRA code and price filing plan the restriction on undercutting prices in
other areas ' as maintained on a voluntary basis. Under the code this

(*) E. C-. , Lime Industry Code, as revised, paper distributing and salt

producing.

(**) E, g. , Correspondence between Farmers Elevator Service Co., the

code authority, the deputy administrator, and the Jefferson
Island Salt Company. For details, see Summary Report of Distribu-
tion relations in -the Salt FxQducing Industry, Preliminary Report,

Distribution Relations, Unit, Trade Practice Studies Section,

Division of Review, p. 1?.

(***) Complaint presented, at Price Hearing, Jrnuary 9, 1934, NRA files.
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practice was set forth and reaffirmed with the stipulation in Article
IV concerning -published prices that "The minimum prices published in any
marketing field by any producer in that field shall De the lowest prices
at which any producer may sell in that field,"

Other price filing requirements allow members to file in zones
other than their own, but require the adoition of transportation
charges to the price filed in the home area. Any of these three pro-
visions effectively limits the ability of a procucer to extend his
price-making influence bevond his immediate area, even though it does
not always shut him out from the market. (*)

The mayonnaise industry sought to limit freight absorption by
a provision forbidding manufacturers to sell below their o^n cost

(which must include the cost of transforation to destination) except
to meet the "legal" price 01 another manufacturer. while this restriction
was not eccompanied by the setting uo of anti-dumping zones, it ^-as used
for essentially the same ouroose - to prevent distant competitors from
undersellin • local competitors, by forcing them either to add full
transportation costs, or else to accept the filed price of local
manufacturers. In other words, delivered prices night be eourlized,
but freight absorption could not extend to the point of lowering the
going price list of local manufacturers. Earnings of prosecution for
code violation **ere issued by the Code Authority on several occasions,
including Code Authority Release No. 3, Gated ivlay 29, ly34, which
state that:

"....It is very important that manufacturers should
note that Quotations or sales rnp.de ior shipment at
a distance from the manufacturers plant can only be
made "legally" at a price sufficient to cover tne
full cost of freight to the city in which the trade
is located.

"Some manufacturers who are selling at a very low
price (approximately cost) in their own home market,
are selling at distant points, where freight costs are
considerably higher at the same price and are under-
selling local competitors. Such sales are mace in
violation of this Code since they are at prices below
cost.

"The. Code Authority cannot accept for itself the
responsibility of warning each manufacturer in such '

'

'

instances. It is the duty ot each manufacturer to
1

- understand the code and. to operate ;in. accordance with
the, Code provisions and, therefore, it is suggested
that each manufacturer view his o^n transaction in

(*). Compare the results with those set forth in the Preliminary heport
of the Geographic Frice Unit, op cit. pp. 10-12.
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terms of this explanation. If any transaction is made
in violation of this explanation; the Code Authority,
in prosecuting violations of the Code, will deem that
this bulletin gives full earning ana such notice and
explanation as reouired.

"No manufacturer may sell belo\f his own cost (which
must include the cost 01 transportation to destination)
except to meet the "legal" price oi another manufacturer

"(*)

It is observed above that the filing of prices applicable
to zones or 'limited marketed areas permitted and encouraged the
preservation of regional differentials in price. This v?s in part
due to the limitations on outside competition in the price-making process,
negional price filing is also conducive to the protection of a local
competitive situation - either of -price cutting or of a high degree
of price control - preventing the general spread of a weaker price
situation throughout a wide area. Or the entrance of outside competition
that might tend to bring a lowering' Oi prices within an area.

This result has been apparent in a few industries vhich altered
their price filing reauirement by code authority action to permit
isolation, or special treatment of troublesome price areas. Thus,

the Eastern regional committee of the vitrified clay se^er pipe industry,
when faced with a severe price cutting situation in metropolitan New
York, considered the advisability of abandoning price tiling in that

area in order to preserve the price sturcture outside. New York, or

of filing separate prices for the pre? which '-'oulri not apply to the

rest of the region.

In several instances price filing areas were made to coincide
with previous trade association groupings; this facilitated compliance
and cooperative action in observance of group marketing prices, regional

price leadership, or other forms of control. This was particularly true

of the Facific Coast area.

5» Terms and Conditions of Sale

Regulation of the terms and conditions of sale afforded the

various industries a signiiicent form or control over the price structure,

Price filing plans in some instances were useful as a means for checking

conformance with such controls and in other instances as a means for

the establishment of such regulations. In most cases, however, it

is difficult if not impossible to distinguish between these restric-

tions which -'ere established entirely apart from the price filing plan,

in which case price filing served, only in a policing capacity, and those

which were estaolished or intended as an integral part of the plan.

(*) In FEA Files, mayonnaise industry,
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In any case-, standardization of the terms and conditions of sale

has been encouraged and defended by the industries as necessary in

order to eliminate the evasion of filed prices through secret and

indirect concessions. (*) The usual objection to the establishment of

such uniform or maximum terms of sale, on the other hand, was that it

constitutes one element of price fixing and to that' extent serves to

rigidify the price structure.

A review of the code provisions and of the available authorized

and unauthorized regulations and rules promulgated Dy the code authorities

indicates that all of the 57 industries selected for special study en-

gaged in some form of regalation over terms and conditions of sale. Usually

this was accomplished by a provision in the code, although the more de-

tailed type of regulation was effected by the code authority rules and

regulations, which cf ten represented deviations from the powers granted

by the code. In some instances the code and the code authority combined

to prescribe limitations on price terms.

An indication of the degree of control exercised over the price
structure through the method of standardization is presented in the

following chart, Haich notes for tne 57 industries the cases in which
the code or code authority imposed some kind of restriction upon the

use of eleven types of terms and conditions which npve been chosen for

illustrative purposes. Numerous examples of the restrictions adopted
by individual code authorities in connection with the price filing
plans are available, but are not included here. any of them appear
elsewhere in the report. Examination ox' the case histories ox price
filing in the steel casting and asphalt shingle and roofing industries (**)

will indicate the manner in which such regulations may be used to discipline
ana to secure uniiormity in the terms and conditions oi sale filed by
industry members.

:

Other illustrations given would serve merely to multiply the instances
of such regulation.

(*) See Chapter III, =bove pages 118-120.

(**) See Appendices A and B.
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Instances of Control over Price Structure by Regulation
of Specified Terms and Conditions of Sale.

§ E
° •
•> Eh

CODS NO. NAME OF CODE 5

S£

275-A Agricultural Insecticide
80 Asbestos
99 Asphalt Shingle & Roofing
445 Baking
37 Builders' Supplies
88 Business Furniture

463 Candy
333 Canvas Goods
275-2 Carbon Dioxide
202 Carpet & Rugs
18 Cast Iron Soil Pipe

128 Cement
/ 5 266 Coffee

xJl 101 Copper
81 Copper & Brass Mill Products

303 Cordage & Twine
109 Crushed Stone, Sand &Gravel
4 Electrical Manufacturing

220 Envelope
39 Farm Equipment
67 Fertilizer
98 Fire Extinguisher
92 Floor & Wall Clay Tile

193 Folding Paper Box
90 Funeral Supply

134 Gas Appliances
275-3 Industrial Alcohol
107 Ladder

31 Lime
234 Macaroni

103 Mrcnine Tool & Forging
421 Marble Quarrying&Finishing
59 Marking Devices

349 Mayonnaise
175 Medium & Low Priced Jewelry
344 Metal Lath
205 Metal Window
78 Nottingham Lace Curtain

17 6 Paper Distributing
120 Paper & Pulp
204 Plumbing Fixtures
311 Ready Mixed Concrete
366 Retail Monument
410 Retail Rubber Tire&Battery
156 Ruouer Mfg.
20 Salt Producing
114 Scientific Apparatus
167 Set Up Paper Box
102 Shovel, Dragline & Crane

82 Steel Castings
123 Structural Clay Products
249 Tag Manufacturing
23 Underwear & Allied Products

163 Valve Fittings
136 Vitrified Clay Sewer Pipe

458 Wholesale Confectionery

291 Wood Cased Lead Pencil
Totals
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D. APPLICATION OP PRICE PILING CONTROLS TO DISTRIBUTORS

The relation of the price filing requirements of manufacturing codes
to the resellers of products presented constant difficulty in the opera-
tion of price provisions and in LIRA administration of open price plans.

These difficulties can he grouped roughly in two classes, although
they varied somewhat from code to code. They involved:

(1) The possible use of distributors, either
controlled or independent, as a means
of evasion or subterfuge to avoid ad-
herence to filed prices, and

(2) Competitive disadvantages that might arise
because some sales at a given distribu-
tion level were made in accordance with
filed and open prices, while others were
unrestricted either by publicity or the

necessity of adherence to published prices.

The second type of problem was still unresolved, so far as official
NRA policy was concerned, at the close of code operations, although cumu-
lative administrative and economic difficulties had arisen to indicate
the need for some guiding principle to follow in code revisions. (*)

Accounts of pre-NRA open price plans throw little light on the prob-
lems of distributor participation in price filing plans set up by manu-
facturers. This may be explained Vj the circumstances (a) that voluntary
open price systems were usually composed of sellers with common interests

and methods of operation, (b) that they did not bind their members to

current or future prices, and hence left them free at any moment to meet

the prices quoted 'oy those not participating in price filing, and (c)

that since pre-ERA price filing plans rarely included all the manufactur-

ers of a. product, the non-participation of distributors was of relatively

less importance.

The two problems outlined above presented distinct issues of public

regulation, and hence will be discussed separately, even though the perti-

nent code -provisions did not always differentiate clearly between the two

purposes of preventing subterfuge and of eoualizing competitive advan-

tages, and the activities of code authorities pursuant to such provisions

were even less separable.

(*) A committee, under chairmanship of Millard Thorp was appointed

under Office memorandum 333, February 1, 1935, to study and to

conduct hearings on distribution differentials in codes. This

committee included unequal price filing requirements among the

topics for study and report, but no formal recommendations were

ever released as a result of their investigations. The extent

to which complete' publicity was deterred by exemption of dis-

tributors from price filing requirements is treated on pages

104 and 110 of the previous chapter.
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1 . Prohibition of Subterfuge or Evasion of Price Tiling
;

Requirement by Members through Use of Distributors^

The first problem - that of preventing evasion of price filing by
members - was primarily one of compliance and enforcement of price filing
requirements approved by IDA and made mandatory upon code members. De-
liberate evasion of the reouirement of publicity through a controlled
source of distribution, or through collusion with an independent distrib-
utor, was a patent code violation. Kence, the explicit proscription
against such an evasion or subterfuge, when needed, was entirely in keep-
ing with the intent of the price filing requirements of a code, end did
not entail extension of those requirements to groups that had not partic-
ipated in code drafting and were not subject to the provisions.

But even though the principle involved was clear, the coraplience

problem of determining .just when a distributor was controlled, or when
there was actually collusion to defeat the purpose of the price filing,

raised frequent difficulties. In other instances, the prohibition against
subterfuge served to emphasize unequal competitive relations between

member-manufacturers, which led to a demand for controls to bind inde-
pendent distributors, or to delimit the conditions under which member-
manufacturers might deal with such distributors. (*

)

Code provisions forbidding members to utilize distributor channels

as a means of evasion of the price filing requirements were limited in

some cases to sales through wholly-owned or controlled sales affiliates,
or through controlled brokers, agents, or commission salesmen. In other
instances, they were more general, forbidding members to diverge from
filed prices "either directly or indirectly through distributors, or

otherwise". Provisions of the former type were upheld by MRA, and oc-

casional interpretations ascribed such obligation to controlled outlets
even when the code did not specifically bind them to observe the prices
filed by the parent company. - The principal-agent relationship was con-

sidered the governing factor in such cases, with the member company re-

sponsible for the prices of distributors and brokers, when they were
truly acting in the capacity of an agent and did not take title to the

goods. Despite this general attitude, the NBA did not impose the re-

quirement with any consistency. (**
)

Typical code provisions governing controlled outlets were those

contained in the valve and fittings, the metal window, the ready—mixed

concrete,the asphalt shingle and roofing, asbestos, and crushed stone,

sand end gravel codes.

The Valve and Sittings Code (53) Article IV, Sec. 13, provided that

(*) See next section, pages 276 FP

(**) E.g., Foiling and interpretations in the Ca-jt Iron Soil Pipe Indus-

try. See also Item 1126, "Controlled Enterprises", page 13, "T'ork.

materials Ho. 20, by Alvin Brown, Division of Review, "Policy

Statements Concerning Code Provisions and related Subjects."
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"A sale nade by an?/ member of the industry through an affiliated produc-

ing company of such member shall be deemed a sale made by such member."

Desoite this code provision governing affiliates, the problem of other

hinds of controlled outlets caused great difficulty in the valve and

fittings industry. Some of the larger companies, including the Crane

Company, distributed largely through warehouse and branch outlets. The
industry apparently could not agree on an interpretation of their status,

and the deputy administrator did not issue one on his own responsibility.

One resolution of the code authority undertook to deal with the problem
by requiring members to separate the operations of branch houses and con-

trolled warehouses from those of the parent company and to require that

they invoice goods to such controlled outlets at regular filed distribu-
tor prices as a completed sale rather than a bookkeeping transaction.
The ruling further attempted to require the controlled branch or ware-
house to maintain the manufacturer's prices in resale. The deputy ob-
jected to this attempt to treat such outlets in a dual capacity — as

independents in buying and controlled in selling — but apparently accept*
ed the first requirement that they be treated as independent warehouses
or distributors. Such a partial ruling of course, did not resolve the

basic issue of control of resale prices by distributors, although if en-
forced it might have put direct sellers (with controlled outlets) and
those selling through independent distributors and warehouses on an equal
plane of freedom to depart from filed prices in the secondary market.
But the possibilities of' using controlled outlets as a subterfuge to di-
verge from filed prices were too great for this to serve as an entirely
satisfactory solution of the problem.

The plumbing fixtures industry utilized a somewhat similar approach,
requiring manufacturers to segregate their wholesale business and to in-
voice to such departments at prices similar to those filed for indepen-
dents. This was to have been accompanied by a mandatory differential
between wholesale and retail sales, so that the products of all manufac-
turer *s prices to wholesaler plus differential. The fact that this dif-
ferential was not established, and that price-filing in the TTholesale
Plumbing Code (which required maintenance of manufacturer's prices) was
not mt into effective operation contributed to the price filing diffi-
culties in the plumbing manufacturing industry, and the failure of the
device as a stabilizing measure.

The iletal Window Code (205) Article XV defined affiliates and parent
corporations, and stated that, "Any such parent corporations shall be
responsible for the observance by any affiliated corporation of all appro-
priate provisions of this code."(*)

The provisions in the asphalt shingle and roofing and the asbestos
codes were very similar.

The Ready-i.iixed Concrete Code (311) Article VII, Section 2, required
that, "i:o member of the industry shall directly violate this code "oy dis-
posing of his industry products through a middleman whom he controls by
stonk ownership, or any other form of ownership, and who does not adhere

(*) Codes of Fair Competition, As Approved Government Printing Office,
Volume V, page 150.
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to the standards of fair competition established by the code."

The Crushed Stone, Sand and Gravel Code (109) Article VII, ii, stat-
ed that "since the greet volume of industry products is sold by producers
direct to consumers no producer indirectly shall violate this code by
disposing of his products through a middleman whom he controls by stock
ownership or otherwise and who does not adhere to the standards of fair
competition established in this code."

Code provisions that included other than controlled affiliates in
forbidding evasion may be exemplified by those in the Vitrified Clay
Sewer Pipe (136) and the Shovel, Dragline and Crane (102) codes.

Article XIII, Sec, 3, of the former code defined an affiliated com-
pany, and stated that, "No member of the industry shall sell, directly
or indirectly, through an affiliate company or otherwise by any means
whatsoever , any of the products of the industry at a price lower, or at

discounts greater or on more favorable terms of payment than those pro-
vided in his current net price and/or price lists and discount sheets,

so filed with the Committee as aforesaid. " (Underlining Supplied)

Article VII, Sec. 2 of the Shovel, Dragline and Crane Code included
the requirement that, "Any deviation from tne standards set forth in

this Article VII, or any amendments thereto, by any member of the indus-
try, either directly or indirectly through a di stributor, shall be con-

sidered en unfair method of competition and a violation of this code by
such member. " (Underlining Supplied)

Such phrases as "otherwise by c.nj means whatsoever" and "indirectly
through a distributor", failed to make clear the extent to which members
were obligated for the behavior of independent middlemen and the means

which they were to employ in discharging their obligation. Ostensibly,

the provisions applied only to deliberate subterfuge, but they were not

always so interpreted by the industries concerned. Thus, the Business

Furniture Code (88) included in four of its supplementary codes the

following ambiguous provision:

"No member shall sell any industry product contrary to

his published- prices, discounts, or terms of sale; and since

a substantial majority of the industry's products are sold

direct by the manufacturer to the consumer, and since the

purpose and effect of this article would be otherwise defeat-

ed, it shall be an unfair method of competition for any mem-

ber to distribute to the user industry products indirectly

through an agent, dealer, broker, or otherwise, contrary to

his published prices, discounts, or terms of sale."

There is apparent in such a provision the mingled intent to prevent

subterfuge and also to equalize competitive relations at the consumer

level, by making members of the industry responsible for the behavior of

middlemen in preserving tneir published prices and terms of sale. This

provision was interpreted by the code authority to constitute a resale

price maintenance requirement, and caused prolonged controversy between

the Administration and the industry. The problem of equalizing competitive
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positions under the price filing provision was clearly more disturbing

to this group than the problem of preventing subterfuges or evasions of

the price filing requirement. Before relating the experience with this

provision, it is desirable to examine briefly the nature of the problem

of competitive disadvantages arising when distributors are exempt from

price filing requirements of manufacturers' codes.

2. Eliminat ion of Competitive Disadvantage Arising When

Distributors are Exempt from the Price Filing Requirement .

The desire to make distributors subject to price filing requirements

arose most frequently in industries in which direct selling existed side-

by-side with distribution through middlemen. In such industries, manu-

facturers filed prices applicable to ultimate consumers as well as prices

applicable to jobbers and other distributors who bought the products for

resale. So long as the latter were not subject in some way to price pub-

licity, and to restrictions of the price filing plan, they competed in

consumer sales on their own terms, and were able to cut under consumer

prices filed by manufacturers without disclosing their own prices or pric-

ing practices.

A similar situation existed when manufacturers filed prices both to

retailers and to wholesalers while those wholesalers were free to sell to

retailers at any price they chose without prior announcement of publicity.
The complications were perhaps greatest when (as in the business furni-
ture industry) groups of manufacturers used distinct channels of distri-
bution, one group selling direct to the consu.ier through wholly-owned
subsidiaries or retail outlets, or through agents, brokers or commission
salesmen, while others sold through independent wholesalers and/or re-
tailers. The first group would file consumer prices with discounts, and
was forced to adhere to these prices in all sales; the latter group might
file prices in the same manner or might file only to primary distributors.
In either case, if they were not held responsible for the prices of the

independent dealers through whom they marketed their products, the pro-
ducts of the two manufacturers would meet in the consu.ier market, with
the direct seller faced with secret competition from his competitor's
products when they were resold.

The business furniture industry may have anticipated just such a
situation in drafting the provision quoted in the previous section. It

had initially asked for en explicit resale price maintenance clause,
which was denied by the Administration. The modified provision, linked
to the price filing requirement, was substituted. (*) The result was, as
indicated, conflicting interpretation of the code. The industry was suc-
cessful for a period in requiring, adherence 'by dealers to the published
list prices of manufacturers, but was faced with increasing non-compli-
ance from such dealers after the K3A New York Regional Office refused to
interpret the code to mean that members were responsible for maintenance
of published prices through independent resale channels.

(*) The fact that the original proposals of the industry included resale''
price maintenance, mandatory discounts and price differentials as
well as price filing suggests that price control was the primary ob-
jective of the industry.
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The code authority then sought, on plea of an emergency, to incorpor-
ate a provision in the code requiring members to secure resale price
maintenance contracts with dealers, with liquidated damages to be paid by
dealers not conforming to such contracts. The Administration refused to
give its assent to such a proposal, despite the insistence of the code
authority that the only alternative was complete breakdown of the price
filing plan because of the inevitable violations by direct sellers, who
would be forced to meet dealer competition at the consumer level. (*)

a. Policy Consideration Involved.

The type of distributor problem presented to iOA in this instance
involved a somewhat different administrative problem than that of pre-
venting violations of the price filing plan through subterfuge. To in-
sist that price filing requirements be imposed upon groups not otherwise
subject to a code, simply to preserve or to bolster the price regulation
desired by the original code sponsors, and to protect them from competi-
tion from others not subject to the regulation, was not in accord with
NRA's usual policy of allowing an industry to propose its own forms of

regulation and of limiting the jurisdiction of a code to the industry's
own members.

The price filing provisions in NRA codes were ordinarily sought by
industries themselves and were not imposed by the Administration. Since
the JJRA had not chosen to impose price filing on the manufacturer group,
it could not with consistency impose it on a separate distributor group
unwilling to accept it.(**)

(*) For reference to above, see Research and Planning Report, Code

Administration Study of the Business Furniture Industry, Library,

Division of Review; "The qualified resale price maintenance
clause was included to place direct selling manufacturers and
these who sold through dealers on an equal basis, "... "adherence
by dealers to the published list prices of manufacturers has
bee:,, usual. A small minority in the industry, however by con-
sistent non-compliance with Code Authority rules have nearly
caused a breakdown of the entire elaborate control system which
has been set up.

"

(**) Cf. the statement made by Corwin D. Edwards, at the Hearing on

Distribution Differentials, March 14, 1935, Dr. Edwards was asked
by Dr. TTillard Thorp, Chairman, whether he believed that an effort

ought to be made to treat the two groups (jobbers and manufactur-
ers) as far as they do the same tiling, in the same way. Dr.

Edwards indicated general agreement with this point of view, but

made the further point "that the group which has been tied by code

provisions in most cases (since the codes have been written at the

initiative of industry) has chosen to tie itself, and that the

argument for tying an additional group in the name of fairness is

only strong if there is very strong public reason why tying is de-

sirable. The argument for untying the group which is at a competi-

tive disadvantage ought to be the prevailing one in all cases in

which the regulation itself is not clearly a public one; in other
words, in cases in which you would not consider imposing the regu-

lation upon the industries if they did not want it. " Mimeographed

report. "Discussion from Record of Hearing on Distribution Differ-

entials, "-following statement of Consumers' Advisory Board by

Corwin D. Edwards,
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nevertheless, the NHA had shown itself ready, in most cases, to en-

courage price filing provisions under proper restrictions, and to admit
to codes such accessory provisions as seemed necessary to effectuate
then, so long as these did not actually contravene declared policy or

constitute price fixing. This attitude may explain in part the various
compromises and inconsistencies in the treatment of the distributor price

filing problem revealed Doth "by code provisions and "by the administration
review of code authority rulings, and other extra-legal attempts to govern

distributor price filing relations. The frequent inequities resulting
from the exemption of distributors from price filing were recognized,
"but it was also recognized that unless distributors './ere actually made
parties to a vertical code, the effort to bind them to observance of filed
prices led in many cases to resale price maintenance contracts, and/or to

secondary boycotts of distributors not willing to sign such contracts or
to comply with manufacturers' filed prices.

These intended results were apparent in approved code provisions for
a number of industries. In other industries they became apparent only

. ...

„

through subsequent rules and regulations of the code authority, many
of which were without any sanction from the Administration. Still other
industries, faced with complications arising from secret competition Vj
distributors, sought to extend some control over their price quotations
by code amendments or formal interpretations from the USA.

b • Code provisions Hxtending price jiling Requirements
to D i str ibutors

.

In addition to codes including distributors as members of the indus-
try, and hence subject to price filing, code provisions meant to extend
the price filing requirements to the distributor group fall into three
general categories:

1. Provisions making it mandatory for members to secure
contracts from distributors, binding them to abide
by the applicable provisions of the code or by the
manufacturers 1 own filed prices;

2. Provisions permitting members to require such contracts.

3. Provisions forbidding members to sell to distributors
not conforming to the trade practice provisions or
otherwise non-cooperative.

In practical operation, provisions of the two latter types were apt
to lead to mandatory code authority rulings similar in intent and in re-
sults to the mandatory code provisions, unless dealers were ready to co-
operate voluntarily in maintaining open prices, either by filing or by
adhering to the prices filed by their suppliers.

1 . Distributors Included as Members of the Industry

Difficulties in compliance were not infrequent even nhen jobbers
were, by definition, subject to the code and its price filing provisions.
If distributors were numerous and not well organized or if they were
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dealing in many related lines of product, they were little inclined to
conform to detailed price filing requirements. (*

)

Thus the Farm Equipment Code (20) defines the industry as including
those engaged in the "manufacture and/or assembly and/or sale other than
retail," of farm equipment, yet the code authority experienced difficulty
from the very outset in securing price filings from the independent
wholesalers, who claimed that they had had no voice in the code and were
not subject to it. Some account of these difficulties is given in the
Code Administration Study of the Farm Equipment Industry;

jobbers, particularly hardware jobbers, maintained that
they were not subject to the Farm Equipment Code because they
were operating under the General Wholesale Code The files
of the Administration disclose that there was a great deal of
correspondence and discussion relative to the disinclination
of a. certain class of jobbers to comply with the price filing
requirements. (**)

"On April 21, 1934, the Secretary of the Coordinating agency
telegraphed the Assistant Deputy Administrator reouesting a
statement of the position of the Administration regarding job-
bers under the Farm Equipment Code. The telegram particularly
ashed for an opinion regarding the desirability of obtaining
jobbers' assent to the code by requiring as a condition prece-
dent to the granting of jobbers' discounts that jobbers first
assent to the code. The Assistant Deputy Administrator ' s re-
ply of April 22, 1934, recommended making jobbers discounts
dependent upon assent to the code if they were not otherwise
disposed to comply. (***)

Apparently the advice of
=

the assistant deputy administrator was fol-
lowed by the coordinating agency. Farm equipment manufa,cturers were ash-
ed to file lists of their jobbers, and the latter were then asked to give
assent to the code and its fair trade practice provisions, with the under-
standing that they would be refused the jobbers' discounts if they did
not give such assent.

But the controversy did not end with this. There was an exchange of

letters in September, 1934, between the secretary of the Wholesale Hard-
ware Trade Association and the assistant deputy administrator, in which
the former pointed out that it was out of the question to require hardware
wholesalers to file prices on some 700 small or large items of farm equip-
ment, and stated:

that all his contacts with the Administration had impressed

(*) E.g. Scientific apparatus, farm equipment, carbon dioxide, vitri-

fied clay sewer pipe.

(**) Research and Planning, Code Administration Study, The Farm Equip-

ment Industry, Division of Review.

I***) Op. cit. pp. 38 ff
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upon him that the Administration would not countenance any con-

dition whereby manufacturers might e:;ercise any control over the

selling prices of independent wholesalers.

The assistant deputy administrator wrote hack assuring him that "be-

yond any doubt such wholesalers were subject to the Farm Equipment Code

when selling farm equipment. Still a later letter from the Administra-

tion Uember of the coordinating agency (the code authority), dated Febru-

ary 16, 1935, indicated that members of the Hardware Association had not

yet been willing to file prices. (*)

Tlie action taken by the industry in denying jobbers discounts was

tantamount to a boycott of all distributors refusing to comply, and ap-

peal's a questionable method of securing compliance with the price filing

provision despite the fact that jobbers were, according to definition,

included under the code and might have been subject to prosecution for

violation of its provisions.

The funeral supply industry included jobbers as members of the indus-

try, but instead of asking them to file prices, the code made it an un-
fair -practice to "extend to any customer, either retail or jobber dis-
counts and terms differing in any way from the manufacturers' published
discounts and terms." This provision was defended by the Code Authority
Secretary, John Byrne as follows:

It is manifest that manufacturers cannot maintain
volume and quantity discounts if they cannot bind their
jobbers to maintain the same volume and quantity discounts.
There is no reason why jobbers should be permitted latitude
which is denied to manufacturers, particularly in an in-
dustry where manufacturing and jobbing functions are prac-
tically indistinguishable. (**)

The price filing provision of the code refers only to "members" and
does not specifically exempt jobbers from filing prices. This may
"be accounted for by the fact that jobbers were really manufacturing dis-
tributors who filed prices on the product they manufactured and were ex-
pected under the above provision to maintain their suppliers' filed
prices on the products they bought to supplement their own line.

2. mandator;/- Contracts with Distributors

The Iron and Steel Code, Schedule E, Section 4, approved August IS,

1933, contains a provision essentially similar to the amendment proposed
by the Business Furniture Code(t**) and denied by the Administration in
February 1935. It reads as follows:

(*) Op. cit. cage 44.

(**) See Transcript of Public Hearing on proposed code, September 19,
1933, page 85, NRA files. " '

(***) See page 276 above.
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Before any member of the code shall allow any such
deduction to any jobber or sell for resale to any
purchaser who shall not be a jobber. .. such member
shall secure from such jobber or such other purchaser
an agreement substantially in a form theretofore approved
by the Board of Directors. . .thereby such jobber or other
purchaser shall agree with such member (a) that such
jobber or other purchaser will not, without the approval
of the Board of Directors, sell such product to any
third party, and (b) that, if such jobber or such
other purchaser shall violate any such agreement, he
shall pay to the Treasurer of the Institute, in trust
as and for liquidated ^damages the sum of $10. per ton
of any product sold by such' jobber. .

.

The price "at uhich such member might at that time sell such pro-
duct" referred, of course, to the prices filed under the open price
system of the Iron and Steel Code. This was generally recognized as a
bona fide resale price maintenance clause, and was condemned by the

Federal Trade Commission in its two reports on the basing-point system
in the iron and steel industry. (*)

The Lime Code (31) as first approved, contained in Article IV,

Section 1, the following provision:

Unfair Methods of Competition - Transactions with Jobbers
,

Distributors or Brokers . - It shall be an unfair method of
competition for any manufrxturer to create or enter into

relations with any jobber distributor or broker except sub-

ject to the condition that such jobber, distributor, or

broker shall agree to be bound by all the applicable provisions
of the code relating to the sale of the various types of line.

The Code History reports that under this provision the manufac-
turer was responsible for sales by his brokers and jobbers and was
required to see that they complied with the applicable provisions of
the code, thereby eliminating one form of "chiseling" by distributors.

The amended Lime Code omitted this particular provision, but contained
in Article IX, Sections 14 and 15, a classification of jobbers and re-

quirements concerning their treatment under the code. These sections
were stayed in the Order of Approval, a stay regarded by the author of

the Code History as a great mistake in that it permitted "breakdown
of fair competition through the distributor channels," and "jeopardized
the working of the open price policy," by tending to set up "what were

(*) Practices of the Steel Industry under the Code, Senate Document

Ho. 159, Section 14, 15, pp. 35, 38, and Report of the Federal

Trade Commission to the Senate with respect to the Basing Point

System in the Iron and Steel Industry, November 1934, page 10.
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in effect secret prices instead of open prices." (*)

The Cordage and T'r-ine Code, Schedule "A", Cordage and Wrapping

Twine, Section 3, provided that the code authority, with the approval

of the administrator could arrange conferences with all classes of

secondary sellers to establish commissions, trade discounts or allow-

ances based on nature and extent of distributing services and functions.

Subsequent sections provided for mandatory adherence to such schedules

after approval, except that members would be reqxiired to decrease the

allowance to any secondary seller who allowed an excess allowance to a

customer. The decrease was to "equal and not exceed" the decrease given

by the secondary seller. The code also provides for the appointment of

mill agents and distributors under specified conditions, including an

agreement either to abide by code provisions, or to act in the capacity
of exclusive agent. Names of all mill agents and distributors were to

be filed and made known.

The Agricultural Insecticide and [Fungicide Industry Code (Supple-

ment 1 of Code 275) provided in Article V, Section 2 that:

Every member of the industry shall enter into a
written agreement with his jobbers whereby all such
jobbers agree to file price schedules in accordance
with Article VI of this code and abide by the follow-
ing provisions of this Article V, Section

An excerpt from the transcript of the Public Hearing on
February 7, 1234, indicates clearly that the purpose behind this require-
ment was to maintain manufacturers' prices. The draft of the code under
consideration at that hearing stipulated that jobbers agree to abide
^oy Trade Practice i^rovisions. Lir. George Haddock, representative of the

Consumers' Advisory Board, in discussing the industry proposal, remarked
as follows:

The intent of your industry here, it appears to me,
is to compel the jobbers not only to maintain your
fair trade practice provisions, but also to main-
tain your prices to dealers.

Lir. Hitchner, representing the code sponsors, answered:

"That is correct." (**)

(*) Division of Review, Leon H. Harkey, History of the Lime Industry
Code, loage 109. The amended code evidently relied on the customer
classification for control of jobbers rather than the direct agree-
ments previously required. It is not entirely clear whether under
the original code jobbers were required to file their own prices
or to adhere to manufacturers' filed prices.

(**) Transcript of Public Hearing on proposed code for agricultural
insecticide and fungicide industry, p. 140-142 (In NRA files.)
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At a later hearing the deputy administrator in charge of the code,
(Battley) indicated that he was going to ask the industry to revise
the wording of the proposed provision:

It appears that you are trying to establish or may estab-
lish a boycott and while ne do not allow one group to
write a law covering a group not represented here, I think
you can rewrite it so that it will in effect carry out
your intent, without stating definitely that you would
boycott any dealer

The provision, worded as quoted above, was approved on I.Iay 1, 1934
for a period of six months. Even in this revised form it did not re-
move the possibility of boycott through withholding the jobbers' dis-
counts from those jobbers who filed prices not acceptable to supplying
manufacturers. Hence, the requirement that ..jobbers file their own
prices was at best a compromise, possibly accepted in this instance be-
cause of the conditions which led later to emergency price control. (*)

The Cork Industry Code, Article VIII, Section 6, described the

diverse distribution menthods followediinlthat industry, and required
dealer contracts, as follows:

I.-any members of the industry sell their products
through agents, distributors, jobbers, wholesalers,
and/or contractors, while others sell their pro-
ducts directly to the ultimate user. In order to

prevent indirect evasion of this Article VIII by
those members selling through agents, distributors.,
it is hereby provided that the Executive Committee.,

subject to approval of the Code Authority and the

Administrator shall prescribe appropriate forms of
contracts to be entered into between members of the

industry and agents, jobbers. .. (except retailers)
for the distribution of the products of this indus-
try and the observance of such prices and terms as
.those currently filed with the code authority at

which the manufacturer sells such products.

(*) The requirement that members adhere to filed prices was
stayed on July 30, 1934 for a period of 60 days. Cf.

Administrative Order 275-A-6. Later, on November 22, 1934,

the price filing requirement in Article VI (a) was stayed
for 60 days. This was subsequent to an emergency declara-

tion and the determination of lowest reasonable costs for

lead arsenate and calcium arsenate on November 9, 1934,

NRA Files
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Because of the anxiety of the cork manufacturers to bring importers

under the jurisdiction of the corl: code, the definition of the industry

had originally Deen drawn to include primary resellers of the product.

Distributors thus made subject to the code objected that they had no

voice in its drafting- and were not Trailing to be bound lay its provisions,

including the requirement that they sign contracts to maintain manufac-

turers' filed prices. Their protests were upheld by the legal adviser

on the code and an amendment to the code definition was approved in

September, 1934, excluding distributors from code membership.

But the industry was still intent on requiring individual manufac-
turers to bind their distributors by contracts. The corh insulation
division drew up a prescribed form for such contracts to be utilized by
its members, and submitted it for NBA. approval. The contracts nere op-

posed by certain advisers to the Deputy and the matter was referred to

the advisory council for consideration and recommendation to the nation-
al Industrial Recovery '.Board. The council recommended against approval
of the suggested contract form, which followed the existing code provi-
sion in providing that distributors should maintain the prices currently
filed by their suppliers, but proposed a substitute compromise plan by
which distributors would be ashed to sign contracts obligating them to

file their own prices and to adhere to them. This recommendation vras

accepted by the National Industrial Recovery Board and led to the
amendment of the code in January, 1935, and the substitution of a new
provision governing contract relationships with distributors. This
provision was limited to SO days unless 75 3 of distributors representing/
85;j by volume indicated their willingness to accept such contracts.
The code authority enlisted the votes of 127 largely exclusive agencies,
in support of the plan. Only one opposing vote was recorded, a result
not surprising, inasmuch as their eligibility to vote (as distributors)
was determined by the Code Authority itself. After the provision was
approved other distributors could either sign the agreement or be re-
fused distributor discounts.

The intent of this provision was exactly the same as that of the
one originally in the code, although the means were modified. The
ostensible freedom of distributors to file their own prices was limited
by the possibility of boycott, or the denial of the distributor dis-
counts to any distributor presuming to file prices lower than those of
his supplier. The compromise recommended by the council was reminiscent
of the attitude of the deputy administrator who sought to reword a
similar requirement in the Agricultural Insecticide Industry Code so
that it would not actually state that members would boycott non-cooper-
ative distributors but would effectively limit price competition from
that source.

The period during which this provision was effective was too short
to supply evidences as to whether there would have been need to disci-
pline distributors by such means or whether the existence of potential
economic pressure would have been adequate to secure continued coo^era-
tion. (*)

^
(*) For references for above, see "Manufacturers 1 Control of Distri-

bution: A Study of Trade Practice Provisions in Selected 1JRA.

Codes," Division of Review, March 1, 1936, Part II, Ch. II.
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The Code for the Carbon Dioxide Industry, as approved on
May 4, 1934, contained in Article IV, Section 4, Contractual Relation-
ship with Jobbers and/or Distributors, the requirement that every
member of the industry enter into a written a&bement with his jobbers
and/or distributors within the metropolitan areas of plant and/or ware-
house cities, whereby the latter would agree to file price schedules
and to abide by certain other fair trade practice provisions. It also
required that members of the industry file a copy of each agreement
with the code authority. This provision was to remain in effect for
only six months unless extended "bj the administrator. (*)

It was extended by two Administrative Orders, (275-33-18,
December 3, 1934 and 275-B-19, January 2, 1935) until January 30, 1935,
when it was allowed to lapse after a hearing on December 20, 1934, be-
cause of continued opposition from small manufacturers and independent
jobbers.

The provision was urged by the code sponsors, the Carbon Dioxide
Institute, on the ground that members of the industry often sold to

retailers, and that secret price cutting would persist, if the resale
prices of the jobbers were unknown. The Research and Planning Division
was willing to approve the provision only for a limited trial period,
stating its reason for opposing it as follows:

This division is opposed in principle to any attempt
to bind jobbers or other distributors to comply with
terms of manufacturers' codes. We believe that such ,

action, in connection with operation of an open price
system, might result in resale price maintenance, re-
straint of trade among distributors and consequent
exploitation of consumers. (**)

Repeated charges of monopoly in this industry, alleged misuse of
the price filing provision to effect customer classification, and com-
plaints that dominant manufacturers were using controlled distributors
to foment price wars and drive independent distributors out of business,
led finally to amendment of the Carbon Dioxide Code to substitute the

provisions of Office Memorandum 228, and to the investigation of the

price filing o-oerations mentioned in an earlier section of the study.

(*) See Order of Approval, and Report to the President in Approved
Code No. 275 - Supplement No. 2

(**) Carbon Dioxide Industry, Volume A and 33, Report of the

Research and Planning Division, April 11, 1934
(In Code Record Files)
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The report of the Investigator substantiated in largo measure the

charges of attempted price control through the neons indicated. (*)

The order approving the Code for the TTood Cased Lead Pencil Lianu-

facturing Industry stayed many of the provisions governing pricing
practices, discounts, differentials, etc. , including one meant to hind
dealers to observe resale prices filed by manufacturers. Article X,

Section 14, ordered members to abstain from giving discounts of more
than 26 per cent off list on pencils retailing at five cents or less,
until they obtained written agreements from dealers stating that they

would" not, without the consent of the code authority, sell to the con-

sumer at less than the member's filed list price. These agreements
were to stipulate further that the dealer would in turn require a like
agreement from any dealer to wham he resold the merchandise. The pen-
alty for non-observance of such agreements 'by the dealer was to reduce
the applicable discount rate to 25 per cent off list. Dealers that

executed, delivered and complied with the agreements were to receive a
discount of 40 per cent off list. Manufacturers would, of course, have
been in violation of the code if they had not required such agreements.

The essential hoycott element in this arrangement through the use
of an unfavorahle trade discount is more apparent when it is noted that
the code made no functional distinction between wholesalers and retail-
ers, but designated both types of outlets as "dealers", and put all
price differentials on a volume basis. The code sponsors insisted that
it was not practical in that industry to distinguish between wholesalers
and retailers.

0pposit3on.:to the control provision of the_.co;de binding dealers to

manufacturers' list prices was registered by the National .Retail Dry
Goods Association, mail order houses, and chain stores which insisted
that it constituted resale price maintenance. (**)

(*) Research and Planning investigation of price Piling and Customer
Classification in the Carbon Dioxide Industry, May 20, 1S35, by
Al P. O'Donnell, Division of Review. The report was completed
only at the time of the Schecter Decision and hence there was no
administrative action based upon its findings.'

(**) See summary of "report on "Distribution Problems in the TTood Cased
• Lead Pencil Industry, prepared by Mr. A. A. Kimball, Distribution
Relations Unit, p. 26,"lJRA files.

"Another set of provisions, which provided for resale
price maintenance provided a boycott upon dealers
who failed to contract to maintain such .resale prices .

and to sell only to such other dealers as made similar
agreements through the use of an unfavorable trade
discount They were severely criticized by certain
dealer organizations as an invasion of the rights of
non-members of the industry "
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Although the open price filing provision of this code was not
among those stayed when the code was approved, the code authority made
no attempt to put price filing into effedt after it was unable to get
the minimum price schedule approved and the suspended marketing rules
reinstated. Presumably the industry program for price control v;as made
ineffective by their suspension. Nine months later the price filing-
provision and a provision barring the price discrimination between cus-
tomers of the same class were stayed at the request of the code author-
ity. It is not possible to say just uhich provisions vrere deemed essen-
tial to the effective operation of price filing, but the inability to
require dealers to maintain the filed list prices t7as obviously one
factor leading to the decision to abandon price j^ublicity.

The Asbestos Code, Article VII, Section 5, provided that each Sub-
Division could through its sub-code authority set a date after which no
member of the division could

sell to any buyer for resale more than one small intro-
ductory order unless the buyer has agreed in rrriting
(l) to make no improper use of the members' merchandis-
in g plans, prices, terras and/or conditions of sale or
otherrra.se misrepresent the policies or products of the
member; (2) to sell from a list no higher than that from
r/hich the products vre re .purchased (3) to observe all of
the provisions of this code insofar as they are applica-
ble.

"To make improper use of" a member's prices or merchandising plan
was interpreted to mean selling at a lower price or on more favorable
terms. The whole provision contenrolated control over consumer prices
and distributor margins in connection with mandatory discount schedules.

The brake lining division tried at various times throughout the

code period to establish control over distributors, affiliates and job-

bers by means of such written agreements, but was never completely
successful. (*) The first classification for national and territorial
distributors adopted in November 1933 prohibited sales to them until

(*) Subsidiaries or affiliates of the manufacturer were included
under Asbestos Code by the definition of industry in Article II,

Section 5. Hot all of the affiliates were owned or controlled
by the manufacturer, but were rather private brand buyers, and
regional distributors. Prolonged discussion between 1IRA and

the code authority about the proper definition of subsidiaries

and affiliates made their status as regards the code require-

ment somewhat uncertain and resulted in numerous shifts in

treatment of them, as noted below
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they subscribed in wfriting to the code and merchandising plan. (*)

On several occasions, and as late as June 1934, effective dates
for "buyers' agreements were set hut were withdrawn in each case because
of the impossibility of securing approval of the plan and the simulta-
neous application of the requirement to all resellers, under arrange-
ments wthat wouLd be mutually satisfactory to members using different
channels of distribution.

About a month after the requirement vas first put in operation,
one large national distributor, national automotive parts and acces-
sories, refused to accept the discount provided by the merchandising
plan and succeeded in having the whole arrangement considered in a
Public Hearing held by ITBA, January 10, 1934. Inasmuch as ERA would
not approve the discount requirement, the industry also abandoned for
the time the attempt to enforce the contracts required by the merchan-
dising plan. Members selling to jobbers were reluctant to bind themselves
to^required resale price maintenance agreements, so long as sales affili-
ates, regional distributors, equipment manufacturers and other were not
also forbidden to sell to jobbers without contracts to maintain filed
prices.

Throughout the code period members rrere particularly concerned
with the possibility that the affiliates would get out of hand, and
disregard the marketing practices and prevailing prices of the members
of the industry, or would be used ^y some of the members to evao.e the
price provisions of the merchandising plan. In several instances these
sales affiliates marketed the entire production of several members and
thus operated in a capacity similar to an o^med sales organization.
In general, it appears that the fears of the industry were unfounded
and that except for low-priced popular products, v.'hich passed through
several intermediate distribution steps, the list prices and discounts
filed by the members of the industry were observed ~by the various
classes of trade. During the early part of the code, before any dis-
pute as to the definition of affiliates, they were considered members
of the industiy and filed their own prices and discounts to the various
classes of trade. Later they were regarded as preferred customers and
bound by agreements to observe the schedules filed "ay their suppliers. (**)

(*) The latter was not officially approved by NRA until August 8,1934,
but except for the discount schedule was in effect from ilovember,
1933.

(**) Divices Affecting Distributive Relations in the Drake Lining
and Related Friction Products Division of the Asbestos Industry,
a study by Clayton Gehman, Trade Practice Studies,
Division of Review.
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3. Provisions Permitting hembers to Require Contracts
from Distributors

Permissive price maintenance contracts were provided for by the
Copper and Brass Mill Products Code as a means for preventing the break
dov/n of the open price structure. The provision reads in part as
follows:

Whereas, the great preponderance of sales "by manufacturers
in this industry is made without the intervention of dis-
tributors and the sale by distributors where such services
are used, at a price less than the manufacturer's published
price schedules would unfairly break dovm the open price
structure provided for in Article V hereof, any manufac-
turer may enter into an agreement with a distributor by
which such distributor may agree that he will sell the
products purchased from such manufacturer at not less
than the prices contained in the published price schedules
of such manufacturer in effect at the tine of any such
sale. (*)

(*) Code for the Copper and Brass iiill .Products Industry, Article VI.,

Codes of Pair Competition , As Approved, Government Printing
Office, Vol. II, p. 295. (Underlining supplied)
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The importance of this provision to the industry and its function

as a corollary to the open price provision was set forth in detail in

a statement of the code authority presented at the Hearing on Distribu-

tion Differentials, January 9, 1935. Declaring that the intent of the

provision was identical with that of the price filing requirement - the

prevention of discrimination among customers - the statement urged

that such agreements were necessary to prevent distributors and their

customers from obtaining an unfair advantage over the manufacturer and

his customers.

It is apparent that this provision is, in

this industry, a necessary corollary of the

open price provision of the code. The

granting of secret discriminatory prices "by

distributors is just as objectionable as the

granting of discriminatory prices by manu-

facturers, and it is just as productive of

evil results in the industry The effect

is the same whoever does it - the re-estab-

lishment of unusual treatment, and the re-
sulting pressure for special favor from all

customers.

If a distributor were permitted to give

discriminatory prices to certain favored
customers or to lower prices to all custo-

mers below the prices charged by his supply-
manufacturers, the probably result would
be either a greatly increased production of

sales through distributors, or the abandon-
ment by the manufacturers of the open price
provisions of their code and the return to

the discriminatory practices which have here-
tofore been prevelant in the industry. (*)

A series of code authority resolutions pursuant to the dis-
tributor provision in this code were passed at the code authority
meeting on January 24, 1934, after the first filing of prices on

December 11, 1933, The most significant of these resolutions
tended to make mandatory ''oy boycott the permissive action autho-
rized by the code;

Resolved that manufacturers after March 1

shall not sell to distributors who have
not signed the Distributors' Agreement. (**)

(*) Transcript of Hearing on Distribution Differentials, March 14, 1935,

MA files. Although emphasis is placed here on discriminatory prices,

it should be noted that lo^er prices by distributors were generally
condemed.

(**) This resolution and other date included in this aection are drawn

from Minutes of the Executive committee for the copper and brass mill

products industry, for the dates indicated, These minutes are on file

in the MA files.
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At this same meeting the counsel for the industry suggested the
desirability of writing. to the Southern Hardware Distributors Association
suggesting that they obtain a modification of the decree previously
imposed by the Department of Justice so that its member might be enabled
to sign the distributors' agreements.

Some delay was encountered in putting the agreements into effect in
the- industry but action to that end was quite general and' quite effective.
It was reported at the meeting on March 30, 1934. (three and one-half
nonths after the first date of filing) that only seven of the 34 manu-
facturers having distributors had followed the requirement of the

sxecutive committee in including on their price schedule a statement of
policy concerning resale contracts. But even than a total of 3,375 dis-
tributor agreements (including many duplications) -'ere reported as

signed, with 541 cases in which agreements had not been signed. It was
iroted at that meeting that the secretary should ask- members to submit a
List of all distributors, and a further meeting to consider the distri-
butor situation was called for April 12, 1934. At- this meeting the

sxecutive committee was directed to compile records of the distrioutors
to determine whether each one was carrying out his agreement. The
committee confirmed this action at the meeting on April 27, 1934. (*)

On September 11, 1934, a new form of distributor agreement was
recommended by the sub-committee on trade practices, which stipulated,
inbrief, that in consideration of receiving his trade discount, the

iistributor would undertake (1) not to consume the goods for his own
or his affiliates use and (2) not to resell the goods at less than the

schedules prices of the manufacturer filed with the Executive Committee.

At this same meeting a report was made on the status of the filing
of lists of sales agents and distributors with the executive committee.

Dhis may throw some light on the extent to which manufacturers were

cooperating in the effort to control distributor prices:

Sales Agents Distributors
.Request for lists 52 51

Lists filed 33 25

Manufacturers having none 16 14

Manufacturers not yet filing
or reporting 3 12

Total 52 51

On November 7, 1934,. only three companies were reported as failing

to file lists of sales agents in accordance with the executive committee

ruling.

No later figures on the number ot proportion of distributors signing

agreements were found, but the report of the code authority at the

hearing on distribution differentials, (**) would indicate a relatively

successful experience in that respect.

(*) The minutes of the May meeting were not located in the files, so

that the results of this compilation are not available.

(**) See page 290 above.
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Some account of difficulties encountered in securing compliance

with the agreements, and mention of a Federal Trade Commission inquiry

concerning the price maintenance agreements, are contained in the Code

History for the Copper and Brass Mill products Industry. (*)

Violations- of the agreement were apparently most flagrant in the

metropolitan area of New York and occurred in the sale of brass pipe.

Shortly "before the termination of code activities, members of the

industry cancelled their agreements in that area for the sale of such

pipe.

The fact that distributors were really not subject to the jurisdic-

tion of the Code Authority of the Copper and Brass Mill Products Industry

but were members of the code for the copper, Brass and Related Alloys

Trade, made it necessary to rely on the manufacturer for enforcement of

his own agreements. Tffpon the presentation of evidence of the failure of

a distributor to maintain the prices of any manufacturer with whom he

had an agreement, the code authority would attempt to find the member

'guilty of violation of Article IV, Section 2 of the Code, which required

all manufacturers to "adopt and maintain fair and equitable uniform
contract terms and conditions to be established by the executive

committee" or else to interpret his neglect to enforce his contracts as

evidence of an intent to evade price schedules by subterfuge*

It would appear that the joint action of members of the industry

in seeking to enforce contracts binding distributors to maintain manu-

facturers' prices was in all probability "restraint of trade" within
the meaning of the lederal Trade Commission Act, since the code pro-

vision as approved was permissive to individuals and was not mandatory.
Certainly the resolution to boycott non-signers went beyond the authority
granted in the code. The Code History reports that an examiner for the

Federal Trade Commission called upon the deputy administrator in charge
of the code for information relative to the contract agreements, because

N a complaint alleging resale price maintenance without code authorization
'had been filed with the commission, lo report of the Commissions find-
ings was made to the Deputy prior to the termination of the code,(**)

In this connection, as with enforcement of compliance cases cited
to the MA compliance division, the permissive character of the authori-
zing provision might have had significant import, but as a matter of
practical operation within the industry it was little different from the
mandatory requirements cited in the previous section, and was apparently
even more successful. (*)

(*) -Page .141 .

(**) Code History, p. 141 ,

(***) The Gasoline Pump Industry Code, Amendment 1, also provided for
permissive contracts.
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4. Provisions Forbidding Members to Sell to Distributors
Hot Conforming to Trade Practice Provisions, or Fon-
Cooperative .

The increasing reluctance of &RA to admit resale price maintenance
clauses into codes may account for a number of vague code provisions
designed to accomplish "oy indirect means the control of distributors 1

price quotations in accordance with manufacturers' filed prices. The
business furniture industry was one case in point. The fire extinguish-
ing appliance industry and the carpet and rug industry code provisions
likewise imposed obligations on manufacturers, without affording any
clear basis for enforcing that obligation,

The Fire Extinguishing Appliance Code (No. 98) Article VII,
Section 11, page 7, entitled Destructive Marketing, prohibited as' an
unfair method of competition

Continuing to supply .any trade factor whose
practices are duly proved to be destructive
of the market at prices which enable him to

continue destructive marketing.

The code elsewhere provided for the establishment, subject to

I\filA approval, of definitions of trade factors and appropriate differen-
tials for the declared purpose of preserving "stability in the primary
and secondary markets." It may be assumed that this was also the intent
of the section quoted above. (*)

"Destructive marketing" to distributors was interpreted by the
code authority to mean deviation from the list prices filed by manu-
facturers. Bulletin announcements required, among other things, the

use of uniform resale contracts and the filing of distributor agreements
with an impartial agency. It was voted on March 10, 1934, to limit dis-
tributors per manufacturer per state to six, with a total of 85 jobbers
or distributors for any one manufacturer. The requirement that destruc-
tive marketing beMuly proved" was evidently not interpreted by the

Code Authority to require submission of proof to the I'TRA, "or there is

no record of any case being considered, although threats of prosecution
for code violation ^ere reported to have been used to secure compliance.

The assistant deputy, under date of May 9, 1935, alluded in a letter
to the code authority to the efforts of the industry to control the

selling activities of distributors through requirements that manufactures'
filed prices be maintained. On May 13, 1934, the General Fire Truck

Corporation -^rote to the assistant deputy administrator of the code

asking whether manufacturers had the right under the Fire Extinguisher
Appliance Code to insist upon a jobber or dealer maintaining the retail
prices which had been established ^oy filing with the code authority.

The deputy replied on May 17, 1934 with the statement that resale price

maintenance was not sanctioned by any provision of the Code. He indica-

ted that Article VII, Sec. 11 (quoted above), forbade a manufacturer to

(*) See p. 251 aoove for further account.
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continue to supply a joboer or denier whose practice "^as destructive at

prices permitting destructive practices "only upon the official finding

by N.R.A. that factual evidence revealed the actual existence of such a

condition. "(*)

A complaint filed with the Federal Trade Commission on April 4, 1935,

charged collusive price fixing, and alleged that members of the industry

were refusing, to sell to jobbers who would not agree to maintain resale

prices. The Code -History for the Fire Extinguisher Industry indicates

that this boycotting of recalcitrant distributors was not uncommon, and

that if effectively ended their activity in cutting prices. (**)

Article VII, Section 1 of the Code for the Carpet and Rug Industry

stated that: . .'•
Inasmuch as the members of the Industry
control a preponderant snare of the dis-

tribution of carpets and rugs to retailers
and consumers, ^hich distribution is to be

governed by the following trade practices,

it shall be an unfair trade practice for

any member of the industry to distribute
through intermediate channels in such a

manner as shall create unfair competition
as defined in Articles VII, VIII, and IX
with members of the Industry distributing
direct to the retailers and consumer.

The price filing requirement is included in the above prohibition
in Article VII. This provision was interpreted by the Code authority
to require -resale price maintenance by wholesalers, thereby preventing
them from giving more favorable prices to retailers than were allowed
by manufacturers selling direct. This interpretation .was enforced by
the practice of allowing to approved wholesalers afunctional discount
from the base price quoted to retailers, while limiting the latter to

the general discounts based on volume allowances to both. wholesalers
and retailers which were., according to the Code, to be filed at the •

beginning of the season, with the agent of the code authority. Des-
pite the efforts of manufacturers to eliminate price competition from
wholesalers and at the same time to protect their differential, occasion-
al complaints indicated that certain wholesalers continued to grant more
favorable discounts to retailers than were granted by direct sellers.

But the plan was successful enough to cause charges of price-fixing and
of the maintenance of uniform list, prices and discounts to be made by
the national Retail Dry Goods Association. These charges were later
docketed with the Federal Trade Commission for investigation. Such
price control as was maintained obviously depended to a large extent on

(*) Letters, of dates indicated, berween Assistant Deputy Administrator
Hand and General Fire Truck Corporation, !TRA files.

(**) Pp. 54, 65.
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the combination of open filed prices (plus a seven day waiting period) and
the resale price maintenance requirement read into Article VII, Section
1, quoted above. (*)

5. Requests fo r C ode Amendments or other Sanctions
to Bind Distributors to ^iled Prices

Several industries, faced with the problem of secret competition
from distributors, brought complaints to the l^A or asked remedial
action in the form of interpretations or amendments. The ecords do

not always indicate to what extent these industries had tried to help
themselves before appealing to the Administration. Many ot these appeals
came during the later montns of IvERA and resulted in no definitive action
pending decisions on contemplated code revisions after June 16, 1935.

The Code Authority for the Mayonnaise Industry proposed early in

1935 an amendment to Article X of their code, which -would require
manufacturers to secure contracts from dealers, alternatively binding
them to file prices or to observe their suppliers' prices. The provi-
sion, -"hich was considered at a Public Hearing on April 12, 1935, read
in part as follows:

(a) Inasmuch as 69f£ of the products of the Industry
is sold by members. . .direct to retailers, and the

remainder is sold to non-members for the purpose of

resale to retailers, therefore, in order to further

carry out and safequard the principles of open price

competition, any sale of the products of the industry

to a trade buyer other than a retailer shall

be made by the member under a contract whereon

such trade buyer shall- agree either to resell

such products in strict accordance with the

current price list filed with the Code Authority

by the member selling such trade buyer or to

resell in strict accordance with his own price

list which shall have been filed with the Code

Authority by such trade buyer in accordance

with and following the procedure provided for

members, of the Industry in Section 1 and 2 of

Article X.

(b) Such contract shall further provide fhat

said trade buyer shall not make or permit to be

made (underlining supplied) any direct or

indirect price concession to retailers. Said

term "direct or indirect price' means variation

from the current price list governing the sales

of such trade buyer and then on file with the

Code Authority whether by means of a rebate,

brokerage refund, credit concession, allowance,

payment, special service free deal, gift or any

other means whatsoever

(*) The records ezamined do not indicate that this provision was ever

officially interpreted by ERA.
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The amendment would h^ve provided further that all industry

members must complete the placing under contract of trade buyers within

thirty; days after the effective date of the amendment.

The controversies over this proposed amendment ^ere "bitter and it

Fas never acted upon b' the IRA. The code authority, in Release No.

47, issued in Karen, 1935, defended it on the grounds th^t it would
prevent destructive price cutting by a few distributors, "a condition
which has long retarded this industry from securing the full benefit

of cost recovery "

When questioned at the Public Hearing as to the intent and possible
effects of the amendment, Mr, W. F. Tuttle, Chairman of the Code

Authority, denied tha.t there would be resale price maintenance or price-
fixing so long as distributors were free to file their own prices, and
said that the proposal was designed only to carry the open price system
to its logical conclusion. An essentially similar provision in the

pasteurized and processed cheese ' industry , which had been approved by
the NIRB after consideration by the Advisory Council, was cited as a
precedent for the provision by the Advisory Council, was cited as a pre-
cedent for the provision.

The u. S. Tnolesale G-rocers Association filed a brief opposing
the amendment, claiming tha.t it provided, in effect, for resale price
maintenance. The Rational Food and Grocery Distributors also objected,
stating they could not see the reasons "for requiring wholesale grocers
to file their resale prices under the Mayonnaise Code as wholesalers
(if this alternative be chosen) unless the purpose is to boycott such
wholesalers as do not sell at prices dictated by .the- manufacturers. "(*)

Other opponents of the amendment, including K, R, Pearsall of the

B. F. Pearsall Butter Co., Elgin, 111,, protested that the amendment would
work to the detriment of the small men by eliminating entirely the
possibility of the small manufacturer selling new jobbers or wholesalers
after the latter had been contracted by manufacturers of nationally-
known brands.

The large manufacturers have representatives in all
sections of the country. They are better able to

contact and to contract their distributors and
can do it more quickly than the rest of us—They
(wholesalers) are not willing to contract them-
selves so they or we will be fined if there is

any deviation for any purpose, (**)

In general, it appeared that the manufacturers and distributors
of leading brands were in favor of the amendment while. others were not.

(*) Transcript of Public Hearing on proposed Amendment .to Mayonnaise
Code, April 12, 1935, pp. 94 ff. ERA files

(**) Ibid.
•
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Although the amendment ™as still pending at the time of the Supreme
Court decision, it was apparent that the deputy administrator in 'charge
of the code was not in sympathy with the proposal. In one memorandum,
dated April 15, 1935, he referred to the amendment as an attempt on the
part of the manufacturers to legislate for distributors, which he did
not believe could, be legally done, and as a type of provision which
would centralize power into the hands of the manufacturer in such a
way as to permit monopolistic practices* if such were desired. (*)

Evidently the proposal to extend control over distributors by
means of this amendment was resorted to by the mayonnaise industry only
after the failure of former efforts to control through the customer •;

classification provisions of the code.(**)

The valve and fittings industry has, in its early code proposals,
submitted a provision setting forth a resale price maintenance policy
as an accompaniment to defined customer classes and fixed trade dif-
ferentials. Neither the resale price maintenance nor .the fixed dif-
ferentials .were permitted in the approved code.

After more than a year of code operation, with various attempts
to stabilize the price structure in the primary and secondary markets
of the industry through price filing and customer classification, the
code authority on January 31, 1935, authorized the chairman to appoint
a. committee to develop a contract plan irTith distributors. This com-
mittee, called the Producer-Distributor Relationships Committee, was
appointed on February 7, 1935, for the purpose of establishing rules
and regulations for the sale of products of the industry in the secondary
market. The committee worked in cooperation with a group of distribu-
tors(***)and worked out a plan which ~'ould have provided for a contract-
ual relationship between producer and distributor, with a price schedule
attached to indicate the producer's direct selling price for these pro-
ducts to those in- the secondary market. Distributors were under the pro-
posed plan to require similar contracts from those resellers to whom they

sold. A report of this committee was scheduled for presentation at the

meeting of 'the code authority on May 23, 1935, out tne plan was never
forwarded to the Administration. (****)

(*) Memorandum from Deputy Administrator Irvin Moise to Assistant

Deputy L. S. Dame.

(**) See pp. 245-247 above for details of these efforts.

(***) The group is not clearly identified but was presumably the Vavle
and Fittings Committe of the Central Supply Association, which had pre-

viously complained of the discounts given them by manufacturers, and

that distributors were not accorded prices more favorable than those

to government agencies. Meetings were held on March 18, 19, and 29,

1935.

(****)Code History of the Valve and Fittings Industry, Division of

Review, p. 39.
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3. Extra-legal Attempts To Bind Distribution to Filed Price

Many of the efforts at distributor control cited in preceding

sections have exceeded the grant of power contained in the code, but they

have all derived in some degree from interpretations of code provisions.

In the absence of official MA determination in particular instances, it

is not possible to indicate with any degree of finalty just which

activities were illegal extensions of code powers. For that reason, the

examoles were grouped in accordance with the ostensible enabling provi-

sions of the code, even though supplementary code authority activities

would not be justified by them.

,
There remains a further group of examples of attempted distributor

control that do not fit any of the above categories, and. depend very

slightly, or not at all on explicit code sanctions. In some instances

they nrere patently extra-legal. In other instances, they were achieved
by cooperative tactics in connection with price filing, but not clearly
contrary to the code.

Thus, the fertilizer industry succeeded "by voluntary action" on

the paat of producers in connection with their filed price schedules in

substituting in each sales territory except one the commission agency
system for the independent dealer system. By this means, manufacturers
were able to control their resale prices, and effectively to eliminate
price, competition from their dealers. This change was accomplished
largely by vote of regional committees (authorized in the code to re-

commend to the code authority uniform marketing practices for submission
to the HRA) and was then put into effect by a series of revisions of

price schedules, following a process akin to price leadership. Approval
of- these recommendations by K~1A was not asked, nor did it appear necessary
to effectuate the action agreed upon through industry vote. The secretary
of the code authority attributed the change largely to the example of one
dominant producer who quoted prices delivered- to- the farm, and to the

desire of manufacturers to eliminate the alleged practice among distri-
butors of playing one manufacturer against another for better discounts,
without passing on the resulting .saving to the ultimate consumer.

The explanation of the process of change is plausible enough
and in keeping with the observed price revisions. But the obvious pur-
pose of the change, and its necessary result, was to establish complete
control over dealers' prices and to maintain the price schedules filed
by producers. This change admittedly facilitated the administration of
the price filing plan and contributed to the desired price stabilization
for the industry. (*)

The gas appliance industry attempted in various ways to xtend
price filing control over jobioers and distributors first by declaring them
subject to the code and its price filing requirements, and then by
industry boycott of distributors not willing to abide by manufacturers*
filed prices*

(*) For reference see Division of Review, Preliminary Report on the
Fertilizer Industry by A. F. O'Donnell, Summary p. xix and The Study
of price Filing in the Fertilizer Industry, by Simon Whitney,
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The code as approved on November 27, 1933, defined the industry
to include manufacturing, assembling -nd "Selling of .. .appliances to re-
tailers, wholesalers and consumers, but not including selling at -retail.

"

Original instructions for price filing were issued in rules established
at the meeting of the code authority on December 4, 1933, These were
bulletined to the industry on December 8, 1933. Thev made no mention of
filing by distributors, or jobbers but referred generally to employers
engaged in the "manufacture and sale" of specified products. Bulletin
No. 13, entitled Distributors and Jobbers, was issued March 2, 1934. It
declared that distributors and jobbers were specifically included as
part of the code and were "required to file prices" and otherwise to
comply with all its provisions.

The bulletin continued further by asking each manufacturer to
furnish the code authority immediately with the names of all wholesalers,
distributors and jobbers through whom he distributed, and asked jobbers
"to cooperate with the committee as their code authority." Those who
questioned the propriety of the request were invited to consult NRA
officials, specifically the chief of the Classifications Section. (*)

This bulletin was, according to the code Administration Study
of the Gas Appliances Industry, based on an unwarranted interpretation
of the industry definition. (**) This opinion was shared by the author
of the Code History, -who stated that distributors and jobbers of gas
appliances did not participate in the formulation of the code,, and that
the Gas Appliance Institute, which presented the code was ttruly represen-
tative only of manufacturers. (***)

The Metal Window Industry Code, as approved on January 13, 1934
defined only one class of resellers under the term "dealer. " At the
January 23, 1934, meeting of the code authority, definitions of two

classes of "distributors" were approved by the code authority and a
ruling was passed requiring manufacturers to file lists of such
distributors, together with affidavits from each sales outlet so classi-
fied, such affidavits to include:

(*) prior to this, the committee had passed a resolution on February
14, 1934, that prices filed by manufacturers of gas water heaters
should be distributed to manufacturers only and that prices filed by
jobbers and distributors should be distributed to jobbers and distribu-
tors only. Apparently some jobbers and distributors had already filed
and the bulletin was meant to improve compliance. Ho record of a

ruling by the Classification Division was noted.

(**) Code Administration -Study of the Gas Appliance Industry, by A. B.

Fridinger, Research and Planning. .

(***) Code History, page 151 of first draft, incomplete on February

1, 1936, See page 245 above, for description of attempted control of

distributors' behavior through customer classification provisions.
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". . . . .agreements, to Maintain all provisions of the

incus cry code so far as concerns the observance of

published scheduler issued by his principal. These
affidavits shall he renevred at the end of each
calendar year*

"

In a later ruling, issued in the code authority bulletin of harch
£» 193^i it mas declared that "dealer-agents" tool: the sane status
as direct employees, and nust a/here to the trade pra-ctice provisions
of the code rrhich forbade the sale of industry prooucts on terns more
favorable to the buyer than the published discounts of the manufacturer.
This ruling va.s reiterated in a later bulletin, dated April IS, 153^»
Inasmuch as this ruling on the statics of dealers e.mceeded the provisions
of the definition, it uas repudiated ^j the Assistant Deputy Administrator
in charge of the Code in a letter to the code authority on July IS, 1S3^»
This letter stated.

"It was the unanimous opinion of the acvisers that the
ruling.,,... is incorrect and should he withdrawn. The
a.dvisers believe that "lien a. dealer purchases manufacture 5.

products, takes title to them, and assumes credit rishs
in connection with resale, all control of the products
passes out of the hands of the manufacturer, and that
the manufacturer therefore, so fa.r as the code is con-
cerned, cannot control resale orice~. Under the above
conditions, the so-called Dealer-Agent is not a. member
of the hetal Window Industry and is therefore not sub-
ject to the provisions of the "ietal 7indo^ r Code,"(*)

The Vitrified Clay Sever Pipe Code contains no resale price
maintenance clause, (**) Yet approximately three weeks after the code tias

approved, D, II. Strickland, hanarer of the Vitrified Clay Products In-
stitute, addressed a, letter to jobbers and —holesa.lers, readi:. ; in part
as follows:

"Gentlemen: On Dec. S I sent you a. cop _r of the Code
of Pair Competition for the Vitrified Clay Pipe hanu-
facturing Industry,

"Today I am sending you provisions which govern the
resale of this Industry's merchandise. Though man-
datory, the provisions are only coition sense, and are

(*) Letter from P. h. Searle, Assistant Deputy to 2. H. Sartor, Secre-
tary Code Authority, 7/I0/3U PEA files.

(**) In Article VII, sec. 15, the power is given to regional committees,
subject to review o;n(. modification or disapproval thereof by the Adminis-
tration, -'hereby contractors', dealers' or jobbers' discounts will not be

extended to those mho do not perform the functions of contractors', dealers
or jobbers—as well as a provision in Article XIII, Sec. 3, that members,
shall not "sell directly, through affiliated company or otherwise de-
viate from filed prices.
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divided to insure clean, healthy marketing in
the Eastern Region of the se'.Ter pipe manufac-
turing industry.

"Head these provisions carefully. Your cocoer-
ation is expected. Note especially:

1. Jobbers cannot sell belov their suppliers'
published price. This published _:rice is on
file in this office. However, you are expected
to get -'our instructions from your nanufacturcrs
(underlining in original.)

"2. Terns of compensation are mandatory. (See

Article XI of Code) (This article provides that

terms are subject to NBA review.) Do not ask
your manufacturer to change the terms. He can-

not without code violation.

"3. Step's are to be taken on the establishment
o:"_an official jobbers' list.

"k. Misconduct on the part of jobbers is in-

advised and carried penalties which the manu-

facturer \7ill respect, otherwise be violating

the code.

"A word from you. indicating cooperation with

the manufacturers under the provisions and re-

gulations of their code would be timely and wise.

"This office would be glad to review any confi-

dential information you care to send concerning

your sales force, volume, market or territory.

It is not mandatory that you do this, but it

would be helpful and furnish this office with

first-hand information concerning the sales

capacity of various firms representing this in-

dustry. By confidential , I mean whatever you

write will be held inviolate in this office and

in no instance mentioned to any other jobber,

to any manufacturer, or member of the Regional

Committee or Code Authority...."

Action to boycott dealers not cooperating with manufacturers was

taken at' the meeting of the eastern regional code authority on January

17, 183-.

The minutes contain the following resolution No. 39: "Resolved

that no manufacturer shall quote or sell, continue to ouote or sell,

or commence to quote or sell, any dealer who has been listed as non-

cooperative, any jobber who has been removed from the preferred list

because of misconduct convincing to the Regional Committee or its

agents. Among other acts of misconduct are:
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a. Selling at "better terns than 30 days to consumer,

b. Selling at prices less thrn the manufacturer's
posted price.

c. Diversion of any car or other subversive practice
in an effort to

_
place cars in the dealers' yards or else-

where at less than published prices or at better than
published terms."

Resolution No. ^7 'jas passed on Ilarch 21, 193^i arLd reads as

follows:

"Resolved that the following be accented as definition of .a

dealer:

"' dealers in this Industry are finis, persons, or cor-
porations who adequately r

- tock and definitely promote
and sell vitrified clay sewer pipe and kindred pro-
ducts to contractors and consumers generally. Legiti-
mate readers should he financially responsible and
reasonably able to discount their bills. The policy
and course of the dealers in promoting vitrified
clay sewer pipe ag- inst competitive materials must
be constructive and cooperative with sources of

supply. Dealers perform the tine and place function
in this Indus tryJ" (*)

At the meeting of the eastern regional code authority on
April k, 153^>' the motion was made and unanimously carried to require
pledges of cooperation from a,ll recognized jobbers:

"Resolved, that the secretary and the manager be in-
structed to mail the following pledge of cooperation
to all jobbers now recognized in the Eastern Region
of the Vitrified Clay Seirsr Pipe manufacturing In-
dustry. The secretary and the ma.na.ger a.re instructed
to secure signatures to the pledge. If necessary,
the secretary and the manager will ash the sponsor
of any individual jobber to assist in explaining to
his jobbers the desirability of complying with the
industry's request. The secretary and the manager
are instructed to report to the regional committee
any firm, person or corporation which neglects or
refuses this evidence of cooperation."

"To the Regional Committee of the Vitrified Clay
Sewer Pipe manufacturing Industry. Date

(*) These two resolutions -.-ere rescinded by the eastern Regional
committee at its meeting, June 18, I53U, at the request of the
administrator.
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G-entlenen: Recognizing that it is the opinion o ifacturers
in the Eastern Region of the Vitrified Ola- Sever Pipe
Ilanufacturing Industry to er.tend jobber 1 s compensation to
various firms, persons, and individuals vv.o perform sales
services ana sales functions, and
Recognizing that -hen the undersigned accepts the
jobber's compensation it is vith the understanding
it -Till be earned, and
Recognizing that the sale of vitrified clay sever
pipe and kindred products is onlv possible profitably
vhen there is close cooperation and mutual interest
between jobbers and Manufacturers;

The Company, for the period
curing vhich it is sold at jobber's terns promises
support to its sotirces of supply and herewith,
pledges the following:

"A. To' quote or sell at terms no -.ore favorable
than those established oy the Eastern Regional
Committee and the manufacturers of the Eastern
Region of the Vitrified Clay Sever Pipe ilanufac— "

tuning Industry, - such terms, in reality being
mandatory under the Sever Pipe Code, Art. XI.

"3. To quote or sell at prices no less than those
posted b _r the sources from -rhich the pipe vas
brought, the undersigned reserving the right to

purchase from one or nore manufacturers and to

change his sources from time to time as conditions
varrant.-

"C. To meet the credit terns of the Industry.

"D. Then selling dealers, to be -viced ~by the

folio-Ting definition and under no circumstances

sell contractors or fly-by-night outfits at dealer

terns:

'Dealers in this industry are firms, .

mersons, or corporation -'ho adequately

stock and definitely promote and sell

vitrified clay sever pipe and kindred
-oroducts to contractors and consumers

generally. Legitimate dealers should

be financially responsible and. reason-

ably able to discount their bills. The

molicy and course of the dealers in

promoting vitrified clay se--er pipe

against competitive materials must be

constructive and cooperative "ith sources

of supply. Derlers perform the 'time and

-olace' function in this industry. 1
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"E. To promote the interests of the Vitrified Clay
Server Fipe Industry and to help the Industry in any
legitimate sales campaign directec toward competi-
tive products other then vitrified clay.

"Fir

Although the Vitrified Clay Se-rer Fipe Code provided for NRA
revie" of all rules and regulations, there was apparently no action
taken to discourage these activities until complaint was na.de "by the
Delaware Clay Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., that it had "been suspended
from the jobbers' list, end that manufacturers had "been forbidden, on
pain of code violation, fron accepting orders or making shipments to the

concern on jobbers' terns,

A '-'ire was sent fron J. P. Lynch, Assistant Deputy Administrator to

J. II. Bryne, Secretary of the Eastern Regional Committee, dated l.Iay 23

1

I33U:

"AFTER CONSULTATION 7ITH LEGAL ADVISERS BELIEVE ACTION OP
EASTERN COHHITTEE IE REMOVING JOBBERS FR01.I LISTS BECAUSE
'OF FAILUSE TO LLAINTAIN IJUTOTACTUPEF-S PPJCE TO BE UNAUTHO-
RIZED 3Y COLE STOP IF JOBBERS TAKE TITLE TO MATERIAL
COlhlTTEE WITHOUT AUTHORITY TO GOVERN ItESALE PRICE STOP

IF JOBBER IS AGEET AND TITLE REMAINS IE I lAlBJFACTUREH TKEH
MANUFACTURER AND EOT J03EEF IS GUILTY OF VIOLATING CODE
AND COMMITTEE HAS EO RIGHT TO TAEE ACTION AGAINST JOEEER
STOP SUGGEST ANY ACTION OF THIS SORT TAKEN EY COMMITTEE
3E RESCINDED IMMEDIATELY TO PREVENT SITUATION ARISING
FOR VJHICH 7E COULD EOT UPHOLD REGIONAL COMMITTEE.

"

This attitude on the part of the Administration led to "bitter pro-
test fron the industry and an indication that without such requirements
it would "be necessary to eliminate the jobbers or to forfiet the advan-
tages of price filing and other regulatory devices.

The following are e:;cerpts fron a letter of Hay 2Hth, 133^ fron

J. II, Byrne to J. T. Lynch, in reply to the above night letter:

"Your night letter of Hoy 23, 193^i received here
today brings to a head the most important issue
of the Eastern Region of the Vitrified Clay Sewer
Industry. It is so vital, that if we do not have
the support of the ERA for a position that is

evidently sound and reasonable, we shall have to

make drastic changes' eliminating the so-called
jobber in his present form.

"7e cannot help feeling that only one side of the

auestion was presented to the Legal Division.
TTnen the other side is offered, and the Legal
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Division understojids the irresponsibility of
the jobber in this Industry, it -ill also per-
ceive that to comply uith the request contained
in your "ire "70uld "be to destroy all of the con-
structive accomplishments in. this Industry "by

HRA and to make inevitable for it a relapse-
into demoralization and rain.

The following are excerpts from a letter of l.iay 26, I93H, from
J. T. Lyhch to J. II. Dyrne in reply to the above:

"As the matter has been presented to us, the
case is one involving an effort on the part of
the manufacturer to control resale price of
their material. There are tmo reasons mhich
made it necessary for me to \7ire you as I

did, mhich reasons are as follows: (l) there
is a policy ruling mhich is definitely against
the control of resale price by manufacturers;
(2) in the opinion of the Legal Division, there
is no authority in your code for such control.

"The case mhich particularly concerns me at
the moment in that of the Delaware Clay compa-
ny, of Pittsburgh, Pa., uho claimed to have
been eliminated from the jobbers' list bacause
they inadvertently quoted a price mhich mas
only $2.00 be lorn the manufacturers list price
in an->ord.er amounting to about $H00. I have
heard only one sid.e. of .this case and am, of
course, reserving judgment until the other
side has been heard.

"

Subsequently, June IS, 193^» the resolutions 39 and ^7 '"'ere at
the insistence of 1TR&, -'ithdramn ^oy the Regional Committee, nevertheless,
there is evidence that the attempts at control mere not abandoned.

In repeated resolutions, attempts mere made. to regulate delivery
terms, the conduct of jobbers, uniform terms of sale, checking of in-

voices, the rejection of incomplete filings, etc. many of these mere
rescinded at one time or another because of KRA. objections. Eventually,
at a meeting of the eastern regional committee on January 22, 1935»
the following resolution mas unanimously adopted on roll call:

"Resolution No. 63, Resolved, That, pursuant to Article
VI, Paragraph 6(c) and pursuant to Article VIII of the

Code of Pair Competition for the Vitrified Clay Semer
Pipe Manufacturing Industry, it is recommended that all

manufacturers independently file schedule No. 1 as the

minimum factory yard price, regular terms to apply, uith

no freight allowance of any hind to any class of buyer."

All the events leading up to this action cannot be detailed chrono-

logically, partlybecam.se of lack of space, and partly because the records
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from resolution Ho. 1 to resolution No, 69 are not complete. But
e::cerpts from a summary account given by the manager of the regional
code authority at a meeting on November 27, 133^» and detailed in the
minutes of that meeting, offer such a graphic pattern of an attempt to

apply controls to distributors through the ostensible means of price
filing, that they are reproduced here without much attempt to explain or

comment on the actions alluded to by the manager.

Con lents on the general subject of code compliance -."'ere invited
from Ilr, D. II. Strickland, Manager. He began with the assertion that
the administration of the code in that region had, by comparison wi-th ,

other codes and other industries, been decidedly efficient, and attempted
to prove it by ashing four questions. The first pertained to the complete
absence of complaints regarding wage or hour violations, of which there
••ere declared to be "Hot one. Hot even the suspicion of one."

The next three questions pertained to compliance with open price
filing:

"2. How many manufacturers refused to file prices pursuant
to Article XIII? Not one. And many and many a code is

in the last stages of disintegration as far as price
filing provisions are concerned simply because one or
more pig-headed minority interests would not conform
to this important provision.

"3. tfith almost all of our products bought by Government
agencies, 'That manufacturer has ever cut the price up
to the optional 15 per cent allowance? Hot one. There
is a silent definite testimony to the basic desire on
your part to do sensible things.

"It-. Ho 1
,? many open and shut defiant violations have there

been to Article XIII - of the Code -There a manufacturer
refused to pay any attention to his filer1

, price?
Practically none. Ho manufacturer has ever said to

me, 'Yes, I cut the price, -That are you going to do

about it?' Only three or four complaints have been
filed against manufacturers on this type of violation
and in every case an effort has been made by the

respondent to discuss this question on its merits
. and not in a. defiant arbitrary manner."

Maintaining that the code -vas a "well accepted article for agreement
among manufacturers," Ilr. Strickland placed the entire blame for
"trouble" on distributors or "out in the market," after the goods begin
to move out of the manufacturers' control.

"Tie run into most of our difficulty when the goods start

through the jobber, to the dealer and to the consumer.

"Hirst of all the industry tried to control the jobber by
mutual consent. This worked for a while and then collap-
sed -Then the KRA ruled against the efforts of your hired
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nen and your Eastern Regional Committee to control the
jobber "by the elimination of any jobber in case of violation.
Then \7e rushed to Washington and took care of part of this
trouble, by winning cacceptance to resolutions '.7hich declared
direct shipments through a jobber, because "e do not ship in
his nane, remain the manufacturer's property until they reach
the dealer or

:
consxmer. Thus the jobber cannot take title

and therefore if he cuts his price, it is a violation for
the nanufacturers to ship the pipe.

"Today, therefore, I mill file and prosecute a complaint
against any manufacutrer rrho ships through a jobber mho has
cut the manufacturer!.^ resale price or passed on part of his
remuneration. And hereafter, uithout any intent to chal-
lenge 3

rou, and mith full realization that 85$ support of

the industry is absolutely necessary, I mill continue to

file and prosecute any effort of any manufacturer to ship
through a jobber, if the jobber has cut the manufacturer's
price.

"Then the question of commission salesmen popped into the

picture. Some of these v:ere obviously appointed for the
sole purpose of circumventing healthy merchandising. Some
of these 'jere, connected mith dealers, some mere 'busted'
jobbers, some ^ere purchasing agents, etc. At last,

Resolution ilo. 6S mas passed to regulate such obvious
foolishness. As a result a manufacturer mho illegally
ships on an order from a commission salesman mill find me
filing a violation and prosecuting it.

"i.iore recently, the dealer situation has seriously jarred
our marketing. Horn can.me influence the dealer to do

healthy things? Here me run into tmo or three different
manufacturer's opinions.

"1. If '.?e cannot met the dealer to cooperate
mith us, our case is hopeless and me might

as mell go to demoralization at once.

"2. The dealer should cooperate, but in spite

of any effort it seems like a problem mhich
is unsolvabls.

"3. We should not. try to cooperate -mith the

dealer. Let him do as he pleases - to

hell mith him.

"In spite of these various opinions, I stand right mhere I stood

from the first, mhich is, until this industry be common consent

or by Code lam if procurable* or by processes of education, can

and does in a practical manner influence the resale of its

products, it puts a premium on chicanery, chiseling, dummy dealers

and rebates, and you. mill almays be at the mercy of lying, gos-

siping, small minded jobbers mho mill drive you to sales demora-

lization over and over again.
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"Little by little over the past months this demoralizing
process has been develo ping, Almost all the pink slips
vere dealer quotations, follotrecl by the aiding and abetting
of the manufacturer rrho aould ship on the technicality that
he mas not in violation of the sever pipe code.

"At first ne relied on the corrion sense of the manufacturers'
and the dealers' codes. I3oth have had enough loop-holes to

be inefficient. The dealer code finally had to be rewritten
and one bv one the nanufacturers to protect their oirn interest,
elected to start shipping through to ah unrestrained dealer
until to&ay me are almost torn limb from limb, as -fitness

the hTe-; York market.

"Previous to the present dealer code (under viiich now all
dealers must file a price.)" (*)

"The Sever Pipe Manufacturers endeavored to cooperate
constructively -1th the dealer's model mark—up. Pursuant
to Article XI (the modal mark-up) the spread mas increased
from 5/J of 'the net, inasmuch as this approached the 12n

;

dealer modal. Then to help solve the delivery problem
and avoid the. use or" such preposterous figures as. 000000001
of a cent per foot, you adoptee" the resolution establishing
2 points of the list for deliver;.7",

"The jobbers and dealers have decided this is too great
an allowance and are giving it amay in increasing volume.
IJem York dealers give us the most flagrant example,

"At first blush the ansmer seems simple, just take amay
the 2 points, etc. Eomever, this is only scratching the
surface. The "fundamental challenge is, can the industry
influence its dealers to keep the remuneration for them-
selves - mhether this is 2 points^ 1 point 5$ 01" 'That.

If not, the only tmo avenues open are!

1. Eliminate the dealers, or

2. Content yourself to periodical demoralization
from concerns mhich have .no money invested in
your business.

"Recent developments of the Builders' Supply Industry
Code and recent rulings of Legal. Counsel in the iTPA

Compliance Board suggests positive steps nhich can
be. taken in our behalf."

I.ir. Strickland then proceeds to shovr hov; the open price plans of
the tmo codes could be usee, to solve the "oroblem.

(*) This is the Builders' Sugolg Trade Code mhichwa.s amended in
October 2^,. 133^ » to imcoiporate Office Ilemoran&un #228.
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"Under the dealers' code all dealers must no-- file prices.
Any dealer -'ho bids without filing, viol-ten his own code.
It -'ill "be the duty of nay office to protest any such vio-
lations. Tor example: If a dealer has not filed he can-
not furnish certificate of compliance. I -rill get a
ruling from Colonel Hose that the dealer is in violation
then go after the Washington and State officials to pre-
vent award and shipment.

"As an example, let us use a manufacturers 1 filed delivered
price to the consumer net of $1,225 ? er foot on 1S"3' double
strength pipe in New York City.

"1. If the manufacturer 1 s "bid is less than $1,225
it is a violation of the sewer pipe code.

"2. If the manufacturer's commission salesman's
bid is less than $1,225 it is violation of
the sewer pipe code.

"3» If the bid of an independent sales agent or
jobber -ho ships direct is less than $1,225
it is a violation of the sewer pipe code.

"U. If the dealer is the bidder and has not
filed a price, it is a violation of the

Builders 1 Supply Industry Code.

"ITo 1"' suppose, we have a case '.'here a dealer has filed (underlining
^O'j author) and his Pi"1 ---." -price is less than $1.225 "^>e r foot and
he uses this Price in his bid . There are two courses of action.

"First, I '-.'ill protest under the Guilder's Code, Article IX,

Section 2, Paragraph i, '-'here it- reads as follows:

'Wilfully destructive price cutting is an unfair method
of competition and is forbidden; Any member of the

Trade or of any other trade or industry or the cus-
tomers of either may at any time complain -to the

Code Authority that any filed price constitutes un-
fair competition as destructive price cutting imperil-
ling small enterprise or tending toward monopoly or

the impairment of code wages and working conditions.'

"In orther words, in addition' to working with the Builders'

Supply Industry Code, I v/ill also file, pursuant to this

Article XIII, Paragraph 3, a violation against e.a-u
- manu-

facturer mho has permitted his ^oods through an affiliated

co:rpany or otherwise to reach the consumer at less than

his 1331 consumer posted price.

"Remember, I use $1,225 as an example. It is the present

2 points to the consumer, 2 points for tracking, and 5$ of
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of the IIET. If you reduce this, the cr.se is no ;clifferent
in principle. I an not personally advocating $1,225. The
spread is up to 7011, but its Maintenance, whatever it is,
i r

. a cole natter.

"Also, as tine goes on, re are learning ho 1
:: to proceed

with complaints. There has been confusion in connection
with complaints and probably always will be cone confusion.
However, there is a Spirited c.esire on the part of the H3A
to do sonething positive about violations. This has be-
come no re evident as tine has ;;one forwarded*

"The steps usually taken in connection with the filing
of a complaint are as follows:

"1. On general complaints, I "ill notify all
manufacturers by means of the pink slips
we have been using heretofore. Hereafter
they will be just as definite as possible
with full instructions as to what not to

. d0.(*)

"2. On specific conplaints, I will notify the
respondent and permit him to use ten days
for return of his answer unless the emer-
gency of the situation seems to indicate
ten days should not be allowed, (Tor in-
stance, suppose pipe is shipped just as
rapidly as possible during this ten day
period, etc.

)

l13» If violation has occurred, 'I will file the
facts in the matter to Washington at once,

seeking to precent award of the pipe or
cancellation of the contract.

"I will write Colonel 2ose (**) statin;; any figure filed and
used by the dealer less than $1,225 jeopardizes the -ape and
hour provisions of our Code ana no : lanufacturer can bid direct
and meet this without filing down and this endangers our wapes
and hours, etc.

"This will result in either bringing the dealer up to

$1,225 "* °' r establish a reasonable coot which will be
the logical spread we can adopt and fight for in event
we cannot show cause that $1,225 is a minimum below
which it is wilful price cutting.

(*) The morning of these pink clips coulc' not be definitely checked.

The implication is one of boycott, or similar join^ action.

(**) At that time Secretary of the Builders' Supply Code Authority,
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"In addition to protection under the Builders' Code and
pursuant to an interpretation of o'er o m code given ne
last week from Washington throu-h the Compliance Board
of I!e\7 York State, I can file complaint ag* inst any
manufacturer -/ho. elects to furnish (or permits his pipe
as already bought to "be furnished) r dealer -.rho had
hid less than $1,225 ~ sad this is pursuant to Article
XIII, Section 3 of our orn code, as follous:

'I\To member of the industry shall sell directly
or indirectly through an affiliated company or
otherwise by any means whatsoever any of the
products of the Industry at a price lo^er or at
discounts greater, or on -lore favorable terns of
payment than those provided in his current net
price and/or price lists and discount sheets, so

filed uith the committee as aforesaid; provided,
however, that at any time ejny member of the In-
dustry may meet the lawful price, meeting of a
lo'^er price must be reported at once to the Com-
mittee. An "affiliated " company the majority
of '-'hose voting stock is ovrned. or controlled by
a member of the Industry. ' (*)

u h. If it is a dealer complaint I Trill handle
with Colonel hose in .just as efficient a

manner as possible.

"5. Copies of complohnts mill go to the Core

Secretary (Chicago offices) as a matter of
form and Code larr.

. "G. During period of investigation every State
purchasing Agent, Colonel hose, and other
buyers uho.may be interested, Trill be in-

formed that a manufacturer is in alleged
violation . The Builders ' Supply Industry
Secretary -'ill notify dealers than an

alledged violation is pending against the

manufacturer is question.

"7» If it is determined a violation has occurred,

all interested 'Till be notified that the com-

plainant cannot file a certificate of com-

pliance. Incidently the dealers' code no 1-

says

:

(*) The Interpretation of this section should be contrasted aith the

one made under similar circumstances in the Business Furniture Code vrhich

set in motion the breakdown in resale price maintenance activities in that

code, and the attempts to secure them by 'amendment. See p 276 .
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! No member of the [Oracle shall handle any
"builders' supplies which have either been
manufactured or sole", "by a vendor '/no does
not. represent that he is in full compliance
with the approved code of fair competition,
etc.

'

"Let ne repeat: the action described aboYe is not offered de-
fiant lv. it is not a challenge asking a manufacturer to resist
common sense. Hat is a declaration that this office will
devote just as much time as is necessary to the end that com-
pliance administration will be justly and impartially administered."

The meeting of the eastern regional code authority February 12, 1935>
was largely devoted to the compliance problem in the New York marketing
area, where price cutting hy dealers nas allegedly menacing the "economic
opportunity of the industry."

It was tentatively suggested that if an "open market 11 was
desired, the only nay action could legally be taken under the code would
be to establish the Ne^/ York market area as a trading region and then
pass a resolution to the effect that prices for that particular region
were not to be filed in accordance with Article XIII. 3ut the minutes
record that every member present pledged support to the provisions of

the code as they applied to the Hew York market anc offered assistance
to correct the sub-standard practices. The later success of these
measures is not indicated.

The I.Iiddlewestern Regional co?n it-tee of the Vitrified Clay Sewer
Industry evidently faced something of the same problem and voted as
late as May 15, 1935» to make jobbers and independent sales agents
subject to the code. This was forbidden by the Administration. (*)

The problem of control oyer Distributors' prices-alao arose in
connection with the P?ice filing requirements in several \divisions of

the Rubber Manufacturing Code. The Code Authority for the "Automobile
Fabrics, Proofing and Backing Division requested on August 29, 193^> that
jobbers be forced to adhere to fair trade practices, viz:., open price
filing. The Division of Research and Planning objected and the requests
was held in abeyance of the At ministration. (*'*)

The Code Authority of the Bubber Sundries Division asked at one time
that the Administration eirplain Article III, A, Section 1 of their code
to induce so-called "distributing manufacturers" in the price filing
reouirement. (**',*)

(*) Resolution C6 of the middle western regional committee minutes, Hay

15> 1935s an(^ Letter from Deputy 71. A. Janssen to 0-. 3. de Lenth, Hay 2H,

193^. InTRA. files.

(*.* Code Authority Minutes, 7-10-3^, ERA files.

(***) See Memorandum to Deputy in charge of rubber codes for Research
& Planning Division in WRA files
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a. letter of protest egainst filing prices in the heel and
sole division, came from one member ::hr stated that 75 -per cent
of the volume of product sole" to repair shops went through job-
bers, who -'ere not required to file prices. He stated that it
V78S -jell known that such prices fluctuated continually through-
out, the country and are different in different parts of the
country at the sa e tine, and that in order to stay in business
he must reasonably be in position to meet such conroetition.

Members of the rubber hose division of this industry vere
accused in complaint letters to the Administration of extra-
code efforts to control distributors in accord with a price
fising agreement of manufacturers. The Federal Trade Commission
investigation of these activities disclosed at least one attempt
at a secondary boycott of a distributor who submitted a bid on
rubber hose to the city of Milwaukee at less than the filed price
of the concern which was to supply him.

4 . - Sumraa ry

One may conclude from the preceding, accounts that the

existence of independent distributors competing with manufacturers
leads almost inevitably to the necessity, or at least the desire, to

-extend price filing controls, usually through a policy of
resale -orice maintenance. The methods for carrying through such
a police, if net explicit in code powers, are diverse and tend
to conceal the frequency of the difficulty and the efforts to

meet it. They include: (1) the preparation of approved jobbers'
or distributors' lists and the forbidding or voluntary with-
holding of jobbers' discounts to those whose behavior is net
pleasing to the supplier; (2) voluntary cooperation from dist-
ributors to file and/or to maintain manufacturers' prices, and
assistance from them in boycotting nonco operative manufacturers and/

or distributors: (The nrice filing may, as in the case of paper
distributing, and the builders' supply trade, take place in a

separate code ); (3) permissive or mandatory resale price
contracts obligating distributors to file prices or to abide
by prices filed by their suppliers.

The success of these attempts to extend controls to distrib-
utors is effected by several factors. "Thile the willingness of

distributors to be controlled, in return for protection of their

margins, is of great practical assistance to the success of

such a policy, (*) even more importance may be attached to una-
nimity of interest in the manufacturing; group and the absence
of any major differences in reliance uocn particular distrib-
ution channels or in consumer acceptance of the products.

"
,1 h

(*) E.G. ,, paper distributing trade, supporting paper and pulp,

envelope manufacturing, etc. ; commercial stationers and office

outfitting code supporting business furniture; the Builders'

supply trade supporting vitrified clav sewer pipe and others;

the copper, brass, bronze and related alloys supporting copper

and brass mill products. Such sup;oort was less effective in the

case of the wholesale plumbing and plumbing industry codes.
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Such differences may arise in size, .completion of product-line,
differences in "'.sales methods, in degree of intergraticn, etc.

The large, full-line manufacturers, whose products have
wide consumer acceptance, usually have a competitive advantage when
prices are uniform. If, as is frequently the case, such manu-
facturers use their own cutlets or branch houses, they are bound
to observe their own prices under the ordinary price filing plan
and hence are anxious that independent distributors be likewise
bound to observe resale prices of manufacturers, thereby making
it possible to perpetuate uniformity in the secondary markets.
Small or short-line manufacturers, utilizing independent distri-
butors, are prone to find such en arrangement onerous. (*)

The arrangement may tend to eliminate an alleged customary
price differential or "spot" for such manufacturers - as was
complained in the cases of plumbing fixtures, valve and fittings,
rubber heel and business furniture, or the resale price main-
tenance provision may make it more difficult to attract dist-
ributors for less well-known products, as alleged in the
mayonnaise industry.

In industries such as fertilizer and iron and steel, in

which products are standardized, with no major divergencies
in distribution channels effective control over distributors
was possible, either hy the code or by cooperative action. In
other industries with a simple distributive system no problem
of distributor control arose. Thus in the machine tool and
forging industry products were differentiated', but sales were
handled largely through exclusive salesmen or agents. The steel
castings industry distributed largely to industrial users with-
out the use of middlemen.

(*) E.G. mayonnaise, business furniture valve and fittings
industry, cork mfg. , funeral supply industry, wood cased lead
pencil, asbestos.
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E
.

Control Ojrj^J^jj^igri_o:lJ^r,Xno,\z .Thrown Statistical
Iteoorting jand Share-the~Bu.siness Plans .

1. Introduction

Perhaps the most significant attempts to extend price filing
control were those in which price reporting was used as part of a gen-
eral statistical plan, in furtherance of some formal or informal plan
for sharing the business. The use of quotas in connection with price-
fixing agreements is veil known. Apparently, the maintenance of" uniform
and stable prices under an open price plan leads to a similar necessity
to establish some acceptable means for distributing the available busi-
ness, so that members will be content to know they are ^receiving a
share of the total volume and will not attempt to increase that share by
price cutting and other merchandising tactics disturbing to the group
program. (*)

In many respects these statistical reporting plans are identical
with the market reporting type of open price association described by
the Federal Trade Commission in its 1329 report. They resemble, far
more than most open price plans in NBA codes, the open-competition
plans that were used by the American Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,
the linseed oil industry and the maple flooring manufacturers, in that
they require the exchange of full market information, including stocks,
shipments, capacity, and production data as well as prices.

The only new feature of the plan, if any, is the announced phil-
osophy of sharing- the-business, and the systematic carrying out of that
philosphy through the medium of the open price provisions approved in
the codes.

The filing of prices is not an essential part of the share-the-
business plan , since quotas are ordinarily expressed in volume and
might be adhered to or enforced without reference to the exact prices
received by individual sellers. But since the basic purpose of such
plans is to encourage the maintenance of a price level that will return
a profit to industry members, the filing of prices offers a \iseful
check against the tendency of any member of the industry to drop the
price through concealed or special concessions and perhaps destroy the
level for all. A tacit agreement to follow-the-leader or to observe
a suggested price floor might accomplish the same end but would be less
easy to discipline and. of dubious legality. In this respect price fil-
ing may offer a convenient support to the share- the-business program.
Conversely, the establishment of quotas on a percentage basis has fre-
quently "/been found a useful support for a price filing program intended
to result in uniform or stabilized prices. It is the latter development
that appears more common in KRA experience.

Mr. W. J. Donald, Managing Director of the National Electrical
Manufacturers Association, suggested something of this function of trade

(*) In this connection see Chapter II, above, -p-p. 59-60.
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statistics in a report on planning in .the Electrical manufacturing In-
dustry, issued on February h, 1935. as follows:

Essentially, trade statistics have the sane hearing as
uniform costing activities on pricing policy, namely,
that they provide additional data, on the "basis of which
members of the industry may do "business more intelli-
gently, especially in regard to pricing policies.

Knowledge that a company is or is not securing its

accustomed percentage of the unit and dollar volume
of sales of the industry, in contras t with gossip and
'weather reports' "brought in "by sal esmen regarding
prices and terns of competitors removes many of the
charges and counter charges that would otherwise exist .

Data regarding inventory conditions also provide
important guidance to individual pricing policies .

(Underlining supplied)

So important is a sound statistical reporting system
that some .leaders of the industry have expressed the
opinion that open price filing without corallary trade
statistics sometimes results in more chaotic conditions
in the field of pricing than would exist if no accurate
knowledge regarding prices were available.

I.Ir. Donald does not refer to a formal quota plan of shard-ngr-the-

business but his remarks indicate clearly the function of such a plan.

2. Share the Business Plan In Corrugated Solid Pibre
Shipping Container Industry.

I.Ir. W. 17. Piciard, former Deputy Administrator in the ERA and
later Coordinator of the various branches of the paper industry, set
forth the philosophy of voluntary sharing of business and its relation-
ship to open price filing in a speech before the national Container As-
sociation in Chicago, June 13, 193"5« His remarks are especially signifi-
cant because of his opportunity to observe at close range the function-
ing of price filing in the various paper industries and to appraise their
results. These price filing provisions were complete in scope, with
wide 'residual powers left to the code authority in each instance. In .

general, they functioned smoothly, with few complaints of non-compliance.
With one or two exceptions they were conspicuously successful in main-
taining prices at a uniform and profitable level. By the usual industry
sta.nda.rds of performance they were "successful" open price plans. This
should be kept in mind in reading Mr. Pickard's general opinion of the
deficiencies of the open price mechanism as a measure for stabilization,
and the values of a quota system.

Defining the purpose of any stabilization plan as being to 'bring
about an adjustment between productive capacity and demand, at. a point
that would yield the industry as a whole a fair profit, Mr. Pickard
indicated that neither control of production or control of price could
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accomplish the purpose, "because "both overlooked the fundamental fact
that production was already controlled and United "by demand. (*)

"The real problem was how to divide up such production
as there was, among the individual units of the indus-
try in such a way as to cure the existing conditions
which had already eliminated profits, reduced wages
to a minimum and made huge inroads on capital in-
vestment.

"On the price approach to the problem the most com-
monly used mechanism was the open price plan.

"It was soon found that the mechanics of price filing
were not nearly so simple as they looked at first.
In order to make filed prices intelligible and
comparable, one with another, elahorate regulations
relating to grade, quality, quantity, freight allow-
ances, discounts, agents' commissions, jobbers, chain
stores and a hundred other things were added to the
plan. Further regulations were necessary to put cost
determination on a uniform basis. The whole thing
became a labyrinth. This tended to produce violations
and in fact it became difficult to tell in many cases
whether a transaction did or did not violate the rules.

"That the open price plan would produce uniformity
in price was recognized but the theory was that,
at a uniform price, each member of the industry .

would get his fair share of the total business.
This theory failed to take into account the fact
that at all times price variations are the rule
and strict uniformity is abnormal. It was soon
found that, at a uniform price, some individual?, were
falling below their usual volume position in the

industry, '. Sefore the code the usual remedy would
have been a shading of price until the normal volume
adjustment was restored, but under the code this

remedy was no longer available. A price could not

be; shaded without filing ark. publication, and -this

resulted merely in reducing the whole price level

and left the sufferer for volume worse off than
before. . No matter how law abiding an individual
may be, when he reaches a point where it is a case

of violating the law or perishing, he '.'ill choose

violation. He begins to cut prices secretly and

by: subterfuge and as soon as such practices assume

any considerable proportions the open price plan is

(*) This attitude, it may be noted, does not recognize that there

might bee a greater demand at a lower price, if there is marked

elasticity of demand.
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doomed. In one industry after another which came
under my observation, the open price plan gradually
disintegrated and finally collapsed and was either
officially abandoned or, what was worse, became a
dead, letter. Of course there were real chiselers
and, of course, the rTEA was weal: and vacillating
in its enforcement program, but these only hastened
an inevitable result.

" what was needed was a plan which would appor-
tion such business as there was on a fair basis, or,

e:cpressed in another way, as would apportion the
burden of carrying equipment already made idle bjr

lack of demand so that no one would be crushed. Only
one plan which actually accomplished this and wag
proposed or put into effect. It was the plan which •

the container industry is using. Under this pian the
normal position of each member of the industry, in
terms of percentage of the total production,- is

determined and the members then voluntarily limit their
individual production to that percentage of the total,'

whatever the total may be...

"At this point let me say that I believe now and
believed then that as legislation the clause which
was included in your code had no value. Its value
lay in the fact that by the approval of the code
the principle of voluntary sharing of business was
recognized and given official expression. In my
opinion the practice of shearing business is now and
always has been legal.

"Please understand, however, that this perfectly
innocent tool may be used in connection with some
illegal act and might for that reason be condemned.
Production control by agreement is illegal and al-
wajrs has been and the line between limiting production
and dividing up such business as is available to the
industry must be kept sharp and distinct.

s(s >,i * s|s sis # * --is* s|s $ sje sf; s)i $ sit * s|e

"I.Iy conclusion is that voluntary sharing of business
has worked. Furthermore, it is the only one of all
the plans submitted to the HEA, which has worked. Even
in the few cases where the open price plan has been a
success it has ibeen so only because it had under it
an unannounced, and perhaps hardly recognized adherence
to the principle of sharing •'business."
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Tlie suggestion is mad.e here that the quota plan would allow some
leeway from the rigid and artificirl uniformity of prices under an open
price plan, and would avoid the shifting of volume that such uniformity
night "be expected to produce, while still deterring the "cutting" of
prices in an effort to attract non-existent volume.

This would assume a slight dispersion of prices around the -ore-
vailing price, out would still necessitate group cooperation to observe
the profitable range of prices until it "became generally advantageous
to raise or lower the range-) because of increased or decreased demand,
lower or higher costs, etc.). The theory is essentially that of a
managed price.

The sxxccess of these plans depends largely, on .the acceptance by
all industry members 02 the status quo, so far as their volume position
in the industry is concerned. It involves confidence that the existing
managed price is the best price possible and that there is nothing to
be gained by lowering that price, either individually or for the in-
dustry as a -Thole. It involves also a general acceptance of the princi-
ple that excess capacity should or must be supported without liquida-
tion, that the burden of supporting it must be shared by the industry
as a whole (either through price cutting or through cooperation i) and
that the best way to share it and to survive is to refrain from lower-
ing prices and thereby intensifying price competition.

The economic implications of these assumptions need to be exam-
ined from the point of view of the public welfare with far greater care
than has been bestowed upon them in the past. To the extent that the

existing proportionate distribution of volune among producers is not in
accord with the relative efficiency of those producers, it cannot be

deemed entirely in the public interest to freeze that proportionate
distribution by schemes either voluntary or bached by mandatory sanc-

tions. And to the extent that price is managed so as to protect excess

capacity and capital charges, it is not performing the function ordi-

narily- ascribed to it. Finally, the demonstrated ability of a group

to manage prices to such an end suggests immediately the need of some

degree of public observation to see that the ability is not misused

—

as Mr. Pichard indicates that it could be used— to control production
and to maintain prices at an unnecessarily high level.

The corrugated. and solid fibre shipping container industry had
introduced into its code price filing provisions similar to those ap-

pearing in other paper codes, but apparently made no attempt to put
them into effect. The provision was optional and might be put into

•effect "from time to time" on specified products as determined by the

Code Authority, with due notice to members 30 days prior to the date
fixed. Members might file or abide ^r the lowest price and most favor-

able terms filed by another.

Evidently the provision was intended to be used only: if needed.

Article VI,. Section 12 gave to the code authority, for the purpose
of checking compliance with the cost provisions, the power to require

members to submit to a designated agency, with respect to closed trans-

actions only, complete information in regard to any quotation, order,
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contract, or sale of any product of the industry, including information
as to specifications, quantities, price, conditions of storage, trans-
portation or delivery, terms of "billing, cash or trade discounts al-
lowed, and other pertinent facts relating to such quotation, contract
or sale. These reports, plus the statistics submitted and compiled for
the industry in connection with the voluntary share the "business plan
provided for in Article VII of the code, and approved by the NHA. in
133^, were apparently all that was necessary to establish the desired
stabilization in this industry.

3. The Envelope Price Filing and Quota Plan

The use of the statistical reporting and "quota" system in con-
nection with a going open price plan is best illustrated "by the envel-
ope manufacturing industry, whose code was administered "by the same
industrial management group that acted for the corrugated and solid
fibre shipping container industry. (*) '. Inasmuch as- this group served
as agent for a score or more of codes, many of which contained open
price plans, it is possible that an examination of the records of these

industries would show similar applications of the ""budget" reporting
plan.

a. Organization of the Envelope Industry.

Some few facts about the organization of the envelope manufac-
turing industry and the provisions of the open price plan are necessary
for an understanding of the budget plan 'of operation.

The envelope manufacturing industry is made up of two groups of
manufacturers, one selling direct to industrial consumers and another
selling chiefly through distributors. The Industry as a whole comprises
approximately 175 members. The United States Envelope Company, the dom-
inant company and. acknowledged price leader in the industry, distributes
through branch companies and jobbers. The Western Envelope Company of

Kansas City, Missouri, is the largest manufacturer selling direct to

consumers.

The efforts. of the industry at price stabilization centered
around .the difference in the marketing methods of the two manufacturing
groups, since any effective plan necessitated the cooperation of both.
The past tendencies on the part of consumer manufacturers to reduce
prices on direct sales had had a growing tendency to cut into the sales
of jobbers and to lower prices at the consumer level. This circumstance,
combined with great surplus cape-city, suggested the need for compromise,
which was attempted under the code by the establishment of standard
trade differentials to the various classes of distributors and consumers.

(*) Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison
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t>. The Price Filing Provision.

The original Open price proposal in the Envelope Code provided for
the filing of prices to "each class cf trade", with mandatory price dif-
ferentials to "be fixed, "based on differences in cost of distribution to
various customer classes. These differences were to be ascertained by
means of an approved cost accounting system. This provision was objected
to by certain advisers, and was deleted from the price filing plan before
approval, as was the proposal for a mandatory zoning system. Both the
requirements for customer classification and the zoning were restored
through the rulings set up by the code authority for the operation of
the price filing plan.

Members cf the industry were not required to file individual price
lists, but could accept the schedule of another company as a minimum price
list to he observed. This plan resulted in price filing "being limited al-
most entirely to the United States Envelope Company, representing the j ot-
her mills, and the Western Envelope Company, the direct consumer mills.
The Thrice lists of these two companies became the practical price lists
for the entire industry, VJhen the open orice plan was made effective under
the code, The United States Envelope Company filed very exhaustive price
lists, covering practically all of the products of the industry, for each
of the various classes of trade.

These price lists were filed by designated zone areas extending from
one to seven from the Eastern to the Uestern part of the United States.
Price lists for Zone 7, the Pacific Coast region, were characteristically
higher than those for other zones.

ERA files contain records of only about twenty-five (25) price filings
from the entire industry* Roughly half of these are by the United States
Envelope Company, four or five are by the Western Envelope Company, with
one or two scattering lists from other companies. (*)

A more detailed study of the set—up outlined above shows three possible
groupings of industry interests under the open price plan — the consumer

vs. jobber type of manufacturer; the large vs. the small members of the

industry, and the regional interest.

c« The Budget Plan.

The budget -plan of operation was meant to preserve a balance for all

of these conflicting interests and to prevent any shifting of volume which

might be caused by price stabilization, and would in turn destroy that

stabilization if not recognized and adjusted. The basis of this plan was

a series of volume or production reports to be furnished by members of the

industry for three years — 1931, 1932 and 1933. These reports were com-

piled and used to establish "normal" distribution of industry volume, from

which la.ter variations could je measured.

(*) Memorandum to ff. J. Brown, Deouty Administrator from G. K. Hamill,

Assistant Deputy Administrator, on April 15, 1935, re Code Adminis-

tration, Envelope Industry Code, Open Price Plan, 1IRA files.
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Bulletin Mo. 28 of the Envelope Industry Code Authority, issued
July 19, 1934, transmitted the forms to "be used in compiling and sub-

mitting these volume reports which were to include (l) the volume of

envelopes shipped, (2) the volume produced, and (3) the dollar value,

of sales. The three annual re-ports were to he supplemented oy separate
monthly reports beginning with January 1934* The purpose of these vol-

ume statistics was set forth in this same "bulletin as follows:

"Members will receive real "benefit from these statistics.
The figures submitted by individual members "ill "be com-

piled into opposite totals for the whole industry. Re-
ports showing these totals for the whole industry will be

furnished. to every member of the industry. Each member
will then have before him a clear picture of the state of

the industry, the general level of volume prevailing, for

the month just ended and as compared with previous months
and previous years*

"The conroosite reports which will be prepared for the in-

formation of members will provide figures never before
available from either Government or private sources.

"Each member of the Envelope Industry quite rightly feels
that he has a definite place in the Industry. From these

statistics, as they will be transmitted to all members,
each individual manufa.cturer may determine what share of

the total industry volume of business he has had in the

past, and what share he is currently getting.

"No fig-ares for any individual company will ever be dis-

closed in any form or in any manner to any other member
of the Industry. As in the handling of all other confi-
dential data, extraordinary precaution will be taken to

assure that the reports rendered by individual companies
the records kept thereof and any outgoing reports to mem-
bers showing individual figures, pre held strictly secret

and confidential."

Ux> to this point the explanation of nurpose has not differed from the

general trade association plan of industry statistics. It is only by estab

lishing the special relationship of such percentage figures to the open

price plan, that there is revealed the further purpose that these volume

statistics are meant to serve as a. check against the possible economic
effects of prioe filing in bringing about shifts of volume from one manu-

facturer to another. Bulletin #28 continues as follows:

"Your Code Authority has repeatedly endorsed the principle
that the administration of the Code and of the Open Price
Plan of selling shall not be allowed to result in any major
shift of volume from one section of the Industry to another,
from one class of plants to another, or from one channel of

trade to another. The statistics called for on Form E-ll

and Form E-12 are quite necessary to enable the Secretary to

report to the Code Authority whether at any time such a shift

of volume of business is occurring. The Secretary will also
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be enabled to consult in confidence with individual members
with respect to any apparent shift of the volume from which
they may be suffering*

"Without such statistics as these volume reports will pro-
vide, an individual manufacturer can never be sure whether
a falling off in volume in his own business is merely due
to a general falling off of envelope business at large or
whether it represents an actual slump in the relative vol-
ume of business enjoyed ~oy his own company.

"These volume statistics rill contribute materially to the
success of our Open Price Plan and to the general stability
of the Industry. They are likely to become the most valu-
able mechanism which we will have for intelligent planning
and intelligent management of the Industry along profitable
lines 3

"

An announcement concerning the general composite reports was made at

the September 24, 1934, meeting of the Envelope Code Authority. This first
composite report was based on the volume reports received from 93 members
of the industry, estim; ted to represent 85$ to 90$ of the total volume of

production* Members present -ere furnished with individual copies of these

composite reports which carried, for comparison, percentage figures for

their individual companies* It was explained by the chairman that the

average monthly total of production for the three year period, 1931, 1932 and

1933, had been tentatively taken as normal and expressed as 10C$* The volume

for each of the first eight months of 1934 was expressed as a percentage of

normal*

"In the figures for the individual company, the monthly per-

centages show the company's current volume in percentage to •

the individual companies own normal or past average. Compari-

son then of the individual company's percentages with the

group or industry percentages shows whether the trend of the

individual company* s business has run parallel with the indus-

. try or whether it has run behind or ahead of the industry."

Members of the code authority present at this meeting agreed mutually

to disclose and compare the percentage to normal for their individual com-

panies for comparison with the industry total percentages. Additional com-

posites were made available covering groups of members in various territories

and groups representing various types of business classified according to

methods of marketing*

It was found from these volume reports that composite figures for a

group of jobber plante showed a volume for the first 8 months of 1934 lower

in relation to normal than the volume for the industry at large, whereas

various composites for consumer plants and local trade plants showed 1934

volume to date higher in relation to normal than the average for the in-

dustry* (*)

(*) Ho data are available -to indicate the extent of this change.
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Evidently some disturbance in the market in the Southeastern terri-

tory of the United States was disclosed "by the reports. One member of

the code authority explained that the instability of prices had been
caused by the action of a paper merchant in filing loner prices en envelopes,

under the price reporting plan of the Paper Distributing Trade.

The minutes reported that "after extended discussion of all the

facts available in regard to the Southeastern market, and after review
of special composite volume, reports covering groups of members in that

territory, it was the consensus of opinion that no change in the "Open
Price Flan" would be warranted at this time. (*)

At this same meeting of the code authority it was voted to prepare
composite volume reports along several new groupings. Composites by
classification were to include five groups, defined as follows:

1« Jobber plants —• firms which sell chiefly to whole-
sale merchants or wholesale envelope merchants;

2. Paper merchants plants — paper merchants who own and
operate envelope plants;

3« Stationery and tablet plants — firms which are members
of the Paper Stationery and Tablet Manufacturing Indus-
try;

4. Trade plants- — firms which sell principally to distri-
butors other than wholesale distributors and not exten-
sively to consumers; and

5, Consumer plants — firms which sell principally direct •

to consumers* e

Each member of the industry was definitely classified in one or

another of these groupings in preparing composite volume reports for dis-

tribution to members* Similarly, eight geographical reporting areas uere

established for volume reports, with their boundaries set forth.

The available records are too fragmentary to trade the effects of the

quota principle of maintaining the normal volume position of individual
industry members under the operation of the price filing plan, although
references are frequent in the minutes to those percentage reports and to

revisions of the classes of trade and schedules which may have been necessi-

tated by the results disclosed. Thus at the meeting of November 9th and 10th,

1934, a new composite volume report was considered, in which members of the

industry were divided into groups according to size; namely, large plants,

(*) It should be pointed out in this connection that the Open Price Plan
of selling as referred to here was not the open price provision it-

self but the elaborated plan set forth in Bulletin 14 of the Code

Authority, which was made up of a complete set of specifications,
standards, indexes of price schedules and differentials for the estab-

lished classes of trade defined therein.
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medium sized plants and small plants. According to the re-oort, the fig-
ures indicated that since the effective date of the code, the snail and
medium sized plants had secured a larger proportion of the "business

available than the;- had enjoyed during the past three years, while the
large plants had suffered a corresponding decline in their share of the
total "business.

- . d. Breakdown of the price Piling Plan.

Even at this early date it was becoming apparent that rigid enforce-
ment of the code along the lines prescribed in the "Open Price Plan" was
not possible, and that violations were in many cases resulting in a loss
of established business by those members who* complied with the plan.
Steps were taken at the November, 1534, session to relieve such members
from the effects of these violations, by means of the following resolu-
tion: (*)

"YTOxEAS it has not get proved practical to prevent certain
manufacturers and distributors from selling below the filed
prices provided for by the Open price provisions of the En-
velope Code, and, tTHEREAS this practice works great injury
to those manufacturers and distributors who adhere to such
filed prices, the Code Authority, subject to approved by a'

meeting of the Industry, hereby rules that members of the

Industry, in defense of business from their established
customers or from established customers of their distributors, _

nay meet bona fide known competitive prices, provided that a
complete record of every such transaction shall be filed with
the Administrative Agency immediately, and further rules that
it will accept for filing, schedules of prices and terms of

sale containing the following reservations:

"The right is hereby reserved, in defense of business
from our established customers or from established
cusomters of our distributors, to meet bona, fide known
competitive : rices.

"Por the purpose of this ruling an. established cus-
tomer she'll be defined as one, a substantial portion
of whose business has beon enjoged "oy such member
directly. or through a distributor."

The difficulties that appeared in the' oioeration of the Open price plan
followed in large part the issuance of Office Lemorandum 267, dated July
30, 1934, forbidding the use of taandatory customer classification under
open price plans. The code authority classifications had been in effect
without USA sanction until April 1C33, when 1.1 r. G-. K. Harnill, Assistant
Deputy of the paper Division, submitted then for advisory opinion. Later
he disapproved the Bulletin setting forth the defined classes of trade.

(*) hinutes of meeting, November' S, 1S34, I.HA files
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Almost simultaneously with thds action, the code authority voted to stay
the Open Price Plan in the industry. This decision, coupled with the
imminent termination of existing 1JRA legislation and the expected re-
vision of codes | led the deputy to refrain from any official order of

disapproval*

The relatively short period of operation covered "by industry re-
ports prevents any real analysis of the effects of the quota plan hut
they do suggest the possible uses to which such corollary statistics
could he put. They raise the "basic issue of the economic justification
for efforts to stabilize production on the basis of past volume of sales

and existing excess capacity, raid the further question as to whether the

attempt to prevent shifts of business that might occur under open price
filing would not defeat one of the ostensible purposes of those plans
in preventing any wholesome adjustments that might take place with open
prices any improved competitive conditions that might arise through them.

4. The Commodity Group Plan, for the Candy Manufacturing Industry*

One further experience with a budget plan in connection with price
filing is afforded by the candy manufacturing industry. The history of

this plan, and the course of its operation, would indicate that it was
first sponsored by Dun & Brads tree t, Inc., who had been appointed by the

code authority at its first meeting as the agency to handle price filing.
The minutes of the code authority meeting on July 15, 1934, report that
Mr. H. B. Ludlum, representative of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., (a former
official in the NBA who participated in the first Price Hearings, in

January, 1934), reported at length on the experience of Dun & Bradstreet,
Inc., in receiving and filing price lists, and made a number of suggestions
and recommendations for the organization of the plan. Mr. Shannon, HRA
legal counsel, suggested that Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., be allowed to draw
up the rules for the price filing plan. A committee to draw up classi-
fications and products of the industry and to determine the separate
classes of buyers to be recognized in the filing of prices was appointed
to assist. These classifications included definitions of buyers meant to

conform closely with those in the Wholesale Confectioners 1
;

: Code. (*)

The price filing plan as finally developed was called the Commodity
Group Plan. The code authority at various times utilized the services of

Ernst and Ernst, cost accountants, Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., as confidential
agents of the code authority and later, Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison to

operate the Commodity Group Plan, so thai nothing short of an elaborate
case history would give a complete story of its development. The Commodity

Plan was operated in conjunction with the detailed customer classification I

plan mentioned above, which was not sanctioned' by the 1IRA, It was appar-
ently developed in its final form alter informal attempts at price fixing
in the industry. (**)

(*) The definitions were revised frequently in later meetings of the code

authority and were used during most of the period of code operation,

although members were informed by the deputy administrator in Septem-

ber, 1934, that such classification was not permitted under existing

H.R.A. policy.

(**) See P# 424 below.
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mediTna sized plants and small plants. According to the report, the fig-
ures indicated that since the effective date of the code, the small and
medium sized plants had secured a larger proportion of the "business
available than the;- had enjoyed during the past three years, while the
large plants had suffered a corresponding decline in their share of the
total "business.

d. Breakdown of the price Filing Plan.

Even at this early date it was becoming apparent that rigid enforce-
ment of the code along the lines prescribed in the "Open Price Plan" was
not possible, and that violations were in many cases resulting in a lose
of established business by those members who complied with the clan. •- -

Steps were taken at the Hovember, 1934, session to relieve such members
from the effects of these violations, by means of the following resolu-
tion: (*)

"T7HEIEAS it has not get proved practical to prevent certain
manufacturers and distributors from selling below the filed
prices provided for by the Open price provisions of the En-
velope Code, and, T7KE3EAS this practice works great injury
to those manufacturers and distributors who adhere to such
filed prices, the Code Authority, subject to approval by a
meeting of the Industry, hereby rules that members of the

Industry, in defense of business from their established r

customers or from established customers of their distributors,

may meet bona fide known competitive -prices, provided that a
complete record' of every such transaction shall be filed with
the Administrative Agency immediately, and further rules that
it will accept for filing, schedules of prices and terms of

sale containing the following reservations:

"The right is hereby reserved, in defense of business
from our established customers or from established
cusomters of our distributors, to meet bona fide known
competitive rices.

"Eor the purpose of this ruling en established cus-
tomer shall be defined as one, a substantial portion
of whose business has been enjoyed by such member
directly or through a distributor."

The difficulties that appeared in the operation of the Open Price plan
followed in large part the issuance of Office Lemorandum 267, dated July
30, 19C4, forbidding the use of mandatory customer classification under
open price plans. The code authority classifications had been in effect
without 1IBA sanction until April 1935, L/hen Mr. G-. K. Harnill, Assistant
Deputy of the Paper Division, submitted the.: for advisory opinion. Later
he disapproved the Bulletin setting forth the defined classes of trade.

(*) hinutes of meeting, November 9, 1834, MtA files
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Almost simultaneously with this action, the code authority voted to stay
the Open Price Plan in the industry. This decision, coupled with the
imminent termination of existing 1IRA legislation and the expected re-
vision of codes, led the deputy to refrain from any official order of

disapproval*

The relatively short period of operation covered by industry re-

ports prevents any real analysis of the effects of the quota plan hut
they do suggest the possible uses to which such corollary statistics
could he put. They raise the basic issue of the economic justification
for efforts to stabilize production on the basis of past volume of sales

and existing excess capacity, and the further question as to whether the

attempt to prevent shifts of business that might occur under open price
filing would not defeat one of the ostensible purposes of those plans
in preventing any wholesome adjustments that might take place with open
prices any improved competitive conditions that might arise through them,

4. The Commodity Group Plan, for the Candy Manufacturing Industry.

One further experience with a budget plan in connection with price
filing is afforded by the candy manufacturing industry* The history of

this plan, and the course of its operation, would indicate that it was
first sponsored by Bun & Bradstreet, Inc., who ha.d been appointed by the

code authority at its first meeting as the agency to handle price filing.
The minutes of the code authority meeting on July 15, 1934, report that
Mr. K. B. Ludlum, representative of Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. , (a former
official in the 1JBA who participated in the first Price Hearings, in

January, 1934), reported at length on the experience of Dun & Bradstreet,
Inc., in receiving and filing price lists, and made a number of suggestions
and recommendations for the organization of the plan. Mr. Shannon, HRA
legal counsel, suggested that Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., be allowed to draw
up the rules for the price filing plan. A committee to draw up classi-
fications and products of the industry ana to determine the separate
classes of buyers to be recognized in the filing of prices was appointed
to assist. These classifications included definitions of buyers meant to

conform closely with those in the Uholesale Confectioners 1
-,

' Code. (*)

The price filing plan as finally developed was called the Commodity
Group Plan. The code authority at various times utilized the services of

Ernst and Ernst, cost accountants, Dun & Bradstreet, Inc., as confidential
agents of the code authority and later, Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison to

operate the Commodity Group Plan, so that nothing short of an elaborate
case history would give a complete story of its development. The Commodity
Plan was operated in conjunction with the detailed customer classification

jj

plan mentioned above, which was not sanctioned by the IffiA. It was appar-
ently developed in its final form after informal attempts at price fixing
in the industry. (**)

(*) The definitions were revised frequently in later meetings of the code

authority and were used during most of the period of code operation,

although members were informed by the deputy administrator in Septem-

ber, 1934, that such classification was not permitted under existing
1T.R.A. policy.

(**) See p # 424 below.
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At a hearing held by the XRA on January 19, 1935, to investigate
charges of price fixing, the Chairman of the Code Authority, Mr.
Williamson, related the numerous efforts of the code authority to
operate the price filing provisions of their code in such a pay as to
bring about a profitable and stable price level, and the final adop-
tion of the Commodity Plan, The industry made an early attempt to*
secure approval of a mandatory cost manual based upon a survey con-
ducted by Ernst and Ernst. It rras hoped to use .this manual as a
basis of protection against sales below cost. ' The cost, manual was
never approved, although it was considered ^oy Mr. Williamson and others
to be a necessary accompaniment to the price filing provision. The
stay of the vraiting period oj the general Administrative Order of Janu-
ary 27, 1934, had brought further disorganization to the -price filing
discipline.

Refusals of the 11EA to prant requests for emergency declarations
in the industry further discouraged the industry and suggested the need
for independent action to stop price cutting. The first request for an
emergency deel; ration was made early in Se-ot'3mb-3r, 1934; a second re-
quest was made in January 1S35. The attempt at trice fixing evidently
began during the period between these two dates, if we can accept the
testimony of Mr. T/illianson and others.

Stevenson, Jordan and Earrison --ere retained, after the investi-
gation of the alleged price-fixing and the change of fir. T/illiamson from
his wosition as chairman, of the code authority, to operate the so-called
Commodity Group Plan.

The plan itself is described by a former eart-time administration
Member, George A. Chapman, in a. raemorffiajlum transmitted to the ILIA in
July, 1935, with the recommendation that it should be nrowosed as a volun-
tary agreement in the event of eixT extension of IIEA codes by new legisla-
tion. His report advances the same need for the voluntary acceptance of

normal percentage volumes that have been already noted.

Briefly, the plan involved dividing, the industry into eight cr more
groups composed of members manufacturing identical or similar items:

"These groups to hold frequent meetings in order that the

per-onal element;., and confidence in one another might be
.established, the yroup members to furnish statistical in-

formation to a confidential apency, such informrtion to

be tabulated into some total and the ma.nufa.cturer o.
' per-

centage of the total transmitted to the individual member.
The Candy Industry more than anything also needs to 'now
more about its industry through the volume of the various
kinds of candy marketed in the different areas and to note
their own percentages of the total business. If a manufac-
turer is receiving a normal r>ercentage of business he is

not ant to sell below cost. In general, this industry has

been operating as though there was an unlimited amount of

business and that they could eventually bring their volume
up to a profitable basis ~bY selliny below co::t until that

profitable volume is rea.ched.
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"The confidential agency able to distribute statistical
information of this nature as well as cost information
could luidoubtedly have great influence in stopping sales
below cost."

The Code History for the Candy llanufacturing Industry gives some
further description of the plan, which provided for the reporting by
members, of statistics, pertaining to (l) poundage of shipments; (2)

value of shipments; (3) price per pound; and (4) the trade channels in
which the merchandise moved,

"These figures were to be compiled, tabulated and partially
analyzed in order that each member rev>6rting those statis-
tics might calculate the relation of his business in any
group to the total business reported in that group and thus
ascertain whether he was holding his position or gaining
or losing with reference to the group as a whole. It should
be observed that these statistics ^ere to be on -oast and
closed transactions and that all data submitted were to be

without the identity of the individual manufacturer in order
that individual reports night not be disclosed in an identi-
fiable form to ojny other member of the industry.

"Through these devices the Code Authority, acting on behalf
of the industry, felt that many desirable data heretofore
undisclosed might be assembled and through their intelligent
interpretation by the recipients of such data the price struc-
ture might be stabilized without being increased unduly. The

plan was in effect for so short a. time as not to warrant the

drawing of conclusions as to its efficiency." (*)

Sxcerpts from the minutes of the code authority meeting of May 10
and 11, 1935, would indicate that this Commodity Group Plan met with some
considerable opposition from members of the industry and from at least
one member of the c'ode authority. A progress report was read at that
meeting on the work of Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison, which showed
"encouraging results except in Zone 7." The failure of the plan in this

zone was suggested as being due to the opposition of lir. Berger, Assis-
tant Secretary of the national Confectioners' Association. Mr. I3erger

was reported as stating that "he was most antagonistic to the plan and
that he was making .his objections known to the industry in that area, and
further, that he expected ultimately to see the whole set-up of this

Commodity Group Plan declared illegaJ." Further evidence was presented
that Mr. 3erger had' refused to furnish certain information requested by
Stevenson, Jordan and Harrison and had practically ordered a representa-
tive to get out of his. office and not to bother him, but to let Stevenson,

Jordan and Harrison figure it out for themselves.

(*) Code History, pages 46-47.
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5, Prevalence of Budyet Plans

It is not possible to determine to what e::tent the "budget or quota
plans actually resulted in the freezing of existing volune distribution
in those codes in which the:/ operr.ted, nor to estimate the prevalence of
such plans in connection with the H.R.A. price filing jlans, (*) The
proponents of this principle of sharing- the-bhsiness appear chiefly among
the older established trade associations and include representatives of
at least one of the leading organizations engaged in industrial manage-
ment. Such groups are traditionally lens inclined to resort to secret
agreements or overt nrice fixing efforts that might subject them to action
under the anti- trust laws, and have used alternative procedures for ac-
complishing the desired stabilization of the industries they serve. A
later stud-

' of open 'rice plans should explore these methods in an attempt
to appraise the economic or administrative merits and demerits in more
adequate fashion than has been possible in this study.

6. The Eddy Plans and the 'iud-ct System .

Evidence of the relationship of the early Eddy open price associations
to the budget plans described in this section is furnished by a letter
from a former associate of i!r. Eddy, who had served as a.ttorney for num-
erous open price associations TTilliam J. Matthews of the Window Shade
Institute, ITew York City, was invited, in connection with the present
study, to com lent upon the theory of open >rices set forth by Professor
J. LI. Cla.rk in the statement entitled "An Interesting Issue". (**)

Mr. Matthews' letter in answer to this invitation refers at one

-ooint to Prof, Clark's statement that under an open price plan members

will be deterred from lowering the -orice since they will be unable to

increase their total share of the business because of the rapidity with

which the price cut will be net. Although in general disagreement with

Professor Clark's views, Mr. Matthews, agreed that price cutting would

be minimized by the workings of an open price plan because it discloses

the fallacy of such tactics as a means to greater volume. He comments

in part as follows:

"Prices are set to get an individual order, acquire a parti-

cular customer, to maintain a certain volume so as to economi-

cally operate the plant, and frequently to increase the volume

and lever the unit production cost. This last reason is thoroughly

unsound from the standpoint of the individual, especially in a

subnormal market alien there is not enough business for all. In

order to arrive at the same net, if one should cut the price 10/fe

he would have to' increase his volume 30$« In the absence of an

expanding demand, .. that ^excess percentage "of the industry business

must necessarily come from other competitors who have the choice

of staying out of the market or meeting the lowered price. The

latter" will ultimately happen, with the result, as production

(*) The Paper and Pulp Industry proposed to incorporate a provision for a

share-the-ousiness elan in its revised code, submitted in Public, hear-

ing, June 29, 1934, but there •. .s no indication of any intended connec-

tion with the price filing plan.

(**) See Chaoter II, p. 62 above.
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figures invariably show, over a period conroeting sellers
will acquire ap proximately the sane percentage respectively
of the industry's total business. The open price plan needs
to be supplemented with production figures so that each will
know from month to month his percentage of the industry
total. If one's percentage slips substantially and he finds
from the price reports that special concessions have been
made, he cm conclude that the reduction in his share of the
industry business is offset by the increase of those who
have been making the special prices. Iftien those facts are
brought out, competition on price, as evidence through the
reports, will automatically tend toward more stable prices
and greater consistency in the respective, individual per-
centages of the total industry volume. Such is all educa-
tional and market facts are the prerequisite. In operation
the reporting of prices does not result in arbitrarily high
or fixed prices at all, as many seem to think. The minute
prices become arbitrarily high, someone will instantly see

that he can operate at a profit on a lo^er level and will
immediately do so. The operation of the open price plan
proves exactly that and yet there is no agreement to name
any fixed price, which should never be dictated by the govern-
ment or industry.

"Contrary to one statement made in this document (Prof.
Clark's statement) the open price filing system does not
tend at all in the direction of a monopolistic price, if

it is meant by that, an arbitrarily high price. And, further-
more, a.s already stated, the mere publication of the price
operates .as a deterrent factor in preventing one from caking
prices which are too low. I.Iuch is said in this document about
a price cutter increasing his- volume and, as I read it, it is

either assumed, or conditionally assumed, that one, through
the cut- price route, might consistently increase his rela-
tive share of the business. I believe I have sufficiently
explained that phase and it can be stated positively that
except in rare and peculiar instances, such does not happen."

One point in the above calls for further comment. Mr. Matthews fails

to indicate just why a member will lower his price the instant he sees that

"he can operate at a profit on a lower level," If he can not, by that

means, obtain a, larger proportion of the total business, there is no ob-

vious reason why he shoxild choose to decrease his margin of profit on the

existing volume. Mr. Matthews' earlier argument would appear to invalidate

his conclusion, unless the demand for the product is elastic enough to

increa.se total volume considerably with a cut in price.

His general conclusion about open price plans bears a striking resem-

blance tc the conclusions voiced by Mr. Pickard, and to the warnings of

Mr. Eddy that price filing is a long tine cooperative means of stabiliza-
tion, not a substitute for price fixing by government or private inter-
ests:
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• ••in ny judgment, the croen ;>rice system is the answer
to all questions which have been raised by the ITIHA. It
does not serve the purpose, if such purpose "be in con-
templation, of setting up any elaborate control in Wash-
ington* On the contrary, even that system should be nit

squarely up to industry to adopt it or not, as they see
fit and the more they try to get control, either on the
part of industry or by the government, the greater will
be the fiasco. These things cannot be done by law, and
even as applied to the open price system there will
never be a law, in my judgment, co rrpeling all those
participating in a. particular market to file and publish
their prices, or to adhere to them when filed. Already
the open price system is legalised and if Industry wer.e

told that it is in the interest of industry and the -oublic

to use the ooen wrice system — and that industry could
not and should not loo]: to the government for any other
method, legal or otherwise, to enforce control over pro-
duction or prices, oecause that cannot be done without
the running jf industry by a centralized government —
that would be the sound method of a.joroach."
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CHAPTER V

PRICE STRUCTURES U1TDEEI PRICE PILING

In Chapter II, it was pointed out that a .full account of develop-
ments under -orice filing ^ould include evidence of the direction and
e::tent of orice movements, the frequency and range of price fluctuation,
the relative treatment of different customer classes, changes in the

degree of complexity of the price structure, and changes in the uniform-
ity of customer classifications, list prices, terms of sale, and net
prices. As is indicated in that statement, it is not oossible to do

more in this chapter than to set forth certain case studies bearing up-
on some of the ooints named. Prom these case studies it becomes clear
that orice filing as such was not accompanied by any one kind of varia.—

tion in prices, but there was great diversity in price movements from
one industry to another.

The cases presented oelow were selected, as those in which the

character of price change during the nrice filing period is most clearly
indicated by the available evidence.

A. The Level And General Direction Of Prices Under Price Piling

1. The Concept and Problem of Price Levels

It ha.s generally been assumed that "open" orices tend to be

higher than "secret" prices for a number of reasons, of which the

following are most commonly cited:

(a) Some of the orice reductions which would have been

made because of ignorance of market conditions
will not be made under an ooen -orice system.

(b) Secret rebating will be made more difficult and the

price wars which the;/ someti .es orecioita.te will

occur less frequently.

(c) Price cuts which the seller otherwise would feel he

should make may not take olace because of his

fear of engendering the ill-will and possible

retaliation of powerful competitors or the trade

association.

(d) Secret price agreements which night break down by
reason of secret concessions made by certain com-

petitors can be "oetter maintained since the neces-

sity of filing mrices will either deter the price

cutters from making concessions or it will better

enable the trade association or dominant comoet-

tors to identify and police infractions of the

agreement.

(e) Laggards in following the movements of price leaders

may also be more easily identified and brought

into line.
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Previous statistical studies of the Movement of price levels under
have b 3en rather inconclusive in their findings. (*) The lack of
significant and amenable rice data and the complication of the problem
by many influences other than price filing have been the principal limit-
ing factors. (**)

The sane lack of a complete history of the changes in price struct-
ures is also a limiting factor in this study, especiallv insofar as
comparisons of pre-code sua >ost-code price levels or trends rrith those
of the code period are desirable. Many of the industries with open-
price provisions in their 13A >eodes did hot have price filing either ."before
or Rfter the jeriod of 112A operation; in those ca-SJ3s"where pricec reporting
plans -ere in effect, the pre-code rnd post-code filings and merchandis-
ing plans have not been made available to the Price Filing Unit except
?n one or two instances. In some case.; it has 'jeen proved impracticable
tc calculate the prevailing price levels for certain industries during
the code period even with a co plete collection of price filings and
merchandising plans at hand due to the lack of suitable data showi
the volume of sales which massed through the respective channels of trade,

The most profitable method, yrpuld appear to be a series of intensive
case studies utilizing a sample of carefully selected industries. The
present study suggests such an approach; however, the limitations on
the selection of the sample and the pursuit of certain aspects of the
intensive analysis make it a very imperfect example of rrhat might be done.

In order to simpler and facilitate the analysis, the industries used
as illustrations of changes in price levels under open-price codes have
been di/ided into three groups— those showing (a)higher, (b) comparative-
ly stable, and (c) lower price level:. o •

2. Sxaiuoles of Higher Price Levels

a. Steel Casti . ;s

In the steel castings industry, the code authority suggested price
levels equal to 87 per cent of the levels prevailing for the same pro-

ducts in 1925 in its report to members on December 5, 1033. These
levels, as a. general rule, were fairly '-ell maintained much a.s origin-

ally su- ;ested, throu hout the cole period. Pur the r :oro , the evidence

(*) Federal Trade Commission, C>en Price ^r^-'.e Associations . 1929, p.

102; Simon Whitne*'-

, Open Prices . Report, Division of Research and

Planning "TLA Ajril 3, 1934, • pp. 21-33; ilelson, Hilton IT.,

Q-oen Price Associat i
-.• is , rpi; 177-100 Su)rc

(**) Those studying the >roblen have usually had to rely upon the jrico

datn compiled b r the bureau of Labor Statistics. Since some of

these series represent list )rice quotations rather than actual

transactions, the price movements talcing dace through the addi-

tion or elimination of discounts -miC.. other changes in the Drice

structure are not fully talien into account*
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available seems to indicate that these orice levels were higher, es-
pecially on the small castings, than those existing immediately orior
to NRA and that the trend of prices turned downward following its
termination. (*)

It is also interesting to ncte that this experience under
the MA seems to have paralleled, in many, respects, the same indus-
try's experience with price reporting during the period 1923 to 1926.
The industrial engineers who exai-iined and checked the pre-NRA price
research sponsored by the industry made the following' statement:

"During the examination of 1926 selling
orices, the Engineers found that in many
cases the schedules used in 1926 were
the same as those in effect in 1925, 1924
and in some instances even in 1923. Be-
ginning in the latter part of 1926
"(price reporting was discontinued in
December 192(5)" the selling
prices generally scaled downward and in

most cases 1.327 and subsequent schedules
were at lowej* selling prices than those
of 1926." (+*)

In general, the prices of Steel Castings apparently increased
almost twice as fast as cost? under NRA. (See Tables II and III,
Appendix 3, this study), increases being 18 per cent and about 9^ per
cent, respectively. During tthe same oeriod prices of "producers
goods for capital equipment" advanced less than 4 per cent. (***•)

»7hile these price and cost comparisons are subject to the limita-
tions usually imposed by sucJi general orice terms, they give the
impression that Steel Casting; prices increased more than the average for
the same broad class of o rod acts.

(*) See Price Filing m the Steel Castings Industry , (ffiA Price
Piling Studies, 19136, included In this reoort as Appendix B.

(**) Ford, Bacon & Davi»s, Industrial Engineers, New York, Report ,

Selling Price Schedules for Miscellaneous Steel Castings ,

December 29, 1933*., p. 14, NRA files.

(***)• National Bureau pf Economic Research, Monthly Letters.
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'iVhen the original anJ; final schedules filed for 18 representa-
tive steel castings are compared, it appears that the trenc1 was down-
ward in about 22 oer cent of thp ceses, upward in approximately 22
per cent, and showed no change for the remaining 56 upr cent (see

Table i). It must be remembered, however, that in most instances the

original filings re-ore senteci substantial increases over pre-NRA orice
levels and that generally the final schedule filed, even where it ".'qs

slightly below the original under NRA, constituted an aooreciable net

gain over pre-FRA levels.
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TaBLIU I

Original and Final Price Schedules Prevailing for Sighteeen
Representative Steel Castings Under the II. R. A. Codes .

Original Pinal TR3IID

CASTING Letter Letter llo

Schedule 3/ Schedule Up" Down Change

1. Aeronautical-!!. C.C. 3. N. C C

2. Agricultural machinery P 1T-0-P

combine-harvester 0,-R-A 1/
3. Automobile ,axle housings

("banjo type) C JI-F

4. Automotive brake clutch
pedal £ similar levers 3 3 x

5. Automobile brake drums II x
6. 3read slicing machine K K x
7. Hydraulic cylinders G G x
8. Dredge ball & socket Joint L L
9. Motor frames (box type)

10. Gears-cast tooth
11. Heat treating furnace, etc.K-M-i'I

12. Locomotive driving boxes P2/ P 2/ x
13. Sectional u-bends
14. Refractory & brickyards

(roller tires)
15. Roll-housings caps
16. Power shovel & dragline bases M~L M~L x
17. Shoes & treads 0) -P 0)-P
13. Valve bodies I K x

Totals 4 4 10

Source*. Compilation by Statistics Section, ITRA from Daily Price Reports
published by Steel Pounders' Society of America.

l/ 0.F.".R and S filed for various weight classifications, Division VI

only

2/ These castings were affected by changes in the 1T.A.D. regulations there-

by causing changes in the level of prices although the general letter

shcedules remained the sane.

3/ See Appendix 3 for explanation of the process of filing letters to

represent price shcedules.

3 3
I I

K K
G G
L L

K-E E~J X
0-iT 0-M X
M-H E-M X

P2/ F 2/
L~M L~M

M M

0-2/ Q 2/
, M~L H-L
0)-P 0)-P

I K
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"b. Fertilizer

Mixed fertilizers and superphosphate increased in price under MA
(I933-I935) while ir.ported raw materials — nitrate of soda and kainit -

declined. The net changes computed from "both the price filings and the
wholesale price series cor '.piled by the 3ureau of Labor Statistics are
shown in Table II.

TA3LZ II

Percent a-;e Changes in Fertilizer Prices

Grade of Fertilizer : '.". C 2. E A S E S DECREASES
or Type of Raw Price filings, 3ureau of Price Filings, Bureau of

Material Zone 5 Labor Zone 5 Labor
Statistics Statistics

2-3-3, list- S.l .

" 1S
; .0"

S-3-3 net cash 10.7 n°t included — -

g-U-l| list 6.7 not included

8-'3-3 tobacco
grade list 10.0 net included -

l6 per cent super-
phosphate, list 13«S IS. 5 - ~

Nitrate of soda,

list - .k S.5 '

20 per cent

kainit, list - 12.3 »5

SOURCE: Adapted fro:.: TThitney, Simon, Fertilizer Industry Price Study,

Division of Review, NBA. Preliminary Report, December 15, 1935.

p. 2k.

These changes in fertilizer prices may be co: pared v/ith increases

of 12.3 per cent and 9.6 per cent in the Bureau of Labor Statistics

index of 78k wholesale prices and its index for finished products, re-

spectively, from November, 1933. to i;ay» 1935«

It appears that g-3-3 is the most popular grade of fertilizer in

Zone 5, that about g -oer cent of the 193U sales of fertilizer were for

cash, and that some S7 ner cent of the farmers in that zone ordinarily

932b
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"buy in quantities too sr.ir.ll to command a quantity discount. (*) Table
III Column two, shorts this most tjnpical price as '."ell as the prices of
two other mixed grades and for .the three principal raw materials.

TABLE III

fertilizer Prices to Consumers
(oer t on in Zone 5 a/)

8-3-3 lS per-
Date Tobacco cent Nitrate 20 percent
Price g-3-3 8-1+-H Grade Saperphos- of Kainit
"Tas phate Soda
Adopted

(Nov. & Dec. 1533 nixes and superphosphates (Loss than Carlots
in carlots—later lists optional) in carlots with

mixed goods)

List Net Cash . List List
Prices Prices

1331
Nov. 15* $21+. 69 020.99 $27.1+5 $26.51+ $19. U6 $1+3.32 $25.31

Dec. 1* 26.25 22.05 29.35 28.75 20.55 1+2.55 25.65

132k

Feb. 1 25. 85 21.71

Feb. 5

June 30

July 26
_
2U.95 20.96

Aug. 28

Sept. 29 21.21 1+1.07

Nov. 2 26.70 23.23 29.30 29.20 22.15 39.65 23.05

Nov. 19 22.20

28.1+5 28.35 21.20 1+2.1+0

1+2.78

28.15

27.20

28.35 1+5.65 26.60

27.59 27.1+5

26.95

20.50 Up.. 25 25.00

Source: Whitney, Simon, fertilizer Industry Price Study , NBA. Preliminary

Report, December 15, 1935* P« 23.

a/ Royster*s (the price leader's) prices.

(*) Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Division of Agricultural Finance,

liimeographed report, November I93I+; National Fertilizer Association,

"American Fertilizer Practices, a Series of Deports Relating to the

Use of Commercial Plant Food Presenting Information Obtained by a

Survey Among U8,000 Farmers in 35 States". 1929, p. 6l.
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Statements made' "by ;;r . Brand, Secretary of the i'ational Fertilizer
Association, are to the effect that although prices to farmers were in-
creased only about 15 per cent under the 1IRA code, the net price to fer-
tilizer producers was increased about 3k per cent due to a reduction in
the profit margin of distributors. (*)

An analysis of the price series of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
for Fertilizer during the pre-code, code and post-code periods indicates
the following:

(1) An upward trend in Fertilizer prices began about two
months before the effective date of the Code, November 10, 1933

.

(2) This upward trend continued under the Code until the cost
formula was approved in February, 193*4; thereafter prices regained quite
stable until the termination of KRA.

(3) There was a post-code break in Fertilizer prices, begin-
ning in June, 1935i and continuing until prices soon reached about the
same level as existed when the code became effective. (**)

The Fertilizer Industry Fri.ce Study gives the following account of
the frequency of price changes under the code:

TABLE IV

ITUl.lBEH- OF- PRICE CHANGES

Shown by Price Shown by Bureau of Labor Stat.

Item Code . IS month average,

Fi les, Zone 5 Period Jan. _, 192^June, 1935

Grade S-3-3 fertilizer k k 3

Grade 8-U-U fertilizer 5 n°t included not included
Superphosphate h 2 7

Nitrate of Soda 7 2 12

Kaini t J__ „,
k

,

2

S6uri:e: Whitney, Si'-'.on, Fertilize r Industry Price Study,, December 15,

1935. P. 23.

Commenting on blie table, Br. Whitney observed:

"There is no significant tendency observable under the Code,

with the possible exception of the decrease in number of price

changes on superphosphate-. While nitrate of soda prices also

(*) NBA Public Hearing on Prices, January 9, 1935, Transcript of Hear-

ing, p. 132, 113A files.

(**) These data are not presented as conclusive evidence of precise price

movements but uerely as one indication of the general trend of

Fertilizer prices.
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appear to have been stabilized to some extent, this was for all
practical purposes outside the sphere of influence of the Code."

And continuing, on the size of price changes!

"In comparing the size of price changes under the Code with
the average size of changes in previous years, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics series again furnish the only basis of comparison. On
grade 8~3~3» the average size of the k changes occuring under the
code was 79 cents a ton; while the lH changes accuring from January,
1926, through June, 1933 averaged $1.10 per ton. :0n superphosphate,
the two changes under the Code averaged 25 cents a ton; the 3^-

•changes prior to the Code averaged 26 cents a ton. ITo significant
difference is appar ent . " ( *

)

These comparisons were made to determine if there were differences
in the behavior of fertilizer prices during the pre—code and code periods^
The price series compiled by the' Bureau of Labor Statistics were used for
the pre-code years because there were no filed prices available for that
period.

The above comparisons, however, do not tell the whole story for two
reasons. (**) First, the price series of the Bureau of Labor Strtistics
do not take into consideration fluctuations in some of the more inaccess-
ible elements of the prices and therefore provide an imperfect comparison
with prices filed under the NBA code. Second, certain other changes
(such as a change to a "delivered-to-the farm" basis, a change in treat-
ment of dealers, and reduced trucking allowances) are not taken into con-

sideration in the comparisons shown, although they meant very definite
changes in prices to certain interested groups, including consumers
dealers, and producers.

(*) Whitney, Simon, Pertilizer Industry Price Study , December 15, 1935»

pp. 25-26.

(**) Dr. Whitney is,- of course, aware of these limitations.
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c. Asphr.lt Shingle and Hoofing

V/hile a complete collection of r.'ice filings and ncrc'nandisirig plans
are not available for the asphalt shingle and roofing industry (for either
the pre-lTHA code, or -->ost~code periods), the general trends indicated
"by the partial collection o." rice filings and the 3ureaii of Labor
Statistics price series appear lo he somevdiat similar. (*)

These data indicate that asphalt shingles were comparatively high-
priced during 1926-1929, but that the trend was definitely downward.
There was ?. decided break in prices late in 1927 and early in 1928; a
recovery in l f

J,2C and a relatively high and stable >lateau during 1931
"but new breaks in 193.'] and early in 1933. Slate-surfaced roof in. and
medium prepared roofing '.vere much lover in n-ice than cither individual
or strip snintoles, the former tyoe of snin^le usually being the more
costly. The slate-surfaced and prepared roofings were also usually
more stable in urice than the shingles.

Durin., the period of operation under ITPA asphalt shingles and
roofings shov.-cd the folio-". 'in;

;
increases in price;

PA3L3 V

Course of Asah?lt Shin;,le "nc Poof in;.. Prices
From March 1933 to Una of Code Period

(Value per square)

Item
(Dollars)

March 1933 - May 1935
Change during Period
(Dollars) (Percent)

Individual shingles 3.49

Strip Shinies 3.06

Slate surfaced roofing 1.36

Medium ore-oared roofin 1.33

4. 3i3

4.57

1.77

1.44

/• 1.46 J- 41.8

/ 1.31 f 49.3

j- .41 /• 30.1

/- .11 /• G.3

Source: United States Bureau cf Labor Statistics, V/holcsale x^rices

A price differential by certain "troublesome" small enterprises was
permitted by the other members of the industry. In some cases this differ-

ential amounted to as much as 7-r^. The theory behind the differential was
that it is better to allow such small price cutters a stated differential
which has been definitely agreed upon, than to run the risk these small
concerns may "run wild"; since in the former case other producers "know
ab out where they are." (**)

(*) See Chart II Appendix A. (Price Fili:-;. in the Asphalt Shingle and
Ro o fin ,

; Indus t ry . 1"PA Price Filing Stud;;, 1936)

(**) Interview oy Mr. Prank Stocking of the Price Filing Unit with officials
9826 of the Asphalt Shingle and Hoofing Institute, Nov York City, January 9,

10, 1936.
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Following the termination of 1I3A-, there appears to have "been a minor
dip in the price curve for asphalt shingles, which was soon followed "by a
rather strong recovery. During the latter part of Hovember and the month
of December, 1335, however, prices seem to have receded quite sharply
again. Slate surfaced and prepared roofing prices seem to have taken about
the same general •course as those of shingles during the post-code period;
however, the fluctuations on these lower—priced products have not been so

pronounced.

3. Other Industries for which There is Some Evidence of

Upward Price Trends

The price structure of the magnet wire group of tho electrical
manufacturing industry showed comparatively little change between the

original and final filings. The principal change seems to have been caused
by two increases in the base price amounting in all to l^i per pound.

There were also increased in various extras ranging from 1 to 15
percent. However, the general level of prices' was probably reduced during
the code due to increased premiums given to quantity purchasers.

A letter from the administration member to the deputy administrator
for the carbon dioxide industry, dated May 6, 1935, lias the following
answers to several questions apparently- put by the Deputy:

Question 3: "Has price filing in the industry a tendency to bring
about a uniformity of price or any tendency to raise
or decrease the price?"

Answer: "To some extent. I might say that the effect of price
filing has been to bring about the stabilization of
prices and enable the sales manager of a company to

discount^ many of the reports of salesmen about price
cutting, due to their' inability to get sufficient
business.

"

Question 4: "What is the effect of price filing on the small
enterprise? "

Answer: "The effect of price filing on the small enterprise has
been that it has brought into a concrete form definite
information about the competition of the largo
manufacturers rather than conjecture and rumors and
its success therefore has been one of stabilization.
The large manufacturers will not cut their prices for
fear of criticism of being one of the ones who initiated
the downward spiral and the small manufacturers are safe
in holding to their prices when they know that the large
producers are not trying to cut under them."

That situations were not always so ideal 'as this is indicated by a

later paragraph in the same statement which reads as follows:

"I understand that at the present time there is a complaint in the
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Los An eles area by a small member of the industry that the large
producers, the liquid carbonic and new ice companies, arc cuttin
prices to a destructive level. From the facts I have been able to
obtain it is rr.y understanding that the complainants have only been
in business since last September and in order to gain a foothold
initiated prices below the existing market quotations. When the
large producers discovered these chiseling tactics they cut their
prices to meet the competition. The connlaint existing in. YZashington
at this time by the small producer is the result."

There is some additional evidence, fragmentary but suggestivo, that
the Los Angeles situation was duplicated in bertain other areas. (*)

4. Samples of. Stable Price Levels.

Some of the industries operating under open-price provisions
exhibited relatively stable price levels during the period in which the
USA codes were in effect.

a. Laminated Phenolic Products.

One of the industrial groups which exhibited a comparatively stable
price level under iTEA was the Laminated phenolic products group of the
electrical manufacturing industry.

This group, which is composed of three types of members /_(l) large
electrical companies producing partly for their own use in further
manufacture; (2) vulcanized fibre and phenolic fibre manufacturers; and
(5) fabricators or agents of either of the first two subgroups_/ had
experienced some price cutting prior to NBA. Since the group's products
ere utilized chiefly as raw materials in the electrical and other manu-
facturing industries, its market had been hard hit by the general
inactivity of manufacturing during the depression. The keen competition
resulting caused most members of the industry to seek and accept any
business available, regardless of the size of the order. This, in turn,

seems to b«ve resulted in pressure upon the fabricator to cut prices
still further in order to maintain his position. (**)

It is believed that the 3rico, call of the Laminated Phenolic Products
Industry was primarily for the purpose of trying to get the members of the

group to cooperate more closely and to stabilize prices. Another probable
factor was the development of new markets (outside of the electrical
industry); such a situation would amear to make it advisable for the

group to have additional information regarding products and the prices
at which they were being marketed by various members in these new fields.

The advent and subsequent operation of price filing caused no very

material change in the price structure of the industry; however, it

probably did exert a steadying influence inasmuch as the relatively minor
price changes which did occur took place in a more orderly manner and any
tendencies for the -ericc level to sag amear to have been corrected.

(*) See memorandum to the Administrator from Iiercer Johnston, Consumers

Advisory 3oard, Aug. 7, 1934. NBA files.
(**) See Caesar, Albert, Laminated Phenolic Products ,, preliminary -paper,

!
TEA Price Piling Studies of the Electrical [Manufacturing Industry,

9826 1936,. pp. 1-6, ITPA files.
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List prices on washers and other fabricated products have remain

unchanged for many years and are said to "be identical with those which
have been used for a long time in the Vulcanized Fibre Industry. There were

no changes in the list prices of laminated phenolic products during the

period of operation under 1THA.

Such price changes as occurred seem usually to have taken place in
discounts. A typical change is described as follows:

"One company would change a discount; another company within a few
days might meet or even 'over-shoot' that price; others would file
to meet one or the other, and eventually, after several revisions,
the entire industry would end up on a; common level only slightly
different from the original. Changes in price or discounts were
not extensive. In fact, in the case of the discount on washers
each CO' pany made as many as three or four fixings to effect
a change of not more than 2 percent on large quantities." (*)

The intermediate filings granted larger discounts than the final
filings. The former seem to have been the result of dabbling in special
discounts to specific customers by several of the companies; this practice
was finally checked by one of the larger companies which took a definite
stand on the matter, defined the class of customers to whom the discount
would apply and then quoted a standard discount to these customers.
Most of the important producers followed this leadership.

One other development which aided in standardizing and stabilizing
the price level of the industry was bringing the lone recalcitrant
member into line with the rest of the group. Company number 25 was the
only one of the 13 manufacturers of the primary product whose filings were
out of line at the advent of open price activity. Two or three months
after this, however, this company changed to the same price structure as
the others and continued so until termination of the code.

The percentage of change in prices during the code period varied
considerably with the type of material. Using tubing as an example,
the basic discounts ranged from 15 percent to as high as 60 percent
depending on the grade of material. Thus, there was a greater production
in price on the expensive grades and less reduction (on the cheaper grades).

The products of the different manufacturers are very similar in
composition, physical properties and finish. This makes the relatively
small number of minor changes all the more remarkable since there seems
to be a tendency (which was rather marked prior to the code) for competi-
tion to center on price.

b . Steel Castings .

It has been pointed out previously (Table I) that while the price
trends of certain steel castings were upward during the period under 1TRA

those of others were either stable or downward. Three castings which
exhibited a relatively stable price level during this period were "Aero-
nautical Castings 1I.0.C.3.I:., "Automobile Brake Drums- 1 to 100 pounds",
and"Cylinders of the Hydraulic Accumulator Type". The following sections
explain the price behavior of these relatively stable castings.

(*) ibid ., pp. 7-8
~~~
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(1) Aeronautical Castings, IT.0.C.3.iT. » (*) ?he first recorded filing
on this classification was schedule "C", sent in by Foundry J04
on December 12, 193", and constituted one of the lowest schedules (highest
prices) filed for any classification -under the code. This is partially
accounted for by the fact that this class of casting is usually very small
and more expensive to cast than the larger ty >es.

The only price schedule filed on this iro'duct which deviated from the
"C" level was a higher one, »B", filed by Foundry 303 on April 13, 1 .

Later, on July -1, 1934, this foundrj returned to the level of "C". ','ith

this one' temporary exception, the -rice level for this classification
remained unchanged throughout the code period.

(3) Automobile 3r ~--
c p^y^s _ i i jqq Po-jnds ; For this product,

schedule "I", original jl;/ filed before the December 5th report on the price
filing plan to industry members by the code authority, was the established
level throughout the code period in all divisions. Four foundries in
Division VIII, filed. "K", a lower level, on March 20, 1034, but in a few
days most of them were bach up to "I". Foundry 622 (usually the wricc leader)
filed schedule "I" on Au ust 23, 1934, and was followed by 23 foundries in
division VI. This action definitely established the level of prices on
most automobile castings.

(3) Cylinders of the Hydraulic Accumula tor 3y:e : The December 5th
report of the code authority listed the schedule for this casting as "G-"

and it remained at this level during the duration of IT3A. There were
48 "C- 11 filings for this product, including the foundries in Division VIII,
(California) which in this case did not file a schedule higher than that

prevailing in other ivisions.

c. Flee trie Fans.

Some idea of the different behavior of the price levels for different
types of electric fans is given in Table VI. The main point is that whereas
the prices of the quality or higher priced fans were well maintained during
the code period those for the cheaper 3-inch models showed a downward trend.

The medium priced 10-inch fans were somewhat more stable than the 3-inch
but less so than the more costly oscillating models.

Another point of interest is the shifting of the levels of the different
competitors within the 3-inch and 10-inch groups.

While it appeared to be difficult to maintain the level of $4.60 for
3-inch fans , due no doubt to the intense price competition from the same
sized models of different quality at $2.75, $1.75 and $1.30, the manufact-
urers of the latter two fans apparently discovered that they had more o± *

price differential than they really needed and were able to increase their
prices from 31.30 to $1.79 and from $1.73 to $1.84, respectively, and still
maintain a competitive advantage sufficient for thior purposes. At the

same time, one of the competitors who formerly sold at $4.60 sought r now
price niche for his product at 3^.20. Four cf the eight who originally
sold at $4.60 dropped to $3. 33. The two who maintained the $4.60 price
were the price leaders o£ the grow; one of these urobably added a sufficient
number of minor improvements to justify retention of the $4.60 price; the

(*) il . . C . B . IT . meant "not otherwise classified by name,
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other appeared to mere indifferent to the price competition in this group
and was probably relying upon the prestige of firm name and general
reputation to move the model at the original price. The other two

competitors who originally filed a price of $4.60 discontinued making 8-inch
fans. The final result was ? much more gradual gradation of price as ^ell
as a tendency for prices to gravitate toward the center of the price
range. In other words, each competitor seemed to "be trying to establish
some kind of an individual price level or niche of his own, apparently
in an effort to appeal to the trade interested in buying a relatively
cheap fan at that particular ran^e. The only two companies maintaining
the original price were the outstanding leaders in the industry; these were
in a position to rely more on general prestige and apparently were not

so sensitive to price competition, even in the low-priced models, although
even here one of them was apparently offering a slightly inproved model
for the same money at the end of the code period.

A somewhat similar tendency, although not so pronounced, appeared
in the case of 10-inch fans; here the two "non-standard" competitors who

originally quoted $12.50 and $9.95, instead of the "standard" level of

$12.95, dropped to new and lower levels of $10.00 and $7.75, respectively,

apparently in an effort to appeal to buyers who might be interested in

purchasing a 10-inch fan at an intermediate level between the "standard"
levels for 8-inch and 10-inch fans.

Apparently no shifts were made among the competitors so far as their
quotations on oscillating fans were concerned; all continued uniformly
to quote $22.50.

Table VI contrasts the original and final price range, including
8-inch and 10-inch fans.(*)

It should be noted however, that although the change in quantity
discounts was identical for all groups, it may not have affected them
equally, particularly where the discount was based on the value of
the order.

(*) While the comparisons are based on list prices only in this case,

these appear to tell the general story and between the three types of
fans inasmuch as the other price elements appear to have moved
similarly to the list prices or in approximately the same way for
all three classes of fans. The list price would not reflect the.

action of certain manufacturers who closed out some models at

discounts as great as 55 percent; however, since most of the "close-
outs" appear to have 'affected '8-inch fans, this merely emphasizes
the situation as indicated in Table VI.
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TABLE VI

TEE! ORIGINAL AMD FINAL PRICE RANGES FOR ELECTPIC
PANS UNDER THE :~-A COLE

(List orices for 8-inch ' .-inch f ns)

Tree Ori£ in; •1 Tp iling Final F].ling
-

of Pan Li st Price s 1
rO . of Cos. List Prices No . of Cos

10-inch $12.95 8 $12.95 8
1! 12.50 1
II (10.50 It/ 10.00 1
II

(< .95) lb/ 7.75 1

8-inch 4.60 9 4.60 2c/
ii (4.95) la/ 3.95 4 .

it 5.20 1
ii 2.75 1 2.75 1
it 1.84 1
ii 1.75 1
ii 1.79 1
it 1.50 1

Average
All Fans $7.8" 09 7.78 20 '

Average
8—in. Fans 3.95 12 3.46 10

Avers -e

10-inch frns 12.60 10 12.11 10

a/ For eight-inch fans one company originally filed a price of $4.3-

for the 7,"estern tre.de end $4.60 on the same item for the Eastern.

h/ Originally, this company' filed a price of $10.50 for the Western
trade and $5.95 for the sane item in the East.

c/ I,v 'o companies discontinued, making eight-inch fans.

Sorn-ce ; Compiled from the worksheets of the price Filing Study of the

Electrical Manufacturing Industry, NRA files.
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d. Food Service Equipment

The price structure of this group was relatively simple in
character and underwent comparatively few significant changes during
the period of the code. Products of the group varied so widely in
design and price that there was little comparability and no "basis for
effective product standardization or classification. Furthermore, the
group lacked cohesion between its rather large number of comparatively
small members, whose diversified interests tended to "break the Industry
up into several smaller competitive groups. Outside their own groups,
members appeared to pay slight attention to one another or to price fil-
ing.

For the food service equipment group, as a ^hole, price fil-
ing probably served as an educational device in one sense, inasmuch as
it divulged, for the first time apparently, fairly complete information
concerning the type of product which each member of the group manufac-
tured, and the marketing methods employed.

As to prices, price filing apparently had very little influ-
ence upon these. Terms of payment in the group seemed to have lacked
effective uniformity, inasmuch as many customers were in the habit of

availing themselves of the cash discount provided in the stated terms
of payment, but often failed to meet their bills on the dates specified.
Such irregularities seemed to have been condoned "by the manufacturers.

e. Fuse Group, Electrical Manufacturing Industry

What has "been said above, with respect to the apparent ef-
fects of price filing in the food service equipment group applies also,

except perhaps as to cash discounts, to the Fuse Group of the same In-

dustry*

3. Industries in <>hich the Price Level Declined

In a considerable number of industries with open-price codes

price levels were lower at the termination of NBA than at the time of

original filing. In some instances this fact may be somewhat mislead-

ing due to anticipation of the influence of the codes "before they rent

into effect or the reporting of very high prices in the original fil-

ings. It often happened that the market would not carry these high

prices and the levels had to be reduced again. The resulting prices

m&y have been either higher or lower than those in effect prior to the

anticipation of the codes or their adoption.

a. Flexible Cord.

Host types of flexible cord exhibited a downward trend in

price during the period of the price call although large increases were

made in list prices shortly after the price filing plan becajne operative.

:826
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The following tables show list prices, high and lot? discounts, and
net prices for a type of flexible cord known as "Type C F Number 18
Rayon."

TABLE VII .

PRICE TPEND OF TYIE C F NUISER 13 RAYON FLEXIBLE COPD

Date List Discounts

:

'> t Prices

:

Filed: Prices: High: Lo".'

:

High : Low:

9/7/33 $6.50 10. 1<
: £ $5.85 $5.85

IO/2/32 14.50 65 40 8.70 5.C8
2/6/34 14.50 60 60 5.80 5.80
3/15/34 4.80 5 5 4.54 4.54
10/9/34 5.20 5 5 ' 4.94 4.94
2/lG/35a/ c on 15 15 4.42 4.42

Final net price was 25 per cent lo r,er than the original

a/ The price call for the flexible cord division was cancelled prior
to the Schechter Decision.

Source : Worksheets for the Flexible Cord Group, NRA Price Filing
Studies of the Electrical Manufacturing Industry.

TABLE VIII.

K -.ICE TREND OF NUMBER 18-l/f34 RADIO ".'IRE, SOLID TINNED

Date List Discounts

:

Net Fr ices:
Filed: Prices; High: Low: Highf' Lor:

10/6/33 $2.10 65JS 40$ $1.26 $0,863

11/15/33 2.65 68 60 1.06 0.868

2/23/34 .. 2.55 68 68 0.868 0.868

3/15/34 2.10 65 60 0.84 J. 735

4/16/34 .85 10 List Price

Plus 15$ 0.978 0.765

7/10/34 .85 20 Quantity:
54 Quantity Prices,

<oD

7/23/34 a/ .85 10 Quantity:_b/ 0.765

List plus

15$ 0.978
Jobbers, chains
ni9.il order houses,

b'o, any quantity J. 806

a/ The price call for the Flexible Cor^. Division was cancelled prior

to the Schechter decision,

b/ The greatest market for this type of cord is in radio manufacture

and the quantity discounts shown on July 23, 1934, reflect the level

of prices on this date fairly accurately. Most manufacturers also

buy in large quantities and are able to take advantage of the lowest

price. Therefore, manufacturers buying large Quantities paid per

cent less at the close than at the beginning of price filing.
_

Source: Worksheets for the Flexible Cord Division, NRA Price Filing

0825 Studies of the Electrical Manufacturing Industry.
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prices filed for another type of flexible cord varied as indicated.

"below.

TABLE IX.

LIST PRICES, DISCOUNTS AND HOST FAVORABLE NET PRICES
FOR P NUilBER 18-1/64 RAYON

Date
Piled:

List :

Prices: (*) Most Favorable Discount: Net Price:

9/7/33
9/22/33
1/15/34
2/I0/34
3/24/34
6/21/34
10/15/34
2/10/35

$11.50
26.00
26.00
26.00
8.50
8.50
8.90
8.90

10 per cent
65 per cent
60

60

.
5

10

10

15

$10.35
9.10

10.40
10.40
8.08
7.25
8.11
7.57

In this case, it will be noticed that large variations in the list

prices were accompanied by offsetting variations in discounts, so that

the fluctuation in net prices was decidedly less than in list prices.

It is probable that the declines in the prices of the four types
of flexible cord were even greater than indicated by the prices filed
since members apparently did not adhere to these prices very well.
Furthermore, compliance seems to have decreased as time passed.

The flexible cord group had no less than 39 customer classifications
under the code. One example of differences in the movement of prices to

different classes of purchasers under such a plan appears in the table
given below. This table shows the variation between the least and the

most favorable treatment of customers by the manufacturers of one type of

flexible cord from early in September, 1933, through the first part of

1935. (**)

(*) Note: All companies filed the same list price. The original file
under the Code became effective September 9, 1933.

(**) Any conclusions which may be drawn from the price information
filed by the Flexible Cord Group must necessarily be subject to

the qualifications imposed by the fact that the members of this
group did not adhere to the schedules filed in many cases.

)826
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IA3LS X.

VARIATION III THE PRICE S TO PURCHASERS
OF 02E TYPE OF PL?XIBL33 CORD

Date List
Price

:

Die counts

Het Price:Filed: High Low

9/7/33 $14.00 10; 10,, To all, 312.60

2/ 22/ 33 331.00 65 /0 40 /0 High, $18.60
Lov;, 10.85
Spread 7.75

2/I0/34 31.60 60;.; 60,j To all, 312.40

3/24-/34 13.60 5/o 5i To all, 512.92

o/2l/54 13.60 10,0 5)o High, 312.92
Lov/, 12.24
Spread, .68

10/15/34 14.40

Vis/00 14.40

lO.i

15

5 High, 313.68
L ov/, 12.90
S oread, .76

.5,0 To all, 312.24

Source: TJorksheets and Chronological Histories for the Flexible Cord

Group. Price Filing Studies of the Electrical l&axivfsxitaring

Industry.

Chart I following presents this data in graphic form; the lo 1
:: dis-

counts only are olotted.
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A former member of tne trade association of hie electrical manufac-
turing industry has related how the erection of a new customer cl; esifi-
cation was used in an attempt to stop indirect .price cutting in the
flexible cord industry under the K2A code. His account is as folic :

"TTith the filing of September 22, 1933, /the first filing un
the cede had been made on September 7, 1933 for most types of
flexible cord there appeared a new customer classification,
Irnown as ''Tiring Device Manufacturers Tho have a Listing with
Class A Chain Stores, and who Ooerate Under a Sales Agencv Con-
tract. '

"This classification was made in an effort to correct a situa-
tion, which had existed for a long time, whereby a manufacturer
would designate an agent (not a legal 'agent') and a contract
would be signed bet eon them. The agent would obtain a 'list-
ing' with Class A chains which .'ould give him a preferential
position in the chains' purchases of material. This arrange-
ment, all 'under cover' mj de it possible for the manufacturer
to sell indirectly to the chains without the prices being made
publ i c

.

"The effort on the part of the more responsible manufacturers
to bring all such agreements out into the open failed, however,
and the classification was soon dropped.

"

An i; teres ting illustration of leadership is seen in the price fil-
ing history of this flexible cord group. The group is alleged to h we
had two main leaders, one of which (Company 8) initiated most of the

important changes in the direction of standardization while the other
(Company 25) was responsible for most of the initial shifts toward a
lower price level. Chronological records for nine of the most active
and representative members (both large and small) of the flexible cord
group show all of the price filings made 'by these companies and also
whether they './ere the first to file a given price or whether they -aere

following the leadership of another members, and, if so, whom. The
analysis of these filings may be summarized as follows:

(1) Host of the filings which initiated a change in net prices or

customer clcssif ications were made ~uy one or the other of the two com-

panies mentioned above. (8 or 25).

(2) Such changes were adopted by all other companies affected, some

immediately and- some not for a month or so. J'or example, Company 7 made
twelve filings affecting the prices of major lines; nine of these were
to meet changes initiated eitner by Compxry 3 or 25; the remaining three

met prices origina.ted by three other companies.

In general, the flexible cord industry, as contrasted with an indus-

try such as the steel castings, ai'fords an example of a. group which appar-

ently failed to evolve a unified price filing plan, and which lacked the

cohesion necessary to make effective progress in their attempt to stan-

dardize the orice structure. The grouo was handicapped by the entrance

of new sources of sup"plv into the field, and it was also harassed by
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certain small members who refused to comply with filed prices. The
flexible cord group, in fact, never approached an equilibrium as did the
steel castings industry. It is an outstanding example of price flexi-
bility among all of the industries studied from the price filing point
of view. The entire code period, so far as the flexible cord industry
was concerned, was one of changing from first one price phase to another,
and the group at last voluntarily cancelled its price call before the
termination of the codes, in admission of failure and in the "belief that
price filing was accentuating the competitive "battle "by provoking and
facilitating the "retaliatory" filing of prices by "bitter competitors.

"

;826



"b. Steel Casting.

It will be recalled that Table I indicated that some steol castings
rose in price while others showed no change or decline..

, Three representative steel castings showing declines in orice
-under i$RA were "Combine Harvester Castings, H.O.C.B.H. ", "Railroad
Locomotive Driving Boxes (Friction Type)", and "Rolling Mill and Steel
Plant Roll Housings and Caps".

(1) Combine Harvester Castings, 1T.0. C.3. fl. : For this type of
casting, the first price schedule filed was "M"; from this level the
price moved down through later filings to "P", then up to "H", and then
down to ."0", "P", "Q,", "R", and "S" in Division VI, the division in
which the great volume of the product is marketed.

(2) Railroad Locomotive Driving Poxes (Fricti on Type); This
class of casting revealed an interesting manipulation of prices within
a schedule by changes in the IT. G> D. (Ho Quantity Discount) regulation.
The first price schedule published for this casting (in the Code
Authority Report of Decemoer 5) was "P" under the 1 to 3 pieces
column of the schedule operative and allowed no reduction in p rice for

any quantity taken. On March 2, 1934, several foundries filed "P" but

with the IT. Q.D. provision moved out to 99 oieces; this was, in effect,

a price reduction. On October 29, 1934, Foundries, 407, 105, and 422

jointly filed Schedule "P" with IT. Q,.D. over 249 pieces, anew low

price. TJhen the Fourth Quarterly Report -as published December 19, 1934,

Schedule "P", 1T.Q..D. over 249 pieces was given as the prevailing level

in all divisions except Division VIII (California). On January 2, 1935,

Foundries 305 and 806 jointly filed this level. Later, five other

foundries in division VI followed with "same as" filings at this level.

The fifth quarterly report, March 23, 1935, indicated that this level

prevailed uniformly in all divisions.

(3) Polling mill and steel plant roll housings and caps: The

December 5th Report by the code authority listed Schedule "Q," as the

level recommended for this product. In February, 1934, Foundries 501,

508 and 713 filed this schedule without quantity discounts. On March

21, Foundries 407, 424 and 420 jointly filed a new low -orice in the

form of Schedule "Q," with all quantity differentials available therein.

Several other foundries met this price and the first quarterly report of

the code authority (issued March 31, 1934) listed it as the prevailing

level for all divisions. Later, in the second quarterly report, June

16, 1934, the prevailing level was given as Schedule "Q,", H.Q.D. over

2,499 oieces by the Code Authority. On August 25, 1934, Foundry 622

filed this arrangement and was followed by 25 members of Division VI.

The fourth and fifth quarterly reports listed this as the prevailing

level in all divisions. (*)

(*) Price Filing in the Steel Casting Industry. , 1T.R.A. Price Filing

Studies, 1936, (this report, Appendix i.

)

9826
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c. Radio Receiving Tubes.

Radio Tube Manufacture, being closely related to the Radio In-
dustry proper, shares many of its characteristics and problems; both
are relatively new and unseasoned, contain personalities and exhibit
business customs and practices drawn from a number of different fields,
and have many and varied channels of distribution, including replace-
ment sales through distributors, sales to set manufacturers and to

private brand outlets. Roth also depend heavily on volume and feel the

necessity for constant research and development. The rapid rate -of '

change which results makes cost accounting uncertain and often more-*

or-less useless; it also tends to make for keen competition on a
price basis. Price competition is intensified by the fact that
tubes are made to standard specifications. As might be expected, the

radio tube industry was hard hit by the depression; the mortality among
manufacturers, high even in prosperity, became appalling as a
serious slump in volume developed and the normally keen price com-
petition was intensified.

The primary purpose of the original price call, which was
issued on November 3, 1933, was to stabilize prices, although the

industry was also interested in obtaining any other benefits which
might accrue from open price activity. (*)

Examination of the original and final price structures of the

radio receiving tube group of the electrical manufacturing industry
shows that a very definite reduction in price level occurred during
the code period.

Since many of the price lists and discounts first filed were
dated previous to the price call they also afford some indication of

about what the pre-code level was, unless secret and special discounts
were prevalent.

This original filing revealed that list prices were quoted to

all types of customers except radio receiving set manufacturers, who

received net quotations which were lower than those available to any

other class of trade. Dealers and jobbers received the most favorable

treatment accorded the replacement and distributive channels.

The standard list prices to dealers and jobbers were usually
subject to discounts of 50 or 55 per cent while the net prices
quoted set manufacturers were based on purchases of more or less than

one million tubes per year.

In addition to the "standard" discounts,- other discounts were

quoted on consignment. These last were about equal to the discounts

allowed open accounts; however, the other terms extended were not so

favorable to open accounts.

The "non-standard "• terras included almost every possible special

arrangement and condition to be imagined. Among these may be mentioned

special net prices on, or bonus plans for, particular tubes; "quantity"

(*) Caesar, Albert, Radio Receiving Tube s, Preliminary Paper, 1>1RA

9826 ?rice Filing Studies of the Electrical Ilanufacturing Industry,

1936 pp. 1-4, NRA files.
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discounts based upon.nnmber of tubes, value of ~,rder, turnover, annualpurchases and geographical location; geographical differentials based on
the standard list and on specific tubes; discounts on "no quality
specification, unbranded"

; "private brand"; "special quality specifica-
tion, branded"; "particular quality specification, branded"; and assorted
brands. There was also an almost endless list of special allowances
including those for sales effort, advertising -oromotion, consignment,
closing out consignment, re consignment, et cetera. (*)

Customer classes -'ere not standard or well-def ined. For example,
types of distributors mentioned included "small jobbers" , "large jobber"
"dealer", "dealer-jobber", "large dealer", "dealers" (large or exception-
al retailers), "dealers-large retailers sold on a jobber basis".

Freight was usually F.O.B. plant or 7.0.3. destination and the terms
of payment were generally 2 per cent in 10 days, net 30 days; however,
these were usually merely points of departure and the exceptions were
many and varied.

The final price structure, insofar as one can be said to have ex-
isted, showed no important changes in customer classification, amount
of general discounts, general allowances, multiplicity of terms, et
cetera. However, there were three significant changes;

(1) List prices were much lower; in some instances they were
less than 50 per cent of those originally reported.

(2) A group of distributors usually loosely defined as "jobbers"
had been selected as the most advantageous channel of distribution and
accorded treatment equal to or even more favorable than that extended
to the manufacturers of radio sets.

(3) Consignment sales had practically disappeared.

The intensified competition for the jobber market began during the
summer of 1934 when prices to this type of customers were reduced about
one-third. This competition continued into the spring of 1335 with the
result that the prive level was reduced more than 50 per cent below that
of November, 1933. It is difficult to explain this trend in competition
except q-j the fact that Company Humber 13, the leader in the industry,
apparently decided that' the- jobber offered a good channel of dis-
tribution and went after this market; the other companies appear to have
following the leader. At any rate, the types of special allowances to

jobbers were increased considerably. Furthermore, the terms and con-
ditions of sale indicate that "the Industry was rapidly approaching a co

condition where each customer would be treated individually." (**)

(*) See Caesar, Albert, Radio Receiving Tubes ,
preliminary paper,

ERA Price Piling Studies of the Electrical i Manufacturing Industry,

1936. pp. 5-6
(**) Ibid. /p. 10.

!826
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Consignment probably was practically eliminated, temporarily at least, be-

cause the conditions which went with this device undoubtedly destroyed much of

its usefulness during this period. Mr. Caesar cites an example where Q, a manu-

facturer offered a very attractive consignment proposition. Within sixty days

of his offer, lie made anew proposition to the effect that consignments could

be closed out at prices in effect about thirty days prior to the original coi>-

slgnment offer, which prices were considerably higher than the prices in effect

at the time of the consignment offer and at the time of the cancellation c

offer. "..(*)'.

The large number and continuity of the filings, especially by the larger

companies, indicate that the competition in this industry was active, price-

minded and quite sensitive even to minor changes in price elements or other com-

petitive conditions.

d. Fractional Horse Power Motors.

Although the stated purpose of instituting price filing in the fractional

inrse power motor group of the electrical manufacturing industry was "to do

something about quantity discounts" the premiums allowed volume buyers in-

creased considerably. Later, the industry found it necessary to make reductions

to all other custjmer groups. This apparently was forced by the resentment of

the less-favored classes of customers and the. tendency of the "non- standard"

companies to offer greater discounts to the customer classes least favored by

the "standard" members. List prices changed very little in comparison with these

discounts. The net result*, however, was to lower the level of prices con-

siderably and the group finally cancelled its price call prior to the Sche elite]

decision.

c. Macaroni.

The following excerpts from the Code History for the Macaroni industry
indicate what happened to the price level:

"Thesyvtem of price filing worked reasonably well in the

Code fo,r about eight or ten months; thereafter, with the
|

disastrous fall of prices, members of the Industry left
their prices on file and sold as they saw fit.

"The Code Authority fought' a long and valiant fight to sup-?

port the price level in the Industry. 'It was a battle doomed

frem the first to failure even in spite of the extra-legal
methods often used.

"....After the elements of cost were approved, the Code Au-

thority started laying down all sorts of rules concerning
prices which could or c^uld not be made, interpreting the

provisions of the Code as it saw fit, requiring filing of

all contracts, limiting diversion of brokerage, and in a

business-likt way attempted to control all matters relating

to prices. 1-he actions appeared, in the minutes of the .

second meeting of the Code Authority held on April 7, 1934,

and the Code Authority was immediately censured for the ac-

tions which to all intents and purposes were ammendments to

the Code and interpretation without sanction of the Administratis

(*) Ibid.
, p. 9
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"....As a result of this reprimand the Code Authority
found its Lianas tied in dealing with the price situa-
tion by other than persuasive means* Those members
of the Industry who were antagonistic to the Code de-
feated the entire .progress of the price—filing system
by indulging, or at least saying they were indulging,
in open—end contracts (that is without dote of termi-
nation) to deliver at a fixed price. On a rising mar-
ket for raw materials, the large and efficient members
of the Industry cut the price level down saying that
they -;ere fulfilling long term contracts which the
Code Authority was not permitted to see,

"...As a result of this situation, the Code Authority
came forward with its amendments to limit contracts to
ninety days and require that they be signed and irre-
vocable, If the delivery price differed from the price
on file, the contract was to oe filed with the Code
Authority.

"After the passage of this amendment, the situation
was slightly ameliorated but within a short time the

price level vent to the lowest level in the Industry,
taking into account the cost of raw materials which
were fairly high on account of the processing tax,

"...The failure of the price filing' system in the

latter stages of this Code was not due to inherent
weakness in the system but to the failure of the Code
Authority to get compliance with the sales—below-cost
provision,

"...It is hr'i Ho skins' (former Chairman of the .Code

Authority) belief th?,t in spite of the inability of
the Code Authority to bring about compliance with the

price provisions of the Code and in spite of general
discouragement with the Code Authority* s efforts on

all sices with reference to this issue, actually the

efforts of the Code Authority did keep the price level
from going much lower and were very beneficial in that

respect." (*)

In December, 133^» the chairman of the code authority expressed
the opinion(**) that open price provisions cannot be enforced.because

"Unless there is a step below which no manufacturer can
sell, the tendency of open prices is to make retaliation
for price cutting quicker than other - use. Ordinarily, this
very condition would make open prices effective a.s a medium
to keep up prices, but it must be always borne in mind that

(*) Code History for the hacaroni Industry, page o~J and following,
Central Records Section,

(**) To one who is now a member of the price filing unit.

9826
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in the Macaroni Industry at least 75 per cent of the
individual manufacturers have just taken off their
overalls and "become "business men "by that gesture
rather than "by qualifying as 'business nen' by exper-
ience and education in business."

One aspect of the intensity of competition v;as evidently an increase
in sales made at a distance from the producers 1 customary market without
extra charge to cover this increased selling ei-rpense. This practice and
the complaints against it were similar to those in the builders' supplies
industry. (*)

f . Domestic Electric Heating Appliances

•

In the opinion of producers in this group, the only effect of price
filing was to create ill feeling between manufacturers and to give the

chiseler and price cutter an advantage. (**) Apparently the basis for
this judgment was the development of new discounts and allowances during
the price filing period. Originally very few concerns made allowances
for advertising, demonstration, and other promotional activity. By the

end of the code period, such allowances were quoted "by 25 companies.

The same general situation prevailed in the development of new terms of

payment and delivery. The producers in this group apparently used these

miscellaneous terms of sale as a reservoir of competitive practices which
alternative , o their customary practices, and which could be used for

price reduction when they felt it desirable.

Rearrangement of ca.talog numbers and of symbols for certain products
also was used in this group as a device for eva.sion of filed prices.

The net effect of conditions in the industry was a reduction in the

net prices of most items; however, there were also specific products
which showed no change, or even increases, in prices. Most of the appli-

ances falling in these latter two categories were "quality" items manu-

factured by well estrblished, "old-line" firms whose prestige and exten-

sive use of advertising appear to have been the principal factors main-

taining the relatively higher price levels for these goods.

The maintenance of prices on these quality items was qualified, how-

ever, by the fact that the intense activity which occurred in the low-

priced field seriousl;" impaired the possibility of selling the higher-

priced appliances. (***)

Most «f the other companies (marketing the lor-er-priced appliances)

attempted to preserve list prices and the regular classification dis-

counts but while doing this quoted additional allowances which in the

end had the effect of reducing net prices from 5 to 15 per cent.

The group voluntarily cancelled its 'price call before the Schechter

decision.

(*) Code History of the .Macaroni Manufacturing Industry, vec.c 87.

(**) See Caesar, Albert « Domestic Electric Heating Appliances, prelimi-

nary paper, H11A price filing study of the Electrical Manufacturing-

Industry, page lS.

(***) Caesar, Albert, o-p. cit.

,

page 1J>.
Qffot
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g. A ri cultural Insecticide and Fungicide Industry

In t . ricultural insecticide and fungicide industry, price filing was
accompanic - by changes which differed widely in two product groups. In the

marketing of lead and calcium arsenate a pric< war developed, the severity of

which led lillA to declare, the existence of an emergency and to establish minimum
prices for the two products. Complainants in the industry charged that the

price cutting was initiated by the General Chemical Company in an effort to

"kill off the little fellow", (*) and that all producers except the Piti.sbv.rgh

Plate Glass Company joined in the war. There is some evidence that price filing
gave some of the smaller companies more definite information about the price
movements of their larger competitors than had been available before. The in-

formation apparently accelerated the price cutting by allowing these snail
concerns to follow more closely the price changes made by the General Chemical
Company.

Ail examination of the prices of lead .and calcium arsenates for the period
1925-35 s! lows tec following:

(1) The price trends for both of these products, especially that for lead
arsenate, had been gradually downward from 1925 to 1931, the decline during this

period amounting to about 1-i cents "ler -pound for lead arsenate from the 1926 av-

eragc of a; > roximatcly 14 cents.

(2) In 1931 a very sharp break in price occurred, carrying the level down
to about- 10 cents a. pound for lead arsenate.

(3) Prom this point the trend continue 6. downward until the lowest pro-
code price, 9 cents a pound, was reached during the first quarter of 1933.

(4) 'The code was anticipated and the price of lead arsenate continued its
rise until a price of approximately 9-3/4 cents a pounel was rca.chcd shortly
after tie code became effective. This level was maintained until the beginning
of 1954 when the price increased to more than 10 cents a oound.

(5) Later curing the first half of 1954 the price dropped to about L-3/e
cents, recovered slightly and. then plunged to about the 7 cent level where it

continued until an emergoncy was declared on November 9, 1954. (**)

(*) Telegram to Hugh S. Johnson and Charle s H. Hcrty (Deputy Administrator)
from Brocks and the Pacific Fruit and Produce Company, respectively, cbated

April 6, 1934.

(**) This was Order Ho. 275-A-ll which fixed the following prices per pound
for a period of 90 cays: •

Lots: Lead Arsenate: Calcium Arsenate:

hulti-car lots S3 53

Car lots 8jr3 5^3
Ten- case lots d>%3 5^3
Lc ;s team ten-case lots 93 63

To member was permitted to sell below the s- "lowest reasonable costs" c;:ccp«

under specific exemptions granted by the code. The emergency was later
extended 60 days from February 6, 1935,

9826
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(6) Under the emergency order the price of lead arsenate recovered from
7 cents per pound in September, 1934 to 9^ cents in Hovcmbcr, 1934 and this
level scans to have been maintained for the remainder of the code period.

The price of calcium arsenate, which is somewhat lover-priced then lead
arsenate, followed the same general course with only minor variations at its
own lower level. (*)

The scries referred to are wholesale prices secured from the Oil, Paint,

encl Drue; Reporter (for Lead Arsenate) arid the Bureau of Labor Statistics (for

Calcium Arsenate) but appear tn reflect the major trends in a fairly accurate
manner in these instances*

Other products of the industry were not involved in the price war* The

change in their prices seems to ]-\e}ic been the elimination of special price
concessions to certain buyers. According to the president of the Agricultural
Insecticide and Fungicide Association, (**) "price, uniformity between cor.rpctito

has always been a, characteristic of this industry due to the standardize el natur
of the products, so no change was noted (finder the code)". The uniformity
referred to (evidently in list prices and customer classifications) was apparcn
reduced ''ay special price concessions, for the letter adds .that before the code
"some buyers have been paying a premium anc others have been securing an extrcm
low price because of lack of open price information". As a result of the code,

the letter asserts, H variation of prices between different classes of customers

was not affected, but was stabilized, in that buyers performing the same scrvic

or buying the sauc quantity were placed on a more equal basis."

Variation of price between geographical areas was evie.cnt on some products
The letter continues. "On some items, prices applied nationally and on others,

only for local areas.

"

Cash discounts were reduced under the code by a code provision cstablishia
a standard discount of one per cent for payment 'after May 1. The previously
prevailing practice had been to grant discounts on a sliding scale, as follows:

Cash on May 1

Cash on June 1

Cash on July 1

Cash on August 1

Cash on September 1

5 per cent discount
4 ii it it

3 M II II

2 ii it ii

I ii n ii

An carl;; effort to extend the price filing system to cover distributors'
prices was soon abandoned. "Under the original provisions of the code, dis-

tributors were required to file prices; this was, however, not practical and v/a

eliminated from the Code Industry members were not held responsible for

distributors adhering to members' filed prices". (***)

(*) Tor a detailed account and chart giving a mere complete history of these

price movements of Lead and Calcium Arsenates, sec ITelson, Saul, Minimum Price

Regulation Under Codes of Fair Competition, Report, Trade Practice Studies Sect

Division of Review, ERA, 1936, Chapter VII and Chart II.
(**) Letter _rom L. S. Hitchncr, President, Agricultural Insecticide and Fungi

Association, to Constant Southworth, Minimum Price Unit, Trade Practice Stue.ics

Section, Januar

;

(***) Ibid,

3826
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h. Builders' Supplies

Members of the "builders' supplies industry complained of

the effects of -price filing upon the price structure of the industry.

Price wars, especially in the St. Louis area, were attributed to the

elimination of a system of mandatory mark-ups which had been included

in the original code and to the substitution of an open -price system

which,, it was alleged, fostered price cutting. (*)

Some dealers also feared that -irice filing would inform small

customers of the high prices they were prying, relative to other customers,

on various products, such as swinging doors and jute, and that in consequence

prices to all customers would be forced do^Ti to the level of the most

favored. (**) There is no evidence as to the accuracy of these fears.

Certain dealers also complained that failure to divide the

United States into suitable price filing districts permitted some of the

large concerns to sell in "outside" localities at the same price which they
had filed for home trade upon which they incurred less cost; and that such

sales constituted dumping and tended to break do'-Ti the stability of prices
in the areas where they took place.

6. An Industry for "hich it is Difficult to Determine the

price Level

a. Electric Arc Welding Apparatus

In certain industries it is practically impossible to deter-
mine just what the orice level or its trend was during a given period.
The electric arc welding apparatus grouo of the electrical manufacturing
industry illustrates some of the difficulties sometimes experienced in

ascertaining the trend of actual prices in a modern industry.

In the first place the product of the industry is an engineered
one and many forms of extra equipment and special attachments are fre-
quently specified and added to the "regular" apparatus. There are also
many special uses which require highly specialized units.

Manufacturers are also frequently confronted with the necessity of
"making" or finding a new market for their products. This arises from
the fact that welding apparatus is not usually sold in anticipation
3f oossible future use but rrther to fill existing needs or as an experi-
ment in new construction methods, etc.(***) The commercial application

*) Letter from G. S. Long, administration member, to Frank A. Feet,

de'Tuty administrator, December 10,1934, (FRA files), also Builders
Supplies Code History, October 7, 1935. pp. 82-84.

'**) Builders' Suwulies Code History, Oct. 7, 1935, pp. 46-47.

***) See Caesar, Albert, Electric Arc 7elding Apparatus
,
preliminary

paper, ITRA Price Filing Studies of the Electrical Manufacturing
Industry, 1936, pages 1-3.
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of electric arc welding is comparatively recent, having developed largely
daring the past ten years, and overcoming the resistance to changing
methods is one of the major sales problems in the industry. As one means
of meeting this sales resistance the Industry has developed plans for
instructing or training employees of customers, demonstrations and tri-
als, rental purchases, and deferred payment plans in order to encourage
new users and force sales. It is safe to say that in many cases the
deals constitute sales of one or several of .these plans rather than of

the specific apparatus. The rapid development and almost constant changing
of models has also created a "trade-in" problem some-what similar to that
existing in the automobile industry.

Prior to NRA, the multiplicity and variation of these terms
and conditions of sale made it very difficult to determine the actual
market price in most instances. Sales were also at a low point, having
declined from a peal: of $11, 500, 000, .00 in 1929 to $4,500,000.00 in 1932. (*)

The main objective in issuing the original price call on October
19,1933, effective October 29, was to stabilize prices and to turn
a spot light on the various elements of the industry's price structure,
especially the demonstration, rental and Payment plans.

The trend of prices is difficult of determination for several reasons:

(1) Although the list prices reported in 1933 were somewhat

higher than those prevailing during the first half of 1935, members ap-
parently did not adhere to these lists nor the other terms of sale very
well. Thus, the apparent reductions made later may really reflect actual
trading levels existing previously.

(2) The price call exempted prices to resellers and for

export- trade.

(3) The industry did not require "trade-in" terms to be filed.

(4) In November, 1934, it was found necessary to "reissue
the price call emphasizing the necessity of including all types of equip-

ment with adequate descriptive and technical information for identifica-
tion." (**)

(5) Apparently due to the ra,ther exceptionally wide margin

for operation, companies were not very sensitive to price changes by

competitors and therefore changes did not occur at the same time for all

companies.

(6) There apparently were buying lulls in the industry, un-
der such conditions changes in the price structure were often more-or—less

nominal and perhaps went unheeded, at least for the time being, by most

or all other companies.

(*) Ibid, page 3.

(**) Ibid, page 4,
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It is possible, however, to state that the trend of rental and
deferred ourchase -clans, the things which the industry seemed most con-
cerned about in instituting the open-price plan, was such as to make it

easier to purchase and that the financing costs were lower in early 1935
and those shown by the original filing under NRA. (*)

7. Intra-Industry Price Levels

The three preceding sections have dealt primarily with exam-
ples of industry price levels which appeared to show definite trends in

their entirety and to all customers alike, more or less; however, it

should probably "be emphasized, at this point, that the more typical
industrial situation involves a large number of comoany price levels

'

r o

different cla.sses of buyers for different quantities taken at different
geographical locations, et cetera, and that it is these clusters of many
different levels which constitute the industry price level rather than
a single, unanimous price.

Futherncre, it often hap-oens that shifts, in these intra-in-
dustry price levels are more important to a given individual customer
or class of customers than changes in the industry level as a whole.

And this type of change may seriously affect certain customers when no

material change is apparent in the industry price level considered as

an average.

Chart II illustrates the structure of the dry battery in-
dustry's price level for large mono cells as shown b T ~ the original and
final filings under the 21HA cede.

It is apparent from this chart that the average level for the
industry meant little to any one cla.ss of customers and still less to

any given customer dealing with a certain manufacturer.

It is also clear that changes occurred, in the levels of prices
offered to certain customers which were greater than, less than, or just
the reverse of those which took place in the levels available to other
buyers or in the "average" of all the prices offered to all customers.

For example, the buying opportunities of "Industrial Users" or

"Government" purchasers under the original and final filings not
only offer dxi interesting comparison but this shift in treatment becomes
even more interesting when contracted with that affecting "Chain Stores"
and "Manufacturers of Battery Consuming Devices. " Considered as customer
classes, the former t^o groups have experienced a pronounced increase in

the price level at which they can purchase while the latter two have been
favored "oy an increa.se in the number of low prices at which they can buy.
As a, third possibility, the "Fail Order" customers have experienced no
change. There still remains, however, a rather wide range of choice
among the prices offered to a ?iven customer; this choice appears to
range all the way from no alternative price at all to one of more than
2 cents. /

One of the most interesting examples of such internal changes in
relative prices oc curing under an open-price code is supplied by the

(*) Ibid , page 7.
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rubber covered building wire' group of the electrical manufacturing
industry. The discussion here will therefore be limited to the subject
of price levels. :

In its original filing under the ITRk code this group exhibited a
price structure consisting of the follov/ing elements:

(1) List prices on various sizes and types of wire.

(2) A system of destination symbols ranging from 1 to 34

and covering some 500 listed destinations.

(3) A freight adder schedule.

(4) Each company's Sales Policy Bulletin indicating discounts
and its method of doing business with various customers*

Under this system the price- vas determined in the following manner.

(1) The list price of the particular type and size of wire
involved vas noted.

(2) The Sales Policy Bulletin showed the discounts, if any,

Yi hi ch . apol i e d.

(3) After applying the proper discount, reference to the

Destination Symbol Bulletin supplied the symbol applying
to the quantity (carload or L.C.L.) and destination of
the particular order.

(4) This symbol, when checked against the Freight Adder
Bulletin, also indicated the freight adder per thousand
feet. '

This process resulted in a delivered price which was different for
each destination symbol , inasmuch as the Freight Adder Bulletin was so

arranged as to provide- the low symbols with low freight adders and vice
versa. Industrial areas ane localities, where much electrical power was

used v/ere given the lowest destination symbols (l to 10) which meant
that they also were charged the lowest prices. (*) Furthermore, no

further allowance '."as made for the Quantity purchased by wholesalers,
but a possible 5 oer cent discount for large purchases by others.

After operating under iTPA for about nine months, the group changed
its price structure to the following:

(l) A master list price more than double that of the original
filing.

(.2) Pour 'quantity secondary list prices based on the value

of the order or contract. These ranged from about 10 per
cent lov:er than the original list to about 20 per cent

higher.

(*) See Caesar, Albert, The Rubber Covered Building TTire Group, pre-
liminay paper, N.R.A. Price Piling Studies of the Electrical Manu-
facturing Industry , 1935, pp. 1-2
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The four auantity groups were:

(a) Less than $50.00 list.

(b) $50.00 to $195.99 list.

(c) $200.00 to $4,999.00 list.

(d) $5000 list and over.

(.3) Complete revision of the Discount Bulletin so as to pro-
vide for discounts under three groups:

First Group: shipments to wholesalers' warehouse stock rated
the following discounts shown in the columns applicable to the ouantit.y

specified in each individual order:

Column A - Discount, 15 per cent

Column B - Discount, 15 .per cent

Column C - Discount, 10 per cent

Column D - Discount, 5 per cent

Second Group: shipments direct to customers of wholesalers,
priced in the column applicable to the Quantity specified in each in-
dividual order, rates a discount of 5 per cent.

Third Group: (a) Shipments of $200.00 list and over direct
to the customers of wholesalers and applying to special building job
contracts rated a discount shown in the column applicable to the quantity
specified in the contract.

(b) On the same type of shipment amounting to less than
$200.00 list, the discount applicable to the quantity specified in each
individual order less 5 per cent was allowed.

Determination of the price under this revised sj^stem involved

the following procedure:

(1) Examination cf the master list price in order to learn

the general list price of the size and type of wire wanted.

(2) Ivlultipli cation of the quantity desired by this list price.

(3) Inspection of Columns A, 3, C and D in order to find in

which of these columns the above product placed the order.

This gave the Secondary List Price for the order.

(4) Given the secondary list price, the discount sheet indi-
cated the discount, if any.

(5) Application of the discount gave an .7.0.3. price per 1000
feet any and all destinations.
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T.'hile some further modifications were made in this revised structure,
these did not change the "basic plan just outlined and v:ill be omitted here

for the sake of brevity and simplicity. The point of this rather radical
shift is that it changed the net price from one which varied with each
destination symbol to one which applied in the same way to any and all
destinations.

This basic change definitely affected the level of prices in the
industry as is shown in Chart III. Under the original plan, the
geographical areas which constituted some 75 to 80 per cent of the en-
tire market received considerable- lower prices than those representing
the remaining 20 or 25 eer cent. Under the final plan, all areas re-
ceived the same -price. This change, then, constituted not only definite
changes in the relative treatment of different customers, but an influence
toward an increase in the composite nrice level of the industry when both
the volume and the price at which that volume sold are taken into con-
sideration. However, the fact that wholesale and quantity discounts were
increased tended to reduce the composite price level.

The "industry price level" in such cases can only be approximated
by an average of all of the single transactions weighted by their volume.

Such volume data are, however, not available.

This suggests another factor vhich may mislead the unwary statistician
who attempts to measure the probable incidence of an industry's price
changes ~by means of an "average price" for the industry—the practice of

charging "what the traffic will bear" for the time being. A good example
of this practice was pointed out in a. report received by the former Con-
sumers' Advisory Board, NJRA, under date of December 5, 1933, and reading
as follows:

"L'ost of the commonly used items all along the line in paper supplies
are up 70 to 100 per cent. I was talking today to a printer, who
advised me of that fact. He stated that when the time came for
an investigation, the paper people would be able to show that there
had been only about a 10 or 20 per cent increase in their price list.

"Many of their 'dead' items haven't been increased at all in price,
but in his line anything commonl"- used is way up and the same in
supplies to bakers. A check-up on the paper items most commonly
sold will show heavy increases, while their price book average will
show only a nominal increa.se." (*)

A statistical check showed an increase of 16 per cent in the paper
and pulp price index while a large number of consumer complaints stated
that much greater increases had taken place in a number of specific
paper items. (**)

( *) Baird, Enid, Consumers' Advisory Board Report prepared for the

Hearing on Price Changes, January 9 and 10, 1934, page 2, NBA files.

(**) Ibid., pages 2; 4-6, inclusive.
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The Relativ Ti i lent of Customers nc

The degree of spr iad in prices to various cu::, f onfrs

is of oaculiar interest under mice filing, 1 scause the crgument ""or

orice filing system's so of tor. rests, in part at least, urnon a belief
that orice filing will orevent or reduce discrimination among custo-

mers. As has "been indicated in Chapter II, there are inherent diffi-

culties in deciding whit spread in orices amr r.g customer classes
woulr" be non—discriminatory.. It is not important here to a.ttack the

question of discrimination, rreauentl; r
, however, the belief has been

that "orices to various customers would become :o 3 uniform in 'Drice

filing, whether or not this imcrease in unifornit;' represented a

decrease in discrimination. It is the. "'fore worthwhile to examine the
available mcterial, in order to see how far such uniformities have
develbmed.

In the cases presented in the previous section, it appears
that price filing was not accotrroanied consistently either by narrow-
ing or by widening of the suread i:: orices a o'.ig classes of customers,
In the ccs': of rubb r covered building mire, the orice structure de-
veloped during the filing perio eliminated the orice advantage which
had been enjoyed by the industry? s principal markets and. established
a uniformity* in the treatment of groins ir. various markets. The "price
structure of radio tubes, on the contrar**, develooed preferential
treatment for jobbers such as had not been characteristic of the
industry at the beginning. •

Farther evidence of: this divergent development may be presented..

1. Cases in Uhich the Trend 7,
Tas To~-ard ".ore Uniform

Treatment of Customers
i

a. Electric Tans

The general price' structure of th< electric far. roup origin-
ally was ~dr<-.-^. or. a combination of customei clasrifip tions rnd
quantity discounts, the/elements of which 'ire fairl" uniform as
between competitors. During the code period the industry -oractically
eliminated quantity- discounts 'except to on? customer classification,
resale machinery manufacturers. Table XI, following, shows that in
the final filing, expecting the or

had uniformly gone over to the ne*1 basis.
classification, all but one corvoany
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2.. Cases in -Lie! th Tre;:d vras Torvi. a TTicl^r Srrtad in Prices
To Different Customers

c.-. Fractional E r rse Pov/er ' otors

This .rouo affords an interests :"-*' illustratior of the develop-
ment of vrider soroad inouantity discounts accompanied "by inore

general eligibility for such discounts. The stated purpose in this grouo's
adoption of price filing '?as "to do something about quantity discount s« M:(*)

Apparently the grouo considered their old ouairtity discount system to "be

irrational and desired to plac; it on a "nor r asonable" b,rsis.

The fractional horse pove: motor gror-o, durin • the code,period,
tfould be roughly divided into tv'o groups - " stc nc'ard" and "non-
standard." - eac"n havir.g its ov'n price structure. The t"o grouos cuild
befurther divided into three -. the basis of their markets. The first
urs concerned aln st entir ily vriti'. several ro}ui.ie "ourcha.f-?ers; the sec-
ond also '.Tent in for volume but also accented othei sales; the third
sold chiefly to :.or..-vol rie customers but looked u^on competitors -ith
large—volume buyers nith considerable envy. (**)

The origianl oricii ' system of thy fractional horse porrer

motor group, as r ivealed by ti. • first price filin under the code,
has been referred to oreviously as an esarrole of a comnlicated orice
structure. It will be sufficient for present purposes to notice that
this structure involve''-, among other elements, customer classes vrhich

carr3r standard classification discounts* In addition, many companies
under each of th- -orincloal customer class if icati'ons, —ere ";iver

"raultiuliers" nhich in effect aceorder eacl of i'..^:-? cc nrr.ies a
specific and nor:; favorable discount than they enioyec

1

..-- the generel
class.

There appears to be no distinct dividing ''ires betveen the
"standard and "non?-strrdard" price structures, the divergence of
particular members Iron th • s true" arc being c matter of individual
degree. In general, th- comoanies rith non-standard structures a.uoear
to have offered greater discounts than the standard comoanies,
especially than those customer, classes least favored V' the standard
grfeuo.

(*) Caesar, Albert, the fractional Horse Po-er hotor Group,
preliminary paper, ITRk price Filing Studies of the "lectrical
hanufacturing Industry, February 1236, pa.ge If,

(**) 0p_. cit . , suora.
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Tlie really- significant change, in this -Trie" structr.re of the

fractional horse norer rioter grou-o durin--; the code "oeriod -'as an

increase in quantity discounts. - or the sake of brcvit" , the changes
nith respect to only 0:0 custorier classification, the riost impor- >

tant Classification G — rill "be examined here.

This class carried a standard clo.ssification discount of 20
per cent anc a multiplier system rhi-ch offered discounts from 21
oer cent to 25 per cent. Customers in this class also had available
a discount bas -d on dollar value of orders anc ship :i~g requirements
as '" rell as a further discount on sweific ratings of fractional
horse* pbmer notors. This last, however, applied only to about one-
third of the listed Class G ourchasers. The possible range of

discounts for Class G,then, ranged from 20 pe: cent (its standard
class- rate*) to 47.11 -oer cent' in the original price structure,' Under
the circumstances, however, it - as possible fo: only four coraoauios in
Class C- to receive the maximum discount anc" then onlj" in car--; thy
ordrred for shipments in Quantities value c at $10,000.00 or more. (*)

According to the final -Trice structure under, the code, the

regular customer classi ication discounts for Cla.sr G remained the

same; however, a Class purchaser might nc receive discounts
based on the dollar value of order an. shin uug reeuirements* ranging
frori 20 per cent to 42 oer cent. The special discount quoted certain
Class customers on purchases of motors Of specific rating •

remainec the sane.

A com:) risen of the total possible discounts to Class r- custo-

mers under the original end final standard nricc structures ( ex-

cluding the special discount on purchases of ,ntors Of s-oecifid.

rating rhlch remained the same) sho^s that the former structure
offered the customer a maximum of S . per cent ';hile the latter
provided on 1 of 56.5 oer cent.

The principal cause of this change in total discount v ~e.s the

maximum discount available on the asis of dollar value and shinning
reouirenents, r ' rhich rras increased from 18 per cent to 42 n r cent,
or 133-1/3 ner cent.

The original price structure required that the class C- customer,
in order to receive tee highest discount based on dollar value of

order and shitning requirement, must order in lots vrlued at ^10,000.00
or more, unit shipment amounting to -10,000.00 or more.

(*) In the average filingy only about 12 conpanies received the high-
est Class G "multipliers,."' Only 7 companies received the highest
possible discount on nurchasos of snocific ratings of fractional
horse-po-~er motors. Only 4 of this 7 received the highest "mul-
tinlier"
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The final structure changed this requirement to orders in lots valued
at $16,000.00 or more, unit shipment amounting to $150 and complete
order in 90 days. Thus the change in the price structure not only in-
creased the premiums on auantity order but also made them more easily
available.

In the final price structure as compared with the original file
under the code, the situation ?s to uniformity between discounts offered
by the "standard" end "non-standard" groups was much the same. Practically
the same companies continue to diverge from the standard structure. The
only change, and this was not of great importance, was that the non-
standard group now included, in addition to its former members, a few
additional companies which had maintained a part of the original price
structure, and had added parts of the final system.

b. Electric Arc welding Apparatus

The peculiarity of this industry's treatment of customers was the
development of special discounts upon government business. Tith respect
to the use of customer classifications in this group, government business
- especially that of the Navy Department - offered the best sales
opportunities during the first part of the code period. Company No. 6

of the group, in its original filing, had Quoted government schedules on
purchaser' s specifications at prices equal to standard equipment of

equivalent rating. This company's prices on standard equipment were also
lower than those of other companies supplying comparable items.

In order to offset this competitive advantage possessed by Company
No. 6 and, at the same time, maintain their level of prices on standard
items, the other companies of the group resorted to the creation of two

customer classifications, enabling them to quote different prices to
the government and to others. This plan allowed them to compete with
Company No. 6 in the market which was the most important at that parti-
cular time, without disturbing the main price structure and alarming the
trade generally.

C . Degree of Price Uniformity Under Price Filing

As had been pointed out in Chapter II, the price structures of
various producers in an industry may contain uniformities of many dif-
ferent kinds. There may be uniformity in classification of customers,
in terms and conditions of sale, in list prices, and in net prices to

some or all customer classes. These uniformities may appear separately
as uniform elements in divergent and various price structures, or to-
gether as constituent parts of a. uniform price structure for an entire
industry.

An adeqiiate analysis of price uniformities should examine a con-
siderable range of industries, in order to determine what elements of
the price structure were most usually uniform at the beginning and at
the end of the price filing period, to consider hor far these uniformities
are traceable to particular aspects either of nrice filing plans or of
characteristics of the industries concerned, and to appraise the entire
structure of -orices and terms of sale in an effort to determine whether
or not, on the whole, it permitted flexible movement of prices.
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It has not been possible to carry the -ore sent study so far. The

material presented in this chapter illustrates the development of various
kinds of uniformity, and also the failure to develop certain uni~
formities v.hich evidently were desired by the members of certain in-
dustries. The diversity of the cases may be taken as evidence that
price filing as such has no single necessary effect in creating ;orice

uniformity; r.n'd that careful examination of particular industries and
the bearing of particular price filing plans upon them is prerequisite
to a judgment of the probable influence of price filing upon an in-
dustry's price structure.

Certain materials concerning uniformity under price filing plans
have been presented earlier in this chapter in discussions of price
movements and the relative treatment of different customers.

1. Cases of Failure to Achieve Uniformity

The' various cases in which -'price wars developed, or in which the
terms and conditions of sale were used as means of evading the price
filing plan to such an extent that price filing itself broke down and
was abandoned, are evidence of failure to achieve uniformities which
were generally" desired ^y members of the industries in question. Terms
and conditions of sale appear to have been frequent excuses for the

evasion of filed prices in the domestic heating appliance industry, the

macaroni industry, and the flexible cord industry.
.
The industries in

which prices declined, under price filing have al reads'- been. listed.

flexible cord, radio receiving tubes, fractional horse power motors,
macaroni., domestic heating appliances, build.ers' supplies, and certain
products in the agricultural insecticide industry. Steel castings
should not be included in the list for present purposes, because in this
industry the prices of various products moved in opposite directions,
and there is no evidence that the downward movements were of serious
concern to members of the industry. Moreover, in some of . these cases

—

the flexible cord industry, for example—downward price movements were
apparently accompanied by uniformity of price at a given moment. In
general, however, price reductions were made reluctantly, and met only
when and insofar as other producers could, not avoid it. Insofar as
producers would maintain price differentials, they did so in declining
markets.

Two further illustrations, of conspicuous failure to achieve desired-

uniformities may be cited.

a. Candy Manufacturing.

In the candy manufacturing industry, customer classifications were
a source of considerable trouble under price filing. The code authority
attempted to hold all members of the industry to the same classifications

and class definitions, but individual producers persisted in creating
new classes. For example, certain members divided the class of jobbers,
which received a 20)6 discount, into two groups, service jobbers and
supply jobbers, and gave the former 20$ and the latter 25$ discount.
This preferential treatment for "pet" accounts, when uncovered by price
filing, led to a series of price reductions. In retail markets, the
industry apparently sought to maintain prices by resale, price maintenance
without formal sanction, the resale price maintenance provision of its
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proposed code not having "been approved. At the time of the Schechter decision,

the industry was said to "be considering the advisability of discontinuance of

its open price plan, as a further means of relief. (*)

b. Business Furniture

The most conspicuous aspect of price filing in the "business furniture

industry was the difficulty it created in the relation of dealers' prices and

manufacturers' prices. About 60$ of the- industry' s product was sold direct to

the consumer, the other 40$ through dealers, of whom there were about 4000 in

1933. Although divisional supplementary codes of several divisions of the

industry included provisions for resale price maintenance, these branches of

the industry alleged that the provisions were failing to prevent widespread
price cutting by manufacturers through dealers, and desired stronger provisions

which would forbid a manufacturer to sell to a dealer unless the latter agreed
not to resell at prices lever than those filed by the manufacturer. (**) It

was alleged that in the absence of this requirement, dealers, not being forced
to file prices, sold below the prices filed by manufacturers for sale to con-

sumers, and thereby diverted sales.

The cede helped to save the dealer set-up, according to the secretary of

the national executive committee of the trade association. There is also frag-

mentary indication that, when the open price system was stayed in the filing
supply division of the industry, some of the dealers and "little fellows" were

eliminated." (***)

2. Cases in Which Some Uniformity Was Achieved

Among the cases already mentioned, in which a' significant uniformity of

prices or terms of sale was achieved are; the rubber covered building wire
industry, in which a systematic new price structure was intriduced throughout
the market; the laminated phenolic products group, in which the lone recalci-
trant member was brought into line with the rest of' the industry during the

filing period; and the radio receiving tube group, in which consignment selling
was eliminated under price filing.

Other cases in which some degree cf uniformity was achieved are set forth
below. Some cf these cases illustrate both the achievement of uniformity in

certain parts of the price structure and failure to achieve it in other parts.

a. Fertilizer Industry

In the fertiliser industry, changes in terms of sale were frequent in the

early half of the cede period. During the latter p°rt of the period, certain
pricing practices apparently had reached a new and relatively stable basis and
underwent relatively little further alteration.

(*) Interview with L.E. Kline, assistant deputy administrator. Code

History of the Candy Manufacturing Industry; p. 79. Memorandum from

C.W. Dunning, deputy administrator , to Armin W. Riley, Division dminis-
trator, March 5, 1935, MA Files.

(**) Memorandum from L. J. Cochran, acting assistant deputy administrator
to W. A. Harriman, January 22, 1935, NBA Files.

(***) Memorandum of a telephone conversation between R. B. Dryer, Cleveland,

and L. J. Cochran, Washington, February 4, 1935; also a memorandum fro

L. J. Cochran to- George Carlson, May 11, 1935. Also notes apparently
made by the deputy administrator in connection with a meeting to

discuss "the effects' of the cede on the Filing. Simple Division, NRA
Files.

m
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Conspicuous among these changes was development of the practice
of quoting prices "delivered to the farm. " Before the code most
dealers had quoted "delivered to the dealer," while a few had used
basing point systems of quotation.

The main purpose of this change, according to the fertilizer
association, was to simplify and standardize quotation's as an aid to

the elimination of secret rebates and "retroactive settlements" made
at the end of a season, often at the lowest price prevailing at any time
during that period.

The Fertilizer Code (Article VII, Section 7) also permitted the

producers in each zone to recommend trucking allowances for the ap-
proval of the ERA. There appears to be no record of any such recom-
mendations or their approval by 1TEA. nevertheless, two types of

trucking allowances were in actual use during the code period.

The first type allowed a farmer or- dealer who transported fer-
tilizer from the railroad receiving point to the farm a deduction of

75 cents per ton from the announced price. This allowance remained
unchanged during the period of operation under the code.

The second type, covering the trucking of fertilizer from the

plant to the farm, v/as more important and underwent considerable change
during the period of the code. The original fri-ings under NRA pro-
vided for discounts equal to the actual rail or wa.ter freight rates
from the producer's plant to the receiving point nearest the con- .

sumer's location. Presumably this was the arrangement which ha,d been
in effect prior to the code. About January 1, 1934, however, the
fertilizer producers adopted trucking allowances considerably lower
than the actual freight rates, as is shown in Table XII.

Table XII

Trucking Allowances and Actual Freight Rates
for Zone _5 of the Fertilizer Industry

Highway 1 "ileagc Trucking Allowance Approximate LCL Freight Rate
(per ton) per ton on Railway Mileage

31.30 -~1.45

1.45 - 1.65
1.65 - 1.80
1.80 - 2.15
2.15 - 2.60
2.60 - 2.95
2.95 - 3.30
3.30 - 3.60
3.60 - 3.95
3.95 and over

1-15 $ • 7t_ ;

15-25 1.00
25-35 1.25
35-50 1.50
50-75 1.75
75-100 2.00
100-125 2.25
125-150 2.50
150-175 2.75
175 and over 3.00

Source: Whitney, Simon, Fertilizer Industry Price Study . December 15,

1955. p. 56.
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?h truckers cl . that these allowances were so low that dealers
or consumers ordinarily could not afford to hire trucks. As a result
the truckers appear to have lost much of this business to the railroads.

Farm; rs, so long as they were rilling to consider 011I7/ the cost

of gasoline and oil, could use their own trucks. YThen they did this,

the fertilizer producers secured a profit comparable to that which
thep would have received if the;: had shipped by rr.il. (*)

Another outstanding change was in cash discounts. Cash discounts
are very high in the fertilizer industry and cash sales predominate;
accordingly, the terms of payment constitute a rather important element
in the price structure of this industry. A number of changes in cash di

discounts were recorded during the code period, as shown in the follow-
ing summary which has been adapted from' the study of the fertilizer
industry's e:c^eriencc with price filing;

"At the beginning of the code the usual schedule of
cash discounts in South Carol ina was as follows:

"10 per cent for cash.
" 9 " " " payment within 30 days of invoice.
II Q II It It II It gQ It tt It

"(hote required, bearing interest at 3 per cent, if
peyment not made within 60 days of invoice.)

"Eoyster differed in adding 5 >ef cent to all cash
discounts taken by consumers if purchase was made in
corload lots.(**) Afterward cash discounts were increased
and put on a basis of named dates, instead of a given
number of days after invoice. The schedule effective
during the first sin months of 1934 was:

"Interest on deposits in advance of

purchase: > 8 per cent per annum.
Payment before harch 15 :"' 15 per cent.

" » April 15 :
' 14 » "

" " May 13 : 13 " »

" " June 30 : 13 " "

"Additional discount if cash is paid at or before delivery,
regardless of the month: 1 per cent (this discount being figured on
the cash price.

)

"hote required if payment not made by June 50, to carry
interest at S r>er cent "oer annum.

(*) See Whitney, Simon, Ferti lizer Industry Price Study , December 15,

1935, pp. 55-37 for a. more detailed treatment of this subject.

(**) The Eoyster Company was usually the price leader in the
fertilizer industry.
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"The fol lowing changes occurred later:

"1. On schedules issued in the summer the above dates
were set forward six months.

"2. After June 30, 1934, the -~>er annum interest rates
were reduced from 3 per cent to 7 per cent.

"3. ' After September 29, 1934, nitrate of soda and
sulphate of ammonia were allowed the top dis-
count if payment was made at any time during
the season.

"4. On November ' 2, 1934, the 1 per cent special dis-
count was dropped, and the other discounts were
reduced by 2 per cent - except that the one

applicable to the final period before payment
"became due was reduced by 3 per cent (from 12
per cent to 9 per cent - this being simultaneous
with the reduction in the tonnage of mixed goods
and superphosphates required to obtain a quantity
discount which offset the loss of the cash dis-
count for buyers of certain quantities.)

"5. On November 19, 1934, the May 16-June 30 period
was split, 9 per cent being allowed for payment
in the last half of May and 7 per cent for payment
in June.

"In summary, discounts were made more liberal after January 1,

1934 (most companies adding 5 percent to the former schedule); but were
reduced somewhat (generally 2 per cent "being deducted) after November

2, 1934." (*) .

Most of these changes, was well as other changes in list prices
or terms of sale, were led by the F. S. pLoyster Guano Company (one of

the six large concerns). It led the Way in all of the three actual
price changes on finished products which were general throughout the
industry.- (**)

(*) nhitney, Simon, Fertilizer Industry Price Filing Study

t

December 15,

1933, p;>. 47, 48-49, NBA Files.

(**) Whitney, Simon, op. cit., p. 14, 1TPA Files.
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13 • Valve & .Fittings

The valve and fittings industr ' iro'oosed a much more ambitious

plan of -price standardi satIon than was approved in the code. The code

as proposed provided (Section o) that

"The Institute shall formulate and establish (subject to

the approval of the Administrator) indexes of general

relation values of sizes and/or types and weights of

various classes or kinds of m-oducts and when any such

index has been so established each member who is a pro-
ducer of such, products (for which each such index has

been established) shall publish and enrolo^ list prices
reflecting the index value with the least practicable delay."

This proposal was not approved.

It is also known that tbs code authority of this industry considered

a standard price filing form to be used by all members in filing prices.

This was never accorded administration approval j however, the Consumers'

Advisory Board believed that considerable evidence existed that it was

used without approval and that uniform prices and substantially higher

price levels had resulted from its use and from other code authority
activities. (*)

After the code was approved, the largest producer (The Crane

Company) apparently served as the ^rice leader in attempts to secure

price uniformity by standardizing the various elements of the price

structure. The code authority. also appointed a large number of

committees which studied the different problems and sought to set up

the standards or plans of procedure. Some of those committees were as

follows: a freight allowance committee to set up "equitable" freight
allowances; an automatic sprinkler committee, to clear up the confusion
"regarding the classification as a trade factor of the different types

of sprinkler contractors"; an export committee to develop greater
uniformity in the prices of members of the industry to foreign buyers
and to see that members received more uniform .and complete information
relative to e xport opportunities; a market study committee to analyze
recommendations regarding the gradation of factory- shipment price rates
for the various trade factors; a committee on the distribution of

products to set up a uniform nlan of distribution which would be satis-

factory to the entire industry; later a producer-distributor relation-
ship committee to develop a uniform plan for contractual relationships
with distributors - i.e., to establish uniform rules and regulations
governing the sale of products in the "secondary" market (that served
by the distributors).

Apparently the Crane . Company took the lead in putting any new
arrangements into effect after the plans were worked out oy the

Committee

.

(*) See the Code History, Valve and Fittings Industry, for a more de-

tailed accoi.mt of these standardizing activities.
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Among the terms standardized were terms of payment. The code
provided for the standardization of these terms, and the standard "became
2 per cent on the 10th or 25th of the month or net 30 days. An extra
30 days was allowed on interzone transactions. To purchasers whose
requirements necessitated frequent "billings, the cash discount co-old
"be made deductible from a remittance covering all charges as of the
first or second half-month period. Invoices were supposed to "bear the
date on which delivery was made to the carrier at the point of shipment.
All through the code period a number of members considered these terms
unsatisfactory and continued to agitate for a return to those most
generally employed previous to the Code— "not in excess of 60 days
from time of shipment and subject to 2 per cent cash discount on or
before the 10th of the month following shipment (except for interzone
shipments)". The pre-code plan was proposed as an amendment but was
never approved or formally adopted; however, violations of the use of
the shorter period prescribed by the code seem to have been frequent
enough to justify the statement that the industry failed in its attempt
to standardize this particular element of its price structure.

Carefully defined customer classifications were also put into
effect. However, difficulties arose in the relation of various groups
of distributors.

Two of the largest members of the valves and fittings industry
seem to have tried to adhere to definite marketing policies and to pro-
tect the margins involved in the distribution of goods. One of these
made a policy of selling through its own outlets; the other professed
to sell only through jobbers. Jobbers apparently handled about 50 per
cent of all products marketed by the industry. The two large producers
apparently tried to persuade the others to adhere to the same or similar
marketing arrangements; however, certain firms— such as Stanley G. Flagg
& Company—refused to do this in all cases and frequently sold direct
to large consumers without taking into consideration the ordinary
jobber's margin. The general marketing situation led to considerable
dissatisfaction among the members of this industry and a producer
distributor relationship committee was set up to develop a contractual
plan for dealing with distributors. This plan was supposed to establish
uniform rules and regulations governing the sale of valves and fittings
in the "secondary" market. Such a plan was worked out but never became

officially. operative. (*)

The ambitious program of the valve and fittings industry was also

handicapped by the following conditions:

(1) The industry is complex. It purchases both ferrous and non-

ferrous metals and manufactures them into a great variety of products

which are sold to wholesalers, contractors, equipment manufacturers,

and directly to consumers for use in the construction of buildings,

water-works, railroad equipment, ships, oil refineries, et cetera.

(2) There is no uniform method of marketing, but rather a set of

intertwining routes from the producer to the consumer.

(*) See the Code History of the Valves and Fittings Industry.
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(3) Same forty-four me /be re (of a total of about 200) offer fairly
complete lines, while most of the remainder, are nonoline producers, or
manufacturers of special valves or of. leas than full lines.

(4) The institute membership was, numerically
f
a snail proportion

of all members and represented only about 75$ of the producers of gen-
eral service designs and of the capital invested in the industry.

(5) While some of the products are fairly well standardized,
others are made to specification. The Crane Company., largest producer,
makes about 36,000 different items.

(6) Some of the large members sold through their own outlets
(including branches and warehouses) while others used distributors.
Certain other firms sold direct to consumers.

(7) Many members were dissatisfied with the shorter terms of pay-
ment adopted through the code. This let to quite a few violations.

(8) There was much overlapping with other similar industries,
such as the waterpower equipment subdivision of the machinery and allied
products industry, and the steel castings, scientific apparatus, steam
and fluid specialty, and pipe nipple industries.

(9) Some of the producers in Net? York and Philadelphia delivered
in small quantities by truck to customers and made no charge for freight,
These producers also filed prices uroviding for freight allowances under
certain minimum quantities which had been prescribed by the industry.

(10) Some of the large producers with branches or warehouses sold
through these outlets without filing the orices involved in such sales.

(11) The NBA also refused to approve a number of the plans
worked out by the code authority's committees.

Needless to state, under these conditions, the industry failed to

carry out many parts of its elaborate program of price standardization.

c. Electric Arc TTelding Apparatus.

The code experience of this group shows certain changes with respect

to uniformity of merchandising methods employed which accompanied the

open price filing, and also the use of customer classifications to meet

a special competitive condition.

The price structure of the group at the inception of the open price

system under the NEA showed little or no uniformity as among group mem-

bers. Fourteen companies employed rental or rental purchase plans. Of

these, 8 used one plan, 3 another, and the remaining 3 still another.

Eleven members had deferred payment plans, and only 3 of them employed

the same plan. Host of the other elements of the price structure

presented a similar picture, except "accessories" which had been standard-

ized to some extent through the pre-code activities of the trade asso-

ciation.
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The final structure under the code showed' an entirely different
situation. Seventeen companies now offered deferred payment plans
and 14 were using the same plan. In making rentals, 15 of the members
used the same scheme. A similar degree of uniformity applied to the
other elements of the price structure in the final filing. (*)

d. Pole Line Hardware Group - Electrical Manufacturing Industry.

Uniform changes in the terms of payment constituted a princi-
pal shift in the price structure of this group. Table XIII "below, .

shows the changes which took place in the terms of payment for this-'

group in the course of price filing. As indicated in the table,
this group divided the United States into three areas. The Eastern
Division comprises all of the country except the Western Division
(California, Oregon and Washington, and parts of Idaho, Montana and
Nevada), and the state of Arizona, which constituted a third area.
Although price terms and other conditions varied as "between the three
geographical areas, they were the same far all competing companies in
any one area at any given time. Prices were always highest in the

Arizona area and lowest in the Eastern area; approximately equivalent
differentials existed for all items "between the three areas.

(*) See Caesar, Albert "Electric Arc Uelding Apparatus" preliminary

paper, ERA Price Filing Study of the Electrical Manufacturing
Industry, 19o6, for a detailed account of this Group's experience

with price filing under the ERA Code.
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t:^l" xn i

TERMS OF PAYuSlT JILEE j J.
..:

' ER3 OF TEE POLE LIME

(Hajor Fillings)

Geo ;;r.'''"o
%-ic?.l Divisions

Eastern Western Ari zona

1. F.O.B. Pittsburgh
or Chicago

50 days net

F.O.B. California, 100 lbs. F.O.B.

Oregon or any R.R. plat-

Washington form; less than
100 lbs. F. 0.3.

Phoenix.

Pf/j, 10 days; net 30 20, 10 days; net,

Distributors, 2/j, 30. Distributors,

15; not, 30. 2^, 15; net 30.

2Jj, 10, net 50. 2$, 10th. prox. ;net, 2$, 10th ;orox.

,

Distributors, 2,*, 15; 50 to all customers, llet. 30 to all

ilet. 30. customers.

3. 3£, 25th, 1st to

15th invoices; 10th
pro::. , 16th to end
of month invoices

Ho further change i
To further change

Source: Chronological History of Filed Prices, ERA Price Filing

Studies of the Electrical Manufacturing Industry.
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e « Wholesale Confectionery

The operation of the Open price provision in the wholesale con-

fectionery industry was entangled in efforts to maintain prices by
more direct means. In the autumn of 1934 twenty manufacturers sent

letters identical in content, and in some cases in wording, to all

their customers, demanding that retail prices be maintained 20 per-
cent above manufacturers sales prices, with a 6^ discount for cash
and carry jobbers. The letters broadly intimated that wholesalers
who did not observe these prices would be considered unsatisfactory
customers and denied further goods. (*)

Other means were used by the wholesalers themselves to protect
distributive margins: Among these were:

1. Boycott of manufacturers v/ho sold to "illegitimate" jobbers.

3* Refused to sell to retailers v/ho did not buy wholly from
"legitimate" jobbers.

3. Efforts by trade association action to limit competition
and restrict the action of jobbers not members of the

association. (**)

Activities of -this character led to a public hearing in Washington
in January 1935, to consider "why the open price plan contained in

Article VII of the code should not be stayed due to irregularities of

enforcement and administration." A second hearing, held later in

New "fori:, resulted in the drafting of an order to remove from office
an official to the code authority. The Schechter decision was ren-
dered before final action was taken.

S. Summary of the Cases: The Character of Prices under
Pr ice Filing

The foregoing sections have demonstrated that the level or

general direction of prices has va.ried greatly in different : industries
under open-price codes. In some the general direction of price has
been upward and the final level higher than the original; in others,
no significant change has occurred.

These industries appear to fall into three groups:

(1) Those with prices which were uniform, relatively stable and
maintained at a high level.

(2) Those in which prices generally lacked uniformity, were
relatively unstable and declined under NBA.

(3) Industries in which the results were somewhat mixed. Thr,t is,

prices were rather uniform but unstable; or stable but not necessarily
uniform; or fluctuated considerably but about a trend line which rep-
resented a. rather high level; or were uniform at a low level.

(*) Code History of the Wholesale Confectioners Industry, pp. 25-28.

(**) Interview of L.L.Blair, member of Trade Practice Study Section, with

E.K.Sorensen, State UFA. Officer, Philadelphia. Sept. 26, 1935.
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CHAPTER VI •

FU AD?£E III STRATION OF 'OPE': P1IC5 PLAITS . .

Introduction

The first section of this chapter is devoted to a consideration of

the character and extent of NRA administrative supervision over code

authority activities with respect to -price filing, and to the nature
and extent of the modifications of price-filing nrovisions effected in

the course of administration. The second section considers the extent
and efficacy of both Administration and code authority compliance ac-
tivities with respect to these provisions. In the final section the
official and semi-official policy declarations of the Administration
as to price filing are set forth and discussed. (*)

A. Supervisory Administrative Action

Summary

Various causes combined to make necessary a great deal of super-
vision and correction by the Administration of code authority activities
in connection with price filing. Imperfect drafting of the price filing
provisions of the codes made possible wide differences of opinion as to

the power intended to be reposed in the code authorities to interpret
and govern price filing plans. In addition to this, certain of the code
authorities considerably overstepped the clear and unequivocally stated
limits of their -newer. The preoccupation of most of the industries with
the whole question of price constantly led to efforts to extend the price
filing plans into more rigid forms of control not contemplated in the

original approval of the code.

The form taken by this administrative supervision and correction
consisted, in a. great many cases, merely of warnings to the code authority
in question. While these warnings were probably effective in some in-
stances, various cases to be cited below indicate definitely that sometimes
the warnings were disregarded entirely, while at other times the warning
was followed technically but the improper activity was carried on in some
other form.

In certain instances corrective action went beyond mere warnings,
the open price provisions were stayed in some cases; in others, industries
were called upon to amend their codes; members of the code authorities
were removed from positions of power in other cases.

As to its general character, one must conclude that the supervision
was largely haphazard in nature, especially in the earlier MRA period.
There were a number of reasons for this. The price-filing provisions
themselves were very diverse in character, and for a long time uniform
policy on the subject was entirely lacking. Initiative in the matter of

(*) The material in- the last two sections was prepared by
Mr. Morrison Handsaker.
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supervision rested largely with the individual Deputies. Complete

records of code authority administration of open price filing plans
were seldom received "by the Administration. If received, such records
were not always checked to insure proper administration by the industry
groups. Broader questions, such as the trends of prices and their

indication of the effect of the open price plans, tended to be con-

sidered only when some consumer, industry member or member of the

Administration took exception to the way in which the plan was working
out.

The individual economic philosophies of members of the Administra-
tion, especially the deputy administrators, had their effect. The

record indicates that some of these persons were inclined to overlook
a certain amount of price control activity carried on in connection
with price filing. Indeed, in some instances, they appear to have been
actively interested in promoting increases in price levels in the indus-
tries whose codes they were administering".. The indeterminate status of

price filing as a control measure, which has been indicated in earlier
chapters of this report, further contributed to tolerance of such
activities carried on pursuant to the code provisions.

.

This situation is more readily understood in view of the circum-
stances which surrounded the adoption of the price filing provisions.
These provisions had "been clearly ^esired "by the industries, as quota-
tions cite^ in another chapter indicate, in order to give them a
measure of control over prices. Industry in general felt, correctly or

incorrectly, that it was "entitled to price protection" in return for
its shouldering of higher labor costs under the codes. Approval of the

provisions was not unnaturally construed in many cases as extending also
to the underlying purposes. Furthermore, many persons within the Ad-
ministration were in accord with the efforts of the industries to

increase price levels, as in line with the general aim of recovery.

Add to all this the fact already noted that the code provisions
themselves were in many cases roughly and ambiguously drawn, and the
difficulties of effecting any degree of uniformity in supervision are
apparent.

In the following pages there will be considered certain of the ad-
ministrative difficulties of NBA supervision arising out of the diversity
of the code provisions, the lack of adequate data, and other circum-
stances. Formal NRA administrative action involving changes or inter-
pretations affecting the provisions themselves, through the medium of
amendments and administrative orders will be reviewed; and other super-
vision involved in the critical overseeing of the administrative actions
of the code authorities will be outlined.

I. THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEM OF SUPERVISION

A. Diversity of Open Price Plans .

A great variation in orice filing provisions and price filing
practices existed under the NRA. This variation, however, did not result
from any deliberated plan to try different types of plans in order to
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wh-.ch was preferable. .IfltA experience cannot, therefore, "be regarded as
involving a genuinely "controlled" and intentionally varied government
experiment with -orice filing. There were numerous reasons why NRA
experience lacked the scientific significance of a carefully scrutinized
study "by the trial and error method. The original provisions were too
dissimilar to fall into any well defined classes. They operated in every
conceivable type of industry and competitive situation, within almost
every known combination of code rules, under diverse managements and
under the restrictions of changing policy standards. They were applied
in industries where -orice filing had never been attempted, and in those
where ooen -orice systems had already reached one or another stage of

confusion, congealment or operating smoothness, under some orior regime.

The. variations in the ooen price -orovisions were in fact largely
accidental and unplanned, arising from haphazard draftsmanship and the

circumstances of hasty code writing, as well as from the different
states in NRA. development at which they were approved. Conspicuous
exceptions existed, however, in the case of industries whose orice
filing articles were drafted with a careful eye to all possible con-
tingencies, and with a broad margin of residual power left in the hands
of the administrative agency or code authority. In practice, these
diversities in the form of the open -orice orovisions were of comparatively
little moment during the first months of cede operations, when adminis-
tiation was left largely to the code authorities, with occasional
rule- of- thumb decisions by the deputy who was in charge of the code.

Later, however, the gradual tightening of NRA restrictions and
supervisory control over coen orice activities placed an importance on
the precise phrasing of the powers conferred, quite out of proportion
to the Administrative review this point had received at the time of

code making. Experience introduced distinctions and questions of inter-
pretation that had never been thought of at the time of code drafting.
Beth industry and the NRA resorted to refined analysis of the exact
words that an-oeared in the orovisions, ignoring the rough and ready way
in which the provisions in most instances .had been drafted. Omissions
from open orice articles were as seriously and literally interpreted as

wex'e the clauses that actually appeared. Reference to the transcripts
and other documents of the code-making oeriod for purposes of interpre-
tation, might, in some instances of these early codes, indicate the
indent back of a. precise wording or an omission. More often it revealed
a complete absence of discussion of the point.

The progressive steps in development of NRA policy about price
filing were toward disapproval cf the wide powers which had been granted
in the early code days, and toward a refusal to incorporate such pro-
visions in new codes. In spite of the effort at more strict interpreta-
tion of the provisions of the codes already approved, however, these

provisions proved relatively pliable in the hands of the code authorities
because of the lack of specific definitions, limitations and checks,
which had. been omitted in the original drafting. Furthermore, the indus-

tries were reluctant to consent to any change which would limit existing •

powers; and, under the basic NRA theory, amendments and modifications of

the existing codes were dependent upon industry cooperation and agreement.
NRA might interfere directly to prevent gross misapplication of code
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oowers in particular instances, but there was no will to attempt
widespread compulsion to bring codes already approved into line with
subsequent policies.

The issuance of Office Memorandum No. 228 (*) setting forth the
revised policy toward price provisions, including price filing, made
more and more difficult the obtaining of industry cooperation in moving
toward a uniform situation as to price filing in the codes as a whole,
since acquiescence in that Memorandum by industries operating under
more liberal price filing rules would have meant surrender of the
waiting periods and other prized forms cf control.

This conspicuous lack of administrative control by NRA over going
open price plans, except as it might stay certain portions of them,
made it virtually impossible to shape the plans as a whole to any
desired form, or to adapt them in the light of experience to particular
situations or more considered policies.

In addition to the difficulties placed in the way of consistent
NRA administrative supervision by the diversity of the price filing
provisions themselves, there was, as the next section shows, the further,
handicap of lack of complete data as to the administrative work of the

code authorities and actual filings under the provisions*

II. AVAILABILITY OF DATA ON WHICH TO BASE SUPERVISORY ADMINISTRATIVE
ACTION

A. Available Records of Code Authority Actions .

• During the course of the survey to obtain basic data on the open
price filing plans of the 191 codes included in the initial sample for
this report, information concerning NRA files of code authority bulletins
and/or general industry letters, and of code authority minutes, was.

developed for 101 and 107 codes respectively.

The summary of findings as to Code Authority minutes received by NRA
shows the following results:

. , . No. of Codes

No copies of minutes found 6

Occasional copies 5

Partial sets 7

Fairly complete sets 56

Complete sets of minutes • 33

Code Authority Bulletins and General Industry .letters found

were reported as follows:

(*) This Memorandum, issued June 7, 1934, was the first definite and

complete policy statement issued by NRA on price filing plans.

It is discussed in detail in Section ! C of this Chapter, below.
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Fo. . of Codes •

No "bulletins or letters 44

Scattering copies 17

Fairly conrolete set?
_

, 24
Complete sets IS

1. Importance of Missing Records

The minutes of code authority meetings were supposedly available
to the Administration and were, in the latter days of the Act, recmired
to he examined and reviewed "by the deputy's office. In many instances,
they have been found to contain the only available record of resolutions
and actions pertaining to the price filing plans. In only a minority
of instances have complete sets of these minutes been located in the

files. Characteristically, the minutes of the earlier meetings were
the ones missing, and with them are missing the resolutions, rules and

instructions that were originally adopted for setting up the price
filing operations. For example, the digest of minutes for the copper
and brass mill products industry, prepared by the Code Administration
Studies Section, is full of references to action taken to amend rules,
whidh are referred to by number, and which obviously pertained to price
filing procedure. These amendments, however, are meaningless without
the earlier records, of action. ' Other examples of this lack of in-

formation are numerous.' The absence of code authority bulletins and
industry correspondence material is, as the above tabulation indicates,
even more general.

3 . The Colle ction of Pric e Filing s

1. Absence of collected price filings.

There is a most conspicuous absence of collected price filings in

the possession of the National Recovery Administration, despite the

care taken to provide by code provision for access by the Administration
to statistical information collected under the codes of fair competition,
and the usual stipulation in. pi ice filing plans that the Administrator
should be supplied copies of Price filings upon request. No systematic
efforts were ever marie by the NRA to tap this ready source of price

information and to utilize it in any organized fashion for studying
the effects of open price filing or of other provisions affecting price.

At one time it was rumored that the Price Section of the Research
and Planning Division, or some similar group, might be designated to

receive copies of all price filing schedules and revisions filed under
open price plans. (*} Ho action was taken to this end nor to build up

price filing records, either for research or for current administrative
purposes. The NBA lost ready access to the files of the code authorities

with the invalidating of the codes by the Supreme Court decision in the

(*) Objections, other than the Question of policy involved in NRA
assuming this role,, were the obvious inadequacies of space and

trained personnel to handle the volume of filings that would
be received.
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Schechter Case. At the present time it does not have in its possession

complete records of the price filings for any group of industries

sufficiently representative to "be statistically adequate for general

appraisal of the effects of open -price filing.

One may say, with little qualification, that the -orice filing

plans authorized by MA codes fell far short of their potential value

as a means of adding to the store of -permanent statistical data on

price movements, -price levels and the comoosite structures in the

industries concerned. Except through the courtesy of trade associations,
available price statistics for the past two years of NBA operation are

characteristically no "better for industries that had o-pen price pro-
visions than for those that had none.

Such price filings as were assembled had usually been compiled
because of specific complaints or immediate controversial issues, such
as charges of collusive or monopolistic activity, or the request for
emergency relief from destructive price cutting. Price filings were
assembled for the carbon dioxide industry because some small members
refused to file -prices with the code authority and complaints of monopo-
listic practices were under investigation by the MA and the Federal
Trade Commission. Similarly, a body of price filings for the asphalt
shingle and roofing industry was collected when that grouo was under
investigation by the Department of Justice. The value of even these
records is decreased by their fragmentary coverage, both as to period
of time and number of companies represented.

Occasional attempts to secure -price filing records were made by
Research and Planning advisers or by Consumers' Board advisers, either
on their own initiative,' or at the suggestion and through the coopera-
tion of the deputy in charge. Thus, the -price filings for the paper
distributing trade were* regularly forwarded, at least for a period of
time to a Research and Planning representative. They constitute one
of the few sets of price filings that could be used for a comparative
study of -price movements under an open price plan. Similar isolated
efforts also account for other incomplete sets of price filings located
in ERA files. (*)

In general, initiative in requesting price filings was left almost
entirely with the individual deputy. (**) The deputies had inadequate
facilities for receiving or preserving such price filings. They had
little time, and in most cases insufficient statistical training, to

analyze them even when they were sent. There was reported to this staff
at least one instance in which a code authority voluntarily forwarded
copies of price filings, and was requested by the Deputy to refrain from
doing so because of the lack of facilities for storing them.

(*) E.g., Baking; Tag Manufacturing; Kraft Paper.

(**) Two Office Memoranda are pertinent to this point. See Office
Memorandum No. 332 LIRA files, ' ", defining duties of administration
members and Office Memorandum No. 334 prescribing procedure for
statistical reporting. See Appendix C Exhibit V for the text of

the latter Memorandum.
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Price filings sufficient to provide even fragmentary statistical
information en the subject wen located for only 55 codes, most of these

in the ind ividoal code files of the Deputies.

It should be noted, moreover, that rarely was there any objective
means of judging the cornnleteness of the filings. This could be done
in mest cases only by direct check with the industry filing agency.
Sample filings are, in many instances, the only available sources for
determining the forms used in the filing of urices, the kinds of in-

formation furnished under the -orice filing olan, and the variety of terms
and conditions of sale that prevailed. Eut even samole filings are not
available for a significant urouortion of the ooen -orice codes.

The following is a list of 56 codes for which partial sets of

price filings were located in I-IRA files:

Agricultural Insecticide and Fungicide
All Metal Insect Screen
Alloy Casting
Asbestos
Asuhalt Shingle and Hoofing
Asohalt and Mastic Tile
Baking
Boiler Manufac tur ing
Bus in e s s Turn i tur e

California Sardines
C^roet and Hug
Cast Iron 3oiler
C igar
Coocressed Air
Cooking and Heating
Cotton Cloth G-lcve

Envelope
Harm Eauipment
Fibre Can and Tv.be

Fib re Wa 1 ] b o a r

d

File Manufac tur i n
_

:
:

Fire Extinguishing A-roliancc

Funeral Suo^ly
Gas A-Toliance

Gumming
Hand Chain Hoist
Heat Exchange
Iron and Steel
Liouid Fuel Arroliance

Machine Waste'

Marking Devices
Metal Tank
Metal Window
Hon-ferrous and. Steel Convector
Oil 3urner
Pauer and Pulo
Paper Distributing Trade
Preformed Plastic Products
Processed Fish Oil
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Public Seating
Pump Manufacturing
Refractories
Rock and Slag Wool
Rubber Tire
Shovel Dragline and Crane
Steam Heating
Steel Castings
Steel Tubular and Fire Box Boiler
Stereotyped Dry Mat
Tag
Tool and Implement
Unit Heater
Upward Acting Door
Waxed Paper
Warm Air Furnace
Window Glass

Only 18 of the codes in this list, it is to be noted, are also
in the list of 57 codes included in the open price sarrrole.

III. FORMAL ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

A. Inf requency of Formal Action

The formal actions of NRA in modifying open price provision and
code authority activities pursuant to such provisions, were few com-
pared with the total number of such open price provisions and the
dynamic character of the activity authorized. Executive Order No. 6767
and Administrative Order X-48, the blanket stay on waiting periods in
codes after the Price Hearing in January, 1934, and the issuance of

Office Memorandum No. 228 containing approved policy for new and re-
vised price filing plans, were, of course, general in their application
and effect. (*)

Administrative actions affecting open price provisions in individual
codes were soa.otimes taken in the form of administrative orders, some-
times in the form of amendments. Both forms were employed to accomplish
essentially similar ends in similar situations. The use of the ad-
ministrative order wps generally favored. The large number of stays of

open price plans, or parts of such plans, accomplished by administrative
order rather than by amendments to codes, may be accounted for in the
following several ways.

(1) Action could be taken in this manner
without ind^^stry assent, if necessary;

(2) There was a common desire on the part of

industries to avoid having their codes
opened by a public hearing for general
amendment of the price and cost pro-
visions; and,

(*) See Section 3 of this Chapter for discussion of the effect of

nop? these Orders and this Memorandum



-.
'

(") The administrative order form of action
did not entail s i ispion of the order
for Presidential approval, printing of

tli< amen . .t, etc.

B. Amendments Pertaining to Pjrice Filing (*)

In all, only fifty-four amendments concerning ooen price filing
were favorably acted uoon by the Administration and inserted in

approved codes. These affected only fifty- two codes out of the total
number of four hundred and forty-four open -price codes.

Six of these amendments were for the purpose of adding ooen price
provisions to early codes that had not previously contained such pro-
visions. These codes were:

No. 1 Cotton Textile (Thread Manufacturing Division)
No. 5 Wool Textile
No. 6 Lace Manufacturing-
No. 13 Fishing Tackle
No. 38 Boiler Manufacturing
Ho, 54 Throwing-

Introduction of price filing in the first two codes was made
optional, upon the vote of members of any division or sub-division.

An additional seventeen amendments were made to substitute the

price filing provisions of Office Memorandum No. 228 for previous open
price requirements. These were the following codes:

Milk Filtering Materials
Narrow Fabrics
Clay and Shale Roofing Tile
Lime
Tood P lIp

2Carbcn Dioxide
ardwo >d Distillation

No. 396
No. 312
No. 389

No

.

31

No, 115
No. 275
No

.

110
No. 83-.

No

.

274
No. 315
No. 58
No. 277
No. 239
No. 286

A 3-lycerine (Facific Coast Section)

Saw and Steel Products Mfg.

Industrial Safety Equipment
Cap and Closure
Cray Iron Foundry
Porcelain Breakfast Furniture
Beauty and Barber Shop Mechanical Equipment

No. 34-G- Shoe Shank
No. 37 Builders' Supply
No. 362 Photographic and Photo Finishing

(*) In compiling the data, on formal administrative action (including
both amendments and administrative orders) contained in the suc-
ceeding pages, the following sources were utilized; Post Code
Analysis Reports 1'os. 37-E (Feb. 1, 1935), 37-F (April 25, 1935),
No. 92-C, (May 23, 1935) and No. 110, (April 5, 1935) and "Orders
on Approved Codes," seven volumes compiled by the Code Record
Section and other specified soxirces.
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Certain nualifications concerning the list just given should "be

noted. Two of the codes mentioned, those for the lime and cement
industries, while they were amended to conform for the most part to

the model estahlished in Office Memorandum No. 228, departed from
this standard in at least one important particular: . i.e.. "both pro-
vided for a five day waiting period on price revisions. The lime
amendment was approved April 1, 1935 and the cement amendment on
May 11, 1935.

The change in the 3uilders' Suoply Code was made in connection
with the removal of the modal mark-up provision that had Previously
"been approved "by the Administration.

The amendment in the Hardwood Distillation Code was made at the
request of members of the industrial alcohol industry who insisted
that the open Price provision in their own code could not became
operative unless price filing was required on methanol (anti- reeze)
manufactured and sold by the hardwood distillation industry. This
amendment applied only to that product. A second amendment to this
code extended the expiration date of the first amendment to

June 16, 1935.

Eight amendments, to the codes for the; steel casting, paper and
pulp, macaroni, electrical manufacturing, steel package, standard
steel barrel and drum, machine aoplied staple and job galvanizing
industries, were made for the purpose of adding a prohibition against
offers or bids to sell contrary to filed prices.

Nine amendments, to the codes for the snail arms and ammunition,
wholesale confectioners, household ice refrigerator, standard steel
barrel and drum, mop stick, milk and ice, cream ca^n, machine

.
screw

chain manufacturing, and cork insulation manufacturing division of the

cork industry, were for the purpose of eliminating the waiting periods
in the price filing provisions at the request of the Administration.

The Code for the Dry and Polishing Mop Manufacturing Industry was
amended at the request of the code authority to delete the price filing
provisions. The codes for. the vitreous enamel ware, cordage and Twine
and furniture and floor wax and polish industries also had their price
filing provisions deleted by code amendment.

Other amendments involved a considerable variety of matters. One
change added filing of-- rental prices to the Code for the Construction
Machinery Industry. In the iron and steel industry an amendment
changed the open price provisions approved, in the original ccle to

conform to other new- code provisions. concerning voluntary membership.
The waiting period and the right of the code authority to challenge
and void filed prices were deleted at this time. The price filing
provisions in the Plumbing Contracting Code, were expanded by amendment
in order to amplify the original brief section on bid filing. In the
Code for the Artif icial. ,Limb Industry a sixty day limitation on upward
revisions of prices was reduced to a 48 hour limit in conformity with
Office Memorandum #228. .

The Macaroni Industry Code was changed to
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reauire that contracts should correspond with -orices on file with the

code authority. The Machine Applied Staple Code was amended to

forbid selling at variance from published "rice, (it previously
-oermitted sales above but not below this orice)

.

The Concrete Masonry Code was amended to provide for distribution
of filed -orices to all those applying for them and willing to defray
costs, and for making lists available for inspection 'hiring all
business days. The Mop Stick Code likewise was amended to provide for
dissemination of -orices.

The price filing orovision of the Fasoline Pump Manufacturing
Code was amended to cxemut discontinued lines, obsolete or surplus
stock from sale at list prices if properly filed with the Code Authority.

The oxy-acetylene industry (medical gas division) was amended to

require filing of rental charges on cylinders and to make prices
available to any interested parties.

In three codes, amendments were made in the or>en nrice filing
provisions in order to correct typographical errors or to remove
ambiguous language. These codes were those for the c mrmercial :

refrigerator industry, fire extinguishing appliance industry and the

metallic wall structure industry.

C. Administrative Orde rs Affecting Op en Price Provisions of

Ind ivioual Codes .

The large number of .administrative orders affecting open orice
•provisions in codes preclude a comolete survey of all codes on this

point; it has been necessary to limit discussion on this matter to a

consideration of some of the orders arriving to the fifty-seven codes
in the open 7orice samole. Administrative orders pertaining to these
codes are of two types, stays and interpretations. Also because of

time limitation, it has been impossible, in many c^ses, to trace each
of the administrative orders back to the deputy files in order to get a

complete picture of the situation prompting the order. The cases dis-
cussed below, therefore, should not De regarded as exhausting the
subject.

1 . S tays

.

a. Stays on waiting periods; The orders approving codes
stayed the waiting periods in open price provisions in 11 of the 57 codes
in the open price sample. These were: lime, macaroni, ready mixed
concrete, tag, canvas goods,, retail monunent, baking mayonnaise, whole-
sale confectionery, candy and two supplements to the code for the
business furniture industry.

b. Temporary stays: In a number of instances temporary
stays were ordered to permit comoletion of organization of the price
filing plan or' to make possible attempts to restore order in a price
situation before continuing with price filing, or for other purposes.
Such temporary stays were granted in the filing supply industry, (as
far as adherence to filed prices was concerned), in the baking industry,
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in the heel and sole division of the rubber manufacturing industry,
in agricultural insecticide, wood cased lead -pencil and scientific
apparatus.

A temporary stay was placed on the -portion of the price filing
provisions of the Code for the Scientific Apparatus Industry which
prohibited filing of prices below cost, cost to be determined by a
formula to be approved by the Administration. Since no such formula
had been approved, the Legal Division held invalid the -part 01 the

price filing plan referring to it, and made necessary the granting of
the stay.

The stay on the price filing provisions of the Baking Industry
Code was requested by the industry, since they felt they did not
have the organization or the financial suryoort to handle price
filings from the multitudinous retail bakers. A stay, accordingly,
was put on filing by retail bakers. This stay, it should be added,

was continued in practical effect informally, even after it expired
and was not renewed. The retail bakers simply failed to file prices
and nothing was done about it.

c. Permanent Stays.

A number of provisions were stayed until June 16, 1935, the ter-

mination date of the Act, and hence such stays were equivalent to

deletion in their intent and effect. Price filing was stayed in this

fashion in the marking devices and canvas goods codes.

Other stays, such as that in the agricultural insecticide industry
pertaining to sales between industry members, were for the purpose of
excepting certain -products or tyoes of transactions from the operation
of price filing. ,...

The entire price filing plan was stayed in the order approving the

Macaroni Code. Later this stay was modified so as to apply only to the

waiting period., . This modification was made because the Macaroni Code
had been approved just at the time of the issuance of Office Order No. 63.

As is noted in a later section, this order, which required stays on all

open price provisions, was., two days after its issuance, changed so as

to provide for stays only on waiting -periods. The change in the stay
on the code for the Macaroni industry was made to correspond to the
change in the order.

Another type of stay arose, because restrictive features of certain
codes- conflicted with tolerances established' for price quotations to

government buyers, established, by Administrative Order X-48 or Executive
Order No, 6767. Several stays of this type were granted for the Business
Furniture Code and supplements..

Some permanent stays affecting all or parts of price filing -pro-

visions, were definitely due to abuses of open price -provisions. Such

•was the case in the- candy manufacturing industry, the canvas goods

industry, the Mechanical Rubber Goods Division of the Rubber Mfg. Industry,

the Marking Devices industry, and perhaps others.
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2. Interpretations: A considerable number of interpretations
of nrice filing orovisions were issued by trie NBA by means of ad-
ministrative orders. The indirect effects of these orders were
probably greater in. scone than the rr ... r of code? directly affected
because of tne establishment 02 precedents by which informal inter-
pretations were ^iven to other industries f; ced with similar questions.

Six of the interpretations listed pertained to the fertilizer
industry.

In general, the interpretations cover minor questions of procedure
or precise meaning of the code provision, and since they are limited
strictly to the code provision in question, they cannot be considered
as general interpretations of policy.

Certain interpretations deal with the question of the "date of

filing," or the "effective date" and a.re consistent in declaring that

the date of receiot by the code authority is' the date of filing, and

that if there is no waiting period, it is also the effective date of

prices.

Most of the interpretations are of interest only'because they
illustrate (l) the numerous problems raised in connection with the

price filing Procedure, (?) the imperfections in the onen price
provisions themselves, which limited their effectiveness as publicity
and as control measures', and (0) the fact that interpretations were
ordinarily very strictly limited ~oy the wording of the -orovisions in
auestion.

The following summaries of interpretations, are examples:

Article VII, Section 1 (a), of the Crushed
Stone, Sand and, Gravel Code,, which -orohibits

secret rebates, and "extending to purchasers
special service c.r privilege not extended to
all purchasers inder like terms and conditions,"
was interpreted to prohibit a member from mak-
ing secret and confidential disclosure of a
price or terms which he proposed to file at
a subsequent date.

Order ?To. 275-B-21 Carbon Dioxide
Facts.: A member filed a schedule of -prices

with tne notation:- "In view of competitive
prices published as low as '6^-<t ner lb., we
reserve the right to sell or offer to sell

our Carbon Dioxide under ooen market or

contract at this minimum."
Question : Is this filing in accord with code

as amended August 16, 1934? (Office Memo-

randum 228), Interpretation : Ho. (*) '

(*) The code reauired a compl ete new schedule to ue filed in making re-
visions. The above interpretation -rould anoear to -prevent partial
meeting of corn-petition on the same date, or the meeting of prices on

one grade without changing the entire schedule to conform.
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. :

Order No. 67-22 Fertilizer
Facts ; We are producers and have listed -orices

for 20 different grades. A customer wants to

"buy a car of a grade that is not covered "by our
schedule.
Que s t i on : May we sell to him at -orices quoted "by

a conroetitor who makes the grade he wants to buy?
Interpretation: Ho. You may not sell or offer for
sale except at the trices specified in your own
schedule.

The following interpretation is of particular interest "because of

the attitudes expressed toward publicity and no-selling-below cost
orovisions, both of which have been discussed in earlier sections.

Order Ho, 458-22, Wholesale Confectioners' Code
Facts ; Members are required to keen price lists on

file and to adhere strictly to -orices and terms.

Article VIII, Rule 5 (a), Selling 3elow Cost
,

states, "Ho member of the industry shall sell any
candy at a price below cost, as determined pur-
suant to the -orovisions of Article VI, Section 14(k)

;

except that a member of the industry may meet the .'

lower prices of a conroetitor - - -." Article VI,

Section 14, provides for recommendation by the Code

Authority of elements of cost to become binding
.

•

. upon approval of the Administrator. The elements .

thus recommended were never approved.
Question ; (l) Under such a state of facts, does
the code prohibit .a: member of the industry from
filing a price which is below cost figure either
in accordance with his own cost finding system or

that recommended by the Code Authority?
(2) Under such state of facts, does said code pro-
hibit such member of the industry from selling at
such filed price even though it is below cost?

Interpretation ; 1. The code does not prohibit a
member of the industry from filing a. price which
is below cost, figured either in accordance with
his own cost finding system or that recommended
by the Code Authority.
2. Under such a state of. facts, said' code does
not prohibit a member of the industry from selling
below cost if he sells at his filed price. Article
VII, Rule 5 (a), only prohibited selling below
cost as determined in accordance with elements of

cost (i.e., a cost finding system approved by the

Administrator or the Hational- Industrial Recovery
Board, pursuant to Article VI, Section 14 (b) , and

no elements of cost or cost finding system has
been so approved.
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One further example illustrates the ambiguity of a price filing
provision. This reouest for interpretation was received from the

legal counsel of the code authority.

Order !
:o. 153-18. ' Valve and Fittings.

F: .cts : The price filing Provision reauires filing
of trices to en.cii of the trade factors defined in

Article II "-provided that the lowest orices that
may be filed shall be the trices at which he shall
sell his products to his distributors - - -."

Question ; (a) "Do these -provisions mean that

each member of the Industry may file -orices to any
or all trade factors as low as -orices filed by him
for distributors?

(b) Do these -provisions mean that -orices

filed by all members of the industry for their dis-
tributors must be lower than -orices filed for all
other trade factors?

(c) Does the term "his distributors", mean
that each member of the industry must differentiate
between distributors whom he had sold or regularly
sells and other distributors?

Interpreta tion: (a) These -provisions do mean that

any member of the industry may file -orices to any
cr all trade factors of the industry as low as
prices filed by him for his distributors if he so

elects.

(b) These provisions do not mean that -prices

filed by all members of the industry for their dis-
tributors must be lower than prices filed by them
for all other' trade factors.

(c) The' term "his distributors" does not
mean that each nember of the industry must dif-

ferentiate between distributors whom he has sold
or regularly sells and other distributors.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTION THROUGH CRITICAL "SUPERVISION OF CODE AUTHORITY
ACTIVITIES.

A. Character of NRA Supervision .

The heterogenous mass of rules and regulations which were adopted
by the various code authorities may explain many of the laxities of NRA
supervision that occurred in connection with open price filing. Char-
acteristically, all such regulatinns were subject to the review of the

administrator or his assistants. Actually, many were never conveyed
to the Administration. If they were so conveyed - as, for instance, in
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the "body of minutes of code authority meetings, in conies of

Bulletins sent to members of the industry, or in commercial resolu-
tions, - they often never saw the light of day until some resistance
on the -Dart of a dissenting industry member, complaint on the -part

of buyers, or other overt sign of dissatisfaction was sufficiently
disturbing to the code authority, the deputy's office or one of the
divisions or advisory boards, to demand their attention and review. (*)

The first attempt at systematic review of code authority ac-
tivities which were not specifically referred to the Administration
for review followed the issuance on February 13, 1935, of Office
Memorandum #336 stipulating that code provisions making actions of
the code authority subject to administrative disapproval were to be
interpreted no differently than code provisions requiring approval
of those actions.

The appointment, beginning in August 1934, of full-time administra-
tion members, with certain responsibilities for keeping a close check
upon all code authority meetings and records, had likewise been a
step toward a more thorough and current survey of these activities,
but its effectiveness was limited by the lack of any comparative
guidance for these members as to permissible activities. Standards
were lacking for such guidance. Even when flagrant examples of

misuse of the price filing provision were disclosed, the practices
complained of were often so remote in time that a request for retraction
of a code authority action had little power to undo the effects of the
action.

(*) Members of code authorities, it appears, felt in some instances that
their bulletins, from pressure of time or .other reasons, would not
be scrutinized by the Administration. Mr.' G. G. Hoskins, of the
Macaroni Code" Authority, in a letter to Dep. Administrator Walter
White, dated April 12,- 1934 says: "...You will not hav e had a
chance to read the big batch of bulletins I sent to you under date
of April 7 but ' in this we lay out a definite procedure for en-
forcement and we had supplemented these bulletins with instructions
to our regional chairmen asking that they call regional meetings
prior to April 17 and require that new prices are filed along the
lines of our bulletin No. 13 I am writing this letter
because if you do hav e a chance to review our Bulletins you are
bound to get the impression that we are. putting most emphasis
on price. You, of course, know as well as I do that this is. the
thing which manufacturers are most interested in, but I want to

assure you that from my standpoint I am just as resolved to

enforce the labor and standards provisions as I am the sales
below cost provisions " (Underlining by author).
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Occasionally, however, even bt ori this, a blanket survey of code
authority actions in particular in • s tries was undertaken by the
Administration, and some ;eni r; I c ective action taken. Thus, on
June 7, 1934, the division administrator wrote to the code authority
for the fire extinguishing appliance industry reviewing all the
numbered rulings and interpretations made by that body between
November 4, 1953, and June 7, 1934. As a result of I? rulings were
approved. Of this number, those more or less bearing on open price
filing were as follows:

"Ruling r5 Extension of time limit for filing prices. (*)

Interpretation #-12 Government sales on open quantity.
Interpretation #13 Government sales on specified quantity.
Ruling #25 Filing outstanding contracts and blanket order.
Ruling ',-27 Collecting of individual costs.
Ruling #28 Soles reports
Ruling (Bulletin #42, Hay 2, 1934) Drooling fractional

cents on net price
Ruling (Bulletin #43, May 9, 1934) Dropping fractional

cents on extended prices

The disapproved rulings bearing directly or indirectly on price
filing included a much larger list as follows:

Ruling "--2 Definitions of trade factors revised
Huling #3 Price differentials
Ruling "4 Representative costs
Ruling #7 Establishing of 3 product groups
Ruling ^9 Definition of manufacturer
Ruling --14 Limitation ..-on government Lsales. to 3 months*'

quotations
Interpretation #16 Definition of trade areas revised
Interpretation '17 "Distributor" classification
Interpretation '-13 Standard distributor's contract form
•Ruling -19 Standard contract form revised
Ruling #20 "Very large user" additional classification
Interpretation #21 Very large users, public institutions
Interpretation #22 Very large users, small plants
Interpretation #23 Education of trade factors
Ruling #24 Sales differential for "Class B"

manufacturers
Ruling #26 : Uniform classification of accounts
Ruling #29 Manufacturers of limited scone
Ruling #30 Application of "selling below repre-

sentative cost"
Ruling #31 Application of "selling below repre-

sentative cost"
Ruling #32 Limiting minimum delivery promise on

public bids
Ruling #33 Export sales below "representative

costs"
Ruling #35 Making Administrative Order X-7 part— of t he code

(*) From November 24 to December 14, inclusive. See letter of Nov. 21.
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A total of 25 out of thirty-seven consecutive rulings were not
accorded Administrative approval. Most of these, quite obviously,
had a bearing on prices and terms that could be filed.

Many of these rules had been issued during the period of time
between the approval of the Fire Extinguishing Appliance Code, on
November 4, 1933, and the effective date of price filing on
December 14, 1933, NRA permission for such delay had' been granted
(through the deputy's office) and specific letters and telegrams
of approval for the definition of trade factors, etc., had been given
by the assistant deputy administrator. (*)

The letter transmitting the disapproval of NBA conveyed the

request that the code authority:

"Bulletin the industry on all rulings disapproved by the
Administrator and to send copies of such bulletins to KRA
at the same time.

"You are furthermore requested to place in our hands at least
five (5) days prior to release, any ruling on matters specified
in the code as subject to review or disapproval by the Adminis-
trator. On matters specified in the code as 'subject to the

approval of the Administrator' written approval from us is a

prerequisite to release of Code Authority information in the

Industry."

In connection with this incident, it is interesting to note that
the writer of the Code History for this industry states: "In effect
a complete price rigidity was established,' as evidenced by copies
of price filings of 49 industry members." '(**')

(*) On December 13, 1933, Mr. J. Reed Lane, Assistant Deputy Adminis-
trator of the code for this industry, wrote to Mr. A. 0. Boniface
of the Code Authority approving a number of matters which
had been submitted to him by Mr. Boniface. On December 13, 1933,
Mr. Boniface wired to Mr. Lane to make sure that the definition
of trade factors had been approved. His wire read: "Is your
letter of December 12 intended to include approval of definitions
of trade factors?" Mr. Lane's answer, sent by telegraph the

same day, read: "Trade Factors included in approval of dif-

ferentials." Letters and telegrams in NEA Deputy's files, Fire
Extinguishing Appliance Industry.

(**) Code History, Fire Extinguishing Appliance Industry, page 44.
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Another instance of IvRA check of the contents of code authority
bulletins and of code authority rulings? which merits attention
concerns the gas appliances industry. In this cr>se, even after an
understanding concerning corrective action had apparently been
reached, such action was not taken by the cone authority.

When the administration of this code was transferred to

F. P. Combier, Assistant Deputy Administrator in November, 1934, it

was decided, after a detailed study of the files and records available,
that it should be suggested to the code authority that a meeting be
held in Washington to discuss the various points at issue.

At this meeting a number of points were listed by the Administration
representatives which were called to the attention of the Code Authority
for action. ,(*) Anong these were:

"1. Definitive withdrawal of Rule 8, oaragraphs
3 and 4, and Rule 9 of the -published 'rules'

of the Code Authority."

These' rulings had resulted in the establishment of a waiting
period, the approval of prices by the code authority, and the require-
ment for a certificate that filed orices were all above cost.

"2. Definitive withdrawal of the instructions
to the industry from the Code Authority
contained in Bulletins Nos. 3, 5, 6, 15, 25."

These bulletins covered rules, regarding the operation' of - the

administrative committee; complaints procedure; rules regarding
price filing.

"3. Definitive withdrawal and cancellation of

action of the Gas Appliances Committee at its

meeting of February 14, 1934 approving a reso-
lution regarding 'gas space heaters.'"

These resolutions covered .various mandatory sales terms, such as

cash and quantity discounts, etc., on sales of gas space heaters.

"4. Definitive cancellations and withdrawal of

resolution of the Gas Appliance Committee at

meeting of June 14, 1934 approving 'trade rules

of the Association of Tank Water Manufacturers.'"

These trade rules provided for a multitude of mandatory sales
terms and conditions intended to govern sales of tank water heaters,

such as transportation allowances, extras and discounts, invoices,

guarantees, classification of customers, etc.

(*) Code faistory, page 39 and Addenda to Code History, Exhibit B,

Volume B-2.
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As a result of this meeting, it was understood by the
Administration representatives that the following actions (*) would be
taken:

"1. The Counsel for the Code Authority was author-
ized to confer with the Administration looking
toward agreement on corrections necessary

"2. The Counsel of the Code Authority was author-
ized to make the necessary corrections.

"3. The Counsel was to report on action taken at
the next meeting of the Code Authority."

This understanding was evidently not mutual, for the "Manual"
issued by the code authority on January 15, 1935 restated most of the

rules and regulations which were objectionable to the Administration.
As a result of this action, it was decided to refer the matter to the
National Industrial Recovery Board. Accordingly, a detailed report (**)
was preoared and forwarded to the board through D. ... ilelson, Code
Administration Director, on February 30, 1935.

Pressure, focused on the objectionable paragraphs of Rule 8 and
on Rule 9, was continued by the assistant deputy administrator, who
insisted on the withdrawal of these regulations and so advised the
code authority.. This decision was appealed and a conference was held
before D. 'A. Kelson, Code Administration Director, which resulted in
the withdrawal of these regulations. (***)

Still another, somewhat different, instance of HRA supervision
of code authority activities may be cited in the asphalt shingle
and roofing industry. Shortly after the code for this industry was
ap-nroved, the code authority issued simultaneously a number of
bulletins, most of which bore on, price filing. These were later
recalled by order of the- Administration. (**•<*)

As- a -result of this experience, "....Assistant Deputy Administrator
William Lawson established the* policy, which wa.s continued during
the life of the code, of reviewing the Bulletins and Explanations of

the Code Authority before they -were distributed to the Industry.

(*) " Code history, page 40.

(**) Addenda to Code History, Exhibit 3,. Volumes A and 3.

(***) For further details on this, see the report on this industry
armended to the preliminary report of the Price Filing Unit,

November, 1935. The above has been taken largely from that

report.

(****) See J.
T

7. Mackenzie's "Preliminary Report on the Administration
of Trade Practices by Code Authorities," Code Administration
Studies Section, Division of Review, December 1935, pages 23-25.
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While it docs not appear that ii.e contents of those documents were
frequently altered as a result of these ^reviews, the fact that the

Code Authority •••• s aware of this supervision might in itr-elf have

acted as a desirable influence the Cede Authority rather
welcomed this supervision; the Institute and most of the members of

the Code Authority "/ere operating under -the cloud of the Department
of Justice comulaint and were glad to have an official a-oioroval of

all of their activities " (*)

Instances such as the foregoing were, however, the exception
rather than the rule in KHA supervisor;/ dealing with the actions of
the code authorities.

The following section illustrates the elaborate and minute
regulations as to nrice filing frequently laid down by the code
authorities, and the need for careful supervision which these
entailed.

(*) Quoted from report on the Asphalt Shingle and Hoofing Industry
contained in Amend ix A of this study.
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3 . Supervision He qui red Because of the Minuteness of Code

Autho ri ty Hegula t i ons

Code authorities in certain industries tended to lay down
elaborate and detailed rules concerning price filing which were not

authorized by the code under which they were operating. This was one

important factor making supervision by the Administration highly
important.

The minuteness with which code authorities attempted to iron
out slight variations in competitive opportunities is illustrated
"by numerous rulings designed to govern the dropping or retaining
of fractional parts of a cent in unit quotations and in the extended
totals. In the Tag Manufacturing Price Book, the rules for treat-
ing these fractional figures constituted an important, section,'
"because varied practices in this regard would he quite sufficient
to throw a hid one way or another, and even when competitive bid-
ding was not at stake, the compilation of a price from the various
price elements that were filed under the code demanded meticulous
observance of the "lowest price on file." (*)

Fractional cents also were a metter of deep concern to at
least one branch of the rubber industry. The following code autho-
rity bulletin tells its own story;

"To members of the FIBS HGS3 GROUP

Subject: Official Filing of Prices, Forestry Hose -

U. S. Forestry, Portland Oregon.

Gentlemen:

"On January 27 the above opened bids for 15,7700 feet of
l-l/2" Forestry Hose, coupled. The filed price is .3456
per foot, making a total of $5425.92 off which the Govern-
ment was entitled to deduct 15; at settlement.

"The following companies bid .3937 per foot; in other
words, deducting the 15 i themselves, which would make a
difference of 94^ on the total bid if the Government
deducted their 15j from the total quoted price.

(Then followed a list giving the names of several con-
cerns)

"We contacted the interested companies and they wired
to correct their bids.

"We also wired the Purchasing Officer at Portland,

(*) Tag Manufacturing Price Book, NBA files: "Price Filing in the Tag
Manufacturing Industry."
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protesting the bids in view of the fact that they wore

below filed prices.

"As scon as we know the outcome will advise you. "(*)

The blocking of another loophole that might lead to varia-
tions in price quotations was undertaken "by the code authority for
the valve and fittings industry. A bulletin of the code authority
for this industry, dated April 20, 1934, contains the following:
"....At a meeting of the code authority April 3, 1934, a motion
was duly made and seconded and the following resolution unanim-
ously approved:

" 'Resolved that when valves, pipe fittings, fire hy-
drants and/or accessories of special design and/or
specifications are called for, manufacturers shall

include in their quotations an added adequate consider-
ation for the additional work and for material involved.
In no instance, however, shall the prices quoted on
special valves, pipe fittings, fire hydrants, and/or
accessories he less than the minimum prices on file
with' the Code Authority for a like product which is

normally available to the trade...'" (*^

That there was some attempt to offer lower prices to per-
sons calling for bids on special specifications is clear. The min-
utes of the meeting of that code authority 'for February 13, 1935,
contain a copy of a wire to the Commissioner of Public Works of
the City of Chicago, "submitting for your information" that three
companies complained against had bid to the City of Chicago on
special specification jobs at prices "substantially" lower than those
they had on file for similar standard items. Complaints were
lodged with the code authority concerning these three firms but
the record does not indicate what action, if any, was taken, (***)

Sales taxes in various states were also an element of con-
cern to several codes. Envelope manufacturers in Iowa complain*!

(*) Code Authority Bulletin sent to Mr. A. D. Kunze, Secretary of
the Mechanical Rubber Goods Divisional Code Authority to members
of the fire hose group in the industry, on March 1, 1935. A
copy of this bulletin is in the file of Chief Examiner of the
Federal Trade Commission to whom it was sent by Mr. Marsha.ll
Mayes, 1TJA Liason Officer, to the Federal Trade Commission.

(**) Bulletin in HRA files, valve and fittings manufacturing industry.

(***) Minutes in ITHA files, valve and fittings manufacturing industry.
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that the 2,j sales tax that existed in that state was result-

ing in "business being diverted to manufacturers outside the

state. Here again the members were to abide by the lowest
price on file. The meeting voted to permit adjustments to

take care of this unfair competitive situation.

The iron and steel code authority or board of directors

also gave permission to members who sell intrastate in the

States of California, Oregan, and North Carolina to reduce

their base quotation by the amount of the sales tax imposed
by the laws of those states. (*)

Another attempt made to prevent variations in proce
quotations was by anticipating and forbidding over/ loophole
for price variation. Thus, the Commercial Hesolution of the

Iron and Steel Code Authority, setting forth the maximum dis-
counts on woven wire fencing, required that interest must be
charged at the rate of F>$ after the period of free credit. This
requirement was inserted because of the fear that the waiver
of or the failure to charge it "might bo employed as a means
of unfair competition and of securing secret advantage." Rigid
insistence on this requirement in the case of small invoices,
caused such. irritation that the board by special resolution
'authorized the waiver of interest not exceeding 99 cents on
the aggregate monthly sales to a given purchaser. (**)

The extent and difficulty of the administrative task in-
volved in keeping continuous check u">on the regulatory activities
of the code authorities in the whole group of open price codes,

is evident.

Confusion Between Code Autho rity and Trade Asso -

ciation junctions

The close link which often existed between the trade
associations of various industries and their respective code
authority codies, often added to the necessity and increased
the difficulty of maintaining effective supervision over the

latter. Actions and functions which were challenged in the
hands of one., might be transferred to the other in a manner

(*) Resolution No. 24. See Federal Commission Report on the

Steel Code, March 13, 1934, page 10. This report points
out that "conditions of unfair competition might be created 11

if this wore not done. This permission was given -despite
the fact that state laws prohibited the seller from assum-
ing or abosrbj.ng the sales tax.

(**) Resolution No. 32. Reference, Federal Trade Commission
Report, op. cit. p. 12.
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not always easy to follow or trace.

Thus, we find the Metal Window Code Authority warned "by the

NRA that the bid checking "bureaus which had "been set up as en-

forcement agencies to further the operation of their price filing
plan, were not anywhere sanctioned by the code and that they must
be disavowed immediately, or not later than the meeting on July 31,

1934. Letters were to be sent to each r cpresentativc informing
him that the bureaus were not properly authorized in the code.

Copies of these letters were to be forwarded to the Administration.
The metal window code authority acceded to this order, and we find
the minutes of the meeting for July 31, 1934, recording a resolution
that the bid checking bureaus under the auspices of the code were
to' be terminated as of 12 o'clock midnight, July 31, 1934, and were
to he transferred as of 12.01 A. M. August 1, 1 cjoa , to the auspices
of the Metal Window Institute. (*)

Apparently the action of the Administration in this matter was
precipitated by the inclusion in the proposed budget and basis of
assessment of amounts for. the operation of these bureaus. The letter
of notification to the code authority condemning the bid checking
bureaus indicated that it would be necessary for the code authority
to submit a new budget. This was done, but we find later bulletins
from the code authority to .members of the industry, indicating that
the services of the bid checking bureaus were available to members
to avoid violations of filed prices, although expenses were paid
by the metal window institute. There are further indications in
later bulletins that the enforcement committees, working in close
cooperation with these bureau representatives, were hearing complaints
of code violation and assessing liquidated damages under the plan
authorized by the code; 'funds thus acquired were turned over for the

support of code enforcement activities.

The line of demarcation here is to wavering to be traced in

positive terms, but the official transfer of activities from code
to trade associations was assumed to have removed the matter from
the hands of the deputy in charge of the code. This was pointed out
by him in later memoranda covering the bid checking bureaus.

Other illustrations might be given, but the foregoing indi-
cates the general nature of this type of problem.

D. Supervision -preceding Action (Preventive )

(Supervision Before Acts Were Performed)

Instances where activities of the code authorities beyond the

(*)"Rule Book Containing All Approved HHA, Code Authority and Metal
Window Institute Regulations Applying to the M*tal Window Indus-
try", pages 28 to 42. In NBA "files.
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powers given them in the price filing provisions' were subjected

to criticisms and corrective action by the i!?A were numerous.

Certain of these 'have been described elsewhere in the report.
Here it, seems desirable to supplement these cases with other ex-

amples drawn from the work sheets on the codes included in this

study's preliminary sample. It is not possible to give all the

details, either of the charges preferred, or of the beginning
or the end of the regulatory action, without further study of the

records; but the general nature of the action and its relation-
ship to price filing can be indicated.

In the instances cited below are presented cases in which
supervisory action supervened to prevent the commission of some
irregular code authority action. The section following will pre-
sent instances in which corrective measures were employed after the

act was committed. In each category various types of cases, not
mutually exclusive in every instance, are classified and described.

In a number of instances, preventive supervision was brought
about through submission by the code authority of proposed rulings
or-, actions for Administration approval, either because the code
provision required administrative approval, or because the code
authority wished to avoid overstepping its authority. The types of
questions raised are treated separately belo\7.

1. Rejection of Price Filings by Code Authority

One instance of the preventive type of administrative
supervision relates to rejection of price filings. Pursuant to a
resolution adopted by the fertilizer recovery committee, Mr. Brand,
executive secretary of that committee, wrote "on January 24, 1934,
to Dgputy Berry requesting an opinion on the legality, under the
Code, of examining all filed schedules as to compliance and reject-
ing those which did not comply. The legal Division, in a document
bearing no date, disapproved of this procedure. (*)

2. Mandatory Uniform Terms

The Pittsburg marketing area of the ready mixed concrete
industry, on September 26, 1934, submitted for Administration approval
uniform terms o*f sale and credit practices, pursuant to Section 3 of
Article VII of the code. These proposed rules were scrutinized by
the various boards. and divisions of the NPA and were subsequently
revised. Final approval however was never given because, according
to the writer of the Code History for this industry, there was a
"lack of established administrative policy. "

(**)

(*) HPA files, fertilizer industry code authority minutes.

(**) Code History for the Heady Mixed Concrete Industry, page 43.
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